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Abbreviations and key names 
and terms

Allahu akbar!—one of the most popular Muslim slogans, "God is greater" (or sometimes "God is greatest!").Amir al-Mu’minin—Commander of the Believers (Sunnism and Shi'ism), in Shi'ite contexts, meaning 'All b. Abi Jalib.Dajjal—the Antichrist (throughout the text these terms are used interchangeably).Filastin—Palestine, what is today central Israel and the Palestinian territories, south of the Esdraelon Valley, with its capital of Ramla.
Fitna/fitan "a burning with fire, the melting of gold and silver in order to separate or distinguish the bad from the good, a trial, affliction,distress, a means whereby the condition of a man may be evinced, in respect of good and of evil, punishment, castigation, slaughter, civil war, or conflict occurring among people, sedition, discord, dissension.difference of opinions among the people, seduction, temptation, error, women."1
al-Hamdu li-llahi—"Praise be to God!"

1 E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon (Beirut: Libraire du Liban, 1997 (reprint)), vi, p. 2335 (right col.)
XXXIX



xl I ABBREVIATIONS AND KEY NAMES AND TERMS
Imam—a prayer leader (Sunnism), a legitimate leader (Sunnis^) a descendent of Muhammad through Fatima, one of twelve would be rulers (including 'All b. Abi Talib, who actually ruled 656-61] (Shi'ism).

ABBREVIATIONS AND KEY NAMES AND TERMS | xli

Sufyan, an opponent of the Mahdi, especially in Shi'ism. Also knownas al-Sakhri (because of Abu Sufyan's 
[a\-mush aww ah}.

iven name), the ugly one
Jahiliyya—the pre-Islamic period, seen in Nu'aym less as the clas-sic Islamic conception of “ignorance, barbarism"2 than a period ofknowledge concerning future events that rivals that of the People of

Al-Urdunn—Jordan, what is today the region around the Sea of Galilee, northern Israel and southern Lebanon to the coastlands, with its capital at Tiberias.the Book. We could more understand it as being a period of stability as opposed to the tribulations of the Islamic period.
La ilaha ilia Allahu—the short form of the shahada, testimony of faith, “there is no god but [the] God! [or Allah]" Stating this testimony with intent makes one a Muslim. Later it is elongated to add on “and Muhammad is His Messenger."Maghrib—the Islamic west, translated when presented by the text as a directional geographical term, “the westerners" (especially as opposed to “the easterners") but left as is when meant as a location, i.e., in the Maghrib (Morocco).Mahdi—the “Guided One," a Muslim messianic figure. Also called al-Hashimi, because of his ancestry.Mansur—the “One made Victorious [by God]", an originally South Arabian messianic figure appropriated by the 'Abbasids.

Mawla/mawali—clients, freedmen, associated with Arab tribes, usually converted to Islam.Piebald One—an apocalyptic opponent of the SufyanI in Syria.Qahjani—the South Arabian messianic figure.Speckled One—an apocalyptic figure associated with Egypt.Sufyan!—the Syrian messianic figure, descendent of Mu'awiya b. Abi
2 I. Goldziher, Muslim Studies (trans. S. M.201-9. Stern, Chicago: Aldine, 1966-7),



Caliph/Emperor list

Muhammad, 622-32
fids/iidwn caliphsAbu Bakr(11-13/632-4)'Umar (13-23/634-44)'Uthman (23-35/644-56)' Ali b. Abi Talib (35-40/656-61)1
Umayyad caliphsMu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan (36-60/657-80)Yazid b. Mu'awiya (60-4/680-3)Mu'awiya b. Yazid (64/683)'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr (anti-caliph, 64-72/683-92) Marwan b. al-Hakam (64-5/683-5)'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86/685-705) Al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik (86-96/705-15) Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik (96-9/715-17) 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (99-101/717-20)

1 Only in Iraq and the Hijaz.2 Only in Iraq and the Hijaz.
xlii

caliph/emperor list | xliii
Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik (101-5/720-4)Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik (105-25/720-43)Al-Walid b. Yazid (125-6/743-4)Yazid b. al-Walid (126/744)Ibrahim (126/744)Marwan b. Muhammad (127-32/744-50)
'Abbasid caliphs'Abdallah b. Muhammad al-Imam, Abu al-'Abbas al-Saffah (132-6/749-54)'Abdallah b. Muhammad al-Imam, Abu Ja'far al-Mansur (136-58/754-75)Muhammad b. 'Abdallah, Abu 'Abdallah al-Mahdi (158-69/775-85) Musab. Muhammad, Abu Muhammad al-Hadi (169-70/785-6) Harun b. Muhammad, Abu Ja'far al-Rashid (170-93/786-809) Muhammad b. Harun, Abu Musa al-Amin (193-8/809-13) 'Abdallah b. Harun, Abu Ja'far al-Ma’mun (198-218/813-33)

Byzantine EmperorsHeraclian dynastyHeraclius (610-41)Constantine III (641)Heraklonas (641)Constans II (641-68)Constantine IV (668-85)Justinian II (685-95,705-11)Leontios (695-8)Tiberius 111 (698-705)Philippikos (711-13)Anastasios (713-15)Theodosios (715-17)
Isaurian dynastyLeo 111 (717-41)Constantine V (741-75)



xliv I caliph/empero R listLeo IV (775-80)Constantine VI (780-97) Irene (797-802)
Nikephorian dynastyNikephorus I (802-11) Michael I Rangabe (811-13)Leo V (813-20) ai-Marwazi, Kitao j

WHat was related by the Messenger of God and his Compamons after him concerning the Tribulations to come1. Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari:1 The Messenger of God led us in the afternoon prayer in the day, then spoke to us until the sun went down. He did not leave out anything that was to happen until the Day of Resurrection—whoever remembered it, remembered it, whoever forgot it, forgot it.2. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar2: The Messenger of God said: "God raisedthis world up for me, so that I could aze upon it, and uponeverything that will happen until the Day of Resurrection, just as I can gaze upon my palm-a revelation (jillyari)3 from God, revealed to His Prophet, just as He revealed it to the previous prophets.0 [14]
■ st»*  «*«.’WMnrMM, "Wre In Sunni Ham d 73 or
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THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS

3. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman4:1 am the most knowledgeable of the people concerning every tribulation that will happen until the Day of Resurrection. It is not that the Messenger of God would confide in me that which he did not tell to others, but theMessenger of God would tell an assembly, teaching them concerning the tribulations which were to come, both small and

of asawid) is a snake which when it bites, it springs forward,9 lifts its head, and then strikes. (1) [15]8. Abu Musa al-Asha'ri10: The Messenger of God said: “There will be killing (haraj)n before the Hour." They said; “What is 
harap" He said: "Killing and lying." They said: "O Messenger of God, killing more than the unbelievers who are killed now?"great, but that group has all departed [died] other than me.4. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: “Tribulations will come like the falling of dark-night, each one following the other, coming upon you in a similar fashion, like the faces of cattle, until you do not know which is which."5. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: These tribulations have overshadowed [us], like the foreheads of cattle. Most people will perish in them, other than those who know of them from previously.6. Abu Hurayra5: The Messenger of God said: "When the time draws near, the black she-camel (al-shurufal-jawri)6 will kneel

He said: "This will not be your killing the unbelievers, it will be a man killing his neighbor, his brother and his cousin."9. Usayyid b. al-Mutashammis b. Mu'awiya12: I heard Abu Musasay: There will be killing and haraj with regard to the people of Islam before the Hour, such that a man will kill his grandfather, his cousin, his father, and his brother. By God, I fear thatit will envelope you and me!

7.

next to you, tribulations like the falling of dark-night'
10. Abu Musa: After you there will be tribulations like the falling of dark-night, in which a man will wake up a believer, but go to bed an unbeliever, or go to bed a believer, and wake up an unbeliever.Kurz b. 'Alqama al-Khuza'T7: A man said to the Messenger of God: “Does Islam have an end?" He said: "Yes. Any familyfrom the Arabs or the non-Arabs ( a/am) to which God wishes well, He will cause to enter Islam." He said: "Then what?" He said: "Then tribulations like they were clouds." He said: "By

11. Mujahid13: The Messenger of God said; Before the Hour there are tribulations like the falling of dark-night, in which a man,o to bed a believer, but wake up an unbeliever, or go to bed a believer and wake up an unbeliever. Some of them willsell their religion for a paltry amount of this world. (2)12. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: The tribulation is a terrible thing in the land of God, it treads on its halter. It is notno means, if God wills!" He [Muhammad] said: "Yes, and bythe One whom my soul is in His hands, then you will return during them [tribulations] to being snakes (asdw/cf) striking, cutting each other's necks off." Al-Zuhri8 said: An aswad (sing. permitted for anyone to inflame it—woe to the one who takes up its halter.
4 Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman al-'Absi, Companion, one of the indigent ahi al-suffa,

themselves with the Umayyads, d. 123,124 or 125/741, 742 or 743. Often called Ibn Shihab.d. 36/656.5 There is no agreement concerning his name—-'Abd al-Rahman or 'Abdallah are the most commonly cited (al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, viii, pp. 447-51 [no. 8276]), d. 57,58 or 59/677,678,679, buried close to Tiberias.
6 Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, iv, p. 1538 (mid. col.) "trials like portions of the dark night," apparently with an ominous connotation.7 Companion, Syrian, was in charge of the war-flags for Mu'awiya and Marwan I, fl. lst/7th centuiy.8 £/2"al-Zuhri" (M. Lecker); he was the most important religious figure to associate

9 Variant, nadhdhat, "to exude mucus.”10 'Abdallah b. Qays al-Asha'ri, d. 49, 50, 51, 52 or 53/669, 670, 671, 672 or 673, either in Mecca or just outside Kufa.11 The Hebrew word hereg, "killing,” although al-Bukhari, §ahih, viii, p. 115 (no. 7065) says that it is Ethiopian (//san a/-habasha).12 Usayyid b. al-Mutashammis b. Mu'awiya al-Tamimi, Basran, participated in tbe conquest of Isfahan, and later as a commander in Khurasan,/?. 1st/7th century.13 Probably Mujahid b. Jabr al-Qurashi, mawla to Banu Makhzum, Meccan, d. 1OO, 101,102,103 or 104/718,719,720,721 or 722.
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13. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr14: You will see nothing in this world but trial and tribulation, and matters will only get worse.14. Hudhayfa: "There is absolutely no stirrer of dissension, whose[group] reaches 300 men, who I could not name by his nameand his [16] father’s name, and his dwelling until the Day of

Islam,18 and tribulation pursues it, but this will only happen to the people of the end-times”19. Qays b. Abi Hazim19: The Messenger of God said: Tribulations will be sent upon the earth like rain. (1)20. 'Ubaydallah b. Abi Ja'far20: When God told Moses the storyResurrection—all of this the Messenger of God taught me.” They said: "Exactly?" He said: "Or approximately, so that thejurists would know them." Or he said: "the learned {'ulama'}.You used to ask the Messenger of God concerning the good, but I would ask him about the evil. You would ask him aboutwhat was, I would ask him about what would be.

of this community [Islam], he wished that he could be one of them. So God said: "O Moses, the end of it [the community] will be struck by trials and hardships,” some of them said; "tribulations," so Moses said: "O Lord! Who can bear these?” God said: "1 will give them such patience and faith that the trial will be easy for them."15. Hudhayfa: I heard the Messenger of God say: 300 men willemerge in my community, with them 300 banners, known, and their tribes are known, seeking the face of God, but beingkilled in [the state of] error.16. Hudhayfa: If 1 were to tell you of all that I know you would not guard me during the night17. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: You will continue in trial and tribulation, and the matter will only get worse. When the ruler does not rule for the sake of God, and the client (al-mawla) does not fulfill his obedience to God, then you are on the verge of God’s disapproval—and God’s disapproval is worse than the people’s disapproval.18. Abu Idris15:1 was with Abu §alih16 and Abu Muslim,17 and one of them said: [32] to his companion, "Do you fear anything?” They said: "We fear pursuit" So I said: "Only the people of the end-times will experience pursuit" They said: "You are right, but there is never theft without there being pursuit No theft (nahb) has happened to people greater than that of

21. Abdallah b. Amr: The Messenger of God said: There will be tribulations in my community, until they will cause separation between a man, his father, and his brother, until a man will be condemned because of his trial, the way that a fornicatress is condemned for her fornication. [17]22. Usama b. Zayd21: The Prophet looked over a fort, and said: "Do you see what I see? 1 see the places of tribulations, through your homes, like the rainy places."23. Hudhayfa: There is no more worthy guide for paths than 1 for every tribulation which will be, each tribal-crier and leaderuntil the Day of Resurrection.24. Hudhayfa: There is no more knowledgeable guide to the villages and townships than 1 for that which will come other than 'Uthman b.' Affan.

14 Son of the conqueror of Egypt, where he died in 96/714-15.15 Abu Idris al-Khawlani, 'A’idh Allah b. 'Abdallah, d. 80/699-700.16 Possibly Abu Salih al-Asha'ri, from the people of al-Urdunn,/7. lst/7th century (Ibn ' Asakir, lxvi, pp. 295-300).17 Abu Muslim al-Khawlani, 'Abdallah b. Thawb, who was a Yemenite, an ascetic, lived in Syria, d. during the caliphate of Yazid 1 (680-3).

18 Presumably from the perspective of non-Muslims.w Husaynb.'Awf al-Bajali, Yemenite, from Kufa, d. either 84, 97, 98/703, 715, 716 or at the end of the caliphate of Sulayman (715-17).20 A jurisprudent, Egyptian, a mawla of Kinana, d. 136/753-4. Al-Mizzl, Tahdhib, v, p. 30 (no. 4214): "We raided Constantinople, but our boat broke up, then a wave threw us on to a stray piece of wood on the sea, while we were five or six. God caused a leaf to grow for each of us, so that we could suck on it, so we were satisfied and filled, and when it was evening God caused another in its place until a boat passed and picked us up."21 Son of Zayd b. Haritha al-Kalbi, Muhammad’s [formerly) adopted son [cf. Q 33:37), d. during the caliphate of Mu'awiya [661-80).
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25. Abu Salim al-Jayshanl22: I heard 'All say in Kufa: “There are no less than 300 men who will appear, if I wished I could name every leader and tribal-crier of them until the Day of Resurrection." [34]26. Hudhayfa: The people would ask the Messenger of God concerning the good, but I would ask him concerning the evil, fearing that it would catch up with me. I said: "0 Messenger of God, we were in a jahiliyya and evil, but God brought this good, so is there evil after it?" He said: "Yes." I said: "Is there good after that evil?" He said: "Yes. In it there will be dissension"’ I said: "What is the nature of this dissension?" He said: "A group following [something] other than my way 

(sunna), taking incorrect guidance, enjoining [the good] from them, and forbidding [the evil]." 1 said: "And after this good is there evil?"23 He said: 'Yes. Callers towards the gates of hell, whoever responds to them, they are thrown inside." 1 said: "Describe them, 0 Messenger of God!" He said: "They are of our skin, speaking our language." (3) [18]27. Hudhayfa: The people would ask the Messenger of God concerning the good, but I would ask him concerning the evil, fearing that it would catch up with me. While I was with the Messenger of God that day, I said: "0 Messenger of God, after this good which God has brought us, is there evil, just as there was evil before it?" He said: "Yes." I said: "Then what?" He said: "A truce on the basis of dissension."241 said: "And what is after the truce?" He said: "Callers towards error—if you meet a caliph who belongs to God during those days, cling to him."28. Hudhayfa: The Messenger of God said: "My community will never perish until discrimination (tamayuz), variance 
(tamayul) and confusion (ma'ami') appear among them.” Hudhayfa said: "May my father and mother be your redemp-

22 Sufyan b. Hani’, participated in the conquest of Egypt, d. in Alexandria during the caliphate of'Umar b. 'Abd al-AzIz (715-17).23 This question seems misplaced, as the situation described previously is evil.24 Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, ii, p. 109, s.v. d.kh.n (also meaning “smoke”).

tion, 0 Messenger of God, what is tamayuz?" He said: "Tribal chauvinism ('asabiyya) which the people will renew in Islam after me." I said: "And what is tamayul?” He said: "When a tribe tends against another tribe, and allows its sanctities to be violated unjustly." I said: "And what is ma'dmi?" He said: "When the garrison cities (al-amsar) march against each other, when their necks are intertwined in war in this way"—and the Messenger of God intertwined his fingers. "When most," meaning the leaders, "are corrupt, a few will be righteous—blessedis the man who God makes his few [people] righteous!"29. Ibn 'Abbas25: There is nothing that happened to the Israelites that will not happen to you.30. Abu al-'Aliya26: When Tustar27 was conquered, we found [19] in the treasury of the Hurmuzan28 a codex, placed near the head of a dead man on a litter, and he said: "It was Daniel, according to what is reckoned."29 We took it [the codex] to 'Umar [b. al-Khattab], so I was the first of the Arabs who read it, then he sent for Ka'b, who copied it into Arabic—it in there was what will happen, meaning tribulations.31. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud30: Concerning His Word, mighty and majestic, "You who believe! Look to yourselves. No one whogoes astray can harm you, if you are rightly guided."311 did not
25 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas, first cousin of the Prophet, ancestor of the 'Abbasid dynasty, traditional source for interpretation of the Qur’an, d. 68/687-8.26 Rufay' b. Mihran al-Riyyahi, a mawia of a woman from Banu Riyyah b. Yarbu', lived in Basra, d. 90,93,106 or 111/709,712,724-5, 729-30.27 Tustar = present-day Shushtar, in Khuzistan; compare version in al-Maqdisi, 

al-Bad’ wa-l-ta’rikh, ii, p. 165.20 The commander of the Persian Sasanian armies in 19-21/640-2, eventually converted to Islam, and murdered by 'Abdallah b. 'Umar after his father’s assassination: Ibn Hajar, al-Isaba fi tamyiz al-sahaba (Beirut: Ihya al-Turath al-'Arabi, n.d.), iii, pp. 618-19 (no. 9046).29 Note the similar account in the early Khuzistan Chronicle, Michael Penn (trans.), When Christians first met Muslims (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2015), pp. 50-1.30 One of the early Companions of the Prophet, associated with a (pro-Shi'ite) version of the Qur’an, d. either 32 or 33/652 or 653-4.31 Q 5:105.
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find the exegesis of this verse afterwards. 'Abdallah said: God revealed the Qur'an when He revealed it—some verses, their exegesis is in the past, prior to its revelation, some verses, their exegesis was during the time of the Prophet, while some verses,their exegesis will happen a little after the Prophet, some verses, their exegesis will happen after today, and some verses,their exegesis will happen on the Day of Reckoning. That is the Reckoning, [both] Paradise and Hell which are mentioned.32. Elders who fought in [the Battle of] $iffin: We came to Mt al-Judl,32 and suddenly we ran into Abu Hurayra. We encountered him while he was clasping his hands, each upon the other, behind his back, leaning on the mountainside, remembering God Most High, so we wished him the peace (salam) greeting, and he returned it We said: "Tell us about this tribulation.” He said: "You will be victorious over your enemy in it," then he said: "There will be a tribulation where this one will be nothing but water in honey comparatively—it will leave you when you are few, and regretful.”33. Samura b. Jundab33: The Hour will not arise until you see terrible things, which you thought that you would never see, and never narrate to yourselves.34. Salama b. Nufayl34: I heard the Messenger of God say: You will stay after me, until you will say: "When?" Companies will come, annihilating each other, and before the Hour there will be a terrible slaughter and after it years of earthquakes. [20]35. Makhul35: “You will indeed ride story upon story."36 He said:

36< Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas37: The Messenger of God recited this verse: "Say: He is the One able to raise up punishment against you, from above you or from beneath your feet."38 The Messenger of God said: "As for that which will happen, its exegesis will not come until after."37. Mu'adh b. Jabal39: As for you, you will never see anything but trial and tribulation in this world, and it will only get worse. You will never see anything that frightens you or is harsh towards you without what follows causing it to pale by comparison.38. Zirr b. Hubaysh40 heard 'All saying: "Ask me! By God, you will never ask me concerning a band that will go out to fight 1OO, or guide 100 without me telling you of its driver, its leader or its tribal-crier—between now and the rising of the Hour." Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan41-.The Messenger of God said: "Nothing remains of this world other than trial and tribulation." [40] Anas b. Malik42: No year happens without being worse than the one before. I heard it from your Prophet.Abu al-Jild43: Trial will strike the people of Islam, while the people around them are gladdened, until the Muslim will want to go back to being a Jew or a Christian because of the effort.42. Hudhayfa and Abu Musa both: The Messenger of God said: “Before the Hour there will be [battle] days, in which ignorance will be revealed, and killing (haraj) will increase." They said: “And what is haraj, 0 Messenger of God?" He said: "Killing."43. Al-A'mash44: There will never be any matter about which you

39.
40.
41.

“Every twenty years you will be in a situation different fromthe one in which you are.’
32 The mountain where Noah’s Ark landed, Q 11:44.33 Samura b. Jundab al-Fazari, a Companion, lived in Basra, d. end of 59 of 60/679-80 in al-Kufa or Basra. , beginning
34 Salama b. Nufayl al-Sakuni, lived in Hirns, no death date.35 Makhul al-Shami, lived in Damascus, known as a jurisprudent, d 112 113 or 114/730,731,732-3.36 084:19.

37 Companion, one of the ten promised paradise, conqueror of Iraq, d. approx. 55/675.38 Q 6:65.39 Companion, well-known ascetic, lived in Syria, d. of the plague, 18/639.40 Zirr b. Hubaysh al-Asadi, lived in al-Kufa, d. either 82 or 83/701 or 702.41 Companion, governor of Syria, fifth caliph [661-80).42 The Prophet’s personal servant, lived in Basra, d. 91,92, or 93/710,711, or 712.43 Probably Abu al-Jild al-Tarmmi, probably a mawla associated with 'Abd al-Malik (lbn 'Asakir, lxvi, pp. 118-19).44 Sulayman b. Mihran al-Asadi, lived in al-Kufa, mawla, originally from Tabarastan, d. 148/765.
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will clamor, without it being followed by another that will distract you from the first one. [21]44. 'Abdallah: "How will it be for you when a tribulation is covering you in which your elderly become decrepit, and your youth grow up, so that the people will take it [the tribulation] as a way (sunna)—when people abandon part of it, it will be said: 'You have abandoned the Way (sunnay.’ It was said: '0 'Abu 'Abd al-Rahman! When will that be?’ He said: 'When your ignorant are many, your learned and knowledgeable ones are few, your readers [of the Qur'an] and your rulers are many, but your trustworthy ones are few, and when this world is sought at the price of the deeds of the next”'45. Hudhayfa: There is nothing between you and that evil will be sent upon you for the distance of miles, other than the death of'Umar [b. al-Khapab].45 (1)46. Hudhayfa: 0 'Amir, do not let that which you see deceive you—those are about to be parted from their religion, just as a woman parts her pudenda (qubul).*647. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The first people to perish will be Persia, then the 'Arabs in their wake.48. Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Dhi’b47: I heard Ibn al-• •Zubayr48saying: "1 never heard Ka'b49 say anything that would happen during my rule without seeing it" [22]49. Ibn 'Umar that he saw a building on Mt Abu Qays,50 and said: "0 Mujahid! When you see the houses of Mecca appearing on its rugged mountains (akhashib), and the water coming through its lanes, then beware!”
45 Second caliph, considered by Sunnis to have been one of the best caliphs (634-44).46 Ibn Abi Shayba, Musanna/, p. 450 (no. 37126) adds “not forbidding any who come to her [sexually]."47 Listed as Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Dhu’ayb (Ibn Sa'd, Tabaqat, v, p. 342), Medinan,/?. lst/7th century.48 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr, anti-caliph, ruled much of Arabia and Iraq (683-92).49 Ka'b b. Mati' al-Himyari, called Ka'b al-Ahbar, lived in Hims, d. 32/652.50 Near Mecca.

50. Hudhayfa: We were with 'Umar, and he said: "Which one of you remembers the words of the Messenger of God about the tribulation?" I said: "1 remember them as he said them? Hesaid: “Well, what are you waiting for!" I said: "The tribulation of a man is concerning his wife [ahZ], his possessions, hischildren and his neighbors but his prayer, his charity, andhis commanding the good and forbidding the evil will expiate it [the tribulation]." He said: "This is not what I asked you, but about that which crashes like the waves of the ocean." I said:"Do not be afraid, O Commander of the Believers. Between you and it is a locked door." He said: "Could the door be broken andopened?" I said: "Yes, it could be broken." 'Umar said; "Then it is not locked for eternity?" I said: "Certainly." We said; "Did 'Umar know who was the door?" He said: "Yes, just as there is day on the other side of night, because I told him a narrative in which there were no mistakes." Shaqiq said: "Allow us to ask him who is the door." So we ordered Masruq, and he asked him, and he said: "'Umar is the door." (2)51. Ka'b: There will come a time for the people in which the believer will be condemned for his faith, just as today the immoral is condemned for his immorality, such that it will be said to a man: You are a believing jurisprudent (faqih).3152. 'Urwa b. Qays52: A man went to Khalid b. al-Walid53 in Syria, while he was preaching, and said: “The tribulations haveappeared.’ Khalid said to him: "When Ibn al-Khattab is alive, no—that will only happen when the people are in a state of trial.” The man began to describe the earth, there is nothing on it like someplace to flee to it from him ['Umar] so that hecannot find him. Then the tribulations will appear.
51 There must be a mistake, or perhaps an ironic statement.52 Or'Urwa b. Abi Qays (see no. 1330), who may be identical with the 'Azra b. Qays al-Ahmasi al-Bajali (no. 781), lived in Kufa, d. during reign of Mu'awiya (Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, xl, p. 311 notes the confusion with this name).53 Companion, conqueror of Syria, exiled by 'Umar, d. in Hims 31 or 32/651 or 652-3.
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53. 'Abdallah: The worst of the nights and days, months and times are those closest to the Hour. [23]54. Abu Musa al-Ash'ari: The Messenger of God said: "Before the Hour there will be killing (haraj)." I said: "What is harajT He said: “Killing.” We said: "More than are killed today?” He said: “Including the Muslims yet to be born." [24] He said: “It

death,” so 1 was moved to tears, such that the Messenger of God began to quiet me, then he said: “Say: One, and the second is the conquest of Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis], say: two, and the third will be two deaths among my community like a plague of flocks, say: three, and the fourth will be a tribulation
will not be your killin of unbelievers, but your killing eachother, such that a man will kill his brother, his cousin, and hisneighbor." The people were speechless, so that not one man showed his teeth in laughter.55. 1 [Abu Qubayl]54 heard Maslama b. Mukhallad al-Ansari say55— he used to send frequent expeditions to sea, and the army hated that—when he was on the pulpit: "0 people of Egypt! Take vengeance for me, because by God, 1 have added to your stores, I have multiplied your stocks, and strengthened you against your enemy. Know that I am better than those who will follow me. The end will be evil.”56. Hudhayfa: The Hour will not arise until you kill your imam, draw your swords, and the evilest of you inherit this world. [25]

among my community." He ['Awf] said: And he magnified it, “Say: four, and the fifth will be wealth that overflows among such that a man will be given 100 dinars and look upon it with contempt Say five, and the sixth will be a truce (hudna) between you and the Byzantines (Banu al-Asfar),57 then they will come to you to fight you. The Muslims on that day will be in aland called al-Ghuta, in a city called Damascus "58. 'Awf b. Malik: The Messenger of God said: "There are sixbefore the Hour, the first of them is the death of your prophet, say: one, the second is the conquest of J erusalem, and the third

Naming of the Tribulations which are to come, and their Number from the death of the Messenger of God until the Rising of the Hour

is a death that will happen among you like a plague of flocks, the fourth is a tribulation between you, which will enter every house [26] of the Arabs, the fifth is a truce between you and the Byzantines [Banu al-Asfar), then they will gather to you after the duration of a woman’s pregnancy, nine months."59. 'Awf b. Malik: The Messenger of God said: Six are before theHour: the first of which is the death of your prophet, the conquest of Jerusalem, death like a plague of flocks, a truce thatwill be between you and the Byzantines (Banu al-Asfar), the57. 'Awf b. Malik al-Ashja'i56: The Messenger of God said to me: “Count, 0 'Awf, six before the Hour, the first of which is my conquest of the city of unbelief, and a man returning 1OO dinars in contempt.58
54 Huyayy b. Hani’ al-Ma'afiri, lived in Egypt participated in the raid on Rhodes, known to have been knowledgable concerning tribulations (al-MizzI, Tahdhib, ii, p. 330 [no. 1570)), d. in al-Burulas (?) 128/745-6.“ Governor of Egypt under Mu'awiya.56 Companion, lived in both Hirns and Damascus, where his house was near the old thread market d. 73/692-3. One the best-known stones about him: “1 was going along in Syria on a camel when 1 saw a man of the ahi al-dhimma leading a woman on a donkey. When they were alone, he poked the donkey and the woman fell to the ground. He left her there. 1 caught up with my camel and hit him on the head with my whip and bloodied him." (Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, xlvii, pp. 39-40).

60. 'Awf b. Malik: The Messenger of God said to me: There are six before the Hour, the first of which is my death, then the conquest of Jerusalem, then a settlement which my community will settle in Syria, then a dissension that will happen among
57 The Byzantines, see nos. 87, 1221; and Fierro, "al-Asfar," Studia Islamica 77 (1993), pp. 169-81; idem, "al-Asfar again," Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 

22 (1998), pp. 196-213.58 Because of the abundance of money.
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you, which will enter every Arab house, then the Byzantines will make a peace with you.61. Haznb.'Abd'Amr59 said: We entered the land of the Byzantines during the raid of al-Tawana,60 and camped on a field. 1 took the heads of my companions’ riding beasts, and took some time about it My companions departed, seeking fodder, so while 1 was in that situation, suddenly I heard: "Peace be upon you and God’s mercy!” so I turned, and suddenly there was a man there, wearing white clothing. 1 said: "Peace be upon you, and God’s mercy!” and he said: "Are you from the community of Ahmad?” 1 said: "Yes," and he said: "Be patient, for this is a community receiving mercy. God has ordained for you five dissensions (fitan), and five prayers." 1 said: "Name them for me.” He said: "Hold on, the first of them is the death of their prophet and its name in the Book of God is bughtatan (suddenly), then the killing of 'Uthman, and its name in the Book of God is al-samma' (the deaf), then the tribulation of Ibn al-Zubayr, and its name in the Book of God is al- amiya (the blind), then the tribulation of Ibn al-Ash ath,61 and its name in the Book of God is al-batira' (the cut-off)." Then he turned, while he was saying: "al-Saylam (misfortune) remains, 
al-saylam remains!” but 1 did not know where he went. [27]62. 'Ali b. Abi Jalib62: God made five tribulations for this community, a general tribulation, then a specific tribulation, then a general tribulation, then a specific tribulation, then a dark black-night tribulation in which people will become like cattle, then a truce, then callers to error, so if any creation remains for God on that day, cling to Him. In a variant, he said the same,

59 Unidentified.60 Classical Tyana, today Adana, in Cilicia; the raid was probably in 88/707 (see Michael the Great, p. 488, who dates it to 706).61 Led a revolt in the east against al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi in 81-4/700-3.62 Fourth caliph, considered by Shi'ites to have been the legitimate successor tothe Prophet, assassinated in Kufa 41/661 by a Kharijite, and ancestor of theProphet’s blood descendents.

but he said: The blind deaf (al-'amiycf al-samma7) one that covers [everything].63. Hudhayfa: There will be tribulation, then community {jamaaj, and repentance, then tribulation, then community and repentance, until he mentioned the fourth, then there will be no further community nor repentance.64. Hudhayfa: In Islam there will be four tribulations, the fourth of which will hand them over to the Dajjal, al-raqta' (the speckled), the dark-night, both of those.65. Hudhayfa: The Messenger of God said: There will be a tribulation, and then community, then a tribulation, then community, and then a tribulation in which the minds of men will be crippled.66. 'Abdallah: The Messenger of God said: Among my community there will be four tribulations; at the fourth there will be annihilation.67. Some of the elders of the army-province63; When Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya was an overseer for Marwan b. al-Hakam,64 while he was staying at the house of 'Umar b. Marwan, he had a knife with him, and a scroll. Suddenly he said: "The five and the ten have passed, but the twenty remain, whose evil will be common east and west—none will survive them other than the people of Anfablus."65 Shufayy b. 'Ubayd said to him: "May God make you righteous, what is this?’’ He said; "The first tribulation was five, the second was ten years, the tribulation of Ibn al-Zubayr, then the third will be twenty years, whose evil will be common east and west—none will survive them other than the people of Tortosa.’’68. Hudhayfa: The tribulations [28] that the Messenger of God enumerated until the Hour will arise are four: the first of them
63 Presumably that of Hirns.M Caliph in Syria, the first of the Marwanid branch of the Umayyad caliphs.65 Close to Barqa, the pre-lslamic region of Cyrenaica (present-day Benghazi in Libya).
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is five [years], the second is ten, the third is twenty, and the fourth is the Dajjal.69. Yazid b. Abi Habib66: There will be a tribulation which will encompass all of the people; none but the western armyprovince will be safe from it70. 'Imran b. Hasin67: The Prophet said: There will be four tribulations: in the first shedding blood will be permitted, in the second blood and wealth will be permitted, in the third, blood, wealth and sexual abuse will be permitted, and the fourth will be the Dajjal.71. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: The Messenger of God said to us: "1 warn you of seven tribulations that will happen after me—a tribulation that will come from Medina, a tribulation that will come from Mecca, a tribulation that will come from the Yemen, a tribulation that will come from Syria, a tribulation that will come from the east, a tribulation that will come from the west, and a tribulation that will come from within Syria, which is the tribulation of the Sufyani." Ibn Mas'ud said: "Some of you will see the first, and from this community some will see the last Al-Walid b. 'Ayyash68 said: "The tribulation from Medina was that ofjalha and al-Zubayr,69 and the tribulation of Mecca was that of lbn al-Zubayr. The tribulation of the Yemen was that of Najda,70 while the tribulation of Syria was the Umayyads, and the tribulation of the east was those [the' Abbasids]."72. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: "There will be four tribulations after me. In the first blood will be spilled, in the second, blood and wealth will be permitted, in the third, blood, wealth and sexual abuse, and the fourth, the ‘blind deaf one/ in which my community will be scraped like leather."
Suwayd al-Azdi, a mania, lived in Egypt, d. 128/745-6.'Imran b. Hasin al-Khuza i, Companion, lived in Basra, was Unidentified, but probably from Kufa. a judge, d. 52/672.
Who revolted against 'Ali b. Abi Jalib, and were both killed in the Battle of the Camel, 36/656.

66

67

68

69

Identified with the rebellion of al-Najda b. 'Amir al-Haruri, killed 72/692.

73. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Four tribulations will come upon you after me. In the first, blood will be permitted, in the second blood and wealth, in the third, blood, wealth and sexual abuse, while in the fourth, the deaf blind one, overwhelming, tossing like the waves in the sea, until none of the people will find a refuge from it. The [tribulations] will appear in Syria, strike Iraq, trample al-Jazira with its arm and leg, [29] and because of the trial, the community will be scraped like leather. None of the people will be able to say; "Easy, easy!" They will not be able to lift it from one side without it breaking down on the other.74. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said concerning His Word, Most High, "or to confuse you (into different) parties,"71 he said: "Four tribulations will follow. In the first one, blood will be permitted, in the second, blood and wealth will be permitted, in the third, blood, wealth and sexual abuse, but the fourth, the blind dark-night, tossing like the waves in the sea, will spread out until there is no Arab house into which it has not entered.”75. Ar{at b. al-Mundhir72: It has reached me that the Messenger of God said: “There will be four tribulations in my community— at the end, continuous tribulations will strike my community. As for the first, trial will strike them, such that the believer will say: ‘This is my destruction1/ Then the second will be revealed, such that the believer will say: ‘This is my destruction!’ Then the third will be revealed—every time it is said that it has finished, it returns. In the fourth tribulation they go towards unbelief, since the community will be with this one for a while, then that one, with an imam but without community (Jamd a). Then the Messiah [Jesus], and then the rising of the sun from the west. Short of the Hour there will be seventy-two
71 Q 6:65.72 Aqatb. Mundhir al-Albani al-Sakuni, lived in Hirns, d. 163/779-80.
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deceivers (dajjal); among them there will be those who only one man will follow.”76. Hudhayfa: The tribulations are three: the fourth will lead them to the Dajjal, the [tribulation] which will cast red-hot stones, [the one] which will cast black basalt stones, the black darknight one, and the one which will toss like the sea.77. 'Umayr b. Hani’73: The Messenger of God said: The tribulation of the mobile [horse-back riders] (ol-ahlas): in it there is war and fleeing, the tribulation of the torrent74 in which its smoke will issue from under the foot of a man {from my Family], claiming it is from me. None other than my pious friends are from me. Then the people will make peace under [the rule of] a man. At that time there will be the tribulation of darkness— then you will return
every time people say it is cut off, it is [actually] extended, until there it has entered every Arab house—fighting [30]in it, without anybody knowing whether for right or wrong. They will continue like this until they become two camps: the camp of belief without any hypocrisy, and the camp of hypocrisy without any belief in it When they have gathered [in this manner], then expect the Dajjal that day or the next7578. 'Ali: The tribulations are four: a tribulation of happiness andsadness, this-and-that tribulation, then he mentioned a mine ofgold. Then a man from the family of the Prophet will appear, who will make everything right79. Abii Said al-Khudari: The Messenger of God said: "There will be tribulations after me, among them the tribulation of the masses, in which there will be war and fleeing, then after it there will be tribulations worse that that—every time people

say it is cut off, it is extended until it has struck every Arab or Muslim house, until a man from my Family will emerge.”80. 'Abdallah b. Hubayra76: Three are four tribulations: the first is of perception, the second tribulation is of sectarianism, the third tribulation is blind, the fourth is the Dajjal.81. Ka'b: There will be tribulations, three, like your days of past: a tribulation in Syria, then east, the destruction of kings, then the west will follow it, and he mentioned the yellow flags—the western is the blind [tribulation].82. Ka'b: "The mill of the Arabs will turn twenty-five [years] after the death of your Prophet,77 then a dissension will develop— there will be killing and fighting in itto security and calm until you will be in [a state of] constant stability, meaning Mu'awiya, then tribulation will develop— there will be killing and fighting in it God to be the dark-night one which bends everyone possessed of pride.”83. Ka'b said, when the mosque of Medina was being built; [31] "By God, 1 wish that not a tower of it would be built without a tower falling." It was said: "O Abu Ishaq,78 did you not say that prayer in it was better than 1000 prayers in any other mosque, other than that of Mecca?" He said: "I did say that, but it is a tribulation come down from the heavens—there is only a span between it happening. If they stopped building this mosque, that would not happen." This was at the killing of this elder, 'Uthman b. 'Affan. So somebody said: "Isn’t his killer just like the killer of 'Umar?" But Ka'b said: "Nay, 100,000

I find it in the Book of

3 'Umayr b. Hani’al-'Absi, lived in Damascus and Daraya, killed by al-Saqar b Habib al-Murri 127/744-5.74 Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, ii, p. 361 is unclear as to the meaning of the word sarra' in this context.

or more [differences], then killing has become permissible between 'Adan Abyan79 and the Byzantine passes/roads. An army will issue from the west, and an army will issue from the east, then they will meet in battle at a place called Siffin. There
75 Compare the version in Abu Da’ud, Sunan, iv, Abu Da’ud). p. 92 (no. 4242) (addition is from

76 'Abdallah b. Hubayra al-Hadrami, lived in Basra, d. 126/743-4.77 36/656, the year of'Uthman’s assassination.70 Ka'b’s patronymic.79 The southernmost section of Yemen.
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will be an apocalyptic battle between them, then they will only be divided by two arbiters...” to the end of the tradition.84. Ka'b came to Siffin and when he saw the stones on the face of the road, he stood and stared at them, so his companion said to him: "What are you staring at, 0 Abu Ishaq?” He said: "1 found its description in the books of the Israelites, who fought here nine times until they were annihilated. The Arabs will fight here a tenth time until they are annihilated; they will bombard each other with the same stones that the Israelites used.”85. Abu al-Jild: There will be a tribulation, after it another, the first with regard to the second is like the whip followed by the drawing of the sword, then there will be a tribulation in which the sanctities will be permitted. The community will gather to the best one of it, coming to him humbly, while he is sitting in his house.86. 'All: "Did 1 not tell you of the tribulation of separation?” It was said: "What is the tribulation of separation?” He said: "Even if a man was tied with ten cords among the people of wrong, he would be transferred to the people of right, and even if he was tied with ten cords among the people of right, he would be transferred to the people of wrong.”87. 'Awf b. Malik al-Ashja'i: The Messenger of God said to me: "Hold on to six before the Hour, the first of which is the death ofyour Prophet" So 1 cried, "and the second is the conquest of Jerusalem, the third is a dissension that will enter each house of hair and clay, the fourth is two deaths among the people like a plague of flocks, the fifth is abundance among you so that a man would be given 100 dinars and he would hold it in contempt, and the sixth is a truce between you and the Byzantines (Banu al-Asfar)—then they will come to you with eighty flags, under each flag 12,000 [troops]." [32]88. Hudhayfa: A man said to him: "The Dajjal has emerged," but Hudhayfa said: "As long as there are Companions of Muhammad among you, not, but by God, he will not emerge
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until people want him to emerge. He will not appear until his emergence will be more desirable for some people than drinking cold water on a hot day. Verily, there will be for you, 0 community, four tribulations: the speckled, the dark-night, and such-and-such, and truly the fourth one will hand you over to the Dajjal. Two bands will surely fight at this lowly area I do not care which one of them shoots with the arrows of my quiver.”89. Tawus80: A man obstructed Abu Musa al-Asha'ri, and said: “Is this the tribulation you used to mention?"—which was when him and Amr b. al-As had gone apart to arbitrate81—so Abu Musa said: "This is nothing but a zig-zag on the road to the tribulations. The overwhelming heaviness still remains, whoever stays aloft, it will keep him aloft. The one who sits in it is better than the one who rises, while the one who rises is better than the one who walks, when the one who walks is better than the one who hurries, and the one who is silent is better than the one who speaks, and the sleeper is better than the one who is awake " [33]The Loss of Intelligence and Absence of People's Dreams during the Tribulations90. Hudhayfa: The Messenger of God said: "There will be a tribulation in which the intelligence of men will be crippled until you would see an intelligent man" ... and he mentioned this with regard to the third tribulation.91. 'Umayr b. Hani1: that the Messenger of God said: In the third tribulation, the darkened tribulation, a man will fight without knowing whether he is fighting for right or wrong.

■ Jawus b. Kaysan al-Yamani, a mawia to Hamdan, d. 106 or approx. 110/724-5 or 728-9.81 After the inconclusion of the Battle of Siffin in 37/657 the result was to nominate two arbiters who would decide which of the two contenders,' Ali and Mu'awiya, should be caliph.
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92. Hudhayfa: "The tribulations will encircle82 hearts'^ al-Fazari83 said: al-hasir [encircling] is a way—"which means that the heart that rejects [the tribulations] a white dot will be dotted on it, while the heart that drinks [the tribulations] in a black dot will be dotted on it, so that the heart will become two hearts." He took two pebbles, white and black, and said; "Hearts will become two hearts: a white heart like the stone: no tribulation will harm it as long as heavens and earth continue. But the other dust-colored dark [one], like a jug lying on the ground"—he said this while his hand was upside down— "he does not approve of good or reject evil,84 but whatever his nature drinks in. Outside of that there is a locked door— this door is a man who is about to be killed or die." This is a tradition (hadith) which does not have errors. [34]93. Hudhayfa: The tribulation, when it is presented to hearts, whichever heart rejects it the first time, is dotted with a white dot, but whichever heart does not reject it is dotted with a black dot Then there will be tribulation, which will present itself to the hearts, so that whoever rejects it the first time will get dotted with a white dot If he does not reject it the first time he will get dotted with a black dot. Then there will be tribulation, which will present itself to the hearts, and whoever rejects it twice, will be dotted with a white dot, and then he continued describing this. No tribulation will ever harm him, but if he did not reject the tribulation the first two times then he will be dotted with a black dot, and his entire heart will be blackened and ash-colored. Then he is turned upside down, since he does not approve of the good, and reject the evil.

94.

96.
97.

98.

Abu Harun al-Madani85: The Messenger of God said: How will it be for you when you consider the good to be evil, and the evil to be good?" They said: "Will that happen, O Messenger of God?" He said: "Yes."Abu Tha'laba al-Khushanl86: Among the portents of the Hour is that intelligence will decrease, wombs will be stopped up, and anxiety will increase.Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: Tribulations will overcome my community after me, in which the heart of a man will die just like his body.Abu al-Zahiriyya87: When tribulation bombards a group of people, even if there are prophets among them, they will be tempted, the intelligence of every intelligent person is yanked from him, from everyone who has perspicacity and understanding as well. They will continue as long as God wills, so when it seems good to God, He will return their intelligence, perspicacity and understanding to them so that they would be heartbroken about what they had done.Abu Musa al-Ash'ari: The Messenger of "There will be killing (haraj) before the a man will kill his neighbor, his brothercousin." They said: "In full possession of our faculties?" He said; “Most of the people of the time will have their intelligence yanked from them, leaving behind a blindness in the people, so that one will think that he did something, but he did not” (1) [35]99. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: 1 fear for you tribulations like they were smoke, in which the man’s heart will die just as his body.100. Abu Dharr 'Abd al-Rahman b. Fadala88: When Cain killed• •

God mentioned: Hour, such that and his paternal

82 Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, 1, p. 395 on this tradition states that it is a band that encircles 
the body of a quadruped.

83 Marwan b. Mu'awiya al-Fazari, lived in Mecca, then moved to Damascus
d. 193/808-9. ’

M cf°QWaiC d°Ctrine °f ** right and forbidding the

85 Musab. Abi'lsa al-Hannat al-Ghifari, lived in Medina, no death date given.86 No agreement about his name, a Companion, lived in Daraya, in the palace {balaf}, d. 75/694-5.87 Hudayr b. Kurayb al-Hadrami, lived in Hims, d. 129 /746-7.88 Lived in Medina, a mawla, d. approximately 165/781-2 ^death-date of his brother).
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Abel89 God metamorphosed his intelligence, emptied his heart and he remained bewildered until he died.

89 Q 5:27-31.90 Kathir b. Murra al-Hadrami, lived in Hirns to the time of'Abd al-Malik (685-705).

101. Hudhayfa: It was said to him: "Which of the tribulations is the worst?" He replied: "When both good and evil are presented to your heart, but you do not know upon which of them to embark."102. Hudhayfa: There will come a time upon the people when a man will wake up seeing, but turn in at night not be able to see his eyelashes.103. Ibn Mas'ud: These tribulations have overshadowed like thefalling of black-night; every time messengers come from it,messengers go, with the heart of the man dying within it just as his body dies.104. Abu Musa: 0 people, this is a divisive tribulation, in whichthe clement feels like he was born yesterday—it comes to you from a safe place like a sickness of the belly, without you knowing where it came from.105. Abu Tha'laba al-Khushani: Rejoice in a wide world, which will consume your faith! Whoever of you is certain with regard to his Lord, a white enduring tribulation will come to him, but whoever is in doubt with regard to his Lord, a black darknighttribulation will come to him. God does not care which of the valleys/directions he goes.106. Kathir b. Murra90: The Messenger of God said: Among the signs of the trial and the portents of the Hour are that intelligence will be distance, and dreams will be decreased, but anxiety will increase, and the signs of truth will be lifted, so that injustice appears. [36]107. 'All: During the fifth tribulation—the overshadowing blind deaf one—the people will become like cattle. (1)108. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: [During] the fourth tribulation my community will be scraped like leather, with the trial

harsh upon it until good will not be known, and evil will notbe forbidden.|O9, Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Four tribulations will come upon you after me, but the fourth is the overshadowing deaf blind one in which the community will be scrapedby the trial like leather, such that the good will be forbidden.but the evil will be approved, with your hearts dying during itjust as your bodies die.110. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: I wish that I had with me 1OO men with hearts of gold, so I could climb a rock to tell them in a narration that the tribulation after it will never harm them, then Iwould go and never see them again.111. Hudhayfa: Tribulation will be presented to the hearts, so whichever heart drinks of it, a black dot will be dotted on it, but whichever heart rejects it, a white dot will be dotted on it. Whoever would like to know whether the tribulation willstrike him or not, let him consider: does he see permitted as forbidden, or forbidden as permitted? Then it has struck him. Hudhayfa said: A man will wake seeing but turn in at night not able to see his eyelashes.112. Ka'b: When it is the year 160 [=776-7] dreams of dreamers and perspicacity will decrease.113. Hudhayfa: In the tribulation, right and wrong will be in doubt, but whoever knows right will notbe harmed by the tribulation.114. Abu Musa al-Asha'ri: The Messenger of God mentioned: "Tribulation is before the Hour" so 1 said: “When the Book ofGod is yet in our midst?" He said: "When the Book of God is in your midst." I said: "When we have our intelligence?” He said:‘When you still have your intelligence. [37]115. Abu Mas'ud al-Ansari91 came to Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman andsaid: “Tell me of something that we can learn from after you.” Hudhayfa said: "Error is truth, and error is when you approve
Dqba b. 'Amr al-Ansari, Companion, d. either in al-Kufa or Medina, 40 41 or 42/660,661, or 662.’ ' '
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fast to it, so that nothing will harm you later on."116. Hudhayfa was asked: "Which of the tribulations are worst?" He said: "Good and evil will be presented to your heart, but you will not know upon which to embark."117. Ibrahim b. Abl 'Abla92: It has reached me that the Hourwiji 
arise on people whose dreams are the dreams of birds.

118. 'All: I will tell you of the types of jihad that predominate among 
you: There is the jihad with your hands, there is the jihad with your tongues, there is the jihad with your hearts, since which- 
ever heart does not approve the good, and does not forbid the evil, its top becomes its bottom.

92 Shimr b. Yaqzan al-'Uqayli, lived in Damascus, Ramla and finally in Jerusalem, d. 152 or 153/769 or 770.93 Correcting according to MM from 'Abdallah b. Bishr, 'Abdallah b. Busr al-Sakasald,lived in Hirns, then in Basra, fl. 2nd/8th century.

119.

120.

'All: When the heart does not approve the good, and forbid theevil, then it is inverted, its top becomes its bottom.Abu Mas'ud: What do you think of a heart that has been inverted?121. 'Abdallah b. Busr93 used to say: How will it be for you when you see twenty men or more together, without one of the fearing God Most High? [38]
Allowance for People's Desire to Die because of the Prevalence 
of Trials and Tribulations122. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: The Hour will notariseuntil a man passes by a grave then says: "I wish that I were in place of the one inside!" because of the tribulations he has endured from the people.123. Abu Hurayra: There will come upon you a time when a man will come across a tomb then lie down in it, saying: “Oh! would that I was in place of the one inside!" Not because of his 

desire to see God, but because of the Intensity of the trial he is 
undergoing.

124. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The Hour will not 
arise until a man passes by the tomb of his brother, then says: 1 wish that I was in his place!"

125. Abu Hurayra: There will come upon the people a time when 
death is preferable during it than washing in cold water during 
a hot day, then not be able to die.

126. 'Abdallah: There will come upon the people a time when a man will come to a tomb, then roll over it like mounts roll 
over in the dust, wishing that he would be in the place of its 
owner—not because of desiring to see God, but because of the trial he is enduring. (2) [39]127. Abu 'Adhaba al-Hadraml94: If life is too much for you, a man from among you is about to go to the tomb of his brother, then rub himself on it, saying: "Oh! I wish that I was in his place!" You have been saved, you have been saved! So a young man from the people said: "Concerning what, O Abu 'Adhaba?" He said: "You call to an enemy from one side, and while you are in that situation, you then call to another side and to another enemy, so when you are like that, when you are called to another enemy, you will not know to which enemy you should muster. On that day it will be like that." (1)128. Ka'b: The sea is about to be too difficult for any boat to travel on it, while the land will be too difficult for anyone to be able to take refuge in a house.129. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: There will come upon the people a time when a man will wish that he was in an overloaded open boat (/ulk),95 him and his family, being tossed around on the sea, because of the intense trial on the land.130. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Someone heard him say: There will come upon the people a time when a man with nobility, wealth and

94 Probably 'Amr b. Salim al-Hadrami, lived in Hims,/I. lst/7th century.95 Cf. Q 10:73 (story of Noah’s Ark).
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worse. You will never see anything other than rudeness in 
leaders (g'immd), and you will never see anything tempting t0 you without the disdain for it stronger afterwards. [40]132. Abu Hurayra: Death is about to become preferable to the

learned than red gold.96 I

96 Considered to be the most valuable type of gold, e.g., Ghada Qaddumi [trans.], 
Book of Gifts and Rarities (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Center for Middle Eastern Studies, 1996), pp. 147,243.97 'Umayr b. Ishaq al-Qurashi, a mawla of the Hashemites, no death date given, but fl. lst/7th century.98 Al-Kindi, lived in Kufa, a mawla, d. 113,114 or 115/731,732, or 733.99 Probably Abu 'Uthman b. Sanna al-Khuza'i, lived in Syria, JI. lst/7th century.

133. 'Umayrb. Ishaq97: We used to discuss that the first thing which 
would be lifted from the people would be friendship.

134. Ibn Mas'ud: I heard the Messenger of God mentioning the trib

ulation, so I said: When is that? He said: When a man cannot 
trust his companion.

135. Al-Hakam b. 'Utayba98; A time will come upon the people 
which will not be pleasant for the wise man.136. Mu'adh b. Jabal: When you see blood flowing without reason,wealth being given because of lying, and the appearance of doubt and mutual cursing, this is the apostasy, so whoever is able to die, let him die. ’J ■137. Abu Hurayra: A time is about to come upon the people in which death is preferable to the learned one than red gold.138. 'Abdallah: The tribulation will have ebbs and flows, so whoever can die during its ebbs, let him. (1)139. Hudhayfa: Its ebbs are when the sword is sheathed, its flows are when the sword is drawn.140. Abu 'Uthman99: We were with 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud sitting when some birdshit dropped on him, and so he took it with

his finger and then said: "Truly, the death of my children and 
my wife is worse than this!" He [Abu 'Uthman] said: "By God, 
we did not used to knowwhat he meant by that until the tribu

lation happened, and then we understood that was a warning 
about them.” [41]

14I, Abu al-Ahwas100: We entered in to Ibn Mas'ud while his sons 
were with him, young men, like dinars by virtue of their hand

someness, and we began to admire their handsomeness, so 
'Abdallah said: "I see that you are pleased with them?" We 

said: “By God, Muslim men are pleased with the likes of these!" 
So he lifted his head towards the low roof of his house, since

a swallow had nested there after having laid an egg, and he 
said: "By the One who holds my soul in His hand, that I would 
have shaken the dust of their tombs off my hands is preferableto me than that the nest of this swallow would fall, breakinits egg." Ibn al-Mubarak101 said: "In fear for them from the tribulations."142. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "How will it be for you during the tribulation of the best of people [will be] every wealthy, secretive person?" So Abu al-Tufayl said: "How indeed, when it is only the stipend of each of us that is thrown and tossed away?" Hudhayfa said: "Then, at that time, be like the son of a she- camel about to give birth, who has no teat from which to get milk, and no camel for riding on which to ride."143. Al-Nu'manb.Muqarrin102: The Messenger of God said: Worship during killing and tribulation is like performing emigration (hijra) to me.144. Abdallah b.'Amr: “The most preferable people to God are the strangers.’ Someone said: ‘Who are the strangers?” He said: “Those who flee with their religion, gathering (themselves) to ]esus son of Mary.” (42)

00 Hakim b. 'Umayr al-'Ansi, lived in Hirns, no death date, but JI. lst/7th century.101 'Abdallah b. al-Mubarak, one of the best-known of the jihadi-ascetics of the earlyAbbasid period, d. 181/797.102 Al-Nu'manb. Muqarrin al-Muzani, Companion, lived in Basra, d. 21/642.
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The Regret of Some of the Prophet’s Companions and Others with regard to the Tribulation Resurrection you will dispute in the presence of your Lord,"106 
and I used to think that it was concerning the People of the 
Book, until some of us struck the faces of others with the

103 Mu'awiya b. Qurra al-Muzani, no death date given.104 A large tribal grouping, sometimes in opposition to Mudar, eventually allyingthemselves with the Yemen, see El2 "Rabfa” (H. Kindermann).1QS Companion, devoted to 'Ali, killed at the Battle of Siffin 37/657.

145. Abu Kinana105: al-Zubayr and his soldiers came upon us, while we were slave-soldiers [mamluk) to [the tribe of] Rabi'a,103 104 * 10* since our chiefs had joined 'All, so we gathered together, and said: "It is possible that these [al-Zubayr] will force us to go out [to fight], but our chiefs will come with 'AIT, so how can 
we fight them?" Then we said: "We will o out, but when wemeet in battle, we will join them. ’ Then some of us said: "We will not receive safe-conducts if we are not able to do this—so 

let us ask them, and so if they give us permission then we will

go safely. But if not we will have to stay with our flag (side).’’

So we went to al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam altogether and saidto him: "On which side are the slaves ('abid) [to fight]?" He said: "With their masters." We said: "But our masters are with'AIT." He said: It was as if we had silenced him, so we waited an hour, then he said: "This has warned us" [that they were considering desertion],146. 'AIT, when swords had had their way with the men, "I wish that I had died twenty years before this!"147. Al-Hasan: 'All wished that he had not done what he did, 'Ammar105 wished that he had not done what he did, Talha wished that he had not done what he did, and al-Zubayr wished that he had not done what he did—the people of the End descended upon a group whose codices were entangled, and let the sword decide between them.148. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: (but I did do not think that anybody was between him), I used to read this verse: "Surely you are mortal, and surely they are mortal, and surely in the Day of

sword, and then we knew that it was concerning us. [43]

09. Al-Hasan: concerning His Word, Most High, "Guard (your

selves) against trouble [fitna] which will smite not just the 
evildoers among you,"107 he said: By God, people knew whenit was revealed that it personified a group [in the tribulation].

150. Qays b. 'Ubbad108: I said to 'AIT, "Did the Messenger of God 
promise anything to you about this matter?" He said: "He did 
not promise anything to me that he did not promise to the 
people, but the people leapt upon 'Uthman to kill him, so they were worse in action and deed than me, so I believed that Ihad the better right to it. I seized it [power], so God knows best whether we sinned or not."151.

152.

'AIT: He did not promise us the rulership that we would take it, but it was something I saw as right—if there is right in you, the it is from God, if there is wrong in you then it is from yourselves.'All: Dissension struck us after Abu Bakr and 'Umar, so it was what God willed.153. Abu al-Duha109: He mentioned on the authority of al-Hasan b. 'All that he said to Sulayman b. Surad:110 "You saw 'All when the fighting was intense, when he hid himself against me, saying: '0 Hasan, I wish that I had died before this by twenty years!’"154. Sulayman b. Surad: Hasan b. 'All said to me: “1 saw 'All, when the swords were having their way with the men, cry for help
106 Q 39:30-1.107 Q8:25.108 Qaysb.'Ubbad al-Qaysi al-Duba'i, lived in Basra, executed by al-Hajjaj (ruled lraa692-714). 4109 Muslim b. Subayh al-Hamdam, mawla, lived in Kufa, d. during the caliphate'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz (717-20). ot110 A supporter of'Ali, fought at Siffin, killed 65/683: Ibn Hajar, Isaba ii(no. 3457). * ’ ’ PP- 75-6
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to me, saying: '0 Hasan, I wish that I had died before this day by twenty years!'”155. Hasan: The Commander of the Believers 'All wanted some- thing [the rule], then events followed, but he did not find a way out. [44]156. Hasan: he heard 'AH saying when he looked towards the swords that had taken the people, ”0 Hasan, is this all because of us? I wish that I had died twenty or forty years before this!"157. Masruq111: When the people got entangled in the issue of 'Uthman, I went to 'A'isha, and I said to her: "Be careful that they don't make you retract your view." She said: "How bad it is what you have said, my son! Because I would prefer to fall from the heavens to the earth, to something other than God's punishment, than to see the blood of a Muslim man. This is because I saw a vision, I saw as if I was on small hill,

'A’isha: She said that she was on a small hill, surrounded by 15 flocks and cattle pasturing, and a man fell upon them. She told this to Abu Bakr, and he said: If your vision is truthful, a number of the people will be killed around you.Jumay'113: I entered in to 'A'isha with my mother, then my mother said to her: "What was [the purpose of] your journeyon the Day of the Camel?" She said: "It was fate."^0. Abu Sa'Id al-Khudarl: that he was asked concerning Talha and al-Zubayr, so Abu Sa'Id said: People who had precedence [in Islam], when the dissension struck them, so ask God abouttheir issue.

surrounded by flocks or cattle pasturing, when men burst inand began slaughtering them, until I did not hear any further bleating from them. So I began to descend from the hill, but Idid not want to cross through the blood, lest some of itme, but I also did not want to lift my garments to reveal that which I did not want. While I was in that situation, two men orbulls came to me, and carried me until we had passed by this blood.”Hasin—Abu Jamila112:1 saw on the Day [Battle] of the Camel, when they hamstrung her camel, 'Ammar and Muhammad b. Abl Bakr came and cut its saddle, then carried her in her palanquin until they were able to put her into the house of Abu Khalaf. 1 heard the people of the house (dar) weeping over a man who was struck [killed] that day. She said: "What are these?” They said: “They are supporting their leader.” She said: "Get me out of here, get me out of here!"

Yazld b. Abi Habib: The Messenger of God said: With regard to my Companions—meaning the dissension that was between them—God will forgive them because of their precedence in Islam. If people after them use them as an example, then God will throw them facedown into the Fire. [45]162. 'All: saying from the pulpit: The Messenger of God was first, then Abu Bakr prayed [as second], then 'Umar as the third, but then tribulation trampled us, so whatever God wills.163. Muhammad b. Hatib114: It was said to 'AIT: They will ask us concerning'Uthman, so what should we say? He said: He was among those who believed and did righteous deeds, so then they were pious and believed, then they were pious and did well, and God loves those who do well.164. Ibrahim al-Tayml115: The Prophet said to his wives: Which one of you will the dogs of al-Haw’ab116 bark for? When 'A’isha passed the dogs barked, so she asked about it, and it was said: This is the oasis of al-Haw’ab, [so] she said: 1 think that 1 should go. It was said to her: 0 Mother of the Believers, only you can make it right between the people.
m Probably Masruqb. al-Ajdha al-Hamadani, lived in Kufa, d. 63/682-3.112 .Maysara b. Ya'qub al-Tuhawi, lived in Kufa, was the standard-bearer for'Ali, /!• lst/7th century.

113 Jumay' b.'Umar al-Tjll, lived in Kufa, fl. 1st/7th century.114 Muhammad b. Hatib al-Qurashl al-Jumahi, a Companion, lived in Kufa, d. 74/693-4.115 Probably Ibrahimb. Salim al-Tayml, a mawla, d. 153/770.116 An oasis on the road to Basra.
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169.

170.

171.

165. fawus: The Messenger of God said to his wives: "Wh' is the one for whom the dogs of such-and-such an 
bark? [This is a] warning to you, little red one ** 
meaning 'A'isha.117 W166. Ibn Mas'ud and Hudhayfa were sitting when theybro^ 

woman by on a camel which voided itself of excrement,so0I 
of them said to his companion: Is she the one? The other 
said: No, it will be around this brilliant one, meaning'A’isha

167. Qays b. 'Ubbad said to 'All: "This rule was something that ft. 
Messenger of God confided in you, or was it something 

you saw fit to do?" So he said: "What do you mean by that? 
He said: "Is it our religion, our religion?" So he said: "Itisonly 
something that I saw fit to do."

168. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "If I related to you that your Mother 
['A'isha] would raid you, would you believe me?" They said: 
"Is that really true?" He said: "True." Al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam118: This verse, "Guard (yourselves) 

against trouble [fitna] which will smite not just the evildoers among you," [Q 8:25] [46] on that day we were abundant (in numbers), so we were amazed at this tribulation, so we said: "This tribulation that is striking us, it is nothing other than what we saw" [from the verse].

117 The Prophet’s nickname for 'A’isha.
118 Companion, one of the ten promised paradise, aided in the conquest of Egypt, 

killed at the Battle of the Camel in 36/657.

119 Q 15:47.

'All: I hope that 'Uthman and I will be among those concerning whom God Most High said: "We shall strip away whatsoever rancor is in their hearts. (As) brothers (they will recline] on couches, facing each other."119Ka'b: I heard the Messenger of God mention tribulation, and that it was near. Then he passed by 'Uthman b. 'Affan, and said: "On that day this one will be guided." 1 rose to him and took his upper arm, turned his face to the Messenger of God, and uncovered his hair, since he was veiled by his

garment, and said: "0 Messenger of God, this one?" He said:"This one," it was 'Uthman b. 'Affan.j72. Sahl b. Hunayf120 said at Siffin: O people, suspect your own opinions, because by God, I saw myself on the Day of Abu Jandal,121 and iff had been able to argue against the issue ofthe Messenger of God, I would have done so. By God, we have never put our swords on our shoulders going to a matter without it easing us into something that we knew, other than this matter (Islam). Al-A'mash: Shaqiq,122 when someone would ask him: "Did you fight at Siffin?" he would say: "Yes, and what a terrible number of lines [of battle] that was!"123273. 'All that he said on the Day of the Camel, the Messenger of God did not promise us anything that we would take with regard to the rulership, but something that we saw from our souls—if it will be correct, then it is from God, if it will be wrong, then it is from our souls. He placed Abu Bakr as caliph, and he was upstanding, then he placed 'Umar as caliph, and he was upstanding, until the religion [Islam] became established. Then people sought this world—may God pardon those who He wishes, and punish those who He wishes.174. Abu Wa’il124:1 heard 'Ammar on this pulpit saying: 'A'isha is the wife of your Prophet in this world and the next, but it [the battle] is a trial by which you will be tested. [47]175. Sahl b. Hunayf rose at Siffin saying: O people, blame your souls, for we were with the Messenger of God on the Day of Hudaybiyya, and if we had thought war, we would have fought
uo Companion, lived in Kufa, d. 38/658-9.m At the negotiation of the truce of Hudaybiyya (6/628), the fugitive Abu Randal, who had converted to Islam, appeared from Mecca to loin the Muslims, but was forcibly returned in accordance with the terms of the treaty, an event that angered a number of Muslims at the time.U1 One of the people in the chain of transmitters.m Kpun on Siffin, sounding like “battle-lines”, saffun.114 Shaqiq b. Salama al-Asadi, lived in Kufa, d. after the Battle of the ]amaiim in approximately 82/701.
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165. Jawus: The Messenger of God said to his wives: "Which of yOu is the one for whom the dogs of such-and-such an oasis wflj bark? [This is a] warning to you, little red one (humqyrn'X*  meaning 'A'isha.127166. Ibn Mas ud and Hudhayfa were sitting when they brought a woman by on a camel which voided itself of excrement, so one of them said to his companion: Is she the one? The other one said: No, it will be around this brilliant one, meaning 'A'isha.167. Qays b. llbbad said to All: "This rule was something that the 
Messenger of God confided in you, or was it something that you saw fit to do?" So he said: "What do you mean by that7" 
He said: "Is it our religion, our religion?” So he said: "It is only something that I saw fit to do/168. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "If I related to you that your Mother 

('A'isha] would raid you, would you believe mef They said. "Is that really true?*  He said: "True."169. Al-Zubayr b. al- Awwam13*:  This verse, "Guard (yourselves} against trouble [fitna] which will smite not |ust the evildoers among you/ IQ 8:25] ]46] on that day we were abundant (in numbers), so we were amazed at this tribulation, so we said 'This tribulation that is sinking us, it is nothing other than what we saw*  (from the verse).170. All: I hope that TJthmdn and I will be among those cone erntng whom God Most High said; "We shall strip away whatsoever rancor is in their hearts. (As) brothers (they will recline) on couches, facing each other/* : •171. Ka'b: I heard the Messenger of God mention tribulation, and that it was near. Then he passed by 'Uthmin b. Aflia and said: *0n  that day this one will be guided/ 1 rose to him and took his upper arm, turned his face to the Messenger of God, and uncovered his hair, since he was veiled by his
The Prophet’s nickname for A isha
Companion, one of the ten promised paradise, aided in the conquest of Egvp1 
killed at the Battle of the Camel in 36/657.
Q 15:47.

garment, and said: "0 Messenger of God, this one?" He said: This one,” it was 'Uthman b. 'Affan.172. Sahl b. HunayP20 said at Siffin: 0 people, suspect your own opinions, because by God, I saw myself on the Day of Abu Jandal,121 and if I had been able to argue against the issue of the Messenger of God, I would have done so. By God, we havenever put our swords on our shoulders going to a matter without it easing us into something that we knew, other than this matter (Islam). Al-A'mash: Shaqiq,122 when someone would ask him: "Did you fight at Siffin?" he would say: "Yes, and what a terrible number of lines [of battle] that was!’123173. 'AH that he said on the Day of the Camel, the Messenger of God did not promise us anything that we would take with regard to the rulership, but something that we saw from our souls—if it will be correct, then it is from God, if it will bewrong, then it is from our souls. He placed Abu Bakr as caliph, and he was upstanding, then he placed 'Umar as caliph, and he was upstanding, until the religion (Islam) became established. Then people sought this world—may God pardon those who He wishes, and punish those who He wishes.174 Abu Wi*il  I heard 'AmmSr on this pulpit saying: 'A'isha is the ^ife of your Prophet in this world and the next, but it [the battle) is a trial by which you will be tested. (47)175 Sahl b. Hunayf rose at Siffin saying: 0 people, blame yoursouls, for we wen*  with the Messenger of God on the Day ofHudaybiyya. and if we had thought war, we would have fought
CMnptfiiQQ. lived in Kufa. d. 38/658-9

- Ai the heguiution of the truer of Hudaybiyya (6/628), the fugitive Abu Jandal, 
who had converted to Islam appeared from Mecca to join the Muslims, but 
was tembh returned tn accordance with the terms of the treaty, an event that 
at^rrrd a number of Muslims at the ume.

- One of the people in the chain of transmitters.
~ A pun on Stffln. sounding like 'battle-lines’, stiffun
•* Shaqta b Salama aPAsadi. lived in d. after the tattle of the Jamajim ina 

a

appronmateiy 82/701.
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179.

180.

181.

concerning the truce (sulh) that the Messence 
with the polytheists. °176. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said- pe 

come down to the Pool125 until when I know them 
know me, they will move away from me. then I will Lord, my Companions, my Companions!" But He will say 

do not know what they innovated after you." |177. Al-Zuhri: Tribulation was stirred when the Companions of th 
Messenger of God were abundant.

125 The Pool of Muhammad is an eschatological locus for purification: Wensinck, 

Concordance, s.v. hawd.
126 Ibn 'Abbas fought on the side of'Ali at the Battle of the Camel.127 Q 15:47.128 Unidentified.

I 'A'isha: I entered in to the Messenger of God, while 'Uthman 
was before him, whispering to him, so I did not catch whatthey 
were saying, other than a phrase of'Uthman, "injustice and 
aggression, injustice and aggression, 0 Messenger of God?” So 
I did not know what the meaning of that was until 'Uthman was killed, so then I knew that the Prophet had only meant his killing. 'A'isha said: Every time I wanted to give 'Uthman something, he would always give me something similar, but God knows that I did not desire him to be killed—if I had desired to kill him, I would have killed him. That was when her palanquin was shot full of arrows so that it looked like a hedgehog.Ibn 'Abbas: I entered in to 'Aisha, so I said: "Peace be upon you, O Mother [of the Believers]." She said: "And on you, my son." I said: "What made you want to go out with the hypocrites of Quraysh against us?"126 She said: "That was just fate.” 'All: I hope that Talha and al-Zubayr and I are among those concerning whom God Most High said: "(As) brothers (they will recline) on couches, facing each other."127 Junayd b. al-Sawda’128 rose to [confront] 'All, and said: “God is more just than this," so 'All shouted at him such a shout that

I thought the castle shuddered, "If we aren't them, then who are they?”129
an b. Surad: A little rumor 130 of something reached me

I —— ✓ •concerning the Commander of the Believers 'AIT [48], involving cursing and [threats of] exile, that had me worked up, so I traveled to him swiftly, and came to him just as he had lifted his hand from [the Battle of] the Camel, so I met al-Hasan b.

'Ali, so I said: "A little rumor of something reached me con

cerning the Commander of the Believers, involving cursing 
and [threats of] exile, that had me worked up, so I traveled to

him swiftly, and came to him to apologize to him or to clean

my name before him," so he said: "0 Sulayman, by God the Commander of the Believers was more reluctant about thisthan any [other] blood spilled [lit. irrigated]—the Commander of the Believers desired the rule, but matters followed closely, and he did not find a way out. I will take care of you for the Commander of the Believers."183. Sulayman b. Surad: I came to 'All when he had finished with [the Battle of] the Camel, so when he saw me, he said: O son of Surd, I have been remiss, removed and standing aside, so what do you think of what God has done? 1 said: "O Commander of the Believers, ‘the race was to the limit,’131 but God prolonged the issue as long as this so that you would know your enemy from your friend.” When he rose, 1 said to al-Hasan b. 'Air. "1 do not think that you have any need of me”—since I was eager to be a martyr with him—but he said: He said to you, "What would you say, when he said to me on the Day of the Camel, when the people went one against the other, O Hasan, may your mother be bereaved of you, or may you die before your mother, by God 1 do not look for any good to happen after this!”
lM Meaning the "brothers” of the verse in no. 180.11(1 bn al-Athir, Nihaya, ii, p. 159 gives this meaning.1 Abu Hilal al-'Askari, J amharat al-amthal (Beirut: Bar al-Fikr(no. 1019) citing this tradition. ’ PP*  554-5
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concerning the truce (sulh) that the Messenger of God made with the polytheists.176. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: Peoplewili come down to the Pool125 until when I know them and they know me, they will move away from me. then 1 will say: "0 Lord, my Companions, my Companions!" But He will say: "You do not know what they innovated after you."177. Al-Zuhri:Tribulation was stirred when the Companions of the

1 thought the castle shuddered, "If we aren’t them, then who are they?"129182. Sulayman b. Surad: A little rumor130 of something reached me concerning the Commander of the Believers 'All [48], involving cursing and [threats of] exile, that had me worked up, so I traveled to him swiftly, and came to him just as he had lifted his hand from [the Battle of] the Camel, so I met al-Hasan b. 'AH, so 1 said: "A little rumor of something reached me conMessenger of God were abundant cerning the Commander of the Believers, involving cursing178. 'A’isha: I entered in to the Messenger of God, while ‘Uthman and [threats of] exile, that had me worked up, so 1 traveled towas before him, whispering to hint so I did not catch what they were saying, other than a phrase of 'Uthman, "injustice and aggression, injustice and aggression, 0 Messenger of God?" So I did not know what the meaning of that was until ‘Uthman was killed, so then I knew that the Prophet had only meant his killing. A’isha said: Every time I wanted to give Uthman something, he would always give me something similar, but God knows that I did not desire him to be lulled—if I had desired to kill him, I would have killed him. That was when her palanquin was shot full of arrows so that it looked like a

him swiftly, and came to him to apologize to him or to cleanmy name before him," so he said: “0 Sulayman, by God the Commander of the Believers was more reluctant about thisthan any [other] blood spilled [lit. irrigated]—the Commander of the Believers desired the rule, but matters followed closely, and he did not find a way out. 1 will take care of you for the Commander of the Believers.*
hedgehog.179. Ibn Abbis: 1 entered in to A isha, so I said: ’ Peace be upon

181 Sulayman b. $urad: I came to 'All when he had finished with [the Battle of] the Camel, so when he saw me, he said: O son of Surd. I have been remiss, removed and standing aside, so what do you think of what God has done? I said: MO Commander of the Believers,‘the race was to the Umit/131 but God prolongedyou, 0 Mother [of the Believersj.*  She said: ‘ And on you. my son." I said: "What made you want to go out with the hypocrites of Quraysh against us?* i;“She said: “That was just fate180. 'All: 1 hope that Talha and al-Zubayr and I are among thoseconcerning whom God Most High said "(As) brothers (they will redine) on couches, facing each other*  **181. Junayd b. abSiwdi* 121 rose to (confront] All and said: * God is more just than this," so 'All shouted at him such a shout that

the issue as long as this so that you would know your enemy from your friend.*  When he rose, I said to al-Hasan b. 'All: "1 do not think that you have any need of me"—since I was eager to be a martyr with him—but he said: He said to you, “What would you say, when he said to me on the Day of the Camel,when the people went one against the other, O Hasan, mayyour mother be bereaved of you, or may you die before yourmother, by God I do not look for any good to happen after
m The Pool of Muhammad is an eschatological locus tor punhcation: Wensmck 

Concordance. s.v. hwd.
** Ibn Abbis fought on the side of'Ah at the Battle of the Camel
WQ1&47.

Unidentified

Heamng the *brothers*  of the verse in no. 180.
Ibn alAthir. Aihdyo, li. p. 159 gives this meaning,

m Abu Hilai al- Askari Jamhorot al-amthal (Beirut: Oar al-Fikr. 1988), I, pp. 554-5 
(no 1019) aung this tradition.
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All: If 'Uthman would have exiled
-------------- ar/™ i Ufn

heard and obeyed. °u,dh
'Awf b. Malik al-Ashja'i: The Messenger of God lifted 
gold chain as a remnant remaining from the spoils (/q^ 
end of his stick, then it fell, so he lifted it while he 
"How will it be on a day when there is a great deal of this? 

him, then a man from the Companions« 
God said: "By God, we wish that God would 

make more abundant than that, so let endure he who endures 
and let be tempted he who will be tempted." The Messengerof 
God said: "Perhaps you will be an evil, tempted, in it" [thetime 
of abundance]. [49]
The daughter of Uhban al-Ghifarf133: 'AIT came to Uhban, and 
said: "What prevented you from following us?"134 He said:"My 
friend and paternal cousin, the Messenger of God, confided in 
me that there would be sects, tribulation and disagreement,so 
when that happens, break your sword, and sit in your house, 
and take up a sword of wood."
Abu Janab135: I saw Talha while he was saying: "I fought [the 
Battle of] J amajim,136 but I did not thrust with a spear or strike 
with a sword, so I wish that they," meaning his hands, “had 
been cut off from here, rather than I fought in it" [the Battle of 
the Camel].
Qays b. 'Ubbad: We said to 'Ammar [b. Yasir]: "Do you think 
that this battle of yours is the wisest thing, since opinion is 
sometimes wrong or right, or a responsibility/covenant that 
the Messenger of God took from you?" He said: "The Messenger 
of God did not promise us anything that he did not promise to 
all people." [50]

No one answered 
the Messenger of
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The Desirability of having Few Possessions and Children during 
the Tribulations189. Abu al-Muhallab137 and Abu 'Uthman138: The Messenger of God said: Whoever acquires camels at this time, or stores a treasure or a plot of land, fearing the troubled times, he will meet God on the Day of Resurrection disappointed, as a traitor. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: A saddled she-camel on that day is better than a village (daskara) that yields 100,000 [dirhams].'Abdallah: The best wealth on that day is a good weapon and a good horse, upon which the servant [of God] can disappear wherever he wants.Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: The best type of wealth for the Muslim man is about to be flocks, which he can follow through the mountain peaks and rainy places, fleeing with his religion from the tribulations.Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet said: The most felicitous of the people during the tribulations is the master of sheep, on the top of a mountain, withdrawn from the evil of the people.194. Tawus: The Messenger of God said: The best of people during the tribulations is a man who takes the head of his horse, frightening the enemy, as they frighten him, or a man who withdraws giving God his due. Ma'mar139 said: Ibn Khuthaym140 related to me that the Messenger of God said: The best of people during the tribulations is a man who eats from the spoils [conquered] by his sword in the path of God, and a man on the top of a lofty mountain, eating from the milk of his flocks. [51]195. Sahl b. Hunayf: O people, suspect your own opinions, for by God we have never seized the supports (legs) of a matter that could separate us without it easing us into something that we

190.
191.
192.
193.

137

138

139

140

Probably Muftarih b. Yazid al-Asadi al-Kinani, lived in Syria,//. 2nd/8th century. 
Probably the same as in no. 140.
His son.
'Abdallah b. 'Uthman b. Khuthaym, a halif, lived in Mecca, d. 132/749-50.
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184. 'Air. lf'Uthman would have exiled me to Sirar,1321 would have 
heard and obeyed.

185. ' Awf b. Malik al-Ashja'i: The Messenger of God lifted a piece of
gold chain as a remnant remaining from the spoils [fay'} at the
end of his stick, then it fell, so he lifted it while he was saying: 
“How will it be on a day when there is a great deal of this?" 
No one answered him, then a man from the Companions of 
the Messenger of God said: *By  God, we wish that God would 
make more abundant than that, so let endure he who endures,
and let be tempted he who will be tempted. The M essenger of 
God said: “Perhaps you will be an evil, tempted, in it” [the time 
of abundance]. (49]

186. The daughter of Uhban al-GhifarF’h 'Ali came to Uhban, and 
said: “What prevented you from following us?* 134 He said: My 
friend and paternal cousin, the Messenger of God, confided in 
me that there would be sects, tribulation and disagreement so 
when that happens, break your sword, and sit in your house, 
and take up a sword of wood ”

187. AM I saw Talha white he was saying: *1  fought (the 
Battle of] |amajim?* but 1 did not thrust with a spear or strike 
with a sword, so I wish that they/ meaning his h i nds, *had  
been cut off from here, rather than I fought in it*'  (the Battle of 
the Camel).

188. Qays b. UbMd: We said to Ammir |b. YAsir) ‘ Oo you think 
that this battle of yours is the wisest thing, sinee opinion i*  
sometimes wrong or right, or a responsibility/^ ovrnanl that 
the Messenger ofGod took from youf He said 'The Messenger 
of God did not promise us anything that he did not promise to 
all people.*  (50]

cirabiW of having Few Possessions and Children durin 
•rheTribulationstbeTn modAbu al-Muhallab137 and Abu 'Uthman138: The Messenger °*1 said: Whoever acquires camels at this time, or stores a treas ure or a plot of land, fearing the troubled times, he will mee God on the Day of Resurrection disappointed, as a traitor. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: A saddled she-camel on tha day is better than a village (daskara) that yields 100,0^® [dirhams].191. Abdallah: The best wealth on that day is a good weapon an a good horse, upon which the servant [of God] can disappearwherever he wants.192. Abu Sa id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: The best type wealth for the Muslim man is about to be flocks, which he canfollow through the mountain peaks and rainy places, fleeingwith his religion from the tribulations.193. Ibn Umar. The Prophet said: The most felicitous of the people during the tribulations is the master of sheep, on the top of a mountain, withdrawn from the evil of the people.194 fiw&s: The Messenger of God said: The best of people during the tribulations is a man who takes the head of his horse*  fright*enmgthecncmy.asihey frighten him. or a man who withdraws firing God his due. Ma mar1 w said: Ibn Khuthaymu& related tome that the Messenger of God said: The best of people durinthe tribulations is a man who eats from the spoils [conquered]by his sword in the path of God*  and a man on the top of a lofty mountain, eating from the milk of his flocks, [51]195. Sahl b. Hunayf: 0 people, suspect your own opinions, for byGod we have never seized the supports (legs) of a matter that

“ An oasis not faraway from Medina on the road to Iraq.
in 'Udaysa bint Uhban b. Sayfi, no death date given
w The aHusion is to Moses’siymg to Aaron M the tune of the gotten call Q 20:91
52 Yahyi b. Abi Hayya al-Kalbi. hved in Kufa. d. 147 or 150/764 or 767.
J- A monasten’ dose to the Euphrates where several major battles were fought. 

al-Bakri, Mu'jam ma sterna (Beirut: Alam al-Kutub, 1983), t p 573,

could separate us without it easing us into something that we
Probably Mu^anb b YazM al-Asadi a)*Kmani,  hved in Syria,/!. 2nd/8th century. 
Probably the same as m no. 140.

81 HlSSDtL

* Abdallah b TJihman b Khuthaym, a hallf, lived in Mecca, d. 132/749-50.•It
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knew (affirmed), other than this matter (Islam), sin 
only get worse and more confusing. For I saw 
Day of Abu Jandal—if I could have found helpers ag3j0,1 Messenger of God, I would have rejected [the peace] 196. Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: By One who holds 

soul in His hand, people who were my Companions wj||? 
raised before me on the Day of Resurrection, so that whem11 * see them and know them, so they will be ashamed in front of 

Then I will say: Oh, Lord, my Companions, my Companion 
So He will say: You do not know what they innovated after 
you. I

141 See Uri Rubin, “Apocalypse and Authority in Islamic Tradition: The Emergence of 
the Twelve Leaders," al-Qantara 18 (1997), pp. 11-41 on this tradition.

142 Jabir b. Samura, nephew of Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas, lived in Kufa, 74 or 76/693-4 or 
695-6.

143 'Amir b. Wathila al-Laythi, Companion, said to have been the last Companion to
die, d. 100 or 108/718-19 or 726-7. He was the one who stood by while 'Uthman 
was murdered according to Ibn Bakkar, al-Akhbar al-Muwaffaaivvat fRmrnt 
'Alam al-Kutub, 1996), pp. 154-5. JJ *yy 1 lBe,rUL

197. Artat: The Sufyam will kill all who disobey him, sawing at 
them with saws, and cooking them in pots for six months. He 
said: Then the easterners and westerners will meet [in battle], [52]

203.

eggs144 The people will never agree on the matter of an imam until the Hour will arise."'Abdallah b. 'Umar said, when a group of us, from Quraysh,all from Ka'b b. Lu'ayy, were with him: "There will be twelve caliphs from you, 0 Banu Ka'b.202. Ibn 'Abbas: They mentioned twelve caliphs around him and then the Commander, so Ibn 'Abbas said: By God, after that, from our family there will be the Generous One [al-Saffah J,145 the One Made Victorious [al-Mansur] and the Guided One (al-Mahdi), who will give it [the rule] over to Jesus son of Mary. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: [53] After 'Uthman there will be twelve kings from the Umayyads; it was said to him: Caliphs? He said:No, kings.204. Sarj al-Yarmuki146: I find in the Torah that this community will have twelve lords, one of them their Prophet. When the
The Number of the Caliphs after the Messenger of God in this 
Community198. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: The Messenger of God said: The number of caliphs after me will be the number of Moses' deputies

number has been completed, they will become tyrannical and commit wrong, so then their might will fall among them [in fighting].205. Ka'b: God Most High gave to Ishmael from his loins twelve righteous leaders, the best of them was Abu Bakr, 'Umar and
199.

200.

(nuqaba').141Jabir b. Samura142: The Messenger of God said: This rule, glorious, will not disappear until there are twelve caliphs, all of them from Quraysh.Abu al-Tufayl143 said: 'Abdallah b. 'Amr took my hand, and said "0 'Amir b. Wathila, there will be twelve caliphs from

'Uthman.206. Reliable elders: Yashu' asked Ka'b concerning the number of kings for this community, so he said: In the Torah there are twelve lords. [54]
Ka'b b. Lu'ayy [Quraysh], then breaking open and cracking These terms, naqf and niqaf may be codes for qatl and qital, killing and fighting.U5 Al-Saffah also means Blood-shedder, but it is difficult to believe that the first of the'Abbasids would have taken this as his regnal title (see Lewis, "The Regnal Titles of the first' Abbasid Caliphs," in Dr. M. Zakir Husayn Presentation Volume [New Delhi: Matba' [ami'a, 1968], pp. 13-22]. Alternatively, because of the purification of the Umayyads al-Saffah could have benefitted from the dual meaning of his title (note the al-Saffah b. Matar al-Taghlibl, al-Mizzl, Tahdhib, iii, p. 231 [no. 2379] who probably dates from before the official name), see no. 1033 [if the name was universally understood then there would be no need for such " clarify- t tag” traditions).Perhaps originally a Christian, Sergius? Listed as Sarh al-Yarmuki, Ibn 'Asakir, ^’rikh.xx, p. 162 (tradition cited).
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knew (affirmed], other than this matter (Islam), since it will 
only get worse and more confusing. For I saw myself on the 
Day of Abu Jandal—if 1 could have found helpers against the 
Messenger of God, I would have rejected (the peace).

196. Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: By One who holds my 
soul in His hand, people who were my Companions will be 
raised beforemeon the Day of Resurrection, so that when 1 see 
them and know them, so they will be ashamed in front of me. 
Then I will say. Oh, Lord, my Companions, my Companions’.’. 
So He will say: You do not know what they innovated after

The people will never agree on the matter of an imamuntil the Hour will arise.201. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar said, when a group of us, from Quraysh, all from Ka'b b. Lu’ayy, were with him: “There will be twelvecaliphs from you, O Banu Ka'b.”202. Ibn 'Abbas: They mentioned twelve caliphs around him and then the Commander, so Ibn 'Abbas said: By God, after that, from our family there will be the Generous One (al-Saffah},145 the One Made Victorious (al-Man$ur) and the Guided One (al-Mahdi), who will give it (the rule] over to Jesus son of Mary.
you.

197. Arjat The Sufyani will kill all who disobey him, sawing at 
them with saws, and cooking them in pots for six months. He 
said: Then the easterners and westerners will meet [in battle] 
(52J

203. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: (53) After 'Uthman there will be twelve kings from the Umayyads; it was said to him: Caliphs? He said:No, kings.204. Sarj al-YarmukF**:  I find in the Torah that this community will have twelve lords, one of them their Prophet. When thenumber has been completed, they will become tyrannical and
The Number of the Caliphs after the Messenger of God In this commit wrong, so then their might will fall among them [in
Community

198. Abdallih b. Mis'fid: The Messenger of God said: The number 
of caliphs after roe will be the number of Moses' deputies 

(nugato)?* ’
199. |ibirb. Samuraiu: The Messenger of God said This rule, glori

ous, will not disappear until there are twelve caliphs, ail oi 

them from Quraysh
200. Abu al-Wlw wid: ‘Abdallih b. 'Amr took my hand, and 

said *0  Amir b. Wathila, there will be twelve caliphs from

fighting).205 Ka'b: God Most High gave to Ishmael from his loins twelve righteous leaders, the best of them was Abu Bakr, 'Umar and Uthmln206 Reliable elders: Yashd*  asked Ka'b concerning the number of kings for this community, so he said: In the Torah there are twelve lords (54 J
Ka'b b. Lu’ayy [Quraysh]. then breaking open and cracking

141 See Un Rubin, ‘Apocalypse and Authority m Islamic Tradition The Emergent r of 
the Twelve Leaders,*  al-Qantana 18 (1997), pp. 11-41 on this tradition

142 Jabir h Samura. nephew of Sad b Abi Waqqis, hfd m Kufa. 74 or 76/693-4 or 
695-6.

10 Amir b. Wathila al-Laythi. Companion, said to have been the last Companion to 
d*e.d  lOOor 108/718-19 or 726-7. He was the one who stood by while 'Uthman 

was murdered according to Ibn Bakkir. akWibar akMuwaffaatvvdt (Beirut 
'Alam al-Kutub, 1996), pp. 154-5.

* Thnr term and MQd/ may be codes for qat/ and qltiU, killing and fighting.
* JU Wife Bratu Sood-shedder. but it is difficult to believe that the first of

U*  would have taken this as his regnal title (see Lewis, “The Regnal
Ttba of the first Abbaod Caliphs.*  m Dr. M Zakir Husayn Presentation Volume 
(kew Ddhi Miihi Jami a. 1968], pp. 13-22). Alternatively, because of the puri-II

fcaiion of the Umayyads al-SaHlh could have benefited from the dual meanin
of mk (note the al-Saftah b Malar al-Taghhbl, aLMizzk Tahdhlb. iii, p. 231
[m 2379] who probably dates from before the official name), see no. 1033 (if theII

name was universally understood then there would be no need for such “clarify
ing*  tradraonsk

* Perhaps originally a Christian. Sergius? Listed as Sarh al-Yarmukl, Ibn ' Asakir, 

Td’rikh. xx. p. 162 (tradition cited).
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The Caliphs who were mentioned after the Messenger of g0(| 207. Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarrah147: The Messenger of God said J first of this community is prophecy and blessing, then phate and blessing, then biting kingship. One of them sajj. Biting, but in it is blessing, then bald tyranny (/abrut), in wh no one has any attachment, in which necks will be struckoff and hands and feet will be cut off, and in which wealth wjllL seized.Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: This rule 
will begin with prophecy and blessing, then there will be caliphate and blessing, then biting kingship, in which they will drink wines, wear silk, and abuse women rious and take sustenance until the rule of God comes. Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarrah: The Messenger of God said: The first of this community is prophecy and blessing, then caliphate and blessing, then biting kingship, then it will become tyranny and pointlessness.'Umar b. al-Khattab: God began this rule on the day He began 

it as prophecy and blessing, then it returned to caliphateand 
blessing, then rulership (su/tan) and blessing, then kingship and blessing, it will return to caliphate and blessing, then rulership and blessing, then kingship and blessing, then bald tyranny, in which you will bite one another like donkeys. [55] 211. Yahya b. Abl 'Amr al-Saybam148:1 heard Ka'b saying: The first of this community is prophecy and blessing, then caliphate and blessing, then rulership and blessing, then kingship tyranny, so when it is like that, the interior of the earth is better than its exterior.

208.

209.

210.

►

Ka'b: There will continually be a caliph who will unify themand an emirate existin for this community, which will dis-pense daily sustenance and [receive] the head-tax (jizya) until Jesus son of Mary, is sent, then he will unify them and breakthe emirate.213. Abu 'Ubayda and Bashir b. Sa'd Abu al-Nu'man149 both mentioned, and said: There will be prophecy and blessing, then caliphate and blessing, then biting kingship and tyranny, corruption, abuse of women, drinking of wine, and wearing of silk—in spite of that they will be victorious and receive sustenance. [56]
they will be victo-

Distinguishing the Caliphs from the Kings214. An elder of the Banu Asad150 in the land of the Byzantines—a man from his tribe who saw 'Umar b. al-Khattab, who asked his Companions, when Talha, al-Zubayr, Salman [al-FarisI],151 and Ka'b were among them, he said: "I will ask you concerning something, and a warning to you if you lie to me, for you will perish and cause me to perish, I implore you by God, what have you found in your books—am I a caliph or a king?" Talha and al-Zubayr said: "You are asking us something that we do not know; we do not know what is a caliph, but you are not a king." So 'Umar said: "If you say that, then you used to go and sit together with the Messenger of God!"Then Salman said: "It is that you deal justly with the subjects (rayo), and divide fairly between them, and are concerned about them like a man is concerned about his family." And Muhammad b. Yazid152 said: "And you judge by the Book of God," whereupon Ka'b said: "1 do not think that there is
147 'Amir b. 'Abdallah b. al-Jarrah, Companion, one of the ten promised paradise, 

participated in the conquest of Syria, d. 18/639.
140 Yahya b. Abl 'Amr al-Saybani [correcting the name according to MM and al-Mizzi, 

Tahdhib, viii, p. 74 [no. 7488]}, lived in Hirns, "participated in the raid on 
Constantinople together with Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik," d. 145 or after 150/762 
or after 767.

149

150

151

152

Bashir b. Sa'd [correctin from Sa'id, al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, i, p. 361 [no. 706])al-Khazraji, Companion, d. 13/634-5.A northern Arab tribe.Prototypical first Persian convert, saying to have been from Isfahan or flfl •Ramhurmuz, Companion, lived in Iraq, close to 'Ali, d. 33 or 37/653-4 or 657-8. OneofNu'aym’s informants interjecting himself into the tradition.
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The Caliphs who were mentioned after the Messenger of God

207. Abu Ubayda b. al-Jarrah147: The Messenger of God said: The 
first of this community is prophecy and blessing, then cali
phate and blessing, then biting kingship. One of them said: 
Biting but in it is blessing, then bald tyranny [jabrut), in which 
no one has any attachment, in which necks will be struck off, 
and hands and feet will be cut off, and in which wealth will be

* Bashir b Sa d Icorrecung from Said. al'Mizzi, Tahdhlb, L p. 361 (no. 7061) 
al-Khazra^ Companim d 13/634-5
A aortbcm Arab tribe

" Pmocyptol first Person convert, saying to have been from Isfahan or 
Ramhannuz. Companion, lived tn Iraq, dose to Alt, d. 33 or 37/653-4 or 657-8. 

s Oeeof Hu aym‘5 informants intenecting himself into the tradition.

seized.
208. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: This rule 

will begin with prophecy and blessing, then there will be cali
phate and blessing, then biting kingship, in which they will 
drink wines, wear silk, and abuse worn en—they will be victo
rious and take sustenance until the rule of God comes.

209. Abu'Ubaydab.aHarrah; The Messenger of God said : The first 
of this community is prophecy and blessing, then caliphate 
and blessing then biting kingship, then it will become tyranny 
and pointlessness.

210. 'Umar b. al-Khajpb: God began this rule on the day He began
it as prophecy and blessing, then it relumed to caliphate and 
blessing, then rulership (sufjdn) and blessing, then kingship 
and blessing it will return u> caliphate and blessing, then 
rulership and blessing, then kingship and blessing, then bald 
tyranny, in which you will bite one another like donkeys. [55] r f eT

211. Yahyab. Abl'Amr abSaybinF*  1 heard Ka b saying The first 
of this community is prophecy and blessing, then c aliphate 
and blessing then rulership and blessing, then kingship tyr*  
anny, so when it is like that, the interior of the eart h is belter 
than its exterior.

, K.-b- There will continually bo a caliph who21 „a an emirate existing for this community, which will d pense daily sustenance and [receive] the head-tax Qizyu) until Jesus son of Mary, is sent, then he will unify them and breakthe emirate.213. Abu 'Ubayda and Bashir b. Sad Abu al-Nu man149 both mentioned, and said: There will be prophecy and blessing, thencaliphate and blessing then biting kingship and tyranny, corruption, abuse of women, drinking of wine, and wearing of silk—in spite of that they will be victorious and receivesustenance. [56]Distinguishing the Caliphs from the Kings214. An elder of the Banff Asad150 in the land of the Byzantines—a man from his tribe who saw 'Umar b. al-Khaftab, who asked his Companions, when Jalha. al-Zubayr, Salman [al-Farisi}?51 and Ka‘b were among them, he said: *1  will ask you concerning something, and a warning to you if you lie to me, for you trill perish and cause me to perish, I implore you by God, what hire you found in your books—am I a caliph or a king?” falha and abZubayr said: *You  are asking us something that we do not know w do not know what is a caliph, but you are not a king ’ So Umar said: *11  you say that, then you used to go and w! together with the Messenger of God!”Then Salmon said: *lt  is that you deal justly with the sub- tens (royo). and divide fairly between them, and are concerned about them like a man is concerned about his family/ And Muhammad b. Yazid'54 said: *And  you judge by the Book of God/ whereupon Ka‘b said: *1  do not think that there is
lp Amir b Abdallah b al-Jarrah. Companion. one of the ten promised paradise 

participated in the conquest of Syria, <L 18/639.
* Vahyab Abi Araral-Saybani|comecung the name according to MM and al-Mini 

ToMhib, vifi, p. 74 (no. 7488]), lived in Hims, “participated in the raid an 
Constantinople together with Maslama b. Abd al-Mahk/dL 145 or after 150/762 
or after 767.
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anyone in this sitting who knows a caliph from a king other 
than me, but God has filled Salman with wisdom and know]. edge." Then Ka'b said: "I testify that you are a caliph, and not 

a king." 'Umar said to him: "How is that?" He said: "I find you 
in the Book of God." 'Umar said: You find me by my name? 
Ka'b said: "No, but by your description. I find prophecy, then 
caliphate and blessing," and Muhammad b. Yazld said: "cali

phate after the manner of prophecy, then biting kingship," 
Hushaym153 said: "Tyranny, and biting kingship." 'Umar said: 
"I do not care since that is passing me by."

153 Hushay, b. Bashir al-Sulami, lived in al-Wasi^, but originally from Bukhara, d. 183/799 in Baghdad.154 Mughith b. Sumayy al-Awza i, lived in Syria, fl. lst/7th century.155 Sa'id b. al-Musayyib al-Qurashi, lived in Medina, one of the most important figures in jurisprudence, d. 93 or 94/711-12 or 712-3.156 Q 2:30, referring to Adam; 38:26, referring to David.

215. Ka'b: 'Umar b. al-Khattab said: "I implore you by God, 0 Ka'b, 
do you find me to be a caliph or a king?" He said: "Nay, a caliph, 
and one appointed," so then Ka'b said: "A caliph, and by God, 
the best of the caliphs, and your time the best of times."

216. MughTth al-AwzaT154: 'Umar b. al-Khattab sent for Ka'b, then 
said [57] to him: "0 Ka'b, what do you find as my descrip

tion?" He said: "A caliph, a horn of iron—you do not fearbefore God the blame of anyone, then a caliph who his community will kill him wrongfully, then the trial will occur afterwards."217. Sa'id b. al-Musayyib155: "There are three caliphs, and the rest of them are kings, Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Umar." It was said to him: "We know Abu Bakr and 'Umar, but who is the second 'Umar?" He said: "If you live long enough, you will see him, and the finale is after [that for] you."218. Elders: Whoever commands the good and forbids the evil is a caliph of God on the earth,156 and the caliph of His Book, and of His Messenger.

219. Abu Muhammad al-Nahdl157: There will never be a king among 
the descendants of the Prophet.

220. Hammam158: A man from the People of the Book came to 
'Umarb. Khaffab and said: "Peace be upon you, O king of the 

Arabs." So 'Umar said: "Is that the way you find me in your 
book? Don't you find the Prophet, then the caliphs, then the 
Commander of the Believers, and then the kings afterwards?"

He said: "Yes, yes.

221- Abu Hurayra: Caliphate is in Medina, but kingship is in Syria.

222. Safina the rnawld of the Messenger of God159: The Messenger 
of God said: "Caliphate after me among my community is for 
thirty years." Muhammad b. Yazid said concerning his tradi

tion: "So they calculated that, and it came to the end of the 
rule of'All," then they said to Safina: "They are claiming that 'All was not a caliph." He said: "Who is claiming that? Are the 

Sons of the Blue-eyed Woman160 more worthy and right?" [58]223. Yahya b. Abi 'Amr al-Saybanf: Anyone who does not rule the two mosques, the Sacred Mosque [Mecca] and the Mosque of Jerusalem is not a caliph.224. Sabbah161: There is no caliphate after the carrying of the Umayyads until the Mahdi appears.225. 'Utbab. Ghazwan al-Sulami162: There has never been prophecy without it degenerating into kingship.226. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "Truly there will be after 'Uthman twelve kings from the Umayyads." It was said to him: “Caliphs?" He said: “No! Kings."
157 Unidentified.158 Probably Hammam b. Munabbih, brother ofWahb (see no. 1426], author of one of the earliest collections to come down (Sahifat Hammam b. Munabbih], from the descendents of the Persians in Yemen], d. 131/7 48-9.159 A slave to Hmm Salama, wife of Muhammad, who freed him, fl. 1st/7 th century.168 The Umayyads.ltt Probably Sabbah b. Muharib al-Taymi, who lived in one of the villages close to al-Rayy.fl. 2nd/8th century.162 Probably [in al-Mizzi,v,p. 97 said to be al-Mazini] Companion, d. 15 or 20/636 or 641.
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227. 'Utba b. Ghazwan al-Sulami, who was a Companion of Messenger of God, said: There has never been prophecy evg without after it being kingship.228. Sa'id b. al-Musayyib: "The caliphs are three, the rest of them are kings." It was said: "Who are those three?" He said: "Abfi Bakr, 'Umar and 'Umar." It was said to him: "We know Abu Bakr and 'Umar, but who is the second 'Umar?" He said: "|f you live long enough, you will see him, and the finale is after [that for] you."229. 'A’isha, she said: "0 Messenger of God, what will be the rule after you?" He said: "Among your people [= family] as long as there is good among you." I said: "Which of the Arabs will be destroyed the fastest?" He said: "Your people." I said: "How will that be?" He said: "Death will be pleasing to them, so the people will smite them." [59]
Naming those reigning after the Messenger of God230.

231.

232.

Safina the mawla of the Messenger of God: When theMessenger of God built the mosque of Medina, Abu Bakr brought a stone, and placed it, then 'Umar brought a stoneand placed it, then 'Uthman brought a stone and placed it,so the Messenger of God said: These will be in charge of thecaliphate after me.'A’isha: When the Messenger of God founded the mosque of Medina, Abu Bakr brought a stone and placed it, then 'Umar brought a stone and placed it, then 'Uthman brought a stone and placed it, so the Messenger of God said: These will be in charge of the caliphate after me.A man of the Banu al-Musfaliq: My tribe, the Banu al-Musfaliq,163 sent me to the Messenger of God, so I could ask him to whom should we give our charity tax (sadaqat) after him, so I came to him, but 'All b. AbT Talib met me, so he asked me [why I had come]. I said: "My tribe, the Banu al-Musfaliq, have sent me
163 Part of the Khuza'a confederation, raided by the Prophet, 6/627-8.

to the Messenger of God to ask him to whom should they pay their charity tax after him," so 'All said: "Ask him, then come to me to tell me." So I went to the Messenger of God, to tell him that my tribe had sent me164 to ask him to whom should they pay their charity tax after him? So he said: "Pay it to Abu Bakr," so I went back to 'All and informed him, so 'All said: "Go back to him to ask him to whom should they pay it after Abu Bakr?" So I asked him, and he said: "Pay it to 'Umar after him." So 1 came to 'All, and informed him, but he said: Go back to him to ask him to whom they should pay it after 'Umar? So I went to him and asked him, and he said: "Pay it to 'Uthman b. 'Affan," so I returned to 'All and informed him. 'All said: "Go back to him to ask him to whom should they pay it after 'Uthman" but the man said: "I was too embarrassed to return to the Messenger of God after that."165 [60]233, 'Amr b. Labid166: The Messenger of God purchased a cow from a Bedouin at a loan on credit to him, so the Bedouin turned back, then met 'All b. Abi Talib, and so 'All said to the Bedouin: "If God takes His Messenger, who owes you?" So the Bedouin returned to the Messenger of God and said: “Who do I go to for my due if death comes upon you?" He said: "Abu Bakr al-Siddiq will give you your due." So the Bedouin turned around, but 'All met him again, and said: "Who did the Messenger of God say to you?" He said: "My due is with Abu Bakr al-Siddiq." He said: "But if Abu Bakr dies?" So the Bedouin returned and said: "0 Messenger of God, if Abu Bakr dies, who do I go to for my due?" He said: "To 'Umar b. al-Khattab," so the Bedouin turnedJ J 9around, but'All met him, and said: "Who did the Messenger of
164 The narrator has changed tenses here, but I am keeping the original first person for the sake of continuity.165 Paralleling the repeat negotiation concerning the number of prayers, where Moses urges Muhammad to ask God to lower the number of mandatory prayers for the Muslims during the Night Journey and Ascension to Heaven.166 Unidentified, but relating to 'Abd al-Malik b. Abi Karima, who lived in the Maghrib, and moved to Egypt in 180/796.
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God say to you?" He said: "My due is with 'Umar." He said- "r if 'Umar dies?" He said: "You are right!" so he returned ** said: “0 Messenger of God, if'Umar should die, then whoh it?" He said: "Your due is with 'Uthman," so the Bedouin turned around, but 'AIT met him and said: "What did the Messengerof God say to you?" He said: "My due is with 'Uthman," but he said: "And if'Uthman dies?" So he returned to the Prophet and said: "And if'Uthman dies, 0 Messenger of God, to whomismy due?" He said: "To the one who sent you."234. Jabir b. 'Abdallah167: A righteous man this evening saw as if Abu Bakr was attached to the Messenger of God, then 'Umarto Abu Bakr, then 'Uthman to 'Umar. Jabir said: When we arose.we said: The righteous man is the Messenger of God, and these are those in authority after him.235. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, his name is exact 'Umar al-Faruq, is an iron horn, his name is exact. Ibn 'Affan Dhu al-Nurayn (Possessor of the Two Lights),168 who was killed unjustly, was given two portions of mercy, [then] the King of the Holy Land [malik al-ard al-muqaddasa) Mu'awiya and his son [Yazid].169 They said: What! Are you not mentioning al-Hasan and al-Husayn? But he repeated what he had said, until when he reached Mu'awiya and his son, he added in al-Saffah, al-Salam, al-Mansur, Jabir, al-Amln, and the Commander of the Bands [amir al- 'usab), all of them without peer, and all of them from Banu Ka'b b. Lu’ayy, among them is a man from Qah^an, and among them there is one who will only last two days. Among them is one to whom people will say: "Allow us to swear allegiance [ba ya) to you or we will 

surely kill you," so when he did not allow them to swear theykilled him. [63]170'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: I found in some of the books on the day we raided the Battle of the Yarmuk [River]171 AbuBakr al-Siddiq, his name is exact, Umar al-Faruq an iron horn, his name is exact, Uthman Dhu al-Nurayn, given two portions of mercy, killed unjustly, his name is exact. Then there will be al-Saffah, then al-Mansur, then al-Mahdi, then al-Amin,then Sin and Salam, meaning righteous and clement, then the Commander of the Bands172—six of them from the descendants of Ka'b b. Lu'ayy and a man from Qahtan, all of them righteous, without peer. Abu al-Jild said: Kings will be over the people because of their actions. (2) [64]237. Unidentified: The Messenger of God said: 'Umar and 'Umar will rule you, and Yazid and Yazid, and al-Walid and al-Walid, and Marwan and Marwan, and Muhammad and Muhammad.238. Hasan b. 'Ali173:1 heard the Messenger of God saying: There will not be many days and nights until the rule of this community will gathered under a man with a wide anus (buttocks), a gigantic gullet, eating without being satisfied, whose name is m'wy [Mu'awiya].239. Hilal b. Yasaf174: The mail-post which Mu'awiya sent to the Byzantine Emperor [sahib al-rum) in order to find out who would be caliph after 'Uthman told me that the Byzantine Emperor called for a codex, to look in it, and said: "The caliph after him is Mu'awiya, your master, who sent you."240. Abu Salih: Mu'awiya used to ride together with 'Uthman, so the camel-driver began to say: "The Commander after him is 'All, and in al-Zubayr there is a satisfactory descendant."
167 Jabir b. 'Abdallah al-Sulami, Companion, lived in Medina, d. 72, 73 or 77/691, 

692-3, 696-7.168 Because he married two of the Prophet Muhammad's daughters, Ruqayya and Umm Kulthum.169 It is fairly rare to find a Muslim text speaking favorably of Yazid I, under whose rule the Prophet's grandson, al-Husayn, was killed at Karbala' in Iraq.
l’° Section break pp. 61-2.
1,1 In 15/636, the decisive battle in which the Byzantines were defeated in Syria.
172 Reading amir al-'usab as in no. 235, together with the DKI and MM.
173 Grandson of Muhammad, son of 'Ali, according to Shi'ites, 2nd Imam, lived in

Medina, d. 50/670.
174 Hilal b. Yasaf al-Ashja'i, mawla, lived in Kufa,//. 2nd/8th century.
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Ka b said: While Mu'awiya would ride to the side of the procession on a gray-colored donkey. Ka'b would say: "The commander after him ['Uthman] is the one with the gray-colored donkey."241. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: After the tyrants [al-jabbariri] there will be al-Jabir, by whom God will compel the community of Muhammad, then al-Mahdi, then al-Mansur, then al-Salam, then the Commander of the Groups. Whoever is able to die before then, should die.242. Ka'b: God Most High gave to Ishmael twelve righteous leaders from his loins, the most meritorious and best of them was AbuBakr al-Siddfq, 'Umar b. al-Khattab, 'Uthman Dhu al-Nurayn who was killed unjustly, given his reward twice, [then] the

243.
King of Syria [Mu'awiya] and his son, and al-Saffah, al-Mansur, Sin and Salam, meaning righteous and clement [65]Tubay' b. 'Amir175: al-Saffah will live forty years; his name in the Torah is “Bird of the heavens."176

175 Ka'b al-Ahbafs stepson, lived in Hirns, d. in Alexandria 101/719-20.176 Perhaps a reference to Psalms 8:8.177 Probably Egyptian, fl. 2nd/8th century, related to no. 1172.178 Unidentified, appears to be a family tradition.179 Capital of Himyarite Yemen.

244. Ka'b: Three will rule from the progeny of al-'Abbas, al-Mansur, al-Mahdi and al-Saffah.245. 'Abdal-Rahman b. Qays b. Jabir al-Sadafi177: The Messenger of God said: After the tyrants {al-jababira) there will be a man from my family who will fill the earth will justice, then the Qahtani after him, and by the One who sent me with the truth, he is not less than the other.246. 'All: The imams are from Quraysh, the best of them are over the best of them, the worst of them are over the worst of them, but after Quraysh there is nothing but jahiliyya.247. 'Umar b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Dhimarl178: A stone was found on a tomb in Zafar179 so 'Abd al-Rahman said: "I reached it and• •in an ascending script was written on it: khuri wa-tari kayl 

nask za'li w a-Jurn a da wa-banlak huli wa-mahrizi bah in thebull [when] it returns to being a parting: Himyar the good ones, then the evil Ethiopians, then the Persian freedmen, then Quraysh the merchants, then mahar janah har and every time the one with the two portions moans wa-ha'di zajruhu
'anhu mikhwar”180248. Ka'b: To whom is the dominion of Zafar? To Himyar the good ones. To whom is the dominion of Zafar? To the evil Ethiopians. To whom is dominion of Zafar? To the Persian freedmen. To whom is the dominion of Zafar? To Quraysh the merchants. To whom is the dominion of Zafar? To Himyar of the seas.181249. 'Umar b. al-Khattab: “There will be a man from my progeny, who will have a deformity on his face, who will rule, then fill it [the earth] with justice." Nafi': “I think that this could be none other than 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz."182 [68]250. 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz: I saw the Messenger of God in my sleep, when Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman and 'All were with him, so he said to me: “Come close," so I came close until I stood in front of him, then he lifted his gaze to me, and said: "As for you, you will rule this community, and act justly towards them."251. Al-Walid b. Hisham183: A Jew met me and informed me that 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz will rule this matter, and act justly in it Then I met him after, so he said to me: “Your master isdrunk, so order him to regain his senses," so I met him, and mentioned that to him, but he said to me: “May God fight you! I will not inform him—I told him the time when you drank that if healing meant touching my earlobe, I would not do it, or bringing perfume to raise it to my nostrils, I would not do it."

180 Large sections of this are unintelligible. Perhaps there is some Old South Arabian 
that stands behind it, but the primary function of the reading is to emphasize the 
order of rule in Yemen: Himyar—Ethiopians—Persians—Quraysh. See no. 1117 
for another version.

181 All of which is a rhyme in Arabic.
182 Who was 'Umar b. al-Khaftab’s great-grandson.
183 Al-Walid b. Hisham al-Mu'ayfi, am Umayyad, governor of Qinnasrin for 'Umar b. 

'Abd al-'Aziz, said to have been alive during the rule of Marwan II.
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THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS I 53252. Al- Uqayli the muezzin of 'Umar b. al-Khatfab184: 'Umar se^ me to one of the bishops, so I called him for him, then 'Umar said to him; “Woe to you! Did you find my description among you[r books]?" He said: "Yes, Commander of the Believers" He said: "How did you find me?" He said: "I find you to be an iron horn." He fUmar] said: "What is an iron horn?" He said: "Strong, powerful" 'Umar said: "Praise be to God!" He said: "Then what?” He said: "The man who is after you has no backbone, since his relatives will influence him." So 'Umar said: “May God have mercy on 'Uthman, may God have mercy on 'Uthman, woe to you—then what?" He said; "Then a crack in the rock.” He said: "What is a crack in the rock?" He said: “A sword unsheathed, and blood spilt" This weighed on 'Umar, so he said: “May he perish!" the rest of the day. The bishop said: "0 Commander of the Believers, there will be unity after that," so'Umar said to me: "Rise and call to prayer!" But I do not know whether he asked him anything after that or not.253. Ka'b: God has never sent prophecy without making a caliphate or kingship, except among the people of the villages and civilization—they did not desire it among the people of pillars or the waste. [69]The Dominion of the Umayyads and Naming them after 'Umar254.
255.
256.
257.

A man of the Banu al-Musfaliq: I asked the Messenger of God concerning the charity (zakat) of my tribe, to whom do we pay it after'Umar, and so he said: Pay it to 'Uthman after 'Umar. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: After 'Umar, there is Ibn 'Affan, then Mu'awiya and his son.Mughith al-Awza'i: 'Umar asked Ka'b who was after him, and he said: a caliph who his community will kill acting unjustly to him, meaning 'Uthman.Ka'b: Yashu asked me concerning the kings of this community, after its Prophet, and this was before 'Umar became 

caliph, so he said: “After 'Umar there will be al-Amin, meaning 'Uthman, and then the first of the kings," meaning Mu'awiya.258. Al-'Uqayli, the muezzin of 'Umar: that 'Umar asked a bishop, when I was present, who was after him, so he said: “A man without any backbone, whose relatives will influence him." 'Umar said: "May God have mercy on 'Uthman, may God have mercy on'Uthman."259. Hilal b. Yasaf [70]: The mail-post which Mu'awiya sent to the Byzantine Emperor to ask him who would be the caliph after 'Uthman told me he said: The Byzantine Emperor called for a codex, to look in it, and said: “After him is Mu'awiya, your master, the one who sent you."260. Abu Salih: Mu'awiya used to ride together with 'Uthman, so the camel-driver began to say: “The Commander after him is 'All, and in al-Zubayr there is a satisfactory descendant."Ka'b said: While Mu'awiya would ride to the side of the procession on a gray-colored donkey. Ka'b would say: "The commander after him ['Uthman] is the one with the gray-colored donkey."261. 'All: 1 heard the Messenger of God say: It will not be long before the rule of this community is unified under Mu'awiya.262. Abu Salim al-Jayshani: I heard 'All say in Kufa: "I am fighting for a right that should prevail, but it will never prevail, because the rule belongs to them [the Umayyads]." I [Abu Salim] said to my friends: "What is the point of staying here, when he informed us that the rule is not going to belong to them? Let's ask permission to go to Egypt," so permission was given to those he wanted from among us, and 1000 dirhams were given to each man of us, but a group of us stayed with him.263. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi 'Awf al-Jurashi185: The Messenger of God mentioned Syria, so a man said: “How is it possible that we get Syria, when the Byzantines, possessors of horns, are in
1M Probably'Abdallah b. Shaqiq al-'Uqayli, lived in Basra, died after 100/718-19. 183 Lived in Hims, served as a judge (qadfyfl. lst/7th century.
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it?” So the Messenger of God said: "Perhaps a youth (ghulam) from Quraysh will suffice for it,” and the Messenger of God stretched with his stick towards the shoulders of Mu' awiya.264. 'Umar b. al-Kha$ib: “0 Companions of the Messenger of God, give good advice to each other, because if you do not, then they will dominate it,” meaning the caliphate, "like 'Amr b. al-' As and Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan."265. Muhammadb. Sirin186: "By God, 1 think that he was machinating for it, meaning Mu'awiya, during the time of Abu Bakr and 'Umar,” meaning for the caliphate. [71]266. 'lkrima: 1 was amazed at our brothers, the Umayyads—our call was the call of the believers, while their call was the call of the hypocrites, and yet they were victorious over us.267. 'Alv. "Mu'awiya will defeat you ” They said: "Shouldn’t we fight?” He said: “The people need a commander, whether pious or impious." [72]The End of the Umayyads’ Dominion268. Rashidb.Sa'd187: When Marwan b. al-Hakam was born, he was given to the Messenger of God to pray over him, but he refused to do that, then he said: "Son of the Blue-eyed woman,188 the destruction of most of my community will be at the hands of V him and his descendants."r 269. Some of our elders: When the Messenger of God gazed at him [Marwan] to pray over him, he said: "May God curse this one, and those in his loins, other than those who believe and perform good deeds—how few they are!”189
185 Lived in Basra, was a mow/d of Anas b. Malik, associated with the interpretation of dreams, d. 110/728.187 Rashid b. Sa'd al-Maqra’i, lived in Hirns and Hebron, d. 108/726.188 Q 20:109 says that evildoers will be resurrected as "blue-eyed"; according to Amir Harrak (trans), The Chronicle of Zuqnin (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of1999). p. 155 (years 724-5) there was an edict against blue-
• Probably the exception was for 'Umar II, see no. 288

270. Al-Nazzal b. Sabra190: “Have I not told you what 1 heard from 'All b. Abi Jalib?” 1 said: "No," then he said: “1 heard him say: Every community has a disaster, and the disaster of this community is the Umayyads."271. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: Every community has a disaster to corrupt it, and the disaster of this community is the Umayyads.272. Abu Dharr: I heard the Messenger of God saying: "When the [number of] the Umayyads reaches forty they will take the servants of God as property, the wealth of God a gift, and the Book of God as confusion." [73]273. Yazid b. Shank191 that al-Dahhak b. Qays192 sent a garment with him to Marwan, so Marwan said: “Who is at the door?” He said: “Abu Hurayra," so permission was given to him [to enter], then 1 heard him after he had entered saying: "1 heard the Messenger of God saying: The destruction of this community will be at the hands of a little youth from Quraysh " (1) 274. Ibn Wahb193: Mu'awiya was with us sitting, together with Ibn Abbas, when Marwan b. al-Hakam entered needing something. When he turned around, Mu'awiya said to Ibn 'Abbas: "Didn't the Messenger of God teach us that when the family of al-Hakam reaches thirty men they will take the wealth of God Most High as a well-bucket between them. His servants as property, and His Book as confusion?" Ibn 'Abbas said: "O God! Yes!” Then Marwan had 'Abd al-Malik returned for something. When 'Abd al-Malik turned around, Mu'awiya said: "1 implore you, by God, 0 Ibn 'Abbas, did you not know that the Messenger of God mentioned this one as the father of the four tyrants?” He said: "O God! Yes!” At that time Mu'awiya adopted Ziyad b. Abihi.194
190 Nazzal b. Sabra al-Hilali, lived in Kufa,/7. lst/7th century.1,1 Yazid b. Shank al-Taymi, lived in Kufa,/7. lst/7th century.192 A Qurashite who lived in Damascus, commanded the army of Damascus for Mu awiya at Siffin, killed at Marj RahiJ, 64/684.193 Abdallah b. Wahb al-Qurashi, lived in Egypt, a major jurisprudent, d. 197/812.194 Who became his viceroy over Iraq, after previously having been a supporter of Ali, d. 53/673, known for his brutal methods (see nos. 399, 426).
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275. Mina the mawla of'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Awf195: Every newborn was brought to the Prophet, so that he could pray over him, butwhenMarwan was brought to him, he said: “He is a coward son of a coward, a cursed one son of a cursed one.”276. Kab: Youths from Quraysh will rule your affairs, who will be on the level of long-tailed she-camels ('a/a/iT)196 at mangers— if they are left, they will consume everything that is before

203 Probably Hisham.204 Sa'id b. Khalid al-Qurashi, lived in Sidon, fl. lst/7th century.205 Abdallah b. Abi Zakariya al-Khuza'i, lived in Damascus, a jurisprudent, d. 117/735.206 Al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi, the brutal viceroy for the Umayyads who ruled Iraq until 96/714.

God said: "'Umar and 'Umar will rule you, Yazid and Yazid, al-Walid and al-Walid, Marwan and Marwan and Muhammad and Muhammad.”282. Yazid b. Abi Habib: It used to be said that when the squint- eyed caliph203 ruled the people, if you are able to leave Egypt for Syria, then do so, and that was before the caliphate of Hisham.them; if they escape they butt whoever they come across.277. AbuSa'idal-Khudari: The Messenger of God said: The People of my House will encounter fierce slaughter after me, and the worst of our tribe in hatred against them will be the Umayyads, andtheBanual-Mughiraofthe clan of Banu Makhzum.197 [74] 278. Bajalab.'Abda198:1 said to 'Umar: Ibn Hasin narrated to me concerning the most hateful of the people towards the Messenger of God, so he said: Conceal it for me until I die. I said: Yes. He said: The Umayyads, the Thaqif199 and the Banu Hanifa.200279. Tubay: Four will be kings from the loins of one man: Sulayman b? Abd al-Malik, Hisham, Yazid and al-Walid.i 280. Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: There will be a manI named al-Walid201 who will constitute one of the supports of hell, or one of its corners.281. Sa'id b.'Abd al-'Aziz202: It reached me that the Messenger of
1,3 Apparently lived in Medina, not considered reliable,/7. lst/7th century.** This phrase is difficult Lane, p. 1965 (right col.) gives 'ajajil "a handful of dates; the form 'ajul means “she-camels bereft of their young" (no. 1180 gives this form with the tradition; see al-Asmai, Kitab al-ibl [Damascus: Dar al-Basha’ir, 2003], p. 65, but without the plural 'q/dji/that appears in the tradition); the form mud- 

hannaba appears as murabbiya in nos. 1097,1144.w A clan well known for its opposition to the Prophet Muhammad during his lifetime.

283. Abu Qubayl: that an informant came to 'Abd al-Malik to inform him that a boy had been born to him, and that his mother had named him Hisham, so he said: “May God crush her (hashamaha) in the Fire."284. Makhul: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: "There will be four heretics (zanadiqa) from Quraysh." His father said: I heard Sa'id b. Khalid204 mention approximately the same from Ibn Abi Zakariya,205 then he said: “They are Marwan b. Muhammad b. Marwan b. al-Hakam, and al-Walid b. Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan b. al-Hakam, and Yazid b. Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan, and Sa'id b. Khalid who was in Khurasan. " (1) [75]285. Ibn al-Musayyib: The brother of Umm Salama had a boy, and named him al-Walid, so that was mentioned to the Messenger of God, who said: ‘You have named him with one of the names of your Pharaohs. Verily, there will be in this community a man called al-Walid who will be more evil to this community than Pharaoh was to his people." Al-Zuhri said: "Until al-Walid b. Yazid became caliph, they thought it was al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik.”286. Someone who entered with al-Hajjaj206 in to Asma', daughter of Abu Bakr, so he said to her: "What have you heard from the1,8 Bajalab.'Abdaal-Tamimi,lived in Basa, considered an ascetic,/?. lst/7th century. The tribe which dominated al-Ja’if, and supplied many Umayyad governors of Iraq such as al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi.* The tribe which dominated the central area of Arabia, whose most prominent member was the false prophet Musaylima.2,1 Presumably Walid 11.“Sa id b. Abd al-'Aziz al-Tanukhi, lived in Damascus, considered to have been the pre-eminent jurisprudent of Syria, d. 167 or 168/783 or 784-5
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Messenger of God?" She said: "I have heard the Messenger of God saying: 'There will be a congenital liar from Thaqif, and a destroyer’—as for the liar, we have known him;207 as for the destroyer, it is you!" He said: "Yes, I am the destroyer of hypocrites."

207 Al-Mukhtar b. Abi 'Ubayd al-Thaqafi, who ruled Kufa briefly (63-5/683-5), and took vengeance upon the murderers ofal-Husayn (according to Ibn Abi al-Dunya, 
lshraf [Cairo: Maktabat al-Qu fan, 1990], p. 144 [no. 286] some thought him the Dajjal as well).208 Suhaylb. Dhakwan,lived in WasiJ (hence his connection with Hajjaj),/?. 2nd/8thcenturyS';2W Abdallah b. Shawdhab al-Khurasani, originally from Balkh, lived in Basra, thenmoved to Jerusalem, d. 144 or 156/761-2 or 773.

287. Suhayl b. Dhakwan208: When al-Hajjaj killed Ibn al-Zubayr, he went in to see Asma’ daughter of Abu Bakr, so she said: "What did Ibn al-Zubayr do?" He said: "God killed him." She said: "Surely, by God, you have killed him when he was a fasting, praying man. I heard the Messenger of God saying: ‘Three will come from Thaqif: the liar, the long-tailed bull, and the destroyer.’ As for the liar, he has passed, but as for thedestroyer, it is you! She said: "As for the long-tailed bull, we will see him later." Ibn 'Umar passed by Ibn al-Zubayr crucified, and said: “The community has been successful, you areits worst"288. 'Umar b. al-Khaffab: “There will be a man from my descendants, who will have a deformity on his face, who will rule and fill it [the earth] with justice." Naff said: "I would not think that it was anyone other 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz."289. Ibn Shawdhab209: 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz entered a stable belonging to his father, when a horse belonging to his father knocked up against him, so he left with blood running down his face, so his father said to him: “Maybe you will be the hardest knocker of the Umayyads!"290. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "After 'Uthman there will be twelve kings from the Umayyads." It was said: “Caliphs?" He said: “No, kings." [76]

291. Abu Umayya al-KalbT210: He told them during the caliphate of Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik, saying: When the people divided after Mu'awiya and the dissension of Ibn al-Zubayr happened, a hoary elder who had lived during the jahiliyya came to us, whose eyebrows had fallen over his eyes, so we said: “Tell us about this time, and the division of the people in it," so he motioned to us, and called for a band to fasten the skin of his eyebrows so that it was lifted above his eyes, and then studied us. He said: “I advise you to stay in your houses, since the rule will pass to a man from the Umayyads who will rule you twenty-two years then die.211 Then after him caliphs will rule in succession for short periods of time, until a man with a mark in his eye-meaning Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik—who will gather wealth in a way no one previously had done, who will live [=rule] nineteen years and a bit, then die. Then a man from them, a young man, will give the people stipends the like of which were never given previously. Then a man from his family will urge against him212 secretly, no one mentioning [it], and kill him, so then blood will be poured at this hands. Then murrin [=Marwan] will come from there," and he pointed towards al-Jazira.292. Abdallah b. Salam213 said before the killing of'Uthman: He will be killed at the end of two months, then Marwan [b. al-Hakam] leapt up angrily to go in to 'Uthman, but they were continuously on him until he was prevented from him, so 'Abdallah b. Qays said to al-Zuhri: “This knowledge was concealed from the people, so do you have anything that you can tell us—and that was during the reign (amara) of Hisham." Al-Zuhri said:
210 Unidentified, but probably lived in Damascus,/!. 2nd/8th century (see nos.484, 507).211 'Abd al-Malik.212 Readingyanushsh (DKI); other editors suggestyanshab "to stick to" (SZ); yunthi 

bihi“to divulge news" (MM).213 Early Jewish convert, Companion, is said to have participated in the conquest of Jerusalem, d. in Medina 43/663-4.
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'Do you want a break from Hisham? It is as if that has ha 
pened. He will perish at the end of two years or so." It was 
to him: "Natural death or being killed?" He said: "No, naturaj 
death," so it was said: "Who will come after him?" He said. 
"This youth from the people of his house." It was said: "Ho\y 
long will his time be?" He said: "Like the sleep of a boy.” p 
was said: "Will he die naturally? Or be killed?" He said: “No 
be killed." It was said: "Who will come after him?" He said; 
"The one who will come from there"—and pointed to al-Jazira. 
Sulayman b. Hisham was then the commander of al-Jazira, so 
it was said: "Is it him?" He said: "His name and the name of his I 
father have eight letters." It was said: “How long will his time I 
be?" He said: “Like a worn-out garment—when one picks itup I 
from one side, it falls apart on the other."214 I

214 A description of the multiple revolts that characterized the rule of Marwan II 
(127-32/744-50).

215 The point of this comment was that Ibn al-Zubayr spoke too soon; he was indeed 
killed byal-Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqaff.

216 Ibn al-Athir, Nihdya, i, p. 468.
217 Shaqiq b. Salama al-Asadi, lived in Kufa, d. 82/701.

218 Sila b. Zufar al-'Absi, lived in Kufa, d. during the rule of Mus'ab b. al-Zubayr
(66-73/685-92).

293. Hilal b. Yusaf: The mail-post that brought the head of I 

al-Mukhtar to Ibn al-Zubayr informed me that when it was | 
placed before him [Ibn al-Zubayr], he said: "Everything that j 
Ka'b told me about my rule (sultdnf) was just as he said, except 
for this, since he narrated that a man from Thaqif would kill 
me, but it seems to me that I have killed him."215 [77]

294. Abu Hurayra: The tribulation (dissension) of Ibn al-Zubayr 
was a zigzag (hisat)216 among the tribulations.

295. Abu Qubayl: When Ibn 'Umar saw the heads of the supporters 
of Ibn al-Zubayr carried on spears and stalks, he said: They 
exchange heads amongst each other, but they do not know 
where the spirits have gone.

296. Abu Wa'il217:1 met Abu al-'Ala’ Sila b. Zufar,218 so I said: "0 Abu I 

al-'Ala’, did any of this pain"—meaning the plague—"strike i

your family?" He said: "I am more afraid that it will make them 
walk than that it will strike them."219

297. Abu Hurayra: I [Abu Salama] said: "0 God! heal Abu Hurayra!" 
He said: "0 God, do not repeat that!" Then he said: "A time is 
about to come upon the people in which death in it is more 
preferable to the knowledgeable one than red gold."

298. Abu Wa'il that 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud mentioned 'Uthman one 
day, and said: "Stinginess caused him to perish, and what a 
poor protection!” We said to him: "Won't you go out, so we 
can go out with you?" He said: "It would be easier to move a 
deep-rooted mountain220 than to move a king whose death is 
nigh." [78]

Protection from Tribulations and the Desirability of Holding 
Back and Withdrawing during them, and Undesirability of 
Looking out over them

299. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: I heard the Messenger of God say: "There 
will be tribulation in which the sleeper is better than the 
one lying down, the one lying down is better than the one 
standing, the one standing is better than the one rising, the 
one rising is better than the one walking, the one walking is 
better than the one riding, the one riding is better than the 
one fully participating—those killed in it are all in Hell." I said: 
"0 Messenger of God, when is this?" He said: "Days of killing." 
1 said: "But when are the days of killing?" He said: "When a 
man will not be secure from his companion." I said: "What do 
you command me to do if I live in those days?" He said: "Hold 
yourself and your hand back and enter your house." I said: "O 
Messenger of God, and if they come into my house?" He said: 
"Go further into your house." I said: "But if they come in all the 
way?" He said: "Go to your mosque, and do like this"—then

19 l.e, that they would participate in the tribulations. M Cf Q 79:32.



THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS | 63he grabbed his [left] elbow with his right hand, "and say: 'My Lord is God/ until you are killed doing this."300. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: A warning to you about the tribulations! Let no one stare at them, because by God, anyone who stares at them will be carried away like the flood. They will seem to go forward, such that the ignorant might say: This seems [like it is forward] but it will be clear that it is backward, so gather together in your houses, break your swords, and cut your cords.301. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: "Woe to the Arabs from an evil that has come close—so the one who holds his hand back succeeds." [79]302. Abu Hurayra: "I am the most knowledgeable about a tribulation that is about to come is like the hop of a rabbit. And i am the most knowledgeable concerning the way out of them.” They said: "What is it?" He said: "That I would hold my hand until they come to kill me."303. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: [If there are] two groups of the Muslims—it does not matter which of the two of them has toldyou about their killed—their killed are those of the jahiliyya. 
Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: The tribulation whenit comes it has doubtful aspects, when it retreats it uncovers,and the tribulation pollinates by whispering and results in 

complaints, so do not arouse the tribulation when it is warm

me when the prayers fight?" He said: "Enter your house, lock your door behind you, so anyone who comes to you, say: This way!"—Sufyan [b. 'Uyayna] took his hand and encompassed [his neck]—"then say: Come back with your sin and my sin [on the Day of Resurrection]!"307. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: Beware of tribulations, for the tongue during them is like a sword’s blow.308. Hudhayfa: The tribulation has been entrusted to three: to the experienced zealot, who every time something happens to him, he wants to subdue it with a sword, and to the preacher, who the events call to him, and to the aforementioned nobleman. As for the experienced zealot, struggle with him, but as for the other two, the preacher and the nobleman, incite them until you afflict that which they have. [80]309. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: Watch out for two groups fighting over this world, for they are dragging [people] to hell.310. Abu Idris al-Khawlani: I heard Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman saying: I said to the Messenger of God: "How would you command me, 
if 1 live to see those, meaning the tribulations?" He said: "Stay with the community of the Muslims, and their imam." I said: "But what if they do not have an imam or community?" He said: "Withdraw from all of those factions, even if you have to bite on the root of a tree until death comes to you, while you are in this state.”ing up, and do not offer yourself to it when it is offered. The 

tribulation is imposing in the lands of God, treading upon its 
halter. It is not permited to anyone among creation to awaken 
it until God Most High permits. Woe to the one who takes up 
its halter, then woe again, then woe again!

305. 'Abdallah: "The tribulation, when it comes, it is doubtful, when

311. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God mentioned those who call to the gates of hell (jahannarri)—whoever obeys them they will drag him inside, so I said: "0 Messenger 
[of God], what is the means of salvation from this?" He said: "Stay with the community and the imam of the community." I said: "But what if there is no community or imam of the com

it retreats, it has consequences." Sufyan—Hudhayfa similarly, 
but he added: It was said to Hudhayfa: "What is its coming?'1 
He said: "Drawing the sword" and it was said: "What is its 
retreat?" He said: "Sheathing the sword."

306. Hudhayfa: A man said to him: "How would you command

munity?" He said: "Flee from all of these factions, even if deathcomes to you while you are biting on the root of a tree."312. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: I said: “O Messenger of God, what is theprotection from these," when he had mentioned the callers of 
error. He said: "If God has a caliph on the earth on that day,
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then stay with him, even if they beat your back and take your wealth. if not, then flee the earth until death comes to you, while you are biting on the root of a tree.”313. Daughter of Dhban al-Ghifari: 'All came to Uhban one day and said: ’What prevented you from following us?” He said: "My friend and your cousin [Muhammad] instructed me that there would be tribulation, faction, and division, and that when they happen, break your sword, sit in your bourse, and take up a sword of wood."314. Abu |anab221:1 heard T’alha saying: 1 fought in [the Battle of] Jamajim, but I did not thrust with my spear or strike with the sword. 1 wish that they had been cut off, meaning his hands, and that I had not fought in it. [81]315. Mujahid: His Word Most High, “Do not make us an (object of) persecution [fitna] for the people who are evildoers. 222 Do not allow them to rule over us, lest they decive us, and we bedeceived by them.316. Abu Qilaba223: When the dissension of Ibn al-Asha'th broke out, we were at a sitting, and Muslim b. Yassar was with us. Muslim said: "Praise be to God who has saved us from this dissension, for by God, 1 have not shot an arrow, thrust a spear or struck with a sword in it.” Abu Qilaba: I said to him: 0Muslim, what do you think about one who is ignorant who looks at you [to kill you]?" He said: "By God, no Muslim is in this state without him having a right over the other, whetherhe kills or is killed." He said this and cried, "By the One whoholds my soul in His hand, I even wished that I had not ever said anything to him."317. Jundub b.‘Abdallah al-Bajali224: A Syrian man attacked a man from the supporters of'All at [the Battle of] Siffin, and settled

down upon him to slaughter him, so I grasped my spea towards him to foil him, and he was foiled. Whenever I mention it, I grasp my throat.318. Hudhayfa: 0 'Amir, Let not those who you see deceive you, for those are about to be parted from their religion like a woman parts her pudenda, so when they do that, then you should stay as you are today.319. Tawus: The Messenger of God said to Abu Dharr: "O Abu Dharr, I see that you are a seer, so how will it be for you, O Abu Dharr, when they expel you from Medina?" He said: “1 will go to the Holy Land." He said: "How will it be for you when they expel you from it?” He said: "1 will return to Medina." He said: "If they expel you from it?" He said: "1 will take my sword, and strike with it until 1 am killed." He said: "No, but hear and obey, even to a black slave."225 When he [Abu Dharr] came to al-Rabdha226 he found a black slave belonging to 'Uthman, then the prayer was performed, and he said: "Go forward [to be the imam] 0 Abu Dharr." But he said: “1 am ordered to hear and to obey, even to a black slave," so the slave went forward and led the prayer.320. Ka'b: The mill of the Arabs will turn after twenty-five [years] after the death of their prophet, then dissension will develop. During it there will be killing and fighting [82] so hold back your hand and your weapons, then there will be another after a calmness, so hold back your hand and weapons, since I find it in the Book of God as the darkness that envelops everyone who has pride.321. Ka'b: The mill of the Arabs will turn after the death of theirprophet after twenty-five years, then dissension will be widespread in which there wil be killing and fighting, so hold back
® Zafiya b Abi Hayya al-Kalbi, lived in Kufa, d. 147/764-5. 
® Q 10:85.

yourself and your weapons, until it passes, neither for you or
'Abdallah b. Zayd al-larmi, lived in Basra, moved to Daraya d 104 1OR 
107/722,723,724,725.

, 106, or
" Companion, lived in ‘Iraq, fl. lst/7th century.

225 See Crone, '"Even an Ethiopian Slave': The Transformation of a Sunni Tradition, 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 72 (1994), pp. 59-67.226 The oasis to which he was exiled.
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againstyou.Then people will settle down like a rotation wheel [dawwama] [for a mill], then dissension will develop, which I find in the revealed Book of God as "the darkness which does not pass until it envelops everyone who has pride,” so hold back yourself and your weapons, and flee as fast as you can from them. If you only find a scorpion’s stone in which to take refuge, go under it.322. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said, mentioning the fourth tribulation: "No one will be saved from it, except the one who prays the prayer of the drowning man. The happiest of its people are every god-fearer who hides—when he appears, he is not known, when he sits he is not missed. The most miserable of its people are every enthusiastic preacher and rider in the saddle.”323. 'Abdallah b. Abi Ja'far: The Messenger of God said: There will be dissension in which none will be saved other than the one who does not take its wealth, so whoever gains wealth in it islike one who sheds blood.324. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The happiest of people in it will be every concealer, who when he appears he is not known, when he sits [in an assembly] he is not missed.325. Arjat b. al-Mundhir: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: In the fourth tribulation they will go towards unbelief in it, so the believer on that day will be the one who sits in his house, but the unbeliever will be one who draws his swordand spills the blood of his brother and neighbor.326, 'Uqba b. 'Amir227 said: I heard the Messenger of God saying:Whoever dies without having associated anything with God,and is not wetted with blood, will enter into whichever gate of
Paradise he wishes. [83]

327. Abu Musa al-'Asha'ri: There is no antagonist more hateful to 
methantomeetontheDayofResurection with a man whose

THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS | 67
jugular veins are flowing with blood to reckon me on the Scales of Justice.228 He will say. "0 Lord, ask your servant here, by what right did he kill me?” So I will say. "He lied,” but 1 will not he able to say that he was an unbeliever, so He will say. "Are you more knowledgeable about My servant than I am?”328. Jundubb.'Abdallah: No one of you who has a handful of blood of a man who says: "There is no God but Allah” will meet God on the Day of Resurrection—even if he prayed the morning prayer, when he is in the protection of God (died)—God will not wait a moment before God will throw him prostrate, when He gathers the first and the last, into Hell (jahannurri).329. Muhammad that [Malik] al-Ashtar229 asked 'All permission, but was denied, but then he permitted him when a son of Talha was present. He said: "So you denied me because of that?” He said: "Yes.” He said: "If he was a son to 'Uthman would you have denied me for that?” He said: "Yes ” He said: “1 hope that 1 and 'Uthman will be among those concerning whom God Most High has said: ‘We shall strip away whatsoever rancor is in their hearts. (As) brothers (they will recline) on couches, facing each other.’”230330. Jundub b.'Abdallah al-Bajali: Fear God, every one of you, for a handful of Muslim blood shed will make it impossible for him to enter Paradise after he has looked at its gates.331. A man of the Companions of the Messenger of God: I heard him [Muhammad] saying: “A handful of Muslim blood shed will make it impossible for one of you to enter Paradise after he has looked at its gates.”332. Jundub b. 'Abdallah: If a trial descends, place your wealth below your religion, for the one battled is the one whose religion is battled, while the one stolen is the one whose religion is stolen, so know there are no riches after the Fire, and no

* b ‘Amir^uham, Companion, governor of Egypt for Mu'awiya [44/664-
5} then lived m Damascus, d. 58/678. y i***/oo*

Eg., Q 6:152.Ali's most successful general.80 Q 15:47.
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poverty after Paradise. The Fire does not release its prisoner, 
but ft is not in need of its poor.

333. Ali: "0 God! Cast the killers of 'Uthman prostrate on their 
nostrils today!"

334. Abu Blrza al-Aslami231: "This one in [84] Syria,” meaning 
Marwan [1], "by God, even if he is just fighting for this world, 
while this one in Mecca," meaning Ibn al-Zubayr, "by God, 
even ifhe is just fighting for this world, and those who you call 
Qur'an reciters [qurra'), by God, even if they are just fighting 
for this world..." so one of his sons said to him: "What do 
you command us [to do] then?” He said: "1 consider the best 
people to be those staying at home,” and he said [looking] to 
his hands: "With stomachs empty of the people’s wealth, with
backs light without their blood.

335. Umm Salama232: The Messenger of God said: "There will be 
imams who will rise over you who you will think well of or 
disapprove, so whoever disapproves is saved, whoever dis
likes will be safe, but whoever approves and follows..." It was 
said: "0 Messenger of God, shouldn’t we kill or fight them? He 
said: "As for those who come to prayer, no."

336. Al-Hasan: It was said: "0 Messenger of God, shouldn t we fight 
them?” He said: "As for those who perform the prayer, no."

337. ‘Awf b. Malik: I heard the Messenger of God saying: "The worst
of your imams are those who you hate them so they hate you, 
and you curse them, so they curse you." We said: "0 Messenger 
of God, can't we resist them at that time?" He said: "As forthose who perform the prayer, no, other than the one who isruled by a ruler, then sees him acting rebelliously against God,

upon you, for nothing will afflict you that is worse than w a afflicted us with the Messenger of God.0. Abu Dharr233; The Messenger of God said to me*.  0 Abu Dharr, how will you act when the people are so hungry that you will be unable to rise from your sleeping-mat to go to the mosque? Or from the mosque to your sleeping-mat?" 1 said: "God and His Messenger know best.” He said: "Go to someone close." 1 said: "What if they refuse me?" He said: "Enter your house." 1 said: "What if they refuse me?” He said: "If you fear that swords will flash in your direction, then meet a group, with your face under your garment,234 [saying] come back with your and my sin [on the Day of Resurrection]." 1 said: "So 1 shouldn’t bear weapons?" He said; "Then you would be participant."340. Abu Salama235: Husayn b. 'All entered into the presence of 'Uthman, while he was besieged, and said; "O Commander of the Believers, I am submissive to your hand, so command me [85] in what you wish." 'Uthman said to him: "O nephew, return to your house and sit, and until God brings His decree— for there is no need for me to spill blood."341. Ibn Mas'ud al-Ansari: My commanders have begun to force me to choose between staying according to that which humiliates me and makes my face ugly or that I should take my sword, fight and be killed, so enter the Fire, so I chose to stay according to that which humiliates me and makes my face ugly, and so I will not take my sword, fight and be killed, so enter the Fire.342. 'Amir b. Matar236: Hudhayfa said to me: "O 'Amir, do not be deceived by what you see" while the people were returning
so let him disapprove of the rebellious act against God, but not
remove a hand from obedience."338. Hudhayfa: Have recourse to patience before trial descends

Nadia b. Ubayd al-Asiami, Companion, fought in Persia, perhaps died in either 
Nishapur, or between Herat and Sijistan, d. approximately 64/683-4

22 One of Muhammad's wives.

233 No agreement about his name, perhaps Jundub b. Junada, Companion, prominent 
ascetic, exiled to Rabdha, d. 32/652-3.

234 Readingrida'ika with DKI, in place of radha'il, also below, no. 389.235 Probably Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Qurashi, lived in Medina, later in 
Basra, d. 94/712-3.236 'Amir b. Mafar al-Shaybani, said to have been close to Hudhayfa, fl. lst/7th century.
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■ Iw the mosque—"since those are about to be parted from their 1religion just as a woman parts her pudenda, so when they do that you should stay with what you believe today."M3. Hudhayfa: Enjoining the good and forbidding the evil is meri- tori ous, but it is not part of the way (surma) [of the Prophet] to lift weapons against your imam.344. Suwayd b. Ghafala”7: 'Umar said to me: "Perhaps you will live to see the tribulation, so hear and obey, even if an Ethiopian slave is placed above you—if he hits you, have patience, or if he does the forbidden or wrongs you, have patience. If he compels you do do something that would decrease your reli- gion, then say. ‘Hearing is obedience; my blood is below my religion.’’’345. 'Abdallah b. Salam, when the people were stirred up about 'Uthman: *0  people, do not kill 'Uthman, for by the One who holds my soul in His hand, every time a community has killed its prophet, God does not set them aright until the blood of h 70,000 of them has been shed. Every time a community has I killed its caliph, God does not set them aright until the blood

239 Al-Mughira b. al-Akhnas al-Thaqafi, who mocked al-Zubayr, and was attacked by al-Mundhir b. al-Zubayr.240 Lived in Basra, d. 93/711-12.

I of70,000 has been shed.”■ 346. Abu Hurayra: 1 was with 'Uthman in the house, when a manfrom among us was killed, so I said: "O Commander of the Believers, is it appropriate for fighting? One of our men has been killed.” He said: “I enjoin you to throw away your sword, for it is only me (my soul) that is sought, so I will protect the believers by my soul today.” He said: "I threw away my sword, and 1 do not know where it landed."347. Zayd b. Arqam238 [86] said to 'AU: "1 implore you by God, did you kill 'Uthman?” He was silent for a time, then said: By He who split the seed, and created breath, I did not kill or order hk tiffing.

Ka'b sent to 'Uthman while he was besieged: "Your right incumbent upon every Muslim today is like the right of 3 father upon his son. You are as good as dead, so restrain your hand, for it makes your case greater before God on the Day of Resurrection." When this reached him, he said to his supporters: "I enjoin upon everyone who sees themselves having a duty to me to depart from me." So Marwan was angry, and threw the sword from his hand, such that it left an impression in the wall. Al-Mughira b. al-Akhnas239 said: "I am determined for myself that 1 will be killed," so he fought until he was killed. 349. A man from among us: I saw 'Uthman after he was killed in the most beautiful manner I had ever seen him, in white clothes, so I said: "O Commander of the Believers, which matters have you found to be the firmest?" He said: "The straight religion, which does not have bloodshed in it," three times, so when it was the Battle of the Camel, I gird my weapons, rode my horse, took my spear, and was among the first ranks of the vanguard. While 1 was there, my vision came to me, so 1 said: "Didn’t 'Uthman tell you in the dream such-and-such?" So I turned my horse towards the camp, threw down my weapons, and sat in my house until this issue had been decided, and did not comeout for any reason.350. Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdi240: I heard 'All saying: "I never commanded the killing of'Uthman, nor did I want it, but my cousins accused me of it, so I sent to apologize, but they refused to accept it, and refused to accept it, so 1 worshiped and was silent"351. 'All said: "0 God! Scorn the killers of 'Uthman today as adisgrace."352. Muhammad b. Maslama: The Messenger of God gave me a sword, then said: "Fight the polytheists with it as long as you
* ^cfaringthe toneoftheProphet, lived in Kufa, fought at the Battle of Yarmflk 

d. 30,81 or82/699,700,701 or rarmuK
a Companion, lived in Kufo, <L 66/685.
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are being fought, but when you see my community strike each other, then take it to someone, and strike it until it breaks, then sit in your house until a sinful hand comes to you, or a predetermined test” And so he did.353- Abu Burda b. Abi Musa241: I entered into the presence of Muhammad b. Maslama242 in Rabdha, so I said to him: "Why aren’t you going out to the people, when you have the status in this matter [87] of which we heard?" He said: "The Messenger of God said: 'There will be tribulation and division, so strikewith your sword broadside, break your arrows, cut your bowstring, and sit in your house/ so I have done what he commanded me." There was a sword hanging on the tent-support, so he took it down, and drew it, but it was a sword of wood, then he said: "I have done to my sword what the M essenger ofGod commanded me, so this I use to frighten people."354. Abu 'Uthman that the Messenger of God said: "O Khalid b. 'Urfufa,243 there will be events, tribulations and difference, so if you are able to be the one killed, and not the killer, then do

355. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr—I did not see that there was anybody beyond him [in the chain of transmitters]: I used to read this verse: "and surely on the Day of Resurrection you will dispute in the presence of your Lord,"244 and I used to think that it concerned the People of the Book, until we struck each other’s faces with swords, and then we knew that it was concerning us.356. Harmala the mawla of Usama b. Zayd245: Usama sent me to 'All, then he said: "He will ask you: what has kept your master? So say: He says to you: By God, if you were in the jaw of a lion,
M AI-Harith. son ofAbu Musa al-'Asha'ri, lived in Kufa, jurisprudent, d. 103/721-2.ZG Companion, "brother to Abu 'Ubayda al-Jarrah, d. 43, 46 or 47/663, 666 or 667-8.26 Companion, lived in Kufa where he held a number of positions, d. 61/680-1.* Q393LLived in Medina, /I 1 st/7 th century

I would want to be in it with you, but this issue, I do not see it.” So I went to 'AIT, then I said to him what he said, but he did not give me anything, so I went to Hasan, Husayn and Ibn Ja'far, they helped load my beast of burden. 'Amr said: "I saw Harmala, but I did not hear this narration from him."B357. 'Umar b. Sa'd246 went to his father Sa'd, while he was in al-'Aqiq,247 withdrawn in his private land, then said: "Daddy, none of the fighters at [the Battle of] Badr are left other than you, nor of the People of the Council, so if you collected yourself, and placed it before the people, no two would differ over you," He said: "You came for this?? Yes, son, I sat it out, so nothing would remain for me other than [taking care of] the thirst of my mount—then go out, and have the community of Muhammad strike each other! I heard the Messenger of God saying: 'The best type of sustenance is that which suffices, and the best type of remembrance [of God] is private/"248 [88]358. Sa'd b. Malik249: 1 was a Meccan man, in it my birthplace, my house, and wealth, and I continued in this manner until God Most High sent His Prophet, so I believed in him, and followed him. I stayed in that as long as God wished, then I departed from it, fleeing with my religion to Medina, and continued in it until God gathered for me my wealth and family in it. Today I am fleeing with my religion from Medina to Mecca, just as I fled with my religion to Medina.359. Ibn 'Umar: When 'Uthman was killed he met 'All, so said: "0 'Abu 'Abd al-Rahman, you are a man who is obeyed by the Syrians, so I think that tribulation is burning its legs, so go, as I have appointed you commander over them." He said: "I would remind you of God, and your closeness to the Messenger of God, and my companionship to him, to let me off the hook,"
246 Son of Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas, commanded troops that killed al-Husayn, d. approsi- mately 64/684-5.247 Close to Basra.■248 Ibn Hanbal, Musnad (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n.d.), i, pp. 173,180,182.249 Abu Sa'id al-Khudari.
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so he refused. Then he sought to persuade him using Hafsgz^ 
but still he refused, so he departed to Mecca, and then\ 
['Uthman] sent after him, such that they came to the camel 
and were making haste to muzzle him, thinking that he had 
gone to Syria, but then he was informed that he had gone to 
Mecca, so he gave it up.

360. Khalid b. Sumayr251: Musa b. Talha b. 'Ubaydallah252 fled from 
al-Mukhtar to al-Basra together with the notables of the 
Kufans. At his time, people considered him to be the Mahdi, 
so he heard that one day, and mentioned the tribulation, then
said: "May God have mercy on 'Abdallah b. 'Umar! For by God, 
I used to consider him at the time of the Prophet the one who
was promised. He was not tempted afterwards nor changed 
[in anything]. By God, Quraysh did not even arouse him in its 
first dissension (fitnatuha al-ula),"253 so I said to myself: "This 
is the one who will rebuke his father for the killing [at the 
Battle of Siffin] which he did!"

361. Khalid b. Sumayr: One morning 'All met Ibn 'Umar, so he 
said: "These letters, we have finished with them, so ride with 
them to the Syrians," but he said: "I implore you by God, andl 
implore you by Islam." He said: "You are, by God, going to ride 
with them." He said: "I remind you of God and the Last Day, 
since this matter from the first of it, was not worth anything, 
and it will not at the end be worth anything. So I will not return 
anything from you to the Syrians. If, by God, the Syrians want 
you, their obedience will come to you. If they do not want you, 
I am not going to return anything to you." He said: "You will 
ride, obediently or disobediently." But Ibn 'Umar entered his 
house, and 'All departed from him, until he disappeared into

250 Daughter of 'Umar, one of the wives of Muhammad.
251 Basran,/?. lst/7th century.
252 Son of Talha, lived in Kufa, as in the tradition, called al-Mahdi during his life

time (al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, vii, p. 264), held various governing positions in Kufaa, d. 
103/721-2.

253 The civil war between'Ali and Mu'awiya.

the black of the night. He summoned his noble camels, sat upon them, and sent them to Mecca. [89]^2, Abu al-Darda’254: "How beautiful it is to die believing in Islam before the tribulations!"^3, Sa'd b. Ibrahim from his father: When it reached 'All that Talha was saying: "I only swore allegiance when the weight was on my neck [pressuring me],” he sent Ibn 'Abbas to the Medinans to ask them what he had said. So Usama b. Zayd said: “As for the weight being on his neck, no, but he swore while he was reluctant," so the people leaped upon him, almost killing him.364. Wahib b. Abi Mughith255: I entered with al-Mundhir b. al- Zubayr256 in the presence of Ibn 'Umar, while 'Amr b. Sa'id257 was going at him over things about which he was exaggerating, so we said to him: "Will you not start to forbid the evil?" He said: "Of course, if you wish, so take us." They said: "If you only would lead us at the head of people, for we are fearing that something would happen unintentionally to you." So he said: "I am not going to do what you want."365. Abu Hurayra: "The sultan does not speak today," which was during the time of Mu'awiya.366. Al-Walid b. 'Uqba258 sent to Ibn Mas'ud so that he would conceal these words: "The most truthful narrative is the Book of God, the most beautiful guidance is the guidance of Muhammad, and the worst of things are the newest." Ibn Mas'ud said: "As for differentiating between this and that, no." 'Itris b. 'Urqub259 rose and covered his sword. Then 'Abdallah came and stood next to his head, and he said: "Those who
254 'Uwaymir b. Malik, Companion, well-known ascetic, d. 32/652-3.
255 Unidentified, but probably lived in Medina,/?. lst/7th century.
256 Son of al-Zubayr, grandson of Abu Bakr, Medinan,/?. lst/7th century.
257 'Amr b. Sa'id b. al-'As, governor of Medina for Mu'awiya and Yazid I, killed in 

Damascus 69/688.
258 Al-Walid b. 'Uqba b. Abi Mu'ay|, former opponent of the Prophet, Companion, 

held various positions during the time of 'Uthman died during the reign of 
Mu'awiya.

259 'Itris b. 'Urqub al-Shaybani, Companion,/?. lst/7th century.
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would have been enjoining the good and forbiding the evil 
have perished." 'Abdallah said: "No, but those who would not 
enjoin good or forbid evil in their hearts have perished." 'Itrls 
said: "If you had said anything else, I would have walked to 
that man in order to strike him with the sword, so that they 
will not act disobediently towards God in the interiors of the 
houses." 'Abdallah said: "Go, throw your sword [away], come 
back and sit in the corner of this study-circle."

367. Abu al-'Aliya: 'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and 'Abdallah b. Safwan260 
were in a private room, when Ibn 'Umar passed by them, so 
they sent for him, and he came to them. 'Abdallah b. Safwan 

260 Companion, lived in Mecca, killed together with Ibn al-Zubayr in 73/691.261 The area of the Hijaz.

said to him: ‘What is preventing you, 0 Abu 'Abd al-Rahman,
from swearing to the Commander of the Believers"—meaning 
Ibn al-Zubayr—"when the people of the breadth,261 the Iraqis, 
and most of the Syrians have sworn to him?" He said: “No, 
by God, 1 will not swear allegiance to you, while you [90] are 
placing your swords on your shoulders, so that one of you can
obtain the blood of the Muslims.”

368. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Whoever fights 
under a banner of error, angered for tribal solidarity or giving 
aid to tribal solidarity or calling for tribal solidarity, and is 
killed, his death is that of the jahiliyya. Whoever rebels against
my community, striking its righteous and its iniquitious, not
frightened of killing its believers, and not respecting the one 
with whom it has treaties, is not from me, and 1 am not from
him. (1) i

369. 'Abdallah: The Messenger of God rose among us the same way I 
as 1 am among you, saying: "By the One who there is no God I 
but Him, the blood of a man who testifies that ‘there is no

abandoning his religion." Ibn al-Mubarak said: "Or he said: 

Leaving Islam."
3?0. Al-Sunabihl262: I heard the Messenger of God say: I am the 

leader of you at the Basin, and I will contend with the [other] 
communities in terms of numbers, so do not fight after me.

371. Marhum al-Qaffar263: When the dissension of Yazid b. al- 
Muhallab happened, the people differed concerning him, so 
we went to Muhammad b. Sufyan, and said to him: What do 
you think concerning this man? We said: What do you want to 
do? He said: Consider the most felicitious of the people when 
'Uthman was killed, and follow his example. We said: That 
would be Ibn 'Umar, who restrained himself.

372. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: The disappearance of this world in its 
entirety is less in God's eyes than blood of a Muslim man 
spilled without right.

373. Humaydb. Hilal264: It was said to Sa'd [b. Abl Waqqas] during 
the days of these tribulations: "0 Abu Ishaq, will you not 
consider this matter, since you are one of the veterans of 
[the Battle of] Badr, and you are one of those left from the 
council,265 so do you have [91] a solution?” He said: "In this 
here shirt (qamis) I am not more worthy of the caliphate than 
1 am, nor am 1 one who can fight, so that I can make my sword 
to differentiate the believer from the non-believer, and the 
non-believer from the believer, so to say: ‘This is a believer, so 
do not kill him, while this is a non-believer, so kill him."’

374. Abu Musa al-Asha'ri: on the authority of the Prophet, he said: 
“The Messenger of God mentioned that there will be tribula
tion before the Hour,” then Abu Musa said: "By the One who

God but Allah and that 1 am the Messenger of God’ is not per
mitted, other than under three circumstances: as a soul for a 
soul, the fornicator, and the one who leaves the community,

w Abd al-Rahman b. 'Usayla al-Sunabihi, lived in Syria d. in Damascus, fl. lst/7th 
century.^187^80^ar^m k a'?Aziz al-'AtJar, a mawla of the family of Mu'awiya,SlBa?ra’ d‘ durin8 the governorship of Khalid b. 'Abdallah al-Qasri us; *Ppointed by 'Umar on his deathbed.
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holds my soul in His hand, there is no way out for me or for you concerning that which our Prophet promised us, other than we depart in the same way as we entered, without having innovated anything."375. Abu Hazim266: When al-Hasan b. 'All's time had come, he instructed that he be buried with the Messenger of God, other than if there was conflict or fighting concerning that, in which case he should be buried in the graves of the Muslims. So when 

he died Marwan b. al-Hakam, leading the Umayyads and wearing weapons, came, and said: "He will not be buried with the Prophet—you prevented 'Uthman [from being buried with him], so we will prevent you." So they feared a fight between them. Abu Hazim said: Abu Hurayra said: "I think that if Moses 
had a son, who instructed that he be buried with his father, , and they prevented it, then would that not have been unjust?" J said: "Of course," so he said: "This son of the Messenger of I God, they have prevented him from being buried with his I father,"267 then Abu Hurayra went to al-Husayn, and spoke I 

with him, imploring him by God, so he said: "Your brother I 
instructed that if you feared fighting, then return me to the I graves of the Muslims," and he kept at him until he did that, so I 

they bore him to the Baqf [al-Gharqad],268 but not one of the Umayyads came to his funeral other than Khalid b. al-Walid I b. 'Uqba—he emplored them by God and because of his close I 
relationship (qardba) [with Muhammad], but they avoided I him, so he attended the funeral with al-Husayn. I376. Sufyan b. al-Layl269: I went to Hasan b. 'All after his return I from al-Kufa to Medina, and I said to him: "0 humiliator of the I 

believers," since he was one of those who had argued with I 'All, saying: "I heard 'All saying: I heard the Messenger of God

266 Probably Abu Hazim al-Ansari al-Bayadi, a mawla, possibly a Companion, fl. 
lst/7th century.

267 Of course, al-Hasan was not really the "son" of Muhammad; he was his grandson.
268 The public cemetary of Medina.
269 In Tabari, Ta'rikh, vi, p. 20 said to have been one of al-Mukhtar's followers.

I saying: 'It will not be long before the rule of this communityI will be gathered to a man with a wide anus,270 a mammoth
I [amount of] phlegm, eating without being sated,'—and this is 
I Mu awiya, so I knew that the order of God had been fulfilled, | but I was afraid that there would be blood between us. By God,
I when I heard this tradition, even if I had this world, and every -

I thing upon which the sun and moon rose, it would not have 
I made me happy—since then I would meet God Most High with
| a letting-cup of blood belonging to a Muslim man, unjustly." I 377, Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said to al-Hasan b. 'Ali: This, my son, is a lord, by whom God will make peace between two mighty groups of Muslims.378. Al-Zuhri: 'Ali met Usama b. Zayd or sent for him, then 'All said to him: "We would never bring up something to you other than concerning ourselves, 0 Usama, but why did you not join us [92] in this matter?" Usama said: "0 Abu Hasan, if you grasped the lip of a lion, I would grasp the other side with you, so that we would both perish or live together, but as for this matter in which you are, by God, I will never enter into it, ever."379. Ibn 'Umar said to a man who asked him concerning fighting with al-Hajjaj or Ibn al-Zubayr, so Ibn 'Umar said to him: "Which ever of the two parties you fight with, if you are killed, you are in hell (/azo}."271380. 'Abdallah b. Salam: "Hold back from this old man," meaning 'Uthman, "for there is little life left to him, so I swear by God, if you kill him, God Most High will draw His sword, and will not sheathe it until the Day of Resurrection."381. Abu Shurayh al-Ma'afiri272: 1 said to Ibn 'Umar or they said to him: "Do you not see what this group is doing? They are acting in opposition to the way of the Prophet, so will you not enjoin the good and forbid the evil??" He said: "Of course," they said:
Mu'awiya's large buttocks are attested in al-Ya'qubi, Ta'rikh (Beirut: Dar al- 
Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1999}, ii, p. 166 fazim al-iliyatayri): see no. 238.
Q 70:15.
'Abd al-Rahman b. Shurayh al-Ma'afiri, lived in Alexandria, d. 167/783-4.
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So we are afraid for you, all of us will come with you." ne said: "So, come with the blessing of God." They said: "We are afraid, even though we are all bearing weapons." He said: "As for that, no."382. 'All b. AbT Talib: It would not make me happy if I was [alive] seventy [years] from the killing of 'Uthman, even if I had this world and what is in it.383. Ibn 'Abbas: I heard 'All saying: 1 never killed 'Uthman or ordered his killing.384. Ibn Tawus from his father: When the dissension of 'Uthman happened, a man said to his family: "Bind me with iron, for I am crazy." So when 'Uthman was killed, he said: "Let me go, praise be to God, who healed me from the madness, and allowed me to avoid the killing of'Uthman."385. Abu Bakra273 on the authority of his father: The Messenger of God said: Will you not go back after me into error, cutting each other’s heads off?386. Ibn Sirin: I was informed Sa'd used to say: I waged jihad when I knew what it was for, but I would not fight until you bring me a sword with two eyes, a tongue and lips, which can say: "This is a believer, but this is an unbeliever." [93]387. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: "Whoever bears weapons against us, is not from us." Abu Mu'awiya added: "Whoever draws weapons against us."388. Ibn 'Umar: Two men came to him during the dissension of Ibn al-Zubayr, and they said: "The people have done the things which you have seen, while you are ['Abdallah] Ibn 'Umar b. al-Khat£ab, and the Companion of the Messenger of God, so what prevents you from going out [to fight]?" He said: "That God Most High forbade me from the blood of my brother Muslim," so the two of them said: "But did not God Most High say: 'Fight them until (there) is no persecution [/i'tna] and the
273 Nufay' b. al-Harith from al-Ta’if, Companion, lived in Basra, d. 50, 51 or 52/670, 671, or 672.

religion is God's.’"274 He said: "We have fought until there is no dissension, and the religion is God's, but you want to fight until there is dissension, and that the religion would belong to other than God."Abu Dharr: The Messenger of God said to me: "0 Abu Dharr, when you see that the people are fighting until the oil stone is drowned in blood, what will you do?" I said: "God and His Messenger know best." He said: "Enter your house." I said: "But if they come to me?" He said: "Then go to whoever you are related." I said: "Should I bear weapons?" He said: "Then you would be participant with them." I said: "What can I do, 0 Messenger of God?" He said: "If you fear that the swords will flash in your direction, then meet an [enemy] group, with your garment over your face, [saying] 'Come back with your and my sin [on the Day of Resurrection].’”390. 'Abdallah b. 'Amir b. Rabi'a275: 'Uthman said on the Day of the House:276 “Among the mightiest of the people for whom I have use is a man who restrains his hand and weapons."391. Abu Hurayra: I entered into the presence of 'Uthman on the Day of the House, so I said: "0 Commander of the Believers, is it lawful for fighting?"277 He said: "0 Abu Hurayra, would it make you happy to fight all of the people and myself with them?" I said: "No.” He said: "If you, by God, killed one man, it would be as if you killed all the people,"278 so I returned and did not fight.392. Abu Salih: I heard 'Abdallah b. Salam saying on the day 'Uthman was killed: "By God, for every cup of blood split, you are further away from God!" [94]393. Jabir b.'Abdallah: The Messenger of God said: "Your blood and
m Q 2:193.m 'Abdallah b. 'Amir b. Rabi'a al-'Anzi, a halif of the Banu 'Adi, Companion, d. approximately 85/704.276 When he was besieged in his house.277 For the phrase {aba am daraba, see Lane, v, p. 1900 (right col.).278 Cf. Q 5:32.
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wealth are forbidden you, just as this day, this month and th1 land are sacred to you."394. 'Abdallah: A man continues to be in good standing (fishatyv) with regard to his religion, as long as he does not spill forbid, den blood, but when he spills forbidden blood, his modesty js stripped from him.395. 'Abdallah b. al-Salam: We find 'Uthman in the Book of God Most High as a Commander over the deserter and the fighter.280396. 'Abdallah b. 'Amir: I was with 'Uthman in the house, so he said: "I adjure every one who sees that he owes hearing and obeying to me to hold back their hand and weapons, for the best of you in my eyes are those who have no need of their hand and his weapons." Then he said: "Rise, 0 Ibn 'Umar, and go among the people." So Ibn 'Umar rose, together with men from his clan, from the Banu 'Adi, Banu Saraqa and Banu Muti',281 all rose with him. They then opened the door, whereupon the people entered and killed 'Uthman.397. 'Abdallah b. 'Amir: 'Amir b. Rabi'a stayed the night in prayer when the people yearned to strike 'Uthman—praying the night. Then he slept, and a dream came to him, saying: "Rise, and ask God to grant you refuge from the dissension, from which God has granted refuge to His righteous servants," so he rose and prayed, then suffered, but did not go out, until his funeral.398. Jundub: "There will be tribulations," so we said: "0 Abu 'Abdallah, so what do you order us [to do]?" He said: "The earth, the earth, let each of you dwell in his house, not letting anyone come out without my upbraiding him."399. Ibn 'Abbas: When 'All was assassinated, the people swore allegiance to al-Hasan. Ziyad said to me: "Would you like to have the rule?" I said: "Yes." He said: "So I will kill so-and-so

and so-and-so," three of his companions. I said: "Didn't they pray the morning prayers?" He said: "Of course." I said: "Then, by God, there is no way!" [95]iQO, Ibn 'Umar that he did not prepare to fight anyone of the people of the qibla (Muslims) other than Najda al-Haruri when he feared that he would block him from the House (the Ka'ba).401. Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Layla282: 1 saw 'Ali lifting his arms to his bosom (hadinay93 in one of the alleyways of so-and-so clan [in Medina] saying: "0 God! I declare my innocence to You with regard to the blood of 'Uthman."402. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "They will be killed at this wall," meaning two groups of Muslims, "their dead are the dead of the 
jahiliyya."403. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman, when [the news of] 'Uthman’s killing came to him, while he was sick, he said: "Sit me down," so they caused him to sit, then he lifted his hands, and said: "0 God! 1 testify to You that I did not order, I did not associate, nor did I give approval," saying this three times.404. Ibn al-Hanafiyya284 and Ibn 'Abbas: It was said to 'All: This 'A'isha is cursing the killers of'Uthman, so he lifted his hands until they reached his face, and said: I curse the killers of 'Uthman, may God curse them on the plains and mountains. So he said that twice or three times, then Ibn al-Hanafiyya turned to us, and said: In us—meaning Ibn 'Abbas—is there not a witness of justice?405. Abu Musa: "Behind you there are tribulations like the falling of dark night, in which the man will wake a believer but go to bed a disbeliever, or go to bed a believer and wake a disbeliever. The one who sits during them is better than the one who rises,

279 Perhaps influenced by the Ethiopian fsh "to rejoice, be glad,” Leslau, p. 168; also 
Biella, Old South Arabian Dictionary (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1982), p. 412.

280 Perhaps a reference to Q 3:160.
281 Banu 'Adi was the clan of'Umar; the other two were probably closely allied.

* Lived in Kufa, said to have been born during the caliphate of 'Umar, so he 
could have been no more than fifteen when 'Uthman was murdered, a judge, 
d. 83/702-3.

■ Leslau, p. 226.
* Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, a son of'Ali, but not descended from the Prophet, a 

messianic figure for Mukhtaar (albeit unwillingly), d. 81/700.
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the one who rises is better than the one who walks, and the one who walks is better than the one who rides." They said- "What would you command us to do?" He said: "Be people dwelling in houses."285406. Ibn 'Umar: On the day 'Uthman was killed he said: By God, if you have killed him, you will never pray together ever, nor wage jihad together, nor perform the pilgrimage or constitute a group together ever, but bodies and opinions will differ.407. Khubab b. al-Arat286 said to his son when the people fell into the matter of'Uthman, "It is as if I see these [in hell], who have departed [from Islam] at the least tribulation, so when you meet them, be like the best of humanity." [96]408. Zurara287 and Abu 'Abdallah [that] they heard 'All saying: "By God, I have not commanded, by God, I have not associated, norkilled, nor given approval," meaning to kill 'Uthman.409. Ibn Abi Bakra from his father on the authority of the Prophet: "Do not return to being in error after me, cutting off people’s heads; let the witness inform those absent, let your blood, wealth" and I think he said "sexual honor be forbidden to you like they are today in your land, in this [holy] month. You willmeet your Lord, who will ask you concerning your deeds, sodo not return to being in error after me, cutting people's heads off. Will not the witness inform those absent?"410. Sayyar b. Salama288: We entered into the presence of Abu Barza when the people were differing, so he said: "The happiest of people in my opinion are a band which sticks together, with empty stomachs with regard to their wealth, with light backs with regard to the blood [they have] shed."411. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Woe to the Arabs from an evil approaching; those who restrain their hand will

■2, Muhammad b. Sirin: Zayd b. Thabit entered into the presence of'Uthman, and said: "These Helpers (Ansar) are at your door saying, 'If you wish, we will be the Helpers of God twice [and help you].'" He said: "As for fighting, no."Ribah b. al-Harith289 said: I heard al-Hasan b. 'AIT while he was preaching to the people in Ctesiphon (al-Mada'in), and he said: "Is not the command of God in force, even if the people dislike it, so I would not like to have a mustard-seed’s weight from the community of Muhammad flowing in it blood to the amount of a cupping-glass if I knew that which would benefit me from that which would harm me, but I do not find it for me or you. So join the best of you," meaning the place of safety for
414. you.'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz said: When you have an imam who acts according to the Book of God and the way (sunncz) of the Messenger of God, then fight together with your imam, but if you have an imam over you who does not act according to the Book of God nor the way of the Messenger of God, then depart from him. [You should be] calling for the Book of God and the way of the Messenger of God, while sitting in your house.415, Al-Ahnafb. Qays290: [97] I swore allegiance to 'All b. Abi Talib, so Abu Bakra saw me while I had a sword fastened, and hesaid: What is this, nephew?’ I said: I swore allegiance to'Ali. ’ He said: "Do not do it, nephew, for the people are fighting for this world, but they are taking it without mutual consultation." Isaid: "But the Mother of the Believers ('A'isha)?" He said: "A weakwoman, I heard the Messenger of God saying: 'No people that allows a woman to manage their affairs will succeed.”'291 416. Abu Hurayra: People will come down to the Basin until when I know them and they know me, they will move away from me.prosper.

285 As opposed to ahlas al-khuyul "people dwelling on horseback."286 Companion, a mawla to Khuza'a, a smith (qqyn), lived in Kufa, d. 37/657-8.287 Probably Zurara b. Awfa al-'Amiri, lived in Basra, served as a judge, d. 93/711-12.288 Sayyar b. Salama al-Riyahi, lived in Basra, fl. 2nd/8th century.
® Possibly the Ribah al-Kufi in al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, ii, p. 454 (no. 1833), said to have been a mawla, and to have been associated with al-Hasan.80 Lived at the time of the Prophet, lived in Basra, conquered Marw, d. 67 or 72/686-7 or 691-2.81 See al-Bukhari, Sahih, viii, p. 124 (no. 7099).
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then I will say: "0 Lord, my Companions, my cOm 
But He will say: "You do not know what they innovau'^ 
you." d

417. Ka'b b. Murra thatthe Messenger of God mentioned theft 
tribulation, then a man with his head veiled in the middl* 
the day in the intense heat passed by, so the Messenger of fo 
said: "This man on that day will be in accord with them. 
ance," so I rose, and took him by the shoulders, removed ft, 
veil from his head, and turned his head to the Messengerof 
God, and said: "0 Messenger, this man?" He said: "Yes,"andit 
was 'Uthman.

418. Masruq: The Prophet said: There is absolutely no soul killed
unjustly without the son of Adam [Cain] having a portion of 
it, since he was the first to pave the way for killing. (1) Other 
than he said: "A portion of his blood."

419. 'Abdallah: The Messenger of God said: The first to be judged 
on the Day of Resurrection will be concerning [shed] blood, 
so a man will be brought taking the hand of a man, saying: "0 
Lord, this one killed me," so He will say: "For what did you 
kill him?" So he will say: "0 Lord, I killed him for the glory of 
so-and-so," so then He will say: "It [the glory] is not for him, 
bring your deeds," so a man will be brought taking the hand 
of a man, saying: "0 Lord, this one killed me," so He will say: 
"For what did you kill him?" So he will say: "That the glory be
to God," so He will say: "Glory to Me!"

420. 'Abdallah: A man continues to be in good standing with his 
religion as long as his palm is clean from blood, so when he 
plunges his hand into forbidden blood, his modesty is stripped 
away from him. [98]

421. Abu Bakra: The Messenger of God said: "Whoever kills one
covered by treaty improperly, God will forbid Paradise to 
him."

422. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: "Woe to the Arabs 
from an approaching evil, from blind, deaf, mute dissension, 
in which the sitter is better than the stander, the stander is

423.

better than the walker, and the walker is better than the hasty 
one. Woe to the hasty one in it [dissension] from God Most 
High on the Day of Resurrection!"
Unidentified: thatthe Messenger of God said: "Whoever prays 
the morning prayer is in the company of God until the evening, 
and whoever prays the evening prayer is in the company of 
God until the morning. So do not betray God with regard to his 
company, since whoever breaks God's compact with regard to 
his company, God will seek him, then find him, then roll him 
on his nostrils in Hell."

424. 'Umayrb. Hani': 1 saw Ibn 'Umar saying: "Ibn al-Zubayr, Najda, 
and al-Hajjaj are all falling into the Fire just like flies fall into 
soup, so when you hear the herald,292 make haste to him."

425. Abu Hasin: I saw Ibn 'Umar prostrating at the Ka'ba in front of 
the [Black] Stone, while he was saying: "0 God! I take refuge in 
You from the evil that Quraysh has mixed up."

426. Ibn 'Abbas: When 'All was killed and the people swore alle
giance to his son al-Hasan, Ziyad [b. Abihi] came to Ibn 'Abbas 
and said: "Would you want for this matter [rule] to be firm 
with you?" He said: "Yes.” He said: "Then send for so-and-so 
and so-and-so, and cut off their heads.” Ibn 'Abbas said: "Did
they pray this morning? He said: "Yes. He said: Then there 
is no way to [kill] them, I believe they are under the protection 
of God." When what Ziyad did [later] reached Ibn 'Abbas later 
he said: "I think he was alluding to that which he saw fit to do."

427. Hudhayfa: A warning to you concerning the tribulations—let 
them happen to no one, since by God, whenever they happen 
to anyone they will smash him like the flood smashes [in its 
wake]. They are an entanglement going forward, such that 
even the ignorant says: "This is an entanglement," and clear 
[way] going backwards. [99]293

428. Abu Hurayra: The dissension of Ibn al-Zubayr is one

Seeingfor the gatherin8t0 SVria'see nos. 1708-34.
Ctlon break for pp. 100-2.

293



88 THE BOOK OF tribulations THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS 89of the zigzags of the tribulations. The Oversh d Overwhelming one remains, whoever overlooks it3 11 it Oyolooks him, and whoever is tossed by its waves, it tosses h' I Abu Hurayra: I am the most knowledgeable concerningafl sension that is to come which is like the hop of a rabbit, Andi am the most knowledgeable concerning the way out of them. They said: "What is it?" He said: "That I would hold my hand [without a sword] until they come to kill me.”Jundub b. 'Abdallah, who detested some of these rulers during some of the dissensions, so he went out—he said: "A Syrianman stood out for combat, so he said: 'Who will do single
combat?’ So an Iraqi man stood out. He said: 1 attacked the 
Syrian with a spear, and God’s oath, I didn’t want to do any
thing other than intervene between them. So I said: 'Go, go,1 
and I went after him until he departed. He said: So by God, 
I remember my aggression after I sleep for a while, then the 
rest of my sleep for the night is denied me. I remember it after 
I place my food before me, so it [the pleasure of the food] is ]
denied me, until 1 cannot reach it.”
Malik b. Dinar294: When Medina was pillaged, Abu Said 
al-Khudari took refuge on the mountain, but a Syrian followed 
him, so when Abu Sa'id saw [104] that he was not departing, 
he advanced against him with a sword. He said: "Go, go," but 
he said that the Syrian refused to do anything other than fight 
him. When Abu Sa'id saw that, he threw the sword [away],

294 Lived in Basra, well-known ascetic, d. 130/747-8.295 Q 5:28; Abel speaking to Cain.296 Presumably at the Battle of the Khandaq (5/627).

and said: "If indeed you stretch out your hand against me,
to kill me, (still) I shall not stretch out my hand against you, 
to kill you. Surely I fear God, Lord of the worlds."295 So when 
the Syrian took his hand, and led him off the mountain. Abu 
Sa'id said: "You have seen me fight with the Messenger of God 
against the polytheists at this place."296 So the Syrian said to 

him: "Who are you?” He said: "I am Abu Sa'id al-Khudari." He said: “Go, may God bless you!"'All: I never killed or gave orders, but I was overcome [by events].
433. Al-Dahhak that a man used to come in front of the commander 

to ask him: "If a man is brought to the commander, when I 
do not know what his condition is, then he commands me to 
cut off his head [should 1 do it]?" He said: “Do not cut off his 
head.” He said: "But if the commander commands me?" He 
said: "Even if the commander commands you, do not obey 
him." He said: "Then he will cut off my head.” He said: "Then 
you are the one with the head cut off.”

434. Masruq: The Messenger of God said during the Farewell 
Pilgrimage: "After me, do not return to being unbelievers, 
cutting each other’s heads off."

435. Mujahid: I was on a raid, so when 1 returned, Ibn 'Umar said to 
me: “0 Mujahid, the people will be unbelievers after you—this 
Ibn al-Zubayr and the Syrians will kill each other.”

1 436. Abu [afar al-Ansari297: 1 saw 'All wrapped with a sword, sit- 
i ting in the shadow of the women. He said: 1 hear d him saying
I when 'Uthman was killed: "May they perish’." the rest of the 
I day.
i 437. Kulthum al-Khuza'P98:1 heard Ibn Mas'ud saying: “I do not like 
I it that 1 shot an arrow at 'Uthman"—Mushir said: “1 thought
[ that he was saying: ‘to kill him"’—“even if 1 had gold more

than anyone.” [105]
438. Ka'b: Every time dissension rouses a group, they become its 

sacrifices.
439. Sa'id b. al-Musayyib: The Messenger of God said: “Whoever

[ aids the killing of a Muslim, by even part of a word, will come
r on the Day of Resurection with ‘No hope of God’s mercy’

L written between his eyes." (1)

I * Lived in Medina, was a muezzin,/?. Ist/7th century.| Companion, lived in Kufa,/?, 1 st/7th century.
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440. Abu Musa al-Asha'ri: The likeness of the people dur sension is the likeness of people on a trip, when dark overcomes them, some of them of them stand, whiln. 6Ss
Ilc some of them stray [from the path], then when it passes, they h deviated from the path.

441. Al-Qasim Abu 'Abd al-Rahman: The Messenger of God said- 
"Have I not informed you of the treatment for the tribulation? 
God has not permitted anything that was forbidden before it, 
so what is with you that you ask for the door of your brother 
[to attack him], then in the morning come to him to kill him?”299 *

442. Muhammad: When they gathered against the door of'Uthman,

Readingyaqtuluhu with MM.Aramaic.'Abd al-Rahman b. Jubayr b. Nufayr al-Hadrami, lived in Hims, d. 118/736

it was said to him: "If you came out leading your squadron 
{kutayba)3QQ perhaps when they saw it, they would go back.” 

So 'Uthman went out leading his squadron, but a man from 
here and there drew [swords], then they struck each other,so 

it came time for 'Uthman to turn around. He said: "Concerning 
struggle over me and my being commander [of the believers] 

people are fighting,” so he returned and entered the house
and I do not know whether he came out again after that until I 
he was killed. ?

Muhammad: Dissension happened when it happened, while 
the Companions of the Messenger of God were around 10,000 
or more. If they had had permission they would have struck 
them until they expelled them from the quarters of Medina. 
Muhammad said: Then Ibn al-Zubayr, Ibn 'Umar and al-Hasan 
b. 'All came to them—Ibn 'Awn said and Nafi' said: Ibn'Umar 
twice put on armor, and I was informed that Abu Hurayra 
used to circumabulate the house [of 'Uthman to protect it], 
saying: "Is it lawful to fight?”

443. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Jubayr301 that 'Uthman said on the day he 
was besieged, "On what basis do you allow killing me? Killing

I

444.

M5.

js only allowed for three [reasons]: Whoever apostasizes after belief, commits fornication after correct sexual conduct, or kills someone without someone having been killed [unjustly] previously, and I do not fall under any of these categories. By God, verily, if you kill me, you will not pray together, you will not wage jihad against an enemy together, but with differing tendencies.” [106]'Abdallah b. Salam: By God, people will be killed because of 'Uthman who are still in their fathers' loins, and who will never be born.'Abd al-Rahman b. Fadala: When Cain killed his brother Abel,
• •God transformed his intelligence, removed his heart, so he remained confused until the day he died.Khalifa b. al-Hasan302: The Messenger of God mentioned rulers, rulers of evil, and imams, imams of evil, and mentioned that the error of some of them would fill that which is between the heavens and the earth. He said: It was said: “0 Messenger of God, can we not strike his face with a sword?” He said: “No, not as long as he prays.” Or he said: “Not as long as they pray, no.” Abual-Darda’: You will see matters you dislike, so be patient, do not change anything, or say: "We will change!” since God Most High is the Changer.U8. Kab: Fear the ruler, for the ruler only stays one day in his period [of rule], but the man and his family perishes during that day. Removal of a fixed mountain is easier than removal of a predestined king.I 449. Ibn'Umar: We did not know that 'All participated in the kill- I ing of'Uthman either secretly or openly, but he was the head,I so the people went frightened to him, so he took care of it, butI [rumors] were attached to him of that which he did not do.303 I [107]

299

300

301

* Probably lived in Basra,//. lst/7th century.
Because 'Ali benefited from 'Uthman’s murder, and confirmed a number of his 
assassins in various offices, in addition to letting them go unpunished, rumors 
spread that he was behind the murder.
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Those who believed in Withdrawal during Tribulations

so be attached to your houses during

450. Usayyid b. al-Mutashammis b. Mu'awiya: I heard Abfl Mte 
al-Asha'rT, and he mentioned tribulation, then he said: "By 
God! If it is at the same time as me and you, I do not know of 
any way out for myself or you, according to what our Prophet 
entrusted us, other than to exit the way we entered." Al-Hasan 
said: "Safe." (1)

451. Abu Musa al-Asha'ri: There will be tribulations after you in 
which the one who is sitting is better the one who rises, the 
one who rises is better than the one who hurries—until he 
mentioned the rider 
[the tribulations].

452. Jundub: There will be tribulations, so stay close to the ground, 
and let each of you stay attached to his house. None will gush 
forth for the [tribulations] without them destroying it. 
Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: There will come 
upon the people a time when a man will have to choose between impotence and iniquity. Whoever lives in this time let him choose impotence over iniquity. (1) Abdallah b. Mas'ud: [108] There will come upon the people a time when the believer in it is more lowly than a concubine; the cleverest of them, who moves stealthily with his religion like a fox. (1) Kurz al-Khuza'I: The Messenger of God said: The best of people on that day is a believer who withdraws to the mountain paths, fearing his Lord, and leaving the people because of their evil.Hudhayfa: There will come upon the people a time when none will be saved other than the one who prays the prayer of a drowning man.Ibn Mas'ud: The best of people during the tribulation are the people of black sheep, shepherding them on the mountain peaks and rainy places; the worst of people during [that time] will be every rider in the saddle and every enthusiastic preacher.

453.

454.

455.
456.

K Mujahid: Islam began as a stranger, and will return to being a 
stranger, so blessed are the strangers before the Hour.304 'Awn b. 'Abdallah305: When a man during the dissension of 

Ibn al-Zubayr threw his head down to the earth, another man 
came to him, saying: "What are you talking about to the earth, 
0 Abu al-Dunya?" He said: "Really, do you think about what 
has happened to the people—I am guilty of it!" He said: "God 
has saved you from it by your thinking about it. Who is it who 
asks God, but He does not give, or depends upon Him, but He 
does not suffice?"'Abdallah b. Hubayra: Whoever lives at the time of the dissen

sion, let him break his leg; if he is compelled [to join] then let 
him break the other leg.

461. 'Alqama: When the people of truth have been victorious over the people of untruth, then you are not in a tribulation. [109]
462. Ma'mar b. Tawus306 from his father: The Messenger of God said: The best of people in the tribulation is a man who takes the head of his horse to frighten the enemy, and they frighten him, or the man who withdraws, giving God his due.463. IbnKhuthaym: The Messenger of God said: The best of people in the tribulation is the one who eats from the spoils (fa'y) of his sword in the path of God, and the man who is on a lofty mountain, eating from the milk of his flocks.464. Ibn^awus: There will come upon the people a time when the best dwelling is the desert.465. 'Abdallahb. al-Zubayr sent to his mother, saying: “The people have discarded me, so these [Umayyads] have called me to Pveup, so what do you think?” She said: “If you rebelled to revive the Book of God and the Way (sunna) of His Prophet,

460.

5' hI-Ajjs1 a^mu'm^n (Damascus: Dar al-Basha’ir, 1992) for^'Budhali, lived in Kufa, an ascetic, d. approximately
»a mawld of Persian extraction,/!. 2nd/8th century.

457.
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466. Abu Hurayra: The dissension of Ibn al-Zubayr was one zigzags of the tribulation. The overwhelming heaviness H remains—whoever stays aloft, it will keep him aloft, whoe^ 
gets carried away, it will carry him. [110]

The Portents of the end of the Umayyads' Dominion

469.

470.

471.

467. All: The rule will continue with the Umayyads as long as they 
do not differ between themselves.

468. 'All: The rule will be theirs until they kill their killed one, and quarrel among themselves. When this will happen, the God 
will send groups from the east against them, to kill them sepa

rately and to count them [down to the last one].307 By God, for 
every year they rule, we will rule two; for every two they rule, 
we will rule four!

307 The curse of al-Khubab when he was martyred: al-Bukhari, Sahih, v, pp. 15-16 
(no. 3989).

308 Al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, who served as a governor for the Umayyads, d. 83/702.

'All: "Those people [the Umayyads] will continue to grab the center of this rule as long as they do not differ between themselves. When they differ between themselves, it will depart from them, and not return until the Day of Resurrection," meaning the Umayyads.Al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. 'All: The group will continue in the center of their rule, until one of four evils descends among them: God casts their misfortune amongst them, or the black banners come from the direction of the east and allow their [blood] to be shed, or the Pure Soul will be killed in the Sacred Enclosure, so God will get rid of them, or they will send an army to the land of the Sacred Enclosure, where it will be swallowed up by the earth.Al-Hind daughter of al-Muhallab308: that 'Ikrima the mawla

472.

of Ibn 'Abbas,309 who used to frequent her, narrated to her thatIbn 'Abbas said: [111] "The rule will continue among the 
Umayyads as long as two spears do not clash between them. When two spears clash between them, then it will leave them until the Day of Resurrection."Tubay', the step-son of Ka'b: The dominion of the Umayyads is 100 years; the Marwanids of that will have sixty some 

years. Their dominion will not go until they contest it with 
their hands, desiring to shore it up, but being unable [to 
do so]. Every time they shore it up from one side, then 
it collapses from the other. They will open with a mim 
[=Mu'awiya] and close off with a mim [=Marwan II], and 
their dominion will not go until they overthrow a caliph 
from among them, and kill him and his retinue.310 The reddish Ass of the Jazira—Marwan—will be killed, then their dominion will be at an end. At his hands will be the destruction of the crowns.473. Ibn Mas'ud: The boy caliph will rule the people, who will receive the oath of allegiance when he has no sons, then he will be killed in Damascus by treachery, and the people will differ after him.474. 'Irbad b. al-Sariyya311: When the caliph is killed in Syria [=Damascus] spilled blood will be continue to be forbidden, since no imam would permit its sanctity until the rule of God comes.312475. Aman from the Sakasik313: The Messenger of God said: When

* Originally a Berber, an important figure in Qur’anic exegesis, d. approximately 105/723-4.Walid 11 (d. 126/744); compare the version in Barbara Roggema (trans.}. 
The Legend of Sergius Bahira: Eastern Christian Apologetics and Apocalypse in 
Response to Islam (Leiden: E.j, Brill, 2009), pp. 285-7: “And in the year 1055 [=744] of Alexander... the Arabs killed their king, and after that there was muchM unrest in the world during one week.”| 'Mb. al-Sariyya al-Sulami, Companion, lived in Hims, d. 75/694-5.^^11:76(amr rabbika), 16:33 (amr rabbika), 40:78 (amr Allah).Yemenite tribe, closely related to Kinda, allied with the Umayyads- Ibn al kalhi M„fll.nasai) (Cairo; Makubat al.Thaq.fa al.D.niyya) 2Q^ £ al Kalbi,
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479.

Quraysh kills their lambs, then God will magnify 
between them, so that there will not remain an 

in themselves or a commander without being 
misfortune [al-saylam] is in al-Jazira. 6'

314 Wife of Abu al-Darda', called Hujayma, received a proposal from Mu'awiya after 
the death of her husband, still alive 81/700 when she is said to have made the 
pilgrimage.

315 Unidentified, but probably Egyptian,//. lst/7th century.

476. 'Ali: There is no tribulation more frightening to me th 
will have to endure than that of the Umayyads, other j 
blind dark-night tribulation. 9,81

477. Umm al-Darda’314: I heard Abu al-Darda' saying: "Whenth I 
boy caliph from the Umayyads will be killed between Syria I 

and Iraq unjustly, then obedience will continually be flouted I 
and blood shed on the face of the earth without right," meaning I 
al-Walid b. Yazid. [112] I

478. Yazid b. Abi Habib: It was said: when a squint-eyed caliph I 
rules the people, if you are able to leave Egypt for Syria, I then do so. He said: That was before the caliphate of I Hisham. ISufyan al-Kalbl315: "When a man from the family of Marwanis | made caliph, called al-WalidUmayyads will be broken, so when al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik | became caliph, and then died," it was said: "What was it that you said?" He said: "Verily, a man from them [the Umayyads] named al-Walid b. Yazid will be made caliph." Sufyan al-Kalbi: The departure of the Umayyads' rule will be when a youth from them is made caliph, then is killed, together with his mother, and so that that time their rule will be broken.Tubay': This rule will continue among the Umayyads until four will rule from the loins of one man: Sulayman b. 'Abd al- Malik, Hisham, Yazid, and al-Walid.Mu'awiya said to Ibn 'Abbas, when Marwan b. al-Hakam came in to him with some need, then turned around [to leave]: "Do 

at that time the caliphate of the

480.

481.
482.

you know that the Messenger of God said: 'When the clan of 
Banu al-Hakam reaches the number of 499 their destruction 
will be swifter than chewing a date?'" Ibn 'Abbas said: "O God,

yes!’
^3, Kathirb. Murra al-Hadrami: How beloved it would be for me if 

after the departure of the Umayyads nothing remained for me 
of this world other than my two shoes!

434, Abu Umayya al-Kalbi said that an elder who had lived during 
the time of the jdhiliyya during the caliphate of Yazid b. 'Abd 
al-Malik said: "After the death of Hisham a man from among 
them, a boy, will give the people stipends never before given.

but then a man from his house would develop, secretively.

without being mentioned, and kill him, so that blood would 
flow before him. Familial ties would be cut and wealth would
be profuse at his hands. Then murrzh [=Marwan] from there— 
and he pointed to al-Jazira—will come to you, and take it [the 
rule] by force with his sword. After murrln the black banners
will come to you, flowing." [113]

485. Al-Zuhri: Hisham will die a natural death, then the youth from 
the people of his house will be killed unnaturally, then the
one who comes from the direction of al-Jazira—Sulayman b.Hisham was in al-Jazira then—will be killed. After that are the
black banners.

486. 'Air. There will continue to be a fierce trial from the Umayyads 
until God sends the groups, like the autumn clouds, coming 
from everywhere. They will not appoint a commander or com
manded, but when this happens, God will remove the domin
ion of the Umayyads.® Ka'b.Therewillbe a dissension in Syria in which blood will be shed, familial ties will be cut, and wealth will be profuse, then after that will come the easterner [al-sharqiyyd).||| Ka'b: After his death [=Hisham] there will be a man who will rule for the length of a woman’s pregnancy, and the weaning of her child. Then another will reign, though there won’t be a ■L •.

I 1 until he perishes. Then a man will come who will be killed,
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from Tayma',316 whose time has come, and he and his so 
be fifty years. *

Oasis in northern Saudi Arabia.
See Bashear, “The title al-Faruq and its association with 'Umar 1," Studia Islamica 
92 (1990), pp. 47-70.
This nickname is obscure.
Presumably Walid II, whose father Yazid II issued an iconoclastic edict, and was
responsible for the destruction of icons: A. A. Vasiliev, “The Iconoclastic Edict of
the Caliph Yazid II, a.d. 721.” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 9-10 (1956), pp. 25-47.
The key to understanding this nickname is the fact that the word mahaqa is 
used both in the Qur’an (2:276, 3:141) in a favorable sense, as it is in the hadith 
literature, cf. Wensinck, Concordance (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1936-62), s.v., mahaqa. 
Unlike other pejorative nicknames given to the Umayyads, apparently Yazid 11 
was remembered fondly in apocalyptic circles.

Tubay': The last caliph from the Umayyads, his rule win 
two years, not more.

490. Reliable elders: Yashu' and Ka'b met—Yashu' was aknowl. 
edgeable man, a reader of books from before the sendingof 
the Prophet, so they asked each other [questions], then Yasha'

asked Ka'b: "Do you have knowledge about the kings who will 
be after the time of the Prophet?" Ka'b said: "I find in the Torah

twelve kings, the first of them siddiq [Abu Bakr], then al-fdrUq

['Umar],317 then al-amm ['Uthman], then the beginning of the I 
kings, then the Master of the Guard, then a tyrant, then the I 
Master of the Groups—he is the last of the kings, who will die I 
a natural death then the Master of the Sign [=Hisham]318,who I 
will die a natural death. 1

As for the tribulations, they will be when the Son of the Gold ; Eraser (ibn mahiq al-dhahabiyyat] is killed.319 Then theafflic- ! tion will take over, and hope will be lifted. At that time there I 
will be four kings from the people of the house of the Master ofthe Sign—two kings who will not read a book, a king who will die on his bed, with his staying-time being short, and a king who will come from the north (jawf)—at his hands there will be the affliction, and crowns will be destroyed. He will stay inHirns (Emesa) 120 mornings, then a fright will come to him

316

317

318

319

[114] from his land, and so he will go from it,320 The affliction 
will occur in the interior, and between them, then their rule 
will be cut off, and come from the People of [the] House other 
than them, who will overcome them."

iflt Abu 'Amir al-Ta’i321: I was in Hirns when Marwan besieged 
Hims for four months or approximately that long, until hunger 
and thirst reached them, and so constrained them that they 
desired to make a peace with him. He said: Marwan would 
order the people [soldiers] to dig outside the city, so that when 
they began to dig underneath its walls, other people from the 
people ofHims opposite them dug inside the city, meeting each 
other in the tunnels. There was a Syriac-speaking Christian 
(nabafi) inside the city who, when Marwan's soldiers began 
to dig, ordered those in the city to dig opposite them. They 
continued to dig until they met each other [in the tunnels]. Often their diggings collapsed on them, and they would all die. Marwan was not able to order any digging against them from any direction without them counter-digging from inside the city. So it was said to Marwan: “There is a Syrian who, whenever an excavation is dug from outside the city, he directs them to dig opposite until both of us meet."He said: So Marwan approached the Syrian, and [tried] to lure him with the promise of wealth that would be given to him, but the Syrian refused to come out to him. When he gave up on the Syrian, he said: “Cut all the water supplies going to them from every direction," so when the people of Hims learned about this, they placed a black man on their walls naked, opposite the camp, and called: “O Marwan! If you are thirsty, we will give you to drink, if you are hungry we will feed you, and if you want we will do so-and-so to you,322 so hold on to your army, so the water we send to you won’t drown you!"
^tewan 11. Note that Yaqut, Mu'jam, ii, p. 188 states that the word jawf also donkey (himdr).322 ai"Alhani, Ihred in Hims,//. 2nd/8th century.bly some obscenity is being alluded to in the text.
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Then they called inside the city to redirect al-H 
river,323 to flow outside the city so as to encroach^' 
[Hims] and surround it. They poured the water from t^il 
into it, and water from it went out on to the camp ofy in earthenware jars. When it went by the camp ofty 

they were frightened of it, so Marwan said: ''What is 
They said: "Water sent out against you from the city ofhj 
by the people of Hims." He said: "I had thought that thirsty 

getting to them, but they have such an abundance of water I 
that our camp is afraid of being drowned, so let's go." They I 
went from them [the people of Hims].324 [115] I

323 Probably the same small fleuve for sewage mentioned in no. 1263.
324 Al-Baladhuri, Ansab, vii, p. 175 states that Marwan II destroyed the walls of the 

city when he conquered it.
325 Probably lived in Filas£Tn, listed with the informants of Raja' in al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, 

ii, p. 478 (no. 1878).
326 Whose name was Mihran, originally from Basra, lived in Ramla, d. 161/777-8.

Appearance of the 'Abbasids

492. al-Zuhri: It has reached me that the black banners will come 
out from Khurasan, so when they have come down from the 
high road of Khurasan they come down to remove Islam, so 
none but the banners of the non-Arabs from the Maghrib will 
be able to repel them.493. 'Uqba b. Abl Zaynab325 that he went to Jerusalem to make a guarantee so I [Raja' b. Abl Salama]326 said: "Perhaps you should be afraid of the westerners?" He said: "No, their tribulation will never pass over them [the people of Jerusalem] as long as the black banners have not appeared. So, when the black banners appear, then fear their [the westerners’] evil."494. Ibn 'Abbas: I said to 'All b. Abi Talib: "When will our turn (duw/u) be, O Abu al-Hasan?" He said: "When you see the banners of the youths of Khurasan, you will get their sin, and we will get their piousness."

I Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: A black banner will appear from I Khurasan belonging to the 'Abbasids.

Al'Zuhri: The Messenger of God said: "An idiot son of an idiot 
will overcome this world." 'Abd al-Razzaq327 said: Ma'mar 
said: "This is Abu Muslim."497. Aban b. al-Walid b. 'Uqba b. Abf Mu'ayt328: Ibn 'Abbas went 

to Mu'awiya while I was present, and asked him for provi

sions, so he gave them nicely [116], and then he said: "O Abu 
al-'Abbas, will you have a turn [ruling]?" He said: "Pardon me 
from that, 0 Commander of the Believers!" He said: "Tell me." 
He [Ibn'Abbas] said: "Yes, itwill beatthe end of time." He said: 
"Who will be your Helpers?" He said: "The Khurasanians." He 

said: "There will be jousts for both the Umayyads and to the 
Hashemites, then the Sufyani will appear."

498. Abu Hurayra: I was in the house of Ibn 'Abbas, when he said: "Close the door." Then he said: "Is there anybody else but you?” They329 said: "No," but I had been part of a group. So Ibn 'Abbas said: "When you see the black banners coming from the direction of the east, then honor the Persians, for our turn is because of them." Abu Hurayra said to Ibn 'Abbas: "Haven't I narrated to you what I heard from the Messenger of God?" He said: "You have something?" 1 said: "Yes," so he said: "Narrate!" 1 said: “1 heard the Messenger of God saying: ‘When the black banners appear the first part of them is dissension, the middle part is error, and the last part is unbelief.’”W. Makhul: The Messenger of God said: What do I have to do with the'Abbasids? They have divided my community, forced them to wear black clothes, so may God force them to wear clothes of fir el
Author of the Musannaf, a collection focusing upon the traditions from Y emen.^commanded military operations during the 730s (al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, vii, [no. 7318]), son of al-Walid, Companion, frequently appointed to financial Positions, d. during the reign of Mu' awiya (661-80).

hot clear who the "they” are.
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500.

501.

502.

Abu Bakr b. Hazm330: The Prophet said: "This world will notg0 
until it belongs to an idiot son of an idiot."

330 Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Hazm al-Ansari, lived in Medina, served as jurisprudent for Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Malik, d. 117 or 120/735 or 738.331 Presumably the reference to the tradition of Ali "I was ordered to fight the heretics, the oath-breakers, and the unjust,” al-Sarakhsi, Kitab al-mabsuf (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 2000), v, p. 1796; for an interpretation, Ibn Tawus, Malahim, pp. 24-5.

Hudhayfa: The Prophet said: "The Hour will notarise until the 
most felicitous of the people is an idiot son of an idiot." 
Sa'Td b. al-Musayyib: The Messenger of God said: "The black 
banners belonging to the 'Abbasids will appear from the east, 
then they will stay as long as God wishes, then the small black 
banners will appear under a man from the progeny of Abu 
Sufyan and his supporters from the direction of the east." 

503. Abu Hurayra: "Woe to the Arabs after 125 [=743], woe to them j 
from a great killing of the wings. And what are the wings? | 
And woe to the wings!! A wind following its blowing, a wind I 
moving its blowing, and a wind slackening [117] its blowing! j 
Is it not a woe to them from sudden death, from horrifying I 
famine, from swift killing. God will impose a trial upon them I because of their sins, which will cover their chests, uncover ! their curtains, change their happiness—is it not because of their sins that its pegs will be ripped out, its ropes be cut, its winds be made turbid, its disobedient one [marrdq]331 will become perplexed! Is it not a woe to Quraysh from its her- I etic, who innovates things, making the religion turbid, and j destroying its private dwellings, and turning against it its armies. The weeping, mourning [women] will rise up, crying, I crying for this world, crying, crying for the humiliation of their I servitude, crying, crying because of their sexual abuse, crying, I crying because of the children in their bellies, crying, crying I because of their children’s hunger, crying, crying because of I their humiliation after their haughty [station], crying, crying I because of their men, crying, crying fearful about their sol- ’ diers, crying, crying desirous of their graves."

sq4, 'Ali: "Woe to the Arabs after [the year] 125 from an evil 
encroaching! The wings, what are the wings? Woe and blessing ftuba) are in the wings. A wind following its blowing, a wind 

blasting its blowing, and a wind slackening its blowing! Woe 
to them from swift killing, sudden death, horrifying famine, 
which will dump trial upon it, covering its chests, changing 
its happiness, and uncovering its curtains. Is it not because 
of its sins that its disobedient one has appeared, pulling up 
its pegs, and cutting its ropes. Woe to Quraysh from its her

etic, who innovates things, making the religion turbid, pulling 
its dignity from it, destroying its private dwellings, turning 
against it its armies. At that the weeping, mourning [women] 
will rise up, crying, crying for this world, crying, crying for its 
religion, crying, crying because of their humiliation after their haughty [station], crying, crying because of their children's hunger, crying, crying because of the children in their bellies, crying, crying because of their forced servitude, crying, crying because of their sexual abuse, crying, crying because of the shedding of their blood, crying, crying because of their soldiers, crying, crying desirous of their graves." Thawban332: The Prophet said: "What do I have to do with the 'Abbasids? They have divided my community, spilled its blood, forced it to wear black clothes wear clothes of fire!" may God make them

506. Abu Umayya al-Kalbi during the caliphate of Yazid b. Abd al-Malik said: An elder who had lived in the period of the jdhliyya, whose eyebrows had fallen in front of his eyes—we came to him to ask about our time, so he informed us concerning the Umayyads until he mentioned the appearance of Marwan: “Then after murrin [Marwan 11], who will appear from al-]azira, the black banners will flow to you until they will enter Damascus at three hours [118] into the day. They
^wbanb.Bujdud, Companion, mawla of the Prophet, lived in Ramla, d. possibly Minis in 44/664-5.
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507.

508.
509.
510.

511.
512.

will lift mercy from its people, then return it to mercy and lift the sword away from them, then go until they have reached 
the Maghrib."Ka'b: After the Syrian eastern tribulation there will be the destruction of kings, the humiliation of the Arabs, until the people of the Maghrib appear.Muhammad b. 'All: The Messenger of God said: "Woe to my community from the two parties (shi'atayri), the party of the Umayyads and the party of the 'Abbasids, and the banner of error."Ka'b: Not many days will pass until black banners appear belonging to the 'Abbasids from the direction of the east. (1) Al-Zuhrl: The black banners will advance from the east, men like Bactrian camels (bukht) covered in cloth, with hair, their genealogies are to their villages, their names are nicknames— they will conquer Damascus, lifting mercy from them for three hours.Abu Talha333: They will enter Damascus with great black banners, making a terrible killing in it, with their slogan being "kill, kill!"334Abu Ja'far: When the year 129 [=746-7] was reached, the swords of the Umayyads differed [among themselves], and the Ass of al-jazlra leapt upon Syria, the black banners appeared in the year 129, the Ram appeared with an unnoticed people—their hearts like iron anvils, their hair down to their shoulders, without compassion or mercy upon their enemy. Their names are nicknames, their tribes are villages, upon them are clothes the color of the black night. He will lead them to the 'Abbasids, since it is their turn [dawla). They will kill the prominent people of that time, until they flee into the

desert, and their turn will continue until the comet (star with atail) appears, then they will differ between them. [119]0 Abu Qubayl mentioned the Umayyads, and took them to task, then he said: "The supporters of the black banners will rule you after them, and their rule and period will be lengthy, until 
two youths from them have allegiance sworn to them. When it is that time, then they will differ between themselves, and this difference will be lengthy, until three banners will be raised in Syria. When these are raised that will be the reason for the end of their period. So when you read in Egypt 'from the servant of God, 'Abdallah, the Commander of the Believers/ do not wait to read for them another letter from 'the servant of God,

'Abd al-Rahman, the Commander of the Believers/ who is the 
master of the Maghrib, since he is the worst person who has 
ruled. They will destroy Egypt and Syria, so when their rule 
is heavy in Syria, the black banners and the supporters of the 
three banners will gather against those from the Maghrib who 
are in it [Syria]—they will gather altogether and fight them. 
The victory will be for the people of the three banners, and 
the rule of the Berbers will be cut off. Then they will fight the 
supporters of the black banners until their rule will be cut off." 

514. Ibn'Abbas: A man and Hudhayfa came to him, so he said: "O
Ibn'Abbas, [what is the meaning of] His Word, Most High, 
‘h-m '-s-q’?”335 so he remained silent looking down for a 
time, and he turned from him, then he repeated it, but he did 
not answer anything, so Hudhayfa said: “1 would like to tell 
you that 1 know why he dislikes [discussing it]. It was only 
revealed concerning a man from the people of his house, who 
is called'Abd al-Ilah or 'Abdallah, who will descend upon one 
of the rivers of the east, building two cities upon it, divid
ing the river between them. 'Every stubborn tyrant’336 will be 
gathered in it"333 Possibly Abu Talha (Dira' b. 'Abdallah?) al-Khawlani, who lived in Syria, who related traditions about Syria,/?. 2nd/8th century.334 Persian: bukush, bukush.
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515. Arfat: When a city is built on the shores of the Euphrates 
[Baghdad], then divisions and disasters will come to you, and you will be separated from your religion, just as a woman opens her pudenda, until you will resist the humiliation that will descend among you. When a city is built between the two rivers in a land connected to the land of Iraq, then the little darkness [duhaymd'J has come to you.516. Yusuf b. 'Abdallah b. Salam337 passed by the house of Marwan b. al-Hakam, then said: "Woe to the community of Muhammad 

from the people of this house! until the black banners appear from Khurasan."517. Ka'b: The black banners of the 'Abbasids will appear until 
they descend upon Syria, and so God will kill by their hands every "stubborn tyrant" or enemy of theirs. They will fasten [120] their camels [adarrfj338 in its courtyard forty-five mornings, then 70,000 will enter it, with their slogan being "Die, die!" Then "the war will lay down its burdens"339 and their dominion will last 9x7 [63 years]. Then their rule will come undone after seventy-three years.518. 'Abdallah b. Abi al-Asha'th al-Laythl340: Two banners of the 'Abbasids will appear, one of them, the first of them, victory, and the last of them, a burden. Do not help them; God will not aid them; and the other, the first of them is burden, and the last of them is unbelief. Do not help them; God will not aid them.519. Sa'id b. Zur'a341:1 heard Nawf al-Bikall342 * say to his soldiers: "I see that this year you will drape Damascus with saddlebags, pack-saddles and felt, and take their slain out quickly,

337 Son of 'Abdallah b. Salam, halif to the Ansar, lived in Medina, d. during the caliphate of'Umarb.'Abd al-'Aziz (717-20).338 Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, i, p. 37 gives this meaning.339 Q47:4.340 Probably Syrian, fl. lst/7th century.341 Syrian, lived in Hirns,/!. 2nd/8th century.342 Nawf b. Fadala al-Bikali, lived in Damascus, stepson of Ka'b al-Ahbar, killedduring a raid with Muhammad b. Marwan,/!. 2nd/8th century.

then they will

520.

nd split the bellies of their women."143 Ka'b said: Those ^people that will come from the east angry, with black liners—-written on their banners is "Your covenant and your oath of allegiance, we have kept it"344 break it. They will come until they camp between Hims and the Mashal Monastery,345 whereupon a detachment will come out against them, but they will flatten it like leather. Then they will go to Damascus, and conquer it by force. Their 
slogan will be "Forward, forward!" and "Kill, kill!" Mercy will be lifted from them for three hours of the day [for sacking 

the city].'Alib.'AbiTalib: When you see the black banners, stay close to the ground, do not move your hands or your feet. Then a weak group, hitherto unnoticed, will appear, their hearts like iron anvils, they are the soldiers of the turn (dawla), who do notkeepacovenant or promise. They will call to the truth, but they are not from its people. Their names are nicknames, their genealogies are to their villages, their hair is loose like that of women—until they differ among themselves. Then God will bring the truth from where He wills.. Ibn Mas'ud: A man from al-jazlra will appear and tread on the people, and pour out blood. Then a Hashemite man from Khurasan will appear after the killing of his brother, who is called'Abdallah, who will rule approximately forty years, then perish. Two men from the people of his house will differ, who are called by the same name. There will be an apocalyptic battle at'Aqir Qufa346 where the both of them wilt be appearing to be close {121} to the caliphate (T). Then there will be a
* Me this topos: Mordechai Cogan, "Ripping open pregnant women,” Journal of American Oriental Society 103 (1983), pp. 755-7.alluding to Q 33:23: “Among the believers are men who have been ^Mhfultothe covenant which they made with God .. m Mvteen Hims and Ba'lbak.pWleagues up from Baghdad on the Tigris River, next to the tell of Dur-Kurigaizu fesiteperiod), mentioned by Ibn Jubayr.
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sign among the Banu al-Asfar, and a comet will appear, but 
then will disappear and not return to them.

522. Ka'b: The people of Hims are the happiest of Syria concerning 
the appearance of the black banners; the people of Damascus 
are the most miserable.

523. Abu Hurayra: We came to him visiting because of indigestion 
that afflicted him, so he mentioned Mu'awiya, and was furi
ously angry with him, speaking about him rudely, then Abu 
Hurayra said to al-Hasan b. 'All: "Do not let it get to you, since 
by the One who holds my soul in His hand, if there were only 
one day left in the world, God would lengthen that day so that 
the caliphate would belong to the Hashemites."

524. Rashid b. Da’ud al-Sana'ani,347 giving the chain of transmit
ters, said: After the destruction of the Umayyads, the one who 
brings wild animals will come, the people of the earth will 
gather to him from all four corners, so then God will punish 
this community with them.

525. Sa'id b. Marthad Abu al-'Aliyya348:1 was sitting with Shurahbil 
b. Dhi Himaya349 at the palace of Ibn Athal350 when a distin
guished elder from the Christians passed by, whose eyebrows 
had fallen over his eyes, leaning on a stick, so he said: "Hey, 
you, elder!” So he sat with him, and said: "How far back do 
you remember?” He said: "Persians, I saw them in this city, 
sitting circle after circle, talking among themselves, saying: 
‘The Muslims will be victorious over this earth, so God will 
open (conquer) the storehouses for them, both on land and 
sea. They will be known by the length of their hair, and their 
spears, and their wearing a wrapping around the waist. Their 

347 Rashid b. Da’ud al-Barsami, lived in Damascus,//. 2nd/8th century.348 Sa'id b. Marthad al-Rahabi, probably Syrian, maybe from Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.349 Probably Shurahbil b. Shufa'a al-Rahabi, Syrian,//. 2nd/8th century.350 In Hira, former capital of the Lakhmids, in south Iraq. Ibn Athal was a Christianclose associate of Mu'awiya.

last king they will kill violently.351 Wealth and many foodstuffs 
will be poured on their table, but they will not be satisfied.’"

[122]
|| Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: "A man from the east will appear call

ing for the family of Muhammad, but he will be the farthest 
of people from them. They will raise black signs, the first of 
which is victory, the last of which is unbelief. The Arabs’ gar
bage, the lowest of the mawali (clients), runaway slaves, and 
the disobedient ones of all the horizons. Their signs are black, 
their religion is polytheism (shirk), and most of them are muti
lated (jud')." I said: "What is jucT7” He said: "Uncircumcised." 
Then Hudhayfa said to Ibn 'Umar: "You will not be seeing 
him, 0 Abu 'Abd al-Rahman?" 'Abdallah [b. 'Umar] said: "But 
I will narrate about him to those who are after me." He said: 
"A tribulation called al-haliqa (the encircling) because it will 
encircle the religion; the pure Arabs, the righteous mawd/f, 
the posessors of treasures and the jurisprudents will perish 
during it, but the fewest of the few will make it through."

527. Al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. 'All: The Umayyads will continue to 
be in charge until the black banners appear from the east and 
declare them to be permitted (killed).

528. Al-Hasan and Ibn Sirin: A black banner will appear from 
the direction of Khurasan, and it will continue to be victo
rious until their destruction will be from where they came: 
Khurasan.

529. 'All: Their destruction will be from where they came.
530. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Black banners will 

appear from Khurasan; nothing will stop them until they 
are raised in Jerusalem (Iliya'),352 meaning Bayt al-Maqdis 
(Jerusalem).

531. Ka'b: Verily, Iraq is about to be scraped like leather, Syria is

351 Reading ghasb with DK1.
353 From Aelia Capitolina, the Roman name for Jerusalem.
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about to be split like hair, Egypt is about to be crumbled Ij^ 
dung—so at that time the rule [of God] will descend. [123]

The First Portent of the end of the Period of the 'Abbasids

532. Artat: Their destruction will be from their differing, so the first 
sign of the end of their dominion will be differences between 
them.

539.
540.

until they depart from Khurasan, victory will be in their spear
points, until they differ between themselves. When they differ 
among themselves three banners will be raised in Syria.
Ka'b: When the family of al-'Abbas differs among themselves, 
that is the first of the falling apart of their rule.
Ibn Mas'ud The Prophet said: The seventh of the 'Abbasids 
will call the people to unbelief,353 but they will not follow him,

533. Abu Qubayl: The people will continue to be well in ease as long 
as the dominion of the 'Abbasids does not fall apart. When 
their dominion falls apart, there will be continuous tribula
tions until the Mahdi appears.

534. Abu Umayya al-Kalbi: A man who had lived during the 
jahiliyya whose eyebrows had fallen over his eyes, told 
me: The supporters of the black banners will continue to 
be strong-necked after they are victorious until they differ 
between themselves.

535. Abu Qubayl: Their rule will continue being triumphant until 
two youths from them have allegiance sworn to them, so if 
you live to see them differing between themselves, then their 
difference will be lengthy, until three banners are raised in 
Syria, so when they are raised, it will be the reason for the end 
of their dominion.

536. 'All: Imams will rule you, the worst of imams, but when they 
have gone their separate ways according to three banners, 
know that it is their destruction.

537. Abu Umayya al-Kalbi: An elder who had lived during the 
jahiliyya whose eyebrows had fallen over his eyes said: "The 
supporters of the black banners will continue to be strong
necked [124] until they differ between themselves. They will 
conflict one with another, then divide into three divisions—a 
division calling for the descendants of Fatima, a division call
ing for the descendants of al-'Abbas, and a division calling for 
themselves." I said: "What does that mean, 'themselves’?" He 
said: "I do not know, thus I heard."

538. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: The black banners will continue

so the people of his house will say: Do you want to eject us 
from our livelihoods? So he will say: I am acting towards you
like Abu Bakr and 'Umar. But they will refuse him, then an
enemy of his from the family of the Hashemites will kill him. 
When they attack him, they will differ among themselves—so 
he mentioned a long difference until the appearance of the
Sufyani.

541. 'All: When the black banners differ between themselves, a vil
lage in Iram [Damascus) called Harasta354 will be swallowed 
up, and the appearance of the three banners in Syria.

542. Ka'b: When two men, who are chiefs, of the 'Abbasids throw
off their allegiance, the first difference will occur between 
them, then the second difference will follow it, which is anni
hilation, and the appearance of the Sufyani is at the time of the 
second difference.

543. Abu al-Jild: A man and his progeny from the Hashemites will 
reign seventy-two years. [125]

544. Ka'b: The 'Abbasids will reign 991 months355—woe to them 
after that, and double woe!

545. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: The 'Abbasids will reign until the 
people despair of any good, then their rule will be divided 
up. If you find nothing but a scorpion’s stone, dive under it, 
because there will be a lengthy evil for the people, then their 
dominion will disappear and the Mahdi will arise.

353
Al-Ma'mun, holding to the doctrine of the creation of the Qur'an. 

1 village to the southeast of Damascus.
years and 7 months.
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54*

548.

550.

Ibn Abbas: The Messenger of God said: When the fifth Of 
people of my house dies, theft killing, killing, ft® seventh win 
die, then likewise until the Mahdi will arise.
Shank: It is Ibn al-'Afar,356 meaning Harun [al-Rashid], since 
he was the fifth, but we say feat he was the seventh, and God 
knows best
Abu Hassan b. Nuba357: It is necessary for three of the'Abbasids 
to reign who the first [letter] of their names is 'ayn.
Abu Wahb al-Kala'I358: The dominion of the 'Abbasids will 
continue victorious over any who oppose them until the west
erners appear against them.
Ka'b: When there is a swallowing up by the earth of a village 
called Harasta, two caliphs of the 'Abbasids throw off their 
allegiance, and the 'Abbasids differ among themselves, such 
that twelve flags and twelve banners will be raised—at this 
time the tribulations will overcome them from the center of 
their dominion, and they will gather there. At that time there 
is the End. They will cross [the River] Jayhun359 [Amu Darya], 
and gather there. At that time will be the fall of their dominion, 
and the appearance of the Berbers in Syria.

551. Al-Zuhri: Their dominion's falling apart will be their dif
ferences between themselves at the place where it began 
[Khurasan],

552. Artat: The last sign of the removal of the 'Abbasids' domin
ion will be three kings ruling, all of them having names of 
prophets—they will be after these kings. The period [126] of 
the ‘Abbasids, of these three kings, will be forty years. When 
you see their difference between them, a gathering of the 
Hashemites between the two rivers, the governorship of an

t

a

3M Harun is not known to have had this nickname.w Probably Syrian, name appearing as Abu Hassan b. Tawba (no. 704), and Abu Hassan b. Buna/Devawayhi (nos. 704,1932),/!. 2nd/8th century.Jse ‘Ubaydallah b. Ubayd al-Shami, probably a mawla, fl. lst/7th century.m Written joy/iu.

'Abbasids man in the direction of the Maghrib the collision
of the black and yellow banners in the navel of Syria, the kill
ing of a governor of Egypt, and the refusal to pay its land-tax 
(kharaff then this is the sign of the end of their period.

.ft Shufayal-Asbahi361: Five of the progeny of al-'Abbas will rule, 
all of them tyrants. Woe to the earth from them! The fifth of
the'Abbasids will die362—an assassin like a lion will leap upon 
him, eating with his mouth, corrupting with his hands. The 
heavens will clamor to God Most High because of the blood 
flowing on the earth. He will reign two or three mornings, then 
a governor of one of the brothers of the camel will rule. Then 
a herald will call out from the heavens: “The earth, the earth 
is God’s! The servants, the servants are God’s!" The wealth of 
God will be [divided] between His servants363 equally, and he 
will reign in this governorship ten years. [127]

The First of the Portents of the end of their Dominion will be the 
Appearance of the Turks after a dissension between them

554. Al-Walid b. Muslim364: One who heard the messenger of 
al-Walid b. Yazid to Constantine [V], he heard al-Walid b. Yazid 
saying: "The apocalyptic battles between you are until the 
blackbanners come to you, then the Turks will appear against 
you, fighting them and killing them. Then the pack-saddles 
of your mounts will not be able to dry until the westerners 
appear."

555. Al-Walid b. Muslim: A group that came from Armenia going 
to Syria narrated to me, since they met Abu Muslim there, 
saying: "We disliked 'Abdallah b. 'All,365 so we wanted to

I * This miy.be a reference to the beginning of the Aghlabid dynasty in Tunisia.I I Mayb.Matf al- Asbahr,lived in Egypt,fl. 2nd/8fh century.I Web would have been Harun, who died a natural death.| Wing abidihi.I Walid b. Muslim al-Qurashi, mawla to the Umayyads (then, later to theI Abbasids),lived in Damascus, d. 174/790-1.I ^t'Abbasid governor of Syria, revolted at the accession of al-Mansur in 754, I Seated and killed by Abu Muslim.
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leave'He said: "You are right, the black banners will continue 
to he victorious over all who oppose them until the Turb 
enter through the Gate of Armenia." Al-Walid said: "This is th*-  
first sign of the falling-apart of their rule after the difference 
between them."
Kab: It is as if I hear the rustle of the Turks' quivers between 
al-Aghila and Bariq.366
Mu awiya b. Abi Sufyan: Those who ride the ear-pierced 
(mounts] will fall upon the hills of Syria and al-Jazira.
Artat: When one of the villages of Damascus is swallowed
up, and [128] a part has fallen from the western part of its 
mosque,36” at that point the Turks and the Byzantines will 
gather, fighting together. Three banners will be raised in 
Syria, then the Sufyani will fight them until he bests them at 
Carchemish (Qirqlsiya).368

559. Abu Hukayma369: 1 went out with my daughter when I was 
living in Syria, since it was said that those riding ear-pierced 
[mounts]3™ will fall upon the hills of al-Jazira and Syria, and 
take their women captive, until a man would see the whites of 
his wife's anklets and not be able to protect her.

560. Ka‘b: The Turks will descend to al-Jazira until they water their 
horses at the Euphrates [River]. Then God will send a plague 
against them, to kill them, so that only one man will escape.

g Agniia = al-Ubulla (?), the port of Basra; al-Bariq, an oasis between Qadisiyyaand 
Basra. These locations, however, would be much further to the south than othertraditions involving Turks.

g Flood, T/ie Greet Mosque of Damascus: Studies on the Makings of an Umayyad 
Visual Culture (Leiden: E. J, Brill, 2001], Chapters 2-3; al- Suyup, Kashf al-salsala
an wayf al-zalzala (Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub, 1987), pp. 167-8.

w The ancient site of Carchemish was the crossing of the Euphrates.
H Unidentified, probably Syrian (there is an Abu Hukayma 'Isma al-Basri however], 

may be the same as no. 1865 (who also narrates about Turks).
374 Prof. Ruth Meserve has suggested (through Devin DeWeese, communication of 

3/4/2016) that the purpose of these piercings was to mark the ownership of the 
horse, although this practice is not documented so early in other texts. See Ruth 
Meserve, “Writing on Man or Animal," in Writing in the Altaic World, ed. Juha 
Janhunen and Volker Rybatzki, Studia Orientalia 87 (Helsinki: Finnish Oriental 
Society, 1999), pp. 171-86.

•b. They will descend upon AmicP” and drink from the 
3 and Euphrates [Rivers]. They will take themselves 
tflwardsal-Jazira when the people of Islam are In al-Jazira. but 
ypabletodo anything to them. So God will send snow against 
them, in which there will be intense cold, wind172 and ice, so 
they will suddenly be dying. So they will return and say that 
«God caused them to perish, and so took care of the enemy for 
you.” None will remain, they will perish down to the very last 
one.1'1
MakhukTheProphetsaid: The Turks will have two emergences: 
One emergence in which they will destroy Azarbayjan,374 while 
jn the second they will fasten their horses at the Euphrates 
[River]. There will be no further Turks afterwards.
Arjat: The Sufyani will fight the Turks, then their final uproot
ing will be at the hands of the Mahdi. That will be the first flag 
the Mahdi will commission; he will send it against the Turks. 
'Abdallahb.'Amr: There is one remaining apocalyptic battle— 
the first of it will be the battle against the Turks in al-Jazira. 
Makhul: The Turks will have two emergences: one of them in 
which they will destroy Azarbayjan, while in the second they 
will go to the shores of the Euphrates.

566. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Yazid: The Prophet said: God Most High 
will send death against their horses, and force them to go on 
foot. Then will be God’s greatest slaughter among them, and 
there will be no Turks afterwards. [129]

567. Hudhayfa: When you see the first of the Turks in al-Jazira, 
fight them until you defeat them, or God takes care of their 
death, for they will dishonor the women in it [al-Jazira]. This

fl

5^'F

0

56*

565.

' The largest city in Diyarbakr, today southeastern Turkey.| QS4-.19,69:6.i Although this account of the Turks’ perishing from the extreme cold is exagger-I ated, note that the Turkish attacks of 762-3 are linked to an extreme bout of 
I ^according to Theophanes, Chronicle, pp. 600-1; for their early raid in 731 in 
I I taaihayjan, see Michael the Great, p. 500.I Were Turkey.
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Will be the sign of the appearance of the westerners, and u, 
falling apart of their (the 'AbbSsids’J dominion will be on th™ 
day

568. Mak^ul: The Messenger of God said: The Turks will have tw0 
appearances: an appearance in al-)azira in which they wjj; 
bag (-kidnap) those with beauty (women). God will cau$e 
the Muslims to be victorious over them, and God’s greatest
slaughter Will be among them.

569. Ammar b. Yasir375: The People of your Prophet’s House will 
have emirates, so stay close to the ground until the Turks
come quickly during a dispute of a weak man, who will 
renounce his allegiance two years after taking his oath. The
Turks will oppose the Byzantines, but be swallowed up by the 
earth east of the mosque of Damascus. Three men will emerge
in Syria, and the destruction of their dominion will be when 
that begins. The beginning of the Turks will be in al-Jazira, 
while the Byzantines are in Filaspn, so 'Abdallah should 
follow 'Abdallah376 until their two armies meet in battle at
Carchemish (Qirqisiya).

570. Ibn Mas'ud: When the Turks and the Khazars377 appear in 
al-Jazira and Azarbayjan, while the Byzantines are in the valley 
(al-'umq)3n and its sides, the one who fights the Byzantines 
will be a man from Qays, from the people of Qinnasrin. The 
Sufyani will be in Iraq, fighting the easterners, and each direc
tion will be occupied by an enemy. When he fights them forty

peace with the Byzantines on the condition that neither side 
give any aid to others.

57L Abu Ja'far: When the Sufyan! will be victorious over the

Companion, supporter of Ali, d. Battle of Siffin, 37/657.374 Or servant of God should follow servant of God.377 A Turkish people whose kingdom was based in the Volga River basin, and later converted to Judaism.™ The area to the north of Aleppo, see nos. 1215-1418, used for amassing troops during the middle Umayyad period.

^kled One, and The Victorious Yemenite (al-Mansur j Yamani)m fhe Turks and the Byzantines will appear, but Will be victorious over them.
K in the Heavens concerning the end of'Abbasids'

■ 
fli
< -VI

513.
574.

Ka'b:The sign of the end of the dominion of the 'Abbasids was 
a redness that appeared in the atmosphere of the heavens. 
This was between the tenth and the fifteenth of Ramadan, and 
a breaking-asunder (wdh/yo)380 between the twentieth and 
twenty-fourth of Ramadan, then a star rising from the east, 
giving light just as the moon does on the night of its fullness, 
then it will be bent.
Ka'b: A drought in the east, a breaking-asunder in the west, 
a redness in the interior, and spreading death at the qibla 
(Mecca).
Abu Ja'far: When the 'Abbasid reached Khurasan, a horn, pos
sessed of healing, rose in the east.381 The first time it rose 
was for the destruction of the people of Noah,382 when God 
flooded them, and then it rose during the time of Abraham 
when they threw him into the Fire.383 Then when God caused 
Pharaoh and those with him to perish,384 and when John son 
of Zachariah was murdered385—so when you see this, take 
refuge in God from the evil of the tribulations. Its rising will 
be after the eclipsing of the sun and the moon, then they will 
not be long until the Spotted One (al-abqa’) appears in Egypt.

5 ’ See C. L. Geddes, “The Messiah in South Arabia," Muslim World 57 £1967}, pp. 311-20.Q 69:16. The term wahiya is used for astronomical events throughout Nu aym, cf. to 591. It may be influenced by the Middle Persian.Mably a comet, cf. Kronk, Cometography, p. 115 (comet of 7441; and note Whal, Ta'rikh Wasit (Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub, 1986), p. 173 for the idea that a Smet's appearance brings health and abundance.
11:25-50.

„ ^1:51-71.

^^IS: Mark 6:21-9.
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AHuhrf: At the appearance of the Sufyani you will see a t< 
in the heavens
Ibn Mas ud: The sign will be in (the month of] Safar, and itw>|j 
begin with the appearance of a comet.
Makhul: The Messenger of God said: In Ramadan there wj]i 
be a sign in the heavens either two nights from the beginning 
or the end {of the month], then in Shawwal, waste, and in 
Dhu al-Qa'da, an uproar, in Dhu al-Hijja, things coming down 
(naza*il}, and in Muharram, what a Muharram! [131]
Abd abWahhab b. Bukht386: It reached me that the Messenger 

of God said: During Ramadan there will be a sign in the heav
ens like a long column, in Shawwal there will be trial, in Dhu 
al-Qa'da annihilation, in Dhu al-Hijja the pilgrimage will be 
robbed, and then in Muharram, what a Muharram!
Sufyan al-Kalbi: In [the year?] seven there will be trial, in eight 
there will be annihilation, and in nine there will be famine.
Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: There will be a sign in the 
month of Ramadan, then a group will appear in Shawwal, then 
there will be annihilation, then in Dhu 1-Hijja the pilgrimage 
will be pillaged, then sanctities will be violated in Muharram, 
then there will be a sound in Safar, the tribes will fight in the 
[two] months of Rabi', then there will be what an amazing 
thing in Jumada al-Rajab! Then a saddled she-camel would be 
better than a village yielding 100,000 [dirhams].

581. Said b. al-Musayyib: There will come upon the Muslims a time 
when there will be a sound in Ramadan, waste in Shawwal,

575.

5?"

578.

C7Q

sea

then in Dhu al-Qa'da the tribes will join against each other, 
and in Dhu al-Hijja the pilgrimage will be robbed, and in 
Muharram, what a Muharram!

582. Shahr b. Hawshab: It reached me that the Messenger of God 
said: There will be a sound in Ramadan, waste in Shawwal, in 
Dhu al-Qa'da, the tribes will gather into parties, in Dhu al-Hijja

pilgrimage will be pillaged, and in Muharram, a herald will 
out from the heavens: Is not God's chosen one from His 

creation so-and-so, so they will hear and obey him.
Amrb.Shu aybw—grandfather: The Prophet said: There will 
,£ a sound in Ramadan, an uproar in Shawwal, in Dhu al- 
Qa'da the tribes will gather into parties, and that year the pil
grimage will be pillaged. There will be a great apocalyptic war 
in Mina388 in which there will be many killed. The blood will 
flow in it when they are on Pebble Pass ('Aqabat al-Jamra).,HO

< 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The people will perform the pilgrimage
w

together, and they will stand at 'Arafat together without an 
imam. While they are camped at Mina, suddenly something 
will take them like a dog, and the tribes will be calling out 
against each other. They will fight until the pass flows with 
blood, [132]

$85. Khalid b. Ma'dan: A sign will appear, a pillar of fire, which will 
rise from the east—all of the people of the earth will see it. 
Whoever lives to see that, let him prepare food for his family 
for a year.

586. Kathir b. Murra al-Hadrami: The sign (aya) of disaster in 
Ramadan will be a sign ['alama) in the heavens. After that 
there will be differences between the people, so if you live to 
see that, prepare as much food as you can.

587. Al-Zuhri: During the second rule of the Sufyan! and his appear
ance, you will see a sign in the heavens.

588. Kathir b. Murra: I have expected the sign of disaster during 
Ramadan for seventy years. (1)

589. Ibn Mas'ud: The Prophet said: “When there is a Shout390 in 
Ramadan, there will be an uproar in Shawwal, the separation 
ofthetribes in Dhu al-Qa'da, blood will be shed in Dhu al-Hijja,

386 A mawla of the Umayyads, lived in Syria, then married in Medina and lived there killed 117/735.
V Amrb.Shu'ayb b. Muhammad al-Qurashi al-Sahml, lived in Mecca, d. 118/736. plain located to the east of Mecca in which the hajj camped.Above the location where Satan (symbolized by a pillar) is stoned during the hajj ^festivaL

SeeQ38:15,54:31.
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and Muharram—what a Muharram!"—he said it three tir^ 
"How far, how far! The people will kill in it, killing, kiJJjh 
(honr/on, Aora/an).*  We said: "What is the Shout, 0 Messengef 
of God '" He said: "A crash in the middle of Ramadan on Friday 
night so it mH be a crash that will wake the sleeper, cause 
the slander (in prayer] to sit down and cause young girls to 
emerge from their private quarters. On Friday night during a 
year with many earthquakes, when you have prayed the dawn
prayer on the day of Friday, then enter your houses, Jock up 
your doors, close up any apertures, and cloak yourselves,”1
close your ears. So when you feel the Shout, fall towards God 
in prostration, and say: Praise to the All-Holy, praise to the 
All-Holy, our Lord, All-Holy. Whoever does this will be saved, 
whoever does not do this will perish.”
Walid: We saw the earthquake that struck the people of 
Damascus during the first days of Ramadan, so that many 
perished in the month of Ramadan 137 [= February-March 
755J392 but we did not see the breaking-asunder (wahiya)™ 
that had been mentioned, but it was the swallowing up by the
earth that was mentioned in a village called Harasta. I saw a 
comet (=a star with a tail) rise in Muharram 145 [=April-May 
762J394 rising with the dawn from the east, and we would see 
it before the dawn through the rest of Muharram, then it dis
appeared. Then [133] we would see it after the sunset in the 
twilight, and after that in the interior and the west for two or 
three months, then it disappeared for two to three years. Then

g See Q 74:1 (directed towards Muhammad).Theophanes, Chronicle, p. 594 dates this earthquake to March 9, 755. Al-Walid, according to al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, vii, p. 489 (no. 7332) was born in 117/735, so he would have been 20 years old when the earthquake struck.3,3 ai-Sijistani, Gharib al-Qur'an (Beirut: Dar Qutayba, 1995), p. 485 for this meaning. Most likely there is an error here for 143/760, in which case it would be a good fit from the months cited for JP/760 Kl(appearing May 760), the earliest sighting of Halley’s Comet in the Muslim sources; see Kronk, Cometography: A Catalog 
of Comets (Volume 1: Ancient-1799) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 116-18. Al-Walid would have been approximately twenty-eight years old when this comet passed.
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saw a hidden star with a firebrand the size of cubit, accord
ing to what the eye saw, close to Capricorn, swirling around 
it with the rotation of the cosmos during both [the months 
of] Jumada and some days of Rajab, then it disappeared.! i 
Then we saw a star which did not glow, rise from the right of 
thedirection of Mecca [the west] looking from Syria, with its 
Hazing fire extending from the direction of Mecca towards 
the internior to Armenia.396 I mentioned that to an old elder 
Who was with us from the Sakasik, who said: "That is not the 
expected star."

jfl. Walid said: I saw a star during the few years left from [the 
reign of] Abu Ja'far [al-Mansur],397 then it was folded until its 
two sides almost touched, and became like a ring, one hour of 
the night.

592. Ka'b: This is a star that will rise from the east, and light up 
for the people of the earth like the moon on the night of its 
fullness.

593. Walid said: The redness and the stars we saw are not signs— 
|he star of the signs is a star that will turn towards the horizons 
during Safar and the two [months of] Rabi', or during Rajab. At 
thattime Khaqan398 will lead the Turks, the Byzantines follow
ing him to the outer regions with banners and crosses.

594; Ka'b: A comet will rise from the east at the appearance of the 
Mahdi.

595. Shank: It reached me that before the appearance of the Mahdi 
the sun will be eclipsed in the month of Ramadan twice.

5%. Ka'b: The destruction of the 'Abbasids will be at a star that will 
rise from the interior, and a crash and a breaking-asunder— 
all of this will be in the month of Ramadan. The redness will 
be between the fifth to the twentieth of Ramadan, while the

first comet is Halley from 760, then the second one is most likely the comet Kronk, p. 118.. erhaps C/770 KI, May-July, 770, Kronk, pp. 119-20.
^J^aps the comet of 773 (Mansur died in 775), Kronk, p. 120.

e htle of the leader of the Turks, ancestor of the title "khan."
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crash will be between the twentieth to the twenty-fourth, n. 
Star will be seen, it Will light up like the moon lights up, tb?T 
coil like a snake coils until its two ends almost meet The two 
earthquakes will be on the night of the two holy days.3WTh*  
star which will be cast from a shooting star (shihab) Will shoot 
down from the heavens—with it will be a loud sound, such 
that it will happen even in the east. The people will be struck 
with a terrible experience.

597. Tawus: There will be three earthquakes: a terrible earthquake 
in the Yemen, an earthquake in Syria worse than that, and an 
earthquake in the east, which is the Torrent. The two in the 
Yemen and Syria have happened, but the one in the east has 
not [134]

598. Abu Hurayra: "In Ramadan there will be a crash, because of 
which the sleeper will wake, and the young girls emerge from 
their private quarters. In Shawwal there will be waste, in 
Dhu al-Qa'da the tribes will move against each other, in Dhu 
al-Hijja blood will flow, and in Muharram, what a Muharram!” 
And he said it three times. He said: "At that will be the end of
the dominion of those ['Abbasids].

599. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: "My com
munitywill never perish until discrimination [tamayuz}, vari
ance (tamayuf} and uproar [ma 'ami'} appear among them.” 
Hudhayfa said: "May my father and mother be your redemp
tion, 0 Messenger of God, what is tamayuzl" He said: "Tribal 
chauvinism ('asabiyya} which the people will renew in Islam 
after me." I said: "And what is tamayul"? He said: "When a
tribe tends against another tribe, and allows its sanctities to 
be violated unjustly.” I said: "And what is ma'ami'?" He said:

uproar in Dhu al-Hijja, and a sign of this will be a flashing 

column in the heavens of fire.
Artat: During the second time of the Sufyant, the ugly one, 
there will be a crash in Syria such that every people will think 
that it is the destruction of what is beside them.
Khalid b. Ma'dan400: When you see the column of fire in the 
direction of the east during the month of Ramadan in the 
heavens, then prepare as much food as you can, for the year 
will be one of hunger.
Kathirb. Murra al-Hadrami: I have been expecting the night of 
disaster in Ramadan for seventy years.
'Abd al-Rahman b. Jubayr: A sign will be in the heavens, there 
will be difference between the people, so if you live to see that 
time, then obtain as much food as you can.

605. Muhajir al-Nabbal401: It will be during Ramadan, so their 
hearts will be burning, Shawwal they will be angry, in Dhu 
al-Qa'da they will be asked to prepare for war, and in Dhu 
al-Hijja blood will be shed.402 [135]

606. Shahr b. Hawshab: The disaster in Ramadan, the uproar in 
Shawwal, the dispersement in Dhu al-Qa'da, cutting off of 
heads in Dhu al-Hijja, and in that year the pilgrimage will be 
attacked.

60*.

607. Kathirb. Murra: The disaster in Ramadan, the rabble-gathering 
inShawwal, the dispersement in Dhu al-Qa'da, the uproar in 
Dhu al-Hijja, the judgment in Muharram, then he said: I have 
been expecting the disaster for seventy years.

608. Khalid b.Yazidb. Mu'awiya: When you see the argumentative, 
single-minded man, only interested in his own opinion, then 
his error will be complete. [136]

"When the garrison cities march against each other, when 
their necks are intertwined in war."

600, Kathfr b. Murra: The sign of disaster in Ramadan, and the 
rabble-gathering in Shawwal, a dispersement in Dhu al-Qa'da,

Presumably Id al-fifr at the end of Ramadan.

Khalid b. Ma'dan al-Kala'i, lived in Hims, close to the Umayyads, d. 104,105,106 
sor 108/722,723,724 or 726-7.

lived in Syria,/7.2nd/8th century.
fif these are puns on the names of the months.
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beginning*  of the Tribulation in Syria

610.

611.

609. Abd al-RahmSn b. Jubayr b. Nufayr: HefadliUS, the 
of B.nantium,w said: "The Arabs and us are like a man who 
had a house, and he gave it to some people to live, then said. Dwell in it as long as you are righteous, but watch out if you 

are corrupt lest I expel you from it.’ So they have inhabited it for a time, then he looked carefully at them, and suddenly he realized that they were corrupting it, so he expelled them from it, and brought in others, settled them in it, and made their settlement conditional, just as had made it conditional on the ones before. The house is Syria, the Lord of it is God Most High, who caused the Israelites to dwell in it, for they were its people for a time. Then they changed and corrupted, and so He looked carefully at them, then expelled them from it, and caused us to dwell in it for a time after them. Then He looked carefully at us and found us having changed and corrupted, so He expelled us from it, and caused you404 to dwell in it, 0 Arabs, so if you act righteously, you will be its people, but if you change and corrupt, He will expel you from it just as He expelled those before you."Ka'b: There will be three tribulations in Syria: a tribulation of foe spilling of blood, a tribulation in which familial ties are cut and wealth is stolen, and a tribulation from the Maghrib, which is the blind one.Mu'awiya b. Qurra from his father: The Prophet said: When the Syrians are annihilated, there will be no further good in

617-

618.

I mis He wishes, and it is forbidden for Its hypocrites to be 
I victorious over its believers—they will only die in distress 
I gnd worry. [137]

[ Ibn Mas ud: Every tribulation is of little worth, until it is in
* Syria, since when it is in Syria it is the misfortune (absaylam),which is the dark-night [tribulation].. Ka'b: Every tribulation [it is possible] to sleep during it, as long as it does not begin in Syria.$ Abu al-'Aliyya: 0 people, do not count the tribulations to be anything until they come from the direction of Syria, which is the blind one.Safwan b. 'Abdallah406: A man on the Day of SiffTn said: "O God, curse the Syrians!" But 'All said to him: "Don’t curse the Syrians altogether, for the abdalW7 are among them." Ka'b: God Most High created the world in the form of a bird, and placed the two wings as the east and the west, and made the head Syria, and the head of the head Hims, which is its beak. When the beak is torn apart, then the people are split apart.408 He made the breast Damascus, in which is the heart, so when the heart moves the body moves. The ‘head’ has two striking points: one from the east, which is towards Damascus, and one from the west which is towards Hims, which is the

■ ■ zmost important of the two.409 Then the 'head*  turns to the two wings, and cracks them small stone by small stone.Sulaymanb. Hatib al-Himyari410: Verily, there will be a tribulation in Syria in which you will be disquieted, like water is
my community.612, Ibn Fatik al-Asadi405: The Syrians are the whip of God on His earth by whom He takes vengeance upon those of His serv-

458 See Bashear, "The Mission of Dihya al-Kalbi and the situation in Syria," Jerusalem 
Studies In Arabic and Islam 14 (1991), pp. 84-114.

404 In place of hum.

495 Probably Khuraym b. Fatik b. Fadala al-Asadi, Companion, lived in Raqqa, then 
moved to Kufa, fl. lst/7th century.

Safwanb.'Abdallah al-Jumahi, lived in Mecca,/!. lst/7th century.
*Hieabdal were originally those in Syria who supported the cause of'Ali (al- 

Hindi, Konz, xiv, pp. 53-4 [nos. 37917, 37919]), and he said specifically two of 
them are from Beth-Shean (nos. 37919-20).

* Like an egg.
* Although this is local patriotism, note that in 724 the Christian pilgrim Willibald 

id visit ljims as amatter of course on his way to Jerusalem (Wilkinson, Jerusalem 
Pdgrims before the Crusades [Oxford: Oxbow, 2002], pp. 236-7) when coming 
fan the west.

i* hobably lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.
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disquieted in a water-skin. You will be exposed when you 
regretting (the effects of] a terrible famine, so the smell 
bread during that time will be better than the smell of musk.' 
(138]

61q- Tubay'r When you see the white palaces in Syria, with thp, vlj 
tops [reaching] toward the heavens, planted with trees that 
were never planted in the time of Noah, then you know that 
the rule [of God] has come.

620. Ka'b: The head of the world is Syria, while its two wings are 
Egypt and Iraq, and its tail is the Hijaz, since the falcon reclines 
on its tail.

621. Ka'b; "There will continue to be a period [of time] for the 
people until the head is struck, meaning Syria, and the people 
perish." It was said to Ka'b: "What is the head being struck?" 
He said: "That Syria would be destroyed."

622. Ka'b: The whole earth will be destroyed forty years before 
Syria.

623. Nawf al-Bikali: Basra and Egypt are the two wings, so when 
they are destroyed then the rule [of God] will occur.

624. Abu Hurayra: The earth is likened to a bird, so Basra and 
Egypt are its two wings, so when they are destroyed then the 
rule will occur.

625. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: There will be tribulation in Syria that will 
lift its chiefs411 412 * and its nobles, then their idiots and low-lifes 
will multiply until their chiefs are like slaves, just as they made 
the former into slaves previously.

626. Sa’ld b. al-Musayyib: There will be a tribulation in Syria— 
every time it dies down on one side it flares up on the other, 
and will not cease until a herald calls out from the heavens: 
"Your Commander [of the Believers] is so-and-so."

411 Musk is a smell that is associated with martyrdom (al-Bukhari, Sahih, iv, p. 269 [no. 2803]), so this might be alluding to preferring to eat rather than to fight andB die.412 Replacing the text rishi "venal ones" for ru'asa, as at the beginning of the nextsection (an optional reading is nisa' "women.").

<

'Umarb.al-Khaftab: 1 heard the Messenger of God saying: God 
Most High created 1000 communities, 600 in the sea. and 400 
on the dry land. The first community to perish was the locust, 
so When they perished, the [other communities] followed like
a swarm when its string has been cut.411

,78 Ka'b: When tribulation flares up in FilasfTn, then all of Syria 
is disquieted, like water is disquieted in a water-skin. Then 
it will be revealed when it is revealed, while you are few.
regretful.

629. Abu Hurayra: The fourth tribulation is the blind one, dark
night, tossing like the sea, no Arab or non-Arab house will 
remain without being filled with humiliation and fear. It will 
cross Syria, strike Iraq, surround al-Jazira with its hands and 
feet, flattening the community like leather. The trial will be 
intense during it until the good will be rejected while the evil 
will be known (affirmed), and no one will able to say: Hold 
on! Every time you patch it from one side it rips apart from 
the other. A man will wake up a believer, but go to bed an 
unbeliever—none will be saved other than one who prays the 
prayer of one drowning in the sea, it will last twelve years, 
revealing when it reveals, when the Euphrates will have 
uncovered a mountain of gold, they will fight over it until out 
of every nine, seven will be killed.

630. Ibn Sirin that when he was sitting, he said: “Has anything 
[good] come to you from the direction of Khurasan? Has any
thing [bad] come to you from the direction of Syria?"

631, Ibn Sirin: "As for the bricks of al-'Ala’ b. Ziyad,414 who will 
expel them from Syria?" so we used to discuss how there was 
a tribulation there. [140]

Muhammad is said to have cursed the locust, see al-Kinani, Tanzlh al-shari'a 
al-marft'a 'an al-ahadith al-sharii'a wa-l-mawdu'a (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al- 

r( Uffiiyya, 1981), ii, pp. 251-2 (no. 72).
W-Baladhuri, Ansab, x, p. 249.
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The Triumph of the Lowliest and Weakest of Peoples

632. iSakr b, SawSda*  .• The Banu Khatha'm415 416 came to the y. 
Messenger of God, so he said to them: "What did you see?- 
They said: "Nothing," so he said: "Tell me!" They said: "Wesa*  
a donkey whose legs were raised." He said: "How do you inter

415 Bakr b. Sawada al-Judhami, lived in Egypt, a mufti and jurisprudent, d. perhaps drowned crossing to Andalus, 108/726-7.414 A Yemenite tribe, at the Prophet's time dwellng between Mecca and Yemen.417 Changing person.418 See Hoyland and Gilmour, Medieval Islamic Swords and Swordmaking: Kindi's
Treatise 'On Swords and their Kinds' (Oxford: Gibb Memorial Trust, 2006), p.96 describes how the villages of Mashraf to the south of Damascus made well-regarded swords at this time.

pret that?’’ We said:417 418 * "The lowliest and vilest of people will 
be raised, while their nobles will be humbled." The Messenger 
of God said: "It will be as you have interpreted." 

I

control (141J of the captives in your hands, you should kill 
nine out of every ten, and pay close attention to the tenth that 
remain, and exile them to the Dry Valley of Trees (Wadi al- 
Shajar), or the Dry Valley ofCrows (Wadi al-'Araj) or the Dry 
Valley of Ar ar (Wadi 'Ar'ar).41’ For By God, if they continue 
they will make your life difficult."420
Abu al-Zahiriyya: How will it be for you when your desert
dwellers come in and share with you your wealth, and none
can forbid them without somebody saying: "How long you

633. Abdallah b. 'Amr: There will be a tribulation in which their have lived in comfort, while we lived in misery??

chiefs and their nobles will be raised, then after but a little 
time, their idiots and low-lifes will be raised until their chiefs 
are like slaves, just as they made the former into slaves 
previously.

634. Ka'b: "I would wish that every pearl on the face of the earth 
would become tar!" Then he said: "They will not stop until

636.
637.

they have taken the flocks to milk and compete with each 
other concerning that, so that when they are many, the leave 
the cities, gatherings and mosques and start with that. God 
always has sent prophets with a caliphate, not a kingship, 
other than to the townsfolk and civilized people, since they
do not desire to have it among the people of tent-poles or the
desert [nomads]. When God saw their desire for gatherings 
and mosques, He sent against them those who took them as 
slaves (malikat aymanihiiri) as peoples who speak with them 
in Arabic, and hit them with Yemenite swords [mashrafiyya}™ 
until they return to their gatherings and mosques, and do not 
seek many of the non-Arab captives. When you have taken 

Yahya b. Jabir: You will continue doing well as long as your 
desert-dwellers do not need you; you will do well as long as
you can find a back to carry things on.
Abu al-Zahiriyya: Among the protected peoples, you will find 
none harsher towards you during these trials than the east
erners, the possessors of salt and perfume [for the head]. 
One of their women would poke with her finger at the belly 
of a Muslim woman, and she would say: "Pay us the head
tax (jizydy." gloating over her; she said: “Give [over] the 
head-tax.’’421
Ibn al-Musayyib: "If I went out and married with your people 
..."then he said: "God forbid that 1 should leave 125 prayers 
for five prayers!"422 Then Sa'id said: 1 heard Ka'b al-Ahbar 
saying: “Would that this milk turned to tar!" So it was said: 
"Why is that?" He said: "Quraysh has followed the tails of

65 Most probably these locations are in the area of the Dead Sea, although only 'Ar'ar is listed.Readingli-yamaran with DK1; MM’syamut seems unlikely.It is not clear which of the women is saying that to which; the translation is under foe assumption that the two statements about the jizya are both from the Muslim woman, and that one is interpreting the other.
become a Muslim.
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639

640.

641.

camels on the mountain paths.* 2 Satan is with the 
[person], hut he is further away from two."* 2* 
Ibn Umar: You will continue doing fine, as long as y^, 
desert-dwellers do not need your civilized dwellers; so whet 
they come to you do not refuse them because of the many 
that will flow (come) to you saying: "How long we have been 
hungry while you have been satisfied, how long we have 
been miserable while you were comfortable, so soothe us 
today!"
Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: You should enjoin the 
good and forbid the evil lest God send the non-Arabs against 
you to strike off your heads, devour your spoils and be [like] a 
lion without fleeing. [142]
Muhammad b. al-Asha'th: There is nothing that cannot 
be alternated 
purse.425
Muhammad b. al-Asha'th: There is nothing that cannot be 
alternated—even the foolish get a turn, and even idiots get 
control over the state.

Sir

even the foolish get a turn in charge of the

a .
■ ■

648-

649.
642.

643. 'Abdallah b.'Amr b. al-'As: Everything has a turn that happens 
to it, so the nobles over the vagabonds (sa'alik) have a turn, 
then the vagabonds and low-lifes have a turn until the end 
of time, when they will alternate with the nobles. When that 
happens, watch out for the Dajjal, then the Hour, "the Hour is 
grievous and bitter."426

644. Ibn 'Abbas concerning His Word, mighty and majestic, "push
ing back its borders,"427 he said: the departure of the best 
people.

650.
651.

Abdallah b. Amr: Among the portents of the Hour are that 
best people would be lowered, while the worst people 

iwuld be raised, and that every people would be ruled by its 
hypocrites.
Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Hour will not arise until those who

, •' • * » > • •'» * *•'  * • *’;.***•>*»: j •

do not weigh a feathersweight on the Day of Resurrection are 
over the people.
'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Prophet said: How Will it be for you 
during a time when the people will be sifted and the chaff of 
the people will remain? When it is like that, take that which 
is good, leave that which is evil, and go to the rule of the elite, 
leaving the rule of the populace.
Abdallah b. Qays: We used to hear that it was said: How will it 
be during a time when if you see twenty men or more, you will 
not see even one among them who fears God. [143] 
'Uqba b.'Amir: The Messenger of God said: Verily, I fear for 
my community milk more than wine. They said: Why is that, 
0 Messenger of God? He said: They will love the milk, then go 
away from the gatherings, and lose them.
Kathir b. Murra: Among the portents of the Hour is that one 
who reigns will not be worthy of it, the lowly will be raised, 
while the lofty will be lowered.
Ka'b: When you see the Arabs scorn the rule of Quraysh, then 
you see the mawali scorning the rule of the Arabs, then you 
see the new Arab Muslims (musallima'j428 of the two lands429 
scorning the rule of the mawali then the portents of the Hour
are coming near.

43 Kister, "Land property andjihad," Journal of the Economic and Social History of the 
Orient 34 (1991), pp. 270-311.

424 Al-Tirmidhi,al-Jdmi‘al-?ahih (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n.d.J, iii, p. 315 (no. 2254). Using the term dawla, which the Abbasids used for their revolution, most probably a hint at diem.426 Q 54:46.427 Q 13:41. no. 1216 for this term. 
robably Syria and Iraq.

K2. Hudhayfa narrated to us a tradition concerning the two red 
ones, and he said: “That is when you are forbidden writing
pens and cushions." [144]
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Refuges from Tribulations

654,

65 5.
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Hebron is a holy hill, since when dissension happened to the Israelites,God inspired His prophets to flee with their religion
Ammar b. Yasir: When you see that Syria is united under h, 

A bi Sufyan {Mu'awiya] then take refuge in Mecca,
Ali: When the rule of the SufyanT appears, none will be saved 

from the trial other than those who can endure a siege.
Said b. Muhajir al-Wisabi430: When the tribulation of the 
Maghrib occurs, then tighten the fronts of your shoes to the 
Yemen, because no other land will protect you from them.

6 s 6. Ibn Abbas: The Prophet said: When a tribulation from 
the west occurs and another from the east, then take refuge 
in the heart of Syria—the interior of the earth is better then 
than its exterior.

657. Ka'b: The interior of the earth on that day is better than its

658. Abu Hurayra: None but every concealed [person] will be saved 

from them—when he appears, he is not known, when he sits 
(is present), he will not be missed (?) 431 or a man praying like 
the prayer of One drowning in the sea.

659. Ka'b: When it is like that, seek for yourself a place in private, 
leave like the ant preparing for winter. Let this be the way you 

behave (or gather), but do not publicize it. [145] Protection 
from that and other things is in Medina and the Hijaz that 

surrounds it The coastlands are safer than other places.
660. Al-Najib b. Sari432: Jesus son of Mary passed by the hill of 

Hebron, and prayed on behalf of its inhabitants three prayers. 
He said: "0 God, whoever is frightened, and comes to it, will be 
safe, let no animals oppress its people, and when the rest of 
the world is suffering a lack, it would not suffer."

661. Al-Wadin b. 'A]a’433: The Messenger of God said: The hill of

430 Said b. Muhajir, lived in Hirns,lst/7th century.431 Comparison with nos. 322, 324, 678 shows that part of this tradition has been garbled.422 Not listed, but probably lived in Him?,/I. 2nd/8th century,ft Lived in Damascus, 147 or 149/764-5 pi 766-7

664.

to the hill of Hebron.
Umayrb. Hani’al-'Ansi434: It reached me that a man from our 
brothers took a residence on the hill of Hebron and he was 
happy with it. It was said to him: "Why is that?" He said; "The 
Egyptians will settle it, either because of the Nile not flooding 
or because of its overflooding, so that they will divide upon 
thehill of Hebron between them with ropes."435
Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah: None but him who endures a siege will 
be saved from its trial, and the refuge from the Sufyani, with 
the permission of God Most High, are three non-Arab cities 
close to the frontierlands: a city called Antioch, a city called 
Coros (Qurus)436 and a city called Samosata.437 The refuge 
from the Byzantines is Mt. Mu'taq.438
Ka'b: Hims is the army-province (jund) whose martyrs will 
intercede for seventy [people], while the people of Damascus 
are known for their green clothes in Paradise. The people of 
al-Urdunn [Jordan] are those who will be in the shadow of the 
Throne on the Day of Resurrection, while the people of Filastln 
are those who God looks at twice each day.

665. Abu Dharr: The Prophet said: "The first of the destruction will 
be in Egypt and Iraq, so then when building has reached [Mt.] 
Sal'439 then go to Syria, 0 Abu Dharr!’ I said: '[But] if they expel 
me from it?’ He said: ‘Follow wherever they lead you.’’ [146]

666. Ka'b: The martyr from the people of Hims will intercede for
1 70,000, while the people of Damascus, God will dress them
I in green garments on the Day of Resurrection. The people

lived in Damascus, killed in Daraya 127 /744.■ Presumably to make claims.Ihe ancient Cyrrhus.
In the mountains close to the Byzantine border.I vocalized as Mu naq in Ibn al-'Adlm, Bughyat al-talab, pp 499-501 (see no I w

1 Mittle to the north of the oasis of Medina.
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of al-Urdunn, God will shadow them in the shadow of His Throne, while the people of Filastln, God looks at them three times each day. [149]440 441

440 Section break for pp. 147-8.441 Near Lydda, the classical Antipatris, where the Umayyads were slaughtered by the 'Abbasids.442 Damra b. Habib al-Zubldi, lived in Hirns,/?. 2nd/8th century.

The Center of Islam is in Syria667. Kathir b. Murra: The Messenger of God said: The center for Islam is Syria; God will lead the pure of His servants to it None but the blessed will be pulled to it, none will be deterred from it other than those tempted. God Most High has His eye on it from the first day of time until the end of time with dew and rain—so even if their wealth gives out, their bread and water will never give out668. Mu'awiya asked Ka'b concerning Hirns and Damascus, so he said: “Damascus is the refuge of the Muslims from the Byzantines, and an ox’s pen in it is better than a large house in Hirns. Whoever desires salvation from the Dajjal, go to the Antipatris River (Nahr Abi Fufrus),443 while whoever wants the dwelling of caliphs, go to Damascus. If you want struggle and jihad, then go to Hirns."669. Ka'b: The refuge of the Muslims from the apocalyptic battles is Damascus, and from the Dajjal is Nahr Abi Fufrus, and from Gog and Magog is the Mount [Sinai].670. Ka'b: "Tribulation overshadows you like the falling of dark night, no house of the Muslims either east or west will remain unentered by it None will be saved from it" He said: "The only ones who will be saved are those who are shadowed by [Mount] Lebanon, what is between it {150] and the sea. This is the safest place for people from this tribulation. When it will be the year 122 [=739-40] my house will be burned," and his house was indeed burned in that year.671. Damra b. Habib442: The safest people from the ‘misfortune’

tribulation are the people of the coast, and the people of the Hijaz.^2. Kathir b. Murra: The Messenger of God said: Is not the center of Islam Syria? And he repeated it three times—God will lead the pure of His servants to it, none but the blessed will be pulled toward it, none deterred from it other than the tempted. God Most High has His eye on it from the first day of time until the end of time with dew and rain, so if their [the Syrians’] wealth gives out, then their bread and water will never give out.^3. Abu al-Zahiryya: In the Book of God Most High [is written] that the earth will be destroyed forty years before Syria, and there will be no thunder or lightening in any other place, until it will be expanded for those who are gathered in it just as the womb is expanded for a child.£74. Ka'b: The most beloved of holy cities to God is Nablus, so there will come upon the people a time when they will divide it among themselves with ropes.575. Miqdam b. Ma'dikarib: The Messenger of God said: There will come upon the people a time when nothing but dinars and dirhams will benefit them.576. Companions of Muhammad: The Prophet said: The refuge of the Muslims from the apocalyptic battles is a city called Damascus, in a land called al-Ghufa (valley of Damascus].677. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The most felicitous of people during the tribulations is one concealed, clean, so if he appears, he is not known, but if he disappears he is not missed. The most miserable of the people during it is every enthusiastic preacher, or rider, placing [his saddle]. None will be saved from their [the tribulations'] evil other than one whose prayeris sincere like that of one drowning in the sea.‘Abdallah b. ‘Amr: The Prophet said: When it is like that, take that with which you are familiar, and leave what you reject, and go to the rule of the elite, and leave the rule of the populace. [151]Ibn ‘Abbas passed by them while he was going fast after his
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sight had been afflicted, so he encroached, then said: “Where I is lram (Damascus)?” I443 said: "Your road is to the west, at 1

* tynan.fl 2nd/8th century.

approximately twelve miles.” He said: "And how far am I from Ial-Surat?” 1 said: "Such-and-such miles.” He said: "Do you have I any knowledge of Tyre and Qarin?” 1 said: "Yes, 1 am knowl- Iedgeable about them both.” He said: "Is it possible to purchase 1them?” 1 said: “No.” He said: "Why?” 1 said: "They belong to a man who does not have a residence in this area. He got them from relatives of his, so they are among his tribe, and he will never have a dwelling upon them.” He said: "Who is that?” I said: "Rawhb.Zinba.1,444 So he was silent, then 1 asked him: "May God have mercy on you, so tell me, what is this about?” So he said: "It is as if 1 see the camps at the end of time like the stars around lram, so the best and most comfortable dwellings for the Muslims on that day will be Tyre and Qarin.”680. Abu Said al-Khudari: The Prophet said: It is on the verge of being true that the best type of wealth for a man would be flocks to follow on the peaks of mountains, or mountain-paths or rainy-places, by which he would flee with his religion from the tribulations.681. Abdallah: The best wealth for a man on that day will be his horse, and his weapons, to disappear with them wherever he disappears.682. 'Uqba b. 'Amir: The Prophet said: "I am more afraid of milk for my community than wine."445 They said: “Why is that, 0 Messenger of God?” He said: "They will love the milk, and be distant from the gatherings (mosques?), and thus lose them."683. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: It is on the point of being true that the best wealth for the Muslim would be flocks
w It is not clear who is speaking.

444 See I. Hasson, “Le chef judhamite Rawh ibn Zinbac," Studio Islamica 77 (19931 dd

95-122. 1* Compare the questions about the Muslim community in al-Tabari, Jami' al-bavan 
(story of the Night Journey). " P’ *

follow on the peaks of mountains, and the rainy-places, Ling with his religion from the tribulations.^b.'Abdallah: When a man in Egypt threw his head to m ground during the dissension of Ibn al-Zubayr, another man came to him, and said: “What are you telling yourself, O libu al-Dunya?” He said: 1152] “1 am thinking about what has befallen the people.” He said: “God has saved you from those [tribulations] by your thinking about them—who is it who asks God, then He does not give it? Or relies upon Him, but He does not suffice?”$5. 'Abdallah: The best form of wealth on that day is a good horse and good weapons, by which the servant can disappear wherever he disappears.$6. Shurahbil b. Muslim al-Khawlani446 from his father: It was said: Whoever lives in the tribulation, let him speak with a soft voice during it.I (ffl. lbn]awus:The Messenger of God said: The best of people in the tribulations is a man who takes the head of his horse,causing the enemy to fear, and fearing them or a man who withdras, fulfilling the duties of God Most High that are incumbent upon him.688. IbnKhuthaym: The Messenger of God said: The best of people (luringthe tribulations is a man who eats from the spoils of his sword in the path of God, or a man on a mountain-peak eating from the milk of his flocks.689. 'Awnb.'Abdallah: There will be matters, so whoever is pleased with them of those who are absent from them is like the one who witnessed them, but whoever dislikes them of those who witnessed them is like one who is absent from them.WO. Abdallah: A man who witnesses disobedience being done, then dislikes it, is like the one who is absent from it, while the one who is absent from it, but is pleased with it, is like the one who witnesses it.
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691. Ibn Mas'ud: When you see a wrong, and you are unable to change it, then it is sufficient for you that God Most High knows that you dislike it in your heart.692. It was said to 'All b. Abi Jalib: "What is *a doze’ (al-nawma)?" He said: "A man who is silent during the tribulation, so that he reveals nothing."693. 'Ali: Every believer who dozes outwardly at that time will be saved. [153]

0

The First Portent will be the Portent of the Berbers and the 
Westerners694. Abu Qubayl: When you come to this pulpit, then you will read [a letter belonging] to the servant of God 'Abdallah, the Commander ofthe Believers, then you are about to hear about the servant of God, 'Abd al-Rahman, the Commander of the Believers.447695. Abu Qubayl: When [a letter] Is read on the pulpit of Egypt from the servant of God 'Abdallah, the Commander of the Believers, it will not be long until you read from servant of God, 'Abd al-Rahman, the Commander of the Believers, the master ofthe Maghrib, who is the worst of those who reigned.696. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman that he said to a group of the Egyptians: When a letter comes to you from the direction of the east, reading it to you from the servant of God 'Abdallah, the Commander of the Believers, then expect that you about to receive another letter from the west (Maghrib) to be read to you from the servant of God, 'Abd al-Rahman, the Commander ofthe Believers. By the One who holds the soul of Hudhayfa in His hands, you and them will fight at the bridge,448 and they will expel you from the land of Egypt and the land of

w 'Abd al-Rahman al-Dakhil, the first Umayyad ruler of Andalus (75 7-88). Assuming 
that is the correct identification, the first 'Abdallah would be either al-Mansur or 
al-Mahdi. For that formula "the servant of God 'Abdallah" see Hoyland Semi 
/s/am, pp. 690 (Mu awiya), 701 (al-Walid I). ? ' 3w The bridge across the Nile at Fusfaf (Cairo).

^village by village, and an Arab woman will be sold on the Damascus road for 15 dirhams.^thab.Tamim al-Tanukhi449: [154] Dominion will belong to 'Abbasids until a letter will reach you in Egypt from the servant of God,'Abdallah, the Commander of the Believers, yjhen this happens then it is the first [sign] of the removal of (heir dominion, and the end of their period.lsina tl b. al-'Ala* b. Muhammad al-Kalbl on the authority of liisfather450: When a letter belonging to the 'Abbasids is read at the first part of the day from the servant of God 'Abdallahthe Commander of the Believers, then expect a letter to be read to you at the end of the day from the servant of God' Abd al-Rahman the Commander of the Believers.$9. Kah: When a man from the 'Abbasids reigns who is called 'Abdallah, who will be the final 'ayn among them451—with [thisletter] they will open and with it they will close—he is the key to the sword of annihilation, so when a letter belonging to him is read in Syria from the servant of God 'Abdallah the Commander ofthe Believers, it will not be long until a letter to be read will reach you upon the pulpit of Egypt from the serv- l ant of God'Abd al-Rahman the Commander of the Believers.When it is like that, the easterners and the westerners will race to Syria like two running horses, seeing that the dominionwill not be complete for whoever does not hold Syria. Each will say: "Whoever dominates it, will gain the dominion.”700. Jubayr b. Nufayr452: Woe to the servant of God from the servant of God; woe to 'Abdallah from 'Abd al-Rahman.701. Al-Zuhri: When the yellow flags enter Egypt and have gathered on the bridge, then expect that the easterners will mobi-| lize together with the westerners, and they will fight seven 
days in it [Egypt]. There will be blood between them the like of

* Lived in Syria, fl 2nd/8th century.

8 Unknown.

® Hie final one called 'Abdallah, which would be al-Mahdi.
s A Syrian relater of tradition, d. 80/699-700.
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which was during all of the tribulations, but defeat will be for Ithe easterners, until they will retreat to Ramla453 I I702. Habib b. Salih45*: Verily, a man called 'Abd al-Rahman will \ appear leading the westerners until he ascends the pulpit of 1 Hims. 1i i703. Abu Hassan b. Tawba455: It is necessary that three of the I 'Abbasids rule, all of them with names beginning in 'ayn. [155] 1The Appearance of the Berbers and the Westerners 1704. Al-Walid b. Muslim: One who heard the messenger of al-Walid I b. Yazid to Constantine [V] heard al-Walid b. Yazid saying. 1 "When the Turks appear against the supporters of the black 1 banners, then fight them. The pack-saddles of your mounts I will not be able to dry until the westerners appear.” j705. 'lsma b. Qays al-Sulami, the Companion of the Messenger ofGod, that he would take refuge in God from the tribulation of the east It was said: "And the west?" He said: That is greater

708.

and more overwhelming.” (1)706. Ibn al-Musayyib: It is necessary for the westerners to have a turn, a turn of unbelief.707. Ka'b or one who narrated on the authority of Muhammad b. Ka'b al-Qurazi456: The westerners will reign, but they will be the worst of those who reign. [156]Abu Qubayl: The ruler of the Maghrib is 'Abd al-Rahman, but he is the worst of those who reign.Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: There is no creation under the canopy of the heavens worse than the Berbers. It is more preferable for me to donate the attachment of a whip in the path of God than to free 100 Berber slaves.Abu Qubayl: 'A'isha that she was ordered to give charity, so
709.
710.

•1

she said to the Messenger: Do not give anything of it to aBerber, even for you to have the dogs feed him.gab: The "strange" [tribulation] is the “blind” one, its people are rough, naked, not giving God His due, treading the earth like cattle which are threshing, so take refuge in God lest you would live during that time.j, Tubay :The ruler of the west (Maghrib) is 'Abd al-Rahman b. Hind,457 who has a long beard, and at his vanguard there is a man named Satan (Shay^an)458—woe to whoever kills under his flag, his destination is hell.113. M-Saqar b. Rustum459 mawla of Maslamab. 'Abd al-Malik460:1 heard Maslamab.'Abd al-Malik saying: "The westerners will rule Hims sixteen months,” so it is as if 1 can see him affirming sixteen [months].114. Sa id b. Muhajir al-Wisabi: When it is the tribulation of the i west, then fasten the fronts of your shoes for the Yemen, for I no other country is protected. (1)I 115. lsma b. Qays,461 Companion of the Prophet, that he used toI take refuge from the tribulation of the east, then from theI tribulation of the west, during his prayer.I 716. Ibn 'Abbas: The Prophet said: 1 warn you from a tribulation that will come from the east then a tribulation that will come from the west [157]117. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Evil has been divided into seventy parts, but sixty-nine parts were placed among the Berbers, and only one among the rest of the people.718. Some elders: The Messenger of God said: The Berber women are better than their men a prophet was sent to them, but
43 Capital of the province of Filaspn.
454 Habib b. Salih al-Jal, lived in Hims, d. 147/764.
43 See no. 548.
456 A descendent of the Jewsh Banu Qurayza lived 

d. 117/735.
tn Kufa, then moved to Medina,

« Presumably 'Abd al-Rahman I, whose mother was not named Hind, however. Perhaps the allusion is to a typical Umayyad female name.9 Compare 1227 where the commander from the west is said to be son of a demon. « Lived in Damascus,/!. 2nd/8th century.« Hie most famous and dedicated Umayyad commander against the Byzantines during the period 710-38.« lsmab.Qays al-Hawzani, Companion,/!. lst/7th century.
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they killed him, then the women took care of him and buried him.462

462 Probably an ethnicslur, butnote theanonymous Mafakhiral-Barbar (c.705/1305) (Ribat: Dar Abi Raqraq, 2005), p. 174 for pseudo-prophets among the Berbers.463 Mock Greek.
** See no. 1354 for the meaning of this appellation, which could also be "fie" The text reads 'Abdallah b. 'Abd al-Rahman, which is inconsistent with the 

previous versions. IU1

A
719. Anas b. Malik: 1 came to the Messenger of God when 1 had a Berber slave with me, so the Messenger of God said: The people of this fellow, a prophet came to them before me, but they slaughtered him, cooked and ate his flesh, and drank his juices.720. Some elders who participated in the conquest of Hims: The Byzantines who were in Hims used to be afraid of the Berbers, andsay woe-s is-syou-s from the Berbers.463 Safwan said: They used to call Hims “the date’’464 saying: "Woe to you, 0 date from the Berbers." [158] >

The Corruption and Fighting of the Berbers in Syria and Egypt, 
and whoever fights them, and the end of their appearance, and 

the evil conduct that will happen at their hands721. Abu Qubayl: The ruler of the Maghrib, the Marwanids and Quda a will gather together against the black banners in the heart of Syria.722. Hudhayfa: When the servant of God {son of}465 'Abd al-Rahman comes to you from the west, you and they will fight at the bridge, and there will be 70,000 killed. They will expel you from the land of Egypt and the land of Syria village by village. An Arab woman will be sold on the Damascus road for twenty- five dirhams, then they will enter the land of Hims, and stay there eighteen months, dividing up the wealth in it. They will kill male and female in it, and then the most evil man overshadowed by the heavens will come out against them, fight them, and defeat them, forcing them into the land of Egypt. 

[-Saqarb. Rustum: I heard Maslama b.' Abd al-Mahk say: The /esterners will rule Hims sixteen months.Audhayfa: When the westerners enter the land of Egypt, and stay in it for such-and-such [a time] they will kill and take its people captive. On that day the mourning [women] will rise, crying, crying about their sexual abuse, crying, crying about their humiliation after their haughty [station}, crying, crying about the killing of their children, crying, crying about the killing of their men, crying, crying desirous of their graves. [159} 5, AbuWahb al-Kala i: When the westerners appear, and become powerful, then the Arabs will come out against them, and all of the Arabs will gather in the land of Syria under four banners: a banner for Quraysh and those with them, a banner for Qays and those with them, a banner for Yemen and those with them, and a banner for Quda a and those with them. So the Arabs will say to Quraysh: "Advance and fight for your dominion or else go,” so Quraysh will advance and fight, but not accomplish anything. Then Qays will advance and fight but not accomplish anything, then Yemen will advance and not accomplish anything. Then Abu Wahb struck the shoulder of Khalid b. Zuhayr al-Kalbl and said: "Your banner and the banner of your tribal confederation [Quda'a], the Piebald and Speckled on that day, by God, will be victorious over them!” Al-Walid said: On that day Quda'a will be victorious over I the westerners, and among them those who followed them, then the tribes will pivot and fight the easterners.726. Al-Zuhri: The supporters of the black banners and the supporters of the yellow banners will meet in battle at the bridge, and fight until they reach Filaspn. The Sufyan! will attack the easterners, so when the westerners descend upon al-Urdunn, their commander will die. Then they will divide up into three groups: one group will return to where they came from, one group will go on pilgrimage, and one group will be constant and the Sufyani will fight them, and defeat them, so they will enter into his service.
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727. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: The first of the westerners will enter the mosque of Damascus, and while they are gazing at its wonders, the earth will tremble, so the western part of the mosque will sink, and a village called Harasta will be swallowed up by the earth. Then the Sufyan! will appear in the midst of this, and kill them until he expels them to Egypt. Then he will return to fight the easterners until he returns them to Iraq.728. Ka'b: When the Berbers appear and descend upon Egypt, there will be two conflicts between them: one in Egypt, andone inFilaspn. While this is happening they will be besieging Hims, so woe to it from them! A fierce snow will hit them in it forty days, which will almost cause them to perish. Then they will conquer it, enter it and then expel everything between the western part and the bridge until the middle of the city. Then they will ride from it [160] and camp at Lake Famiya,466 or close to it by a league. The people will come out against them, and they will kill them—their leader will be a man from the descendants of Ishmael. They will be killed in a village called Umm al-'Arab.467 Then a rebellious man will rise up, " t kill the free, enslave the offspring, and slit the bellies of the

464 The classical Apamea, located close to Hims.
* Possibly the present-day town of Umm al-Kasab, to the west of Hirns.

I women. He will defeat the gathering twice, then perish. Verilya woman of Quraysh will be slaughtered, while in it there will be Hashemite women whose bellies will be slit.729. Al-Zuhri: When the black banners differed amongst themselves, the yellow banners will come to them, and they will gather at the bridge of the Egyptians. The easterners and the westerners will fight for seven days, then there will be defeat for the easterners, such that they descend upon Ramla. Something will occur between the Syrians and the westerners, so the westerners will be angered, and say: We came to help you! Then they will do what they do, but God will divide 464 *
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beween them and the easterners. So they will plunder you (the Syrians) because of the paucity of the Syrian population on that day in their eyes. Then the Sufy ani will appear, and the people of Syria will follow him, and fight the easterners.Elders: The people of Hims will be the most miserable of allthe Syrians with the Berbers.0. Kab-The most submissive and happy of the army-provinces ofSyria with the yellow banners will be the people of Damascus; the most miserable of the Syrians will be the people of Hims, so they will overflow from Syria the way water overflows a flask.Kab:By the One who holds my soul in His hand, the Berbers will destroy Hims in the latter of two flattenings—during the latter of which they will pull out the nails from the doors of its houses. They will have a battle in Filaspn, then they will go forth from Hims to Lake Famiya or below it by a league, whereupon a rebel [khariji) will appear against them and kill them.IB. Ka'b: When the Maghrib is victorious over Egypt and the interior of the earth at that time is better than the exterior for the people of Syria, woe to the two army-provinces of Filas^m and al-Urdunn, and the land of Hims, from the Berbers, who will be striking with their swords to the gate for perfume (?),468 while the ruler of the Maghrib is a man from Kinda, who is lame.469734. Hassan470 or another: It is said: When the yellow flags reach Egypt, then flee to the land of your effort,471 so when it reaches you that they have descended upon Syria, which is the navel, if you can find a ladder to the heavens, or a hole in the groundin which to go then do so. [161]735. Hassan b.'Ajiyya: He would say: When you see the yellow banners, then the interior of the earth is better than its exterior.
* Seems that it should be Bab al-'Atar, but in BL it is bab lil-'afar.

“Seenos.809,820,919.
n Hassanb. 'Ajiyya al-Muharibi, lived in Damascus, a mawla.fl. 2nd/8th century. 
n The Hijaz.
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736. Ka'b: The Berbers will descend from the black ships, then they will come out with their swords, following [the road] until they enter Hims. It has reached me that their slogan that day will be: "0 Hims! 0 Hims!"• • • •737. Ka'b: When the Berbers leave Hims for [Lake] Famiya, God will compel them to go on foot, and He will send a disease against their mounts so all will perish. Then he will expel them with rinder-pest and a stomach infection, so they will flee to the western part of the Black Mountain (Jabal al-Aswad),472 and seek shelter there. But the Muslims will follow them, and kill them in a great slaughter until one man from them [the Muslims] would kill seventy or less than that, and none but a few would escape.738. Ka'b: When you see the yellow flags descending on Alexandria, then descending on the navel of Syria, at that time a village of Damascus, called al-Harasta will be swallowed up by the earth.739. Ka'b: The Egyptians will divide up al-Jawn473 with ropes among themselves, which will be because of the Nile not flooding or overflooding.740. Shu'ayb from his father: I entered in to 'Abdallah b. 'Umar when al-Hajjaj besieged the Ka'ba, then heard him say: When the black banners come from the east, and the yellow banners from the west, so that they will meet in battle in the navel of Syria, then will be the trial, then will be the trial!741. Sulayman b. 'Afa' b. Yazid al-Laythi474 from the wife of his father: I heard his father say this.742. Al-Najib b. al-Sari: The westerners will have two appearances: one in which they will end up at the bridge of FusJaJ, fastening their horses on it, and another to Syria.743. 'Umar b. al-Kha$ab said [162] to man from the Egyptians: The
472 The Amanus Mountains, today the Nuayri Mountains, along the coast of Syria.473 Perhaps the black ships mentioned above no. 736.474 Unidentified.

Andalusians will come to you, such that they will fight you at Wasim.Uqba b. 'Amir al-Juhani475; When the westerners appear, the Byzantines will follow them, so Alexandria, Egypt and coastal Syria will be destroyed.145. Ibn Abbas: When tribulation approaches from the east and tribulation from the west, so they meet in the heart of Syria, then the interior of the earth is better than its exterior.746. Abdallah that he ascended his house, and gazed toward Kufa, and said: "It will be completely destroyed by a people that will surround it coming from the west."747. Al-Najib b. al-Sari: 'Abd al-Rahman will appear leading the people of the Maghrib when the Byzantines have already taken over Alexandria, so they are in it, then they will fight them [the Byzantines], defeat them, and expel them from it.748. Elders: The Byzantines who were in Hims used to fear the Berbers for it, and would say: "Woe to you, O date, from the Berbers,” meaning "Woe to you, 0 Hims from the Berbers!"749. Ka'b: When the black banners and the yellow banners meet at the navel of Syria, then the interior of the earth is better than its exterior.750. Safwan476: The Berbers will pull the gates of Hims away from [the walls] beside them.751. Al-Zuhri: When the easterners and the westerners with theyellow banners gather in Egypt, they will fight at the bridgefor seven days, then reach Ramla.752. Ibn Mas'ud: When a Fihri (from Quraysh) man appears gathering the Berbers, a man will appear from the progeny of Abu Sufyan. When it reaches the Mahdi that he has appearedthey will divide into three groups: one ;roup returning, onegroup remaining steadfast with him [163] going to Syria, and one group to the Hijaz, they will meet in the Valley of
R Companion, lived in Egypt, d. 58/677-8.* Probably Safwan b. 'Abdallah al-Jumahi.
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the Sea-Onions (Wadi al-'Unsul)477 in Syria, and defeat the Berbers, then fight the Syrians.

477 Unidentified.478 The Sufyani.479 To the south of Damascus, traditionally one of the end-points of the caravan route from Arabia.480 Close to the jordan River, destroyed by an earthquake January 18,749.481 Unidentified, but presumably in or close to the northern Jordan Valley, below the Sea of Galilee.482 Near the present-day Golan Heights on the road to Damascus.483 To the south of Damascus, although there are many sites called al-Khirba in theregion.

753. Arfat: When the yellow and black banners collide at the navel of Syria, woe to its dwellers from the defeated army, then woe to it from the defeating army, then woe to it from the ugly, cursed one.478754. Arfat b. al-Mundhir: The Berbers will come until they descend between Filaspn and al-Urdunn. Then groups from the east and from Syria will come to them, which will all camp at al-Jabiya479 A man will appear from the progeny of Sakhr (the Sufyan!) in [a time of] weakness, then the armies of the Maghrib will meet in the pass of Beth-Shean (Baysan)480 but he will turn them away from it, then he will meet them the next day, and turn them away from it, so they will retreat beyond it Then he will meet them on the third day, and turn them away to the Spring of the Wind ('Ayn al-RIh)481 where the [news of the] death of their leader will come to them.Then they will divide into three groups: one group which will apostatize, one group will go to the Hijaz, and one group that will join al-Sakhri, so go to the remainder of their gathering, until he comes to the Pass of Afiq.482 They will meet there, and the Sakhri will prevail over them, so then they will incline toward gatherings of the east and Syria, to meet them. They will prevail over them between al-Jabiya and the Ruin (al- Khirba),483 until the horses wade in blood. The Syrians will kill their leader, so they will retreat joining the Sakhri, so he

^11 enter Damascus, and use it as an example (by killing its
P Blackened banners will appear from the east, and descend upon Kufa, as their leader will be concealed there, but no one will know his hiding place.484 This army will be unsuccessful, then the man who was hiding appear in the center of the valley, and take charge of that army. The reason for his appearance will be rage at what the Sakhri has done to the people of his house. So he will lead the armies of the east towards Syria, and [the news of] his setting out will reach the Sakhri, so he will send the troops of the easterners to him, and they will meet in battle at Mount Hasa (Jabal al-Hasa).485 A great many will perish between the two of them, but the easterner will turn back, and the Sakhri will follow him and catch up with him at Carchemish (Qirqisiya) at the meeting place of the two rivers [theTigris and the Euphrates].They will meet [in battle] and endurance (sabr) will be denied them—among the armies ofthe easterner seven out of ten will be killed. Then the Sakhri will enter Kufa, and treat its people horribly. He will dispatch an army from the westerners to the eastern troops that are in front of him, so they will bring him their captives. He will be occupied in this when news will come to him ofthe appearance of the Mahdi in Mecca, so he will send an expedition from Kufa which will be swallowed up by the earth.155. Arfat: Between the westerners and the easterners there will be seven days at the bridge of Fusfaf. Then [164] they will meet at al-'Arish,486 and the defeat will be for the easterners, so they will reach al-Urdunn. Then the Sufyani will appear afterwards, and the Byzantines who were in Hims. They had

* Possibly a reference to the 'Abbasid strategist Abu Salama who indeed was hiding in Kufa.8 Near Aleppo.* Close to Gaza in the northern Sinai, on the road between Egypt and Syria. •
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been afraid for it from the Berbers, so they would say: "0 date, be warned about the Berbers!"756. Al-Najib: 'Abd al-Rahman will appear leading the westerners, after the Byzantines had already taken over Alexandria, since they were in it, so they will fight them, and defeat them, and expel them from it.757. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Evil was divided into seventy parts, and sixty-nine were placed among the Berbers, but one among the rest of the people.758. Some elders: The Messenger of God said: The Berber women are better than their menthey killed him, but the women took care of him, and buried him.759. Anas b. Malik: I came to the Messenger of God, when a Berber slave was with me, so the Prophet said: "The people of this fellow, a prophet before me came to them, but they slaughtered him, cooked him and ate his flesh, and drank his juices.”760. Ka'b: When the black and yellow banners meet at the navel of Syria, the interior of the earth is better than its exterior. Saiwan said: "The Berbers will rip the doors of Hims off, in addition to everything else." [165]

a prophet was sent to them, so

762.

The Description of the Sufyani, His Name and Ancestry761. An elder who had lived during the jahiliyya: The beginning of the Sufyan! will be his appearance from a village to the west of Syria called Andra, leading seven men.487Abu Ja'far: The Sufyani will reign the [length of] a woman’s pregnancy.Ibn al-Hanafiyya: Between the appearance of the black banner from Khurasan, Shu'ayb b. Salih, the appearance of the Mahdi, and when the rule in its entirety will be given over to the Mahdi is seventy-two months.Ibn Masud: A star will appear, then a man blind in one eye

763.

764.
437 Presumably in northwestern Jordan, near the Dry Valley.

the book OF tribulations I

in Jerusalem |Hyd'), then there will be swallowingII move in jerubdicm by the earth afterwards.1 ja'far: He will be squinty-eyed.Jayman b. 'Isa488: It has reached me that the Sufyani will reign three and a half years.^b: He will reign the [length of] a woman’s pregnancy, his r name is'Abdallah b.Yazid, and he is [called] al-Azhar Son of the Kalbite Woman, or al-Zuhri Son of the Kalbite Woman, the ugly one, the Sufyani.0 a'‘^z'iar S°n °f the Kalbite Woman will enter Kufa wherea malignant growth will afflict him. So he will depart from it, but die on the road. Then another man will appear from them between al-Ta'if and Mecca, or between [166] Mecca and Medina, from Shabab, Tibaq and Shajar in the Hijaz,489 very ugly in appearance, with a broad head, weak forearms, cross-eyed, and there will be a crash during his time.Artat: The Sufyan! who will die, the one who will fight from the first the black banners and the yellow banners in the navel of Syria, his appearance is from al-Mandarun490 to the east of Baysan, on a red camel, with a crown, defeating the gathering twice, then he will perish. He will receive the head-tax (jizya), take offspring captive, and slit open the bellies of pregnant women.M Ka'b: His rule is for nine or seven months.JJli Damra and Dinar b. Dinar491: His rule will be [the length of a] pregnancy.
Ill Muhammadb. Ja'far b. 'All492: The Sufyan! is from the progeny of Khalid b. Yazidb. Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan, a man with a huge
® Probably lived in Daraya, said to have been knowledgable concerning the tribulations according to no. 1144, fl. 2nd/8th century.0 Kot attested.0 In the area of northeastern J ordan, near Ajlun.81A mawld of'Abd al-Malik, commanded the summer raids during the 740s with Aban b. al-Walid.s Perhaps the “caliph” of the 200/815-16 rising in Mecca, great-grandson of al-Husayn.
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head, on his face the scars of smallpox, and in his eye a white dot. He will appear from the direction of the city of Damascus, from a valley called the Dry Valley (Wadi al-Yabis)493 leading seven men, with one of them having a commissioned flag, known as the Victory Flag. They will go before him for thirty miles; everyone who sees this flag and wants to attack it willbe defeated.773. Elders: The Sufyani will appear from Wadi al-Yabis, the ruler of Damascus will come out to him to fight him, but when he sees his flag, he will be defeated.774. 'Abd al-Quddus494: The governor of Damascus on that day will be a governor [appointed by] the 'Abbasids.775. Damra: The Sufyani is a white man, with curly hair; whoever receives any of his wealth it will be a red-hot stone in his belly on the Day of Resurrection.776. Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah495: A man from the progeny of Abu Sufyan will appear from the Dry Valley leading red banners, with weak forearms, and calves, a long neck, and very yellow, on his [forehead] will be the sign of worship.496 [167]777. Jubayrb. Nufayr: Woe to 'Abd al-Rahman from 'Abdallah, woe to 'Abdallah from 'Abd al-Rahman!778. Abu'Ubaydab.al-Jarrah: The Messenger of God said: This rule will remain standing in justice until a man from the Umayyads defiles it779. Muhammad b. 'Ali: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: A man from the descendants of Abu Sufyan will rend apart Islam in a way that no one will ever be able to repair.780. 'Azra b. Qays497: A man rose to Khalid b. al-Walid, when

he was speaking in Syria, and said: ‘The tribulations have appeared/ but Khalid said: 'As long as Ibn al-Khaftab is alive, no. This will only happen when the people sin towards me, and sin to me.’498 Then the man began to mention the earth, and that there was no likeness upon it of the one who fled to it, then no one could find him, and at that time would be the tribulations.
781. Ka'b: The name oftheSufyani is'Abdallah. [168]

Beginning of the Appearance of the Sufyani782. Abu Qubayl: A man from the Hashemites will reign, and kill the Umayyads, so that none but a few will remain, not killing anyone else. Then a man from the Umayyads will appear and kill one out of every two men, not leaving any but the women,499 then the Mahdi will emerge.783. Khalid b. Ma'dan: The Sufyani will emerge with three reeds in his hand—anyone who he strikes with them dies.784. Elders: The Sufyani will be approached in a dream, where it will be said: "Rise and emerge!" So he will rise, but not find anyone, then he will be approached a second time, and it will be said to him like the first, then it will be said to him a third time: “Rise and emerge! So look to see who is at the door of your house." So he will descend at the third [time] to the door of his house, and behold! There are seven men or nine, with a flag, so they will say: “We are your supporters." So he will emerge leading them, and the people of the villages around the Dry Valley will follow him. The ruler of Damascus will emerge to him, to meet him and fight him, but when he sees
“ In present-day northwestern Jordan.** Probably'Abd al-Quddus b. al-Hajjaj al-Khawlani, lived in Hims, d. 222/837.ws Probably al-Harith b. 'Abdallah al-Makhzumi, grandson of Abraha, lived in Basra, JI. lst/7 th century.w Presumably the permanent bruise on the forehead that develops from constant prayers.*” Correcting from Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, xxxx, p. 311, see no. 52 (note the similar content of die tradition).

his banner, he will be defeated. The governor of Damascus on that day will be an' Abbasid.’85. Abu 'Ubayda b. al-Jarrah: The Prophet said: This rule will
section is corrupt, reading with MM; as SZ and DKI read tadanat li wa-danat II

Q7:127 (concerning Pharaoh and his killing of Israelite men, leaving the women).
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remain standing in justice until a man from the Umayyads defiles it.786. Abu Qubayl: The Sufyani is the evilest of those who have reigned, he will kill the learned ('u/ama') and the people of merit, annihilating them. He will seek help by them, so whoever refuses he will kill them.
787. Ibn [169] Mas'ud: A man blind in one eye will move in Jerusalem, with much killing, and allowing taking of captives. He is the one who will send the army to Medina.788. All b. Abi Talib: A man from the descendants of Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan will emerge leading sevenmen, with one of them having a commissioned flag, known as the Victory Flag. He will go before him at the distance of thirtymiles, and no one who sees that flag will be undefeated.789. Abu Subhan: During the time of Hisham, you did not see any Sufyanis until the westerners came; so if you see him emerge climbing the pulpit of Damascus, it is nothing until you seethewesterners.790. Tubay': When there is the crash in Syria before the wasteland, then there will be no wasteland500 and no Sufyani.791. Al-Layth501: There was a crash in Tiberias, so people woke up because of it even in FustaJ, throwing off wings (aftershocks) but the center was Tiberias.502792. Abu Habib: The Messenger of God said: The emergence ofthe Sufyani is after [1]39 [=756-7].793. Ibn 'Abbas: When the emergence of the Sufyani happens in[1]37 his reign will be twenty-eight months, but if he emergesin [1]39 then his reign will be nine months.794. Arjat: During the second time of the Sufyani there will be the
SM Where the Sufyani’s army will be swallowed up."* Probably al-Layth b. Sa'd al-Fahmi, Egyptian (although according to tradition of Persian descent, see al-MizzI, Tahdhib, vi, p. 184), one ofthe major jurisprudents, d. 176 or 177/792 or 793.SK Most likely this was the great earthquake of January 18,749.

crash, such that every people will think that what was next to it was destroyed. [170]The Three Flags795. Arjat: When the Turks and the Byzantines gather together and a village close to Damascus is swallowed up by the earth, a group falls from the western side ofthe mosque of Damascus, three banners will be raised in Syria: that of the Speckled One, the Piebald One, and the Sufyani. A man will besiege Damascus, but he and those with him will be killed. Then two men will appear from the progeny of Abu Sufyan, and the victorywill be for the second of these. So when the supplies of the Speckled One proceed from Egypt, the Sufyani with his army will be victorious over them, and kill the Turks and the Byzantines at Carchemish, such that the beasts of the earth will be sated with their flesh. [171]The Flags that will disperse in the Lands of Egypt and Syria, and other [countries], and the Sufyani and his Victory over them796. An elder who had lived at the time of the jahiliyya, whose eyebrows had fallen over his eyes: When the black banners differ, then they will divide into three groups: one will call for the Sons of Fapima, one will call for the 'Abbasids, while one will call for themselves.797. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: When they differ among themselves then three banners will be raised in Syria, a banner for the Speckled One, a banner for the Piebald One and a banner for the Sufyani.798. Abu Ja'far: When their beliefs have differed, and the malevolenthorn has risen, there will only be a short while until the Speckled One will emerge in Egypt, killing the people until they reach Iram (Damascus). Then the ugly one will rise against him, and there will be a great apocalyptic war between them. Then the cursed Sufyani will appear, and many will appear with him. Before that twelve known banners will be raised
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in Kufa, and a man from the descendents of al-Husayn will be killed calling for his father. Then the Sufyan! will scatter his armies.799. Dhu al-Qariyat503: The people will differ concerning four men:two in Syria, a man from the family of al-Hakam, blue-eyed, piebald, and a man from Mudar, short, tyrannical, and thein Mecca—those arethe four.800. Muhammad b. 'All: Four will be killed in Syria, all of them children of caliphs: a man from the Marwanids, a man from the family of Abu Sufyan, he said: The Sufyan! [172] will be victorious over the Marwanids, and kill them. Then the Marwanids will follow him, but he will kill them. He will then advance towards the easterners and the 'Abbasids until he enters Kufa.801. Abu Jafar: The Sufyan! will contend with one of the Marwanids in Damascus, and be victorious over the Marwanid and kill him. Then he will kill the Marwanids for three months, then advance towards the east, until he enters Kufa.802. Al-Walid: A mawla of Khalid b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya informed me that he will emerge from Kufa because of a sickness that will afflict him in it, so he will die between Arak and Tadmur,504 from a frailty that will afflict him.803. Ka'b: The worst of the people of that time will gather for al-Saffah, until when they are where they can see their enemy, since they will think wrongly that they are the ones who are attacking their lands, the head of their tyrants previously unknown will advance—he is a rotund man with curly hair, cross-eyed, with eyebrows overhanging, jaundiced (mis/dr).505 When he considers al-Mansur at the end of that year, in which he will gather the worst of the people of that time for al-Saffah,
503 Dhu al-Qariyat al-Himyari, possibly a Companion, close to Kab, lived in Syria,/I. 1 st/ 7 th century.501 On the desert route between Damascus and 'Iraq.505 This form is not attested in Lane, but iv, p. 1008 (right col.), lists sufar "a disease as a consequence of which one becomes yellow."

al-Mansur will die naturally, they will have dispersed to many countries.When the news reaches them, they will strike wherever they can, seeking to follow 'Abdallah, but the Sufyan! will return
they will gather in a way that none has gathered according to the knowledge of God Most High previously. Then he willintercept an expedition from Kufa, even though that expeditionwill come from Basra, so at that most its people will perish either from fire or drowning, and there will be a swallowing up by the earth in Kufa.When there is the expedition from the Maghrib, there will be a small battle, so woe at that time for 'Abdallah from'Abdallah, who will rise up in Hims, set Damascus alight, and a man will emerge in Filasfin who will be victorious over those who oppose him—the destruction of the easterners will be athis hands. He will reign for [the length of] a woman's pregnancy, and three armies belonging to him will be sent to Kufa and Basra, by which houses of Quraysh will be struck, [but] they will be saved on that very day.804. 'Ali: When the supporters of the black banners differ one of the villages of Iram (Damascus) will be swallowed up by the earth, and the western side of its [Damascus'] mosque will fall. Then three banners will emerge in Syria, that of the Piebald, the Speckled One, and the Sufyan!, so the Sufyan! will emerge from Syria, the Speckled One from Egypt, and the Sufyan! will be victorious over them.805. Dhu al-Qariyat: The people will differ in Safar, and the peoplewill divide into four ;roups: one man in Mecca, the one whotakes refuge there, two men in Syria, one of them is the Sufyam, and the other from the descendants of al-Hakam, blue-eyedand piebald, and a man from the Egyptians, a tyrant—those are the four. [173]Ibn Zuhayr: They will differ over four people, a tyrant who will swear for himself the oath of the caliphate, giving the
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people 100 dinars. Two men in Syria, who will give that which none before have ever given—whichever of them dominates Damascus, he will possess Syria.807. 'Ammar b. Yasir: Three men will emerge, all of them seeking the dominion: a speckled man, a piebald man, a man from thefamily of Abu Sufyan, who will emerge leading [the tribe of] Kalb, and he will besiege the people in Damascus.808. 'All: three banners will emerge in Syria: that of the Piebald One, the Speckled One and the Sufyani. The Sufyani will emerge from Syria, while the Speckled One emerges from Egypt, and the Sufyan! will be victorious over all of them.809. Dhu Qariyat: The people will differ in Safar, and will divide over four men: a man in Mecca, the one who takes refuge there, two men in Syria, one of whom is the Sufyani, while the other is from the descendants of al-Hakam, blue-eyed andpiebald, and a man from the Egyptians, a tyrant—those are the four. A man from [the tribe of] Kinda will be enraged, andemerge against those in Syria, then bring the army to Egypt, killing that tyrant. Egypt will be crumbled like dung, then he will send an expedition to the one in Mecca.810. Hudhayfa: When the Sufyan! enters the land of Egypt, he will stay in it four months, and kill and take captive its people. On that day the mourning [women] will rise, crying, crying about their sexual abuse, crying, crying about the killing oftheir children, crying, crying about their humiliation after their haughty [station], crying, crying desirous of their graves.811. Abu Wahb al-Kala'I: The people will divide, the Arabs among the Berbers under four banners, so the victory will be forQuda'a, when a man from the descendants of Abu Sufyan is ruling over them.812. Walid: Then the Sufyani will approach, and fight the Hashemites, and everyone he can contend with from those three banners and others, so he will be victorious over all of

appoint as his successor another man from the descendants of Abu Sufyan, so the victory will be his, and he will be victorious over the people, and he is the Sufyani. [174]1113. Abu Ja'far: When the Speckled One appears with large people 
[qawm dhiiwi ajsam), there will be a huge apocalyptic battle between them, then the squinty-eyed cursed Sufyani will appear and fight all of them, and be victorious over all of them. Then al-Mansur al-Yamani will will go towards them from Sana’a’506 leading his troops, with a burning rage, seeking to kill the people in the manner of the jahiliyya. He will meet the squinty-eyed one and the yellow banners, wearing many-colored clothing, and there will be a fierce fight between them. Then the squinty-eyed Sufyan! will be victorious over him, but then the Byzantines will appear and emerge into Syria. {The squinty-eyed one will appear}507 then the Kindi, looking good, will appear. When he reaches High Hill (Tall Sama) he will advance, then go towards Iraq, and raise well-known ascribed [to tribes] twelve banners before that in Kufa. In Kufa he will kill a man from the descendants of al-Hasan or al-Husayn who will be calling for [the rights of] his father, and so a man from the mawali will appear, but when his issue becomes clear, and he’kills excessively, then the Sufyan! will kill him.814. Ka'b: When there are the two earthquakes in the month of Ramadan, three men from one family will be deputized: one of them will seek it [the rule] by tyranny, one will seek it by asceticism, tranquility, and dignity, while the third will seek it by killing—-and his name will be 'Abdallah. At the side of the Euphrates [River] there will be a great gathering, in which they will fight over wealth—seven out of every nine will be killed.

them, then go to Kufa, and expel the Hashemites to Iraq. Then he will return from Kufa and die very close to Syria. He will ** Capital of Yemen.A phrase seems out of place.
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815. Al-Zuhri: When the supporters of the black banners and the people of the yellow banners meet in battle at the bridge [in Egypt], defeat will be for the easterners, so they will retreat until they reach Fi las tin. Then the SufyanT will emerge against the easterners, so when the westerners descend upon al- Urdunn, their ruler will die, and they will divide up into three groups: a group that returns to whence they came, a group that goes on pilgrimage, and a group that remains steadfast, and the Sufyanl will fight them, defeat them, and they will enter into his service.

Conflict between the Abbasids, and the Easterners, and the 
^aniandtheMarwanids in Syria towards Iraq

816. Ibn al-Hanafiyya: When the Sufyani is victorious over the Speckled One, he will enter Egypt, and at that time will be the destruction of Egypt817. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr and Abu Dharr: Verily, everyone who leavesEgypt will be killed.818. Kharija508: 1 said to Abu Dharr: "You mean that there is no imam at the time when he emerges?" He said: "No, since hispeers will be cut off." [175]819. Ka'b: Verily, Egypt will be crumbled like dung.

0, Thawban: The Prophet said to Umm Habiba511 when he mentioned the 'Abbasids and their turn, so he turned to Umm Habiba and said: Their destruction will be at the hands of a man from this stock [the Umayyads].822. Al-Walid b. Muslim: When Quda'a has been victorious over the Maghribis, then their ruler will come to the 'Abbasids, whereupon their sister's son will enter Kufa together with those with him, and destroy it. But then a malignant growth will afflict him, so he will depart from it, going towards Syria, but will perish between Iraq and Syria. Then a man from his family will rule them, who is the one who will do horrible deeds to the people, and be victorious in his rule. Then the Arabs will gather against in Syria, and there will be a fight between them until the fight turns towards Medina. The apocalyptic battle will be in Gharqad Ravine (BaqF al-Gharqad).512823. Al-Zuhri: He will depart fleeing from Kufa because of a malig820. Dhu al-Qariyat: When you see a lame man from the Umayyads ruling Egypt, leave FusfaJ with the first post-courier (band),509 for a man from his family will kill him. Then the Syrians will 
nant growth that will afflict him, then [he will] die. Then a man from them, whose name is the name of his father will rule afterhim, with his name having eight letters, with slumped shoulsend an army against them [the Egyptians], but a man fromKinda will meet them in battle at al-'Arish, when the first and last of them will die obedient to them. He will say: "I will take care of this for you," so he will advance leading the army, but that man will be killed together with those who sought to follow him, such that the Egyptians will be sold in the Market ofMazin.sl0[176]

ders, weak forearms and calves, a broad head, and cross-eyed. The people will perish after him.824. Ka'b: He will light up his affair in Hims, and set it ablaze in Damascus, but his desire will be the ruin of the 'Abbasids.
so he will fight the easterners and defeat them away fromFilaspn, until they descend upon the Yellowish Field (Marj al-Sufar)513 then they will meet in battle, but the defeat will be upon the easterners, so they will descend upon the Field508 Probably Kharija b. Zayd b. Thabit, lived in Medina, d. 100/718-19.509 Usually twelve miles, for an overall description see Adam Silverstein, Postal 

Systems in the Pre-Modern Islamic World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), Chapter 2.510 Presumably this is in Hims, but otherwise unattested.
11 Daughter of Abu Sufyan, sister of Mu'awiya, wife of Muhammad. !u The cemetary of Medina.4 Thesiteof one of the conquest battles, south of Damascus.
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of the Pass (Marj al-Thaniyya).514 Then they will fight, but the defeat will be upon the easterners, so they will go to al-Has515 where they will fight and again the easterners will be defeated. So they will go to the ruined city, meaning Carchemish, where they will fight and again will be defeated. Then they will end up at'Aqir Qufa,516 and yet again will be defeated.

514 Probably the pass to the north of Damascus.515 Close to Aleppo.5,6 One of the crossings of the Euphrates.517 Mu awiya’s wife and Yazid’s mother was Maysun from the tribe of Kalb. Another name for the Sufyani.518 Al-Alwiya’, unidentified, but presumably in Iraq, close to Kufa.

The Sufyani will gather the wealth, but then a malignant growth will appear on his throat, then he will enter Kufa one morning, but depart from it in the evening leading his armies. While he will be at the entrance of Syria, he will pass away. Then the Syrians will rise up, and swear allegiance to the Son of the Kalbite Woman, whose name is 'Abdallah b. Yazid b. al-Kalbiyya,517 cross-eyed and ugly of face.News of the Sufyani’s passing will reach the easterners, sothey will say: "The turn of the Syrians has gone," so they will rise, but this will reach the Son of the Kalbite Woman, so hewill rise at the head of his gathering against them. They will fight at the Flags518 but defeat will be for the easterners, such that they [the Syrians] will enter Kufa. He will kill the fighters, and take captive the offspring and the women, then destroy Kufa. Then he will send an army from it to the Hijaz.826. Arfat b. al-Mundhir: The ugly cursed one will emerge from near al-Mandarun, east of Baysan on a red camel, with a crown, defeating gatherings twice, and then perish. He will kill the free men, take captive offspring, and split the belliesof women.827. Ka'b: When the Sufyan! returns he will call to himself a gathering of the Maghribis, so they will gather for him a number never before seen, according to the knowledge of God Most 

High. Then he will send an expedition to Kufat al-Anbar,519 but the two gatherings will meet in battle at Carchemish (Qirqisiya). Endurance will be lifted from the both of them, and victory as well so that they will both perish. When his expedition from the west is in the smaller battle, then woe at that time to'Abdallah from 'Abdallah who will rise up in Hims! He will be the worst of creation, and he will set Damascus ablaze—the destruction of the easterners will be at his hands.0. Elders: The Prophet said: The Syrians and the [178] Iraqis will meet in battle at al-Has, and the defeat will be for the Iraqis. They will fight until they reach their land.829. 'Ali:'Abdallah will follow'Abdallah until the two armies meetin battle at Qirqisiya on the river [Euphrates],830. Khalid b. Ma'dan: The Sufyani will defeat a gathering twice, and then perish.831. Kab: The Sufyani will defeat the gathering twice, then killthe free men, take captive the offspring, and surely slaughterawomanffom Quraysh in it—he will slit the bellies of those Hashemite women who he wants, then he will die. At thattime a man from that woman's family will rise up after years, being called 'Abdallah, but he is not a servant of God Most High, at all. He is the worst of creation, the ugly, cursed one, whoever follows him and calls for him, the people of the heavens and the earth will curse them. He is the Son of the Liver-Eating Woman520 and he will come to Damascus, and sit upon its pulpit, lighting up his rule in Hims, and setting Damascus ablaze. This will be when two men throw off allegiance to the'Abbasids, although they are nobles. At the difference of the second one, will be the emergence of the Sufyani, young, curly haired, white with a long body, with his middle finger dried
’ Presumably a suburb of al-Anbar, north of Baghdad.a Hind, wife of Abu Sufyan, mother of Mu'awiya, attempted to eat the liver of Hamza, when he was killed at the Battle of Uhud in 4/625. Note al-Ya'qubi, 

Ta'rikh,ii,p. 152 where Ziyad b. Abihi uses this title for Mu'awiya in a speech (before he swore allegiance to the latter).
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up. There will be battles between them in Syria, and he will take the women ofthe 'Abbasids captive, until he brings them to Damascus.832. Arfat: The Sufyan! will kill everyone who disobeys him, and cut them up with saws, or grind them in kettles, for six months, and meet the easterners and the westerners in battle. [179]The Conflict between the People of Syria, the Abbasid rulers at al-Raqqa, and what the Sufyani will do833. Al-Wadin b. 'Afa’: The fourth tribulation will begin in al-Raqqa.521834. Al-Walid: An informant told me that at the beginning of the difference between the 'Abbasids a banner will emerge from Khurasan, so there will be an apocalyptic battle between them at the growing-places of saffron, which is in the pure city between the two rivers [Baghdad], and he will take out all ofthe wealth that has been gathered in it, until he descends upon the city of idols, meaning Harran,522 then news will come to him that a king in the Maghrib had risen up, so he sent to him troops to be defeated by them, such that he will descend together with those with him upon Syria.

521 Classical Callinicum in northeastern Syria.22 Gen. 12:4-5, today in southern Turkey, close to the Syrian border. It was a center for sun-worship during the early Islamic period. See the Apocalypse of Weeks (no. 1949).523 SZand DKI read al-'ayin al-sanja "the smoky spring," while MM reads al-'ayin
al-sanha "sheltered spring." None of these are known from other sources.Compare no. 1949, the Apocalypse of Weeks.

Then a herald from the heavens will call out: “Woe to the land of Hims, the Garrisoned Spring (a/-'qyn al-shakhna')523 (spring of smoke)!" so every woman having a husband will carry him, every woman having a son will carry him, then they will go until they camp between the rivers. A great tyrant will be killed there, and it [Hims] will be divided up. Then he will
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to the city of the idols, meaning Harran, so he will split the Jelly of its ruler, and deflower his people.Hewill send to the east, so they will swear allegiance unwillingly, not obediently, and he will stay there eight months. Then he will go to the Khabur [River]524 and stay there seven weeks (sab' sabiT}, then go to the ox’s pen, and leave it in flames. The ruler of the east will withdraw to the mountainsof the interior (/aw/), then a man from his family will betray him, and kill him. Then the ruler ofthe east will come until he amps between Harran and Edessa (al-Ruha). Then the beard- lessboy will emerge from the Master's House (Bayt al-Ra’s).S2S [180]US. AbuUmayya al-Kalbl: While the supporters of the black banners fight between themselves, the seventh of seven will emerge, and he will send to the people of the towns [qura) to help him, but they will refuse him. His appearance will reach a governor of the'Abbasids over Tiberias, so he will send against him a mighty gathering, but when they confront him, they will go over to him in their totality, other than their commander who leads them, who will return to their ruler and inform him.So the rebel (khariji) and those with him will tend towards the lote-tree that is on the side of the hill, and camp under it. The people ofthe towns will come to him and swear allegiance to him, so he will lead them. Then the lord of Tiberias will meetthem in battle at al-Uqhawana526 so he will fight them at the Sea of Galilee until the surface of the lake is red with their blood, then he [the Sufyani] will defeat them.They will gather a great many at Jabiya for him, so woe to the people of Jabiya who are within a five-mile radius of this, and blessing to those whose families are beyond this
J fee to the Euphrates River, in al-Jazira, northern Iraq.
^location with this name is in present-day northwestern Jordan. Probably close ^Mty Valley.^Iordan River valley, dose to the ascent to Afiq.
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[distance]. He will defeat them then they will gather a gathering like that before at Damascus, and bring them inside, so they will fight there, until the horses will trample in blood up to their fetlocks, then he will defeat them.g36. Ibn 'Abbas: A man will emerge from the east, but their dominion will shy away from him, so he will be killed between al- Raqqa and Harran. A man from Quraysh will kill him, and a man from the family of Abu Sufyan will emerge from the desert from the west, and kill the king of Kufa in Harran.837. Thawban, the mawia of the Messenger of God said: There will be a caliph to whom the people will be unable to swear allegiance, then there will be a disaster from an enemy, so he will not have a choice but to go by himself, but will be victorious over his enemy. The Iraqis will want hm to return to their Iraq, but he will refuse, and say: "This is the land of jihad," so they will throw off allegiance to him, and appoint a man over them. They will go to him until they meet him at al-Has, Mount Khunasira,527 so he will send to the Syrians, and they will gather to him like one man.He will kill by them in a fierce fight, until a man will rise upon his riding-camel, and almost be able to count the men from both sides. Then the Iraqis will be defeated, so they will pursue them until they have forced them into Kufa, so they can kill everyone who is capable of carrying a weapon fromamong them. He will defeat them and kill any who are using razors. It was said to Abu Asma'528: "Who did Thawban hearthis from? Was it the Messenger of God?" He said: "Who else would it be from??"838. Al-Walid b. Hisham529: They will fight a fierce fight there [181], and while they are in that situation the Sufyan! will rise up among them, and defeat the two groups, until he forces them
5r Between Aleppo and Qinnasrin, towards the desert528 One of the chain of transmitters.529 One of the family of Abu al-Mu'ayf, governor for 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz over Qinnasrin, still alive during the reign of Marwan II (744-9).

nlo Kufa. The first part of the day will be for him, but the last part ^gninst him*man from the Companions ofthe Messenger of God: A king ^descend upon Iraq, to whom the Syrians will not want to jwear allegiance, so there will be what is. Then it will reach Ijjjn that his enemy has gone towards him, so he will find itnecessary to go to him in Syria and meet him in battle, defeat him and kill him. Then he will say to those Iraqis who helped him: 'This is my country, my land and my homeland, so returnto your country, for I have no further use for you/'So they will return to their country, but say: "We made him king, and helped him, and killed people to protect him, but then he chose a land other than ours, so let's gather together and fight him." So they will go to him, and their gathering that day, I think, will be about 300,000, until they will meet in battle at al-Has, and fight there. There will be an apocalyptic battlethe like ofwhich the Arabs have never seen, and endurance will be taken from them, victory also, until a man will rise looking at the lines, and if he wished he would be able to count them because of the few that would be left.NO. Ka'b: When the last difference occurs between the 'Abbasids, which will be after the emergence ofthe Sufyani, the Son of the Liver-Eating Woman, and during their last difference there will be annihilation. At that time, expect the battle of the Pass, and the battle of Tadmur, a village to the west of Salamiyya,530 and a great battle at al-Has, so the 'Abbasids and the easterners will be dominated, until their women will be taken captive, and they will enter Kufa.Bl Ya'qub b. Ishaq, who was a knowledgeable man concerning tribulations: A man from the descendants of al-'Abbas will settle in Raqqa and stay there two years, then raid the Byzantines. He will be more disastrous to the Muslims than he
2l ^wntothe northeast of Hims (and to the west of Tadmur); later a headquarters °^e Ismaili movement
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will be to the Byzantines. Then he will return from his raiding to Raqqa, and something from the east will come to him that he does not like [news], so he will return to the east, but not return from it. Then he will nominate his son for a successor, and at his time will be the emergence of the Sufyani and the falling apart of their dominion.842. Al-Najib b. al-Sarf: There will be a caliph from the east who will travel fleeing to al-Jazira, then he will ask aid from the Syrians, so they will gather for him. He will kill the easterners, they will meet in battle at a hill called al-Has and a great number will be killed there.843. 'Ali b. Abi Talib: The Sufyani will send a man from the Banu Haritha,531 who has two locks of hair [182], called Nimror Qamar b. 'Ibad, against the army of Iraq. He will be a corpulent man; another man from his tribe, who is short and bald, with broad shoulders, will command his vanguard. Those Iraqis in Syria will fight him in a place called the Pass,532 while the people of Hims and their helpers are in the thick of fighting the [people ofthe] east In it on that day there will be a great army from them, who will fight them along the way to Damascus. All of that will defeat them, then they will tactically retreat from Damascus and Hims with the Sufyani, and meet when the easterners are in a place called al-Yadayn,533 which is to the east of Hims. He will kill more than 70,000, three quarters of the easterners, so defeat will be on them. So the army that he sentwill go to the east, until it descends upon Kufa. How much blood there will be shed! And bellies slit! And children killed! And wealth plundered! Blood permitted! Then the Sufyani will write to him to go to the Hijaz after that to scrape it like leather.
ni There are many clans with this name; here presumably they are a northern tribe/ clan.32 Probably the pass above Damascus, called Eagle’s Pass (Thaniyyat al-'Iqab). nj Probably the town of Aidoun, to the northeast of Hims, southwest of Salamiyya.

Salman b. Sumayr al-Alhanl534: A caliph will descend upon Kufa who will defeat the Syrians, then he will be desirous ofgoing to Syria, so it will be said to him: Go to Syria, for it is the holy land (al-ard al-muqaddas], and the land ofthe prophets, the residence ofthe caliphs, and to it wealth flowed, and from it expeditions would come out. So he will comply, then theeasterners will take vengeance upon him, and say: We foughtwith him, and he endangered our blood, lives, and wealth, butnow he chose against us. So they will throw off his allegiance. So the Syrians will go to Kufa, to be scraped off like leather.g45. IbnMas'ud: The seventh ofthe 'Abbasids will call the people to justice,535 but they will not answer him in that, so he willsay: 'I will treat you the way that Abu Bakr and 'Umar treatedyou, and divide the spoils fairly," so his family will say to him:Do you want to expel us from our livelihoods?" So they will refuse him, and then he will kill a number from his family.They will differ among themselves, and at that a man from the descendants of Fihr will emerge, gathing the Berbers untilhe takes the pulpits in Egypt. Then a man from the descendants of Abu Sufyan will emerge, and when this reaches the Fihri, they will divide into three groups ... to the end of the tradition.846. 'Ali: The Sufyan! will be victorious over Syria, then there will be a battle between them at Qirqisiya, until the birds of the heavens and the animals of the earth are satisfied with their corpses. Then there will be a crack that will crack open behind them, so a group from them will approach until they enter the land of Khurasan. The horsemen of the Sufyani will approach in search of the Khurasanis, then they will kill the Party of Muhammad’s Family [shtat Al Muhammad) in Kufa. Then the Khurasanis will go out looking for the Mahdi. [183]
in Syria,/!. lst/7th century.Mu'tazilites, favored by al-Ma’mun (seventh'Abb as id ruler), were called the ^ple of Monotheism and Justice.
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847. 'Ammar b. Yasir: 'Abdallah will follow 'Abdallah and the armies of both of them will meet in battle at Carchemish on the river [Euphrates], so there will be a great fight. The lord of the Maghrib will go and kill the men and take the women captive, then return leading Qays until he descends upon al-Jazira to the Sufyan!. The YamanI will follow and kill Qays at Jericho (Ariha}.536The Sufyani will gather those then go to Kufa, and kill the helpers of the Family of Muhammad. Then the Sufyani will be victorious over the three banners in Syria, then there will be a battle after Qirqlsiya, which will be huge. A crack will open up for them from behind them, so he will kill a group of them, until they enter the land of Khurasan. The horsemen of the Sufyani will approach like night and flowing water537- everything they pass they will cause to perish or destroy it, until they enter Kufa. They will kill the Party of the Family of Muhammad, and then they will search out the Khurasanis at every point So the Khurasanis will go out in search of the Mahdi, calling for him, and seeking to help him.848. Salman b. Sumayr al-Alhanl: A caliph will descend upon Kufa, and he will tread upon the Syrians in defeat. Then he will be desirous concerning them, so it will be said to him: “Go to the land of Syria, it is the holy land, the land of the prophets, the residence of the caliphs, to it wealth is brought, and from it expeditions are sent out." So he will comply, but when he complies to them, the Iraqis will take vengeance upon him, saying: "We endangered our blood, ourselves and our wealth with him, so now he prefers some people other than us." So they will oppose him, and the Syrians will go to Kufa on that day to scrape it like leather. [184]

^at the Sufyani will do in the Suburbs of Baghdad and 
^inatal-Zawra' when his Expedition will reach Iraq, and the 
destruction that will happen

g49. Abu Ja'far: When the Sufyani is victorious over the Speckled One, and over al-Mansur, al-Kindl, the Turks and the Byzantines, he will depart and go towards Iraq, then the ill- omened horn will arise. At that 'Abdallah will perish, and the cast-out one will throw off his allegiance, and accuse groups ofignorance in the Twisted City (Baghdad). Then the Squinty- eyed one will appear against the city with force, and have a huge killing in it. Six rams of the 'Abbasids will be killed, and there will be cold-blooded slaughter in it, then he will depart for Kufa.850. IbnMasud: The Prophet said: When the Sufyani crosses the Euphrates, and reaches a place called 'Aqir Qufa, God will wipe the belief from his heart, so he will kill 70,000 wearing girded swords in it to a river called the Tigris, and around it even more. They will come across a house of gold, and kill the fighters and the champions, splitting open the bellies of women—saying: "Perhaps they are pregnant with boychildren."538 The women of Quraysh will shout out for help from the banks of the Tirgis [River] to those boats passing by, begging for the boatmen to transport them lest they would be thrown to the people, but the [boatmen] will not transport them out of hatred for the Hashemites. But they [the boatmen] did not hate the Hashemites, since the Prophet of Mercy [Muhammad].and the Flyer in Paradise539 was from among them [the Hashemites]. As for the women, when night came over them, they took refuge in caves fearing licentiousness, then [in the morning] succor from the helpers will come to
536 Jericho, although perhaps another Ariha in northern Syria.537 Rhyming in Arabic.

88 Fearing that those boys would grow up to take vengeance.81 Jafaral-jayyar, brother of' Ali b. Abi Jalib, losing both of his arms at the Battle of Mu’ta in exchange for wings in paradise.
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them. Then they will save those Baghdadi and Kufan offspring and women from the Sufyan!.851. Hudhayfa: [185] A man from his family called Abd al-Ilah or 'Abdallah will descend upon one of the rivers of the east, where are two cities, divided by the river between the two of them, so when God gives permission to remove their dominion and to end their period God will send a fire at night against one of them [the two cities], so it will wake up black darknight, having been set alight like it was not in its place. Itsneighbor will awaken astonished that it disappeared, but it will not be more than a day until God will gather in it every stubborn tyrant, and God will cause them and it (the city) to be swallowed up by the earth completely. This is His Word, mighty and majestic, h-m-'-s-q540—a disaster ordained by God, 

540 Q42:l.541 'Abd al-Rahmanb. Ghanm al-Asha'ri, lived in Syria, d. 78/697-8.542 042:1.

the 'ayin is adhab (punishment), the sin is meant "there will be bombardment in both of them," meaning the two cities.852. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Ghanm541: Two communities are on theverge of sitting on a skin placed under a mill to be ground: one of them will be swallowed up by the earth, while the other looks on. Then there will be two neighboring quarters divided by a river, from which all take water, each of them gaining from the other, then they will both wake up one day, when one of them has been swallowed up by the earth, while the otherlooks on.853. Hudhayfa that he was asked concerning h-m-'-s-q,542 when 'Umar, 'All, Ibn Mas'ud, Ubayy b. Ka'b, Ibn 'Abbas and a number of the Companions of the Messenger of God were present, so he said: "The 'ayin is 'adhab (punishment), the sin is ahungry year, the qaf is a group bombarding at the end of time,” so 'Umar said to him: "Who are they?" He said: "From the descendants of al-'Abbas in a city called Twisted [Baghdad].

(
There will be a huge killing in it, and upon them the Hour will arise.” Then Ibn Abbas said: "This is not concerning us [the ’Abbasids] but the the qafis qadhf (bombardment), and swal- lowingup by the earth that will be." 'Umar said to Hudhayfa: 'As for you, your exegesis is correct, but Ibn 'Abbas is correct in the meaning." A fever took Ibn 'Abbas from what he heard from Hudhayfa, such that 'Umar and a number of the Companions of the Messenger of God visited him [while he was sick].jj4, Ibn 'Abbas: The Sufyani will emerge, then fight such that he will split open the bellies of women, and roast childen in caldrons. [186]j55. Ka'b: He will take the women of the 'Abbasids captive, until he will bring them to the villages of Damascus.056. Arjat: When a city is built upon the Euphrates [River], then it is killing and fighting,543 and when a city is built six miles from Damascus,544 then brace for the apocalyptic battles. [187]

The Sufyani and his Army enter Kufa151 Ka'b: Kufa is safe from destruction until Egypt is destroyed.158. Ka'b: Kufa will be scraped like leather, then there will be the greatest apocalyptic battle after Kufa.859. Aftat: The Sufyan! will enter Kufa and take captives in it for three days, and kill 60,000 of its people, then stay in it eighteen nights dividing its wealth. His entrance into Kufa will be after he will fight the Turks, the Byzantines and [the easterners at] Carchemish. Then a crack will open up behind them, so a group of them will return to Khurasan, so the horsemen of the Sufyan! will advance, destroying fortresses until they enter Kufa. They will seek the Khurasanis, and a group will appear in Khurasan calling for the Mahdi.Then the Sufyani will send to Medina, and a group of the
I codes, see no. 200.I “Probably the town of Harasta, later swallowed up by an earthquake.
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family of Muhammad, so as to bring them to Kufa. Then the Mahdi and Mansur will depart from Kufa fleeing, and the Sufyani will send [an expedition] in their wake. When the Mahdi and Mansur reach Mecca, the army of the Sufyani will camp in the wasteland, but it will swallow them up. Then the Mahdi will depart passing by Medina, so as to save those Hashemites in it. The black banners will advance until they camp at the water (the river?), so it will reach the Sufyani's supporters in Kufa that they are camped there, so they will flee.Then he [the Mahdi] will descend upon Kufa to save those Hashemites in it, a group will appear from the alluvial plain of Kufa called the Bands fi/sah), without very many weapons. There will be some people from Basra among them, so they will follow and reach the supporters of the Sufyani, and liberate the Kufan captives in their hands. The black banners will follow in swearing allegiance to the Mahdi. [188]The Mahdi's Black Banners after the 'Abbasids' Banners, and what will happen between the Sufyani's army and the 'Abbasids860. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: A black banner belonging to the 'Abbasids will emerge, then another will emerge from Khurasan, with their qalansuwas black,545 their clothes white,at their vanguard, a man called Shu'ayb b. Salih b. Shu'ayb, from [the tribe of] Tamim, defeating the supporters of the Sufyani, until he settles at Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), preparing for the Mahdi his rule, supporting him with 300 from Syria. Between his emergence and the time when he gives over the rule to the Mahdi will be seventy-two months.861. 'Abdallah: While we were with the Messenger of God, youth from the Hashemites came, and his color changed, so we said:
"0 Messenger of God, what has been revealed to you? We saw

from your face that there is something that you dislike." He said: "We, the People of the House, God chose the Next World over this world, so the People of my House, these, will encounter546 trial, expulsion, and scattering after me, until a group from from there, from the east, supporters of the black banners, who will ask for their due, but will not give it twice or three times. They will fight, and be victorious, so then theywill receive what they asked for. They will not receive it untilthey give it to a man from my family, who will fill it with justice just as it has been filled with injustice. Whoever of you lives in that time, let him go to them, even crawling on the snow, for he is the Mahdi."Thawban: When you see the black banners emerging from the direction of Khurasan, then go to them, even crawling on the snow, for among them is the caliph of God,547 the Mahdi.0 Al-Hasan:Amanwill emerge in Rayy548 [189] corpulent, brown 
[asmar),amawla of Banu Tamlm, with a scraggly beard, called Shu'ayb b. Salih, leading 4,000 men, wearing white clothes, [having] black banners, while in their vanguard will be the Mahdi. Everyone he meets in battle flees.864. 'Ali: The Messenger of God said: A man from my family will emerge leading nine banners, meaning in Mecca.865. 'Ammar b. Yasir: The flag of the Mahdi will be in the charge of Shu'ayb b. Salih.866. Tubay': The black banners will emerge from Khurasan, witha group of weaklings, who will gather, God will aid them withHis victory, then the Maghribis will emerge following that.867. Abu Ja'far: A youth from the Hashemites will emerge, on his right hand will be a mole, from Khurasan, leading the black banners, in front of him Shu'ayb b. Salih, fighting the supporters of the Sufyam, and defeating them.

545 A type of turban, see Dozy, Dictionnaire detaile des Norns des vetements chez les 
Arabes (Beirut: Librarie du Liban, 1843, reprint), pp. 365-71.

* Reading sa-yulqawuna with BL.
50 On the significance of this phrase, see Crone and Hinds, God's Caliph (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1986).* Present-day Tehran.
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868. Sufyan al-Kalbl: "A youth young in age, with a thin beard, yellow”—although al-Walid did not remember "yellow*- "will emerge with the flag of the Mahdi. If he fought the mountains, he would shake them"—Walid said: "cause them to
from the people of these [villages]. He will only find concealment from the people of the first banner, then he will defeat them.

tremble”—"until he descends upon Jerusalem (Iliya')"869. Ka'b: When one man reigns in Syria, and another in Egypt, then the two will fight, and the Syrians will take captive tribes from Egypt, so a man will approach from the east leading small black banners towards the lord of Syria, so he is the one whowill give obedience to the Mahdi.870. Abu Qubayl: There will be a commander in Ifriqiya (Tunisia) twelve years old, then after him there will be dissension, then a brown man will reign, ruling it with justice, then he will go to the Mahdi, and give him obedience, and fight for him.871. Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God mentioned the trial that the people of his family will encounter until God sends the banner from the east, black—whoever helps it, God helps him; whoever forsakes it, God forsakes him—until they bring a manwhose name is mine, then ive him rule over them, so God willhelp him with victory. [190]872. 'Amrb.Murraal-Jamali,549 [on the authority of] a Companionof the Messenger of God: "Verily, a black banner will emergefrom Khurasan, until its horses are fastened it to this olive treewhich is between Bayt Lihya550 and Harasta." We said: "There is no olive tree between those two [villages]!" He said: "Anolive tree will be planted so that the people of that banner can descend upon it, and fasten their horses upon it."873. 'Abdallah b. Adam551: 1 narrated this tradition by 'Abdal-Rahman b. Sulayman, so he said: The one who will fasten are the people of the second black banner that will emerge, not the first banner. When they descend, a rebel will emerge
549 Lived in Kufa, was blind, d. 118/736.950 In the Ghu$a (fertile plain) of Damascus, to the south of the city551 Unknown. 7

g/4, Sa'id b. al-Musayyib: The Messenger of God said: Black banners belonging to the 'Abbasids will emerge from the east, andthey will remain as long as God wills, then small black bannerswill emerge that will fight a man from the descendants of Abu Sufyan and his supporters from the direction of the east. Theywill give their obedience to the Mahdi.g/5. 'All: Black banners will emerge to fight the Sufyan I, amongthem a youth from the Hashemites, on his left shoulder therewill be a mole, and in his vanguard there will be a man from Banu Tamim called Shu'ayb b. Salih, so he will defeat his [theSufyanfs] supporters.876. Ammar b. Yasir: When the Sufyani reaches Kufa and hekills the helpers of the Family of Muhammad, the Mahdi willemerge, in charge of his flag will be Shu ayb b. Salih.877. Abuja'far: The black banners that will emerge from Khurasan will descend upon Kufa, so when the Mahdi is victorious in Mecca, then the oath of allegiance will be sent.878. Ka'b: When the mill of the 'Abbasids turns, and the the supporters of the black banners fasten their horses to the olive tree of Syria, God will destroy the Piebald One for them, killing him and most of his family at their hands, until there are no Umayyads who have not fled or hidden. Then two lightening strikes will fall, the Sons of Ja'far552 and the 'Abbasids, while the Son of the Liver-Eating Woman sits on a pulpit in Damascus, and the Berbers emerge into the navel of Syria, this is the sign of the emergence of the Mahdi. [191]W9. IbnShawdhab: I was with al-Hasan, and we mentioned Hims, and he said: "They will be the happiest of people at the first black [banner], but the most miserable at the second black
Presumably the descendents of the *«ing the 740s. brother of'Ali, Ja'far al-Jayyar, who revolted
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[banner]." We said: "Who are the second 'blacks’ [musaw- 
wada), 0 Abu Sa'id?" He said: "Abu al-Tuhawi553 will emerge 
from the direction of the east leading 80,000 [troops], with 
their hearts stuffed with faith, just like pomegranates are 
with seeds. The destruction ofthe first 'blacks’ will be at their 
hands." [192]The Beginning of the End for the Sufyani, and the Appearance of 

the Hashimi from Khurasan leading the Black Banners, and the Fighting between them until the Horsemen ofthe Sufyani reach the East880. 'All b. 'Abi Talib: When the horsemen ofthe Sufyani depart to Kufa in search of the Khurasanis, the Khurasanis will emerge in search ofthe Mahdi, so he and the Hashemite will meet the black banners, which at its vanguard will be Shu'ayb b. Salih. Both he and the supporters ofthe Sufyani will meet in battle at the Gate of Istakhr, and there will be a great apocalyptic battle between them, but the black banners will be victorious, and the horsemen of the SufyanT will flee. At that time, people will desire the Mahdi and demand his appearance.881. Abu Ja'far: The Sufyani will scatter his troops to the horizons after his entrance into Kufa and Baghdad. But his chief in [the province of] Transoxiana will inform him of the Khurasanis, so the easterners will approach them killing. Their confidant will go, so when this reaches him, he will send a large army to Isfakhr, under the command of an Umayyad. There will be a battle at Qumas,554 another one at Dawlab555 al-Rayy, and another one at Takhum Zaranj.556 At that time the Sufyani 

Will order the killing ofthe people of Kufa and the people of 
Medina, so the black banners will advance from Khurasan.

Commanding all of the people will be a youth from the 
Hashemites, with a mole on his right hand. God will ease his 
matter and his way, then he will have a battle at Takhum 
Khurasan, and the Hashimite will follow the Rayy road.557 A 
man from the mawdii of TamTm called Shu'ayb b. Salih will 
drive [the army] to Isfakhr, to the Umayyad [193], and they 
will meet—him, and the Mahdi and the Hashimite—at the wasteland [baydd] of Istakhr. There will be a great apocalyp- tic battle between them, their commander will be a man fromthe Banu 'Adi,558 and God will grant victory to His Helpers and His troops. Then there will be a battle at al-Mada'in559 after the two battles of Rayy, and at 'Aqir Qufa a "misfortune" battle560 that everyone who is saved will tell about.There will be a slaughter at Babylon (Babil), and another battle in the lands of Nisibin,561 then a group from its alluvial plain will emerge against the Squinty-eyed One—they are the bands—most of them are from Kufa and Basra, so that• *they can liberate the captives from both cities who they are holding. [197]562TheSufyani will meet the Black Banners in Battle, and there will 

be an Apocalyptic Battle between them, in which the People will 
desire the Mahdi and seek him882. 'Ali: The Sufyan! and the black banners, among them a youth from the Hashemites, who has a mole on his left palm, will meet in battle at the Gate of Istakhr. Commanding their vanguard there will be a man from the BanuTamim called Shu'ayb

Al-fuhawi appears among the Basran rebels during the revolt of Ibrahim, brother of Muhammad the Pure Soul (145/762), al-Tabari, Ta'rikh, vii, pp. 628,637,642. Presumably this name is a garbled version of his name.554 In northern Iran, close to Tabaristan.Reading with the variants, meaning the waterwheels of Rayy.556 In southeastern Iran, Siiistan.

27 The northern road around the Great Salt Desert.28 Clan of'Umar.29 The ancient Sasanian capital of Ctesiphon, close to Baghdad.* See no. 61.* The classical Nisibis, in northern Iraq.Section break pp. 194-6.
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b. Salih, and there will be a great apocalyptic battle betvw* them, but the black banners will be victorious, and the hor$e men of the Sufyani will flee. At that time the people will desjre the Mahdi and seek him.883. Shurayh b. 'Ubayd,563 Rashid b. Sa'd,564 Damra b. Habib and their elders: The Sufyani will send his horsemen and troops and they will reach most of the east in the land of Khurasan and the land of Persia, but then a man from the easterners will rise up against them, and fight them. There will be battles between them in a number of places. When the fighting lasts a long time between them, they will swear allegiance to a man from the Hashemites, who at that time will beat the very limit of the east, and he will emerge leading the Khurasanis. Commanding their vanguard will be a man from Banu Tamim, a mawla of theirs, yellow, with a small beard, emerging on his behalf leading 5000. Then, when [news] of I his emergence reaches him, he will swear allegiance to him, I and he [the Mahdi] will place him [Shu'ayb] in command ofhis vanguard. If the firmly fixed mountains faced him he would shake them.565 He and the horsemen of the Sufyan! will meet in battle, and he will defeat them and kill a great many of them. Then there will be victory to the Sufyani, so the Hashimi will flee, but Shu'ayb b. Salih will go secretly to Jerusalem 
(bayt al-maqdis') to prepare the dwelling for the Mahdi, when his emergence towards Syria reaches him.884. Al-Walid: It has reached me that this Hashimi is the brotherof the Mahdi on the father's side. But some of them said: He is his [198] paternal cousin, and some of them have said: He does

563 Lived in Hims, related traditions on behalf of Mahij,/7. lst/7th century.564 Lived in Hebron and Hims, d. 108/726-7.“s Compare the phrase to Ibn al-Muqaffa', Athar (Beirut: Manshurat Dar Maktabatal-Hayat, n.d.), al-Risalafi al-sahaba, pp. 347-8, where a similar idea is used todescribe the fanatical loyalty of the 'Abbasid troops towards the caliph, that wasto be turned against him during the Rawandiyya episode.

not die but after his defeat will depart to Mecca, so that when the Mahdi appears, he will go out with him.
gg5. Tubay': The Sufyani will send his troops to Marw al-Rudh566 so to possess that which is beyond it.gg6. Al-Zuhri: He [the Sufyani] will send an expedition to Marv and an expedition to Mecca.All b. Abi Talib: A man will emerge on the authority of the Mahdi from his family in the east, carrying the sword on his shoulders for eight months, killing and mutilating, and he will be turned to Jerusalem, but will not reach it before he dies.888. Abu Ja'far: The black banners which approach from Khurasan will descend upon Kufa, so when the Mahdi appears in Mecca, he will send with the oath to the Mahdi. [199]

Sending the Troops to Medina and the Killing that will happen 
In it

889,

890,

891 I

All b. Abi Jalib: The Sufyam will write to the one entering Kufa with his horsemen, after it was scraped like leather, ordering him to go to the Hijaz, so he will go to Medina, and place the sword on Quraysh—killing 400 men from them and the Helpers (Ansar),567 splitting bellies [of women] and killing children. He will kill two siblings from Quraysh, a man and his sister, called Muhammad and Fatima, and crucify them both above the mosque gate.'All: He will send an army to Medina, and take any of Muhammad's Family that he can, and kill men and women of the Hashemites. At that time the Mahdi and the Whitening One (Mubayyid)568 will flee from Medina to Mecca, so he will send a detachment in search of them, but they will have taken refuge in the sanctuary of God, and its safety.'All b. Abi Talib: People will flee from Medina to Mecca when
564 Asuburb of Marw (today Marv), the major city of Khurasan, where the 'Abbasids first proclaimed themselves.Descendants ofthe Helpers (Ansar) from the Prophet Muhammad’s time.* A figure carrying white banners, symbolic of the Umayyads.
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the army of the Sufyani reaches them, among them three meh from Quraysh, under supervision.892. Ka'b: Medina will be open for pillage at that time, and the Pure Soul will be killed. [200]893. Ibn 'Abbas: There will be a caliph from the Hashemites jn Medina, but people from them will depart for Mecca, but when they arrive, the lord of Mecca will send to them: “What is bringing you here? Do you think that you will find messianic salvation (faraj) here?" So a man from the Hashemiteswillgo back and forth with him, and be rude to him, so the lord of Mecca will be angry, and order him to be killed.When the next morning happens, a man from them [the Hashemites] will arrive, having covered his sword with his garment, and say: "What brought you to kill our friend?" He will say: "He angered me," so he will say: "Bear witness, 0 Muslims, that this one only killed him because he angered him!" So he will unsheathe his sword, and strike him withit Then they [the Hashemites] will withdraw to al-Ja’if, so the people of Mecca will say: "By God, if we allow these to inform the caliph of their story, we will be destroyed." So they will go towards them, and the Hashemites will implore them: 0 God, 0 God, for the sake of our blood and their blood! [answering] "You know that our lord was killed unjustly," so they would not return until they had fought them, but they [the Hashemites] defeated them [the Meccans] and overpowered Mecca.The issue reached the lord of Medina, so they said: "By God, if we do not leave them, we will have a hard time with the caliph," so the lord of Medina will send an army to them, but they will defeat it, and then when the caliph does send an expedition to them, those are the ones who reward them.894. Dhu Qariyat: There will be a caliph in Syria, who will raid Medina, but when the people of Medina hear of the departure of the army against them, seven men of theirs will go out to Mecca, and hide in it. So the lord of Medina will write to the

lord of Mecca, "since so-and-so has come to you" naming them by their names "kill them." This will be too much for the lord of Mecca, so they wil take council between themselves, then come to him at night, and ask him for refuge, but he will say: Go out, in safety, so they will depart.Then they will to two men of them, when one will be killed, while other looks on, then he will return to his companions, so them will depart to camp on one of the mountains of al-Ta'if. They will stay there, and send to the people, so then the people will come quickly to them. When this is happening, the people of Mecca will raid them, but they will defeat them, and enter Mecca, and kill its commander, and be in it until when the army [of the Sufyam] is swallowed up, he569 will be prepared and depart.g95. IbnShihab: When they come to Medina, they will kill its people three days.896. Abu Jafar: It will reach the Medinans, then the army will depart for them, so those of the Family of Muhammad who are in it will flee to Mecca, the strong carrying the weak, the older the weaker, so they [the army] will reach a soul from the Family of Muhammad, and slaughter him at the Oil Stones.570 [201]897. Ibn 'Umar: The sign of the battle of Medina is when the commander of Egypt is killed.898. Abu Qubayl: The Sufyan! will send an army to Medina, and order the killing of all of the Hashemites in it, even the pregnant [women], and that will be because of what the Hashiml who will emerge against his supporters from the east, saying: “This is not the complete story—since my supporters were Wiled, shoudn’t those be killed?" So he will order them to be killed, and they will be killed, such that in all Medina not
* It is not dear who “he” is here.81 Mere Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya (“The Pure Soul”) was killed, al-lsfahani, Maqatil al-Talibiyyin (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-A'la li-l-Matbu'at, 1987), pp. 207, 240.
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one will be left. Some will divide away, fleeing from it, to the desert and the mountains, and to Mecca, even their women.The army will put the sword to them for days, then desist, but none will appear other than those afraid, until the rule ofthe 

^ise be to God! This is the sign of which you have been informed," so they will go to Syria.-[’ubay: A refugee will seek refuge in Mecca, but be killed, then the people will remain for a time, then another refugee will seek refuge, so do not raid him, for this is the army that will beMahdi will appear in Mecca, then every rightly guided one of swallowed up.them will gather to him in Mecca.Abu Hurayra: There will be a battle in Medina during whichthe Oil Stones will drown—the Battle of the Harra,571 in our 

571 The Battle ofthe Harra between Yazid I and the Medinans in 63/683 because of their reluctance to swear allegiance.572 Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, iv, p. 84.

opinion [comparatively] is nothing but a whipping, so thenthey will turn away from Medina the distance of two poststops (band), then swear allegiance to the Mahdi. [202]Swallowing up of the Sufyani's Troops that he will send to the Mahdi900. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The sign of the Mahdi's emergence is a swallowing up by the earth of an army that will be in the wasteland—so this is the sign of his emergence.901. Ibn 'Abbas: The lord of Medina will send an army to the Hashemites in Mecca, but they will defeat them. Then the caliph in Syria will hear of this, and deputize an expedition, which will be 600 tribal leaders Can/), so when they come to the wasteland, and camp during a moonlit night, a shepherd will approach to look at them, and be amazed, thinking: Woe to the Meccans for what will strike them! Then he will go backto his flocks, and then return but not see anyone. They were all swallowed up! So he will say: “Praise be to God, they went in one hour!" and so he will go to their camp, and find a rough garment,572 of which part has been swallowed up, part on the ground. So he will try to salvage it, but not be able to, because they were swallowed up. So he will go the lord of Mecca, togive him the good news, and then the lord of Mecca will say:

0 Hafsa, wife of the Prophet: I heard the Messenger of God saying: An army will come from the direction of the west, going towards this House [Mecca], until when they are [203] in the wasteland they will be swallowed up. So the one who was their leader will return to look at what the group did, and what happened to them will happen to him. The rearguard will catch up to them, to see what happened, and what happened to them will happen to them as well. Even those who were compelled, what happened, happened, then God Most High will raise each man from among them according to his intentions.. Muhammad b. 'All: There will be a refugee in Mecca,573 so they will send 70,000 to him, with a man from Qays commanding them, until when they reach the pass, the last of them will enter, but the first will not exit. [Then] Gabriel will call out: "0 wasteland, 0 wasteland!"—with its eastern and western parts hearing him—“take them, since there is no good in them!" None will be witnesses to their destruction other thana shepherd of flocks on a mountain, looking at them when they sink into the earth. So he will inform them [the Meccans], and when the refugee hears of it, he will depart.. DhuQariyat: When it reaches the Sufyam who is in Egypt, he will send an expedition to the one who is in Mecca, so they will destroy Medina [along the way] worse than at [the Battle of the] Harra, such that when they reach the wasteland they will be swallowed up by the earth.
^adelung, “'Abdallah b. al-Zubayr and the Mahdi," Journal of Near Eastern *40(1981), pp.291-306.
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be sent to Mecca, so that when they are in the wasteland they will be swallowed up by the earth.907. Ibn Mas'ud: An army will be sent to Medina, then they will be swallowed up by the earth between the Jamma'wayn,574 575 and the Pure Soul will be killed.908. Abu Ja'far: They will be swallowed up and none will be saved from them other than two men from Kalb, whose names are Wabr and Wabir, whose faces will be turned around towards their necks.

574 Probably Qatada b. Di'ama al-Sudusi, lived in Basra, famous scholar, d. 117 or 118/735 or 736.575 Two hills on the way between Medina and Mecca.576 Q 34:51.

909. 'AIT: When an army in search of those who departed to Mecca camps, they will camp in the wasteland and be swallowed up, and [he] will call out. This is His Word, mighty and majestic, “If (only) you could see when they are terrified and (there is) no escape, and they are seized from a place nearby"576 from under their feet. A man from that army, seeking a she-camel belonging to him, will depart, and then return to the people, but not find any of them, and not sense them. He is the one who will narrate to the people their report.910. Ka'b: An army of 12,000 will be directed to Medina, then they will be swallowed up in the wasteland. [204]911. Al-Zuhri: Two expeditions will be sent from Kufa: onetoMarw, and one to the Hijaz. One third of the expedition to the Hijaz will be swallowed up, one third metamorphosed—their faces turned back between their shoulder blades looking towards their buttocks, just as they had looked towards their genitals, walking backwards on their heels, like they used to walk on their feet, and one third will be left who will o to Mecca.912. Abu Ja'far: When the news of the killing of the Pure Soulreaches the Sufyanl, since he was the one who wrote to him, most of the Muslims will flee from the haram of the Messenger

of God [Medina] to the Sanctuary {haram} of God Most High at Mecca. When that reaches him, he will send an army to Medina, commanded by a man from [the tribe of] Kalb, until when they reach the wasteland, they will be swallowed up by the earth, buttheir commander will escape. They said that he was from [the tribe of] Madhhij,577 but some say from Kalb. Abu Ja'far: Only two men from Kalb, whose names are Wabr and Wabir, will be saved from them, whose faces will be turned towards their backs.0 Abu Qubayl: Only a proclaimer warner will escape from them, as for the proclaimed he will come to the Mahdi and his supporters in Mecca, and inform them of what has happened, as he was a witness to this with his own eyes, as his face was turned towards his back, so they will believe him because of the change in his face that they see, so they will know that the people have been swallowed up. The second will be like that, having his face turned towards his back, he will come to the Sufyan! to inform him of what happened to his supporters. He will believe him and know that it is true because of the sign that he sees, so they are both men from Kalb.915. 'Abdallah: God Most High will say: “O wasteland, annihilate your people!" so it will annihilate them other than a man from Bajila578 who God will turn his face towards his back, in order to inform the people of what happened.916. Arjat: None will be saved from them other than one man, who God will turn his face towards his back, so he will walk the same way backwards. [205]
The Signs of the Mahdi in his Appearance

917. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When the army is swallowed up in the wasteland, then that is the signforthe emergence ofthe Mahdi.
* ^Yemenite tribe, attested from the fifth century into early Islam.A southern, Yemenite tribe, closely related to Banu Khatha'm.
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918. 'Allb. 'Abdallah b. 'Abbas: The Mahdi will not emerge until sun rises.. .S79919. Ka'b: The sign of the Mahdis emergence are flags that wj|| advance from the Maghrib, commanded by a lame manfrOni Kinda.920. Abu Hurayra: The Sufyani and the Mahdi will emerge Ij^ two racing horses, but the Sufyani will dominate over those around him, while the Mahdi over those around him.921. Abu Ja far: The Mahdi will appear during the year 200[=815-16].922. Al-Zuhri: During the second rule of the Sufyan!, you will see a sign in the heavens.923. Abu Sadiq580: The Mahdi will not emerge until the Sufyanirises upon its wood [pulpits] [206]924. Abu Ja'far: The Sufyan! will not emerge until the unjust are higher.925. Mafar al-Warraq581: The Mahdi will not emerge until God is disbelieved publicly.926. Ibn Sirin: The Mahdi will not appear until seven out of nine are killed.927. 'All: The Mahdi will not emerge until a third are killed, a third die (naturally), and a third remain.928. 'All: The Mahdi will not appear until some of you spit in the faces of others.929.
930.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: The sign of the Mahdi’s emergence is when an army gets swallowed up by the earth, so that is the sign of the Mahdi’s emergence.Abu Qubayl: "The gathering of the people for the Mahdi
579 The ending seems to be a Qur’anic verse, yet there is none which fits the context, or it could be a reference to the sun rising from the west, except that this is an event after which there is no history, so the Mahdi must be sent beforehand.580 Muslim b. Yazid al-Azdi, lived in Kufa,/7. lst/7th century.581 Mafr b. Jahman al-Warraq al-Khurasani, lived in Basra, was a scribe (kanayak- 

tubu al-masahifa), d. 129/746-7.

will happen in the year 204 [= 819-20]." Ibn Lahfa582 said: "According to the calcuations of the non-Arabs, not according to the calculations of the Arabs.”Ammar b. Yasir: The sign of the Mahdi is when the Turks come quickly upon you, and your caliph, who would collect the wealth, dies, appointing as caliph after him a weak man. After two years they will throw off allegiance to him, and there will be a swallowing up by the earth to the west of the mosque of Damascus. Three men will emerge in Syria, and the emergence of the Maghribis in Egypt, then will be the reign of the Sufyani.932. Abu Muhammad583 on the authority of a western man: The Mahdi will not emerge until a man takes out his drop-dead gorgeous slave-girl, and says: "Who will purchase her for her weight in food?”933. All: [207] There will be tribulations, then there will be comthen the Mahdi will emerge.
munity under the leadership of a man from my family, who is no good, but will be killed or die, and then the Mahdi will arise.934. Some Companions: The Mahdi will not emerge until every king 
(qayl) or son of a king has perished, and al-qayl is a chief.584935. Abu Qubayl: A man will reign from the Hashemites, who will kill the Umayyads until none but a few remain of them, but not kill other than them. Then a man from the Umayyads will emerge, and kill one out of every two men, until none but women remain, then the Mahdi will emerge.935. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Euphrates will reveal amountain of gold and silver, so seven out of every nine will bekilled for it, so if you live to see that, do not come near it.937. Abu Hurayra: The fourth tribulation will last twelve years, being disclosed when it is disclosed, when the Euphrates

% Abdallah b. Lahr a al-Hadrami, lived in Egypt, a prominent jurisprudent, d. 164/780-1.:3i Probably Abu Muhammad al-Nahdi.** South Arabian, see Biella, Dictionary, p. 449.
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reveals a mountain of gold, then seven out of every nine will 
be killed for it.938. Ka'b: On the side of the Euphrates towards Syria or a little beyond it there will be a great gathering, and they will fight over wealth. Seven out of every nine will be killed, and that will be after a crash and a breaking-asunder (wahiya) during the month of Ramadan. After that a division into three ban- ners, each one seeking the dominion for himself, among them a man named 'Abdallah.939. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The fourth tribulation is eighteen years, then it will disclose what it discloses, when the Euphrates reveals a mountain of gold, the community will turn upside down over it, and then seven out of every nine will be killed for it. [208]

Another Sign at the Time of the Mahdi's Appearance940. Sa'id b. al-Musayyib: There will be tribulation, the first part of which is child's play, every time it is quiet from one side, then it flares up on the other, but it will not end until a herald from the heavens will call out: "Is not the commander so-and-so!” Ibn al-Musayyib intertwined his hands until they were shaking, then said: "This commander is true!" three times.941. Abu Ja'far: A herald will call from the heavens: "Is not the truth with the Family of Muhammad?" And then a herald will call from the earth: "Is not the truth with the Family of Jesus?” Or he said: "al-'Abbas," I am doubtful about it. The lesser voice is

spoke the truth. So when you hear this, know that "the word 
of God is the highest,"585 while the word of Satan is the lowest. Al-Mughira b. 'Abd al-Rahman586 on the authority of his mother, who was old: I said to her during the dissension ofIbn al-Zubayr: "This dissension, the people will perish during it”So she said: "No, my dear son, but after it there is a tribulationin which the people will perish. Nothing will be right until a herald from the heavens calls out: 'Go to so-and-so!'" [209]□44, Ibn al-Musayyib: There will be a tribulation in Syria, of which the first will be child's play, then nothing will be right for people, and there will be no community until a herald calls out from the heavens: "Go to so-and-so," and a hand will beapparent, pointing. Ibn al-Musayyib: same other than he said: A herald will call out from the heavens: "Your commander is so-and-so!" (1)945. Shahr b. Hawshab: The Messenger of God said: During Muharram a herald will call out from the heavens: "Is not God’s chosen one from His creation so-and-so?" So listen to him and obey him in a year of sounds and uproar.946. Ammar b. Yasir: When the Pure Soul and his brother are killed, he will be killed pointlessly, a herald will call out from the heavens: "Your commander is so-and-so," and that will be the Mahdi who will fill the earth will truth and justice.947. Said b. al-Musayyib: There wil be factionalism and division

only from Satan to deceive the people; Nu'aym was doubtful.942. Ibn Shihab [al-Zuhri]: A second commander from the family ofAbu Sufyan will be appointed over the pilgrimage, and he will send an expedition with him. When they are at the pilgrimage, they will hear a herald from the heavens: "Is not the commander so-and-so?" And a herald will call out from the earth: “Lies!" While the herald from the heavens calls out: “Truth!'So this will lengthen, but no one will know which of them should be followed. The one from the heaven the first time

| Q9:40.586 Al-Mughira b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Makhzuml, a prominent army-commander under Maslama, who was suspected of being the Dajjal: “al-Mughira would feed [the soldiers] when they camped, slaughtering a young camel and feeding whoever came. A Bedouin began to stare constantly at al-Mughira, refusing to take his food, and so al-Mughira asked him: 'Don't you want to eat this food? And why are you staring constantly at me?’ He said: ‘Your food impressed me, but your eye leaves me in doubt.’ He said: 'What makes you doubt about my eye?’ He said: ‘I see that you are blind in one eye (a'war) and 1 see you feeding [people], and this is the description of the Dajjal.’ al-Mughira said: ‘The Dajjal won’t have lost one of hiseyesinthe path of God’’” [Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, lx, p. 69; Ibn Hamdun, Tadhkira [Beirut: Dar Sadir, 1996], ii, p. 390).
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949.
950.
951.

until a hand from the heaven is apparent, and a herald will call out: "Is your commander not so-and-so?"948. 'All: After the swallowing up by the earth, a herald will call out from the heavens: Truth is with the Family of Muhammad, at the beginning ofthe day. Then a herald will call out at the end of the day: "Truth is with the Family of Jesus," but this is an exhortation from Satan.Al-Zuhri: When the Sufyani and the Mahdi meet in battle, on that day a voice will be heard from the heavens: "Are not the friends of God the supporters of so-and-so?" meaning the Mahdi. Asma' daughter of 'Umays587: The emirate of that day will be a hand let down from the heavens, so that the people would look at it. [210]

587 Asma daughter of 'Umays al-Khatha'miyya, Companion, sister-in-law to the Prophet,/!. lst/7th century.588 Usually said to have been 313 men.

Arfat: When the people are at Mina and 'Arafat, a herald will call after the tribes are assembled: "Is not your commander so-and-so?" But another voice will follow on its footsteps: "Did he not just lie?" And another voice will follow it: "Did he not just tell the truth?" So they will fight fiercely, with most of their weapons being pack-saddles—so this was the army of pack-saddles—and at that you will see a marked hand in the heavens, while the fighting will intensify until none will remain of the supporters of the truth other than the number of the fighters at Badr588 so that they will swear allegiance to their lord. [211]
The People's Gathering Together at Mecca to swear to the Mahdi 
in it, and the Confusion, Fighting, Seeking the Mahdi that will 
happen that year in Mecca after the Battle and their Gathering 
to him952. 'Amr b. Shu'ayb on the authority of his grandfather: The Messenger of God said: During Dhu al-Qa'da, the tribeswill

divide into groups, during that year the pilgrimage will be I pillaged, then there will be an apocalyptic battle at Mina, and there will be a great many dead. Blood will be shed there until their blood flows over Pebble Pass ('Aqabat al-Jamra), so that the [people's] lord will flee, then be brought back between the Corner (Rukn] and the Standing-Place (Maqam],589 where he will have allegiance sworn to him, although he is reluctant. It will be said to him: "If you refuse, we will cut off your head," so the number ofthe fighters at Badr will swear to him. The inhabitants ofthe heavens and the earth will be pleased with him.0 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The people will perform the pilgrimage togetherand stand at'Arafat together without an imam. While they are camped at Mina, suddenly it will take them like a dog—the tribes will rise up against one another, and fight until the pass flows with blood. So they will go frightened to the best of them, and bring him, while he is clinging his face to the Ka'ba, weeping—it is as if I am looking at his tears! They will say: "Come, let us swear allegiance to you." But he will say: "Woe to you! How many covenants have you broken!! Andhowmuch blood have you shed!!" So he will receive their allegiance reluctantly, so if you live at this time, then swear to him, for he is the Mahdi on the earth and the Mahdi in the heavens.
954. Sa'idb.al-Musayyib: During Dhu al-Qa'da, the tribes will take sides against others, and in Dhu al-Hijja the pilgrimage caravan will be pillaged, and Muharram, what a Muharram!
955. Shahrb.Hawshab: The Messenger of God said: During Dhu al- Qa'dathe tribes will be divided into groups, during Dhu al-Hijja the pilgrimage caravan will be pillaged, and in Muharram, a herald will call out from the heavens. [212]
956. Ibn'Abbas: God Most High will send the Mahdi after despair,
* The Rukn is one of the corners of the Ka'ba, and the Maqam is the standing place 

Abraham (Q 2:1251 where he is said to have prayed.
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such that the people will say: "There is no Mahdi." His He|per. will be people from Syria, their number being 315 menx number of the fighters at [the Battle of] Badr. They will ,0 to him from Syria to take him out from the center of Mecca from a house close to [the hill of] al-Safa, and they will swear to him [when he is] reluctant. He will lead them in prayer two prayer-prostrations [rak'as], the Traveler’s Prayer590 at theStanding-Place, and then he will ascend the pulpit.

will see that innocence will not save them, and the one who withdraws will see that his withdrawal is not useful. They will then seek to compel a youthful man, leaning with his back to the Corner, his shoulder blades trembling, called the Mahdi on the earth, and he is the Mahdi in the heavens, so whoever lives at his time, let him follow him.
^0. Qatada: The Messenger of God said: He will depart from Medina to Mecca, and the people will seek him out from among them, then swear allegiance to him between the Corner andAbu Hurayra: The Mahdi will receive their allegiance between the Corner and the Standing-place, without waking a sleeper, without spilling blood. the Standing-Place, while he is reluctant. [213]0 Abu al-Jild: His rule will come to him easily, while he is in his house.958. Al-Zuhri: There will be two heralds that year: a herald from the heavens: "Is the commander not so-and-so?" and a heraldfrom the earth: "Lies!" So the helpers of the lower voice, until the bases of the trees are dyed with blood. This is the day about which 'Abdallah b. 'Amr said: "An army will be called The Army of Pack-saddles, because they will divide their pack- saddles and use them as shields."He said: "There will only remain of that voice’s Helpers the number of the fighters at [the Battle of] Badr, 310 plus, so they will be victorious, then they will go to their master, and findhim leaning his back to the Ka ba, with his shoulder blades trembling, asking God for refuge from the evil to which they are calling, and so they will compel him to take their allegiance. The supporters of the lower voice will return to Syria, saying: ‘We fought a group the likes of which we have never seen, even though they were a tiny band."959. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: There will be dissension while the people are praying together, performing the pilgrimage together, standing at 'Arafat together, and celebrating the Sacrifice Festival ('Id al-Adha]591 together, then aroused like a dog, they will fight until the pass will flow with blood. Even the innocent

s” A shortened form of the regular prayers.5,1 Which concludes the hajj ceremony.

963 I

'Ali: When the black banners, among which is Shu'ayb b. Salih, defeat the horsemen of the Sufyani the people will desire the Mahdi, and seek him. So he will emerge from Mecca with the banner of the Prophet, and pray two prayer-prostrations (rak'os), after the people will have despaired at his emergence, because of the lengthy trials. When he completes his prayers, he will depart, and say: "0 people, the trial has beset the community of Muhammad, and especially the People of the House—we were compelled and made to do iniquitous things."'Ali: Three men from Quraysh will depart to Mecca, because the army of the Sufyan! is looking for them, so when the [news] of the swallowing up by the earth reaches them, they will gather in Mecca from the countries for those three men, and swear to one of them, [when he is] reluctant.%4. Al-Zuhri: The Mahdi from the descendants of Fatima will be Jtaken out from Mecca, and have allegiance sworn to him.%5. Abu Ja'far: Then the Mahdi will appear in Mecca at the evening prayers with the banner of the Messenger of God, his shirt, his sword, signs, light and clear exposition. When he prays the evening prayer, then he will call out at the top of his voice: “I remind you of God, 0 people! And your place before your Lord. He has made proofs, sent prophets, revealed the Book,
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commanded you not to associate anything with Him, to guard obedience to Him and to His Messsenger, to revive what the Qur’an revives, and to cause to die what it causes to die, that you be helpers for the guidance, advisers for god-fearingness, since this world's annihilation and end have come near, and it has been given permission to say farewell. So I call you to God, to His Messenger, to action according to His Book, and to killing the prohibited, reviving His Sunna (way)."So he will appear leading 313 men, the number of [the fighters at] Badr, without previous appointment, driven like the autumn clouds, and being like monks at night, lions during the day. God will conquer for the Mahdi the land of the Hijaz, and he will take out those Hashemites who are in prison. The black banners will descend upon Kufa, then send their oath of allegiance to the Mahdi. The Mahdi will send his troops to the horizons, and kill injustice and its people. Countries will be set aright, and God will conquer Constantinople at his hands. [214]966. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: When commerce is cut—and roads, too— and tribulations multiply, then seven learned men will depart from different directions without previous appointment. 310 some men will have sworn to each of them, until they will gather at Mecca. The seven will meet, and say to each other: "What brought you?" And so they will say: "We came in search of the man who is appropriate to the task of calming these tribulations, and conquer Constantinople. We know his name and his father's and mother's names, and his description.” So the seven will agree upon that, and seek him, and find him in Mecca, saying to him: "You are so-and-so son of so-and-so?” He will say: "No, I am a man from the Helpers (al-Ansar),” so then he will disappear from them.But they will describe him to the people in the know, and they will be told: "He is the one you are seeking, but he has gone to Medina," so they will seek him in Medina, but he will slip away from them back to Mecca, so they will seek him in

Mecca, and find him, and say: "You are so-and-so son of so- and-so, and your mother is so-and-so daughter of so-and-so, and you have this sign on you. You disappeared from us once, so then stretch out your hand so that we can swear to you."But he will say: "I am not the one you are looking for. I am so-and-so of the Helpers. If you command me I will show you the one you are looking for." But then he will disappear again, so they will seek for him in Medina, but he will slip away from them again back to Mecca, where they will find him at the Corner, then say to him: "Our sin is upon you, and our blood is on your neck if you do not stretch out your hand to us so that we can swear to you. This army of the Sufyani has been sent to find us, commanding it there is a man from Jarm,"592 so he will sit between the Corner and the Standing-Place, and stretch out his hand so that they can swear to him. God will cast love for him into the hearts of the people, and he will lead the people, lions by day, but monks by night.967. Qatada: The Messenger of God said: Bands of Iraq will come to him, and the Substitutes (abdal) of Syria, then they will swear to him between the Corner and the Standing-Place, and he will apply Islam in its totality. [215]
lie Mahdi’s Departure from Mecca to Jerusalem and Syria, after 
which they will swear to him, and His Traveling towards the 
Sufyani and his SupportersW Muhammad b. All: When the refugee who is in Mecca hears of the swallowing up by the earth, he will depart with 12,000, among them the Substitutes (abdal), until they descend upon Jerusalem (//fyd'). Then the one who sent the army, when it reaches him about Jerusalem: "By God’s life (wa-'umri Allahi), God has placed in this man a lesson—1 sent against him what 1 sent, so they sunk into the earth, so there is a warning and

* 'here are several different tribes by this name; probably these are related to Hi
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970.971.

caution (dasfra)," and the Sufyani will give him obedience. But then he will depart and go to Kalb, as they are his maternal uncles, who will condemn him for what he did. They will say: “God dressed you in a shirt593 so you took it off?” He will say: "Do you think that I should go back on my oath?" They willsay: “Yes," so he will come to him [the Mahdi] in Jerusalem,and say: “Let me off," so he will say: "I am not going to do that." But he [the Sufyani] will say: "Nevertheless," so he willsay to him: “Do you want me to kill you?" He will say: "Yes," so he will say: “This man has thrown off his allegiance," so he will order him to be slaughtered at the flag-stones (balafa) of Jerusalem, then he will go to Kalb—and missing out is the onewho misses the pillage of Kalb!Dhu Qariyat: He will go until he reaches Jerusalem, and swear to him at last, departing from him, then he [the Sufyani] will regret it, and ask to go back on his oath, so he [the Mahdi] will release him, then order him to be killed because of histreachery.Al-Zuhri: The other will receive his oath of allegiance.'All: He will depart leading 12,000 if less, or 15,000 if more, and fear will go before him.594 Every enemy he meets in battle, he will defeat by the permission of God, their slogan will be “Kill, kill!" not fearing before God any condemner. Seven ban-
them all and reign. He will return to the people their love, grace [216], plenty and trade.595 There will be nothing after them other than the Dajjal. We said: "What arefada (plenty)and bazaza (trade)?" He said: "The rule will be so plentifulthat a man will be able to speak what he wants and not fearanything."

593 Gave you power.594 Compare al-Bukhari, Sahih, iv, pp. 15-16 (no. 2977).
595 Bazaza refers to the cloth trade. Interestingly, in the question as to the meaning of the two rare words in the tradition, the questioned figure does not define 

bazaza.

All: God will send against the Syrians those who will break their grouping, until even if the foxes were to fight them they would overpower them (the Syrians). At that a man from thePeople of my House will emerge leading three banners—thosewho say more, 15,000, while those who say less, 12,000, their command being "Kill, kill!"—against a man who seeks thedominion under one banner, or in order to swear alle;for the dominion, so God will kill them all, and then God will return to the Muslims their intimacy, plenty and trade. Ibn LahT'asaid.. .the same, other than he said: "Nine black flags." 973. Al-Walid b. Muslim: Someone told me that the Mahdi and the Sufyani and Kalb will fight at Jerusalem (bqyt al-maqdis) when he [the Sufyani] asks to be released from his oath, so the Sufyani will be brought to him as a prisoner, and slaughtered atthe Gate of Mercy,596 then his women and spoils will be sold on the Damascus road.974. Ali: When the Sufyani sends an army to the Mahdi, and they are swallowed up by the earth in the wasteland, and that [news] reaches the Syrians, they will say to their caliph: “The Mahdi has emerged, so swear to him, and enter into his obedience— otherwise we will kill you!" So he will send his oath to him, and the Mahdi will go until he settles in Jerusalem, and the storehouses will be conveyed to him. The Arabs, the non-Arab Persians, the people of war, the Byzantines and others will enter into his service (obedience) without fighting, such that mosques will be built in Constantinople and other places. A man from his family will depart from before him leading the easterners, carrying his sword on his shoulders. Eight months he will kill and mutilate, and then turn towards Jerusalem, but not reach it before he dies.975. Ka'b: I would have liked to have lived to see the pillage of the Bedouin, which is the pillage of Kalb—since missing out is the one who misses out on the pillage-day of Kalb.
* In Jerusalem, the eastern gate leading into the Sacred Enclosure.
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Ali: God will drive away the tribulations by a man from us, who will treat people unjustly, giving them nothing but the sword, placing the sword on his shoulders for eight monthskilling, until people will say: "By God, this guy is not from the descendants of Fatima! If he were from her descendants, he would have been merciful to us. God will raid the 'Abbasids and the Umayyads using him. [217]977. Ibn 'Abbas; When the army of the Sufyani is swallowed up by the earth, the lord of Mecca will say: These are the signs of which you used to inform us! So they will go to Syria, and this will reach the lord of Damascus, so he will send him his oath and swear to him. Then [the tribe of] Kalb will come to him after that, saying: "What have you done? You came to get our oath, but then you have thrown it off, and given it to him??" So he will say: "What can I do? The people gave me over." So they will say: <rWe are with you, so give over your oath," so he will send to the Hashemite, asking to be released from his oath. Then he will fight him, but the Hashemite will defeat them, then on that day whoever rams his spear against a clan of Kalb, they will be his. Missing out is the one who misses out on the pillage-day of Kalb.978. 'All b. Abi Jalib: He will lead 12,000 if less or 15,000 if more, their slogan will be: "Kill, kill!" until the Sufyan! will meet him, then he will say: "Come out to me, cousin, so I can talk to you," so he will come out and talk to him, and then give him the rule, and swear to him. But when the Sufyani returns to his supporters, [the tribe of] Kalb will make him regret this, so he will return and ask to be released from his oath, and he [the Mahdi] will do so. Then he will fight with the army ofthe Sufyani, with seven banners, each master of a banner will hope for the rule for himself. The Mahdi will defeat him. Abu Hurayra said: The one who avoids the pillage of Kalb is himself to be avoided.979. Abu Hurayra: The one who avoids the spoils of Kalb is himself to be avoided.

Al-Zuhri: The Mahdi will depart from Mecca after the swal- ’ lowing up by the earth leading 314 men, the number of the [fighters at] Badr, and he and the commander of the Sufyam's army will meet in battle—the Mahdi's supporters on that day will use pack-saddles as their shields (junna), meaning their shields (tiras), so it will be called the Day of the Pack- Saddles. It will be said that on that day a voice will be heard from the heavens, a herald calling: "Are not the friends of God the supporters of so-and-so the Mahdi?" So defeat will be on the supporters ofthe Sufyani, and they will fight until only a few are left, then they will flee to the Sufyani, to inform him. The Mahdi will depart to Syria, and the Sufyan! will meet the Mahdi with his oath, while the people everywhere make haste to him [the Mahdi], and he will fill the earth with justice just as it has been filled with injustice.981. IbnMas'ud: Seven men from the learned ('u/amd') will swear an oath to the Mahdi, coming to Mecca from every direction without prior appointment—with each one of them having 310 some men sworn to him—so they will gather in Mecca, and swear to him [the Mahdi]. God will place love of him in the hearts ofthe people, so he will lead them. The horsemen ofthe Sufyani commanded by a man from Jarm will have been sent to those who have sworn, so when he departs Mecca, he will leave his supporters, and walk in [218] a loincloth and an outer garment until he comes to the JarmI and he swears tohim. But then [the tribe of] Kalb will cause him to regret hisoath, and come to him to ask him to et out of the oath, so hewill release him from his oath, then will array his armies for battle. God will defeat the Byzantines, and will take away the tribulations at his hands, and he will settle in Syria.982. Ka'b: When you see the caliph of Jerusalem, or the one before it, meaning Damascus, do not follow the one before him, for he is more astray than a donkey.983. Abu Hurayra: The caliph who is in Jerusalem will kill the one who is before him.
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984. Elders: The Sufyan! is the one who will give the caliphate to the Mahdi.985. Arfat: The Sakhri [Sufyan!] will enter Kufa, then the appearance of the Mahdi in Mecca will reach him, so he will send an expedition to him from Kufa, but it will be swallowed up by the earth, and none will be saved from it other than a pro- claimer to the Mahdi and a warner to the Sakhri. So the Mahdi will advance from Mecca, and the Sakhri from Kufa towards Syria like two racing horses. The Sakhri will beat him, and then deputize another expedition from Syria to the Mahdi. They will meet the Mahdi in battle in the Hijaz, but they will swear to him an oath of guidance, and advance with him until they reach the border of Syria, which is between it and the Hijaz. He will stay there, so it will be said: “Carry forth!" but he will be reluctant to pass forward.597

597 Reading with MM majaz in place of Hijaz.598 See Kister, "Land property" for the background to this idea.

Then he [the Mahdi] will say: “Write to my cousin and if he will throw off his obedience, then 1 will be your lord." Sowhen his letter reaches the Sakhri [Sufyan!], he will make peace with him [the Mahdi] and swear allegiance.The Mahdi will go until he settles in Jerusalem (bayt al- 
maqdis). He will not leave a single little piece of land to any [Muslim] man in Syria, but return it all to the non-Muslims 
(ahi al-dhimma'), and return the Muslims in their entirety to jihad.598 He will remain doing this for three years, then a man will emerge from Kalb called Kinana, who will have a star in his eye, leading a clan of his tribe until they come to the Sakhri, and say: “We swore to you, and helped you until when you reigned you swore to our enemy. Now, go out, you should fight!" He will say: “Leading who?" Then he [the envoy] will say: “Every female from 'Amir will join you, and none with foot or cloven hoof will stay behind."So he will travel and [the tribe of] 'Amir in its totality will 

travel with him until they descend upon Beth-Shean (Bay san). Then the Mahdi will send a banner to them—the biggest banner during the time of the Mahdi [219] will be 100 men— and then they will descend upon Fathur Ibrahim,599 so Kalb will line up its horsemen and its infantry, its camels and flocks, but when the two groups of horses get wind of each other Kalb will turn and retreat. The Sakhri will be taken and slaughtered on the stone that is across the face of the earth from the church that is at the bottom of the valley,600 on the side of the road to the Mount of Olives, the bridge that is on the right side ofthe valley, on the stone that is across on the face of the earthfrom it.601 He will be slaughtered like a sheep, then missing out is the one who misses out on the pillage-day of Kalb, where a virgin girl will be sold for eight dirhams.602986. Arfat: He will swear to him, then the Mahdi will return to Mecca for three years, then a man from Kalb will emerge, and will cause those who are in the land of Iram (Damascus) to revolt unwillingly. Then he will go to the Mahdi in Jerusalem leading 12,000 men, but then the Sufyan! will be taken and killed at the Jayrun Gate.603 [220]
The Conduct and Justice of the Mahdi and the Plenty of his Time987. Ka'b: The Mahdi will send to fight the Byzantines, havingbeen given the jurisprudential knowledge (flak') of ten, and toremove the Ark of the Covenant (tabut al-sakina) from a cave at Antioch. In it there will be the Torah, which God revealed
* Fathur usually means Ma tray" [see no. 1552], but Yaqut, Mu'jam, iv, p. 224 “a palace of marble.” So perhaps this was a monumental or palatial structure in the area of Beth-Shean.* Either the Church of St. Mary [traditional burial spot for the Virgin Mary) or the Church ofthe Garden of Gethsemane.Perhaps one of the group of Second Temple era tombs next to the Pillar of Absolom.* Note how much cheaper this is than the idealized price of a horse in the messianic era (nos. 1558,1570,1573).w Not attested for Jerusalem, but as the left gate leading out of the Great Mosque in Damascus.
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to Moses, the Gospel which God revealed to Jesus, and he will judge between the people of the Torah [Jews] according to their Torah, and between the people of the Gospel [Christians] according to their Gospel.988. Ka'b: He is only called the Mahdi because he guides to a hidden matter, so he will bring out the Torah and the Gospel from a land called Antioch.989. Ja'far b. Sayyar al-Shami604: The Mahdi's fulfillment of justice will be such that if there was something under a molar tooth, he would yank it out and return it [to its owner].990. 'Abdallah b. SharTk605: The Prophet’s Conquering Banner will be with the Mahdi—I wish that I would live to see it, and be young again!991. Nawf al-Bikali: On the Mahdi’s banner will be written: “The oath belongs to God.”606 [221]992. Ibn Sirin: it was said to him: Is the Mahdi better or Abu Bakr and 'Umar? He said: He is better607 than the both of them, and

604 Unidentified, but probably fl. 2nd/8th century.605 'Abdallah b. Shank al-'Amiri, lived in Kufa, associated with extremism (ghuluww), fl. lst/7th century.606 Compare with the phrase on some pre-reform coins: al-wafa' li-l-llah, see Album, 
Checklist of Islamic Coins (Santa Rosa, CA: Stephen Album Rare Coins, 2011), p. 36 (no. 3523).607 Reading akhyar instead of akhbar with MM and DKI.608 Could he be the Murji’ite leader mentioned by al-Tabari, Ta'rikh, vi, pp. 593,596, 598 (year 102)?609 Kufa and Basra.

will act justly like a prophet.993. Abu Ru’ba608: [During] the Mahdi’s [time] it will be as if the impoverished will be able to lick butter.994. Mafar al-Warraq: The Mahdi will take out the fresh, meaning new [piyyd), Torah from Antioch.995. Ka'b: The leaders of the Mahdi will be the best of those whohelp and swear to him from the two Kufas609 and the Yemen, and the Substitutes (abdaH of Syria. At their vanguard will be Gabriel, at their rearguard Michael, beloved among the
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created creatures, by whom God Most High will dampen the ‘blind’ tribulation, and make the earth safe, so that a woman could make the pilgrimage among five other women, without a man among them, and not fear anything other than God. The earth will give its charity, and the heavens will give their blessing.996. Jawus: The sign of the Mahdi is that he will be harsh upon the governors, generous with wealth, merciful towards the indigent poor.997. Abu Sa'Id: The Prophet said: A caliph will appear at the end of time who will give wealth without counting.998. Majar: 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz was mentioned around him, and so he said: "It has reached me that the Mahdi will do something that'Umar b. 'Abd al-'AzIz never did.” We said: "What is that?” He said: "A man will come to him and ask him [for money], and so he will say: ’Go to the Treasury and take [what you want],’ so he will go into the Treasury and take. He will depart and see the people satisfied, and regret so return to him, saying: 'Take what you have given to me,’ then he will refuse, and say: 'We give, we do not take [in return]/”999. Ka'b: I find concerning the Mahdi written in the books of the Prophets: “There is no injustice in his work, and no defect.”6101000. Ka'b: He is only called the Mahdi because he will guide to books of the Torah, taking them out of a mountain in Syria, calling the Jews to them so that they convert to Islam on the basis ofthose books, a great many of them, then he mentioned approximately 30,000.1001. Muhammad b. Sirin: He mentioned the tribulation to come, and said: “When it is like that, sit in your houses until you hear that ruling the people is someone better than Abu Bakr and'Umar.” It will be said: "Better than both Abu Bakr and

Perhaps an allusion to Ezekiel 28:15, although many biblical citations in the Oadith are fabricated.
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1002.

1003.

'Umar?" He said: "He will be more meritorious than some of the prophets." [222]Qatada: The Messenger of God said: He wil take out the treasures, divide the wealth, and set Islam aright.Abu Sa'id al-Khudarl: The Prophet said: The dweller of the heavens and of the earth will be satisfied with him, the heav

his evil. He will distribute the wealth, be harsh on governors, and have mercy on the indigent poor. [223]jOio. Tawus: I wish that 1 was not going to die, so I would live to see the time ofthe Mahdi, in which the one who does good will
increase in his good, and the one who does evil will repent.

ens will not avoid raining, nor the earth from bringing forth produce, such that the living and the dead will desire this.1004. Abu Sa'id al-Khudarl: The Prophet said: He will distribute wealth generously, not count it stingily, filling the earth will justice like it has been filled with injustice and wrong.1005. Abu Sa'id al-Khudarl: The Prophet said: His community will tend towards him like the female date palm tends towards the male, he will fill the earth with justice just as it has been filled with injustice, until the people come to be as in their first state, without a sleeper being awakened, without blood flowing.1006. Abu Sa'id: The Prophet said: He will fill the earth with justice just as it was filled previously with wrong and injustice, and reign seven years.1007. Ibrahim b. Maysara611: I said to Tawus: "Is 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz the Mahdi?" He said: "No, he did not seek to actualize justice in its totality."1008. Al-Walid: I heard a man narrating to the people: "There are three Mahdis: The good Mahdi, who is 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz, [there is] the Mahdi of blood, who is the one who will calm the bloodshed, and [there is] the Mahdi of religion, who is Jesus son of Mary, who will convert his community [Christians] to Islam during his time." Al-Walld said: It reached me from Ka'b that he said: "The good Mahdi will emerge after the Sufyani.”
1009. Tawus; When it is the Mahdi's time, the one who does good will increase in his good, the one who does evil will repent of

1012. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: My community will be blessed during the time ofthe Mahdi in a way never before seen. The heavens will send abundant rain upon them, and whatever is sown will produce. Wealth will be like something trampled, so a man will rise and say: "O Mahdi, give to me,” so he will say: "Take."1013. Abu Sa'id on the authority of the Prophet, the same, other than he did not mention the wealth.1014. Sulayman b. 'Isa: It has reached me that at the hands of the Mahdi the Ark of the Covenant (tdbut al-sakina) will appear from the Sea of Galilee, so that it will be carried, and placed before him in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis). When the Jews look upon it, they will convert to Islam other than a few of them, then the Mahdi will die naturally.1015. From a man from the Maghrib: When the Mahdi emerges, God will cast sufficiency into the hearts of the servants, such that the Mahdi will say: "Who wants wealth?" but no one other than a man saying "I do" will come to him. He will say: "Distribute,” and so he will pour it, carrying it on his back until he comes to the last of the people, he says: "Have I not been shown to be the worst of these?" So he will return, giving it back, saying; "Take your wealth, 1 have no need of it."1016. Dinar b. Dinar: The Mahdi will appear when the immovable spoils have been distributed, so he will make peace between the people concerning that which comes to him. He will not
Ibrahim b. Maysara al-Jalfi, settled in Mecca, mawia, d. approximately 132/749-50. 612 Probably Sabbah b. Muharib a-Taymi, lived in some of the villages of Rayy, fl. 2nd/8th century.
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1017.

1018.

1019.

1020.

prefer one over the other, and will act according to right until he dies, then the world after him will become murderous 
(haraj).'All b. Abi Talib: The Messenger of God said: God Most High will make the Mahdi right during one night.Jawus: 'Umar b. al-Khaftab left the House, then said: “By God, I do not see myself leaving the treasuries of the House, when there are no [224] weapons and wealth in it, while I could divide them in the path of God?" 'All b. Abi Talib said to him: "Go, O Commander ofthe Believers, for you are not its owner. Its owner is from us, a youth from Quraysh, who will divide it in the path of God at the end of time."Jabir b. 'Abdallah: the Prophet said: “There will be among my community a caliph will will distribute the wealth, not count it up."Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: A man will emerge from my family at the completion of time, and the appearance of tribulations, whose stipends will be generous, who will be called al-Saffah.An elder who narrated to them during the time of Ibn al- Zubayr, who had lived during the jahiliyya: The caliphate will settle in Jerusalem, the oath of allegiance will be guidance, their women will be permitted [sexually] to the one who swears to him, so he will say: "Divorce or manumission will not be accepted from them."Ka'b: When you see a caliph in Jerusalem, and another below him, meaning in Damascus, do not follow the one who is below him, for he is more astray than the donkey of his family.613

613 Probably a reference to Marwan II.

1023. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The caliph who is in Jerusalem will kill the one who is below him.1024. Arfat: The first flag that the Mahdi will dispatch, he will send to the Turks, then defeat them, and take the prisoners and wealth that is with them, then go to Syria, and conquer it, then 

1021.

1022.

manumit every slave (mamluk) with him, and give his follow 
ers their value. [225]^Description of the Mahdi0. Ka'b: The Mahdi will lower himself before God, the way the eagle lowers its wings.0. Abu Sa'id on the authority of the Prophet..The Mahdi is hook-nosed, hairless on the forehead. (1)|027- Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Messenger of God said: The Mahdi is hairless on the forehead, hook-nosed.0- Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: The Mahdi is hooknosed,614 hairless on the forehead.0. Kab:The Mahdi is fifty-one or fifty-two years old.0. Abdallah b. al-Harith615: The Mahdi will emerge when he is forty years old, as if he is a man of the Israelites. [226]1031. Ibn'Abbas: He is a youth (shabb).1032. Abu al-Ju fay 1 that the Messenger of God described the Mahdi, then mentioned a speech impediment on his tongue, and his [habit of] striking his left thigh with his right hand, when words came slowly. His name is my name and his father's name is my father's name.6161033. Abu Said al-Khudari: The Prophet said: A man will emerge at the end of time and the appearance of tribulations whose stipend will be generous, called al-Saffah.1034. Sufyan al-Kalbi: A youth (ghulam) will emerge under the flag ofthe Mahdi, young in age, with a sparse beard, yellowish hair (as/ar)—but al-Walid [b. Muslim] did not mention yellowish hair—when approaching the mountains, he would shake them, but al-Walid said: he would cause them to tremble until he descends upon Jerusalem (Iliya').

w On the nose, reading with DK1.16 Probably 'Abdallah b. al-Harith al-Qurashi, lived in Medina and Basra, d. 79/698-9.Ui These are descriptions of Muhammad al-Nafs al-Zakiyya ("the Pure Soul"), d. 762; seeal-Isfahani, Maqdtil, pp. 214-15.
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210 THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS mentioned more than once without mentioning the name of1035. Al-Saqr b. Rustum on the authority of his father: The Mahdi is a man having fine eyebrows, parted eyebrows, with wide- eyes, who will come from the Hijaz until he will sit upon the pulpit of Damascus, when he is eighteen years old.617 'All b. Abi Talib: The Mahdi, his birthplace will be Medina, from the family (ahi bayt) ofthe Prophet, and his name my father's name,618 his place of emigration is Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), with a spare beard, black-eyed, with incisor teeth flashing, a mole on his face, hook-nosed, hairless on the forehead, on his shoulder the sign of the Prophet.619 He will emerge with the banner of the Prophet, of a square, black, fringed coarse-silk material (mirt),620 with a stone on it, that has not been displayed with anyone since the Messenger of God died, and will not be displayed until the Mahdi will emerge. God will aid him with 3,000 angels,621 striking the faces and buttocks of those who oppose him. He will be sent when he is between thirty and forty years old.'All b. Abi Talib: He is a youth (fata) from Quraysh, brown, lanky.Artat: The Mahdi will be sixty years old. [227]

his father.1040. 'Abdallah: The Prophet said: The Mahdi and 1 will have identical names, and his father's and mine as well.
1036.

1037.
1038.The Name of the Mahdi1039. 'Abdallah: The Prophet said: The Mahdi and I will have identical names, and his father's and mine as well. I heard this

617 Ibn Tawus, Malahim, p. 74 proposes that the difference between the Mahdis age in no. 1035 and no. 1038 has to do with his appearance—he will be old, but appear youthful.618 One feels that there is a mistake here, perhaps this was meant to be a citation from Muhammad.'Ali’s father's name was 'Abd Manaf or 'Umran (al-Samarqandi al-Maydani, Tuhfat al-talib bi-ma'rifa man yantasib ila 'Abdallah wa-Abi Talib [Qumm: Maktabat Ayatullah al-'Uzma al-Mar'ashli, 2011], p. 20); nowhere else is this name attested for the Mahdi.
619 The khatam al-nubuwwa (some kind of a mole or ;rowth on Muhammad's shoulder): al-Bayhaqi, Dala’il al-nubuwwa (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, 1985), i, pp. 259-67.
620

621

See Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, iv, pp. 319-20. As at the Battle of Uhud, see Q 3:124.

0, Ka'b: "The name ofthe Mahdi is Muhammad." He said: "The name of a prophet."1042. AbuThumama622: 1 know his name, the name of his father and mother.1043. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: The Mahdi's name is my name.1044. Abu al-Tufayl: The Messenger of God said: The Mahdi, his name is my name, and his father's name is my father's name. [228]The Ancestry of the Mahdi1045. Qatada: I said to Sa'Id b. al-Musayyib: "The Mahdi is truth, is he?" He said: "Truth." I said: "Where is he from?" He said: “From Quraysh." I said: "From which part of Quraysh?" He said: "From the Hashemites." I said: "From which part of the Hashemites?" He said: "From the descendants of 'Abd al-Muffalib." 1 said: "Which part of'Abd al-Muttalib?" He said: “From the descendants of Fatima."1046. Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: "He is a man from my descendants," or he said: "From the People of my House."1047. 'Ali: He is a man from me.1048. Ibn 'Abbas: From us are al-Hadl (the guide) and al-Muhtadi (the one who seeks to guide), and from us are also the one who goes astray, and the one who leads astray.1049. Ibn'Abbas: “The Mahdi is a youth from us, the People of the House." 1 said: "Your elders are incapable, but you hope for your youths?" He said: "God does what He wills."1050. Aban b. al-Walid: I heard Ibn 'Abbas when he was with
® Lived in the Hijaz, dealt in wheat (qamh),fl. lst/7th century.
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Mu'awiya saying: God will send guidance from us, the People ofthe House. [229]1051.
1052.

Ibn 'Abbas: The Mahdi is from us, he will hand it [the rule] over to Jesus son of Mary.'All b. Abi Talib: I said: “O Messenger of God, will the Mahdi be from us, the imams of guidance or from someone other thanus?" He said: "From us, of course—by us the religion will be sealed just as by us it was opened, and through us they should seek salvation from the error of dissension, just as throughus they sought salvation from the error of associating [other entities with God]. Through us God will unite their hearts inthe religion after the enmity of dissension just as God united
1053.

1054.1055.

between their hearts and their religion after the enmity of associating."Abu al-Tufayl and 'All on the authority of the Prophet, who said: "By us the religion will be sealed just as by us it was opened, and through us they seek salvation from associating.” One of them said: "from the error," "and through us God will unite their hearts after the enmity of associating." One of them said: "The error and dissension."'All: The Prophet said: He is a man from my family. 'A’isha: The Prophet said: He is a man from my descendents, who will fight for my way (sunnati) just as I fought for the

concerning the Mahdi, [so] he said: "When he comes, he will be from the progeny of 'Abd Shams.”624

623 Unknown.

,» |bn'Umar that he said to Ibn al-Hanafiyya: "Who is this Mahdi ofwhomyou speak?" [230] He said: "Just like you say ‘the righteous man’ when a man is righteous, you say of him 
Mahdi." So Ibn 'Umar said: "May God make the idiots ugly!" as if he denied his words.^1, Ash'athb. 'Abd al-Rahman62S heard Abu Qilaba saying: "'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz is the Mahdi in truth.”1062- Al-Hasan was asked concerning the Mahdi, and he said: I think thatthe Mahdi is none other than 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz.1063. Tawus said: 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz was a mahdi, but not the one. The Mahdi, when he is, the one who does good will 0increase, and the one who does evil will repent from his evil.1064. Abu Qubayl: A man will emerge from the progeny of al-Husayn—if the fixed mountains faced him he would cause them to tremble, and make roads through them.1065. Abu Ja'far: He is from the Hashemites, from the progeny of Fafima.1066. Abdallah b.'Umar: The Mahdi is the one upon whom Jesus will descend, and Jesus will pray behind him.1067. Ibn Zurayr al-Ghafiqi626 heard 'All saying: He is from the descendents of the Prophet.inspiration.1056. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: He is a man from my community.1057. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Messsenger of God said: He is a man from my descendents.1058. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: A man will emerge from the progeny of al-Husayn from the direction of the east—if the mountains faced him, he would destroy them, and make roads through them.1059. Aflat b. Salih623: I spoke to Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya

1068. Ka'b: The Mahdi is from the progeny of al-'Abbas.1069. Abu Sa'id: The Prophet said: He is a man from me.1070. Muhammad: The Mahdi is from this community—he is the one who will serve as an imam to Jesus son of Mary.1071. Al-Hasan: The Mahdi is Jesus son of Mary. [231] (1)1072. Abu Hurayra: He is from the family of Muhammad.1073. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: He is a man from myfamily.
S( Great-grandfather of Muhammad, meaning the Hashemites.B Ash'ath b.'Abd al-Rahman al-Y ami, lived in Kufa,/7. 2nd/8th century.0 Abdallahb.Zurayr al-Ghafiqi, lived in Egypt,/?. lst/7th century.
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1074. Ka'b: The Mahdi is from the progeny of Fajima.1075.

1076.1077.
1078.

1079.
1080.
1081.1082.

'All b. Abi Talib said: The Prophet named al-Hasan a lord 
(sayyid), and from his loins will emerge a man whose name is the name of your Prophet who will fill the earth will justice just as it has been filled with injustice.Al-Zuhri: The Mahdi is from the progeny of Fafima.Ka'b: The Mahdi is from none other than Quraysh, as the caliphate is only with them, but he will have a root and a genealogical connection to Yemen.Salim627: Najda wrote to Ibn 'Abbas asking him concerning the Mahdi, so he said: "God Most High has guided this community with the first people of this family, and will bring salvation to it through the last of them. Two rams, hornless and with horns, will not butt during it." He said: "There are two Mahdis from the Banu 'Abd Shams, one of the two of them is 'Umar the Scarred [on the face]."628

627 Probably Salim b. Abi Umayyad al-Qurashi, a mawla, lived in Medina, d. 129/746-7.628 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz.629 Zirr b. Hubaysh b. Hubasha al-Asadi, lived in Kufa, d. 81 or 82/700 or 701-2.

Zirr b. Hubaysh629 heard 'All saying: The Mahdi will be a man from us, from the descendents of Fatima. [232]'All b. Abi Talib: The Messenger of God said: The Mahdi is from us, the People of the House.Al-Hasan: The Mahdi is Jesus son of Mary. Arfat: The Mahdi will stay forty years. [233]The Length of the Mahdi's Reign1083. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: The Mahdi will liveduring that, meaning after he reigns, seven, eight or nine years. (2)1084. Qatada: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: He will live during that seven years.1085. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: He will live seven ornine years.

iOS®’
1089.

Abu al-Siddiq630: The Prophet said: He will live seven years then die [naturally].Abu Sa'id: The Prophet said: He will reign seven years. [234] Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari: The Messenger of God said: The Mahdi will be in my community at the least for seven, if not then eight, if not then nine years.Sabbah: The Mahdi will stay among you for thirty-nine years, duringwhich the young will say: "Oh! would that I was older!" and the elderly will say: "Oh! would that I was younger!" Damra b. Habib: The life of the Mahdi will be thirty years. Al-Saqr b. Rustum on the authority of his father: The Mahdi will reign seven years, with some two months and days.Dinar b. Dinar: "The Mahdi's length of staying will be forty years," but one of the two of them said once forty and another time twenty-four years.1093. Al-Zuhri: The Mahdi will live fourteen years then die naturally.1094. 'Ali: The Mahdi will manage the people thirty or forty years.[235]

1090.1091.
1092.

What will happen after the Mahdi1095. Dinar b. Dinar: It has reached me that the Mahdi, when he dies, the matter will go to killing (hara/j between the people, so that they kill (yaqtul) each other. The non-Arabs will appear, the apocalyptic battles will be continuous, without order, or unity until the Dajjal will emerge.1096. Ka'b: The Mahdi will die naturally, then a man from his house in whom there is good and evil, though his evil will be more than his good, will manage the people after him, and the people will be enraged as he will call them to division after their unity. He staying will be short, then a man from his family will rise up against him and kill him, so the people after him will fight fiercely. The staying of the one who killed him afterwards will be short, then he will die naturally. A man
tokfb.'Amr al-Naji, lived in Basra,/?. 2nd/8th century.
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from Mudar from the east will manage them, forcing them into unbelief and from their religion. He will fight the Yemenites fiercely between the two [Tigris and Euphrates] rivers, then God will defeat him and those with him.1097. Al-Zuhri: The Mahdi will die naturally, then the people after him will go into dissension, so a man from the Banu Makhzum631 will approach, and will receive the oath of allegiance, and stay for some time. Then he will forbid the daily sustenance, but no one will be found who can attack him, so then he will forbid the stipend (ata'), but no one will be found who can attack him, when he is settling in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) He and his supporters will be like fattened she-camels. Their women will walk with little gold shoe-slippers (butayfat)632 and clothing that does not conceal them, but no one will be found who can attack him. He will order the expulsion of the Yemenites— [the tribes of] Quda'a, Madhhij, Himyar, Azd, Ghassan, and everyone who is said to be from Yemen. He will expel them until they settle in the mountain paths of Filaspn, [236] so Jadis, Lakhm, and the people as bands will bring to them food and drink from these mountains, constituting an aid for them, just as Joseph was an aid to his brothers.633

The richest clan of Quraysh during the time of Muhammad, which opposed him bitterly.See nos. 1126,1152 for this meanin633 Cf. Q 12:88-9.

Then a herald from the heavens, who is neither human nor
jinn will call out: "Swear to so-and-so! and do not return backwards after your emigration (hijra)." They will look, and not know the man, then he will call out three times, then they will swear allegiance to the Mansur. He will send ten delegations to the MakhzumT; nine will be killed, but one will be left. Then he will send five, but four will be killed while one will be sentaway. Then he will send three, so two will be killed, while
against him, so God will kill him and those with him. None but

631

632

fugitives will manage to flee; he will not leave anyone from Quraysh alive. Qurashites will be sought at that time, but not found, just as they seek today men from [the tribe of] Jurhum, but are not found. In that way Quraysh will be killed and not found afterwards.Ka'b: The Yemenites will fight a fierce battle between the two rivers, then God will defeat them, so the easterners and those with them will be pleased with the dead who will float on the river, since they will inform [people] of their defeat. Their rider will approach Yemen, while they are settled between the rivers, then God Most High will make him and those with him victorious, and make the issue of the people right. Their beliefs will be united somewhat, then they will go until they descend upon Syria, and stay for a time in a righteous rule. Butthen Qays will rise against them, and the Yemenites will kill them until one might think that not one of Qays remained.Then a man from the Yemenites will say: "O God, O God, take care of our brothers! [take care] of the rest, O God!Qays will go out leading those who remain from it, until they descend between the two rivers, whereupon they will gather a great gathering, while a man from Banu Makhzum manages their affairs. Then the governor of the Yemen will die, so Qays will rejoice at his death, and the Makhzumi will go until when the last of them has crossed the Euphrates [River] the Makhzumi will die. Yemen will be on one side, Qays on the other [of the river], so the mawali will be enraged by this, as they will be most of the people on that day.They will say: “Let’s appoint a man from the people of religion,” so they will send about ten from the Yemenites, and about ten from Mudar, and about ten from the mawa/i to• *Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdisj, whereupon they will recite the Book of God Most High [the Qur'an], and ask of Him to choose. These small groups will return then, after they had appointed aman from the mawali—so woe to the Syrians and their land from his rule! He will go to Mudar, intending to fight them, 
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then a man from the westerners will come, a tall, corpulent, broad-shouldered man, who will kill those who he meets, until he enters Jerusalem.The Beast (dabbaj will strike him, so he will die, then this world will be as evil as it has ever been, whereupon a man from Mudar will rule after him, killing people having weapons, cursed, ill-fortuned, then after the Mudarl, the 'Umani [whoisalso the] QahtanI will rule, acting as did his brother the Mahdi.At his hands, the city of the Byzantines [Constantinople] will 
1099. be conquered. [237]Nu'aym: He will emerge from a village called Yakla,634 beyond San'a' by a day's journey—his father being from Quraysh andhis mother Yemenite.1100. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Qays b. Jabir al-Sadafi: The Messenger of God said: The Qahtanl is not less than the Mahdi.1101. Abu Hurayra: There will not be very many days and nights until a man from Qahtan will drive the people.1102. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until a man from Qahtan will emerge driving the people with his stick.1103. 'Umar b. al-Khatfab: The one who lives at the time ofthe MakhzumI has no mother.1104. Ka'b: The lesser apocalyptic battle of Acre will be at the hands of this Yemenite, and that will be when the fifth of Heraclius’ family reigns.6351105. Ka'b: The Yemenite will appear and kill Quraysh in Jerusalem 

(bayt al-maqdisj, and at his hands will be the apocalyptic battles.1106. 'Abdallah b. al-Hajjaj636: 1 heard 'Abdallah b.' Amr b. al-'As say: After the tyrants, there will be al-Jabir, then the Mahdi, then 

al-Mansur, then al-Salam, then the Commander of the Bands, then whoever can die after that, should.jq7. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: 0 Yemenites! You say that the Mansur is from you, but by the One who my soul is in His hand, his father is Qurashite. If I wished I could name him to the utmost degree, I would. [238]jj08. Abd al-Rahman b. Qays b. Jabir al-Sadafi: The Messenger of God: There will be a man from my family who will fill the earth with righteousness just as it has been filled with unrighteousness, then after him al-QahtanT, and by the One who sent me in truth, the one is not less than the other.1109. Artat: At the hands of this Yemenite caliph and during his rule, Rome will be conquered.6371110. Ibn Umar: I heard the Messenger of God saying: The rule will remain among Quraysh as long as there are two men among the people.1111. Hawshab: It reached me that 'All said: There is nothing after Quraysh but jahiliyya.1112. 'Ammar: There will come upon the people a time when if a man from Quraysh is found, they will do to him what they do to a wild ass while hunting—taking his headdress (famamaj upon his head, and pulled it off so that his head will be cut off.1113. All: 1 wish that the soul which God humiliates and disgraces at the killing of Quraysh would be killed.
said: "This fighting is among Quraysh, so kill them until youare liberated,' so they will kill them until not one of themremains, and the people will raid each other, just as they did in 
their jahiliyya. The people will crown one of the mawali.1115. Ka'b: When the Yemenite appears, Quraysh will be killed on that day in Jerusalem.

634 In Yemen.635 Either Constantine IV or Justinian II.636 A mawla of'Abdallah b. 'Amr, fl. 2nd/8th century. U7 Compare Armand Abel, “Une hadith sur la prise du Rome," Arabica 5 (1958), pp. 1-14.
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1116. Dhu Mikhbar638: The Prophet said: This rule was among [the tribe of] Himyar, then God Most High yanked it away from them, and made it for Quraysh, but it will return to them (Himyar).1117. Abu Umayya [239] al-Dhimari: A stone was found on a tomb in Zafar, on which was written: khuri wa-parbi kayl yask ri'l 
wa-humada [=Jumddd] wa-naylak wa-mahridhi thaj arousing 'Ad, it will be among you at mid-day: Himyar the good ones, then the evil Ethiopians, then the Persian freedmen, then Quraysh the merchants, then hara mahar janah har and every time dhan shu'batayn zaharahu wa-ma'di zajruhu 'amhu 
mikhwar.639

638 Nephew ofthe Negus of Ethiopia, according to no. 1227, fl. lst/7th century.639 See no. 247, although there are differences in the supposed South Arabian text640 Lived in Basra, fl. 2nd/8th century.

1118.

1119.

1120.

1121.

Ka'b: When the Yemenites have killed the lord of Jerusalem 
(bayt al-maqdis), they will advance against Quraysh and kill them until not one is left alive, until one of their shoes will befound, and it will be said: "This is the shoe of a Qurashite!” Ka'b: Dominion was among [the tribe of] Jurhum, but they were haughty, so they fought among themselves in envy for the dominion until they perished. So Quraysh will fight like them enviously for the dominion, until a man from Qurayshwill be sought in Mecca and Medina, but no one will be able to find one, just as today no one can find any of the Jurhumites. Abu Bakr al-Azdi640: A king will settle in Jerusalem (bayt al- 
maqdis), then he will trample it, until he will wear the crown— he will be the one who will expel the Yemenites. It is as if 1 amlooking at the Rock upon which the lord of Yemen sits! Theywill send a man to him [the king] as a messenger, but he willkill him, then another man, but he will kill him, too, so whenthey see this, they will deputize a man from them [with anarmy]. They will then go to him, find him and kill him.Arpat: The Mahdi will settle in Jerusalem then there will be

successors from his family after him, whose period will be lengthened. They will become tyrannical until the people will pray over the 'Abbasids and the Umayyads as a result of what they are enduring. Jarrah said: Their end will be around 200
jjjl. Qubayl: None of the family of the Mahdi after him will treat the people with justice, but their injustice will be lengthy for the people after the Mahdi, so that the people will pray over the 'Abbasids, and say: "Would that they were in their place!” The people will continue like this until they raidConstantinople together with their leader. He will be a righteous man, who will pass the rule over to Jesus son of Mary. The people will continue in ease as long as the dominion of the 'Abbasids does not fall apart, but when their dominion falls apart they will be in tribulation until the Mahdi arises.1123. Ka'b: It will not be long until a caliph from Quraysh will settle in Jerusalem, gathering those of his people, the Quraysh, with their dwelling [240] and their redoubt, then they will exceed the boundaries in their rule, and lead decadent lives in their dominion, until they will make the lintels of their houses out of gold and silver. The lands will increase for them, and the peoples (umam) will serve them, yield the land-tax to them, and “the war will lay down its burdens."6411124. Ka'b: Aman from the Hashemites will settle in Jerusalem, hisguard will be 12,000 [troops].1125. Ka'b: His guard is 36,000, on every road to Jerusalem there will be 12,000.1126. Arjat: His life will be lengthened, and he will be tyrannical, so his chamberlains (hujjab) will be harsh towards the end of his time. His wealth and the wealth of those with him will increase until the leanest of them will be like the fattest ofthe restofthe Muslims. He will extinguish ways (sunan) that had been known (good), and innovate things that had not been,
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1127.

1128.

1129.

1130.
1131.

so fornication will appear, and he will drink wine openly, and frighten the learned ('u/omd') so that a man would want to ride his mount then go to one of the garrison-cities, but not find a single man who will narrate hadith in it. Islam during his time will be a stranger just as it began as a stranger. On that day the one who holds on to his religions will be like the one grabbing a coal. It will happen according to his order that a concubine would be sent, wiggling herself in the markets, with two little gold sheaths, meaning her shoe-slippers, together with the elite guard {shurat), in clothes that do not conceal her either front or back, and if a man says a word about it, they will cut off his head.Al-Qasim Abu 'Abd al-Rahman642: He will circulate in your mosque with a concubine, whose pubic hair can be seen behind her garment, so then a man from the people will say: "By God, this is the worst guidance!” Then this man will be trampled until he dies, so would that 1 were that man!Arfat: In his time there will be trembling (earthquakes), metamorphosis, and swallowing up by the earth. The first part of his time will be for you, 0 Yemenites, but the last of it will be against you, such that he will order the expulsion of the Yemenites, the Syrians and the non-Arab foreigners (Ziamra) until they reach the extremities of the mountains from which they were expelled.Abu Hurayra: When the people gather in the valley of Jerusalem 
{Iliya'), then Nizar will say: "0 for Nizar!" and Qahfan will say: "0 for Qahfan!" then endurance will be sent down, but victory lifted away, and the iron of each one will be set upon the other. [241]'Abdallah b. 'Amr: If you live during that time, be with the Yemenites, for they will have the victory.Abu al-Tufayl: I heard Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman saying to 'Amr

642 Probably al-Qasim b. 'Abd al-Rahman, lived in Syria, a mawia of the Umayyads, jurisprudent, d. 112 or 118/730 or 736.
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b. Sulay',643 and 'Amr b. Sulay' saying to him, Hudhayfa said: “Qays will continue to desire evil for God’s religion until God will ride them with His troops—then absolutely nothing will stop them." 'Amr said: "0 one of [the tribe of] Muharib!644 When you see Qays ruling in Syria, then take precaution."H Ka'b: When "the war lays down its burdens"645 Mudar will say to the Qurashite who is in Jerusalem {bayt al-maqdis): "God gave you what He never gave anyone previously, but you confined it to your cousins," so he will say: "Whoever is from the Yemenites, let him go to Yamna [= Yemen], while whoever is non-Arab {a'ajim) let him go to Antioch, since we have given everybody three [days? to leave?]. Whoever does not do that, his blood is permitted [to be killed]." So the Yemenites will go to Ziza’,646 while the non-Arabs [go] to Antioch.While the Yemenites are in Ziza’, they will suddenly hear a herald calling out in the night: "O Mansur, O Mansur!"647 so the people will emerge to the sound of the voice, but not find anybody. Then it will call out the second night, and the third, sothey will gather and say: "0 people, will you return to being nomadic Bedouins after your emigration {hijra)l And return backwards, leaving your fighters, your lines, the home of your emigration and the graves of your dead?" So they will appoint that man [as leader].1133. Arjat: They will gather, then look for [someone] to whom they can swear allegiance, so while they are in that state, they will a voice not either human or jinn "Swear allegiance to so-and-so" with his name, who does not have a dhi or a dhu,648 but he is a Yemenite caliph.

“ Companion, related/icon traditions from Hudhayfa, fl. lst/7th century.* Yemenite tribe, settled in Kufa.“1)47:4.* A village in northwestern Jordan on the hajj route.* Hie battle-cry of the Yemenites.“ManySouth Arabian names from the Umayyad period had these prefixes to their names.
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1134. Ka'b: He will be Yemenite and Qurashite, he is the Commander of the Bands—among the bands there will be a lessening of the Yemenites and those who follow them from among the rest of those who left Jerusalem. That is the word of Tubba': 
And in the part of our tribe that I love, you lead by [being] a king 
after the disaster,

This remnant of the dying one, which has been broken into 
groups and the gathering ofbands.M9

1135.

1136.

Ka'b: The Yemenites will emerge in the east of the land, thensettle among Lakhm and Judham, so they will share with themtheir livelihoods until all are equal. [242]Artat: Lakhm, Judham, Jadis and 'Amila will be an aid to themon that day, just as Joseph was an aid to the family of Jacob, sothe Yemenites and the non-Arabs foreigners (hamra), whoare the mawali, will send back and forth, then they will gather as a band just as driven [clouds] of autumn, meaning the intermittent clouds.1137. 'AIT: The religion will be destroyed until no one will say "There is no God but Allah.” Some of them will say: "until 0 God, 0 God" will not be said. The head-honcho (ya sub] ofthe religion will follow his tail, then God will send a people driven like the clouds of autumn—I know the name of their commander and

12,000 [troops], who will expel the Yemenites until they end up in the furthest part of the land, so they will settle among Lakhm and Judham. So they will share with them their livelihoods until all are equal. Then the Yemenites will advance against each other, saying: "Where are you going? And to where are you returning?” So they will deputize a man fromamong them, so he will say: "I am your messenger to yourruler with your message." He will go until he brings him their letter and message in Jerusalem, that he should have clemency upon them and return them to their dwellings.So he will order to have his head cut off, but since he tookhis time, they will send another man, so when he approaches them, he will order his head to be cut off. When he takes histime, they will send another man, but he will order his head to be cut off. But God Most High will free him so that he can come tothem, to inform them ofthe killing of his friend, and the fact that he wanted to kill him. So they will gather, and appoint a commander from among them, then they will go towards him, fight him, then God Most High will grant victory to them over him, and they will kill him. Then they will advance against Quraysh, so there will not be a single Qurashite who survives, such that one of their shoes will be found, and someone willthe resting place of their rides.
1138.

1139.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: Whoever can die after the Commander ofthe Bands, should do so.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Three commanders will attempt to conquer the lands, which will be under them, all them righteous:al-Jabir, then al-Mufarrij (the liberator], then the Possessor ofthe Bands. They will stay forty years, then there will be no good in this world after them.1140. Ka'b: The one who expels the Yemenites will be a Hashemite, whose dwelling place is Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), his guard

say: This was a Qurashite’s shoe." [243]1141. Tubay': Mudar will gather, but I do not know whether Rabl'a will follow them or not, while the Yemenites are in the Valley ofjerusalem (Iliya1),6S0 so they will fight, then Mudar will be killed until the valley flows with their blood.1142. Al-Sunabihi: Qays will advance on that day until there will not remain from them enough to fill part of a valley or the top of a heap.
645 Readingyu/oddu with MM; Tubba' was the title ofthe pre-Islamic kings of Himyar(Yemen).

HU Sulayman b. 'Isa, who was knowledgeable concerning tribulations: It has reached me that the Mahdi wil stay fourteen years in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), then die. Then after him there
’^probably the Kidron Valley, which the Muslims called the Valley of Hell.
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will be one noble of mention, of Tubba'’s people,651 al-Mansur, in Jerusalem, twenty-one years, fifteen of are just, three of which are unjust, and three are [character, ized by] confiscation of wealth, in which he will not give a dirham, and divide the Jews and Christians (ahi al-dhimmoi among his fighters. He is the one who will exile the mawali to the valley of valleys, and he will tread on the progeny of Ishamel just as cattle tread on the threshing floor [andar],A 
mawla whose name and patronymic are that of a prophetwill revolt against him. He will go up against him from the valleys until he will meet al-Mansur [in battle] in the interior of

651 Yemenites.
652 This is a fairly unusual name, meaning "an extremely thirsty camel." Perhaps a

mistake for Haytham?

Jericho, then fight him and kill him.Then the mawla will reign, and exile the progeny of Qahjan and Ishmael to the two treasure-cities ofthe Arabs: Medina andSana'a’. At his hands the Turks and the Byzantines will emerge, so that they will rule between the valley of Antioch and Mt Carmel (karmaf) in Filasfin, on the plain ofthe city of Acre. The 
mawla will reign three years, then be killed. Then Hiyam652the second Mahdi will reign, who will kill the Byzantines, defeat them, and conquer Constantinople. He will stay there three years, four months and ten days, then Jesus son of Mary will descend, and he will give the dominion over to him.1144. Ka'b: Youths (ghilmari) from Quraysh will manage your affairs who will be on the level of fattened she-camels at mangers- if they are left, they will consume everything that is before them; if they escape they butt whoever they come across.1145. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As sat in the Damascus Mosque, which had only Yemenites in it. He said: "0 Yemenites, how will it be for you when we expel you from Syria, and take exclusive possession of it against you?" they said: "Will that really be?’ He said: "Yes, by the Lord of the Ka'ba!" then he said: "What is

with you, aren’t you going to say anything?" Some of the group said: [244] "Do you really think that we are more unjust than you in it [the land]?" He said: "No, we are." The Yemenite said: "Praise be to God! ‘Those who have done evil will come to know what a complete overturning they will suffer.”’653^46. Ka'b: You will continue in ease of livelihood as long as the caliph does not settle in Jerusalem.j|47, Al-Walid: The Mahdi will rule, manifest his justice, then die. After him one from his family will rule who will be just. Then those who are unjust and evil from among them will rule, until it [the rule] goes to a man from among them, who will exile the Yemenites to Yemen, so they will go to him and kill him. A man from Quraysh called Muhammad will be appointed over them—some ofthe learned said that he was from Yemen—and at the hand of this Yemenite will be the apocalyptic battles.1148. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: After the Mahdi, there is the one who will expel the Yemenites to their lands, then al-Mansur, then after him the Mahdi who at his hands the city of the Byzantines will be conquered.1149. Ka'b: Both the Mahdi and the caliphate are from none other than Quraysh, but he will have a root and an ancestry in Yemen.1150. Abu al-Zahiriyya: The Messenger of God said: "Quraysh was given that which none other was given—it was given that upon which the heavens rained, the rivers flowed, the floods flooded—those who are past are better than those yet remaining. Aman from Quraysh will continue to undertake this rule, either by theft or by desire [to rule]. I swear by God, if you obey Quraysh it will truly divide you up into tribes throughout the earth. 0 people, listen to the words of Quraysh, but do not act according to their actions."1151- Ismail b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b. Sa'd654: The Messenger of
in4/7Sl-2'Stake f°r tHe grandson of Sa'd b- Abi Waqqas, lived in Medina,
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God said: "0 Quraysh, you will continue to be managers of this affair as long as you obey God Most High, so when you disobey Him, He will peel you from the face of the earth, just as this, my rod, was peeled, then He will scatter a group of those He peeled and cast them down to the earth."Ka'b: After [245] the Mahdi there will be a caliph from the Yemenites, from Qahjan, the brother of the Mahdi in his religion,655 who will act according to his actions. It is he who

1153.
1154.
1155.
1156.

will conquer the city of the Byzantines and obtain its spoils. Ka'b said: A man from the Hashemites will rule the people in Jerusalem, who will extinguish ways that were known, and innovate ones that were not, so that no learned man would be found able to narrate a single hadith. During his time there will be swallowing up by the earth and metamorphosis. Islam will return to being a stranger just as it began as a stranger, so the one who holds fast on that day to his religion will be like one who grasps a coal, or like the one who has to pull off thorns during a black night. He will send his daughter wiggling herself in the markets, with the elite guard, and two gold shoe-slippers, concealing neither back nor front, but if a man says anything, they will cut off his head.'Amr b. al-'As: The Prophet said: The first people to perish will be Quraysh.Abu Hurayra: When Nizar says: "0 Nizar!" and the Yemenites say: "O Qahfan!" endurance will descend, victory will be lifted, and the iron of each of them will be set against the other. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Qays al-Sadafi, from his father, then his grandfather: The Prophet said: The Qahjani is after the Mahdi, and by the One who sent me in truth, the one is not less than the other.Arfat: There will be a truce between the Mahdi and the Byzantines, then the Mahdi will perish. A man from his family will rule, performing minimal justice, then will unsheathe

his sword against the people of FilasJTn, so they will rise up against him, and ask assistance from the people of al-Urdunn. He will remain among them for two months, acting with the justice of the Mahdi, then unsheathe his sword against them. They will rise up against him, so he will depart, fleeing, until he settles in Damascus. Have you seen the lintels above the Jabiya Gate, where there the boxes for exchanging money [tawabital-sarf)? The round stone below these by five cubits—on it he will be slaughtered.656 The remnant of his blood will not be dried before it will be said: 'The Byzantines have anchored in it [Syria] between Tyre and Acre!' and it will be the apocalyptic battles.1157. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "How will it be, O Yemenites, when Mudar expels you?" We said: "Will that really happen, O Abu Muhammad?" He said: "Yes, and by the One who holds my soul in His hand, they are wrong-doers to you." A man from the Yemenites said: "Those who have done evil will come to knowwhat a complete overturning they will suffer."657 'Abdallah said: "If I live to see that time, I will be with you." [246]1158. Murra b. Rabi'a Abu Shimr al-Ma'afirl658: The head of the army-province on the Day of the Afiq Pass will be a youth from Madhhij, on a female horse, with a mark on its thigh or on its leg.1159. Abu Hurayra: Do not be in doubt about the perishing of Quraysh, for they are the first of those who perish, such that a shoe will be found in a garbage heap, so it will be said: "Take this shoe, for it was surely the shoe of a Qurashite."1160. Ibn Shihab that the Prophet said to 'A’isha; "Your people are the fastest to be annihilated," so 'A’isha cried, and so he said: "What is causing you to cry, butter-skin Q'ukak}?659 Do you
w In 127/744-5the rebel'Abd al-'Aziz b. Hajjaj was crucified upside down on this

Fspot (Khalifa b. Khayyat, Ta'rikh, pp. 297-8). ® Q26:227.655 Cf. Q33:5. * Unidentified.M Apparently another nickname for 'A’isha- attested a personal name:
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think that the Bin Taym660 is not part of Quraysh? I was not intending your clan specifically, but I meant Quraysh as a whole. God will conquer this world for them so that eyes will be lifted up to them, and the fates will be pleasant to them- thus they will be the fastest to be annihilated."1161. Ka'b: "When you see the Arabs despised at the order of Quraysh, then you see the mawali despised at the order of the Arabs, then you see the converts to Islam (maslamat al-ardiri} despised at the order of the mawali, then the portents of the Hour are overshadowing you." Kurayb661 said: 1 said to him: “0 Abu Ishaq, Hudhayfa narrated to us a tradition (hadith) concerning the two red ones.”662 He said: "That is when pens and cushions are forbidden." Abu 'Abdallah said: "The cushions
1162. Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: When the caliph from the Hashemites settles in Jerusalem [bayt al-maqdis) he will fill the earth with justice, and build Jerusalem663 in a way that it was never built before. He will reign for forty years, and the truce with the Byzantines will be at his hands with seven years left in his caliphate. Then they will betray him, and gather at the valleys ('umuq), so he will die there grieved. Then a man from the Hashemites will rule after him, then will be their defeat and the conquest of Constantinople at his hands. Then he will go to Rome conquer it, and take out its treasures and the table of Solomon, son of David.664 Then he will return to Jerusalem,

al-Hamdanf, al-Iklil min akhbar al-Yaman (Jan'a': Wizarat al-Thaqafa wa-l-Siyaha, 2004), x, p. 54.660 'A'isha’s clan, part of the larger tribe of Quraysh.661 Kurayb b. Abi Muslim al-Qurashi, lived in Medina, a mawla, d. 98/716-17.662 Probably the tradition, "I was given the two treasures, the red and the white,” by which the red is the gold of the Byzantines and the white is the silver of the 
Persians: Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, i, p. 438.

663

664

it is possible to understand this as baytal-maqdis = the Temple, see also no. 1295. Nicola Clarke, The Muslim Conquest of Iberia (London: Routledge, 2012), pp.32-4, 38-9,84-6,88-98 on this item in Spain.

settle in it, and the Dajjal will emerge during his time, Jesus son of Mary will descend, then pray behind him.1163- Arjat: At the hands of that caliph, who is Yemenite, will be the raid on India, concerning which Abu Hurayra spoke.04, Unidentified: The Prophet said: A group from my community will raid [247] India, so God will conquer it for them such that when they bring back the kings of India fettered in chains, God will forgive for them their sins. They will return to Syria, and find Jesus son of Mary in Syria.05, Ibn 'Abbas that they mentioned the twelve caliphs and the commander to him, so Ibn 'Abbas said: "By God, from us after that is al-Saffah, al-Mansur and al-Mahdi, who will give it over to Jesus son of Mary."06, 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: al-Saffah, then al-Mansur, then Jabir, then al-Mahdi, then al-Amln, then Sin, then the Commander of the Bands—six of them are from the progeny of Ka'b b. Lu’ayy, and a man from Qahtan. None will be seen like them, all of them righteous.1167. 'Abdallah b.'Amr: al-Saffah, Salam, Mansur, Jabir, al-Amin, the Commander of the Bands—all of them righteous, no one witnessed the like of them, all of them from Ka'b b. Lu’ayy—and a man from Qahtan. Among them there are those who will only [rule] two days.1168. Ka'b: al-Mansur, al-Mahdi, and al-Saffah are from the progeny of al-'Abbas.1169. Ka'b: al-Mansur is the Mansur of the Hashemites.• •1170. Arfat: "The Commander of the Bands is a Yemenite." Al-Walid said: "According to the knowledge of Ka'b, Yemenite and Qurashite—he is the Commander of the Bands."1171. Jabir al-SadafT665: The Messenger of God said: The QahfanT is after the Mahdi, and the one is not less than the other.1172. Ka'b: al-Mansur is from Himyar, the fifth of fifteen caliphs.H73. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: al-Jabir, then al-Mahdi, then
* Unknown other than as the grandfather of no. 245.
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al-Mansur, then al-Salam, then the Commander of the Bands, so whoever is able to die after that, let him die. [248] 1174. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Three caliphs will rule, all of them righteous, under them will be the conquest of the lands. The first of them is Jabir, the second is al-Mufarrij, and the third is the Commander of the Bands. They will stay forty years, there willbe no good in this world after them.
1175. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: A man from my familywill emerge called al-Saffah, at the end of time and the appear- sance of tribulations, whose stipends will be generous.1176. Arpat: It has reached me that the Mahdi will live for forty years, then die on his bed, then a man from Qah]an with pierced ears will emerge, according to the manner of the Mahdi, whose length of staying will be twenty years, then he will die, killed by al-Saffah. Then a man from the family of the Prophet, guided, well-mannered, who will conquer Caesar’s city.666 He will be the last commander from the community of Muhammad. Then the Dajjal will emerge during his time, and Jesus son of Mary will descend in his time.1177. Ka'b: A king in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) will send an army to India and conquer it, taking its treasures, and bring them as a decoration for Jerusalem. They will come to him bringingthe kings of India in fetters, this army will stay in India until the emergence of the Dajjal.1178. Ka'b: You will continueto live in ease until the caliphate settlesin Jerusalem.1179. Jubayr b. Nufayr: The Messenger of God said: Men from my community who are like you will live to see the Messiah son of Mary or the best of them are like you, or better.1180. Ka'b: A man from Quraysh, among the worst of creation, will be appointed caliph in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), and transfer to it the storehouses, and the nobles of the people. They will act tyrannically in it, and tighten their control, increasing
666 Probably Constantinople.

their wealth, until one man from them will eat for a month, while another for two months, and three, until the leanest of them is like the fattest of the rest of the people. They will grow like a fattened she-camel at mangers. The caliph will extinguish ways that were known (affirmed], and innovate ways that never were. Evil wll appear during his time, fornication [zind], drinking wine publicly, and the learned during his time will fear, such that if a man rode his mount, going around all of the cities, he would not find a single one of the learned who would narrate a tradition (hadith) because of fear.During his time there will be metamorphosis and swallowing up by the earth, and Islam will be a stranger. The one who clings to his religion will be like the one who grasps a coal, or [249] like the one who has to pull off thorns during a black night, such that among his issues, he will send his daughter to pass through the market, with the elite guard (shurat), while wearing slipper-shoes of gold, and with a garment that neither conceals the front or the back because of its fineness. If any one of the people speak in disapproval with even one word, his head will be cut off.He will start to deny the people their daily sustenance, then deny them the stipend, then after that order the expulsion of the Yemenites from Syria. So the elite guard will expel them dispersed, not leaving an army-province to which they can arrive, such that they will expel them from the mountains entirely, so they will end up in Busra.667 This will be at the end ofhis life. So then the Yemenites will send among themselves so that they can gather as the driven clouds of autumn, then placing themselves where they can be bands opposite each other [for battle]. Then they will say: "Where are you going? Are you leaving your land and the place of your emigration?"So they will be united in their determination to swear allegiance to a man from among them. While they are saying: "Let
* Southern Syria, the end ofthe caravan route from the Hijaz.
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us swear allegiance to so-and-so” they will hear a sound never uttered by either human or jinn: “Swear to so-and-so” naming him for them—and he is indeed a man with whom they are satisfied!People who are not dhi or dhi (Yemenites) will be convinced by him, so they will send to the tyrant of Quraysh a delegation from them, but he will kill them. One man from it will return to inform them of what happened, then the Yemenites will go tohim—but the tyrant of Quraysh will have 20,000 elite guards, so the Yemenites will set out, then Lakhm, Judham, 'Amila andJadis will fight with them, bringing them food, drink, small andgreat. On that day they will be an aid to the Yemenites just asJoseph was an aid to his brothers in Egypt.By the One who holds the soul of Ka'b in His hand, Lakhm, Judham, 'Amila and Jadis are part of the Yemenites, 0 Yemenites! So if they come to you, seeking [to take part in]your genealogy with you, then let them, for they are part ofyou.Then they will all go together until they overlook Jerusalem,meet the tyrant of Quraysh with this massive number, and theYemenites will defeat him.1181. Aban b. al-Walid al-Mu'ayti who heard Ibn 'Abbas narrate to Mu'awiya saying: "A man from us will rule at the end of time for forty years. The apocalyptic battles will be duringthe seven last years of his caliphate, butthen he will die in the valleys (a 'maq) grieved. Then a man from them, the one with two black moles [dhu al-sha’matayri), and at his hands will be the conquest, on that day, meaning the conquest ofthe Byzantines in the valleys."1182. Abu Qubayl: The [future] master of Rome will be a Hashemite, whose name will be al-Asbagh b. Zayd,668 and he is the one who will conquer it.
668 Probably identical with the Asbagh b. Yazid in no. 1307. But the only Asbagh b.Yazid listed is the son of Yazid II; in general, neither Asbagh nor Yazid were namesfavored by the Hashemites. Note that an early raider in Sicily (from 214/829, just

1$

1^

0

Abd al-Rahman b. Qays al-Sadafi from his father—his grandfather: The Messenger of God said: After the Mahdi will be the Qahtani, and by the One who sent me in truth, he is not less than him. [250]Thawban, mawla of the Messenger of God: O Abu 'Amir [al-Alhani], sharpen your sword, and take forty hairy goats, prepare a full load, cattle-girths [ansa"),669 water-skins, since it is as if you were expelled from it village by village.'Umran b. Sulaym al-Kala'i670: Woe to those fattened women, but blessed are the poor! Have your women wear light slippers as shoes, and tell them to walk in their houses, for they are about to be expelled from all of that.Ibn 'Abbas: The Messenger of God said: The religion will last as long as there are twenty men from Quraysh remaining.0g7, Dhu Mikhbar: The Messenger of God said: The rule was with Himyar, but God yanked it away from them and placed inQuraysh, but it will return to them.0 Hudhayfa: The tyrants of Mudar will continue tempting each righteous servant of God, and killing him, until God, His angels and the believers strike them with those who are with him.No part of a hillside will protect them.’671 'Amr b. Sulay' said to him: "What is with you, they are not Mudar, and what is with you, mentioning other than them?" He said: "Are you from [the tribe of] Muharib?" He said: "Yes," so he said: "Do you think that Muharib is a mother's palm-basket [khasafat 
umm] from Qays?" He said: "Yes," {so he said:}672 "When you see Qays ruling Syria, then take your precaution."1189. Abu Artat heard 'All saying: "... those who have exchanged the blessing of God for disbelief, and caused their people to

afterNu'aym} was named Asbagh, although he was Berber (Alex Metcalfe, The 
Muslims of Medieval Italy [Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2009], p. 12], * Heading with MM.Unattested, but probably lived in Hims,//. 2nd/8th century.■ Reading tala 'a as in no. 1194 for balaghahu.Addition from MM.
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descend to the home of ruin,”673 then he said: "People are innocent of them, other than Quraysh.” Then he said: “It will not be long until a man from Quraysh will be brought, then the headdress will be snatched from his head, nothing different, because of the evil of their trial.”

Q 14:28.
One who was unknown to Muslim scholars (al-Mizzi, Tahdhtb,

7921]).

1190. Abu Hurayra heard the Messenger of God saying: Perishing of my community or the corruption of my community will be upon the heads of commanders, [who are] foolish youths fromQuraysh. [251] (1)1191. Hudhayfa: “0 'Amr b. Sulay', when you see Qays ruling in Syria, take your precaution.” Then he said: "Mudar are about to kill the believers and tempt them, until God, His angelsand the believers strike them, such that no part of a hillside will protect them.”1192. Ka'b: "To whom is the dominion of Zafar?” He said; To the good Himyarites. To whom is the dominion of Zafar? He said: "To the free Persians. To whom is the dominion of Zafar? Tothe trader Quraysh."1193. Abu Halbas674: The Messenger of God said: Quraysh has been given that which no other people has been given—given that upon which the heavens rain, upon which the rivers flow, and upon which the floods overflood. Those are past are better than those yet remaining. A man from Quraysh will continue to undertake this rule, either by theft or by desire [to rule]. I swear by God, if you obey Quraysh it will truly divide you up into tribes throughout the earth. 0 people, listen to the words of Quraysh, but do not act according to their actions. The best of people are followers to the best of Quraysh, just as the 
worst of people are followers to the worst of Quraysh. Flags 
will come from them as long as you pay the fifth (khums), as long as you do not betray the trust, break the covenant, as long 

673

674 viii, pp. 292-3 [no.

as you divide [spoils] equitably, and are just in judgments—sowhen mercy is sought of you, then give mercy! Whoever doesnot do that, the curse (bahla) of God is upon him.675||94. 'Amr b. al-'As: The Messenger of God said: the first of the people to perish will be Quraysh, and the first of them will bethe people of my family.1195. Arfat: After the Mahdi, there will be a man from Qah$an with pierced ears, according to the manner of the Mahdi. His life will be twenty years, then he will die, killed by weapons. Then a man from the family of Ahmad will emerge, with a good manner, conquering the city of Caesar, and he will be the last king or commander of the community of Ahmad.676 The Dajjal will emerge in his time, and Jesus will descend in his time.677
jhe Raid on India1196. Ka'b: A king in Jerusalem will send an army to India, and conquer it, so that they will tread on the land of India and take its treasures.678 These will be made into decoration for Jerusalem, and that army will come to it, bringing the kings of India in chains. [The army] will conquer the east and the west, but their staying in India will be until the appearance of the Dajjal.1197. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said, and mentioned India: An army of yours will raid India, with God conquering forthem, until they bring its kings in weighted down in chains. God will forgive their sins, so they will depart wherever, then find [Jesus] son of Mary in Syria.1198. Abu Hurayra: "If I live at the time of that raid, then I will sell eveiything, small and large, to be on that raid, for when God conquers for us, and we have left, then I, Abu Hurayra, the devoted one, will go to Syria and find Jesus son of Mary
n Perhaps a reference to Q 3:61.w Muhammad, cf. Q 61:6.01A rare occurance of Jesus without being called "son of Mary."11 Itisdifficult to say whichsection of India is referenced here; most probably the northern, wealthier Ganges plains were the focus of this family of traditions. 
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in it. I would desire to get close to him, so to tell him that 1 was a Companion of yours, 0 Messenger of God.” He said: The Messenger of God smiled, and laughed, saying: "Indeed!”1199. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God promised us the raid on India, so if I live to see it, I would spend everything, myself and my money, so if I was martyred, I would be among the most meritorious of martyrs, but if I returned, then 1 would be Abu Hurayra the devoted one.1200. Artat: At the hands of the Yemenite caliph who will conquer Constantinople and Rome, at his hands the Dajjal will appear, [and] Jesus son of Mary [253] will descend. At his hands there will be the raid on India—he will be from the Hashemites—
1201.

the raid on India concerning which Abu Hurayra spoke. Unidentified: The Prophet said: a group of my community willraid India, with God conquering it for them, until they bring back the kings of India weighted down in chains, so God willforgive them their sins, then they will go to Syria, and findJesus son of Mary in Syria. [254]
What will happen in Hims during the administration ofthe 
Qah£ani, and between Quda'a and Yaman after the Mahdi

1202.

1203.

Ka'b: During the rule of the Qahtani Quda'a and Himyarwillfight in Hims, when a man from Kinda, {Quda'a},679 will be

679 Thus in BL but it seems to be misplaced.
680 Who unfortunately cannot be identified, as we have no city history for Hims from 

this period.
681 A tribe associated with Kinda.

charge of it [the city].680 Quda'a will kill him and hang his headon a tree. So Himyar will be enraged on his behalf, so they will fight fiercely, until every house near the mosque will be destroyed in order to widen their lines for battle. At that point, woe to the easterner from the westerner, and other than those in Hims. The most miserable Yemenite tribe will be Sakun,681• • < because they are their neighbors.

Ka'b al-Ahbar: Himyar and Quda'a will fight in Hims over a 

in the narration of Safwan, “the per

gray donkey, so Quda'a will urge on [those tribes] between them and the Euphrates [River] against Himyar, so they will fight in the Rastan Market. Two horses will go through the two markets, with neither of them seeing the other—as this was prior to the building of the shops—so we were amazed at how the two horses would not see the other, when the market was an open court until the shops were built. But then we knew that was the explanation (ta'wFI) and verification of the tradition that we would hear, "Two horses would fight fiercely, then an angel would come out against them from the cotton aisles [of the market]"fume aisles"—“on a gray nag pony (birdhawn), and interpose between them. Then the two groups will depart, while they are few and regretful. Woe to 'Ad from Ayim and to Ayim from'Ad! as 'Ad are the Yemenites, and Ayim are Quda'a." In the tradition of Safwan, "then and there the Quda'a-ness will perish." Harizb.'Uthman682 said: “Quda'a and Himyarwill fight in Hims between the Rastan Gate and the Dome Qqubba),683 and there will be a great slaughter among them." [255]1204. Tubay': The battle will be fierce in Hims, such that what is between its markets will be destroyed, and such that aid for Quda'a will come from between the Euphrates [River] and below it, then they will lose, when they fight under the Dome of Hims.• •1205. Ka'b: Himyar and Quda'a will fight in Hims until Quda'a will destroy those houses around its market up to the Rastan Gate in order to widen the area for the line of battle. The Yemeniteswill destroy the houses around the markets, in order to widen the area for the line of battle. Then each tribe from Himyar will sit with its banner west and east of Hims, and gather at
* Harizb. 'Uthman al-Rahabi, lived in Hims, d. 163/779-80.A dome mentioned by al-Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-taqasim [Beirut: Dar Sadir, n.d. 

[reprint of Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1909]), p. 156, trans. Basil Collins, The Best Divisions 
for Knowledge ofthe Regions (Reading: Garnet Publishing, 2001), p. 133, near the 
marketplace.
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the place where the markets conjoin. The fighting will be 
fierce in Hims, and there will be a great bloodshedding such 
that the horses’ hooves will stick to the paving stones because 
of the blood, such that the blood will flow towards the con
joining of the markets and there will be a great slaughter in 
it Whoever is present, and is able to leave Hims should do 
so. Blessed is the one who lives in a village or close towards 
the direction of the qibla (south) in Hims on that day! Himyar 
will press Quda'a so as to expel them through the Rastan Gate, 
and the fighting will be fierce until an angel on a horse, seen 
by the people, will come, when they had almost annihilated 
each other, and interpose between them. Quda'a will ask for 
aid684 from the tribes in the region (ahi al-hadirin),685 686 687 and the 
Quda'a [tribes] around the Euphrates [River] against Himyar, 
so they will advance with a mighty army, and the tribulations 
and fighting will increase in Syria.

684 All of the manuscripts and editions favoryashtaddu overyastamaddu, but the context and the comparison with the previous traditions demands this emendation.685 Lane, ii, 590 (mid. col.) for this meaning.686 Possibly Musa b. Sulayman b. Musa al-Qurashi al-Umawi, who lived in Damascus and Beirut, who is cited for a financial tradition (al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, vii, p. 262 [no. 6858]), fl. 2nd/8th century.687 Because of the inclusion of a Christian church as one of the masajid one is forcedto go back to the original meaning rather than translate "mosque."

1206. Hariz b. 'Uthman: I heard that during the rulership of Yazidb. 
'Abd al-Malik Quda'a and Yemen will fight as tribal chauvin
ism, such that the two sides will destroy that which is between 
the two markets to the Rastan Gate in order to widen them for 
fighting. At that time there were no shops in Hims, then they 
built them after Hisham. So we said: "These were destroyed 
on that day.” Hariz said: "We used to hear when four mosques 
were built for Hims that this, and that mosque was the one 
built by Musa b. Sulayman, the head ofthe land (kharaj)-tm of 
Hims696 as the third mosque.”

1207. Ka'b: In Hims there were three prayer-places (masdjid]m: 
a prayer-place (masjid) belonging to Satan and his people,

meaning to Satan,688 a prayer-place belonging to God, but its 
people were Satan’s, and a prayer-place belonging to God and 
its people belonging to God. As for the prayer-place belong
ing to Satan, and its people were Satan's, it is the Church of 
Mary,68’ and as for the prayer-place which belongs to God but 
its people to Satan, it is our prayer-place,690 and its people are 
a mixture (akhlaf). The prayer-place which belongs to God 
and its people as well is the prayer-place at the Church of 
Zacharias691—its people are Himyar, and the Yemenites pray 
the Friday prayers there.

1208. AbuZahiriyya: [256] No water flows to the house of al-'Abbas, 
because it has been taken as a mosque recently since your 
mosque fell (was occupied), so they were fighting over it 
[the house], then you took it as a mosque, so do not urinate 
in it.

1209. Ka'b: Woe to 'Ad from Ayam, when [the tribe of] Kalb has 
grown in Hims and the children.

1210. The elders: There will be a Shout in Hims, so let everyone stay 
in their houses, and not come out for three hours.

1211. Baqiyya692: 1 saw the Messenger of God in a dream having
tucked up his clothes [in preparation], so I said: "O Messenger
of God, what is it that I see you have tucked up your clothes!" 
He said: "Prepare for the return of Jesus son of Mary." [257]

a Presumably these are Christians; see the account of Willibald on this church (called the Church of St. John): Wilkinson, p.236. However, Yaqut, MiTjam, ii, pp. 303-4 states that the Church of St John was the one that was divided between Christians and Muslims.* Ulis church was divided between the Christians and the Muslims for several centuries, see Thomas Carlson, “Contours of Conversion: The Geography of Islamization in Syria 600-1500," Journal of the American Oriental Society 135 (2015), pp. 791-816, at p. 799.Mo exactly are the "our" is difficult to say, since the tradition appears to be Moiling the non-official third prayer-place.Apparently completely converted to a mosque (perhaps the one listed in 1208).
^3 b. al-Walid al-Kalai, lived in Hims, key traditionalist, d. 197/812-13.
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his council, and kept him close. Then he sent for Abu Muslim
AI-A'maq and the Conquest of Constantinople1212. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Byzantines will reign [the type of] dominion in which almost no one will be able to disobey,and it will go to them until they descend on such-and-such a land for a number of days which 1 have forgotten. He said: It is writ

al-Rumi, who was from the mawaIT of the Marwanids, a captive from the Byzantines, who had converted to Islam, became knowledgeable about jurisprudence and Islam, and his pri

mary loyalty was to Islam. He [Maslama] said: "O Abu Muslim, this one claims that he is Tiberius." So he said: "He is lying.may God make the commander righteous. I of all people knowten on the ate that the believers will receive aid from 'Adan Tiberius well, so if he were between 10,000 I would be able toAbyan on their young she-camels, so they will come and fight for ten [days], without eating anything except for what was in their small skins (adawat), without anything interposing between them other than the night. Their swords will not be blunted, nor their arrows or their short-spears while you are in this situation.God will place defeat upon them, so they will be killed in numbers the like of which have never been seen, such thatthe
the reeking stench. The martyr of that day is equivalent tothose martyrs from previously, or the believers on that dayare equivalent to the believers from previously. The remainder will never, ever be shaken, and this remainder will fight the Dajjal.1213.

1214.
1215.

'Abdallah b. Salam: If I live to see it, but I do not have strength, then carry me on my sickbed so as to place me between the two lines [of battle].Ka'b: God has two great slaughters among the Christians 
[nasara}\ one has passed but the other remains [to come].Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik, while he was besieging Constantinople,693

693 During 715-17.694 Known as “the false Tiberius” or possibly Tiberius 111 Apsimaros see Theophanes, 
Chronicle, pp. 529-30; there is a later incident from 737 in which a man presented himself to Sulayman son of the caliph Hisham, see Michael the Great, pp. 501-2. See also Sidney Griffith, "Bashir/BeSer: Boon companion of the Byzantine

when suddenly a young man with a beautiful garb and a swift mount came to him, then said to him: “I am Tiberius,”693 694 so he honored him [258], brought him to 

pick him out. Tiberius is a ruddy man with a broad forehead, bad teeth, who will appear when he is sixty years old—known by blood, drinking water. He will say: 'How long will we allow the camel-eaters to stay in our country and our land? Take us to the camel-eaters so we can do whatever we like to them/"So they will come to him in a gathering the like of which has not been seen previously, such that they will settle in the 
valleys. The Muslims will learn of his coming and his settling 
[in the valleys], so they will ask for aid, such that from the furthest Yemen they will come, helping Islam. The Christians of al-Jazira and Syria will aid those Christians [the Byzantines], so the Muslims will go towards them. Victory will be lifted from them, but endurance will descend upon them, and the iron of each of them will be set a;harm a man to have a sword that would not cut off a nose, tonot have al-Samsama695 in its place—everything he touches [with his sword] will be cleft. A group of the Muslims will desert them, then go to a land overflowing with sand—they will never see Paradise or their families ever! A group will be killed, and then God will send down His help upon a group, who will be the best people on earth on that day. A martyr from among them will receive the reward of seventy martyrs

Seror Leo III: the Islamic recension of his story in Leiden Oriental Ms. 951 ,^’leMusbn 103 (1990), pp. 225-64.?Wordof'Amr b. Ma'dikarib (d. c.21/641), Hoyland, Swords, pp. 27, 60 (the ^basidcaliph Harun supposedly still had the sword in the early ninth century).
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from previous [battles],696 while the remaining will get a 
double portion of reward. When they meet fin battle] a man 
will take the banner, and be killed, then another and be killed, 
then another and be killed,697 until a ruddy man, with curly 
hair, a broad forehead, and a hooked nose will take it, and God 
will conquer for him. So he will kill them, defeat them, and sell 
their wealth, while holding on to his flag, not letting any one 
else bear it, until he reaches the bay [Bosphorus]. When he 
reaches the bay, he will advance to perform the ritual ablu
tions, then the water will retreat from him. He will come close, 

696 See my Martyrdom in Islam (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007], pp. 32-8 for those rewards.697 Recalling the Battle of Mu'ta (6/627] in which three commanders successively took the flag, but were each killed until Khalid b. al-Walid became commander: al-Bukhari, Sahih, iv, p. 268 (no. 2798].698 Like Moses parting the Red Sea (Ex. 14; Q 20:78,97,28:40,51:40].699 Probably the Blachernae, to the northwest of Constantinople, which had a holy spring (thanks to Michael Decker for this identification].700 This is the salat al-khawf (fear prayer], see al-Bukhari, Sahih, i, p. 256 (no. 942J.701 The commander of the Muslim army.

but the water will retreat yet further, so when he sees this, he
will return to his mount, take it, then cross the bay, while the 
water is divided—half on his right and half on his left.6” He 
will indicate to his supporters that they should cross, as God 
Most High has parted the sea for them just as He parted it for 
the Israelites. So they will cross, and come to a spring near a 
church on that side ofthe bay.699 700 Abu Zura'a; "I saw this spring, 
and did my ritual ablutions in it—a sweet-water spring, so 1 
did the ritual ablutions in it, and prayed two prostrations.'™ 
He701 will say to his supporters: 'This is a matter for which God
Most High has given permission, so say allahu akbar! and la

ilaha ilia allahu! and al-hamdu li-llahi! They will do it, and he
will turn towards twelve towers (buri) of it [Constantinople],
and they will fall to the ground. So they will enter it, and on 
that day kill its fighters, divide up its plunder, and leave it in 
ruins, never to be inhabited again. [259]

'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: The Prophet said: There will be a truce 
between the Muslims and the Byzantines such that they will
fight with them an enemy, and divide between them their 
spoils. Then the Byzantines will raid Persia (Faris] with the
Muslims, and kill their fighters and take their offspring cap

tive. The Byzantines will say: "Divide the spoils with us, just 
as we divided with you," so they will divide the wealth and the
pagan offspring, but the Byzantines will say: "Divide your off
spring who you have taken," but they will say: “We will never 
divide the offspring of Muslims with you, ever!" So they will 
say: "You have betrayed us," and the Byzantines will return 
to their lord in Constantinople, then say: "The Arabs betrayed 
us, but we are more numerous than they, better prepared, 
and stronger, so aid us that we can fight them." He will say: "I 
do not like to betray them, for they have been victorious over 
us through the ages (ft tul al-dahr]." So they will go the ruler 
of Rome702 and inform him of this, whereupon he will send
eighty banners703—under each banner there will be 12,000
[troops]—in the sea. Their lord will say to them: "When you 
have anchored on the coastlands of Syria, burn your boats so 
that you [are forced] to fight for your lives." So they will do 
that, and take the land of Syria, all of it, land and sea, other than 
Damascus and Mt. Mu'taq, and they will destroy Jerusalem.

IbnMasud: "How many Muslims can Damascus contain?" 
The Prophet said: "By the One who holds my soul in His hand, 
it will contain as many Muslims as come to it, just as the womb 
contains a child." 1 said: "What is al-Mu'taq,704 0 Prophet of 
God?"He said: “A mountain in the land of Syria, close to Hims, 
on a river called the Orontes. The offspring of the Muslims 
will be on the highest part of al-Mu'taq, while the Muslims 
are on the River Orontes and the polytheists are behind the

11 Maps the pope.is the Yemenite dialect (see no. 1218).
wordghayaya, which appears for the more common

from mu'naq for consistency; see no. 663.
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River Orontes, fighting them day and night. So when the lord 
of Constantinople perceives this, he will send [troops] on the 
land to Qinnasrin705 600,000 [troops]. Then Yemenite prow', 
sions will come to them [the Muslims], a total of 70,000, who

705 In northern Syria, southwest of Aleppo.
706 Most likely the Orontes River,
707 The River Halys (classical), today the Karasu (thanks to Michael Decker for this 

identification).
708 First major battle of Islam, 2/624, described in Q 8.

God has united their hearts in belief, together with 40,000 
from Himyar, such that they will come to Jerusalem (bay al-

maqdis), fight the Byzantines, defeat them, and expel them
from army-province to army-province, until they come to 
Qinnasrin, and the ma wall’s provisions will come to them."

I said: "What are the maw all's provisions, 0 Messenger of 
God?" He said: "They are your freedmen, and they are part of 
you—a group coming from the direction of Persia. They will 
say: 'You have acted in a chauvinistic/tribal manner, 0 Arabs, 
so we will not be with either of the two factions until you

unite in your belief (kalima)'—so they will fight Nizar one day, 
Yemen one day, and the mawalione day. Then the Byzantines 
will emerge into the valleys, and the Muslims will descend 
upon a river called so-and-so706[260] bearing up patiently, 
while the polytheists are at a river called al-Ruqayya, which
is the Black River,707 708 so they will fight them [the Byzantines], 
while God Most High lifts His victory from both armies, and
causes endurance (sabr) to descend on them, until a third of 
the Muslims are killed, a third flee and a third are left

As to those killed, they are martyrs [with a rank of] ten of 
the martyrs of [the battle of] Badr,70a as one of the martyrs 
of Badr will intercede for seventy, while the martyr of the 
the apocalyptic battles will intercede for seven hundred. As

to the third that flee, they will divide into three groups: one 
third will join the Byzantines, saying: 'If God had any need of 
this religion [Islam], He would have aided it.’ These are the

Arabs' deserters (musallimat al-'arab): [the tribes of] Bahra', 
I Tanukh, Jayyi' and Salih.709 One third will say: 'The dwellings 

I of our fathers, and grandfathers are better—they will never 
I reach us there, and we will pass into the desert’; these are the

Bedouin. One third will say: 'Everything is like its name, and I the land of Syria (sha'm) is like its name, ill-omened (shu'm),

so let us go to Iraq, the Yemen, and the Hijaz, where we will 
not fear the Byzantines.’

As to the third that will remain [on the battlefield], each one 
will go to the other, and will say: '0 God, God—put aside the 
tribal chauvinism (’asabiyya), and unite your belief together 
to fight your enemy, since you will never be victorious as long 
asyouactin a tribal manner.’ So they will gather together, and 
will swear allegiance that they will fight until they have joined 
their brothers who were killed. When the Byzantines will see 
those who joined them and [the number of] those killed, and 
the small number of the Muslims, a Byzantine will stand up 
between the two rows [of fighters], who will have with him 
a flag with a cross at the top of it, and cry out: 'The Cross is 
victorious, the Cross is victorious!’ Then a Muslim who will 
have a flag will stand up between the two rows and cry out: 
'Nay, God's Helpers (ansar Allah] and His friends (awliya'] are 
victorious!'710

God Most High will be angered because of those who blas
phemed by saying that the cross is victorious, then say: 'O 
Gabriel, support My servants!' so Gabriel will descend at the 
head of 100,000 angels, then He will say: 'O Michael, support 
My servants!' so Michael will go down at the head of 200,000

40 of whom were Christian originally, and most of whom had federate status with the Byzantines previously.Although this is an idealization, according to Ibn A'tham al-Kufi, Futuh (Beirut: Dar al-Nadwa al-Jadida, n.d. reprint of Haydarabad edn), vii, p. 302 after the 
failure at Constantinople in 717, Maslama was allowed to enter the city, where 
hetook the cross from the major church (Hagia Sophia), and spirited it out of the to be speared by the soldiers.
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angels, and He will say: '0 IsraffI, support My servants!'so 
Israfil will go down at the head of 300,000 angels.711 God will 
cause His help to descend upon the believers, and His wrath 
upon the unbelievers, so they will be killed and defeated.

The Muslims will go through the land of the Byzantines 
until they reach Amorium, while there will be a great number 
of people on its walls, saying: 'We have never seen a more 
populous nation than the Byzantines—how many we have 
killed and defeated, and yet how many there are in this city 
and on its walls!' But they will say: 'Give us safe conduct on the 
condition that we pay the head-tax (jizya) to you,’ so they will 
accord the safe conduct to them and to all ofthe Byzantineson 
the condition they pay the head-tax.

Their outer regions will gather, then say: '0 Arabs, theDajjal 
is behind you, in your homes!’ But the report will be false—so I
whoever of you will be among them, let him not throw away I
what he has, for it will be necessary for what remains. They 
will depart, but find the repart to be false.

The Byzantines will rise up against those Arabs in their 
lands, and kill them—not even leaving a single male or female I
Arab or child alive in the land ofthe Byzantines. This will reach 
the Muslims, so they will return, enraged for God, mighty and 
majestic, kill their fighters, and take their offspring captive. 
They will gather wealth, and every single city or fortress to 
which they lay siege [261] will be conquered for them in three 
days. Then they will descend upon the Bay, and the Bay will 
overflow, so the people of Constantinople will begin to say: 
'The Cross has aided our sea for us, and the Messiah is our 
Helper!' But then they will wake to the Bay being dry, so that 
tents will be pitched on it, and the sea will withdraw from 
Constantinople. The Muslims will surround the city of unbe-

711 Gabriel, Michael (cf. Rev. 12:7) and Israfil (see S.R. Burge [trans.], Angels in Islam: 
Jalal al-Din al-Suyutt's al-Haba'ik fi akhbar al-mala'ik [London and New York 
Routledge, 2012], pp. 120-31).

Ito

lief on Friday night with praising God, saying allahu akbar, 
and la ilaha ilia allahu until the morning—there will not be 

I a single sleeper or sitter among them. When the dawn rises, 
I the Muslims will let out one allahu akbar! and that which is 
I between the two towers will fall down.

The Byzantines will say: 'Before we were merely fighting 
the Arabs, but now we are fighting our Lord, as He has dev

astated our city, and destroyed it for them.’ So they will stay 
[be controlled] under their [the Muslims’] hands, and [the 

I Muslims will] weigh out the gold in shields—dividing up the 
offspring until the portion of each man will be 300 virgins, 
taking pleasure with them as long as God wishes. Then the 

I Dajjal will emerge truly. God will conquer Constantinople at 
the hands of people who are the friends [awHyd] of God, and 
God will lift death, sickness, and disease from them, until Jesus 
son of Mary descends upon them, and they will fight the Dajjal 
together with him."

][[7, Ka'biAftertheconquestofRome, no [war] ship will ever sail on 
the seas ever. He said: The fighting ofthe valleys [al-a 'maq]712 
will be placed together with the tribulations because three 
tribes in their totality will join unbelief with their banners and 
a section ofthe non-Arabs (hamra')713 will manifest [its true 
loyalty] and join with them also. Ka'b said: If it were not for 
three [things] I would not like to have lived an hour: The first 
of them is plunder of the Bedouin. They will be called to war 
(luringsome ofthe apocalyptic battles, but they will say just 
as they said at the beginning of Islam the first time they were 
called to war: "Our wealth and our families kept us busy."714 
Those who answered, answered, but those who left, left; so 
when they will be called up a second time during the time of 
the apocalyptic battles they will refuse—then God will permit

from al-a'mal.

to ^0 al-Athir, Nihaya, i, p. 438 one of the preferred names for the
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what He promised them in His Book: "Say to those ofthe Arabs 
who stayed behind: 'You will be called to (fight) a people of 
harsh violence.’’’715 This is the plunder of the Bedouin—and 
the one who misses out on the pillage-day of [the tribe of] 
Kalb will miss out indeed! And the second is that if 1 did not 
participate in the greatest apocalyptic battle—God has forbid
den any metallic object from cowardice, so that even if a man 
strikes on that day with a skewer he will cut, and the third 
is that if I do not participate in the conquest of the city of 
unbelief; before it, the lowly will be great.

715 Q 48:16.716 This appears to be the Old South Arabian verbyaf, "to rebel, to rise up against,' 
(Biella, pp. 233-4; also Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, v, p. 299); which may also be Aramaic, 
cf. Jastrow, i, p. 586 "to lift one’s face up against, to have the courage to rebuke."717 Q 47:4.

Ka'b: Who are those tribes who will join unbelief? Tanukh, 
Bahra’, and Kalb, and more from Quda a, and most of those 
mawali. The mawali of those tribes are the rebels (yafa aniyya) 
of Syria,716 meaning their deserters. [262]

1218. Hudhayfa: "The Messenger of God conquered conquests 
unlike any others since God Most High sent him.” 1 said to him: 
"0 Messenger of God, may you enjoy the conquest! so'the war 
will lay down its burdens.'"717 He said: "But, no! By the One 
who my soul is in His hand, before it there will be six char
acteristic [events] 0 Hudhayfa. One is my death." 1 said: “We 
belong to God and to Him we return!” "Then Jerusalem (bayt 
al-maqdis) will be conquered, then there will be a dissension 
in which two great bands will fight, and in which there will be 
much killing (qatl) and killing (haraj), even though their belief 
(da'watuhumd) will be the same. Then death will overcome 
you, and it will kill you suddenly like flocks die. Then wealth 
will be multiplied, and overflow such that a man will be called 
to 100 dinars, but scorn to take it.

Then a youth from the sons ofthe kings of the Banu al-Asfar 
will grow." J said: "Who are the Banu al-Asfar, 0 Messenger

the way a young boy grows in a month, and will ;row up in amonth the way a young boy grows in a year. When he reaches
maturity, they will love him and follow him the way they never 
loved a king previously. Then he will rise in the midst of them, 
and say:'Until when will we leave this band of Arabs continu
ing to target parts of you, when we are more in number and 
in provisions on land and sea than they? Until when will this 
be? So tell me what you think.'—and their nobles will begin to 
speak in their midst, and say: 'Yes, to whatever you think! the 
command is yours!'

So he will say: 'By the Oneby whom we swear718 we will not 
leave them until we have caused them to perish.’ So he will 
write to the islands of the Byzantines719 and they will throw 
(supply) eighty banners (ghayaya) at him, under each banner 
12,000 fighters—and ghayaya means ‘banner’—so they will 
gather 760,000 fighters with him. He will write to each island, 
and they will send 300 ships, so he will sail in one ofthe ships, 
him and his fighters, with bravery and weapons, and every
thing until they are thrown between Antioch and al-'Arish.720

The caliph of that day will send his horsemen with num
bers, provisions, and what cannot be counted, so a preacher 
will speak among them saying: 'What do you think, give me 
your opinion, for I see this as a dreadful matter. I know that 
God Most High carries out His promise, and gives our religion 
victory over all religions.721 But this is a terrible trial, and I 
think that maybe I and those with me should depart for the 
city of the Messenger of God [Medina]. I will send to Yemen 
and to all the Arabs722 wherever they are. God helps those who 
He helps, and it will not harm us to leave this land for them

%ther clumsy co ver for what would have been a Christian oath. Presumably Sicily.We northern Sinai on the way to Egypt.
Ilial-'Arab... wa-ila al-A 'drib.
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until you see that which is prepared for you.'" The Messenger 
of God said: "Then they will expel you until you settle in my 
city [Medina], whose name is Jayyiba,723 for it is the dwelling 
of the Muslims."

So they will settle [in it] and write to those Arabs who are 
around them. When their letter arrives, then they will answer 
it, such that Medina will be crowded. Then they will depart, as 
one gathering, as a military detachment, having sworn alle
giance to their imam unto death. God will conquer for them, so 
they will break the sheaths of their swords, then they will pass 
as a military detachment, and the lord of the Byzantines will 
say: "These people desire death for this land, and they have 
come to you, when they are not hoping for life. So I am writing 
to them that [263] they should send me the non-Arabs who 
they have, and we can leave this land for them, as we have no 
need of it. If they do that, we will do that, but if they refuse, we 
will fight them until God decides between us.”

When this issue will reach the ruler ofthe Muslims on that 
day, he will say to them: "Whoever of the non-Arabs who 
wants to go to the Byzantines from among us, let them do 
it." So a speaker from the mawali will say: "God forbid—we i
desire Islam as a religion and as a substitute,"724then they will 
swear to the death as the Muslims had done previously. They 
will all go as one gathering, so when the enemies of God see 
them, they will desire [to fight], be angry, and energized. The 
Muslims will draw their swords, and break their sheaths
and the tyrant will be enraged at his enemies.

The Muslims will kill such numbers of them that the blood 
will reach the fetlocks of the horses. Then the rest of them will 
sail under an easy wind day and night until they think that 
they are powerless, but then God will send a gale-force wind 
against them, to return them to the place from which they

came. The hands of the Emigrants [m uh djinn) will kill them, 
so that not one will escape. At that, 0 Hudhayfa, "the war will 
laydown its burdens," and then you will live as long as God 
wishes. Then a report will come from the east of the Dajjal, 
that he has emerged among us. [264] 725

09, Ka'b; The imam of the Muslims will be in Jerusalem, then he 
will send to Egypt and the Iraqis to ask them for aid, but they 
will not aid him. His post-courier will pass by the city of Hims, 
and find its non-Arabs having locked up all the offspring ofthe 
Muslims who are inside. This will horrify him, so he will go 
leading those Muslims he can gather until he meets them726 on 
the plains of Acre. Then he will fight them, and God will defeat 
them. The Muslims will demand that they take them to their 
own land, so he will go to Hims and God will conquer it at his 
hands.

1220. Hassan b. 'Afiyya727: The Byzantines will descend on the 
plain of Acre, and overcome Filasfm, the center of al-Urdunn, 
Jerusalem [bayt al-maqdis)—but they will not pass the Pass 

I of Afiq—for forty days. Then the imam of the Muslims will go

to them, and drive them to the Field of Acre. They will fight 
there until the blood reaches the fetlocks of the horses, then 
God will defeat them and kill them other than a small number 
who will go to Mt. Lebanon, then to a mountain in the land of 
the Byzantines.728

1221. Makhul: The Byzantines will traverse Syria for forty 
mornings—nothing will be safe from them other than 
Damascus and the high peaks of the Balqa’.729

1222. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Salman730: One of the Byzantine kings will

723 A nickname for Medina.724 Cf. Q 3:85.

18 Section break for pp. 264-6.Apparently a Byzantine landing expedition, see no. 1223.9 Hassan b. 'Ap’yya al-Muharibi, lived in Damascus, a mawla of Persian extraction, lived also at Beirut,/?. 2nd/8th century.’ Here we see the route that subversive groups such as the Mardaites/Jarajima would use to get back and forth between along the coast the two empires.
^■Muaiddasi, Ahsan al-taqasim (Beirut: Dar Sadir, n.d.J, s.v.Abdai-Rahman b. Salman al-Hajarlal-Ru'aynl, lived in Egypt, fl. 2nd/8th century.
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overcome all of Syria other than Damascus and 'Amman,’31 
then they will be defeated, and will rebuild Caesarea in 
Anatolia.731 732 It will be made into one of the army-provinces of 
the Syrians. Then a light will be manifest from'Adan Abyan.733 
[268]

731 The future capital of Jordan.732 The present Turkish city of Kayseri in central Anatolia.733 Perhaps from a volcano.

1223. Tub ay': Then the Byzantines will send to you asking you for a 
peace (sulh), and so you will make peace with them. On that 
day a woman will cross the path to Syria in safety, and the 
city of Caesarea in Anatolia will be rebuilt. During that peace, 
Kufa will be scraped like leather—that will be because of their 
failure to aid the Muslims. God knows whether in addition 
to their desertion there will be another event that will make
raiding them permissible. You will ask the Byzantines for aid 
against them, and they will aid you, so you will set out until 
you camp on a field with hills [mar] dhi tulul], then one ofthe 
Byzantines will say: "By our Cross you have overcome, so give 
us our portion of the spoils—namely the women and the off
spring.” But they [the Muslims] will refuse to give to them the 
women and offspring, so they will fight, then set off and gather 
for the apocalyptic battle.

1224. Dhu Mikhbar, the nephew of the Negus [of Ethiopia]: I heard
the Messenger of God saying: You will make a secure peace
with the Byzantines, such that you and they will raid an enemy 
behind them.

1225. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: You will raid Constantinople three times: the 
first disaster will strike you, the second there will be a peace 
between you such that you will build a mosque in their city, 
and you will raid together an enemy beyond Constantinople.
Then you will return, then raid it the third time, when God will
conquer it for you.

1226. Dhu Mikhbar heard the Prophet saying: So you will set out,

after having been victorious and taken spoils, and settle on a 
field with hills. One of them will say: "The Cross is victorious!" 
but a Muslim will say: "Nay, God is victorious!" so the issue 
will be passed back and forth for a time, then the Muslim will 
leap upon their cross—since he is not far from it—and break 
it. They will rise up against him and kill him, so the Muslims 
will rise to their weapons, and then God will honor this band 
of Muslims with martyrdom. They will come to their king and 
say: "We have taken care ofthe bravery of the Arabs, then they 
betrayed us” so they will gather for the apocalyptic battle.
Ka'b: The Byzantines will betray those in it [Constantinople?], 
then they will gather, and bring an army via the sea from 
Rome. Its commander will be called Camel (al-jamar), and one 
of his parents will be a jinn or it is said, a demon (shaytari), 
and he will come in his ships until he descends at a monastery 
called Valley ('Umq] at Acre.

K Arfat b. al-Mundhir: When a city is built six miles from 
Damascus, then gird yourself for the apocalyptic battles. [269] 

0 Ka'b: He will emerge leading 6000 ships, then he will order 
the ships to be burned.

03O. Abu Hurayra: They will be burned until they will light the 
necks of camels during the night in the waste [ju sham)7 34 of 
judham.

1231, Abu Musa al-Asha'ri said to his people in Syria: “O [tribe of] 
Asha'rites, this is a warning to you with regard to farms and 
homes, fortheyare almost not appropriate foryou. You should 
go with goats, roan horses, horses and long spears [instead]."

1232, IbnShihab: The blue-eyed ones735 of Rome are about to expel 
the community of Muhammad from the growing places of 
wheat

1233, Bitriq b. Yazid al-Kalbi736—his uncle: 'Urwa b. al-Zubayr said

lane,iipp. 427-8; read as hisma "unlucky" by Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, ii, p. 214.
’Mriq most likely on the form of afa 'il, but not attested as a color, so could be an 

unattested plural for zawraq, "small boat"
fyrianjl. 2nd/8th century.
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to me, when his head and beard were snow-white, "0 you of ] 
Syria, the Byzantines will surely expel you from your Syria, and 
horsemen from the Byzantines will stop on this mountain" - 
when he was on that day upon Mt. Sal'737 738—"so let the Medinans 
manage’. Then God will send His help upon them.”

737 Just to the north of Medina.738 An idol worshipped in the region between Mecca and Yemen in the pre-Islamic period (see no. 1639), venerated by the Yemenite tribes including Azd, Bajila and Khatha'm Ibn al-Kalbi, Kitab al-asnam (Cairo: Mafba'at Dar al-Kutub al-Misriyya, 1995), pp. 34-7.739 Q 48:16.
740 Q 48:11.

1234. Ka'b: Twelve non-Arab kings will be present at the greatest 
apocalyptic battle, the least of them and [one with the] small
est army will be the lord of the Byzantines. God Most High has 
two treasures in Y emen—one of them He brought at the Battle 
of Yarmuk, as [the tribe of] Azd was a third of the people, and 
He will bring the other on the day of the greatest apocalyptic 
battle—70,000 carrying swords in sheaths of palm-fiber.

1235. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: "When the idol of Dhu al-Khalsa™ is 
worshipped [again], the Byzantines will be victorious over 
Syria. On that day they will send to the people of the acacia 
tree (Medina] asking them for aid, so they will come upon 
their young she-camels, meaning the Hijazis." Al-Walid said: 
"Yemen." Nu'aym said: "I doubt it" [270]

1236. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Aid will come from the army-province, and 
area in between.

1237. Ka'b concerning His Word Most High, 'You will be called to
(fight] a people of harsh violence,"739 he said: “The Byzantines 
on the day of the apocalyptic battle." Ka'b: "God scared the 
Bedouin at the beginning of Islam when they said: "Our wealth 
and our families kept us busy.. ."74° so He said: "You will be 
called to [fight] a people of harsh violence," on the day of the 
apocalyptic battle. So they will say, just as they said at the
beginning of Islam: "Our wealth and our families kept us busy

..." so the following verse will apply to them: "He will punish 
you (with] a painful punishment .. .”’741 'Abd al-Rahman b. 
Yazid narrated on that day, saying; "He spoke the truth." 
Continuing with his narration: "If I do not participate in the 
conquest of the city of unbelief, then 1 do not want to live, for 
God Most High on that day will forbid each metallic object 
from cowardice."

0. Elders: There will be Bedouin on that day who will apostacize, 
and among them those who will turn away from helping Islam 
and their army in doubt, so when the Muslims conquer on 
that day, they will send a raid against those who deserted, 
the unbelieving, apostacizing band, and the deserting, doubt
ing band, so the missing out is the one who misses out on 
despoiling them on that day.

1239. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: At that fighting there will be a severe 
apostasy.

1240. 'Abdallah b.'Amr: "God will make that group which is victori
ous, victorious, but those who rule them will incite them to 
attack their enemy, but [also] men will rush into unbelief." 
Muhammad: "I do not know whether the apostasy from Islam 
and the rushing into unbelief are separate."

1241. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: “Arab tribes in their entirety will join the 
Byzantines." I said: "Really, in their entirety?" He said: "Even 
their shepherds and their dogs." He said: “If God wills, O Abu 
Muhammad,” and rose angrily. So he said: "God has willed," 
and he wrote it.

1242. Sulayman [271] b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Sunna742 heard the 
Prophet saying: "A third will disbelieve, a third will doubt, and 
be swallowed up."Al-Qasim Abu 'Abd al-Rahman said: The deserting band of the Muslims in the valleys of Acre and Antioch—the earth will

’ to.in Damascus, a maw/d to the Umayyads, d. 142/759-60.
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open up for them, so they will enter it and never see paradise I 
or return to their families ever. |

1244. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: A third will be defeated—those are the 
worst of creation in the eyes of God, mighty and majestic.

1245. Aban b. al-Walid al-Mu'ayjji heard Ibn 'Abbas narrating to 
Mu' awiy a, and asking him concerning the time, so he informed 
him, that a man from among them would rule at the end of 
time for forty years. The apocalyptic battles would be for the 
last seven years of his caliphate, but that he would die in the 
valleys grieved. Then a man from them with two moles would 
rule, and the conquest would be at his hands on that day.

1246. Ka'b: The caliph ofthe Muslims will be killed on that day lead
ing 1400, every one of them a commander and the possessor 
of a flag—the worst disaster to happen to the Muslims after 
the time of the Prophet.

1247. Ibn 'Abbas that he mentioned twelve caliphs, then the com
mander, and said: "By God, after that there are al-Saffah, 
al-Mansur and al-Mahdi, who will hand it [the rule] over to 
Jesus son of Mary."

1248. Ka'b: They will fight fiercely in the valleys, so then victory 
will be lifted, and even endurance will be exhausted. Iron 
will be set against each other, until the horse will wade in 
blood up to his fetlocks for three days straight. Nothing will 
give them a break except for the night, until groups Cama'ir] 
of people—meaning groups [tawa'if]—will say: "Islam was 
only for a (set period of) time and an end, so its time and 
end have been reached, so let's go back to homes of our 
fathers!" They will join unbelief, but our sons the Emigrants 
will remain, and a man from them will say: "0 you, do you 
not see what these ones have done? Rise with us, and let 
us join God!" But no one will follow him, so he will walk to 
them coming towards them [the Byzantines], so they will 
rain spears upon him until his blood spatters on their armor. 
Then God will defeat them.

1249. Ka'b: This is the greatest [272] martyr ever in Islam other

than Hamza b. Abd al-Muftalib,743 so the angels will say: "O 
our Lord, will you not give us Your permission to help Your 
servants?" He will say: "1 am more worthy of helping them!" 
and on that day he will pierce with His spear and strike with 
Hissword—for His sword is His command744—and God Most 
High will defeat them, and He will present them their shoul
ders [in defeat],745 and tread on them like a press is trod, so 
there will be no further Byzantines after it, either as a group 
or as a dominion.

l2$0. Arjat: When the lord ofthe roan horse appears in Alexandria 
and the land of Egypt, the Arabs will betake themselves to 
Yathrib (Medina) and the Hijaz, and will be exiled from Syria.
Each tribe will join with its family, so God will send them an 
army. When it ends up between the two islands (Jaziratayn),746 
then a herald will call out: "Every pure (Arab) or one who is 
taking refuge with us among the Muslims should come out to 
us!" So the mawali will be enraged, then swear allegiance to a 
man called Salih b. 'Abdallah b. Qays b. Yassar,747 who will lead 
them out and encounter an army of the Byzantines, and kill 
them. Death will strike the Byzantines while they are on that 
day in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis], as they had taken it over, 
so they will die like locust. The lord of the roan horse will die, 
then Salih leading the mawdli will descend upon the land of
Syria [suriya], and enter Amorium after having laid it to siege.

Then they will besiege Qamuliya,748 and conquer Byzantium

® See no. 1294.*Itisinterestingthat Nu'aym, who was imprisoned for his anti-Mu'atazilite beliefs, would allow such a tradition that avoids anthropomorphism of God's "sword" and instead interprets it as "His command" (see also no. 1349) much the same ivayas the Mu'tazilites were interpreting the anthropomorphisms in the Qur'an.•'SeeIbnMaja, Sunan, ii, p. 1296 (no. 3930) for this phrase with the meaning of'putthem to flight”
fa

Northern Iraq.
’’Otherwise unknown. The name might be chosen because of its meaning: 

tyhteous one, son of the Servant of God, son of Qays, son ofthe Straight One. 
Mably Camuliana in Cappadocia (thanks to Michael Decker for this 
identification).

f
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[bizanfiya)—the voices of his army praising God in it will be 
loud, and he will divide its wealth among them in contain
ers. He will be victorious over Rome, and take out from it the 
Gate of Zion,7*9 an ark (tdbiit) of onyx, in which are the ear
ring of Eve and the cotton wrapper of Adam749 750—meaning his 
garment—and the decoration of Aaron. While they are in this 
state, a report [of the Dajjal’s appearance] will come to him, 
but it is false, then he will return.

749 It is difficult to associate this with any specific Temple artifact750 The variants suggest that kaghuta should be read as katuna (probably from the Hebrew kutonet); see discussion in my Studies in Muslim Apocalyptic, pp. 56n84 (variants), p. 349.
751 No Daniel apocalypse known to me mentions Alexandria.
752 Presumably in Iraq.

1251. Artat: So the first apocalyptic battle according to the word 
of Daniel will be in Alexandria,751 they will appear with their 
ships, so the Egyptians will ask the Syrians for help, then 
they will meet in battle, and fight fiercely. The Muslims will 
defeat the Byzantines after a great effort, then they will stay 
in it [Alexandria], and gather a great number, advance, and 
descend upon Jaffa [in] Filaspn at the distance of ten miles. 
Its inhabitants will take protection with their offspring in the 
hills, then the Muslims will meet them in battle, be victorious 
over them, and kill their king.

The second apocalyptic battle: they will gather after their 
defeat a number greater than their first gathering, then 
advance and descend upon Acre, when their king, son of the 
one killed, will perish. Then the Muslims will meet in battle at 
Acre, but victory will be held back from them for forty days. 
So the Syrians will ask for help from the people of the garri
son-cities,752 but they will be slow about giving their help. But 
there will not be a single free or slave polytheist Christian who 
does not render aid to the Byzantines. A third of the Syrians 
will flee, a third will be killed, but then God will help the rest

and the Byzantines will be defeated in a way that no one has 
heard of previously, and they will kill their king.

The third apocalyptic battle in which those who had 
returned on the sea will return and those of them who had
fled on land would join together, and they will crown the son 
of their king who was killed, who will be under-aged, not yet 
having night-emissions, but the love of him will be placed in 
their hearts. So he will advance leading all of those [273] did 
notadvance with their first two kings.

They will descend upon the valleys of Antioch, while the 
Muslims will gather opposite them, then they will fight for two 
months. Then God will cause His victory to descend upon the 
Muslims, so they will defeat them and kill them, while they are 
fleeing, climbing the pass.753 Then aid will come to them, so 
they will stop, slowing the Muslims, but there will be an attack
against them [the Byzantines], and they [the Muslims] will kill 
them and their king. So the remainder of them will retreat, 
but the Emigrants will search after them, and kill them in a 
sweeping manner.

At that time the Cross will be seen to be false, and the
Byzantines will depart to the peoples beyond them in 
Andalus,754 but they will kill them, until they descend upon 
the paths. The Muslims will divide up into two halves: one half 
on the land towards the pass, while the other half sail on the
sea. The Emigrants who are on the land will meet their enemy 
in the pass, but God will grant them victory over their enemy, 
defeating them more completely than in their earlier defeats.

The proclaimer (al-bashir) will be sent to their brothers on 
the sea that "We will meet you at the City" [Constantinople] 
so God will cause them to travel in the easiest manner, until
they besiege the City, conquer it, and destroy it. After that will 
be Andalus and the peoples, so they will gather and come to

ilician Gates.

urope as a whole here.
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Syria, but the Muslims will meet them in battle, where God, 
mighty and majestic, will defeat them.

1252. Ka'b: The Byzantines will cause seventy crosses to enter 
Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) until they destroy it. Obedience 
will continue, being under the control of a governor, as long 
there is a caliphate in the land of Jerusalem (ard al-quds) and 
in Syria and the lower part of the coastal region.

1253. Godwillbeenragedagainsthim,755andal-Sarifiyya,756Caesarea, 
and Beirut will be swallowed up by the earth because of it. The 
Byzantines will rule in Syria for forty days from the sea-coasts 
to Al-Urdunn and Baysan. Then there would be victory for the 
Muslims over them, so they will make it right such that their 
governance will roll over and all the land will be safe for seven 
[or] nine [years?].

755 It (or him, in which case it would more likely be the caliph) is not dear here. This text may be garbled.756 Probably Sarefa, later called Sarafand, between Sidon and Tyre in Lebanon.

Ka'b: The Iraqis will throw off their allegiance and obe
dience, and kill their commander from the Syrians. So the 
Syrians will raid them, and ask for aid from the Byzantines. 
After having made peace with the Byzantines before asking 
their aid, so they will give aid of 10,000 [troops] such that 
they will reach the Euphrates [River] and meet [in battle]. 
The victory will be for the Syrians over them [the Iraqis], 
then they will enter Kufa and take its people prisoner. Then
the Byzantines will say to the Syrians: "Let us participate [in 
dividing] the prisoners you have taken," but they will say: “As 
for the Muslims, there is no way! But we will divide up the 
wealth with you." The Byzantines will say: "You were only 
victorious because of the Cross," but the Muslims will say:
Nay, through God and His Messenger we were victorious 

over them." So this matter will pass back and forth between 

perse, and the Byzantines will retreat to a river that separates between the two [armies].
The Byzantines will break the peace, and kill the Muslims 

in Constantinople,757 then the Byzantines will depart [274] 
to the plain of Hims. The people of Hims will come out to 
them, but the non-Muslims [a'ajimi) will lock the gates of the 
city of Hims against them. The king of the Byzantines will lay 
siege, as the protective [defenders] will not be able to pass 
the bridge below the Monastery of Bahra'.758 The Byzantines 
will say to the Muslims: "Leave us Hims, for it is the place of 
our fathers," and so they will fight until the blood reaches the 
middle seven stones, the speckled ones—then they will defeat 
the Byzantines.

The Muslims will return to Hims and fasten their horses to • •
the olive trees, then place mangonels (majaniq) against them 
[the walls), and destroy the Mashal Monastery's church.759 
Then the Muslims will conquer Hims because of a Jewish 
man [opening] its furthest right western gate or through the 
stopped-up gate between the Damascus Gate and the Jews' 
Gate. The Emigrants will enter it [Hims], and a group of its 
defenders will flee to the Monastery of Banu Asad.760 The 
Muslims will kill the non-Muslims who are in it, destroy a 
third, burn a third, and then drown a third. Syria will continue 
to be settled as long as Hims is [settled].

1254. Elders: A spring in the hill of Dhu Mayyan761 will burst and it 
will overflow, drowning Hims or most of it, and it is to the east 
of Hims by ten miles.

1255. Abu 'Amir al-Alhanl: I was in a village, and then al-Harith

them, so the Byzantines will be enraged. A man from the
Muslims will go to the Cross and break it, so they will dis-

” Al-Muqaddasi, Ahsan al-taqasim, p. 124-5; trans. Collins, The Best Divisions, pp.124-5 states that Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik built a mosque in Constantinople;also Ibn al-Faqih, Buldan, p. 190.’ According to nos. 1258-59 located on a hill to the northwest of Hims.9 According to Ibn 'Asakir, lx, p. 399 Mu'awiya stayed there.Note how both this and the Bahra’ Monasteiy are named for Christian Arab tribes Hom the area of Hims.• •
Unidentified other than through the text.
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b. Abi Ana'm came to me when it was noon, and the sun’s heat 
was beating down, so I said: "0 uncle, what is bringing you at 
this time?" He said: "1 was exploring this river which passes 
by the Jews' Gate, then I lost its course, which got mixed up in 
some fields. So, in your village is there a man who has senior
ity and age?" I said: "Yes, there is an elderly shaykh, who does 
not go out because of age," so we went to him. Al-Harith asked 
him about this river-branch, so the shaykh said: "I heard my 
father saying: "Its water is clear; if a pregnant woman drinks 
from it, then what is in her belly [womb] will go mad, andifit 
touches a tree then the leaves will fall off." This perturbed the 
people, so they sought after it, then a [workjman came and 
they agreed upon a wage for him. He called for a chunk (lit a 
brick) of lead, suet, pitch and wool, then they went to Sarbal,762 
and made what they made, so that the water was concealed/ 
blocked up.

Mentioned as being to the southeast of Hirns in no. 1273.See no. 617.

Abu 'Amir said: I heard some of the Companions of the 
Prophet saying: "This is one of the valleys of Hell" (jahannam), 
and Hims will be half drowned because of it—the other half 
will be struck with fire.

1256. Ka'b: The Byzantines will ask for aid from the second-tier 
nations, and [peoples speaking] different tongues will gather 
forces for them. The people of Rome, Constantinople and 
Armenia will gather for them—even the shepherds and the 
ploughmen—will be enraged for the king of the Byzantines, 
and they will come with many peoples—other [275] than the 
Byzantines there will be ten kings, their sum total will reach 
180,000. i

The Arabs will come together one to another from the cor
ners ofthe earth, and the two wings of Egypt and Iraq will gather |
in Syria, since it is the head.763 The king ofthe Byzantines will 
advance on a platform carried upon [between?] two mules, so 

762

763

they will send their armies and surround Syria entirely, other 
I than Damascus. The Muslims will come to them, their foot- 

I soldiers, and meet them in such-and-such a valley [with] four

battlefields.764 The two groups will go to a river whose waters 
are cold in the summer and warm in the winter.765 Its waters 
will be deep and copious on that day, and the Emigrants will 
camp near it [the river], while the Byzantines are on the other 
side of it. They will tie their horses to trees near their packs 
and prepare for battle so that they can move to the land of 
Qinnasrin. Their camp will be between Antioch and Hims, 
while the Arabs are between Busra and Damascus, and what 
isbehind them.766 The Byzantines will burn every single piece 
ofwood, firewood or tree. The two gatherings will meet near 

a small river between Aleppo and Qinnasrin.767

Then they will go to a valley where there is room for fight

ing. Whoever fights that day, let him be in the first charge, 
if not then in the second, third, fourth or the last—if he has 
no choice, then let him stay in the common camp (fustat 
al-jamaa) and not leave it, for the hand of God will be upon 
them.768 Whoever flees that day will not breathe the breath of 
paradise. The Byzantines will say to the Muslims: "Give us our 
land, and return to us every non-Arab foreigner (ahmaf)769 and 
half-breed (hajin) ofyours, and the sons of the concubines."

The Muslims will say: "Whoever wants to join you can; who- 
everwants to defend his religion and himself can," so the half
breeds, the [sons of] concubines and the non-Arab foreigners 
(taro) will be enraged.

They will assign a banner to a man of the non-Arab

.! Perhaps Dabiq, but not stated explicitly.
* to Orontes River?Mem Jordan.' Probably the Quwayq or Aleppo River, a little to the north of Qinnasrin (present , Nadir)... Presumably the Byzantines.tip. 642 (left col.), or emancipated slaves.
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foreigners [hamra')—he is the sultan Abraham and Isaai 
promised would come at the end of time —and they wil, 
swear allegiance to him. Then they will fight one by one with 
the Byzantines and be victorious over the Byzantines. The 
emigration of the Arabs will turn toward the Byzantines
[then], and their hypocrites (munafiqun), when they see the 
victory of the mawali over the Byzantines. Tribes in their 
totality, most of them Quda'a and the non-Arab foreigners
[hamra’), will flee until they place their banners among them 
[the Byzantines]. Then companions will cry back and forth
to distinguish [between them]—those who joined what they
joined will cry: "The Cross is victorious."

The best Arabs on that day are the Yemenites, the
Emigrants—Himyar, Alhan, and Qays. Those will be the best
of people on that day. Qays on that day will kill but not be 
killed, and Jadis the same. Al-Azd will kill but not be killed, but 
the army of the Muslims will divide into four groups: one will 
be martyred, one will endure, one will raid [the enemy], and 
one will join the enemy.

The Byzantines will be fierce against the Arabs, so their 
righteous Qurashi Yemenite caliph770 will advance leading 
3000 [troops], so they will appoint a commander over them. 
He will have seventy commanders with him, all of them right
eous, and in possession of banners. The one who will be killed, 
and the one who is patient on that day will receive the same 
reward. Then God will set upon the Byzantines a wind and 
birds, who will strike their faces with their wings and gouge 
out their eyes. The earth wil be split asunder for them, so 
they will stutter in a ravine after lightening strikes and earth
quakes hit them.

God will support the patient ones, and necessitate for 
them a reward just as He necessitated for the Companions 
of Muhammad, and He will fill their hearts and breasts with

770 See no. 1099.

courage and bravery, so that when the Byzantines will see the 
fewness of the patient group they will desire [to fight them] 
and say: "Ride every hoofed animal, run them down, and finish 
them off!”

A rider from the Muslims will rise upon his saddle, and look 
right, left and forward, but not see any edge [276] or end [to 
their armies], so he will say: "The mass of people has come, 
and there is no aid for you other than God, so die and cause 
[others] to die!" They will swear caliphal allegiance to a man 
from among them, so he will order them to pray the morn
ingprayers, then God Most High will look at them, and cause 
His victory to descend upon them, saying: "None other than 
Myself, My angels and My Emigrant servants remain. Today is 
the feast of the birds and the wild animals—surely I will feed 
them them flesh of the Byzantines and their helpers, and give 
them their blood to drink."

So your Lord will open His weapons armory (khizanat 
silahihi), which is in the fourth heaven,771 and His weapons 
of might and power (jabrut), and cause the angels to descend 
upon them. The Muslims will draw their bows, and break 
the sheaths of their swords, pointing them at them [the 
Byzantines], and turn the tips of their spears towards them.

Your Lord will reach out His hand to the weapons of the 
unbelievers and take it so that it will not cut, and tie their hands
to their necks. The weapons of the Unitarians [al-muwahhidin) 
will be set against them, so that even if a believer struck with a 
tent-peg, he would cut [the enemy].

Gabriel and Michael will come down, and defend them, 
leading angels, so God will defeat them and drive them like 
flocks until they end up back with their kings. Their kings will 
fall down upon their faces from fear, and tear their crowns

traditionally the heaven associated with Enoch (or Idris), see al-Tabari, Jami' 
^n, xv, pp. 14-15 (Night Journey and Ascension to Heaven), but in other 
Unions Aaron.
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from their heads, then horse-riders and foot soldiers will tread upon them until they kill them, until their blood reaches the fetlocks ofthe horses—the earth will not be able to absorb it—and all the blood will reach the fetlocks ofthe horses, as it is an apocalyptic battle. This is the slaughter which will be the end ofthe Byzantines' dominion, so then God Most High will send angels to all of its islands to inform them of the killing of the Byzantines.1257. 'Imran b. Sulaym al-Kala'I: What a woman prepares normally is better for her than a tank for ablution and two shoes—woe to those fattened (women), but blessed are the poor. Have your women wear light slippers as shoes, and tell them to walk in their houses, for they are about to be expelled from all of that.1258. Abu al-Zahiriyya:The Byzantines will end up at the Monastery of Bahra', and at that there will be the ring (halqa)772 so they will not pass it going towards Hims, then the Muslims will return towards them and defeat them.1259. Abu Bahriyya773: The Byzantines will go until they descend upon the Monastery of Bahra', until their king will place his Cross and his standards (bunud)77* on this hill, the Hill of Fahmaya (Coal-Hill).775 Then the first part of their destruction will be at the hands of a man from Antioch, who will summon the people, then delegate Muslim men, so he will be the first one to attack them, then God Most High will defeat them.1260. Elders: When it is like that, then stay in your homes, 0 people of Hims, for your perishing will be at the Hill of Fahmaya—it will not come to you! So whoever is steadfast will be saved, but whoever goes to Damascus will die of thirst. [277]1261. Abu 'Amir al-Alham: I went out with Tubay' from the Rastan
Presumably some type of defensive or armored ring.'Abdallah b. Qays al-Kindi al-Taraghimi, lived in Hims, a leader of raids againstthe Byzantines, said to have been a loyalist to 'Uthman,/?. lst/7th century Persian.Perhaps the present-day Mushrifiyya, a small hill located to the northeast of Hims

772

773

774

775

Gate, so then he said: “0 Abu 'Amir, when these two garbage heaps are scattered, then take your family out of Hims." I said: "Doyou think that I wouldn't?" He said: "When Tortosa776 is entered (conquered)777 and 300 martyrs are killed beneath thegrapevine, then take your family out of Hims." I said: "Do you think that I wouldn't?" He said: "So when you see the Camel'sHead {from Andalus}778 leading the naval forces [qifa'y,779 thenthey sink780 between Jaffa and the Bald Mountain (al-Aqra'l,781then take your family out of Hims." I said: "Do you think that I wouldn’t?" He said: "Then what happens to the people of Hims will happen to you." I said: "And what will happen to them?” He said: "At that time they will be locked up."782 Thenhe walked until we came to the Mashal Monastery. He said: "O Abu Amir, do you see this wood? It will be [used as] mangonels for the Muslims on that day." I said: "How long betweenentering Tortosa and the emergence of the Camel's Head?" Hesaid: "There will not be more than three years completedthis will be the first apocalyptic battle."1262. Ka'b: 1 met Abu Dharr when he was walking from a
” Present-day Jartus—from the Umayyad period: "Mu'awiya took out the war spoils of Cyprus to JarJus (Tortosa) ofthe plain of Hims. Then he placed them in a church (kanisa) called the Church of Mu'awiya. Then he began to speak to the people, and said:‘I am dividing your war spoils into three portions: a portion to you,aportion to the ships [sailors, Christians], and a portion to the Copts—since there would be no power to raid by sea if it were not for the ships and the Copts.’ AbuDharr [al-Ghifari] began to speak: T swore to the Messenger of God that no•1blame would take me in the sight of God—O Mu' awiya, are you dividing a portion to the ships, when they are our property, and a portion to the Copts when they Mepartofus(ajzd’unad)?’ Mu'awiya divided according to what Abu Dharr said.” (iTabarani, Musnad, ii, pp. 73-4 (no. 940), also 120-1 (no. 1029).m Presumably by the Byzantines.* total from MM and OKI. Presumably the Camel’s Head was a name for a Byzantine or foreign commander, see nos. 1227,1267.disappears as qila', "ships’ sails” in no. 1268.I 1 Appearing asfarraqaha "to disperse” in no. 1268, which is more plausible.I ' A mountain dose to the mouth ofthe Orontes River in northern Syria (see nos.1267,1288).* Both MM and DKI read: ‘Its non-Arabs (a'ajim) will lock them [the gates] against the offspring and women of the Muslims.’
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sitting-session of Abu 'Irbad, while he was crying, so Ka'b said 
to him: "What is causing you to weep, 0 Abu Dharr?" He said 
"I weep for my religion,” So Ka'b said: "Today you weep, but 
I just parted from the Messenger of God a bit ago, while the 
people were well and Islam was new” until he departed from 
the Jews’ Gate, then he rose upon the garbage heap, and said:
"0 Abu Dharr, there will come upon the people of this city 
a day in which a fright will come to them from the coast
land, so they will go to them [the enemy], and meet them at 
Solomon’s Pass783 and fight them. God will defeat them, so 
they will kill them in its dry valleys and mountain paths. While 
they are doing this, a report will come to them from behind 
them that its people have locked up inside of it the offspring of 
the Emigrants, so they will leave for it, then they will cordon it 

783 Presumably the Hims Gap, the major route between the sea-coast and the interior of Syria. The area of Ba'lbak was sometimes known as "Solomon's cities,” so this may have been the origin of the term.784 A town about twenty miles to the east of Tortosa.785 Possibly the town of Susiya [= Hippos] in northern Lebanon.

until God will conquer it for them."
If the people of this city knew of the benefit in the Mashal 

Monastery for them on that day, they would visit it with oil 
with which to dowse its wooden beams. When God conquers 
it, there will not be a single possessor of books who will 
remain—such that an Emigrant man will kill a Christian man,
even if he has just been yanked from his mother's breasts, 
until the canal from Hims in which (sewage) water flows will 
run with blood in such a way that nothing else has ever mixed 
with it.

1263. Some of our elders: A man came to us, while I was living with 
one of my son-in-laws at 'Arqa784 and said: "Is there a place 
to stay for the night?" so they brought him in, and suddenly 
he was a man worthy of good [278] when you looked at him, 
as if he was seeking knowledge. He said: "Do you have knowl
edge of Susiya?"785 They said: "Yes." He said: "Where is it?”

\Ve said: 
a spring

"It is a ruin towards the sea." He said: “Does it have 
to which one descends on steps, and whose water

is cold, sweet?" They said: "Yes." He said: "Is there a ruined 
fortress on the side of it?' They said: "Yes." We said: "Who
are you, 0 Abdallah?" He said: "I am a man from [the tribe of] 
Ashja'.” They said: "What do you care about what you have 
mentioned?" He said: "The Byzantine boats will advance from
thesea until they will descend close to that spring, whereupon 
they will burn their ships.786 Then the people of Damascus 
will send to them, and they will stay three [days], with the
Byzantines calling them to evacuate this land.

But then they will refuse, so the Emigrants will fight them. 
On the first day the killing will be in both groups, but the 
second among the enemy, and on the third God will defeat 
them. None but a few will reach their ships from among them, 
since they will have burned many of them. They will say: 'We 
will not leave this land,’ but God will defeat them. The line of
the Muslims on that day will be facing the ruined tower. While 
they are in that situation, after God has defeated their enemy,
then somebody will come from behind them and inform them 
that the people of Qinnasrin have started to advance towards 
[i.e. retreating towards] Damascus, that the Byzantines have 
attacked them. There is an appointment with them on land and 
sea. The refuge of the Muslims on that day will be Damascus."

1264. Ka'b narrated to him787 that in the west there is a queen
who reigns over one of the nations—that nation flaunts its 
Christianity,788 and she will construct ships intending to

* According to al-Musharrafb. al-Murajja’, Fada'il, p. 226 (no. 333) when the caliph Sulayman heard of a Byzantine raid on these plains, taking a female captive, he decided to attack Constantinople.’ Jubayr b. Nufayr al-Hadrami.* One is tempted to see this tradition as perhaps being a distant echo of a powerfill Carolingian (such as Bertrada of Laon, d. 783, mother of Charlemagne) or perhaps an English queen (such as Eadburh of Wessex, d. 802), or more distantly tampagie, daughter of Duke Eudes of Aquitaine (who is said to have been sent to Damascus as a captive, see http://fmg.ac/Projects/MedLands/AQUITAINE.htm).

http://fmg.ac/Projects/MedLands/AQUITAINE.htm
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attack this community (Muslims), such that after they will 
have finished building them and garrisoning them with sol
diers, she (the queen) will say: "We will sail whether God 
wills or not!" Therefore, God will send a gale-force wind and 
destroy her ships. She will continue to build [ships] like this 
and to speak like this—and God will continue to act like this 
towards her—until He will wish to permit her to sail. She 
will say: "We will sail if God wishes!" so she will sail with her 
ships—they will be 1000 ships the like of which has never 
been put to sea—and they will sail until they have passed the 
land of the Byzantines.

The Byzantines will be terrified of them, and they will say: 
"Who are you?" They will say: "We are a nation claiming [to 
believe in] Christianity, intending [to attack] a community 
which overcomes nations—whether [it be] to plunder them 
or to be plundered by them." The Byzantines will say: "These 
(the Muslims) are those who have destroyed our country, 
killed our men and enslaved our sons and women—so help 
us against them!" Thus they will aid them (the Byzantines) 
with 350 ships, and so they will sail until they have anchored 
at Acre. They will disembark from their vessels and burn 
them, saying: "This is our land; we will live here and die 
here."

Then the crier will to the imam of the Muslims, who on that 
day will be in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis'), and say: "An enemy 
has descended against whom we have no ability," so he will 
send a post-courier to Egypt, and to Iraq asking them for aid.

Most probably if there is a historical kernel to this tradition it focuses upon three major themes: a powerful queen, who is obviously Christian, who has access to sea-power, and who is unknown to the Byzantines, and should be identified with the region of France. This story also is topically related to the traditions about a king (no. 1288) or the One with the Mane (nos. 1300,1857), which may be echoes of Charlemagne. If one would make the claim that France is distant from Syria, then one should note that both the Venerable Bede (d. 735) in England, and the historian called Fredegar (up till 642) were quite well informed about the Islamic Empire in spite of the distance. i

The post-courier will come from Egypt saying: "The Egyptians 
say: *We are in the presence of the enemy, but your enemy has 
only come from the direction of the sea, while we are on the 
coastline of the sea, so would we fight for your offspring, but 
leave our offspring to the enemy?'" Likewise, the Iraqis will 
say: "We are in the presence of the enemy, so would we fight 
for your offspring, but leave our offspring to the enemy?"

So the post-courier will pass by the one who is coming 
from Iraq in Hims, and find that those non-Muslims (a'ajim) 
in it have locked in the offspring of the Muslims, as the report 
had come to them that the Arabs had [279] perished—even 
though they disbelieved in the report that had come to them, 
it came to them three times.

The ruler will say: "Should we expect anything other than 
that every city in Syria will lock up those who are inside?" He 
will rise among the people, praising and extolling God, then 
saying: "We have sent to your brothers, the Iraqis and the
Egyptians, to aid you, but they have refused to aid you." He 
will conceal the issue of Hims and say: "There is no aid for you 
other than from God Most High. Go toward your enemy," so 
they will meet in battle on the plain of Acre. By the One who 
holds the soul of Ka'b in His hand, they will not be wait for the 
Syrians for as much time as it takes to wrap yourself in your 
cloak until they are defeated.

They will come to the coastlands and not find any succor 
there, so it is as if I am looking at the Muslims striking at their 
necks on the plain of Acre until they reach Mt. Lebanon [flee
ing], Only about 200 men from among them will get away, 
reaching Mt. Lebanon so they can reach the mountains of the 
Byzantines' lands. The Muslims will turn to Hims, and besiege 
it They surely will cast the heads of those who you know from 
it towards you [using the mangonels]—although perhaps it 
will just be one or two heads—so let it be left in ruins from 
that day, uninhabited. They will say: "How can we dwell in a 
place in which our women were ravished!"
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1265.

1266.

Al-Saybani789 790: Twelve kings, the least of whom is the Byzantin 
king, will gather under the sycamore trees of Jaffa.”0 
Ka'b: al-Mansur is a Mahdi, upon whom the inhabitantsofthe 
heavens and the earth will pray, and the birds of the heavens. 
He will be tested for twenty years by fighting the Byzantines 
and the apocalyptic battles, then will be killed as a martyr 
during the greatest apocalyptic battle—he and 2000 with 
him, all of them commanders and possessors of banners. The 
Muslims will not be struck with a greater disaster than this

789 Yahya b. Abi 'Amr al-Saybani.
790 Nasir-i Kh usraw [in the 1040s), Wheeler Thackston, trans., Nasir-iKhusraw:Book

of Travels (Costa Mesa, CA: Mazda, 2001), p. 25 mentions the groves of figs and
olives around Jaffa.

after the [death ofthe] Messenger of God.
1267. Abu 'Amir al-Alhani: I went out with Tubay' from the Rastan

Gate, then he said: "0 Abu 'Amir, 0 Abu 'Amir, when these
two garbage heaps are scattered, then take your family out of 
Hims." I said: "Do you think that I wouldn’t?" He said: "When 
Tortosa is entered (conquered) and 300 martyrs are killed, 
then take your family out of Hims." I said: "Do you think that 
I wouldn't?" He waid: "So when the Camel comes from al-
Andalus leading 1000 ships' sails, then he disperses them 
between Bald Mountain and Jaffa, then take your family out 
of Hims." I said: "What is going to happen to them?" He said: 
"Its non-Muslims will lock it with the offspring and women 
of the Muslims inside." He said: Then we went around the
walls, until we entered the Mashal Monastery, so he said: 'Do 
you see this wood? On that day it will be mangonels for the 
Muslims." I said: "How much time is it between the Camel's
Head and Tortosa?" He said: "There will not be more than 
three years in total."

1268. Then he said: There will be three expeditions for the 
Byzantines, so that is the first one. In the second an army will 
come from the sea in 1000 ships’ sails, and they will disperse 
to each army-province its share, and set a time for them to
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emerge on a single day. When it is that day, then each group 
will emerge towards the Muslims who are beside them, burn 
their boats, and make their sails into tents, then [280] fight. 
The trial and fighting will be intense in the entirety of Syria, 
so that neither side wll be able to dominate the other. God will 
holdback His victory, set the weapons [against each other], 
and the people will weaken—to such a state that the Muslims 
will fortify themselves in al-Mada'in.791

The letter of the Byzantines will order [them] to be 
enclosed792 in the midst of al-Mada'in, and at that time the 
non-Muslims (a'ajim) will lock the gates of Hims with the 
Muslims' offspring and women inside.

The fighting in the land of Filastin will rage for four days 
consecutively. Abu al-Zahiriyya said: "If you want, I will 
inform you about the first and the last day of the four, so God 
Most High will conquer for the Muslims on the fourth day, 
and the Byzantines will be defeated. Then the Muslims will 
follow them and kill them in every plain and mountain until 
the remnants of the Byzantines enter Constantinople. It will 
not be long then until they send to you asking you for a peace." 

IM Ka'b: You will make a peace with them for ten years and 
during this peace (sulh} a woman will cross the pass793 in 
safety, and you together with the Byzantines will raid beyond 
Constantinople against an enemy of theirs and be victorious 
over them. When you have finished and seen Constantinople 
and seen that you have reached your families and people of 
your peace [the Byzantines?], then you together with them 
will raid al-Kufa and scrape it like leather. Then you together 
with the Byzantines will also raid some of the easterners, 
and you [pl.] will demonstrate patience against them—take 
their offspring and women prisoners, and take wealth. Then

M Syrian city is known with this name. Presumably it is a fortified location not dentical with any ofthe major Muslim settlements in Syria.
'eadingyuhzar with MM in place ofSZyakhpuru.rthepath, ofthe Cilician Gates.
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while you are camped returning, you will begin to divide the 
spoils. The Byzantines will say: "Give us our portion of (he 
offspring and the women," but the Muslims will say: "This is 
not possible for us in our religion; but take from the rest of 
the things." The Byzantines will say: "We will only take from 
the sum total." The Muslims will say: "You will never get it’ 
The Byzantines will say: "You were only victorious becauseof 
us and our cross," but the Muslim will say: "Nay, because God 
aided his religion." While they are doing this, wrangling back 
and forth, they will lift up the cross so the Muslims will be 
enraged, and a man will leap upon it and break it. Some ofthe 
group will move away; and there will be a short fight between 
them.

The Byzantines will depart angrily to their kingand say: "The 
Arabs betrayed us and denied us our rights, broke our cross 
and slaughtered among us." Their king will be terribly enraged 
and gather together a huge gathering of the Byzantines and 
make peace with all the peoples [umam) they could. This is the 
first of the great apocalyptic battles—then they will come and 
the Muslims will hasten towards them. Their caliph then will 
be a Yemenite. Ka'b said: "He is a Yemenite, and is also from ; 
Quraysh." They will fight on the forward part of the land794— 
the Byzantines will have the upper hand over the Muslims so 
they will expel them from their camp, and it will be like that 
every time they meet in battle: the Byzantines will have the 
upper hand over the Muslims, until the news [of their defeat] 
reaches Hims. They will continue until the people of Hims see 
the dust [al-ghabara wa-l-rahj) [of the advancing Byzantine 
armies] with their own eyes; then the people of Hims—the 
offspring and the women, among them the weak—will flee I 
pell-mell towards Damascus. Between Hims and Eagle's [281] I 
Pass795 thousands of the people will die of barefootness and I

Presumably the border regions. ,Above Damascus, to the north, on the road to Hims. |»

794

795

thirst. A woman will beg, just as she would beg a horseman, 
'Haveyou not seen so-and-so daughter of so-and-so?" and the 
man will say: "0 servant of God ['abd a/lah] I saw her in such- 
and-such a place where she had bound her feet with her veil 
since they were dripping with blood."

The fight between the Byzantines and the Muslims will 
rage-victory will be held back and weapons will be set upon 
each other—nothing struck will be unaffected. The caliph of 
the Muslims will be killed then among seventy commanders 
on one day, and the people will swear allegiance to a man of 
Quraysh. Eveiy single possessor of a plot of land (faddari)796 
or tent-pole ('amud)797 will join the Byzantines, and tribes in 
their entirety with their banners will join the Byzantines. The 
Muslims will be patient/constant—until one part will join 
with unbelief, another will be killed and a third will flee, [but 
a fourth] will be victorious. The Byzantines will say: "O Arabs, 
we know that you don't want to fight us
to us those who are from us [man kana asluhu minnai) origi
nally, and go to your lands with your mawdli." The Arabs will 
sayto the Byzantines: "They heard what you have to say; they 
know [what you want]." Then the mawdli will be enraged— 
this js the wrath of the mawdli which is known—and the 
mawali will say to the Arabs: "Did you think that we have 
something of Islam in us?" and they will swear allegiance to a 
man of them, and turn away and fight from their side while the 
Arabs fight from [their] side, and God will grant the victory— 

ines will perish then and the Byzantines

come and surrender

Men will rise from their saddles on the backs of their 
rses and cry out with loud voices: "0 Muslims! God will 
/er grant a victory like this again if we turn from it," and so 
Muslims will catch them, and kill them in every plain and

a yoke, plough." 
> and nomads.
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hill. Not a single buried treasure nor city will distract the 
until they camp in front of Constantinople. The Muslims will 
find a community of the people of Moses798 799 800 801 there to join th 
victory with them. The Muslims will say allahu akbar! from 
one side, and the wall will be split. The people will rise and 
enter Constantinople, and while they are guarding their pos
sessions and captives, fire will fall from the heavens on a side 
of the city, and it will blaze up. The Muslims will leave with

798 Jews?799 In the text farqaduna.800 This is a change from nos. 1269 and 1273, and there may be a mistake here for Hims in place of Damascus. The people would be coming from Hims, and the Eagle’s Pass is just above Damascus.801 Valley of Damascus.

what they gathered and camp in Chalcedon (al-Qarqaduna).”’
While they are dividing up the spoils God has granted them, 
they will hear that the Dajjal has appeared in the midst of their 
families, and so they will leave and find the news false. They 
will go to Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) and it will be their refuge

what she did after that." "How will it be with you, O people of
Hims, when you will ride with those lighter women of yours
in front of you, but leave the heavier women behind for your
enemy? When the people heard this narration in that time, 
when they saw a heavier woman, they would curse her with 
the curses of God.
Ka'b: The Byzantine king will descend upon the Bahra* 
Monastery, so there will be a battle such that the blood will 
reach the speckled (abras) white huge stone.

1273, Ka'b: Between Hims and the Eagle's Pass 70,000 will perish 
from turmoil, so whoever from among you lives to see that, 
let him go on the eastern road from Hims to Sarbal, then from 
Sarbal to al-Khumayra',802 and then from al-Khumayra' to al-

at the Dajjal's appearance.
1270. Abu al-Zahiriyya: The Byzantines will end up at the Bahra' 

Monastery, and at that time will be the pell-mell flight—but 
they will not pass it towards Hims, then the Muslims will

1271.
return to them and God Most High will defeat them.
Ka'b said [282] to Mu'awiya b. Abi Sufyan: An issue will 
overcome the people in Hims so that it will terrify them into 
stampeding, such that they will leave it in a rush, having left 
everything from this world behind them—to the extent that a 
woman will leave, being followed by her girl, yanking on her
garment, saying: "Where? Where?" 70,000 of them will die of 
thirst between Damascus and the Eagle’s Pass.800 [It will be]

Ghufa,801 "Who saw her, who noticed her??" So someone will
say: "I saw her in a waste, carrying her child on her shoulder, 
having wrapped her veil around her leg, but 1 do not know 

Dhukhayra, then from al-Dhukhayra to al-Nabk,803 then from 
al-Nabk to al-Qutayfa,804 and from al-Qutayfa to Damascus. 
Whoever takes this road will have a continuous supply of 
water.

1274. Ka'b: You will continue to be well, as long as the people of 
al-jazlra do not ride down the people of Qinnasrin, and the 
people of Qinnasrin do not ride down the people of Hims—it 
is like that, then there will be a pell-mell stampede, and the 
people will go terrified to Damascus. (1)

1275. Abual-Tiyah805 from my father: My father said to me: "My little 
son, we used to narrate that a people, their families will pre
vent them from perishing.” [...] 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "There will 
be an emigration after the Emigration.806 The people of the 
lands will traverse to the Emigration-place of Abraham, until 
none but the evilest of its people will remain on the earth."

s This may be the present-day town of al-Hamrat, located to the south of Hims off the main road.* Today on the main Damascus-Himss road, approximately the halfway mark.
* On the main Damascus-Hims road.* Yazidb. Humayd al-Duba'i, lived in Basra, d. 128/745-6.Meaning the Emigration to Medina during the time of the Prophet (Q 4:89) 'vould be followed by an emigration to Syria, the Emigration-place of Abraham (Gen. 12:1).
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1276. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When you hear from the pulpit a message 
from 'Abdallah to 'Abdallah then depart from Egypt

1277. Hudhayfa: [283] I said: "0 Messenger ofGod, is theDajjalfirst 
or Jesus son of Mary?" He said: "The Dajjal, then Jesus, then ifa 
man breeds his horse, he would not have time to ride the colt 
until the Hour rises."

1278. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. 'Amr: There will come upon the people 
a time a time when a man will wish he and his family were in 
an overloaded open boat (fulk), being tossed around by the 
waves, rather than on the land because of the intensity of the 
trial.

1279. Companions ofthe Prophet: An idiotson of an idiot is aboutto 
take over this world. [284]

The Imam of the Muslims in Jerusalem and his Victory on the 
Plain of Acre, and the Conquest of Hims

1280. Ka'b: I have heard that [the destruction of] Constantinople 
is in return for the destruction of Jerusalem, since she 
[Constantinople] waxed proud and tyrannical, and so is called 
"the haughty."807 She said: "The throne of my Lord is built upon 
the waters,808 and I am built upon the waters." God Most High 
has promised punishment [for it] on the Day of Resurrection, 
and said: "I will tear awayyour decoration, your silk, and your 
veil, and I will leave you when there is [not even] a rooster 
crowing in you. I will make you uninhabited except for foxes 
{and jackals},809 and unplanted except for mallows, and the 

807 Note the similar tradition about Damascus: "When Ka'b al-Ahbar came to Syria, he gazed at Damascus and said: '0 city of whores (zawdru), you have become proud over (other] cities; by the One who has the soul of Ka'b in His hand, 70,000 drawn swords will enter you; God will lift mercy from them for three hours of the day. They will then stay for a time and destroy its wall—when its wall is destroyed, the Hour is close"' (Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, xxvi, p. 245).808 Compare Rev. 19:18-19; note that Satan’s throne is said to be on the waters, see Muslim, $ahlh, viii, p. 190; and al-Tirmidhi, Jami', iii, p. 353 (no. 2349],809 Ibn al-Faqfh, al-Buldan (Beirut: 'Alam al-Kutub, 2009], pp. 190-1 adds "jackals'but deletes the vegetation following.

thorny carob. I will cause to rain down upon you three [types] 
of fire: fire of pitch, fire of sulfur and fire of naphtha. I will 
leave you bald and bare, with nothing between you and the 
heavens. Your voice and your smoke will reach Me in the heav
ens, because you have for such a long time associated [other 
deities] with God Most High, and worshipped other [deities] 
than Him."810

Girls who will have never seen the sun because of their 
beauty will be deflowered, and none of you who arrive will 
be able to walk to the palace (balat) of their king [because of 
the amount of loot]—you will find in it the treasure of their 

(twelve kings, each of them more and none less than it [the one 

before], in the form of statues of cows or horses of bronze, 
with water flowing on their heads—dividing up their treas
ures, weighing them in shields and cutting them with axes. 
This will be because of the fire promised by God which will 
make you hurry, and you will carry what of their treasures 
you can so you can divide them up in Chalcedon.811

Then someone will come from the direction of Syria, [tell
ing] you that the Dajjal has emerged, [285] so you will reject 
that which is in your hands!812 When you reach Syria, you will 
find that it is false, and was only a lying whisper. Abu Ayyub 
said: Which he whispered. And he said: In al-Qarqaduna. A 
man will not rise from his house to one of your walls in order 
to urinate on you.

1181, Ka'b: When it is the greatest apocalyptic battle, the apoca
lyptic battle of the Byzantines, a troop of you will flee and 
join with the enemy, then another troop will depart, then give 
you up, so God will have the earth swallow some of them up, 
and for the rest He will send birds to pluck out their eyes— 
then the third troop will remain. O servants of God, whoever

Ibid,p. 191, "For so long other deities were associated with me in you, and wor- 
shipped in you."

# lll.ghadqadiiniyya.Throw it down.
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of you reaches this, then his soul has overcome coercion, so 
let him enter under his pack-saddle, or hold on to the pole 
of his tent {fusfaf), and be constant, for God Most High will 
help the remaining troop. This will be when the Byzantines 
will consider you to be weak, and desire [to attack] you. The 
lord of the Byzantines will say: "When you get up, ride every 
hoofed beast, then ride them down completely, so that this 
religion"—meaning Islam—"will never be mentioned again 
on the earth."

So God, mighty and majestic, will be enraged at that point, so 
that He will be in the fourth heaven, which has God's armoiy 
and His [means of], so He will say: "There is only Myself, and 
My religion, Islam—the Yemenites and Qays—so I will surely 
help My servants today!" so the Hand of God will be between 
the two lines, so when He tends it against a people, then they 
will lose. "0 Yemenites, do not hate Qays, and 0 Qays, love the 
Yemenites!" since Qays is among the best of people, in them
selves and in ethics (akhlaq), by the One who holds the soul of 
Ka'b in His hand, only you, Yemenites and Qays, will be fight
ing on behalf of Islam on that day! Qays on that day will kill the 
enemies but not be killed, while al-Azd will kill the enemies 
but not be killed, and Lakhm and Judham will kill the enemies 
and not be killed.

1282. Ka'b: Constantinople will be conquered at the hands of the >
progeny of Sheba and Qedar.813 I

813 Cf. Gen. 10:26 (Sheba said to be the son of Joktan, identified with Qahfan), 25:13 (Kedar, son of Ishmael, said to be the ancestor of the northern Arabs). The tradition means that Constantinople will be conquered through an alliance of northern and southern tribes.814 See al-Bayhaqi, Fada'il al-awqat (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'llmiyya, 1997),pp. 141-3 for the importance of Mondays for battles.

1283. Ka'b: There will be a battle at Jaffa, in which the Muslims will 
fight them on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday, then on Monday God will conquer for them.814
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Safwansaid: I asked Khalid b. Kaysan815 concerning this, and he 
r $aid: "My father told me that when God defeats the Byzantines 

atjaffa, they will go and gather at the valleys, then it will be 
the apocalyptic battle, the apocalyptic battle of the valleys."
[286]
Ka'b: Caesarea in Anatolia will be inhabited, such that the 
Muslims will divide it with ropes and cubits [for farming], 
such that a woman can depart, going to Jerusalem (bczyt al- 

| maqdis) in safety on her donkey, being followed by the things 
that she needs, asking which path is the closest to Jerusalem 
without her fearing anything. The people will be safe, and the 
stick will be tossed [aside].

!$■ Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: The Byzantines will expel you vil
lage by village until you reach the waste (jusharri) of [the tribe 
of] Judham, until they place you in the outback (lit. shin bone] 
ofthe earth.816

1287. Ka b: God Most High will aid the Syrians when the Byzantines 
fight them during the apocalyptic battles with two breaks: 
one a [group] repelling of 70,000, and one of 80,000 from 
the Yemenites, carrying their swords in sheaths of palm-fiber, 
and saying: "We are truly, truly the servants of God, we fight 
the enemies of God!” God will lift plague (td'un), pains, and 
illnesses from them, so there will be more healthy land than 
Syria. Butthose pains and plagues that were in Syria will be in 
other places.

1288. Ka'b: ‘In the west for the [duration of the] pregnancy of a
sheep there will be one of their kings who will prepare 1000 
sails (ships) for the Syrians, but every time he prepares them, 
God will send a gale-force wind against them until God gives
him permission to set out. Then they will anchor between 
Acre and the [Orontes] River, so each army-province will be 
busy aiding the other.’ So I asked him: "Which river is that?"

W in the Hijaz,/!. 1 st/7th century.& no. 1230.
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He said: The fleuve Orontes, the river of Hims, since its fleuv is between Bald Mountain and Masisa."817

817 In Cilicia, on the Byzantine border.818 Unidentified, but probably lived in Hims,/7. 2nd/8th century.819 An activity that is forbidden according to the Pact of'Umar.820 Probably the present-day St. Stephen's Gate, on the eastern side ofthe Old City of Jerusalem, facing the Mount of Olives.821 Present-day Jaffa Gate, on the western side ofthe Old City.

1289.

1290.

Bashir b. 'Abdallah b. Yassar818: 'Abdallah b. Busr al-Mazinf companion of the Messenger of God, took my ear, and said- "0 nephew, perhaps you will live to see the conquest of Constantinople, so a warning to you, if you do live to see it, donot leave your share ofthe spoils from it, because betweenits conquest and the emergence of the Dajjal is seven years." Abu 'Amr al-Saybani: The Byzantines will beat the clappers 
(nawaqis)819 in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) for forty days untilthe army of the Muslims and the army of the Byzantines meet in battle on the Mount of Olives. The Muslims will defeat theByzantines, and force them to the Jericho Gate,820 then force them from David's Gate,821 and will [287] continue to kill them until they cause them to reach the sea. The [area] between them and Jerusalem will be called the Corpse Valleys until the Day of Resurrection.1291. More than one of the Companions ofthe Messenger of God: There will be a truce between the Muslims and the Byzantines on the condition that the Muslims send an army to them, to be in Constantinople, as succor for them. Then an enemy from behind them will come to them, fighting them, so the Muslims and the Byzantines with them will come out, and God will help them against them, defeat them, and kill them, so that someone of the Byzantines will say: "The Cross is victorious!" But one of the Muslims will say: "Nay, God is victorious!" The people will bat this back and forth between them, then the Muslim will rise to the Byzantine, and cut off his head, so the Byzantines will feel that violation such that when they return

to Constantinople, and are safe, they [Byzantines] will kill them [Muslims], while they are secure. When they kill them, they will know that the Muslims will seek vengeance for their blood, so the Byzantines will emerge with eighty banners, under each banner will be 12,000 [troops].< AbuQubayl: When the Byzantines come the people will have no further support—with them will be the Turks, the Burjan822 and the Slavs (saqaliba).823j3, Al-Muhajir b. Habib824: The Messenger of God said: "The fifth ofthe family of Heraclius; at his hands will be the apocalyptic battles." Heraclius reigned, then his son Constans (I I J, then his son Constantine (IV), son of Constans, then Istafan,825 son of Constantine, then the rule ofthe Byzantines departed from the family of Heraclius to Leo [the Isaurian] and his progeny after him. The rule will return to the fifth of the family of Heraclius, at whose hands the apocalyptic battles will happen., Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Messenger of God said: "The best killedunder the shadow ofthe heavens since God Most High created His creation, the first of them was Abel, killed by the cursed Cain, wrongfully, then the prophets, who were killed by the peoples to whom they were sent when they said: 'Our Lord is God’ and called to Him, then the believer of Pharoah’s family,826 then the [unnamed] one of [sura] yd sin,827 then Hamza b.'Abd al-Muttalib,828 then the slain of [the battle of] Badr, then the slain at [the battle of] Uhud, then the slain at Hudaybiyya,829 then the slain at [the battle of] Hunayn, thenB Probably Burgundy.“Itisnoteasytoknowwhois meant by “Slavs” in the early ninth century for possibly eighth century), perhaps a reference to the peoples of southeastern Europe, or to Europeans in general.c' Al-Muhajirb. Habib b. Suhayb, lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.c Probably Justinian 11.* 1)40:28.Q36-.13-30, esp. 20.
* Ute paradigmatic martyr of Islam, killed at the Battle of Uhud, 4/625.Abitodd, as Hudaybiyya was actually a peace negotiation in which no one was failed.
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1295.

1296.
1297.

the slain who will be killed after me by the dissenting, iniqui- tous Kharijites. Then [288] return your hand to what everGod wishes, to the fighters in His path, such that the slain during the apocalyptic battle ofthe Byzantines will be like the slain of Badr, then the slain ofthe apocalyptic battle ofthe Turks will be like the slain ofthe Battle oftheAhzab (Confederates}then as to the apocalyptic battle of battles, its slain will be like the Battle of Hunayn. Afterwards there will be no further apocalyptic battle in Islam for its people until the Day in whichthetrumpets are blown."

Abu Qubayl: When you have conquered Rome, enter its greateastern church through its eastern gate.830 831 Then count seven paving stones (balatat), then lift up the eighth, and under it there will be the Rod of Moses, the original Gospel, and the

830 St. John’s Late ran?831 Here bayt al-maqdis could mean the Temple (the original meaning of the term).832 It is difficult to place this tradition; presumably it originally was intended to be from the Prophet with his name (see no. 1318).833 Yusayr b. 'Amr al-Muharibi, a chieftain (ar//) in Kufa, d. 85/704.

decoration of Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis)™'Abdallah b. 'Umar: Constantinople will be conquered by aman whose name is my name.832'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: You will raid Constantinople three raids. As for the first you will encounter trial and hardship, and for the second, there will be a peace (sulh) between

Tiberius son ofls^biyan [Justinian II] son ofthe Slit-nosed,834 son of Constantine son of Heraclius. He said: "I have heard that it is in Rome."Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: "The Andalusians will come on the sea,835 and the length of their ships' [fleet] in the sea will be fifty miles, its breadth will be thirteen miles, until they descend upon the valleys." Ibn Wahb said: "On land and sea." Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As; There is a man from among the enemiesofthe Muslims in Andalus called the One with theMane (Dhu al-'Arf),836 who will gather the tribes of polythe-ism massively, knowing that the Muslims of Andalus will haveno ability to withstand him. So the Muslims in it will flee, thestrong Muslims will sail in ships to Tangiers (Tanja), while the weak and the majority will not have any ships to cross. SoGod will send a mountain goat to them, and God Most High will make a path in the sea for them to cross it. The people willperceive it and follow that mountain goat, crossing in its wake. Then the sea will return to the same way it was previously.The [289] enemy will cross in boats [mard/db] in pursuit of them, so when the people of Ifriqiyya (Tunisia) and theyou and them, such that the Muslims will build mosques in it [Constantinople], and you will raid together with them beyond Constantinople. Then you will return to it, and during the third raid God will conquer it for you with [shouts of] 
allahu akbar! It will be divided up into thirds: one third will be destroyed, one third will be burned, and the last third weighed[and looted].1298. Abu Qubayl and Yusayr b. 'Amr833 both said: Alexandria and the apocalyptic battles of the valleys will be at the hand of 

Muslims who were already there learn about them they will set out until they reach Egypt. The enemy will follow them until they camp between Maryut and the Pyramids, a distance of five post-stops. A banner of the Muslims will come outagainst them, then God will grant them [the Muslims] victory over them, and defeat them, killing them [as they flee] to Libya
114 JustinianII was nicknamed the Slit-nosed. No. 1401 retains the correct order ofthe Byzantine rulers, leaving out the “son of’ the Slit-nose.05 If there is any historical value to this tradition, the “Andalusians” must be Aquitainians or French.111 Could this be a distant rumor of Charlemagne? See The Fourth Book of the

Chronicle of Fredegar, trans. J.M. Wallace-Hadrill (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1960), pp. 93-5 (note that in this account, the Muslims flee in boats, just as the description in the apocalypse, although of course not from southern Spain. This tradition,however, could be an echo of the battle of 737 or one of Charlemagne’s campaigns in northern Spain in the 780s or 790s).
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I

1301.

1302.
1303.

(lubiya), a distance of ten nights’ travel. The E 
transport their goods and their tools in their carts 
period of seven years. °^foraThe One with the Mane will flee, having a book with h' written for him, in which he should not look until he 3^’ 

in Egypt. So he will look into it once he has been defeated and then find mention of Islam in it—and be ordered to enter into it. So he will ask for safe-conduct for himself and those of his supporters who have responded to the call to Islam, so he will convert to Islam and become part of the Muslims.When it is the next year, a man from the Ethiopians called Eusebius (isis/ usis)837 will approach, after having gathered a huge number. The Muslims will flee from Aswan838 until there are no Muslims in it or around it left who have notgoneto al-Fustaf (Cairo). The Ethiopians will travel until they descend upon Memphis.839 Then the Muslims will come out to them with their banners, and God will give them [the Muslims] victory over them. They will fight them, and take them captive,so that a black will be sold on that day for a cloak.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "Arab tribes in their totality will join with the Byzantines." I [Abu Muhammad al-Juhani840] said: "Intheir totality?" He said: "With their shepherds and dogs." Sulaym b. 'Umayr said to him: "If God wills, 0 Abu Muhammad,"but he got up angrily, saying: "God has already willed, and has foreordained it." |'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When Dhu al-Khalsa is worshipped, at that time will be the appearance of the Byzantines in Syria. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: When the apocalyptic battles happen a delegation of the mawali will depart from Damascus—they are the noblest of the Arabs in horseman-
837 See nos. 1851,1855.

The southernmost border of Egypt at the First Cateract. 
classical site, a bit to the southeast of present-day Cairo. 

840 Unidentified.
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and have the most prowess in weapons. God will aid the fejigion by them.841
t(3'b: If ft were not f°r the clamor of the people of Rome,842 F would have heard the setting (wajabat) of the sun when Jsets. [290]The first city for Christianity is Rome; were it not for theF' Relief of its people, they would hear the rustling sound of Hje sun when it falls.Abdallah b. 'Amr: The conquest of Constantinople, then you’’ will raid Rome,843 then God will conquer it for you.? Abu Qubayl: A man from the Yemenites will rule Tunisia flfriqiya) called Muhammad b. Sa'Id,844 and there will be a man from the Hashemites called Asbagh b. Zayd845 after him— heis the lord of Rome and the one who will conquer it.10 An elder from [the tribe of] Himyar: From your enemy, at this Ramla, the Ramla of Ifriqiya,846 there will be a battle-day in which the Byzantines will advance with 800,000 ships (!), so they will fight you over this Ramla. Then He847 will defeat them, so you will take their ships, and sail them to Rome. When you have come to it, then you will shout out allahu akbar! three times, so the fortress will quake from your shouting— and then collapse at the third to the distance of a mile. So you will enter it, then God will send a blinder upon them848 to coverthem, so that you will not be restrained until you have entered it. The dust will not be revealed until they are on their sleeping-mats.

r

ft-

R IbnMaja, Sunan, ii, p. 1370 (no. 4090).
Presumably during their worship. This detail probably came from a traveler.
Muslims did raid Rome in 846, after Nu'aym's time.

* identified.
iadingwith MM, and see no. 1182.
Maps mentioned in the fourteenth century account of'Abdallah b. Muhammad 
a'-Tijani,Rihlat al-Tijani (Beirut: Dar al-Ma'arif 1-1-Kitab, 2005), p. 207 as being 

to Tripoli.
^ibably God is the doer of the action here.

Wently the people of Rome.
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1309. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The apocalyptic battles are five, two have passed, and three remain. The first of these is the apocalyptic battle of the Turks in al-Jazira, then the apocalyptic battle of the Byzantines, and then the apocalyptic battles of the Dajjal. There will be no further apocalyptic battles after these.1310. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: Ayouth (ghulam) willgrowamong the Byzantines, developing during a year the growth of a 
youth in ten years, so he will be in the land ofthe Byzantines,ruling them among themselves, then he will say: "Until when, 
while we have been dominated by these [Arabs] in places in 
our land, will we wait for them be expelled? So I will surely

fight them until I dominate that which they have come to control, or they dominate me over what is left beneath my feet?" 
So he will emerge leading 7000 ships, until they are between Acre and al-'Arlsh. Then he will set fire to his ships, and theEgyptians will emerge from Egypt and the Syrians from Syria,

so they make for the Arabian Peninsula.

This is the day concerning which Abu Hurayra used to say: 
"Woe to the Arabs from an approaching evil." Rope and pack- saddle on that day are more desirable for a man than his family or his wealth. So the Arabs will ask their Bedouin for aid, then they will go until they reach the valleys of Antioch. There will be the greatest of the apocalyptic battles, such that the horses will be wading [in blood] up to their fetlocks.God will remove His help from everyone until the angels say: "O Lord! Will You not help Your servants, the believers?” He will say: “[Not] until their martyrs increase," so a third will be killed, a third return [backwards], but a third will be constant. Let God have the earth swallow up those who return!The Byzantines will say: “We will continue to fight you untilyou bring out to us everyone among you who is foreign.” [291] So the non-Arabs ('q/am) will emerge and say: "God forbid that we go back into unbelief after Islam!" At that God, mighty and majestic, will be enraged and strike with His sword and pierce with His spear, so everyone will be killed, even those

♦

I
 informing [of news], Then they [Muslims] will roll over them, conquering every single city they pass with allahu akbar! until they reach the city ofthe Byzantines. They will find its gulf overflowing, but God Most High will conquer it for them. Such- and-such a number of virgins will be raped, and its spoils will be divided weighed out in sacks.

Then it will come to you that the [false] messiah has emerged, so they will advance until they meet him in Jerusalem {bayt 
iliya],849 and they will find it besieged. There will be 8000 I women and 12,000 [male] fighters—the best of those who I remain, like the righteous of those past. While they are underI a mist of clou ds, when the mist will clear for the morning, andI suddenly Jesus son of Mary will be among them.I |jll. Abu Dharr: I heard the Messenger of God saying: "There will be a pug-nosed man from the Umayyads in Egypt, who will ruleI a government [sultan] but his government will be overcome, 

or it will be taken from him, so he will flee to the Byzantines. Then the Byzantines will come to the people of Islam, and that will be the first of the apocalyptic battles."1312. Abdallah b. 'Amr: "When you see or hear of a man from the sons of the tyrants {al-jababira) in Egypt having a government, when his government is overthrown, then he will flee to the Byzantines. This will be the first of the apocalyptic battles. The Byzantines will come to the people of Islam." It was said to him: “The Egyptians will be taken prisoner, according to what we were told, when they are our brothers. Is that true?" He said: “Yes, when you see the Egyptians having killed their imam among them, then depart if you can, and do not come | dose to the palace [qasr] for they will be inside of it allowingI the taking of captives.”IM Ka'b: “At the conquest of Rome, an army will emerge from I the Maghrib on an eastern wind in which not a single oar will*^is is probably the oddest combination of the four possible names of Jerusalem
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break, no rope will be cut, no sail will blow away, and not a 
single vessel (qarabaf350 will be cracked until they anchor at 
Rome and conquer it."850 851 Ka'b said: "It has a tree in the Book 
of God which serves as a sitting for 3000 [people], so whoever 
hangs their weapons on it or fastens his horse to it, in the eyes 
of God Most High, he is among the best of martyrs." 
Ka'b: Amorium will be conquered before Nicea, Nicea before 
Constantinople, and Constantinople before Rome. 
'Abdallah b. 'Amr: [292] We were with the Messenger of God, 
and he was asked which of the two cities would be conquered 
first: "Rome or Constantinople?" The Prophet said: "The city 
of the son of Heraclius will be first, which is Constantinople." 
'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "The Hour will arise when the Byzantines 
are the largest number of people." 'Amr b. al-'As wanted to 
drive him away, then 'Amr said: "If you say that, then they 
are the firmest people during a disaster, the fastest to recover 
from a defeat, the best to the old and the weak, and the most 
efficient at forbidding the tyranny of kings."

850 Reading with MM.851 The raid that sacked Rome in 846 did come from the west852 'Abdallah b. Muhayriz al-Jumahi, lived in Jerusalem, one ofthe most respected religious figures in Syria, d. approximately 100/718-19.853 Perhaps because the prophet Salih was the messenger to Thamud, who like the Byzantines, “took palaces from its plains and carved houses out of the mountains" (Q 7:74) in their arrogance.854 Possibly Khuthaym b. Thabit, fl. 2nd/8th century.

1317. Ibn Muhayriz852: The Messenger of God said: "As for Persia, 
one or two blows, and then there is no Persia; after the many
horned Byzantines—eveiy time a horn goes, another horn 
replaces it. Masters of stone and sea, how far they proceed to I 
the end of time! They will be your companions as long as there | 
is good in life."

1318. Abu Qubayl: "The one who will conquer Constantinople will 
have the name of a prophet." Ibn Lahi'a said, and related it from 
their books, meaning the Byzantines, "his name is Salih."853

1319. Khuthaym al-Ziyadi854: Rome will be conquered with the ropes

1314.

1315.

1316.

of Baysan, the wood of Lebanon, the nails of Maris,855 and 
you will take the Ark of the Covenant.856 The Syrians and the 
Egyptians will cast lots for it, and it will go to the Egyptians.

0 Al-Mustawrid al-Qurashi857: 1 heard the Messenger of God 
saying: "The Hour will arise when the Byzantines are most of 
the people," then this reached 'Amr b. al-'As, so he said: "What 
are these traditions that are mentioned on your authority? 
Are you stating them on the authority of the Prophet?" al- 
Mustawrid said: "I said that which I heard from the Messenger 
of God." 'Amr said: "If you said that, they are the most 
restrained people during the tribulation, the firmest people 
(luring a disaster, and the best of people to their indigent and 
weak ones."

fit Ka'b: The apocalyptic battles are at the hands of a man from 
the family of Heraclius, the fourth and fifth, called Tiberius 
[Tayara], Ka'b said: The commander of the people on that 
day will be a man from the Hashemites, to whom aid from 
the Yemen will come: 70,000 with swords in sheaths of palm- 
liber. [293]

Iffi. Abu Tha'laba al-Khushani, Companion of the Messenger of 
God, said: "When you see Syria as a feast or a table for one 
man and his family858 then at that time will be the conquest of 
Constantinople." I think that Ibn Wahb said: "Table."

Iffl Ka'b: The Messenger of God mentioned the apocalyptic 
battie-anditisnamedma//mma (apocalyptic battle) because 
ofthe number of people [fighting in it]—so I will interpret it 
for you: Twelve kings will be present at it, and the Byzantine 
king will be the least of them, with the smallest number of

6 Maps Maras, today Kahramanmarash in southeastern Turkey (in Ibn 'Asakir, 
Hrikli, iii, p. 389 a Christian man is said to come from Maris) or somewhere on the Via Maris (Way of the Sea) (thanks to Michael Decker for this identification), there is no source that indicates whether the region of Maras was known for nail manufacture.

Correcting the name according to no. 1332.^Hustawrid b. Shaddad al-Qurashi, lived in Kufa, fl. lst/7th century.bobably a reference to the Umayyads. See al-§alihi, Subul al-huda, x, p. 129.
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fighters, but they will be the ones to call for it [to happen],a. 
they will have called the nations to give them aid. It will be 
forbidden to anyone who considers Islam to be true to not 
help Islam on that day. So on that day aid for the Muslims will 
come from the army-province of Sana'a’ (Yemen).

It will be forbidden to anyone who considers Christianity 
to be true to not help it on that day, so al-Jazira will aid them 
with 30,000 Christians. A man will abandon his plot of land
(faddari), saying: "I will go to help Christianity," so iron will be 
set against each other. It will not harm a man to have a sword
that would not cut off a nose, to not have al-Samsama in its 
place859—every armor or anything his sword touches that day 
will be cut. It will be forbidden for an army to leave off help. 
Endurance will be cast upon those and those, and iron will be 
set against another in order to make the trial severe.

A third of the Muslims will be killed on that day, a third will 
flee, and will fall into a pile of sand on the earth—meaning 
those will never see paradise or their families again, ever— 
and a third will be constant. They will guard them three days 
so they will not flee like their fellows who fled. On the third 
day, a man from among them will say: "0 people of Islam, what 
are you waiting for? Rise and let us enter paradise just as our 
brothers have entered it!”

Then God Most High will cause His help to descend and be 
enraged for His religion. He will strike with His sword, pierce 
with His spear, and shoot with His arrow. It will not be per
mitted for a Christian to carry weapons after that day until the 
Hour arises. The Muslims will strike at their necks while they 
are fleeing. Every single fortress and city they pass by will be 
conquered until they reach Constantinople. They will say allahu 
akbar! and bless God, and praise Him, so God will cause that 
which is between the twelve towers to collapse, so the Muslims 
will enter it on that day, kill its fighters, and rape its virgins.

God will order it to reveal its treasures, to take and leave— 
so the one who takes and the one who leaves will both be 
regretful. They will say: "How can they both be regretful?" He 
said: "The one who takes will regret that he could not take 
more, while the one who leaves will regret that he was not 
the one taking." They said: "You want us to be desirous of 
this world at the end of time?" He said: "What you obtain 
from it [Constantinople) will be a succor to you during the 
bard years and the years of the Dajjal." He said: "Someone 

I will come to them while they are there, saying: 'The Dajjal has
emerged in your lands'so they will leave off in confusion and 
find him having not emerged, but it will not be long until he 
does emerge."

i$. Abu Qubayl: Abu Firas, mawla of'Amr b. al-'As, Musa b. Nusayr
and Iyad b. 'Uqba860 gathered together, so they mentioned 
the conquest of Constantinople, and the mosque which [294] 
would be built in it. Abu Firas said: "I know the place where 
it will be built." Musa b. Nusayr said: "I know that place," so 
'Iyad b. 'Uqba said: "From your mouth to my ear," so both of 
them informed him, then he said: "You are both right." Abu 
Firas said: "I heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As saying: You will 
raid Constantinople three times. As for the first raid, it will be 
a disaster, as for the second one there will be a peace such that 
the Muslims will build a mosque in it. You will raid beyond 
Constantinople, then they will return to Constantinople. As for 
the third, God will conquer it for you with [shouts of] allahu 
allbar!, and a third of it will be destroyed, God will burn a 
third, and they will weigh out the last third [as spoils]."
'Umayr b. Malik861: We were with 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. 
al-'As in Alexandria one day, so they mentioned the con
quest of Constantinople and Rome. Some of the people said: 
"Constantinople will be conquered before Rome," while

859 See no. 1215 ian,/?. 2nd/8th century. 
ian, fl. 2nd/8th century.
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others said: "Rome will be conquered before Constantinople 
'Abdallah b. 'Amr called for a chest (sunduq) belonging to 
him, in which there was a book. He said: "Constantinople win 
be conquered before Rome, then you will raid Rome after 
Constantinople and conquer it, if not, then I, 'Abdallah, are among the liars, which he said three times."1326. Yazid b. Ziyad al-Aslaml, who was one of the Companions862 863;

862 Ibn Hajar notes that he is completely unknown other than from this tradition.863 The false Tiberius (no. 1215) claimed to be the son of Maurice [named Flavius Mauricious Tiberius Augustus] (ruled 582-602).864 Perhaps a village in the Fayyum, Egypt, although it is not clear why the Byzantineswould dock there. One wonders whether this is a memory of the Byzantine-Persian wars.

"Ibn Maurice (mawruq),”063 meaning the king of the Byzantines, 
"will come leading 300 ships until he anchors at Sarsina.”8641327. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The apocalyptic battle and Alexandria will 
be at the hands of Tiberius, son of Justinian (II) son of the Slitnose. When a boat lands at the lighthouse, not half the day will pass until 400 boats will come to you, then another 400 until they land at the lighthouse.1328.

1329.

1330.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr on the authority of the Prophet: When the two freedmen, the freedman of the 'Arabs, and the freedman of the Byzantines rule, then at their hands will be the apocalyptic battles. (2)Abu Dharr: I heard the Messenger of God saying: There will be a pug-nosed man from the Umayyads in Egypt, who willrule the government, then his government will be overthrownor taken from him, so he will flee to the Byzantines. Then theByzantines will come to the people of Islam, and that will be the first of the apocalyptic battles.'Urwa b. Abi Qays: [295] A man from the Umayyads—if youwanted his description, so that when he is seen he would be known by his description [I would ;ive it]—will flee to theByzantines as a result of a rage that he will feel. His government 

In Egypt will be overthrown or taken from him, so he will lead 
the Byzantines to them.

Khuthaym al-Ziyadi: I heard Tubay' saying, and I asked him 
concerning Rome, and he said: "When you see the island

that is near Fusfaf, that they are building ships on it or he 
said a ship whose wood is from Lebanon, its rope is from 
Maysan,865 and its nails are from Mans, then order an army and raid it. No rope will be cut and no wood will break [on 

these ships], so they will conquer Rome. They will take the 
Ark of the Covenant [tabut al-sakfna), but the Syrians and 
the Egyptians will dispute over the Ark as to which one will bring it to Jerusalem filfya'). They will cast lots for it, so the Egyptians will win it, so take it to Jerusalem." He said: I asked him about Constantinople, so he said: "Men who weep and humbly beseech God Most High will raid it, so when they land there they will fast three days, praying to God, and beseeching Him, so God will cause its eastern side to collapse. The Muslims will enter it and build mosques in it.". Rabi'ab. al-Farisi866: An army from among you will go to Rome and conquer it, taking out the decoration of Jerusalem Qbaytal- 

maqdis), the Ark of the Covenant, the table, the Rod [of Moses] and the ornament of Adam. A youthful boy will command this, so he will bring it to Jerusalem.3, Al-Harithb.Harmal867: 1 heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr saying: "The quivers of the Byzantines will snap back and forth in the alleyways of Jerusalem (iliya').” I said to 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "Wasn't itdestroyed already once?" He said: "Yes, such that they do not have a plough-furrow in the mountains. But the Byzantines will say:‘Until when will those [Arabs] eat from the [produce ofthe] sides of your mountains?' He said: So your speakers will rise, and some of you will say: 'Patience, stay behind from
Appears as Baysan in no. 1319;* identified, but probably Egyptian, maybe/7. lst/7th century.Marithb.Harmal al-Hadraml, originally from Edessa, was a judge in Damascus, ^d/8th centuiy.



1334.

1336.
1337.
1338.

868

869

870
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your enemy until you see your banner. But some of them will say: 'Nay, let's go forward against them, so that God can decide between us.' A group of you will go and advance toward them, then fight in a valley in which there is a river."860I said: "I know the valley, but there is no water in it, other than when it is a river [seasonally]." He said: "When God wills to make it. He will make it manifest." He said: "God will defeat them." He said: "They will go, and none will reach them. 
Donkeys will be expensive on that day in a way never before 
seen nor will again—until they reach the city [Constantinople], 
where the body of water [Bosphorus] will have taken a group 
of them. A group will remain, and then conquer it, and every people will take [spoils] according to their position." Tubay': The one who will defeat the Byzantines on the battle- 

day ofthe valleys will be the caliph ofthe mawcili. [296] 
Ka'b: Then the Byzantines will send asking you for a peace, 
so you will make peace with them. On that day a woman will 
cross the path to Syria in safety, and the city of Caesarea in Anatolia will be rebuilt.Tubay': Between the destruction of Rhodes [rawdhas] and the emergence of the Hashemite will be seventy years.Sa'id b. Jubayr concerning His Word, Most High, "For them (there is) disgrace in this world,"869 he said: "A city among the | Byzantines that will be conquered."Ka'b concerning His Word, Most High, "When the promise of the Hereafter coms, We shall bring you (all together) as a mob,"870 he said: "Two tribes of the Israelites that will fight on the day of the greatest apocalyptic battle, helping Islam and its people,” then Ka'b recited: "After that we said to the Sons of Israel: ‘Inhabit the land, and when the promise ofthe Hereafter comes, We shall bring you (all together) as a mob.”’

Presumably in northern Syria.Q 5:41.Q 17:104.
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gab: In Filasfin there will be two battles concerning the p Byzantines. One is [called] "the Plucking" and the other one is 
"the Harvest.”

iiO- Abu Hurayra; You will conquer Rome until the sons of the Emigrants will hang their swords on the acacia mimosa of Rome,071 so that the traveler will return from Constantinople and find that it [Rome] is locked up.Abd al-Malik b. 'Umayr: I heard al-Hajjaj b. Yusuf saying: I Someone who heard Ka'b narrated to me: If it were not for 
| thepeople in Rome, the passing ofthe sun would be heard as 

a dragging like the dragging of a saw.

Abu [297] al-Zahiriyya and Damra b. Habib both said: The 
Byzantines will bring [armies] from Rome to Romania872 on 
the sea against you, then they will overcome you on your 
coastline with 10,000 sails, and dwell between the Rock Face 
[wajh al-hajar]873 and Jaffa. One and all will alight at Acre, 

then the Syrians will flee to their harbors fmawdhiz}87^ and runaway. Then they will send to the Yemenites asking them for aid, so they will aid them with 40,000 carrying swords in sheaths of palm-fiber.So they will go until they occupy Acre and around it, every single last one of the people, so then God will conquer for them, killing them and following them until those who can, will join the Byzantines. They will kill those opposite them,
Mahshiyya, al-Falaha al-Nabafiyya (Damascus: Institut Fran^ais de Damas, W8)u,pp. 1279,1305 states that the labakh tree either grows exclusively blg/pt, or best in Egypt, and the Arab lands (bilad al-'arab). Although this does Mt absolutely predude that there were acacias to be found in Rome during busperiod (because Ibn Wahshiyya was writing about the' Abbasid empire, not \ tathe Mediterranean basin), it raises questions about whether a tradition I like this represents genuine knowledge about Rome.Inhthe text, rumaniya, perhaps the Balkans (thanks to Michael Decker for thisI identification).| Probably the outcropping of Naqoura or Rosh ha-Niqra, what Willibald called Head of Lebanon" (Wilkinson, Pilgrims, p. 247).hThis is probably the Aramaic word mahoz "harbor, trading-place," cf. Jastrow, 

Nonary, p. 757.
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and those are the ones who will be present for the greates 
apocalyptic battle at the valley.

The Christians will gather altogether from the Syrians, until 
no one is left who is not aiding the people of the valley. Then 
the Muslims will go towards them, every single last one of 
them. The Yemenites are the ones who will advance to Acre, 
where they will fight a fierce battle. Iron will be set against 
iron, and not even a tool of iron will act cowardly on that 
day. A third of the Muslims will be killed, but most will join
with the enemy, and a group of them will depart. Whoever 
departs from the camp of the Muslims has gone astray and 
will continue to be astray until he dies.

Whoever ofthe Muslims is cowardlyon that day, let him lie 
down on the earth, then order his pack-saddle to be placed 
upon him, with his food-sacks [jawaliq] above him. Then the 
people will call to each other for a peace, so they will say; 
"The Yemenites are going to their Yemen, Qays is going to 
the desert!" Then those devoted to God (muharriruri) will rise 
and say: "What about us? Should we join unbelief?" The chief 
of the devotees will rise and incite his people, and charge the 
Byzantines, striking the head of their chieftain with his sword 
until his head is cloven in two. The fight will ignite and God 
will cause victory to descend upon them. God will defeat them 
and they will be killed in every plain and mountain such that 
one of their men will hide behind rocks and trees, but they 
will say: "0 believer! There is an unbeliever behind me, so kill 
him!"

1343.

1344.

Ka'b: Blessed are Himyar and the lesser Himyarites on the day 
of the greatest apocalyptic battle, for God will give them this 
world and the next, even if the people do not like it.875
Abu Daws al-Yahsubi876: 1 heard Khalid b. Ma'dan saying: "The 
Byzantines will surely expel you from Syria village by village

and their seal (khatam) will run for forty days, meaning the 
post-couriers".
Tunis b. Sayf al-Khawlanl877: You will make peace with the 
Byzantines, a secure peace, such that you will raid together 
with them the Turks and the Kirman,878 and God will conquer 
for you. Then the Byzantines will say: "The Cross is victori
ous!" but the Muslims will be enraged, so they will each dis
engage from the other, then fight a fierce battle on a field 
with hills. Then God will conquer them for you, whereupon 
the apocalyptic battles will follow.

Ijli, Dhu Mikhbar, the nephew of [298] the Negus: I heard the 
Messenger of God saying: You will make peace with the 
Byzantines for ten years—a secure peace. They will keep it 
for two years, but betray in the third, or keep it four years and 
betray in the fifth. One of your armies will land at their city, 
so you and them will turn away to an enemy behind them, 
and God will conquer for you, and help you in the reward and 
spoils that you will gain.

You will camp on a field with hills, and your spokesman 
will say: "God is victorious!" but their spokesman879 will say: 
The Cross is victorious!" So you will bat this back and forth 
for a time, then the Muslims will be enraged—and the cross 
will not be far away—so a Muslim will arise to their cross 
and crush it. Then they will arise to the breaker of the cross, 
and cut off his head.

So that band of Muslims will arise to their weapons, and 
the Byzantines to theirs. Then will fight, then God will honor 
this band of Muslims, so they will be martyred. They [the 
Byzantines] will come to their king, and say: "We have taken 
care of the Arabs, so what do you think?" Then they will gather

875 Presumably an echo of Q 9:33.876 'Uthman b. 'Ubayd al-Yahsubi, lived in Syria,/!. 2nd/8th century.

jHjiinis b. Sayf al-'Ansi al-Kala'i, lived in Hims, d. 120/738 
W Persia,[ Da’iid, Wiiiwjyal. p. 107 (no. 42921 'a Christian man" (rajul min ahi
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for the duration of a woman's pregnancy, coming to you witl 
eighty banners, under each banner 12,000.

1347. Ka'b: If it were not for three [matters], I would not want tc 
live: the first is the greatest apocalyptic battle, as God Most 
High has on that day forbidden every iron tool from being 
cowardly—if a man struck with a spit, he would cut-and 
secondly, if it were not for that I would participate in the con
quest of the city of unbelief. Before it there is lowliness and 
terrible humiliation.

1348. 'Ulayy b. Ribah880: While 'Abdallah b. 'Amr was on his farm 
in al-'Ajlan,881 to the [south] side of Caesarea in Filaspn, sud
denly a man passed, riding swiftly on his warhorse, touching 
his weapons, informing him that the people were terrified, 
hoping that he would be able to participate in the apocalyptic 
battle of Caesarea. He said: "That is not in my time nor in 
yours, not until you see a man from the sons of the tyrants in 
Egypt, with his government overthrown, then fleeing to the 
Byzantines, so he will lead the Byzantines—that is the first of 
the apocalyptic battles."

1349. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Sunna882: I heard the Messenger of God 
saying: By the One who holds my soul in His hand, the faith will 
coil up to that which is between the two mosques883 just as a 
snake coils itself in its hole. The faith will go past the city, just 
as the flood passes through ruins—so while they are in this 
situation, the Arabs will ask succor from their Bedouin, as an 
assembly for them—like the righteous ones of previously and 
the best of those who yet remain. So they and the Byzantines

880 'Ulayy (nickname) or 'Ali b. Ribah b. Qasir al-Lakhmi, lived in Egypt, then in Ifrfqiya, d. 114/732-3.881 Close to Beer-Sheva, in southern Israel, where he retreated when he fell out of favor with 'Uthman in 656.882 Father of no. 1242, so presumably lived in Damascus. He related to Maymuna.the 
grandmother of Yusuf b. Sulayman, who was presumably also Syrian, and is the grandmother mentioned at the end ofthe tradition.

883 Mecca and Medina.

irfll fight, and the wars will turn them upside down, until they 
reach the valley of Antioch.

They will fight there three days, so God will lift His victory 
from both of the sides, until the horse will wade in blood up 
to its fetlocks. Then the angels will say: "O Lord, will You not 

I help Your servants?" He will say "Not until their martyrs are 

numerous," so then a third will be martyred [299], a third 
will be constant, and a third will return doubting, and will be 
swallowed up by the earth.

Then the Byzantines will say: "We will never leave you until 
you hand over to us all of those whose origin is from us," so the 
Arabswillsaytothenon-Arabs ('q/czm): "Join the Byzantines," 
but the non-Arabs will say: "Should we become unbelievers 
after belief?" and they will be enraged at that. They will attack 
the Byzantines and fight, so God will be enraged at that and 
strike with His sword, and pierce with His spear.

ft was said: "0 'Abdallah b. 'Amr, what are the sword and 
spear of God?" He said: "The sword and spear of the believer— 
until you cause the Byzantines to perish entirely. None but an 
informer [of news] will be able to flee. Then they will depart 
to the land of the Byzantines, conquering its fortresses and 
cities with [shouts of] allahu akbar! until they reach the city 
ofHeraclius (Constantinople). They will find its gulf overflow
ingbutthen they will open it with allahu akbar! —shouting it 
out one time, so that one of its walls falls, then shouting it out 
another time, so that another wall will fall. Its sea-wall will 
remain without falling. Then they will pass over to Rome, and 
conquer it with [shouts of] allahu akbar! Then they will weigh 
out their spoils in sacks on that day. Other than al-Walld did 
not mention his grandmother."884

. Sa'id b. Jabir085: A man from the family of Mu'awiya said to

1 Walid b. Muslim, one of Mu'aym’s major informants, was one of two who related this tradition to him through the figure of the grandmother of Yusuf b. Wayman, Maymuna.Attested, but certainly a Syrian, probably lived in Damascus,/?. lst/7th century.
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him: "Have you not read one ofthe codices of your brother 
Ka'b?" So he presented me with a codex in which the following 
was written:

Say to Tyre, the city ofthe Byzantines—she who is called by many 
names, say to Tyre: In what way have you rebelled against My 
command, and become arrogant with your arrogance? You vie 
with Me by your arrogance, and you imagine your cosmos [falak/ 
to be like My throne.

I will surely send My servants, the unlettered, the children of 
Sheba and the Yemenites, against you, who will come to the invo

cation of God, just as the starving birds come to meat, just as the 
thirsty flocks come to water.

I will close up the hearts of your people, I will constrict their 
hearts (from pity), and make the voice of one of you at the time 
of hardship like the voice ofthe lion emerging from the den. Then 
shepherds will shout at it, but their voices will only increase in 
boldness and harshness.

I will make the hoofs of their horses like iron on soft stones on 
a day of hardship, and 1 will fasten the strings of their bows. I will 
leave you bald to the sun, and without inhabitants other than the 
birds and wild animals. 1 will make your stones into sulphur, and 

your smoke swirl below the birds ofthe heavens. All the islands of 
the sea will hear your voice in great promise, but be unable to save 
it (from Me).336

1351. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The best of the martyrs in God's sight are I 
the martyrs of the sea, the martyrs of the valleys, and the 
martyrs ofthe Dajjal.

1352. Ka'b: The graves ofthe martyrs ofthe greatest apocalyptic
battle will shine light among the graves ofthe martyrs of those 
who killed them. [300] fl|

1353. Ka'b: If I participate in the day of the greatest apocalyptic

battle, I will not be distressed about the things [sins] that have 
passed previously, nor would 1 care about what would follow 
afterwards, since fighting one day in the greatest apocalyp
tic battle is better than fighting the Dajjal. There will be but

apocalyptic battle, plus the swords of all the nations.

Ka'b: God Most High has with the Byzantines three slaughters: 
the first of them at Yarmuk, the second at Finqus, meaning the

&

date,886 887 which is Hims, and the third is the valleys.

886 This appears to be a collage of Ezekiel 28:2, 7, perhaps influenced by Rev. 18.However, there are no identifiable verses translated in it.

1$, Ka b: "Constantinople will not be conquered until its loin 
(orkidney) [will be]." It was said: "What is its loin?" He said: 
’Amorium."

jj(. Ka'b: "Constantinople will not be conquered until its fang [will 
be]." It was said: "What is its fang?" He said: "Amorium." Abu 
Bakr told me on the authority of Ka'b the same, other than he 
said: "Its dog."

1. Ka'b: Amorium is the bitch of Constantinople, from the 
perspective that it will crumble first.

; Ka'b: How much I would love to remain after the conquest of 
the city of Heraclius, that the gates of evil would open at that 
time, and how much humiliation and lowliness [for its people] 
there will be at the moment of its conquest!
Abu al-Darda’: Do not wish the conquest of the city of Heraclius 
to be quick, for how much humiliation and lowliness there will 
be at the moment of its conquest!
Ka'b: When a man from Quraysh runs away to Cosntantinople, 
then the matter [of the end] is at hand. The commander of
the army that will conquer Constantinople—there will be no 
thieves, fornicators or illegal looters. The apocalyptic battles 
mH be at the hands of a man from the family of Heraclius.'b: "It will be conquered at the hands of a man from the shemites." [...] Ka'b: "It will be conquered at the hands of progeny of Sheba and Qedar." [...] [301] Ka'b: "The one
ablyficus, see nos. 720,748, 755.
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at whose hands will be the apocalyptic battles will be a man from the family of Heraclius named Tibr,” meaning Tiberius. 
(1) (second half of the tradition)1362. Al-Muhajir b. Habib: The Messenger of God said: The fifth from the family of Heraclius, called Tibr [Tiberius]—at his hands will be the apocalyptic battles.1363. Jubayr b. Nufayr: You will conquer the city of unbelief with 
allahu akbar! at which God Most High will lay low a third of its walls. After three days while you are in that situation the report of the Dajjal will come to you, but do not be alarmed by that, as it is false, so carry your spoils [with you].1364. 'Abdallah b. Busr al-Mazini: When the report of the Dajjal comes to you, while you are in it [Constantinople] do not put aside your spoils, for the Dajjal has not emerged.1365. Abu Tha'laba al-Khushani: When what is between the path [over the Cilician Gates] and al-'Arish is a feast for one family, then the conquest of Constantinople is close.1366. 'Awfb. Malik al-AshjaT: The Messenger of God said: "The sixth tribulation is a truce that will be between you and the Banu al-Asfar, so they will come to under eighty banners Qj/iayaya)’ I said: "What is a ghayayaT' He said: "A banner, and under every banner there will be 12,000 [troops]."1367. Abu al-Darda', when he was told the tradition: "They will expelyou from it village by village," then Abu al-Darda'said: "Did not God, mighty and majestic say, 'Certainly We have written in the Psalms, after the Reminder: The earth—My righteousservants will inherit it.'888 Who are the righteous servants if

888 Q 21:105, citing Psalms 37:9,11.

idol belonging to Daws during the jahiliyya—that will be the sign of the appearance ofthe Byzantines in Syria.U Ka'b: “0 Qays, love Yemen! And O Yemen, love Qays! For there ’ is about to be a time when none but the both of you will be killed for this religion."0, Al-Awza I: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: Qays are the horsemen of God on the day of the apocalyptic battles, while Yemen is the hope of Islam.02. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: When the apocalyptic battles happen, a delegation of mawali will depart from Damascus, who are the noblest of the Arabs889 in horsemanship and having the most prowess in weapons by whom God will support this religion.03. Abd al-Wahid b. Qays al-Dimashql890: The Byzantines during the days ofthe apocalyptic battles will not leave a single wateringhole on the coastlands without an army camp beside it.1374. 'Atiyyab. Qays891: The Messenger of God said: When the apocalyptic battles happen, a delegation will depart from Damascus who are the best of God's servants, the first and the last.1375. Rashid b. Sa'd: The Messenger of God said: God Most High promised me Persia, then the Byzantines, then their women, their sons, their low-born, and their treasures, and He aided me with Himyar as helpers.1376. Abu al-Darda': The Byzantines will expel you from Syria village by village until they force you to the Balqa'.892 At that this world will perish and be annilated, but the next [world] will remain.not us?"'Abdallah b. 'Amr: A third ofthe Muslims will retreat on theday of the apocalyptic battle, and those are the worst of crea

tion in God's sight. [302]1369. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When Dhu al-Khalsa is worshipped-an 
Since the mawali were not Arabs, perhaps this means the equal of the Arabs, or even superior to them, although it is difficult to see why they would be praised in hvo categories concerning which the Arabs considered themselves to be without Peer.Al-Sulami, snub-nosed, a mawla, lived in Damascus, was the teacher for the Mildren of Yazid II, fl. 2nd/8th century.Ajiyya b. Qays al-Kilabi or al-Kala'i, lived in Hims and Damascus, raided during period of Mu'awiya, d. 110/728-9.Compare Ibn 'Asakir, Tartkh, ii, p. 214.
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1377. Ka'b: The greatest apocalyptic battle, the destruction of Constantinople and the emergence of the Dajjal will occur within seven months, if God wishes this.1378. Makhul: The apocalyptic battles are ten, the first of which is the apocalyptic battle of Caesarea in Filaspn, and the last of which is the valley of Antioch.1379. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi Bakra893: I heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr saying: "There is about to emerge the duration of a sheep's pregnancy" [303] three times. 1 said: "What is the duration of a sheep's pregnancy?" He said: "A man one of whose parents is a demon (s/iayfdn), who will rule the Byzantines, and lead 1,500,000 [troops] on land, and 500,000 on the sea until they land at a place called the valley. Then he will say to his supporters: 'I have a need for your ships.' So when they land, he will order them to be burned. Then he will say to them: 'You have no further Constantinople or Rome!' Whoever wants, let him rise and aid the Muslims," then he mentioned the tradition until Constantinople the whore will be conquered, "I find it to be called 'the whore' in the book of God Most High.894 895 Their commander will say: 'There is no illegal pillaging today.’”1380. Ka'b: During the greatest apocalyptic battle, the coastlands of Syria will be destroyed, such that the coastlands will weep over their destruction like the cities and the villages.1381. Hassan b. 'Afiyya: The Byzantines will overcome the plain of Al-Urdunn095 and Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) during the lesser apocalyptic battle.1382. Abu Zaynab896: When Cyprus is destroyed, then weep for the days of your life over yourself.1383. Al-Muhajir b. Habib: The Messenger of God said: “The fifth of the family of Heraclius, at his hands will be the apocalyptic battles ." Ar£at said: “But four of the family of Heraclius have ruled."
893 Nufay' b. al-Harith al-Thaqafi, lived in Basra, fl. lst/7th century.094 Probably the reference is to Rev. 19, with Constantinople = Babylon.895 Most likely the lowland areas of Galilee or the Plain of Esdraelon.896 Hazim b. Harmala al-Ghifari, Companion,/?. lst/7th century.

The Companions of the Messenger of God said: "So the fifth is remaining." Artat said: "Until now there has not been a fifth." 0 Ka'b: A woman will rule the Byzantines,897 who says: "Build forme 1000 ships, the best type of ship that has been made on the face of the earth. Then depart for those, the ones who have killed our men, and taken our women and sons captive." When they will finish with it, she will say: "Board, if God wills or not," so God will send a wind against them to dash them into pieces because of her word "If [he does] or does not wish." Then they will build for her another 1000 ships like them, and she will say the same thing, and God will send a wind against them to dash them into pieces. Then they will build for her another 1000, so she will say: "Board, if God wishes."They will depart and go until they end up at the hill of Acre,898 so they will say: "This is our land, the land of our fathers." Then they will set fire to their ships to burn them. The Muslims on that day will be in Jerusalem, so the ruler will write to the Iraqis, the Egyptians, and the Yemenites, but his messengers will come saying: "We are afraid of what has happened to you will happen to us." [304] His messengers will pass by Hims, while its people will have locked its gates against the Muslims inside of it. They will kill a woman in it, and throw her from the section close to the wall outwards.So the ruler will conceal the matter of Hims, then say to the Muslims: "Go out to your enemy; die and kill!" So they will fight a fierce battle, and a third of the Muslims will be killed, a third will be defeated, and fall into a pile of sand on the earth, and the remaining third will advance until they end up in Jerusalem [bayt al-maqdis). Then they will depart from it, going to al-Mawjib899 in the land of al-Balqa’. Al-Mawjib is
1)7 The Empress Irene [regent 780-97'J?* Presumably the ancient tell of the city located a short distance to the east of the port city.* In between Jerusalem and the Balqa’, so presumably somewhere in the Jordan Valley.
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a land in which there are springs, and grass [hashish) of earth's vegetation is produced, so the Muslims will descend there.The enemies of God will advance until they end up Jerusalem, then he900 will say: "Go and fight the remains of my slaves who are left." Then the ruler ofthe Muslims will say to those who are with him: "Go out to your enemy." So they will weep and beseech God, mighty and majestic. On that day,God will be enraged for His religion, so He will pierce with His spear, and strike with His sword, and God will set iron against each other—so that a man would not care whether al-Samsama was with him or something else.They will be killed in the Jordan River valley [al-ghur], so they will fight a fierce battle, and the enemy will be killed on that day. None but a minute remnant will be left from them which will take refuge in Mt Lebanon, while the Muslims are right behind them, driving them on until they end up atConstantinople.Commanding the Muslims will be a brown (adam) man, having his spear thrust down between his thigh and his saddle,901 until they reach the body of water902 that is near Constantinople. Then the ruler will make his ablutions, and pray, then the waters will retreat from him. He will go after them, but they will retreat, so when he sees this, he will mount his ride, then say: "0 everyone! This is something that God wants, so go and cross!" So they will cross until they end upat the wall of Constantinople. Then they will shout allahu akbar!

one time as one man, and twelve towers on it will fall down.

On that day its men will be killed, its women will be taken 
captive and its wealth taken. While they are in that situation 
someone will come and say: "The Dajjal has emerged in Syria,"

900 It is not clear who "he" is here.
901 Lane, v, p. 2114 (mid. col.).

902 Presumably the Bosphorus separating the Muslims from Constantinople.

so the people will depart—the one who will take something will regret that he did not take more because of the years that will be under the Dajjal. But they will that he did not emerge, although it will only be a little time until he does.j0. Khalid b. Ma'dan: I said to 'Abdallah b. Busr: "When will Constantinople be conquered?" He said: "It will not be conquered until there is a peace between the Muslims and them, so that you raid together. They will depart after having taken spoils, then descend upon its field. A man from among them will lift the cross, and say: 'The Cross is victorious!' but a man from the Muslims will rise, strike the cross and crush it. So the Muslims and them will arise, fight, and God will have them conquer. At that time will be its conquest."1386. 'Abdallah b. Sa'd: The Messenger of God said: God gave me Persia—its bowmen, sons, wealth, and weapons, and He gave me the Byzantines—their women, their sons, their weapons, and their wealth—and aided me with Himyar. [305]1387. Khalid b. Ma'dan: The Byzantine enemy will surely enter Tartosaatthe morning prayer, and kill 300 Muslim men under its water-wheels, whose light will reach the Throne.1388. Some of the elders of his [al-Faraj b. Yahmad's]903 people: We were with Sufyan b. 'Awf al-GhamidT904 until we came to the Gate of Constantinople, the golden gate, leading 3000 horsemen from the sea side until we had passed the body of water or the gulf.905 So they were terrified and beat their clappers (nawdqis), then they said: "What is with you, O Arabs?" We said: "We have come to 'this town of evildoers'906 that God would destroy it at our hands." They said: "By God, we do not know whether the Book has lied or whether the calculation is 
mistake, but you have come too fast. By God, we know that it

Unidentified, but presumably Syrian.Wb. 'Abdallah al-Azdi, appointed by Mu'awiya over the summer raids against 
theByzantines, killed by the Byzantines 55/675.the Bosphorus.I®
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will be conquered one day, but we do not think that this is the 
time."

1389. Ka'b: “When you see [the tribe of] Hamdan of the east, when 
it has descended between Rastan and Hims, then that is the 
presence of the apocalyptic battle and the emergence of the 
Dajjal." I907 908 said: "What will cause it to descend at Rastan?” He 
said: "An enemy from behind it."

1390. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Both Madhhij and Hamdan will pass over 
from Iraq until they settle in Qinnesrin.

1391. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Byzantines will mobilize an army, so the 
Syrians will ask for aid, and beg for succor, so no believer will 
stay back from them. So the Byzantines will be defeated until 
they end up at a pillar (usfawana) whose location 1 know.’08 
When they are there, a crier will come to them: "The Dajjal is 
behind you among your families!" so they will toss everything 
that is in their hands, and advance towards him.

1392. Abu Tha'laba al-Khushani: When you see that which is 
between al-'Arish and the Euphrates [River] a feast for one 
family, then that is the sign of the apocalyptic battles.

1393. Ka'b: At the hands ofthe Yemenite who will kill Quraysh.
1394. Ka'b: At the hands of that Yemenite will be the lesser apoca

lyptic battle of Acre, and that will be when the fifth of the 
family of Heraclius rules. [306]

1395. Abu Qubayl: The apocalyptic battles will be at the hands 
of Tiberius, son of Justinian (II) son of the Slit-nose son of 
Constantine son of Heraclius.

1396. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: There will 
be a truce between you and the Banu al-Asfar, the Byzantines, 
but they will betray you during [the duration of] a woman’s 
pregnancy. They will come leading eighty banners on land 
and sea, under every banner will be 12,000 [troops], until they 
land between Jaffa and Acre. The lord of their realm will burn

907 Abu al-Yaman al-Hawazani.908 Could this be one ofthe pillars ofthe Stylites?

heirships, saying to his soldiers: "Fight for your lands!" so the 
fight will be desperate. The army-provinces wll aid each other 
sUch that from Hadramawt in Yemen they will aid you. On that 
day the Merciful One will pierce with His spear, strike among 
them with His sword, and fire among them with His arrows, 
so there will be the greatest slaughter among them because 
of Him.

< Ka'b, that he came to a gathering of the people at the Jews’ 
Gate for the [Feasts of] Fitr and the Adha, faced the city, and 
wept, then went until he came to the locked gate, faced it and 
wept violently. Then he came to the locked gate below the 
Rastan Gate, faced it, and wept violently. Then he came to 
the Eastern Gate, stood between its vault and the gate, and 
laughed loudly, and rejoiced obviously.909

He said: "0 God, You have the praise!" so he said “la ilaha 
iliaallahu,al-hamduli-l-lldhi,subhan allah, and allahu akbar” 
so I said to him: "0 Abu Ishaq, what caused you to weep 
and laugh in the places where you did, and what caused you 
to rejoice?” He said: "The people of this city will receive a 
call to arms from the people of Islam for the coastal area, 
because of an enemy who will come to them from that direc
tion. Every single person who can bear arms will make haste 
to the coastal area.”

So its people, the unbelievers, will gather and say: "Your aid 
and force has come to you from your city, so lock the gates to 
keep in the offspring and families of the Muslims." God will 
conquer for the Muslims, and give them victory over their 
enemy that had come to them, but then they will be informed 
that their women and offspring are locked in, so they will 
advance until they are standing on the place I was at first. 
They will implore them by God concerning the covenant and

Compare Ibn 'Asakir, Ta’rikh, ii, p. 218 where Ka'b acts in the same manner in Da®ascus as he isbuilt there. leaving the Jabiya Gate, saying that a house for the Dajjal will
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protection (dhimmiT), but they will not return anything to them or open up to them. So they will come to my second place, and implore them by God concerning the protection and the covenant, but they will not return anything to them or open up to them.Then they will bombard them [the Himsis] with the head of a woman from the [tribe of] Banu 'Abs. Whereupon they will come to my third standing place, and implore them by God and the protection, but they will not return anything to them or open up for them. So then they will come to my fourth place, which is this one. When the Muslims see that, they will lift up their hands to God Most High, and ask succor from Him and call Him to arms. I swear by God that neither wood nor iron nor nails will remain of this gate: they will come off and fall down. So the Muslims will come in andwill cut off the head of every single one of the unbelievers upon whom a razor has passed.910 On that day their blood will reach the fetlocks of the horses below the confluence ofmarkets. [307]1398. Artat: There will be a peace between the Mahdi and the tyrant of the Byzantines after his killing of the Sufyani, and the pillage of [the tribe of] Kalb, such that your merchants will go back and forth to them, and theirs to you, and then they will build ships for three years. Then the Mahdi will perish, and a man from his family will rule, performing minimal justice, then acting wrongly. He will be killed, but his memory will not be extinguished until the Byzantines moor [their ships] between Tyre and Acre, and that will be the apocalyptic battles. [308]911

^ing the Appearance of the Byzantines in Alexandria, the
■11 Misrand its Harbors (mawdhfz)912
f ■ W i iffii I'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As that he was in Alexandria, so itwas said to him: "Boats have been seen, so the people wereterrified.”'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As said: "Saddle up." Thenhe said: "From which direction were they seen?" They said:"From the direction ofthe lighthouse." So he said: "Hold on.we will only fear them if they are from the direction of the west”;|OO. Shufayb.'Ubaydal-Asbahi913: Alexandria will have two apocalyptic battles: one of them the greater and the other the lesser. As for the greater, the sea will recede from the lighthouse the distance of one or two post-stops, then the treasures of Dhu al-Qarnayn914 will be taken out. His treasures will span theeast and the west. The sign ofthe lesser [apocalyptic battle] will be that Alexandria will drip blood.1101. Abu Qubayl: The apocalyptic battle of Alexandria will be at the hands of Tiberius son of the Slit-nose son of Constantine son of Heraclius.1102. Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: "The Byzantines will prepare 700 ships, then advance in them to Alexandria, when a man from Quraysh will be ruling Alexandria. They will deceive the Muslims with their ships, directing them to the lesser arsenals to the west [312] of Alexandria.915 So the Qurashite will divide his horse, and send them to those western ships, but keep some with him." 'Abdallah said; "You idiot! Do not divide your horse! They will land and the Muslims will fight them, until the Byzantines force the Muslims to the Fish Market. They will fight until the blood will reach the fetlocks of the

910 Passed puberty.911 Section break pp. 308-10.
Mly the Aramaic mahoz, with an Arabic plural, see no. 1342.^tian, fl. lst/7th century.M My identified with Alexander the Great.are probably the old Byzantine arsenals from the time of Justinian (thanks 10Michael Decker for this identification).
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1404.

1405.

1406.

1407.

horses. Then a banner will come to the Muslims as aid, so 
when the Byzantines will see it, they will turn to their boats 
and board them. They will push and go, until the weak-eyed 
one [with bad vision] would say: 'I cannot see them,’but the 
clear-eyed one [with good vision] would say: '1 see the last 
of them.’ Then God will send a gale-force wind against them, 
which will return them to Alexandria, and their boats will be 
broken up between Alexandria and the lighthouse. They will 
be taken captive in their entirety, other than one boat, which 
will save its people until they reach their land so as to inform 
them of what happened. Then God will send a gale-force wind 
and return it to Alexandria where it will be broken and those 
in it taken."

1403. Abu Qubayl: The sign of the apocalyptic battle of Damietta 
(Dimyat) will be flags that will emerge from Egypt to Syria— 
those flags will be called "Error."
'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When you see two land-holders (dihqanayn) 
of the Arabs flee to the Byzantines that is a sign, ofthe battle 
of Alexandria.
'Abdallah b. Ta'la said to his daughter916: "When it reaches 
you that Alexandria has been conquered, if your veil is in the 
west, do not take it so that you can take refuge in the east" 
'Abdallah b. Ta'la was learned.

916 Unknown, although presumably Egyptian.

Shufay: The first part of the harbors (mawahiz) of Egypt that 
the enemy will destroy will be Nikiu (Niqiwus).
Abu Zura'a that he heard Shufay saying: "0 Egyptians, your 
harbors/trading-posts (rnawahiz) will be cut from you, during 
the winter as well as the summer. So choose for yourselves the 
best of them." They said; "What are the best of them?" He said: 
"Every [313] harbor/trading-post that is not surrounded by 
water. Then the enemy will desire you like a rabid dog, so they 
will fasten you to your harbors/trading posts, such that one of 
you would be looking at the smoke of his kettle [in his house], 

but be unable to get to it, out of concern that the enemy would 
come to his family in his absence."
Abdallah: The apocalyptic battle of Alexandria will be at the 
hands of Tiberius son of Justinian (II). When a boat lands atthe lighthouse, and lowers [its sails], then lifts them three
times, suddenly in the middle of the day 400 boats will come 
to you, then another 400 to land at the lighthouse.
Tubay': The idiot of Quraysh will be in charge of Alexandria 
on that day for its apocalyptic battle, so the battle will be in
the Fish Market, and the kings of the Byzantines will lower 
their thrones at Caesarea, at the Green Dome,917 at Yuhnas918 
and so the Muslims will retreat to the Praying-place (masjid) 
of Solomon,919 until a vanguard of the Arabs overtakes them. 
Among them will be a horseman on a horse with a blaze, trac
table, with a bit of motley color on it, [who will be] upon the 
prominence ofthe lighthouse.

1410. Abdallah b. Rashid: I heard my father say: A man known for 
his ancestry through both father and mother from Quraysh 
will depart angrily to the Byzantines, so they will greet him, 
and give him a position of honor. From the day of his depar
ture for the Byzantines there will be twenty months, then he 
will lead the Byzantines to Alexandria in their ships. A fierce 
wind will greet them, so that none but one informing will 
return to the land ofthe Byzantines. His father: If I wanted to 
I could tell you where the commander of the Byzantines will 
place his banner on that day, as he will land between the old 
Green [Dome] and the lighthouse, which is beside Alexandria.

Ml. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The sign of the apocalyptic battle of 
Alexandria is when you see two land-holders of the Arabs

Mentioned in Alexandria, Ibn Zawlaq, Fada'il Misr wa-akhbaruha wa-khawassuha 
to:Maktabatal-Khan]i, 2000), p. 72 as being covered in copper.
liisisprobablySt. John the Baptist Church, at Pompey's Pillar, destroyed in the 
^‘centuiy.
^tionedin Ibn Zawlaq, Fada'ilp. 51; Ibn Zahira, al-Fada'il al-bahira ftmahasin 
'Qahira(Cairo: Wizarat al-Thaqafa, 1969), p. 102.
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1412.

1413.

depart for the Byzantines, so this will be the sign of the apocalyptic battle of Alexandria.Abu Firas: We were with 'Abdallah b. 'Amr in Alexandria, and it was said to him: "The people are terrified,” so he called for his weapons and his horse, so a man came to him saying: "Where is this fright coming from?” He said: "A ship from the direction of Cyprus." He said: "Let go of my horse." We said: "May God make you righteous, have the people ridden?” So he said: "This is not the apocalyptic battle of Alexandria, they will only come from the west, from the direction of Anjablus920 They will come with 100, then 100," until he counted 700. 'Amr b. Jabir al-Hadrami: I heard Shufay al-Asbahi [314] saying: Alexandria will have two apocalyptic battles: one of them the lesser while the other is the greater. As for the lesser, 500 sails will come it, but as for the greater 100 sails.921 Seventy chieftains will be killed922 during the lesser, but

920 Close to Barqa, in present-day Libya; see no. 67.921 One wonders whether this is a mistake for 100,000.922 With MM, in place of "will advance."

400 will be killed during the greater. The sign of the lesser is that the sea will retreat from the lighthouse the distance of two post-stops. Then the treasures of Dhu al-Qarnayn will be taken out and the westerners.his treasures will encompass both the easterners
1414. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: In the apocalyptic battle of Alexandria the Byzantines will approach from the west from the direction of Anfablus, until when they reach the Slaughter-place of the Nag Pony (Minhar al-Birdhawn) from the land of Libya (liibiya) the report of them will reach the lord of Alexandria, so he will send his vanguard to them, but they will not [be able to] return to him until the Byzantines land in Alexandria—so I wish that 

I could cleave to Quraysh on that day here and say: "0 idiot! 
Keep your horsemen close to you! For they [the Byzantines] overshadow you."

Ka'b: "I wish that I would not die until I could participate in the day of Alexandria!" It was said to him: "Hasn't it beenconquered already?" He said: "That was not its day, but its day will be when 100 ships come to it, and in their wake another 100, until it reaches 700, then in the wake of that the same—that will be its day! By the One who holds the soul of Ka'b in His hand, they will fight until the blood reaches between the shanks and the forelegs of the horse." [315]
tyhat will happen to People previous to the Appearance of the 
Antichrist

1416. Abu Umama al-Bahill923: The Messenger of God spoke to us, and most of his speech of what he told us was warning us about the Dajjal. From his words: "O people, there has not been any tribulation on the earth greater than that of Dajjal. Every prophet sent by God Most High has warned his communityconcerning him. I am the last of the prophets and you are the last of communities, so he will emerge among you, without any doubt. If he emerges while I am among you, then I will be the defender (haflj) of every Muslim; if he emerges after me, then every man will be the defender of himself. God will be my successor for every Muslim—so whoever of you meets him, let him spit in his face, and read the opening verses of surat 
al-kahf."924N17. Ka'bal-Ahbar used to say: The dog of the Hour is the Dajjal, whoever is constant at the tribulation of the Dajjal will not be tempted, nor will be tempted in life or death. Whoever lives in his time but does not follow him, will receive paradise absolutely. If a man is saved, and calls the Dajjal a liar one time—saying: "I know who you are: you are the Dajjal!"—then reads the opening of surat al-kahf and does not fear him, he will not be able to tempt him. This verse is like an amulet

® Sudayyb. 'Ajlan al-Bahili, Companion, lived in Hims, d. 81/700-1.* Q18.
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1418.

1419.
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(tamunci) against the Dajjal. Blessed are those who are saved by their faith before the tribulation of the Dajjal, his lowli- ness and humiliation—he will meet people like the best ofthe Companions of Muhammad.Shurayh b. 'Abd925 that the Messenger of God warned his Companions about the Dajjal, saying: "Know, 0 people, that you will not meet your Lord until you die, and that your Lord is not blind in one eye, that the Dajjal, blind [lacking an eyeball] (rnatmus) in one eye, lies concerning God, is not [316] deep or cavernous (hujra').926 Written between his eyes is 'Unbeliever' which every believer will be able to read. If he emerges while I am with you, I will be your defender; if he emerges after me and I am not with you, then every man willbe his own defender. God will be my successor over everyMuslim, so whoever meets him, let him read the opening of
surat al-kahf.”Abu Qilaba: I saw the people crowding around a man, so I pressed up against the people, until I was close to him,sol asked concerning him. They said: "A man from the Companions of the Messenger of God," so 1 heard him saying: “After you will be the liar, the one who leads astray, and behind his head [his hair] is plaited doubly [hubukan hubukan). He will say:'I

. Jalha b. A|a’928: The Messenger of God said: The Dajjal will1 emerge during a rage that he feels.929Jabir: The Messenger of God said before his death by a month: Before the Hour there will be liars, among the lord of the Yamama,930 among them the lord of Sana'a', al-'Ansi,931 among them the lord of Himyar, and among them the Dajjal, but the Dajjal is the greatest of them in his temptation.^3. Wahb b. Munabbih: The first of the signs is the Byzantines, then the second is the Dajjal, the third is God [and Magog], while the fourth is Jesus son of Mary. (1)0 Ubada b. al-Samit932: The Messenger of God said: I have told you ofthe Dajjal until I fear that you will not comprehend. The [False] Messiah, the Dajjal is a short man, walking with his toes turned in, curly hair, blind in one eye, lacking an eyeball, not deep or cavernous, so if he deceives you know that your Lord is not blind in one eye, and that you will never see your Lord until you die. [317]1425. Anas: The Messenger of God said: "The Dajjal is blind in his left eye, on his forehead is written 'unbeliever’ and on his eye there is an obvious growth over his eye.” Sahl said: "He is k 
fr [kafir = unbeliever] with the letters written together, likei cursive.”am your lord* so anyone who says: ‘Y ou lie, you are not ourlord, but God is our Lord, upon Him we have relied, and to Himwe return; we take refu in God from you,’ he [the Dajjal] willhave no way to get to him.1420. Hisham b. 'Amir927: 1 heard the Messenger of God saying "There is no matter greater between the creation of Adam and the arising of the Hour than the Dajjal.”

925 Probably Shurayh b. 'Ubayd al-Hadrami, lived in Hims,/?. 2nd/8th century.926 This phrase, nat’a... hujra', the latter of which is also read as juhra', is pre corrupt, and was difficult for scholars: Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, i, pp. 240 343.927 Companion, lived in Basra,/?. lst/7th century.

* Probably’falhab. al-'Ala’ al-Ahmasi, lived in Kufa, fl. lst/7th century.w Areal fear during the Umayyad period, e.g., “Ibrahim b. Hisham said to Hishamb. Wai-Malik: ‘0 amir al-mu'minin, 1 came to 'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Anbasa b.Saidb. al-'As one day, and with me was Ibrahim b. 'Abdallah b. Muti'. 'Abd al-Kahman b. 'Anbasa was wearing green clothes, an upper garment, a gown i and a headdress (amama), and Ibrahim said: “lbn 'Anbasa has come with the | decoration of Korah [Qarun]” and 1 laughed. 'Abd al-Rahman said: “What made I you laugh, 0 commander?” 1 said: “Ibrahim said thus-and- thus when you came I in."'Abd al-Rahman said: “If it were not that 1 fear for you and me, and for I fhe Muslims if he is angered, 1 would have answered.” 1 said: “What makes you | frightened of his anger?” He said: "1 have heard that the Daijal will appear during [ a rage, and Ibrahim is blind in one eye (a 'war)I [al-Baladhun, Ansab, vii, p. 351].
I * Musaylima.
I * Al-Aswad al-'Ansi, revolted in Yemen after the death of the Prophet.

Companion, lived in Jerusalem, died in Ramla, d. 34/654-5.
and 1 think that he is the DajjalV’
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1426. Anas b. Malik: The Messenger of God said: There will be approximately seventy deceivers (Dajjals) before the enter* gence of the Dajjal.1427. Abu Sa'Td al-Khudari: There will be a woman together with the Dajjal called Tayyiba—every village he comes to she will preceed him saying: “This man is entering into your presence, so watch out!"933'All: A man who has made light of traditions, every time he puts out an outrageous tradition (uhdutha) he lies, and then its measure is cut by something longer—if he lives to see the Dajjal, he will follow him.Salim from his father: The Messenger of God rose among the people, then praised God in the way that was appropriate, then mentioned the Dajjal, and then said: "I am warning you of him; every single prophet has warned his people concerning him. Noah warned his people, but 1 will say to something that no prophet has said previously to his people: Do you know that he is blind in one eye? Your Lord is not blind in one eye." Some ofthe Companions ofthe Prophet that the Prophet said one day to the people while he was warning them concerning his tribulation: "Do you know that not one of you will eversee his Lord until he dies, and that between his eyes is written 'unbeliever/ which can be read by every believer who disapproves of his actions." [318]

1428.
1429.

1430.

Signs before the Appearance of the Antichrist

1431. 'Abdallah b. Busr, Companion of the Prophet: The Prophet 
said: Between the apocalyptic battle and the conquest of 
Constantinople there are years, then the Dajjal will emergeon the seventh year.

1432. Ka'b: The Dajjal will not emerge until the conquest of Constantinople.
933 Probably the virgin Tabitha mentioned in Frankfurter, Elijah in Upper Egyp1 

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993], p. 316.

33 KathTr b. Murra: Whoever is present at Constantinople, let him carry what he can and take it, for the Messenger of God said: "Its conquest and the emergence of the Dajjal are in sevenyears.’0 Ka'b: The news will come to you while you are dividing your spoils that the Dajjal has emerged, but it is only a lie. Take what you can, for you will stay six years, then he will emerge in the seventh.1435. Ka'b: The Dajjal will not emerge until the city [Constantinople]is conquered.H36. Bashirb.'Abdallah b. Yassar said: 'Abdallah b. Bishr al-Mazim, Companion ofthe Messenger of God, took my ear, then said:"0 nephew, perhaps you will live to see the conquest of Constantinople, so a warning to you if you do see its conquest from leaving its spoils, because between its conquest and the emergence ofthe Dajjal are seven years." [319]1437. Abdallah b.'Amr; The Dajjal will emerge after the conquest ofConstantinople, but before the descent of Jesus son of Mary at Jerusalem.1438. Ka'b: The Messenger of God said: The news will come tothem that the Dajjal has emerged after their conquest of Constantinople, so they will turn back, but not find him; then it will be but a short time until he emerges.1439. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Before the
emergence of the [false] messiah the Dajjal there will be 
years of treachery, in which the truthful will be called liars 
and the liars truthful, and the traitor will receive trust,while the reliable one will be accused of treachery. Mean 
(ruwaybfda), contemptible ones among the people will speak forth.^0, Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: There will be a raid on the sea— whoever joins the raid will be wealthy, and never be poor again, but whoever does not join it, his wealth will not grow after it, exceptthat [wealth] which was from before—then the sea will be difficult after the raid for six years, then the sea will return
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1441.

1442.

1443.
1444.

to what it was previously for six years, then be difficult for s- years, a total of eighteen years, then the Dajjal will emerge Ka'b: Before the emergence of the Dajjal there will be three tribulations: the tribulation of'Uthman, the tribulation of ibn Zubayr, and the third,934 then the Dajjal will emerge. Tubay': Before the Dajjal there are three signs: three years of hunger, in which the rivers will decrease, the aromatic plants become yellow, the springs dry up, so [the tribes of] Madhhij and Hamdan will move from Iraq to settle in Qinnasrin and Aleppo, so then they will fight the Dajjal in their homelands morning and evening.Mu'adh b. Jabal: [320] The Messenger of God said: The greatest apocalyptic battle, the conquest of Constantinople, and the emergence of the Dajjal are within seven months. Damra b. Habib: 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan wrote to Abu • •
Bahriyya that it had reached him that 'you are narrating on the authority of Mu'adh concerning the apocalyptic battle, Constantinople and the emergence of the Dajjal. So Abu 

Bahriyya wrote back to him that he heard Mu adh saying: The greatest apocalyptic battle, the conquest of Constantinople and the emergence of the Dajjal are within seven months."1445. Ibn Muhayrlz: The greatest apocalyptic battle, the destruction 
of Constantinople and the emergence of the Dajjal are within the duration of a woman's pregnancy.

1446. 'Abdallah b. Busr on the authority ofthe Prophet: Between the apocalyptic battle and the conquest of Constantinople there are six years, and the emergence of the Dajjal is in the seventh.9351447. Ka'b said: "The Dajjal will emerge in the year 80,” but God 
knows best which 80, whether 280 [893-4] or another.1448. Ka'b: The Messenger of God said: God will never link the

sword of the Dajjal with the sword of the apocalyptic battle [at the same time] for this community.Asma' daughter of Yazld al-Ansariyya936: The Messenger of God was in my house, and he mentioned the Dajjal, and said:"Before him there are three years: a year in which the heavens will hold back a third of their water, and the earth a third of itsproduce, and the second, in which the heavens will hold back two-thirds of their water, and the earth two-thirds of its produce, and the third in which the heavens will hold back theirwater, and the earth its produce entirely, so that every possessor ofhoof and tusk among the quadrupeds will perish."1450. Ibrahim b. 'Abla: It is said that before the emergence of theDajjal a boy will be born in Beth-Shean (BaysanJ, of the tribe ofLevison of Jacob, with an image of weapons on his body: asword, a shield, a javelin and a knife.1451. 'Umayr b. Hani': The Messenger [321] of God said: When thepeople go into two camps—the camp of belief in which there is no hypocrisy, and a camp of hypocrisy in which there is no belief—when they both gather, then look out for the Dajjal that day or the next.Ibn 'Umar on the authority of the Prophet that he was filledwith fear about the Dajjal, and mentioned his signs, characteristics and precedents, until the crowd thought that he wouldarise against them, from among them from the palm-grove, or from outside of the palm-grove to them.937 He [Muhammad] then went to some of his business, then returned, and the fearand weeping of those present increased, so he said: "Why?" he said it three times "what is making you weep?" They said: 'You mentioned the Dajjal and how close he is, so we thoughtthat he was going arise among us, that he was coming outof the palm-grove to us!" The Messenger of God said: "If he
* Presumably this is the emergence ofthe 'Abbasids, but the writer did notdaretosay it explicitly. u<,,c 1935 Abu Da'ud, Sunan, iv, p. 108 (no. 4296).

Asma’ daughter of Yazid b. Sakan al-Ansariyya, said to have participated in the Battle ofYarmuk (636) and killed nine of the Byzantines, fl. lst/7th century.
^no. 1507; the reference is to the palm-grove associated with the Jewish Dajjal, 

Sayyad.
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1454.

1455.

emerges while I am among you, then I am a defender [foryOuj but if he emerges while I am not among you, then each man is his own defender, but God is my successor for every believer One of his eyes is blinded, while the other is mixed with blood as if it was shining."Artat: Constantinople will be conquered then the news of the Dajjal's emergence, but it will be false, so they will stay three-sevenths of a week (sabif), then the heavens will hold back that year a third of their water, then in the second year two-thirds of it, and in the third year then hold back its water entirely. Every possessor ofclaw and tooth will perish them, and hunger will occur, with sixty out of every seventy dying. The people will flee to the interior mountains (jibal al-jawfl, to Antioch. Among the signs ofthe Dajjal's emergence will be an eastern wind, neither hot nor cold, which will destroy the idol of Alexandria,938 and cut the olive trees ofthe Maghrib and Syria down to their bases. The Euphrates [River], springs and bodies of water will dry up. The times of days and months will be postponed, and times ofthe new moons.Sulayman b. 'Isa: It reached me that the Dajjal will emerge after the conquest of Constantinople, and after the Muslims will stay there three years, four months and ten [months? days?].Ka'b: A Bedouin asked concerning Abu al-Darda’, and advanced until he came to a sitting-session for completion of the new moon (rnutimm), and suddenly there were Abu al-Darda' and Ka'b sitting, while people were with them. So he said: "Which of you is Abu al-Darda’?” They said: "Him." So he said: "When will the Dajjal emerge?” He said: "0 God 
[alldhumma], leave this question!" but he repeated it twice, so when he saw his reluctance to answer what he had asked him, he said: "By God, I did not come, 0 Abu al-Darda’, to ask con-

cerning your wealth, but concerning your knowledge.” So he slapped Ka'b’s shoulder and then said: "O [322] questioner! When you see the heavens drying up, not raining at all, when you see the earth is barren, not producing anything, and the riversand springs have sunk back into the earth, and the aromatic plants are yellowish, then look out for the Dajjal to come either morning or night."u56. Abu Hurayra: The Hour will not arise until the city of Caesar or Heraclius [Constantinople] is conquered, muezzins sound in it, and they divide up its wealth in shields, so they will advance with most of the wealth on the earth. A crier will meet them."The Dajjal is behind you among your families!” so they will throw away what they have, and go to fight him.1457. Elders: Ibn Mas'ud called out a call, but did not whisper a secret, and said: "The riverbank, the shores of the Euphrates [River] will be the road for the remnant of the believers, fleeing from the Dajjal, as they are not expecting to move quickly—is this the emergence of the Dajjal? What a bad observer, whether the Hour... ’and the Hour is grievous and bitter/”939 Then he took a handful of small pebbles, and said: "His emergence is not more harmful to a believer" then he took the pebbles onto a fingernail, "than the diminishing of these pebbles is to my fingernail."1458. Ka'b: They will conquer Constantinople, then the news of the Dajjal will come to them, so they will depart for Syria, and find that he has not emerged, but then very little time remainsuntil he does emer
Where will the Antichrist appear?M Abu Umama al-Bahili: The Messenger of God said: The Dajjal

938 Uncertain, but perhaps Pompey’s Pillar (which was actually that of Diocletian) (thanks to Michael Decker for this possible identification).
will emerge from a direction between Syria and Iraq.M Ka'b: The news will come to them after its conquest—meaning Constantinople—so they will reject what is in their hands, and
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depart, finding that it is false, as the Dajjal will onlye after that, with a snake attached to him, from the edge of^ sea, then he will emerge. e1461. Ka'b: A snake will cause the Dajjal to be attached to the seashore, then he will emerge.1462. Abu Hurayra: The Dajjal will emerge from a village in then the people will split at his emergence, with some of them saying: "Let's go to Syria, let's go to our brothers!"1463. Abu Bakr al-Siddiq: The Dajjal will emerge from Marv, from itsJewish quarter.1464. Abu Bakr al-Siddiq: The Dajjal will emerge from Khurasan.1465. Ka'b: The birthplace of the Dajjal is a village of Egypt called Qaws940 which is Basra.941 [324]1466. Jubayr b. Nufayr, Shurayh, al-Miqdam,942 'Amr b. al-Aswad, and Kathlr b. Murra said: He is not human, he is a demon.

940 Today Qus, a little to the north of Luxor.

941 Presumably the pre-Islamic name for Qus. How and why the birth ofthe Antichrist 
became associated with the town is a mystery.

942 Probably Miqdam b. Shurayh al-Harithi, lived in Kufa, fl. 2nd/8th century.

943 Ibn Sayyad.

944 In 'Iraq, a center for Jewish learning for centuries.

945 Al-Haytham b. al-Aswad al-Nakha'l lived in Kufa, joined Maslama in the attackon
Constantinople, fl. 2nd/8th century.

1467. Salim: He is Ibn Sa'id943 who was born in Medina.1468. 'Abdallah: The Dajjal will emerge from Kutha.9441469. Al-Hasan: An army will emerge from Khurasan, followed by
1470.1471.

the Dajjal.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Dajjal will emerge from Kutha. Al-Haytham b. al-Aswad945: 'Abdallah b. 'Amr said to me, whilehe was with Mu awiya: "Do you know of a land before youcalled Kutha, which has many salt-flats?" I said: "Yes." He said: "From it the Dajjal will emerge." (1)1472. Tawus: The Dajjal will emerge from Iraq. (1)1473. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr heard the Prophet saying: "People willemerge from the direction of the east, reading/reciting theQur'an, but it will not pass their clavicles. Every time a horn

emerges from them, it is cut" until the Prophet counted them more than ten times. "Every time a horn emerges from them it is cut off until the Dajjal will emerge from their remnant."946 [325]
flieApPearance ofthe Antichrist, his Conduct, and the
^ption at his hands

0 Ka'b: The first water-hole that the Dajjal will come to will be the peak of a mountain overlooking Basra, and the water to the side of it is full of clay or sand, so this is the first wateringhole to which the Dajjal will come.1475. Abu Bakr: The Dajjal will emerge from the direction of the east, from a land called Khurasan.1476. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: I heard the Messenger of God saying: The Dajjal will emerge, then Jesus son of Mary.1477. Abdallah: The first families to be terrified of the Dajjal will the people of Kufa. [326]1478. Asma’daughter of Yazid al-Ansariyya: The Messenger of God was in my house, then mentioned the Dajjal, and said: "One of the worst temptations is that he would come to a Bedouin and say:‘If I raised your camel to life, would you not know that I am your lord?’ So he will say: 'Yes/ Demons will impersonate the approximation of his camel, in the best way that its udders were, and with the biggest humps. He will come to a man whose father and brother had died and say: 'If I raised your father and brother to life, would you not know that I am your lord?’So he would say: 'Of course.' Demons will impersonate the approximation of his father and brother."Then the Prophet went out to the toilet, and returned, while the people were in a state of intense interest and distress at what he had said. So he took the warp of the door and said: "Areyou perplexed, Asma'?" Asma' said: "O Messenger of God, you have disturbed our hearts by mentioning the Dajjal." He
^tradition is usually associated with the appearance ofthe Kharijites.
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said: "If he emerges while I am among you, tfe, 
defender, but if not, then my Lord is my successor fo ”” 
believer." Asma’ said: "0 Messenger of God, by God, we 
kneading our dough, so we can bake it lest we be hungry 
So how will the believers be on that day?”’47 He said: "They 
will be satisfied with what the inhabitants of heaven are, with 
praise and magnification [of God]."

1479. Abu al-Za'ra'948: The Dajjal was mentioned in the presence of 
'Abdallah b. Mas'ud, and he said: People will be divided into 
three groups at his emergence. One will follow him, one will 
join the lands of their fathers, the growing-places of worm
wood, and one will take the shore of the Euphrates [River], 
with him fighting them and them fighting him, until the believ
ers will gather in the western part of Syria. They will send a 
vanguard against him, among them a horseman on a roan or 
motley horse. They will be killed, not one human will return,

1480. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: "A roan horse," then 'Abdallah said:“The 
People of the Book claim that the Messiah Jesus son of Nary 
will descend to kill him." Abu al-Za'ra' said: “1 never heard 
'Abdallah mention another tradition on the authority of the 
People of the Book other than this one." He said: "Then Gog 
and Magog will emerge."

1481. Abu Umama al-Bahill: The Messenger of God said: When the 
Dajjal emerges he will lurch right and left. 0 servants of God, 
be steadfast, for he is just beginning. So he will say: “1 am 
a prophet," but there is no prophet after me. Then he will 
praise and say: "I am your lord," but you will never see your 
Lord until you die, and he is blind in one eye, but your Lordis 
not blind. Between [327] his two eyes there is written “unbe
liever" which every believer will be able to read. Part of his 
temptation is that he will have with him "paradise" and “hell’ 
but his "hell" is paradise, while his "paradise" is hell. Whoever 

is tempted by his hell,949 let him read/recite the opening 
verses of surat al-kahf and ask for succor from God, so it will 
be “coolness and peace"950 just as the fire was "coolness and 
peace" upon Abraham. Among his temptations is that he will 
have demons with him who will impersonate the forms of 
people, so he will come to a Bedouin and say: "If I raise for you 
your father and mother will you testify that I am your lord?" 
so he will say: "Yes," and then his demons will impersonate for 
him the forms of his father and mother. They will then say to 
him: "0 dear son, follow him for he is your lord."

Among his temptations will be that he will possess some
one’s soul, and then kill it, raise it back to life, but it will not 
come back again after that, and that will only happen with one 
soul. He will say: "Look, my servant, I will raise him not, so he 
will claim that he has a lord other than me." So he will raise 
him, then say: "Who is your lord?" He will say to him: "My Lord 
is God, and you are the Dajjal, the enemy of God."Among his temptations is that he will say to a Bedouin: "Do you think if 1 raised your camels, would you testify that I am your lord?" So he will say: "Yes." Then demons will impersonate for him the form of his camels. Among his temptations is thathe will order the heavens to rain and they will, and he will order the earth to bring forth produce, and it will. He will pass by a tribe and they will call him a liar, so every single one of their cattle will perish, but he will pass by another tribe and they will accept him as true, so he will order the heavens to rain upon them, and the earth to bring forth produce for them. So their quadrupeds will go in the morning from that day in the best possible shape, the fattest, with the most extended flanks, and the most productive udders.Ka'b: When the Dajjal camps in al-Urdunn he will cause Mt.

947 What will they eat?
948 Probably 'Abdallah b. Hani’ al-Kindi, lived in Kufa,fl. lst/7th centu would expect for them to be tempted by his false "paradise" but perhaps the failing is his false paradise that is really hell.
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said: "If he emerges while I am among you, then I. defender, but if not, then my Lord is my successor for 
believer." Asma’ said: "0 Messenger of God, by God,we3re kneading our dough, so we can bake it lest we be hungry So how will the believers be on that day?"947 He said: will be satisfied with what the inhabitants of heaven are, with praise and magnification [of God]."

What will they eat?

Probably 'Abdallah b. Hani' al-Kindi, lived in Kufa,/7. lst/7th century.

1479. Abu al-Za'ra'948: The Dajjal was mentioned in the presence of 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud, and he said: People will be divided into three groups at his emergence. One will follow him, one will join the lands of their fathers, the growing-places of wormwood, and one will take the shore of the Euphrates [River], with him fighting them and them fighting him, until thebelievers will gather in the western part of Syria. They will send a vanguard against him, among them a horseman on a roan or motley horse. They will be killed, not one human will return.1480. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: "A roan horse," then 'Abdallah said:“The People of the Book claim that the Messiah Jesus son of Mary will descend to kill him." Abu al-Za'ra' said: "I never heard 'Abdallah mention another tradition on the authority of the People of the Book other than this one." He said: "Then Gog and Magog will emerge."1481. Abu Lfmama al-Bahill: The Messenger of God said: When the 
Dajjal emerges he will lurch right and left. 0 servants of God, be steadfast, for he is just beginning. So he will say: "lam 

a prophet," but there is no prophet after me. Then he will 
praise and say: "I am your lord," but you will never see your 
Lord until you die, and he is blind in one eye, but your Lord is j not blind. Between [327] his two eyes there is written "unbeliever" which every believer will be able to read. Part of his I 

temptation is that he will have with him "paradise" and "hell* but his "hell" is paradise, while his "paradise" is hell. Whoever

is tempted by his hell,949 let him read/recite the opening verses ofsurat al-kahf and ask for succor from God, so it will be "coolness and peace"950 just as the fire was ’’coolness and peace” upon Abraham. Among his temptations is that he will have demons with him who will impersonate the forms of people, so he will come to a Bedouin and say: "If I raise for you your father and mother will you testify that I am your lord?" so he will say: "Yes," and then his demons will impersonate for him the forms of his father and mother. They will then say to him: "0 dear son, follow him for he is your lord."Among his temptations will be that he will possess some- one’ssoul, and then kill it, raise it back to life, but it will not come back again after that, and that will only happen with one soul. He will say: "Look, my servant, I will raise him not, so he will claim that he has a lord other than me." So he will raisehim,then say: "Who is your lord?" He will say to him: "My Lord is God, and you are the Dajjal, the enemy of God."Among his temptations is that he will say to a Bedouin: "Do you think if 1 raised your camels, would you testify that I am your lord?" So he will say: "Yes." Then demons will impersonate for him the form of his camels. Among his temptations is thathewill order the heavens to rain and they will, and he will order the earth to bring forth produce, and it will. He will pass by a tribe and they will call him a liar, so every single one oftheir cattle will perish, but he will pass by another tribe andthey will accept him as true, so he will order the heavens to rain upon them, and the earth to bring forth produce for them. So their quadrupeds will go in the morning from that day in the best possible shape, the fattest, with the most extended flanks, and the most productive udders.• Ka'b: When the Dajjal camps in al-Urdunn he will cause Mt.
947

948 °uid expect for them to be tempted by his false "paradise" but perhaps the is his false paradise that is really hell.•69. J
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Tabor951 and Mt. JudI to butt together fighting, while the people are watching just as two oxen or two rams would butt then he will say: "Return to your places."

951 In northern Israel, the traditional site of the transfiguration of Jesus
952 A meat and bread stew, beloved by Muhammad.

1483. Hudhayfa: The Messenger of God said: The Dajjal, the enemy of God will emerge, while with him are armies of Jews, and different types of people. He will have a "paradise" and a "heir with him, and men who he will kill, then raise from the dead. He will have a mountain of tharicl952 and a river of water. I will describe to you what he looks like: he will emerge with with one eye smooth, on his forehead written "unbeliever", which will be read by anyone who can read [kullu manyuhsinu 
al-kitaba), and whoever cannot. His "paradise” is hell, while his "hell" is paradise. He is the [false] messiah, the monstrous liar. 13,000 Jewish women will follow him so God will stone/ curse a man who prevents his foolish [girl] from joining him.The power over him on that day will be from the Quran, since his issue is an intense trial. God will send demons from the east and west of the earth, so they will say: "Use us in any way you want.'' So he will say to them: "Go, inform the people that I am their lord, and that I have brought my'paradise'and my 'hell/"So the demons will go [328] and more than 100 demonswill enter into the presence of a man, and impersonate for him his parents, his children, his brothers, his clients (mawdli) and his friend. They will say: "0 so-and-so, do you know us?" So the man will say: "Yes, this is my father, this is my mother, this is my sister, and this is my brother," so the man will say: "What is your news?" they will say: "You first, what is your news?" The man will say: "The enemy of God, the Dajjal, has emerged," but the demons will say: "Slow down! Don't say that! He is your lord, desiring justice among you. He is bringing his‘para-

jise and his'heir and he has with him rivers and food. The [bod from before was nothing other than what God wanted."So the man will say: "You are lying! You are nothing but demons, and he is the Liar. It has reached us what theMessenger of God related to us, warning us, informing us of him. There is no return for you, you are demons while he is the enemy of God! God will drive Jesus son of Mary until he killshim, so get out, turn over as you are frustrated!" The Messenger of God said: "I am only narrating this for you for you to think, be knowledgable, and aware, acting against him, and narrating concerning him to those who come after you. So let one narrate to the other, for his temptation is the worst of temptations.";484. Abdallah b.'Amr: "The vanguard of the Dajjal will be 70,000 who are faster and bolder than tigers." A man said: "Who can handle the likes of these?" He said: "None but God."1485. Al-Haytham b. Malik al-Ja'i,953 who raised the tradition [to the Prophet]: The Dajjal will rule in al-'Iraq for two years, in which he will be praised for his justice, and the people will i stretch their necks out to him. One day he will ascend the pulpit to speak from it, then he will come to them and say: “What is with you, do you not know your lord?" Someone will say: "Who is our lord?" He will say: "I am," so one of the servants of God from the people will disapprove his words, but they will take him and kill him. Two angels will descend upon him from the heavens, then one of them will say when he says: "1 am your lord" "He is lying" and his companion will say to him: "You are telling the truth," confirming what his companion said.Whoever God desires to guide [329] He makes him firm, and causes him to know that the angel is only confirming his companion. Whoever God desires to lead astray He causes him to doubt. So [that person] would think: the angel when he
^inSyria, blind in one eye, fl. lst/7th century.
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confirmed his companion was only confirming what the Daj3! 
[said], augmenting his error. Then the Dajjal will go,soX 

ever answers him, the heavens will order them to receive rain 
while whoever opposes him, will be a woken, as the Dajjal will
have confiscated their wealth. Most of his followers will |jf 
Jews and Bedouin. He will lie in wait for the Muslims and press 
against them, until they are in extremity. Even families who 
have a large number [of animals] will live off just one goat

1486. Hassan b. 'Afiyya: 12,000 men and 7000 women will be saved 
from the Dajjal.

1487. Ka'b: Whoever is constant during the tribulation oftheDajjal, 
will never be tempted again living or dead, and whoever lives 
during his time, and does not follow him, paradise is his. When 
a man is saved and declares the Dajjal to be a liar one time, 
he says: 7 know who you are, you are the Dajjal, then reads/ 
recites the opening of surat al-kahf cannot be tempted, and 
that verse will be an amulet against the Dajjal. Blessed are 
those who are saved through their faith before the tribula
tions of the Dajjal, his humiliation and lowliness, and surely 
people will live during the Dajjal who are like the best of the 
Companions of Muhammad.

1488. Yazid b. Khumayr,954 Yazid b. Shurayh,955 Jubayr b. Nufayr, 
al-Miqdam b. Ma'dikarib,956 'Amr b. al-Aswad and Kathir b. 
Murra all said: The Dajjal is not a human, but he is a demon, 
on one of the islands of the sea. He is bound with seventy 
links—it is not known who bound him, whether Solomon or 
someone else. At the first of his appearance, God will break I 
one of his links each year. When he comes forth, he will ridea 
she-donkey (atan), the breadth between its ears will be forty 
cu bits, according to the al-jabbar cubits,957 which is a farsakh I

954 Yazid b. Khumayr al-Rahabi, lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.
955 Yazid b. Shurayh al-Hadrami, lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.

956 al-Miqdam b. Ma'dikarib al-Kindi, Companion, lived in Hims, d. 87/706
957 Not listed in El2 for measurements. Perhaps it is the equivalent of the ‘roval

cubit" but issues with measurements from this period are quite probl ■

[three miles] for a hard rider. He will place a pulpit of copper 
on its back, and sit on it. Tribes of jinn will swear allegiance to 
him, and they will bring out the treasures ofthe earth for him, and kill people on his behalf.
Ka'b: The Dajjal is a human, born of a woman, and although he 
is not mentioned in the Torah or the Gospels, but there is men
tion of him in the books ofthe Prophets. He will be born in a 
village in Egypt called Qus. There will be thirty years between 
his birth and his emergence. When he appears, Idris and Enoch 
[khanuk]958 will emerge [330] crying in the cities and villages: 
"The Dajjal has emerged!" When the Syrians advance because 

of his emergence he will turn towards the east. Then he will 
camp near the eastern gate of Damascus. He will try [to enter], 
but be unable to. Then he will be seen at the tower (manara) 
which is near the Kuswa River.959 Then he will be sought, but 

it will not be known where he has gone, so the remembrance 
of him will be forgotten.

He will go to the east, and appear, act justly, and be given 
the caliphate, and deputize [subordinates]. This will be at 
the time of the emergence ofthe [false] messiah. He will heal 
those born blind and lepers, so that people will be amazed. 
Then he will manifest sorcery, claim prophecy, and people 
will be divided concerning him. The Syrians will abandon him, 
but the easterners will divide into three groups: one group 

will take refuge in Syria, one will join the Bedouin, and one 

will join him [the Dajjal], so he will advance leading those with 

him.W Ka'b: They are 40,000, and some of the learned have said: 70,000. The nations will come to give aid to them against the Syrians, then organize them into armies. The Jews will gather
Merely the fact that the text needed to specify which type of cubits demonstrates 
thisfact
My the Qur’anic prophet Idris (Q 19:56) is identified with the biblical Enoch, driver flowing from the Balqa region of Jordan, presumably into the Yarmuk 

Hirer.
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to him altogether. He will send his vanguard, the eastern band, 
towards Syria, among them the Bedouin of Jadis, wearing 
faylasans.960 The Syrians will be terrified, and 12,000menand 
7000 women will flee to the hills and the refuges of wild ani

mals—most of them to the mountains ofthe Balqa'. They will 
fortify themselves there, but not find anything to eat, except 
the salty trees, and the wild animals will flee from them into 
the marginal regions (sahl). Among them will be those who 
will come to Constantinople and dwell961 in it.

960 A type of semicircular head-covering usually associated with the religious elite 
of Islam: Dozy Noms, pp. 278-80. Presumably the infraction here is that the 
Bedouin would be arrogating to themselves honor that they did not deserve; see 
no. 1875 for a similar tradition about the Turks, and no. 1551 where the Jewsare 
said to be wearing crowns.

961 Reading with MM.
962 Presumably near the coast.

963 One ofthe mountains of Mecca.

Then they will send back and forth, so that the others would 
come quickly, so that they can settle in the west of al-Urdunn, 
at the Antipatris (Abi Fufrus] River, so that every refugee 
from the Dajjal will tend towards them. They will prepare 
weapons at the tower (manara) that is on the western part 
of al-Urdunn.962 Then the Dajjal will advance, and descendthe 
Pass of Afiq, and camp on the eastern part of al-Urdunn. He 
will besiege them for forty days, and command the Antipatris 
River, so it will flow against them.

Then he will say: "Return," so it will return to its place, 
and will say: "Dry up!” so it will dry up. He will command 
Mt. Thawr963 and the Mt of Olives to butt each other fighting 
so they will do so. He will command the wind, so clouds will 
rise from the sea, raining on the earth so that it brings forth 
produce. The greatest Devil will order his offspring to follow 
him [the Dajjal], and so they will extract the treasures for him. 
Every time they pass by a ruin or a land in which there is 
treasure, they will note that to him.

He will have a tribe ofthe jinn with him who will imperson-

ate the dead people, and he will say: I am going to raise your 
dead" then they will impersonate their dead. So one relation 
will say to another: "Didn't 1 die, but now 1 am raised." He will 
enter the sea during the day three times, but it will not reach 
hiswaist. He will distinguish between the believers, the hypo
critesand the unbelievers, and fleeing from him is better than 
stayingin front of him. The one who speaks a word by which 
he is saved on that day will receive a reward that is like the 
sands of this world. He will fight the people for unbelief, and 
so one of them who is killed, his grave will shine during the 
darkest night, and during the night without any light.
Ka'b: When the believers see that they cannot kill him or 

his followers, they will go to the western part of the Jordan 
River,964 which is Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), so its fruits will 
bless them, and they will be filled after eating a little because 
ofthe great blessing. They will also be filled with bread and 
olives. The Dajjal will follow them, and two angels will come 
to him, so he will say: "I am the lord," but one of them will say 
tohim: "You lie!" and the other will say to his companion: "You 
tell the truth." His description is that he walks with his toes 
turned in, is gray [331], of a mixed complexion, with his right 
eye blind (and covered with skin]. One of his hands will be 
longer than the other, so that he will plunge the longer of the 
two into the sea, and it will reach the bottom, extracting fish 
from it He will go to the ends ofthe earth, and its closest areas 
during two days, his step will be the distance of his vision. 
Mountains, rivers, and clouds will be subjected to him, so that 
a mountain will come to him, then he will lead it and bring 
its agriculture forth in one day. He will say to the mountains: 
“Turn away from the road,” and they will do it, and he will 

come to the earth and say: "Produce the gold in you," and so it 

will be gleaned as from the [seed ofthe] male palm tree, or as

*'Wal-[/rdunn, but due to the geography the Jordan must be the intention.
!>•
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from [round] locust-eyes With him will be a river of and a river of fire—his "paradise" is green, while his red. But his "hell" is paradise, while his "paradise’is hel^ a mountain of bread. Whoever is thrown into his W wj not be burned. He will appear at the Upper [part of Medina] once, at the gate of Damascus once and at the AntipatrisRiver once, then Jesus son of Mary will descend.1492. Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah: The Prophet said: Between the ears of the Dajjal's donkey (himar) there are forty cubits, and each step of his donkey is a three-day journey. He will enter the sea on his donkey, just as one of you enters a small stream on his horse. He will say: "I am the lord of the worlds, and this sun orbits with my permission—so would you like for me to stop it [in its place]?" So then he will stop the sun, until he makes a day like a month and a week. He will say: Would you like for me to change it for you?" so they will say: Yes, and he will make a day like an hour.A woman will come to him and say: 0 lord, will you raise 

my son, my brother, and my husband?" so she will be able 
to hug a demon, and have intercourse with a demon, so that 
their houses will be filled with demons. The Bedouinswill 
come and say: “O our lord, will you raise for us our flocks and 
our camels?" So he will give them demons with the forms of 

th eir flocks and camels, exactly the same age and type as what 
they had lost, sleek and fat. They will say: "If he was not our I 

lord, then our dead camels and flocks would not be raised for I 
us." I

He will have a mountain of broth (maraq) and meat soup / 
f'uraq al-lahm')

river, a mountain of produce and green vegetables, and a 
mountain of fire and smoke. He will say: “This is my paradise, 
while this is my hell; this is my food, while this is my drink.’ 
Elisha will be with him, warning the people, and saying: “This 

which will be hot, never cold—a flowing

965 Apparently the simile is to round beads of gold that will be produced by the earth-

js the [false] messiah, the liar, so beware of him. God has cursed him. God will give to anyone quickly and nimbly, as longas he does join the Dajjal" So when he says: "1 am the lord ofthe worlds,” the people will say: "You are lying." Elisha will say: "The people are telling the truth."He will pass by Mecca, where there will be a great creature, so he will say: “Who are you? This is the Dajjal who has come to you!" So he will say: "I am Michael; God Most High has sent me to forbid him from His sanctuary." So he will pass by Medina, where there will be a great creature, so he will say: "Who are you? This is the Dajjal who has come to you!" So he will say: "I am Gabriel; God Most High sent me to forbid you j from the sanctuary of the Messenger of God."J So he will pass by Mecca again, but when he sees Michael, hewill turn fleeing, and not enter the sanctuary. He will let out a screech, as a result of which every male and female hypocrite in Mecca will come out to him [332], then he will pass by Medina, and when he sees Gabriel so he will turn fleeing, then let out a screech, as a result of which every male and female 
hypocrite will come out to him.The warner will come to the group by whom God conquered 

Constantinople, and those Muslims connected with them in 
Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis}, and say: "This deceiver (Dajjdl) 
has come to you!" so they will say: "Sit down, for we want to 

fight him." But he will say: "Nay, return, so that I can inform 
the people of his emergence." But when he will set off, the 

Dajjal will catch up with him, and then say: "This is the one 
vho is claiming that I cannot handle him, so kill him in the mt possible way." They will saw him with saws.Then he will say: "If I raise him for you, will you know that im our lord?" They will say: "We already know that you are ir lord, but it would be nice for us to increase in certainty aqinj." He will say: "Yes." Then he will rise with the permis- onofGod Most High—as God does not grant permission to iy soul other than that for the Dajjal to be raised—he will
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I

you, am 1 your

1493.
1494.

say: "I put you to death, and now 1 have raised lord?"But he will say: "I am increased in certainty that 1 am the one about whom the Messenger of God proclaimed that you would kill me, then 1 would be raised with the permission of God Most High. God will not raise another soul other than me ’ Strips of copper will be placed upon the skin of the warner, but no weapons were allowed to leave a mark upon him- neither the striking of a sword, nor knife, nor stone—all were turned away from him and did not harm him at all.Then he will say: "Throw him in the fire," and then God will move that mountain of produce and vegetables upon the warner, so the people would be in doubt concerning him. He [the Dajjal] would hasten to Jerusalem, but when he would ascend the Pass of Afiq, his shadow will fall upon the Muslims, so they will string their bows to fight him. The strongest of the Muslims on that day will kneel or sit as a result of hunger and weakness. Then they will hear the call: "0 people, succor has come to you!"Abu al-Hasan966: The Messenger of God said; The food ofthe believers on that day will be praise, saying la ilaha ilia allahu, and saying al-hamdu li-llahi.

966 Probably Muhahir al-Taymi, lived in Kufa, mawla, fl. lst/7th century.967 A mawla of Ibn 'Abbas,//. lst/7th century.968 Frequently identified with the mysterious guide in Q 18:65; see Encyclopediaof

the Qur'an, s.v. "Khadir/Khidr" (John Renard).

'Ubayd b. 'Umayr al-Laythi967: The Dajjal will emerge and the people will follow him, saying: "We testify that he is an unbeliever, but we only follow him to eat his food, and to use the firewood." When the wrath of God descends, it will descendupon all of them.1495. Ma'mar: It reached me that he will place a strip of copperon his throat, and that al-Khidr968 is the one who the Dajjal will kill and then raise from the dead.
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Yahya b. Abi Kathir969: Most of the followers of the Dajjal willbe the Jews of Isfahan. (1)- Hudhayfa: The Prophet said: The Dajjal is blind in his left eye,' ^ith wild hair, who has a "paradise" and a "hell" with him—but his "paradise” is hell. [333]Hudhayfa: The Dajjal in my view is not more of a difficulty than a meaty billy goat.Abu Wail970: Most of the followers of the Dajjal will be theJews [and]971 children of prostitutes (mawamzs).97250O. Ubayd b. Umayr: The Messenger of God said: Groups will accompany973 the Dajjal, saying: "We are accompanying him, even though we know that he is an unbeliever, but we are accompanying him to eat from the food, and use the wood." I When the wrath of God Most High descends, it will descend upon all of them.ffll Ibn Umar: The Prophet said: The Dajjal has one of his eyes blinded, and other mixed with blood, as if it is Venus. Two mountains will travel with him: a mountain of rivers and fruits, and a mountain of smoke and fire. He will part the sun just like a hair is parted, and he will catch the birds in the air.1502. lbn'Umar:The Messenger of God said: "Have you seen a ruddy man with curly hair, blind in the right eye, looking most like Ibn Qa|an?”974 1 asked: "Who is that?" He said: "The [false] messiah, the Dajjal."BB. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The apocalyptic battles for the people are five, so two have passed, but three will happen in this commu- nity: the apocalyptic battle of the Turks, the apocalyptic battle
nlived in al-Yamama, mawla, d. 129 or 132/746-7 or 749-50.^bably Shaaiq b. Salama al-Asadi, lived in Kufa, mawla, d. approximately ^01-2.Addition from MM.is probably the Greek plpoq “actor”, but then by extention, “prostitute.” ji^dingla.yashabanna with MM.^•'Uzzab.Qa{anal-Khuza i, see Ibn Hajar, Isaba, iii, p. 239 (no. 7125), 
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of the Byzantines, and the apocalyptic battle ofthe Dajjal. After 
the apocalyptic battle of the Dajjal there will not be any other.

1504. 'Abdallah: The ear of the Dajjal’s donkey will shade 70,000.(1)
1505. 'Abdallah: 70,000 will seek shade under the ear ofthe Dajjal’s 

donkey.
1506. Salim from his father: The Messenger of God said that he 

Ibn Umar: The Messenger of God and Ubayy b. Ka'b979 set out 
walking towards the palm-grove where Ibn Sayyad was, so 

975 For a thorough discussion of the traditions concerning him, see Wim Raven, “Ibn §ayyad as an Islamic 'Antichrist, A Reappraisal of the Texts,” in Wolfram Brandes and Felicitas Schmeider (eds), Endzeiten: Eschatologie in den monotheistischen 
Weltreligionen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2008), pp. 261-91.976 See version in al-Bukhari, Sahih, iv, p. 40 (no. 3055). Medina was divided up into clan and sub-tribal units dispersed throughout the oasis, with Jewish families and clans mixed in between. Most had a fortified house for protection.977 Q 44:10.978 Shortened form of the word dukhan, "smoke," dukh.

when the two of them entered, the Messenger of God began 
to be wary of the palm-trunks, while he was approaching Ibn 
Sayyad stealthily, so that Ibn Sayyad would not hear anything 
before he would see him. Ibn Sayyad was lying on a sleep
ing mat, in the midst of a grove belongin to him humming

passed by Ibn [334] Sayyad975 among a bunch of his followers, (zomzama). The mother of Ibn Sayyad saw the Messenger

among them 'Umar, while he was playing near the fortified of God while he was being wary of the palm-trunks, so she

house (utum) of Banu Maghala976 while he was a youth. He 
did not notice until the Messenger of God struck his back with 
his hand, then said: "Do you testify that I am the Messenger of 
God?” so Ibn Sayyad looked at him, and said: "I testify that you 
are the messenger of the trusted one." Then Ibn Sayyad said to 
the Prophet: "Do you testify that 1 am the messenger of God?' 
So the Messenger of God said: "I believe in God and His mes
sengers.” Then the Messenger of God said: "What is coming to
you?" Ibn Sayyad said: "A truthful person and a liar are coming 
to me." The Messenger of God said: "The issue is mixed up 
for you." Then the Messenger of God said: "1 have concealed
something for you." He had concealed "the Day when the sky
will bring a visible smoke."977 978 Ibn Sayyad said: "It is smo..
The Messenger of God said: "Get out! For you will never pass 
your ability." 'Umar said: "O Messenger of God, permit me,and
I will cut off his head." But the Messenger of God said: “If it is
he, then you do not have what it takes, but if not, then there is 
nothing good for you in killing him."

said: "0 Saf!" which was his name "Here is Muhammad!" The
■ •

Messenger of God said: "If she had left him be, the issue would 
have been clarified."

1508. Husayn b. 'All: The Messenger of God concealed smoke for Ibn 
Sayyad or asked him concerning what he had concealed for 
him, so he said: "Smo..." So the Messenger of God said: "Get 
out! For you will never pass your ability." When the Prophet 
turned, then the Prophet said: "What did he say?" Some of 
them said: "Smo..others said: "Dikh or smo..Then the 
Prophet said: "You are disagreeing while I am still in your 
midst; afterwards you will be subject to further disagreement."

1509. Hisham b. 'Urwa980 on the authority of his father: Ibn Sayyad 
was born blind in one eye and circumcised.981

1510. Abu Bakr: The people spoke much about Musaylima before 
the Messenger of God said anything about him. Then the 
Prophet rose and spoke: "Now to the point, concerning this 
man, you have spoken much about him, so he is surely a liar, 
one of thirty liars who will emerge before the [335] [false] 
messiah. Every land will be subject to the terror of the [false] 
messiah, other than Medina. On every one of its aperatures

B Companion, Qur'an reader, lived in Medina, d. approximately 22/642-3.* One of the major historical sources, a member of the family of al-Zubayr, d. 155/772.” See M. J. Kister,. And he was born circumcised ...’: Some notes on circumci- 
sionin Hadith," Oriens 34 (1994), pp. 10-30.
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1511.

1512.

1513.

1514.

there are two angels protecting it from the terror ofthe [false] messiah."Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Messenger of God narrated to us a long tradition concerning the Dajjal, and he said according to what he narrated to us: "The Dajjal, it is forbidden to him to enter the aperatures of Medina, so a man will come out to him, the best of people on that day, or among the best of people on that day, and say: T testify that you are the Dajjal concerning whom the Messenger of God narrated to us his tradition/ So the Dajjal will say: 'Do you all think that if 1 killed this man, and then raised him from the dead, would you doubt the issue?' They will say: 'No/ So he will kill him, then raise him, then he will say at the time when he is raised: 'By God, I never have seen more clearly than I do right now!' So the Dajjal will want to kill him a second time, but not be able to do that."Ma'mar: It has reached me that he will place a strip of copper on his throat, and it has reached me that Khidr is the one who the Dajjal will kill then raise from the dead.Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: From my community 70,000 wearing red head-coverings will follow the Dajjal.One of the Ansar who was a Companion of the Messenger of God: The Messenger of God said: He will come to the saltflats of Medina, but it is forbidden for him to enter its aperatures, so Medina with its people will be shaken [tantafidu] 
once or twice, which is an earthquake (zalzala). Every male and female hypocrite will go out to him, then the Dajjal will turn towards Syria, and besiege them [the Muslimsj.Therem- nant of the Muslims on that day will be fortified on one ofthe mountain peaks in Syria, so the Dajjal will besiege them while camping at its base so that the trial will be extended for them. A man from the Muslims will say: "0 Muslims, until when are you going to be like this, while the enemy of God is camped at the foot of your mountain like that? There are really only two great outcomes for you: you could ask God for martyrdom,

Of He could give you victory, then you can swear allegiance to the death, an oath that God Most High knows is true, from yourselves.” Then a darkness will take them, so that a man will not be able to see his palm, then he mentioned the descentof Jesus. [336]Al-Mughirab. Abi Shu'ba: No one asked the Messenger of Godmore than I did concerning the Dajjal, so he said: "Why did youaskhim?" I said: "The people claim that he will have food and drink.” He said: "He is more contemptible to God Most High than that.”•jl6. Aman from the Companions of the Messenger of God; The Messenger of God rose among us, then warned us concerning the Dajjal, then he said: "He will have a 'paradise' and a 'hell', but his 'hell' is paradise, while his 'paradise' is hell. He will have a mountain of bread and a river of water, and he will cause rain to fall, and for the eath to produce vegetation. He will take over a soul, kill it, and then raise it, but not be able to do that again." [337]
IheLength ofthe Antichrist's Staying1517. AbuUmama al-Bahill: The Messenger of God said: The days ofthe Dajjal are forty, so a day like a year, a day less than that, a day like a month, and a day less than that, a day like a week, and a day less than that, a day like [regular] days, and aday less than that. The last of his days will be like sparks of fire on a stripped-down palm tree Q’arida). A man will startin the gate of a city, but not reach its other gate before the sun goes down. They said: "O Messenger of God, how will we pray during these extremely short days?" He said: "You will measure proportionally just like in these very long days, andthen pray.". Abu Amr al-Saybanl: I heard Hudhayfa saying: The tribulation ofthe Dajjal is forty days.. Asma'daughter of Yazid b. al-Sakan al-Ansariyya: I heard the Messenger of God saying: The Dajjal's life will be extended to
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forty years, with a year like a month, a month like a week,a week like day, and a day like the burning of a palm tree in the fire. l^
1520. Ka'b: Salman al-FarisI said that the Dajjal’s days would be the amount of two and a half years. [337]1521. Abu 'Amr al-Saybanl: I was with Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman in the F1

mosque, when a man came running until he squatted right infront of him, so he said: "Has the Dajjal emerged?” So Hudayfa said: "I am more afraid of what is before the Dajjal than of the
1522.

1530-

Dajjal himself—his tribulation is only forty days." Hudhayfa: The Dajjal will emerge during the fourth tribulation; his length of staying is forty years, during which God willprotect the believers, so a year will be like a day.1523. One of the Companions of the Messenger of God: I heard the Messenger of God say: "The Dajjal will remain fortymornings."
Jesus son of Mary will kill the Antichrist at the Gate of Lyddaat 
the distance of sixteen Cubits1524. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Jesus son of Mary will kill the Dajjal short of the gate of Lydda by seventeen cubits.1525. Abu Umama al-Bahill: The Messenger of God said: Jesus son of Mary will catch the Dajjal after he flees from him, so when his descend reaches him, he will catch himtat the eastern gate of Lydda and kill him.1526. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: When Jesus descends upon Jerusalem (bayt 

al-maqdis') as the Dajjal will have been besieging the people in Jerusalem, he will walk towards him after he prays the morning prayer, he will walk towards him while he is taking his last breath, and strike him, killing him.1527. Ka'b: When Jesus descends, his spirit and his breath will causeevery unbeliever it finds to die. His breath will reach the distance of his sight, so his breath will reach the Dajjal at the distance of a span from the gate of Lydda. He will have descended

spring that is in the lower part of the path to drink from m then he will melt like a candle and die.Majma' b. Jariya903 heard the Messenger of God saying: The son of Mary will kill the Dajjal at the gate of Lydda. [342] Ka'b: When the Dajjal hears of the descent of Jesus son of Mary he will flee, but Jesus will foliowhim and catch him at the gate ofLydda and kill him. Everything will point out the followers ofthe Dajjal, and say: "0 believer, here is an unbeliever." Abdallah b. Mas'ud: The People of the Book claim that jesus son of Mary will descend and kill the Dajjal and kill his followers.$1. Sulayman b. 'Isa: It reached me that Jesus son of Mary will kill the Dajjal on the hill of apocalyptic battles, which is the Antipatris River, then return to Jerusalem.15ft Abu Ghalib984: 1 was going with Nawf {b. Fadala}985 [al-Bikali] until I ended up at the Pass of Afiq when he said: "This is the place where the Messiah will kill the Dajjal."1533. Majma'b. Jariya: I heard the Messenger of God saying: The son of Mary will kill the Dajjal at the gate of Lydda or at the side of Lydda.1534. Salim from his father that 'Umar b. al-Khattab asked a Jewish man, who spoke to him, so 'Umar said to him: "You have been
® Epiphanius the Monk (travelling before 692) mentions "the waters of proof’' four miles to the west of Lydda: Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims, p. 210 (his directions are problematic as right afterwards he states that Ashkelon is to the west of Lydda); Nasir-i Khusraw (in the 1040s), p. 26 mentions a water source just before ascending from Lydda into the highlands going to Jerusalem.“Companion,lived in Medina,/!. lst/7th century.* Possibly Naff or Rafi', nothing known of him.• According to the version in Ibn Ishaq, Fitan, pp. 165-6 (no. 50}, with the additional ending: “1 said: 'Who are you?’ He said: ‘1 am Nawf,’ so 1 said: ’May God have mercy on you! Why didn’t you tell me, so that 1 could chat with you, mention God with you, and learn from you!’ He said: ‘Who are you?’ I said: ‘From the people of Basra,'so he said: 'Do you have a mountain next to you called Sanir [see no. 17571?* So I said: ‘Sanam.’ He said: ‘That’s it!’ then said: ‘Do you have a river next to you called al-§afi?* so 1 said: ‘§afwan.’ He said: ‘That’s it! The both of them will go with the Dajjal as food and water. It is a cursed mountain, and it was the first mountain placed on the earth.’”
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truthful with me, so inform me of the Dajjal,” so he said- "Th god of the Jews; the son of Mary will kill him in the open-p|ace of Lydda." [343] *
Refuges from the Antichrist1535. Abu Umama al-BahilT: The Messenger of God said: There will be no part of the earth upon which the Dajjal will not tread and overcome other than Mecca and Medina. Any time he comes to one of its aperatures he will be met by an angel with drawn sword until finally he will settle at the Red Rock (al-Zarb al-Ahmar)986 at the end of the salt flats near the confluence of the torrents. Then Medina with its people will feel three quakes, and every male and female hypocrite will go out to him. On that day Medina will remove the waste, just as the blast furnace removes the dross from iron. That day will be called the day of purity. Umm Shank said: "Where will the Muslims be on that day?" He said: "In Jerusalem {bayt al-maqdis]—he will depart and besiege them until it reaches him that Jesus has descended and then he will flee."1536. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: The protected towns: Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem (z/zyaQ and Najran. Every night 70,000 angels descend upon Najran wishing peace upon the People of the Trench,987 never to return to it ever.1537. Ka'b: The refuge from the Dajjal is the Antipatris River. [344]

986 In Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, p. 1361 (no. 4077), al-zurayb al-ahmar “the Little Red Rock'; in Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, ii, p. 225 al-darb al-ahmar, “the Red Formation."987 Cf. Q 85:4-7.

(1)1538. Ka'b: The refuge of the Muslims when the Dajjal emergeswill be Jerusalem {bayt al-maqdis).1539. Ka'b: "A space of a cloak in Jerusalem during the days ofthe Dajjal is better than this world and all that is in it, according to the word ofthe Messenger of God: 'The refuge ofthe Muslims

from the Dajjal is Jerusalem—they will not be expelled [from it] nor overcome/”A man from the Companions of the Prophet said: TheMessenger of God rose speaking, and said: "The Dajjal will
Sacred Enclosure Mosque, the mosque of Medina, the mosque ofMt. Sinai and the al-Aqsa Mosque [in Jerusalem]/'.jll, Abu Sa id al-Khudari: Whoever reads/recites surat al-kahf as it was revealed, what is between him and Mecca is lit up, and whoever reads/recites the end of it, and lives to see the Dajjal, will not be overpowered.1542. Abdallah b. Salam: The angels of God Most High guard Medinafrom every direction. Every one of its aperatures has an angelwithdrawn sword, so do not be scared away by God's angels who are protecting you.1543. Asma’ daughter of Yazid b. al-Sakan al-Ansariyya: I heard the Messenger of God saying: The Dajjal will come to every watering place other than the two mosques.1544. Abu Said al-Khudari: Whoever reads/recites surat al-kahf as it was revealed, then when the Dajjal emerges will not be overcome by him, he will have no way to get him.1545. Abu Said al-Khudari: It is forbidden for the Dajjal to enter the aperatures of Medina. [345]1546. AbuBakra: The Prophet said: The fear {ra b} of the Dajjal will enter every area other than Medina—over each of its aperatures there are two angels protecting it from the fear of theI [false] messiah.1547. Companions of the Prophet: The Dajjal will come to the saltflats of Medina, but it is forbidden him to come into any of itsaperatures. Every male and female hypocrite will come out to him, then he will turn towards Syria.M Asma’ daughter of Yazid al-Ansariyya: I heard the Prophetsaying: The believers will be recompensed for their hunger on that day, just as the people of the heavens are recompensedfor their praising and magnifying [God].
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1549.

1550.
Al-Hasan: The food of the believers on that will be praising, glorifying, saying la ilaha ilia allahu, magnifying [God] and saying allahu akbar!Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet that he said, when the Muslims said:"What will the food ofthe believers be durin the time oftheDajjal?” He said: "The food of the angels." They said: "But how are angels fed?” He said: "Their food is to surround themselves with praising and magnifying God, so whoever is surrounded on that day with praising and magnifying, God will cause hunger to leave him, and so he will not feel it.” [346]

ception of the gharqad,™ because it is their tree, so it will 

not speak.lesus will be judging justly among my community, and a ;uSt imam, crushing the cross, killing the swine and imposing the head-tax, but leaving aside the charity-tax. One will not busy oneself with lust, grudges and mutual hatreds will be lifted, and the animal nature of mounts will be removed.such that a boy will be able to put his hand on a serpent, and itwill not harm him, and a irl will be able to meet a lion, and itwill not harm her,990 and it will be among camels as if it were

988 Giving up his position as prayer-leader for the people in favor of Jesus.

Jesus' Return and his Conduct1551. Abu Umama al-Bahill: The Messenger of God mentioned the Dajjal, so Umm SharTk said: "Where will the Muslims be on that day, O Messenger of God?" He said: "In Jerusalem (bayt 
al-maqdis), he will emerge to besiege them. The imam ofthe people on that day will be a righteous man." It is said: "He will pray the morning prayer. When he will say allahu akbar!, and begin it [the prayer] Jesus son of Mary will descend. When that man sees him he will know him intuitively, and walk backwards.988 But Jesus will come forward and place his hand between his shoulders then say: Tray, [as] 1 am appointing you.' So Jesus will pray behind him.”Then he will say: "Open the gate," so they will open the gate.With the Dajjal on that day will be 70,000 Jews, all of them wearing crowns and having drawn swords. When he looks towards Jesus he will melt like lead melts, or dissolve like salt in water. He will depart, fleeing, then Jesus will say: "I have one blow against you, from which you will never recover,” sohe will catch him and kill him. Every creation of God Most High behind which a Jew will conceal themselves will be granted speech by God. Every rock, every tree, every mount will say: "O servant of God, Muslim, there is a Jew, so kill him!" with the 

their guard dog. The wolf will be among the flocks as if it were their guard dog. The world will be filled with Islam, and the unbelievers will be deprived of their dominion. There will be no dominion other than Islam. The earth will be like a silvertray (fathura),991 so its vegetation will grow [347] just as it grew during the time of Adam. People will be able to gather to a single bunch of grapes that will satisfy everyone, people will be able to gather to a single pomegranate that will satisfy everyone. An ox will cost such-and-such amount, and a horsewill cost a small number of dirhams.1552. Ka'b: The Messiah, Jesus son of Mary will descend at the WhiteBridge near the eastern gate of Damascus at the edge of the trees.992 A cloud will carry him, and he will place his hands on the shoulders of two angels, with two thin white cloths around him, one wrapping around his loins, while the otheris covering him.993 When he bends his head downwards water drips from him like pearls (juman) 994 The Jews will come to
’Usually said to be the boxthorn; in Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, ii, p. 225 “a thorn located dose to Jerusalem."* Compare Is. 11:6,8.*Aramaic,|astrow, Dictionary, ii, p. 1250; in Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, ii, p. 226 qanur.* A number of travelers mention the encirclement of Damascus by orchards (e.g., theBishop Arnulfc.683), Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrims, p. 195.Therayja is occasionally used for dress in paradise, Wensinck, Concordance, s.v., ^0.* Persian.
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him saying: “We are your supporters," but he will say: *Y0 are lying.” Then the Christians will come to him saying: "We are your supporters, but he will say: 'You are lying—my supporters are the Emigrants, the remnant of the fighters of the apocalyptic battle/"The gathering of the Muslims will come as they are, and find their caliph leading them in prayer. The Messiah will hold back when he sees him, so he will say: "0 Messiah of God, pray for us,” but he will say: "Nay, rather you pray for your supporters, for God is pleased with you, so I was only sent as a counselor (wuzzr)." So the caliph of the Emigrants will perform the prayers for them, two prayer-prostrations (raka'as) onetime, while the son of Mary is among them. Then the Messiah will pray for them after him, and remove their caliph.1553. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: The Messenger of God said: While the demons with the Dajjal are deceiving some of the humans into following the Dajjal, those who reject him, some of them will say to him: “You are demons, but God Most High will drive Jesus son of Mary towards him [the Dajjal] in Jerusalem (zVzyd').” While you are in that situation Jesus son of Mary will descend in Jerusalem, when there will be a gathering of the Muslims with their caliph. When the muezzin calls for the morning prayer, he will hear from the people a collective gasp 
Q'as'asa)995 Suddenly Jesus son of Mary will be there!

995 Ibn al-'Athir, Nihaya, iii, p. 248 (extrapolation).

Jesus will descend, and the people will welcome him, rejoicing at his descent, because of the verification of the tradition ofthe Messenger of God. He will say to the muezzin: "Perform the prayer," then the people will say to him: "Pray for us,” but he will say: “Go to your imam, so he can pray for you, for he is the best imam." So their imam will lead them in prayer, and Jesus will pray with them. Then the imam wil go his way, and give Jesus obedience.He will lead the people until when the Dajjal sees him he

Vvill flow like a pitch flows. Jesus will walk towards him, then Idllhim with the permission of God Most High, and kill among those who are with him as many as God wishes. Then they will disperse and secret themselves behind trees and rocks, until the tree will say: "0 servant of God, O Muslim, come here, there is a Jew behind me, so kill him!” The rock will call out the same, except for the gharqad tree, the tree of the Jews, which will not give away anyone who is near it. Then the Messenger ofGodsaid: "I only narrate this to you that you would consider it, understand and be aware of it, act against it and narrate about it to those who are after you. Let each one narrate to the other, for his tribulation is the worst of tribulations. Then you will live afterwards for as long as God Most High wishes together with Jesus son of Mary." [348][554. Ka'b: When Jesus son of Mary emerges, the emirate will be at an end.1555. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The coming of Jesus at this end is not like his first coming. The fear of death will be upon him, he will wipe the faces of men, and he will tell them the glad tidings of the levels of paradise.1556. Abu Hurayra: Whoever lives from among you is about to see Jesus son of Mary as an imam and a Mahdi, and judging justly, so he will break the cross, kill the swine, put aside the head-tax and "the war shall lay down its burdens.”9961557. Muhammad, but I think that it was from none other than Abu Hurayra: He will descend between two calls to prayer, with his robe dripping water, with two yellowish robes on him or two cloaks. Muhammad said: “I thought that they had found him a book, but they did not know what his color was," so then Jesus will pray behind a man from this community.1558. Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: The emergence of the Dajjal will reach those who will conquer Constantinople, so they will advance until they meet him at Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis). He
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will have besieged 8000 women and 12,000 fighters, who are the best of those who remain, as righteous as those ofthe past While they are under the mist of a cloud, suddenly the mistwill be rolled away for them by the morning, and Jesus son of Mary will be in their midst.Their imam will avoid him so that he [Jesus] could lead them in prayer, so Jesus son of Mary will come so as to pray in order to honor this band. Then he will walk to the Dajjal when he is at his last gasp, strike him and kill him. At that time the earth will shout, and every rock and tree, and everything else, will say: "O Muslim, here is a Jew behind me, so kill him,’except for the gharqad tree, for it is a Jewish tree.He will descend, judging justly, break the cross, kill theswine, and put the head-tax aside. Quraysh will stripped of the emirate, and "the war shall lay down its burdens."997 The earth will be like a silver tray—enmity, grudges and hatred will be lifted, together with the animal nature of all. The earth 

997 Ibid.

will be filled with peace just as a vessel is filled with water and overflows from its edges.A girl will tread on the lion’s head, the lion will come among the cattle, or the wolf among the flocks [349], and a horse will be sold for twenty dirhams. The ox will reach a high price, and people will be righteous. The heavens will be ordered to rain, and the earth to produce vegetation such that it will be like its previous state when Adam first descended upon it. Many people will be able to eat from one pomegranate, and from a cluster of grapes as well, until people will say: "Would that our fathers lived this life!"

1559. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: I was shown from theKa'ba on the part that is beside the Standing-place a ruddy man, with lank hair, resting his hands on two men, with his head pouring water, or having his head drip water, so I asked: "Who is that?” Someone said: "This is Jesus son of Mary"

Abdal-Rahman b. Jubayr; The Messenger of God said: People from my community will live to see the son of Mary, who are like you or better, like you or better.Ka'b: While they are dividing up the spoils of Constantinople thenewsofthe Dajjal will come to them, so they will reject whatis in their hands, then advance and take refuge in Jerusalem
of Mary to go to Gog and Magog, then the earth will produceitscharity/bounty according to what it was at the first of this world. He will stay seven [years], then God will send a wind and take the spirits ofthe believers.Kab: Jesus son of Mary will descend at the tower (manarcr) that is near the eastern gate of Damascus.998 He will be a ruddy youth, with him will be two angels—he will be leaning on their shoulders. Every unbeliever that his breath and spirit finds will die. This will be because his breath will reach the distance of his vision, so his breath will find the Dajjal, so he will melt like a candle melts, and die. The son of Mary will go to the Muslims in Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis'), and inform them of his killing, and then pray one prayer behind their commander. Then the son of Mary will pray for them, which is the apocalyptic battle, and the remainder of the Christians will convert to Islam. Jesus will stay and give them good tidings of their levels in paradise.1563. Abu Hurayra: "The mosques will be renewed because of the descent of Jesus son of Mary so he will break the cross, kill the swine, put aside the head-tax,” then he turned and saw that I was the youngest member of the group, and said:

Hn Jubayr in 1185, Roland Broadhurst (trans.). The Travels of Ibn Jubayr: 
A Medieval Spanish Muslim visits Makkah, Madinah, Egypt, cities ofthe Middle 
East and Sicily (London: Goodward, 1952, reprint 2004), p. 295 notes the white minaret; also Ibn Battuta in 1326, Travels of Ibn Battuta, trans. H. A. R. Gibb (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958), i, p. 144 claimed to have seen the white tower.
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Abdallah: The Messenger of God said: When the Dajjal willreach the Pass of Afiq, his shadow will fall upon the Muslims,so they will string their bows to fight him. They will hear a call."O people, succor is coming to you!" when they were weakenedby hunger. So they will say: "These are the words of a man who is well-fed!" They will hear the call three times, then the earth will shine with its light, and Jesus son of Mary and the Lord of the Ka'ba will descend, and call out: "0 Muslims, praise your Lord, say subhan allah, la ilaha ilia allahu, and allahu akbarl," and they will do so. Then they999 will make haste desiring to flee, rushing, but God will tighten the earth upon them until they come to the gate of Lydda in half an hour.1000 There they will meet Jesus son of Mary having descended upon the gate of Lydda. When he [the Dajjal] will look at Jesus, who will say: "Perform the prayer," the Dajjal will say: "0 prophet of God, I have performed the prayer." Jesus will say: "0 enemy of God, you performed it for yourself, so come forward and pray.’ When he will come forward to pray, Jesus will say: "0 enemy of God, you claimed that you were the Lord of the Worlds, so why are you praying?" Then he will strike him with a club he has with him, and kill him. Every one of his helpers who willbe under or behind something, it will call out: "0 believer!Here is a deceiver (dajjal), so kill him!"Some of the Companions of the Messenger of God: While the Muslims are in Syria, after the Dajjal had besieged them on one of its mountains, desiring to kill the Dajjal, when a darkness will come to them, in which a man will not be able tosee his palm, then the son of Mary will descend, and uncovertheir sight. Among them will be a man upon whom there isa breastplate, so they will say: "Who are you, 0 servant of

He will say: "lam the servant of God, His Messenger, His j jrit and His Word,1001 Jesus son of Mary so choose among ^eepossibilities: one that God Most High would send a punishment upon the Dajjal and his soldiers from the heavens, wo), that the earth would swallow them up, or (three) that dewould set your weapons against them, and hold back their weapons.” They will say: "The last one, O Messenger of God, ismore healing to our hearts and souls."1002 So on that day the large, tall, well-fed and sated Jew will not be able to hold a sword in his hand because of fear, so they will descend upon them, and the Dajjal will melt when he the son of Mary just like lead melts, until he comes to him or catches up with him and kills him.566. Salim from his father: The Prophet said: The Jews will fight up, butyou will overpower them until the rock says: "O Muslim, this jew is behind me, so kill him."1567. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: By the One who holds my soul in His hand, the son of Mary is about to descend among you, as judging justly, and a just imam, breaking the cross, killing the swine, putting the head-tax aside, spreading wealth until no one would want to receive it. [3 51]1568. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: “How will it be for you when the son of Mary descends among you, and serves as your imam?" or he said: "an imam from among you?"1569. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: By the One who holds my soul in His hand, the son of Mary will shout the 
labbayka1003 from the Mountain-road of al-Rawha'1004 at the pilgrimage or on the off-season pilgrimage (umra) or the both of them.1570. Jawus: The son of Mary will descend as a imam guide, judging justly, and when he descends he will break the cross, kill the

999 Apparently the Dajjal's followers.
1000 Afiq is at least a two-day journey from Lydda.

*C£Q4:171.*Cf.Q9:14.*’Here lam, at your service!" the call that one makes at the pilgrimage to Mecca.* Fajj al-Rawha' between Mecca and Medina.
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swine, put aside the head-tax, so the nation/belief will be one,1005 and safety will be placed throughout the earth. The lion will be with the cattle, so that one would think that he was an ox, and the wolf with the flocks, so that one would think hewas their dog. The animal nature will be removed from everything, so that a man could tread on the head of a serpent, andit would not harm him, so that a girl could have a lion as a pet j ust as a boy might a small dog, and the Arabian horse will cost twenty dirhams.1571. Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The prophets are brothers to different wives, their religion is one, but theirmothers are different. The one most worthy of me among them is Jesus son of Mary as there was no messenger between myselfand him, and he will descend among you, so you should know him. He is a round man, tending towards whitish-red,who will kill the swine, break the cross, put aside the head-tax,and not accept anything but Islam.1006 The summons will beone, to God, Lord ofthe Worlds, and the matter during his timewill reach the extent that the lion will be with the cattle, thewolf with the flocks, and the little boys will play with snakes, without any of them harming the other.1572. Abu Hurayra: The Hour will not arise until Jesus son of Mary will descend, as a just imam, judging justly, so Quraysh will stripped of the emirate, and he will kill the swine, break the cross, put aside the head-tax, and there will be one prostration to God, the Lord of the Worlds. "The war shall lay down its burdens,"1007 and the earth will be filled with peace just as a vessel is filled with water. The earth will be like a silver-leaf tray;1008 grudges, enmity, and hatred will be lifted, and the wolf will be with the flocks as their dog, and the lion with the camels as if he was their calf ('#/).

(fl
I

-wus: The Arabian horse will cost twenty dirhams, but the , will be appraised at such-and-such a price.1009 The earth will return to its first appearance at the time of Adam, so a large number will be able to eat from a grape cluster, and a large number will be able to eat from a pomegranate. [352] Ibn'Umar: The Messenger of God said: I was shown from the Kaba, what is beside the Standing-place, a ruddy man, with lank hair on his head, placing his hands upon two men, with his head pouring water, or having his head drip water, so I asked: "Who is that?" They said: "Jesus son of Mary" or "the Messiah son of Mary."1575. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The son of Mary is about to descend among you judging justly, breaking the cross, killing the swine, putting aside the head-tax, and spreading wealth until no one would want to receive it.1576. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Jesus son of Mary will descend, so when the Dajjal sees him, he will melt like lard melts. Then he will kill the Dajjal, and the Jews will disperse from him until the rock says: "0 servant of God, the Muslim, this guy with me is a Jew, so come and kill him."1577. Ka'b: The Dajjal will besiege the believers in Jerusalem (bayt 
al-maqdis), and a terrible hunger will hit them such that they will eat their bow-strings from hunger. While they are in that situation, suddenly they will hear a voice in the darkness just before dawn, so they wil say: "That voice is one of a well- fed man!" So they will be looking, and suddenly Jesus son of Mar, will be there. He will say: "Perform the prayer,” so the imam of the Muslims, the Mahdi, will return, but Jesus will say: "Return, because you should perform the prayer," so that

1005 Cf Q 5:48, using the similar word umma.1006 Cf. Q 3:85.1007 Q 47:4.1008 Reading/drturd with MM.
Apparently the apocalyptic informants were annoyed by the fact that a warhorse cost dramatically more than an ox, so desired to up-end the prices (note the additional conversation in al-Hindi, Kanz, xiv, p. 295 [no. 38742] to this tradition in which the Prophet was asked why horses would be so cheap: "no one would ride for war again, ever"), but could not decide how much an ox should be worth ideally.
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man will lead them in prayer for that prayer-time. Then Jesus would be imam after him.
The Length of Jesus' Staying after his Return1578. Ka'b: When Jesus saw the few number of people with him,he complained to God Most High, so God said: "I am going to raise you to Myself and take you,"1010 and so one who 1 have lifted to Me will not die, but I will send you against the one-eyed Dajjal, so you can kill him. Then you will live after that twenty-four years, then I will take you in true death.1579. Ka'b: This is something that confirms the words of the Messenger of God: "How could a community whose beginning is me and whose ending is the Messiah perish?”1580. Ka'b: Jesus son of Mary will undertake ten pilgrimages, giving glad tidings to the believers about their [relative] levels in paradise.1581. Sulayman b. 'Isa: It has reached me that Jesus son of Mary when he will kill the Dajjal will return to Jerusalem (bayt 

al-maqdis), and marry into the tribe of Shu'ayb, the in-law of Moses, which is [the tribe of] Judham, and have children among them. He will stay for nineteen years, where there will not be any commander, any police (shurfi) or king.1582. Ka'b: There will come a gentle wind which will take the spirits of Jesus and the believers.1583. Tubay': Jesus and those with him will depart to Jerusalem, 
saying: “Now 'the war shall lay down its burdens.’"1011 Then the earth will produce [354] its charity with the permission of God Most High in accord with what was at the beginning of this world. Jesus and the believers will stay for years in 

Jerusalem until God sends a wind to take their spirits.

1584. Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah: The Prophet said: When Jesus son of

1010 Q 3:55, though one should note that the order ofthe two phrases is reversed from 
the Qur'anic one, so the citation is a mistake.

1011 Q47:4.

Mary descends and kills the Dajjal, you will take pleasure until you come to the night of the sun's rising from the west. You will even take pleasure at the emergence of the Beast. For forty years no one will die or get sick. A man will say to his flocks and mounts: “Go and pasture in such-and-such a place, and come back at such-and-such a time." Quadrupeds will pass byplanted fields without eating even an ear (sunbulaj, and not breaking a stalk with their hoofs. Snakes and scorpions will be visible without injuring anyone, with the wild animal being at the gates of [people’s] houses seeking food, without hurting anyone. The righteous man growing wheat and barley will take and scatter on the face of the earth—without tilling or ploughing—and a single measure1012 will yield 700 measures.1585. Tubay': Jesus son of Mary will stay forty years.1586. Yusuf b.'Abdallah b. Salam from his father: “We find in the Torah that Jesus son of Mary will be buried with Muhammad.’’ AbuMawdud said: "There is one further grave in the house."10131587. Abu Hurayra: Jesus son of Mary will descend and stay on the earth forty years.1588. Abu Hurayra: Jesus son of Mary will continue on the earth, staying on the earth forty years. If he said to a [river-] torrent: “Flow with honey," it would flow with honey. [355]1589. Ka'b: “Jesus son of Mary after he descends will stay forty years." Al-Walid said: "I read the same in front of Daniel."10141590. Arjat: Jesus son of Mary will stay after the Dajjal thirty years, each year of which he will go to Mecca and pray there, and say 
la ilaha ilia allahu.

file Appearance of Gog and Magog®1. Ka'b: God created Gog and Magog according to three types: one type whose bodies are [thin] like rice, one type who are
^12

Perhaps approximately eighteen dry liters.. ^Muhammad, Abu Bakr and 'Umar are already buried there, to not clear who Daniel is here.
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362 THE BOOK OF TRIBULATIONS worm like a naghaf (worm found in camel's nostrils], thefour cubits [tall], with their breadth the same, who are strong, 1 and one type which treads upon their ears and wraps the other around them—they eat the placentas of their women. |1592. Ka'b: The refuge from Gog and Magog is the Mount [Sinai],and from the apocalyptic battles, Damascus.1593. Ka'b: There are seven times more of Gog and Magog than there are of other people.1594. Ka'b: The breadth of the lower threshold of Gog and Magog’s gate, which will open for them, is twenty-four cubits, the [area that] the points of your spears would cover.1595. Ibn 'Abbas: The earth is in seven parts, six of which belong to Gog and Magog, while the remaining part belongs to the rest of creation.1596. Hassan b. 'Atiyya: Gog and Magog are two communities. In each community there are 100,000 sub-communities, not one of them like any ofthe others. Not a single man of them dies without looking at 100 ones of his progeny.1597. Zayd b. Aslam on the authority of his father1015: The Messenger of God said: "Gog and Magog when they emerge, the first part of them will emerge at at the lake, the Sea of Galilee, then they will drink it, then the last part of them [357] will come to it, and say: 'There was water here once/ When they have overcome the entire earth, they will say: ‘We have overcome the earth, come, we will fight the people ofthe heavens/"They 

said: "O Messenger of God, where will the Muslims be then?' 
He said: "They will fortify themselves [in fortresses]. God will send clouds called 'ancin1016—which is its name with God-so they will shoot it with their arrows. But their arrows will come back down to them dripping with blood."

So they will say: "We have killed God!" but God will fight them. So they will remain as long as God wishes, then God Most High will inspire the coulds, so they will rain a type of 

naghaf of camels. These will emerge from the [clouds] andeach one of them will attach themselves to their necks, andkill them. While they ar e in that state, a man from the Muslims will come, and say: "Open the gate, and come out to see what God’s enemies have done—perhaps God has caused them to perish!” so he will depart, then come to them, and find them standing one against the other, dead, so he will praise God and call to his friends: “God has caused them to perish!” So then God will send rain, and cleanse the land from them. The Muslims will use their bows and arrows to burn as tinder withfor such-and-such a number of years, and the quadrupeds of the Muslims will eat from their corpses and grow large and fat on them.fit Qatada: A man said: "O Messenger of God, I have seen the barrier of Gog and Magog, but the people call me a liar." The Prophet said: "How did you see it?" He said; "I saw it looked like an embellished garment (burd)” He said: "You are right, by the One who my soul is in His hand, you saw a barrier, aI brick of which is gold and a brick of which is lead."1599. Tubay-.When Jesus son of Mary will kill the Dajjal, God Most High will inspire him: "Go, you and the believers with you, to the Mount [Sinai], for servants have emerged over whom no one can handle other than Me." The believers on that day will be 12,000 men not including the offspring and women. Gog and Magog will emerge, "they come swooping down from every height."1017 They will drink dry every water-source they pass—the water on that day will be minimal, as it will have sunk down in the earth at the emergence of the Dajjal—until they end up at the Sea of Galilee. The last of them will say: "There was water here once."Some of them will advance against some others, saying:“Until when? since we have conquered the people of the1015 Al-Qurashi, lived in Medina, a mawla, d. 136/753-4.1016 Hebrew, "clouds."
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1600.

1601.

1602.

earth—let's go and attack the people of the heavens!” So they will shoot their arrows towards the heavens, but their arrowswill return dripping with blood. Then God will send a disease upon them, called al-naghaf, which will attach itself to their necks, so God will make them perish, until the earth is reeking with their corpses.The suffering will ;et to the believers, wherever they are, sothe believers will approach Jesus and say: "There is a stench,which we cannot endure, and cannot abide," so Jesus and thebelievers will pray to his Lord, whereupon God will send birds in flocks (ababiT) upon them to carry them and throw them into a depression in the earth, which will become like a cavity,from [358] their blood and fat.The people will remain some years gathering their weapons, remaining seven years, then God will send a wind whichwill take th spirits of the believers.Damra b. Habib: I heard Jubayr b. Nufayr saying: "Gog and Magog have three types: one type whose height is like a [stalkof] rice and two small troughs (sharabayn)." Abu Ja'far said:"A stalk of rice is something like a tree, which in this way goes towards the heavens 100 cubits, or 120 cubits, or a bit less ormore." "Then a type whose height and breadth are the same, and a type who the man among them walks on his ear while covering himself in the other, which conceals the rest of his body."Ka'b: The sea-dragon (tfnnzn)1018 is a snake, which harmed the land-dwellers of the earth's people, so God threw it from the dry land into the sea. When the sea creatures shoutedbecause of it, God sent those who will convey it from the seato the earth, to Gog and Magog, so it became sustenance for
them.Azdad b. Aflah al-Muqra'i that he and Jabir b. Azdad

1018 Aramaic to Heb., cf. Ezekiel 29:3, 32:2. For the description, see al-Damiri, Kitab 
abhayawan al-kubra (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, n.d.J, i, pp. 165-6.

a|.MuqraT01’ were on their way to their dwelling after [the Battle of the Field of] Rahif1020 by a short time—that means after the raid called Rahi[—Jabir said to him: "Would you like to visit Amr al-Bikali?" He said: "Yes." He said: "We went untilwe entered his dwelling, and we found that the troops werevisiting him, while he was sitting conversin with them. A manmentioned the sea-dragon (tinnfn), and so 'Amr said: 'Do youknow what the tinnin is like?' They said: 'What is it like?' He said:‘It is a snake that attacks another snake and eats it, then itbegins to eat the snakes, so it rows bi er and more bloated.and increases its heat until it burns. Since it attacked landcreatures causing them to perish, God directed it to a river to cross it, then the current of water hit it, so it entered the sea. It treats the sea-creatures the same way it treated the landcreatures, so it grew and increased in its heat until the seacreatures cried out to God concerning it. So God sent an angel to it, throwing it until its head stuck out of the water. Then the clouds and the lighting closed in on it to carry it, to toss it to Gog and Magog, so be sustenance for them. They watch over it, just like you watch over camels and cattle." [359]1603. Ka'b: The same, but he added: They have a sea which they call the Sea of Blood, in which there is putrefaction. Among them there are those who eat their women's after-births. In spite of the number of humans, humans do not outnumber them by more than seven people. The total area of the [human- inhabited] earth and the seas do not outsize them [that of Gog and Magog] by more than an ox-pen.MH. Ka'b: Gog and Magog will emerge when "they come swooping down from every height."1021 They have no king or ruler
'Both of them unknown, but probably Syrian, probably fl. lst/7th century. One should note that these brothers in no. 1604 use the verbal form of their name.

tozdad several times.

Marwanid branch of the Umayyad dynasty.Q21-.96.
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(sulfSnj; birds will go with them on their heads, but not cut them until they march, then will fall and be taken [and eaten]. Their vanguard will pass by the Sea of Galilee, with its regular level of water, so they will drink from it. Then their rearguard will come, and fix their spears in it, saying: “There was once water here."Jesus will say: "A community has come to you who no one but God can handle," so his followers will come to the Mount [Sinai] and then will be hungry there, until the [price of the] head of a donkey will reach 100 dinars.Gog and Magog will say: “We have killed the people ofthe earth, so come, let us fight the people of the heavens!” so they will fire their arrows at the heavens, and they will return dripping with blood. Then they will say: “We have killed the people of the heavens." Jesus and the believers will pray imprecations against them. They will invite them [the believers, to go out and fight], but not more than twenty men will respond. Each man will gird himself in such-and-such a way. Then Jesus and the believers will pray so God will send flocks [of birds],1022 whose necks are like the necks of Bactrian camels (bukht), their dwellings being in the air, laying their eggs in the air, which stay in the air for a year before hatching, When they burst from the egg, they fall through the air, [then] fly until they rise to the place from which they fell.They [the birds] will carry their bodies, and throw them into a pit (ukhdud), and a very low place in the earth, so them God will cause rain to fall upon them, then purify the earth from them, so that it will become like an oyster-shell [zulfa], and return to the way it was during the time of Noah. Every community on that day will be at peace, even the wild animals and the carnivores, and rage will be removed from everyone possessing it. Humans, snakes, wolves, lions and sheep will all eat together, and a youth will ride on the back of a lion,
1022 cf. Q 105:3.

hile twisting a snake in his hand. This is His Word Most High: "whoever is in the heavens and the earth has submit- 
ted to Him, willingly or unwillingly, and to Him they will be ^turned.”1023

A company will eat from the grape cluster and a pomegran
ate, and a man will sow, reap and eat from his harvest in oneday. The milk-camel will more than suffice for a family, and the cattle and sheep also. Gold and silver will be depreciated, such that a man will take 100 dinars, and not find anybody who will take it from him. A woman will be able to take herfinery and not find a market that will compete for it, nor one who looks, holds out his hand or grabs [the merchandise]. A man will go on his way to his dwelling, and his stick and stone will tell him what his family was doing.1605. Sulayman b. 'Isa: It reached me that when Jesus son of Mary will kill the Dajjal, and settle in Jerusalem (bqyt al-maqdis], Gog and Magog will appear. They are twenty-four communities: Gog [360], Magog, Yanajij, the Jij, the Ghasala'-ites, the Sabatt-ites, the Fazan-ites, the Qut-iteswho wrap themselves in one ear, and walk on the other Zutt, the Kana'an-ites, the Difara'-ites, the Khakhu'-ites, thewho are the ones theAnjar-ites, the Maghasha'-ites, the Dog-Heads, and all of them are twenty-four communities.1024 Everything which they will

8 Q 3:83.Ulis list should be compared with the one in Ps. Methodius, trans. Martinez, 
Eastern Christian Apocalyptic Literature, p. 134; trans. Reinink, Die Syrische 
Apokalypse des Pseudo-Methodius, i, pp. 24-6; trans. Aerts, and Kortekaas, Die 
Apokalypse des Pseudo-Methodius, i, pp. 116-17; and trans. Garstad, Apocalypse: 
Pseudo-Methodius, pp. 27 (Greek), 101 (Latin). In spite of the text twice stating otherwise, there are only fifteen of the expected twenty-four listed (out of the twenty-two in the Ps. Meth text). The first four are exact matches, the correspondence and endings on the Ghasala’, the Difara’, the Khakhu’ and the the Maghasha’ indicate that the immediate source-language is Syriac. Of the further peoples listed, Prazaye = Fazan-ites, Canaanites = Kana'an-ites, Saltaraye = An£ar-ites, and the Dog-Heads = Cynocephalians are clear. The ones not listed by the Syriac are more problematic: Qu£ = Goths, Zutt = Jatts (archers from India), both well known). Other identifications are more tentative. Note also the list in Keagan 
Brewer, Prester John: The Legend and its Sources (Aidershot: Ashgate, 2015), p. 70
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IBULATiONSpass, whether living or dead, they will eat, every water they will drink—their vanguard will drink the water of the Sea of Galilee, then their rearguard will pass but not find any water They will gather at the lowland of Jericho. When Jesus and thebelievers who are with him hear [of this] they will go terrifiedto the Rock [in Jerusalem], and he will rise as a speaker tothem, praising God and glorifyin Him, saying: '0 God! Helpthe few who obey You against the many who disobey You! Arethere any volunteers?' So a man from Jurhum will volunteer,and a man from Ghassan, so they will descend to the bottom of the pass, so the Ghassanid will descend, whereupon the

1606.

1607.

Jurhumite will say to him: "I am not there.Jubayr b. Nufayr: The Prophet said: The refuge ofthe Muslims from Gog and Magog is the Mount [Sinai].Ka'b: At the emergence of Gog and Magog, they will dig until those who are next to them will hear the banging of their hoes. When it is night they will say: "Tomorrow we will open [the barrier] and emerge," but God returns it to the state in which it was. So they will dig until those next to them will hear the banging of their hoes. Then when it is night they will say: “Tomorrow we will open and emerge,” but God will return it to the state in which it was. So they will dig until those next to them will hear the banging of their hoes, but when it is night then [the words] will be placed on the tongue of one of their men the third time, so he will say: "Tomorrow we will emerge, 
if God wills," so they will dig the next morning and find that itwas as they had left it, so dig, then emerge.The first grouping of them will pass by the Lake of Tiberias,

and drink its water. Then the second grouping will lick its 
clay, then the third grouping will say: "There was water once 
here." The people will flee from them, and nothing will stand 
up to them. They will fire their arrows at the heavens, which

(the original letter of "Prester John" from the 1140s], which is a closer fit to some ofthe names.

will return dripping with blood. Then they will say: "We have killed the people of the earth and the heavens!"Jesus son of Mary will imprecate against them, saying: "O God! We cannot handle them, so take care of them for us in the way You wish." God will give them over to creatures called 
al-naghaf, which will prey upon their necks. God will send birds to take them in their talons and toss them into the sea.Then God will send a spring called Life, and purify the earth from their putrefaction, until a pomegranate will satisfy the dwellers in a house (al-sakn).1025 Ka'b said: al-sakn is a family. 

608. Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As mentioned Gog and Magog saying:Every one of them begets 1000 from his loins before he dies. Beyond them there are three other communities, of whom none but God knows their number: Mansak, Tawil andTaris(h).1026 [361]Abdallah b. Salam: Every one of Gog and Magog leaves 1OOO and upwards offspring before he dies.1610. Zaynab daughter of Jahsh1027: The Messenger of God woke up from sleep, while he was red-faced, and saying: "There is no god but Allah! Woe to the Arabs from an evil approaching! The barrier of Gog and Magog has opened today this much" and Sufyan [b.'Uyayna] locked his ten [fingers] together, so 1 said: “0 Messenger of God, are we to perish, when righteous people are still among us?' He said: 'Yes, when filth grows/'Ml. Abdallah b. Mas'ud mentioned the mergence of the Dajjal and the descent of Jesus son of Mary and his killing of the Dajjal. He said: "Then Gog and Magog will emerge, so they will crash like waves across the earth, and corrupt it." Then 'Abdallah recited: "they come swooping down from every height/'1028
Ulis might be the Aramaic cognate shaken, Jastrow, ii, p. 1575.

4^ak=Meshech,Tawil = Tubal and Taris(h) = Tashish (Ez. 36:2,13). Compare 

also’Abd al-Razzaq, Musannaf, (Beirut: al-Maktab al-Islami, 1983), xi, p. 385 (no. 
J0810;andal-Maqdisi,a/-Bad/wa-/-td/r//c/i, ii, p. 204.WMuhammad’s wives, mentioned Q 33:37.Q21:96. ‘
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Then God will send a creature like this naghaf which will insert itself into their ears and nostrils, so they will die from it The earth will stink because of their putrefaction, so it [the earth] will beseech God, then God will purify the earth from them.1612. Abu al-Zahiriyya: Gog and Magog will besiege the people in the Mount [Sinai] until the head of an ox will be better than 100 dinars.1613. Ka'b and Shurayh b. 'Ubayd both said: Gog and Magog are three types. One type whose height is like that of a rice stalk, one type whose height and breadth are the same, and one type who walks on one ear while wrapping [themselves] in the other, and concealing the rest of his body.1614. Ka'b: The refuge of the people on the Day of Gog and Magog will be Mount Sinai.1615. Hassan b. 'Atiyya: Gog and Magog are two communities, in each one there are 100,000 that do not resemble any other community. Each man does not die until he can gaze upon 100 ones of his progeny, meaning 100 of his progeny. [362]1616. Ibn 'Umar: The Messenger of God said: My community is a community which has received mercy—there is no punishment upon it in the next world; its punishment is in this world. The earthquakes, the trial, so when it is the Day of Resurrection, God will give each man from my community a man from the unbelievers, from Gog and Magog, then it will be said: “Here is your redemption from hell." The man said: “0 Messenger of God, where is the justice [in that]?" but he was silent.10291617. Ibn Mas'ud: Each man from Gog and Magog leaves 1000 offspring and upwards before he dies.
1029 This tradition represents a trend by which Gog and Magog would be punished in the next world for the sins of humanity. Not surprisingly, the Mu'tazilites opposed such a patently injust solution to the question of hell’s torments, and one that would allow people to avoid responsibility for their actions. See also no. 1688.

III7*

A|iyya b. Qays and Damra both said: The earth is broader than the sea by an ox’s pen.Ibn Abbas: The Prophet said: God Most High sent me when Hetook me by night1030 so I summoned themtothe religion and worship of God, but they refused to answer me. So they are in hell together with those who rebelled fromtheprogeny of Adam and the progeny of the Devil.Wahb b. Munabbih: The Byzantines are the first of the signs, then the Dajjal, and the third is Gog and Magog, then Jesus.^i, Abdallah on the authority of the Prophet: When Jesus kills the Dajjal and those with him, then the people will continue untilthe barrier of Gog and Magog will be broken, so then they will crash like waves over the earth, corrupting it—everything they will pass they will corrupt—and causing it to perish.Every water-source, spring or river they pass by they will drink dry. They will pass the Tigris and Euphrates [Rivers], sothey will go to the bottom of the Tigris or the Euphrates, andsay: "There was water here once." Whoever hears this tradition, let them not destroy any fortresses or cities in Syria or in al-jazlra, for the fortress of the Muslims from Gog and Magog will be Mount Sinai. The people will ask for succor from their Lord by having Gog and Magog perish, but He will not answer them.Then the people of Mount Sinai, who are those at whose hands God conquered Constantinople, will pray to their Lord, so God will send to them a creature with four legs, which will enter their [Gog and Magog's] ears, so they will all become dead. The earth will stink because of them, and the stench willharm the people worse than when they were alive, so they will askfor succor from God. God will send a dusky Yemenite wind and a thick smoke, which will make the people blind, whereupon will be a rheum (cough) over the believers. They willaskfor succor from their Lord. The people of Mount Sinai will
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1622.

1623.

1624.

pray, and so God will reveal what has happened after three days, so Gog and Magog will have been tossed in the sea. [363] 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: 'The vanguard of Gog and Magog will passby a river like the Tigris, and then their rearguard will pass, and they will say: "There was a river here once.” Every single man of them will die leaving 1000 of his offspring and upwards. Beyond them are three communities, but no one other thanGod knows their number: Tawil, Taris(h) and Nasik or Nasak.’ The doubt [about this last name] is from [the narrator] Shu ba. 'Abdallah who said: "When God gets rid of Gog and Magog, God will send an intensely freezing cold wind (zamharir) which will take every single believer on the face of the earth. Then the Hour will arise on the worst ofthe people, then theblowing of the horn. There will no longer remain any of Gods creation in the heavens or on the earth who has not died,other than those who your Lord wishes. The time between the two blowings will be as long as God wishes, then God will send down semen, like men’s semen, by which their bodies and flesh will grow through that water."Junada b. 'Isa al-Azdi1031 and Ka'b, though some said just to Tubay', not to Ka'b: When Jesus son of Mary and thebelievers depart from Gog and Magog to Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis), then they will stay years in Jerusalem, they will see something on the shape of killing and dust from the interior, so they will send some of them to see what it is—and it will be a windthat God has sent to take the spirits of the believers. This will be the last band of believers to be taken, but the people 
will remain after them for 100 years, without knowing either 
religion or way (sunna) ofthe Prophet, excited in the way that 
donkeys are excited. Upon them the Hour will arise, while 
they are in their markets, buying and selling, bringing forth 
and meeting, but not able to bequeath anything, nor return to 
their families.

1031 Junada b. Abi Umayya al-Azdi, lived in Syria, d. 75 or 86/694-5 or 705.

Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman on the authority of the Prophet: Even ifJ a man brings forth a horse, he will not ride its colt after Jesus until the Hour arises.AbuHurayra and 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Then God will send after Gogand Magog a gentle wind to take the spirit of Jesus and his friends, and every believer on the face of the earth..5. Abdallah b. 'Amr: The remnants of the unbelievers will remain, while they are the worst of people from the first and the last 100 years. [364]$8. Abu Hurayra: The unbelievers do not have a long time after the believers until the Hour will arise upon them, and that is according to the word of the Messenger of God: "A band of my community will continue believing in the truth, standing on the command of God, without the opposition of those who oppose them harming them—every time a party of them goes, another one grows—until the Hour shall arise."IB. Ka'b: The people will remain after Gog and Magog in prosperity, abundance and ease for ten years, until two men will carry one pomegranate [because of its size], and will carry one grape-cluster between them, and they will continue in thatsituation for ten pilgimages. Then God Most High will send agentle wind which will take the spirit of every believer. Then the people will remain after that, excited like donkeys in a field, so then the command of God will come to them and the Hour, while they are in that situation.ISO. Wahbb. Munabbih: The Byzantines, then the Dajjal, then Gogand Magog, then Jesus and then the smoke.Ml. Abdallah b. 'Amr: How delightful it will be for the people atthe time when Jesus is with them! A Yemenite wind, whosetouch is softer than silk, and its smell is that of musk, willapproach, so it will take out the spirit of every Muslim. Then the people will say: "Until when will we believe in this religion?" So they will return to the religion of their fathers, so that they will return to what their fathers worshipped. This is the word of Abu Hurayra: "It is as if I see the buttocks of 
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the women of [the tribe of] Daws shaking, worshipping Dhu al-Khalsa."1632. Abu Hurayra on the authority ofthe Prophet: "God will send a wind from Yemen softer than butter, and sweeter than honey, which will not leave any man who has a verse of the Qur'an in his heart."1633. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: Islam will disappear just as the embroidery of a cloak disappears, until none will know what fasting, charity or the rites [of pilgrimage]. A night will befall the Book of God Most High, without leaving one verse from it on the earth. Groups of people will remain, among them elderly elders, and old women who will say: "Our fathers saw the time of 'there is no god but Allah' so we say it." Sila b. Zufar1032 said to him, while he was sitting with him: "Will ‘there is no god but Allah' be sufficient for them, when they do not know fasting, charity or rites?" Hudhayfa turned from him three times, then said: "O Sila, it will save them" twice or three times. [365]1634. Abu 'Awf al-Hims!1033: The smoke will fill the heavensand

1032 Sila b. Zufar al-'Ansi, lived in Kufa, d. during the rule of Mus'b b. al-Zubayr (685-90)1033 Unidentified, but presumably fl. lst/7th century.

• •the earth until the people will not pray, and will not know east from west, while the unbeliever is swollen from all of his orifices, while the believer will have a rheum (cough).1635. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Hour will not arise until the Arabs worship that which their fathers worshipped 120 years after the descent of Jesus and after the Dajjal.1636. Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah: The Prophet said: When God kills Gog and Magog, the earth will stink because ofthem, so thebelievers will ask for succor from their Lord from the stench. So God will send a dusky Yemenite wind, and it will be sultry and smoky for the people. A rheum (cough} will come upon the believers, although God will remove it from them after three days.1637. Ibn Mas'ud: This Qur'an which is among you is about to be

taken by night, and what is in your hearts will be taken as well, 
and lifted from your codices. Then he declaimed: "If we (so) 
pleased, We could indeed take away what We have inspired 
you (with)."1034
Ka'b: Jesus will send a vanguard to the Ethiopians who are 
coming to the House (Ks'ba), but once they are on the way,
God will send a gentle Yemenite wind and take the spirit of 
every believer by it. Then the people will mount each other on 
the road, so the likeness ofthe Hour is like a man circumam
bulating on his horse, looking for a place to get off, so whoever 
worries about anything after this knowledge of mine, is just a 
worrier!

10, Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until 
the women of Daws shake their buttocks in front of Dhu 
al-Khalsa, which was an idol that Daws used to worship in the 
jdW/iyya at Tubala.1035 Ma'mar: Other than al-Zuhri have said 
that this rock is a constructed house today. [366]

1640. Ayyashb. Abi Rabi'a1036: 1 heard the Messenger of God saying: 
Before the Hour a wind will come to take the spirit of every 
believer.

1641 Al-Qasim b. Abi Bazza1037 asked Tawus concerning the signs 
which are before the Resurrection, and he said: “I do not know 
whatthey are, but a delightful wind will come before the Day 
of Resurrection that will take the spirit of every believer, even 
if it is in the center of a rock."

1642. Al-Sha'bi concerning His Word, Most High, “the former igno
rance" (/dhi/iyya),1038 he said: “That was between Jesus and 
Muhammad."I

31Q 17:86.The tradition uses the verb asra, "to travel by night", which is related to 
the name of the sura.

5 In the Asir province of Saudi Arabia.Myyash b.'Amr al-Makhzumi, Companion, emigrated to Syria, killed in a battle (eitherYarmuk or another).* Lived in Mecca, mawla, originally from Hamadhan (Persia), d. 114, 115 or 120/732,733 or 738.* Q 33:33.
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1643. Masruq: While a man is narrating in the mosque, he said "When it is the Day of Resurrection, smoke will be seen in the heavens, but the hearing and eyesight of the hypocri- ties will be taken, the believers will be taken with a type of rheum (cough)." Masruq said: "I entered into the presenceof 'Abdallah and informed him of this, so 'Abdallah said:'Quraysh sought to disobey the Prophet, so he said: '0 God! Torment them with years like the years of Joseph!’”1039 So a year [of famine] took them in which they ate bones and the dead, until one of them would see that which is between him

1039 See M. J. Kister, "O God, Tighten Thy Grip on Mudar..Some Socio-Economic and 
Religious Aspects of an Early Radixh" Journal ofthe Economic and Social History 
ofthe Orient 24 (1981), pp. 242-73.1040 q 44.-12.1041 The curse upon Quraysh took place according to the sources at least four years after the Battle of Badr.1042 Q 44:10-11,15.

and the heavens in the form of smoke as a result of hunger. They said: "Our Lord, remove the punishment from us! Surely we are believers."1040 It would be said to him: "If We remove itfrom you, then you will return," so it was removed, and then they returned, so God took vengeance upon them the battle-day of Badr,1041 and this was His Word Most High: "So watchfor the Day when the sky will bring a visible smoke, covering the people. This is a painful punishment!" to His Word: "you
1644.
1645.

are going to revert."1042Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas: The Messenger of God said: The westerners will continue being victorious, staying with the truth, untilthe Hour rises. [367]Rashid b. Sa'd: The Messenger of God said: The best of theearth are its western parts.1646. 'Abdallah: We were with the Prophet at Mina when the moon was split into two parts, so part of it went behind the mountain, so the Messenger of God said: "Testify, testify!"1647. Anas: The Meccans asked the Prophet for a sign so he split 

the moon in Mecca twice, and said; "The Hour has drawn near and the moon has been split open! Yet if they see a sign, they turn away and say: ‘Non-stop magic!’"1043 saying: "Magic is happening."Mu'awiya: I heard the Messenger of God saying; "A group of my community will remain believing in the truth, victorious over the people, not caring who opposes them, until the rule of God (amru allahi) will come, while they are victorious."1^9. Ikrima: The moon was split at the time of the Messenger of God into two pieces. The polytheists said: "It’s magic," so "The Hour has drawn near and the moon has been split open! Yet ifthey see a sign, they turn away and say: ‘Non-stop magic1/" was revealed.1650. Ibn Mas'ud: The moon was split at the time of the Messenger of God into two pieces, so the Prophet said: "Testify!"1651. Hudhayfa: Hasn’t the moon already been split?1652. Ibn Mas'ud: "The first thing that you will lose from your religion is your faith, but the last that you will lose will be the group prayer. The Qur'an that is among you is about to be lifted." They said: "How will that be when God has established it in our hearts, and we have established it in our codices?" Hesaid: "In the darkness of night, what is in your hearts and on your codices will be taken,” then 'Abdallah read/recited: "If We (so) pleased, We could indeed take away what we have inspired you (with)."1044 [368]1653. Abdallah: The moon was split while we were with the Messenger of God at Mina, so that part of it disappeared behind the mountain, so the Messenger of God said: “Testify!"1654. Ibn Umar on the authority of the Prophet: "The Hour will not arise until idols are erected, and the first who will erect them will be the people of Hudayr1045 in the Tihama."1046
” 1)54:1.*Q 17:86.4 Approximately sixty miles to the south of Mecca, w *Central Yemen.
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1655. 'Abdallah: Five [tribulations] have passed: The smoke, the continuous,1047 the overwhelming, the Byzantines and the moon. (1)1656. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: God will send a dusky wind before the Day of Resurrection, then take the spirit of every believer. It is said: So-and-so, his spirit will be taken when he was in the mosque, and so-and-so, his spirit will be taken when he was in the market. [369]1048

1047 Interpreted as the Battle of Badr.1048 Section break pp. 369-70.1049 The Aramaic sifafa, see Jastrow, ii, p. 985 “a bag, luggage."

Swallowing up by the Earth, Earthquakes, Tremors, and 
Metempsychosis1657. Ka'b: The Lord will come close to the heavens, and return the water to its [original] element, and the earth will quake, the people falling on their faces, bowing, and many will manumit their slaves. Then it will be calm for a time, but return and shake its people worse than the first time, so that most will be with their arms held around their bodies. Then it will crack open, and a group from the earth and its dry valleys, and the people will be swallowed up. It will be such that a man would be traveling by night and pass by a tribe when they are safe, but others are swallowed up, and that two men would be grinding [at a mill], then one would be struck by the lightening bolt, and one of them would die, or both of them in their sleep.The earth will be difficult with earthquakes like a young difficult nag pony, so that the people of the cities and vilages will take refuge in the mountains, then be with the wild animals. The beauty of the earth will be gathered, its gold and silver, to Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis) such that a man and a woman will open a woman's chest (sq/&/)1049 and jewelry-jar (/awnfljan not find any of their jewelry. The wood and roofs of Jerusalem

(Or the Temple) will tremble, and the pastures and quadru
peds will perish.The kingship of al-Jazira and Armenia will be cut off, its 
yees will dry up, and its quadrupeds will perish from the 
earthquake—both of them will cause famine. A man will desire 
tobeuprooted from his place, then flee three times—[but] in 
each case will be returned to his place. His final uprooting and 
fleeing will be to Tiberias, so he will be based in it, and take 
refuge in God by His Most Holy Name to not return him, but 
to establish him there. The [prices of] horses [khayr) will be 
exorbitant, so a riding horse (faras) would be sought for much 
wealth and not be obtained.

>58. Qabisab. Dhu'ayb1050: The Messenger of God said: "A group 
from this community will be turned (/u-yu/zkanna)1051 into 
monkeys and swine, and they will awaken [372] and then 
it will be said: 'The houses of so-and-so and so-and-so have 
been swallowed up.' While two men are walking along, one of 
them will be swallowed up." They said: "O Messenger of God, 
because of what?" He said: "Because of drinking wines, wear
ingsilk, strumming musical instruments and [playing] flutes 
(zflmdra).”1052

0. Urwa b. Ruaym1053 said: The Messenger of God said: God Most 
High is saying: "1 will shake the earth upon my servants at the 
best of nights, so whichever believers I take during it, it will 
be a mercy to him, and it was the end that was foreordained 
for them. Whichever unbelievers I take will be a punishment 
forthem, and it was the end that was foreordained for them."

M Tawus: There will be three quakes: a quake in Yemen, a quake
’Al-Khuza'i, lived in Medina, then moved to Syria, d. 89/707.1 Probably related to the Hebrew hafoq “to change." The Qur'anic root seems to be related, but is not used for metamorphosis.JG)fflpareal-Tabarani,Musnad, iii, p. 193 (no. 2061).Meeting from al-Mizzi, Tahdhib, v, p. 153 (no. 4493), al-Lakhmi, lived 
Ial-Urdunn, but had a house in Damascus on the side of the Sinan Bridge, 
<131/748-9.
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1661.
in Syria stronger than that, and a quake in the east, which is the Sweeper (al-jahif). Two of those have passed, other than the one in the east.Ka'b: The earth will be difficult for its people such that it will be more difficult than the back of a difficult nag pony. Then it will tend against you another time (an aftershock), until you will think that it is the Overturning,1054 such that people will manumit their slaves. Then it will be calm for a time until those holding [slaves] will regret that which they are holding, then it will tend against you another time, so that one of the people will say: "0 our Lord, we are manumitting, we are manumitting!" But God Most High will say: "You are lying—I am the One who manumits!"

^Vhat is with you?? [earth]" Then he said; "As for it, if it spoke,die Hour would arise." [373], Abu al-'Aliyya concerning His Word, Most High, "Our Lord, obliterate their wealth!"1055 he said: "It became stones."Sa'db. Abi Waqqas: The Prophet concerning His Word, Most High, "He is the One able to raise up punishment against you, from above you or from beneath your feet . . ,"1056 theMessenger of God said: "It will happen," but did notexegesis afterwards. ive any

. Safwan on the authority of a man from Mu'awiya's guard who heard Abu Hurayra: "The earthquakes, trial, killing and tribulations promised to this community are beyond [the year]200 and below [the year] 1OO."1057 And he repeated that three1662. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Different mines will emerge close, called Pharoah of Gold. The worst of people will go to them, so while they are working in it (a mine), when suddenly the gold will be disclosed to them, amazing those working it when both they and it will be swallowed up by the earth.1663. Abu Hurayra: You are on the verge of not being able to find houses that will be firm for you, as the quakes will cause them to be destroyed, nor quadrupeds that will take you on your journeys, as the lightening bolts will cause them to be destroyed.1664. Khalid b. Ma'dan: The Prophet said: My community, there is no punishment for it in the next world; its punishment is the earthquakes and tribulations in this world.1665. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: Only a few days until the Euphrates [River] will reveal a mountain of gold, so killing will multiply around it such that in every 100 such-and-such a number will be killed—so if you live to see that, do not go near it.

JO. Zuhayrb. Salim1058: 'Umar asked Ka'b: "Do you fear an enemy that will be victorious over this community?" He said: "No," [then] he said: "O God! But an enemy and earthquakes, it will be tested through them, and this will happen! As for the dome (qubba, totality) of Islam, and its core, no."101, Shurayh b.'Ubayd: "There will be earthquakes and apocalyptic battles that will move the people from their places until [the price of] shoes will be exhorbitant." One of them said: “Donkeys—so you will not be able to get the better of your enemy, and your steps will be shortened."102. Salama b. Nufayl al-Sakunl1059: I heard the Messenger of God saying: It was inspired to me [by God] that I will not be staying among you, and you will not be staying after me but a short time. Then you will stay until you will say: "Until when, when you will come as groups (afhad) to annihilate each other.
1666. Sa Id said: The earth quaked at the time of'Abdallah. He said:

1054 Cf. Q 53:53.

110:88.

kyond 815-16, and under 718-19.Ansi, lived in Syria, fl. lst/7th centuryCompanion, originally from Yemen, lived in Hims,/7. lst/7th century.
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Before the Hour there is a terrible death, and after that Vea 
of earthquakes." rs

1673. Abu Hurayra said to Mu'awiya: "The trial, earthquakesand 
killing will be beyond the 80s before 100 [=718-19],” but only 
God knows which 80s. [374]1674. Abu Burda1060 on the authority of his father: The Prophet said. My community is one that has received mercy: it will have no punishment in the next world, its only punishments in this world are earthquakes, tribulations and killing.1675. Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet: The earth will turn difficult for you until your settled people will envy your nomadic people, justas today your nomadic people envy your settled people because of the difficulty of the earth. The earth will tend against you (aftershock] in a way that will cause those to perish who perish, and those to remain who remain, such that they manumit the slaves. Then the earth will calm down, so that those who manumitted will regret it, and it will tend against you again, so those who perish will perish, while those who remain will reamin, saying: "Our Lord, we are manumitting! Our Lord, we are manumitting!" But God will call them liars, saying: "You are lying, you are lying! It is I who manumit

1060 ALHarith b. Abi Musa al-Asha'ri, lived in Kufa, jurisprudent, d. 103/721-2

The very last ones of this community will be tried by quakes, so if they repent, then God will repent to them (accept their repentance], but if they return [to their actions] then God will return to them with quakes. Bombardament, metamorphosis and lightening bolts. When it is said: "The people have perished, the people have perished!" three times, they have [truly] perished. God will never punish a community until their excuser makes a plea for them, until they know their sins, but refuse to repent, and let their hearts be calm with the right and wrong that is in them, just as a tree is calm with what is inside of it. One who does good (muhsiri) will not be able to increase in doing good, while one who does evil will 
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I nflt be able to be reproved. This is what God Most High said: 'By no means! No! What they have earned has rusted on their hearts."1061■/. Mu'adh b. Jabal: The Prophet said: My community is one that
I’** ? * IIIhas received mercy—there is no punishment upon it in the next world, but its punishment is in this world, tribulations, earthquakes and trials.
,(fl, Abu Hurayra: The Euphrates [River] will uncover a treasure, soifyou live to see it, do not take anything from it.Ij78. Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: You will surely be swallowed up by the earth going from house to house when there are the misdeeds (mazd/fm).IJ79. Qabisa b. al-Bara'1062: "When such-and-such is swallowed up [375] by the earth, then a group will appear who color using black. God will not look upon them [with favor]." Mujahid said: “1 have seen that place on the earth which was swallowed up."1063KU Al-Zuhrr.The Messenger of God said: The Hour will not arise until a group in cattle pasturages is swallowed up by the earth, the Hour will not arise until a wealthy and prolific man is swallowed up by the earth.ML Aman from the Companions of the Messenger of God: The Prophet said: "When the Dajjal encamps at the salt-flats of Medina, Medina will shake once or twice," meaning an earthquake, "so then every male and female hypocrite will depart from it."1®. Abu Hurayra: A mountain of gold will be uncovered at the Euphrates [River]—out of every 100 ninety-nine will be killed there, and only one will remain.
1®. Abd al-Rahman b. Sabi£1064: The Messenger of God said: "Metamorphosis, swallowing up by the earth and
*Q83:14.notably a mistake for Qabisa b. Burma al-Asadi,/7. lst/7th century.Presumably the village of Harasta, see nos. 542, 551, 739.AHumahi,lived in Mecca, d. 118/736.
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1684.

1685.

1686.

bombardament will happen among you." They said: "0 Messenger of God, while they are testifying 'There is no god but Allah'?" He said: "Yes. This will be because they will have taken singing girls (quyun) and musical instruments, be drinking wines and wearing silk."Ubayy b. Ka'b concerning His Word Most High: "He is the One who is able to raise up punishment against you, from above you or from beneath your feet.. ."106S he said: "They are four, all of them punishments. Two of them were lasting after the death of the Messenger of God by twenty-five years: 'to confuse you (into different) parties, and make some of you taste violence from others/1066 But two of them remain, and it isnecessary that they occur: swallowing up by the earth and bombardment. "(1)Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: The Euphrates [River] will uncover a mountain of gold, so then the peoplewill fight over it, and out of every 100 ninety or he said "nine" will be killed, all of them thinking they should be [the one who will be] saved.Al-Hasan concerning His Word Most High: "He is the One who is able [376] to raise up punishment against you, from above you" he said: "That is for the polytheists," "or to confuse you(into different) parties, and to make some of you taste violence from others."1067 He said: "That is for the Muslims."1687. Shurayh b. 'Ubayd, Damra and Abu'Amir: The Prophet said: Swallowing up by the earth and metamorphosis will happen in my community after the 210s [=825-35].1688. Abu Burda on the authority of his father: The Prophet said: This community is one that has received mercy, its punishment is at its own hands, and so a man will be taken from the

family of the king, and another man given to him, saying: "This Is your redemption from the Fire.",0 Abu Hurayra: The Hour will not arise until the Euphrates [River] uncovers a mountain of gold, and the people fight over it From every 100 ninety-nine will be killed, and from every 100 one will remain, so every man will say: 'I will be the one who is saved/.jjO, Ibn Abbas: The seventy who Moses chose from his people— they were taken by the quake because they were not satisfied with the [golden] calf, but did not forbid it [either].1068I(jl. Ibn Umar: The Prophet that he would say: "O God! I take refuge in You from sudden death beneath me!" meaning swallowing up by the earth.I®. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: When the time approaches lighteningbolts will increase.lffl, Hassan b. 'Ajiyya that he disliked looking towards the sun when it was eclipsed, fearing the loss of his sight if he did this.101. A female mawia to the Messenger of God1069: The Prophet entered into the presence of 'A'isha or one of his wives, while 1 was with her, and said: "When evil appears and is not forbidden, God will cause His wrath to descend among you." So 1 said: “0 Prophet of God, even if there are righteous ones among them?" He said: "Yes, what will strike the others will strike them, too, then they will go to the forgiveness and mercy of God."IM Anasb. Malik: "1 entered into the presence of 'A'isha while a man was with me,1070 so the man said: ‘O Mother of the Believers! Narrate to us concerning [377] the earthquake/ but she turned her face from him” Anas said: "I said to her: 'Narrate to us, 0 Mother ofthe Believers, concerning the earthquake,”’ but she said: ”0 Anas, If 1 narrated to you concerning
1065 Q 6:65.1066 Q 6:65.1067 Q 6:65.

Cf Q 2:54; Ex. 32:27-38.°sibly Barira or Khulaysa, listed with the other female servants of the Prophet, s®hi al-Shaml, Subul al-huda, xi, p. 412.e‘S with MM.
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that, 1 would live and die sad, and would be raised when you would be raised—that is the fear in my heart.” He said: ”0 handmaiden! Narrate to us!” So she said: "When a woman removes her clothing in someplace other than her husband’s house, every veil between her and God is ripped away. When she puts on perfume for anyone other than her husband it is fire and disgrace upon her. When they play the stud in illicit sexual relations, drink types of wine with someone and strum musical instruments, God goes into His heavens, and says: 'Shake for Me!’ If they repent and pull away [then it is accepted]—but if not, then God will destroy them.” Anas said: "As a punishment for them?” She said: "No! As a mercy, blessing and lesson to the believers, and as an exemplary warning and punishment for the unbelievers.” Anas said: "1 never heard a tradition after the Messenger of God over which 1 was happier than this tradition. I live and die of happiness, and will be raised when I am raised. That was happiness in my heart,” or he said: "in my soul.”1696. Jabir: "He is the One who is able to raise up punishment against you, from above you” was revealed to the Messenger of God, so the Messenger of God said: "I take refuge in Your Face." "Or from beneath your feet" so the Messenger of God said: "I take refuge in Your Face." "Or to confuse you (into different) parties, and to make some of you taste violence 

from others.”1071 So the Messenger of God said: "These two are more degrading, so bring the first two and forbid the last one."

1071 Q 6:65.

1072 Safiyya daughter of Abu 'Ubayd b. Mas'ud al-Thaqafiyya, wife of 'Abdallah b.
'Umar and sister of al-Mukhtar b. Abi 'Ubayd, lived in Medina,/?. 1 st/7th century.

told ^happened!." Ibn'Uyayna said, in a tradition not that ofi Haff, "If1"3 it returned 1 will depart from amongst you.’’M Abu Hurayra: When1074 mines appear at the end of time, the worst of people will come to you.0, 'A’isha: The Prophet said: “When evil appears on the earth, God Most High will cause His wrath to descend upon the| people of the earth.” 1 said: “When there are those obedient| to God among them?” He said: " Yes, then they will be taken toI the mercy of God.”I 1100. Zaynab daughter of ]ahsh: 1 said: “0 Messenger of God, will we perish while the righteous are among us?” He said: "Yes, when the filth has increased.”1101. 'Umar b.'Abd al-'Aziz [378]: God Most High does not take the common people because of the actions of the elite, but when rebellious actions appear, and are not disapproved of, then God takes both the common people and the elite.1702. Al-Qasim: 'Abdallah said when a man said “The people have

1697. Safiyya1072: Medina quaked during the time of 'Umar, while 
Ibn 'Umar was standing [the night in prayer], not aware [of 
the earthquake] until the water-troughs vibrated. So when 
'Umar woke, he said: "0 people, how quickly what you were

perished” “He [God] is the one who caused them to perish. Ibn'Uyayna on the authority of Malik that Ibn 'Umar heard a man saying: “The people have perished” so he said: "The iniquitous have perished."1703. Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet said: "When mines appear the worst of people will join you.”1704. Arfat: During the time of the Hashemite, who will be a tyrant in Jerusalem (bqyt al-maqdis} after the Mahdi, who will send a girl whose clothes do not conceal her [to the marketplace]; during his time there will be quakes, metamorphosis and swallowing up by the earth.1075
1073 Reading with MM.1074 Reading with MM.1075 Note the Iranian cleric Hojatoleslam Kazem Sedighi who in 2010 stated that "many women who do not dress modestly ... lead young men astray, corrupt their chastity and spread adultery in society, which increases earthquakes," See http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/apr/19/women-blame-earth- quakes-iran-cleric (accessed March 23, 2016).

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2010/apr/19/women-blame-earth-quakes-iran-cleric
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1705. Ka'b: The earth will become difficult for its people such that it will be more difficult than the back of a difficult nag pony. Then it will tend against you (aftershock), so you will manumit your slaves, then be calm for a time. So then those who manumitted will regret that, whereupon it will tend against you another time so that one will say: “Our Lord, we manumitted, we manumitted!’’ but God Most High will say: “You are lying, it is 1 who manumitted."1706. Abu Tha'laba al-Khushani: The Prophet said: When you see the astonishment of everyone possessed of an opinion, then take yourself, and leave the matter of the common people.1707. A mawla belonging to 'Adi b. 'Adi al-Kindi1076 heard his grandfather saying: 1 heard the Messenger of God saying: God Most High does not punish the common people, but the elite, until they see the despicable [actions] amongst themselves—while they are able to disapprove but do not disapprove. When they act like this, then God will punish both the common people and the elite. [379]Concerning the Fire that will Gather [People] to Syria1708. 'Umar b. al-Khaftab said one day in Mecca at the pilgrimage: ”0 Yemenites! Emigrate before the two darknesses. As for the first of them, it is the Ethiopians who will emerge until they reach this place here, and the second is a fire that will emerge from 'Adan that will lead the people, the quadrupeds, the [domestic] animals and the wild animals, both the delicate and majestic quadruped, so when it rises they will rise, and when it moves they will go.”1709. Ka'b: When either a man or his mount stumble, the fire will say to him: ‘You stumbled and fell on your face—if you had 

wished, you could have emigrated before today, so that you would have ended up in Busra, and stayed there forty years."

None will be roasted in it [the fire] other than those upon whom is written "denizen of hell-fire” [jahannamf).The unbeliever will ask, and say: "This is the fire of which we were promised!” So how will it be for you when you see this great sign.The one looking will look to the eastern parts of the earth and see those places with their green fertile land; they will have sex together and join [it]. Do you think you are abandon- ingyour deeds that you are doing today, while you are looking at this greatest sign? By the Lord of the Ka'b a, you will do your deeds while you are looking at it! [1]1710. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: God will send a fire to the spirits of the believers, with this gentle wind, that will emerge from the sides of the earth, after taking Jesus son of Mary and gather the people, the quadrupeds and the minute particles I (dharr)1077 to Syria.I 1711. Ka'b: This fire will emerge from Constantinople—fire and sulphur, of which its flame and smoke will reach the heavens, and it will settle at the pass between the Jayhan and SayhanI [Rivers].1078 There will be another fire from Adan reaching Busra. It will rise when they rise [380] and go when they go.| During the first part of the day the Euphrates [River] will flow with water, but by the evening it will flow with sulphur and fire. Fire will emerge from the direction of the west and reach al-'Arish, and another from the direction of the east and reach such-and-such a place. It will stay a time, without dying out, until the doubter will doubt, and the ignorant will say; "There is no paradise or hell; just this.”’ It will avoid Mecca and Medina, and the entire SacredEnclosure in its way, until it penetrates Syria. All of the people I will be gathered other than two Bedouin from Qays in their wasteland, one of them going in the footsteps of the people
Lived in al-Jazira, serving as governor of Armenia and Azarbayjan for Sulayman, 
and of Mosul for 'Umar II, d. 120/738.

8,7 C£Q 34:3.1078 Flowing in eastern Turkey, the Sayhan entering the Mediterranean Sea close to Adana.
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until he becomes weary, as he is not finding anybody, so he will return to his friend, and tell him. So they will proceed to Medina and find it filled with wealth, flocks and food, but without any people. They will say: "We will stay in this easy situation," but they will be gathered, dragged on their faces to Syria. This is the word of Mu'adh b. Jabal.They will be gathered in three ways: a third on the backs of horses, a third carrying their children on their shoulders, and a third on their faces like monkeys and swine to Syria. In it is the place of gathering and from it is the place of raising [from the dead].Those who are gathered to Syria will not know the truth or obligation, nor will they act according to the Book of God Most High, or the way (sunna) of His Prophet. Modesty and dignity will be lifted from them, and indecency will appear among them. A man will not know his wife, nor a wife her husband, but they will mount each other, them and the jinn, for 100 years, just as donkeys and dogs mount each other. They will forget God Most High and not be cognizant of Him, such that the one will say to his friend: "There is no god in the heavens!" The worst, first and last.Mu'adh said to Ka'b: "The first of the issue of the Hour that will surprise the people will be that God Most High will send a wind at night and take every dinar and dirham, and convey them to Jerusalem (baytal-maqdis). The building of Jerusalem (or the Temple) will be split, and it will be flung into the Dead Sea (al-buhayra al-muntina)."

1712. Qays b. Abi Hazim: The Messenger of God said: I know of the last two men from my community who will be gathered. They will be in one of these ravines with their flocks. When the people are flown they will leave their flocks and come to Medina, and so one of them will say to his friend: "Didn't you know the road ofthe Ihab Path?"1079 The other will say: "Of
1079 On the western side of Medina, at the edge of the settled area.

cOurse.” So they will direct themselves to Medina but not meet any people in it—other than wild animals lying on the furnishings of the people. They will follow in the wake of the people. 
m Salim b.'Abdallah b. 'Umar said, while we were descending | from [381] Harsha,1080 and he was looking to a mountain off to his left, “The people will be gathered, and none will remain but two men on that mountain. One of them will say to his friend: | ‘0 so-and-so, go and see what the people are doing? So when they are opposite that pass, the Pass of Harsha, they will beI gathered on their faces."|0 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: There will be an emigration after the Emigration (hijrct) for the best of the people of the lands, to the Emigration-place of Abraham, so that only the worst of the people will be left in the land. Their land will reject them, the breath of God will be hateful for them1081 and the fire will gather them with the monkeys and swinethem when they rest, sleep the night with them when they sleep, and they will get whoever falls from among them.1715. Aman from Medina: 1 heard Abu Hurayra saying: The people will be gathered in three types: one type on their faces, one type on camels and one type on their legs.1716. 'lkrima: The gathering place for the people is in the direction of Syria, and the first of those who will be gathered from this community will be [the tribe of] al-Nadlr.10821717. Abu Hurayra: Fire will emerge from the direction of the east, and another fire from the direction of the west which will gather the people—before them will be the monkeys who will go during the day but hide during the night, until they gather at the Bridge of Manbij. (1) 1083

they will rest with

’* Located about two miles from Medina, towards the coast.1,1 See the variant no. 1732.IOK Not attested; however, the tribe of Nadara, which was a southern tribe, allied to Khatha'm.1011 The classical Mabbogh or Hieropolis, the bridge is over the Euphrates River.
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until he becomes weary, as he is not finding anybody, so he will return to his friend, and tell him. So they will proceed to Medina and find it filled with wealth, flocks and food, but without any people. They will say: "We will stay in this easy situation," but they will be gathered, dragged on their faces to Syria. This is the word of Mu'adh b. Jabal.They will be gathered in three ways: a third on the backs of horses, a third carrying their children on their shoulders, and a third on their faces like monkeys and swine to Syria. In it is the place of gathering and from it is the place of raising [fromthe dead].Those who are gathered to Syria will not know the truth or obligation, nor will they act according to the Book of God Most High, or the way (sunna) of His Prophet Modesty and dignity will be lifted from them, and indecency will appear among them. A man will not know his wife, nor a wife her husband, but they will mount each other, them and the jinn, for 100 years, just as donkeys and dogs mount each other. They will forget God Most High and not be cognizant of Him, such that the one will say to his friend: "There is no god in the heavens!The worst, first and last.Mu'adh said to Ka'b: "The first of the issue of the Hour that 
will surprise the people will be that God Most High will send a wind at night and take every dinar and dirham, and convey them to Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis}. The building of Jerusalem for the Temple) will be split, and it will be flung into the Dead 

Sea (al-buhayra al-muntina)"

1712. Qays b. Abi Hazim: The Messenger of God said: 1 know of the last two men from my community who will be gathered. They will be in one of these ravines with their flocks. When the people are flown they will leave their flocks and come to Medina, and so one of them will say to his friend: “Didn'tyou know the road of the Ihab Path?"1079 The other will say:’Of
1079 On the western side of Medina, at the edge of the settled area.

course." So they will direct themselves to Medina but not meet any people in it—other than wild animals lying on the furnishings of the people. They will follow in the wake of the people..jl3, Salim b. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar said, while we were descending from [381] Harsha,1080 and he was looking to a mountain off to his left, “The people will be gathered, and none will remain but two men on that mountain. One of them will say to his friend: ’0 so-and-so, go and see what the people are doing.’ So when they are opposite that pass, the Pass of Harsha, they will be gathered on their faces."1714. Abdallah b. 'Amr: There will be an emigration after the Emigration (hijra) for the best of the people of the lands, to the Emigration-place of Abraham, so that only the worst of the people will be left in the land. Their land will reject them, the breath of God will be hateful for them1081 and the fire will gather them with the monkeys and swine—they will rest with them when they rest, sleep the night with them when they sleep, and they will get whoever falls from among them.1715. Aman from Medina: 1 heard Abu Hurayra saying: The people will be gathered in three types: one type on their faces, one type on camels and one type on their legs.1716. Ikrima: The gathering place for the people is in the direction of Syria, and the first of those who will be gathered from this community will be [the tribe of] al-Nadlr.10821717. Abu Hurayra: Fire will emerge from the direction of the east, and another fire from the direction of the west which will gather the people—before them will be the monkeys who will go during the day but hide during the night, until they gather atthe Bridge of Manbij. (1) 1083
“* located about two miles from Medina, towards the coast.See the variant no. 1732.118 Not attested; however, the tribe of Nadara, which was a southern tribe, allied to Khatha'm.18 The classical Mabbogh or Hieropolis, the bridge is over the Euphrates River.
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1718.

1719.

1720.

1721.

1722.

Ka b: Truly, the Ka'ba will be gathered to Jerusalem (bqyt 
al-maqdis).'Abd al-Rahman b. Salman: When Caesarea in the land of the Byzantines will be built, it will become an army-province for Syria, and fire from 'Adan Abyan will emerge after that Ka'b: Fire is about to appear in Yemen which will drive the people to Syria. It will wake when they wake, rest when they rest and sleep when they sleep. It will light up the necks ofthe camels in Busra. When you hear of it, depart for Syria! [382] Mu'adh b. Jabal: "Depart, Yemenites, before the rope is cut from you, and before you find no sustenance other than locust." He said: "I saw the rope of which he spoke—it is the fire that will emerge from it, driving the Yemenites.” Abu Sariha al-Ghifari, Companion of the Messenger of God10M: I heard the Messenger of God saying: Two men from [the tribe of] Muzayna1084 1085 will be gathered who will be the last ofthe people to be gathered. They will approach from a mountain they had ascended, until they come to signs of settlement, but find the earth abandoned. So they will come to Medina, and when they have come close to Medina, they will say: "Where are the people?" as they will not see anybody. One of them will say to his friend: "Surely the people are in their houses," so they will go into the houses, but not find anybody. There will be foxes and cats (sandnir) on the furnishings. So they will say: "Where are the people?" one of them will say to the other: "The people are in the mosque,” so they will go to the mosque but not find anybody there. They will say: “Where 
are the people?" One of them will say: "1 think that they must 
be in the market; the markets are keeping them busy.”So they 
will go out and come to the market and not find anybody. 
They will go around until they come to the pass, but there will 
be two angels on it, who will take them by their legs and drag

1084 Hudhayfa b. Usayyid al-Ghifari, Companion, lived in Kufa, fl. lst/7th century1085 A northern tribe, located close to Medina during the time of the Prophet

to the land of gathering. They will be the last people gathered.Hurayra: The Prophet said: The last ones who will be gathered will be two shepherds from Muzayna who are going to Medina, screeching at their flocks, and find it abandoned, until they come to the Farewell Pass, being dragged on their faces.Ji, Shahr b. Hawshab: 1 came to Jerusalem (bayt al-maqdis') at the time when Mu'awiya died, and allegiance was sworn to Yazid. 1 was early to the prayer, so I took a place close to Nawf al-Bikali—and suddenly there was a huge man, white, with I bad eyes, having a black cloak (khamisa)1QQe on him, stepping inbetween people’s slaves, until he sat before Nawf. 1 said: I “Who is that?" They said: "'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As," but Nawf refrained from talking. Then Nawf said to him: "I enjoin you by God, won’t you narrate to us a tradition you have heard from the Messenger of God?" He said: "Yes, I will. The Messenger of God came out to us and said: 'Surely the people will emigrate after the Emigration (hijra) to the Emigrationplace of Abraham. The Hour will only arise upon the worst of people, upon a people who loath the Spirit of God [=Jesus]. Their earth will reject them, so the fire will gather them with the monkeys and the pigs, camping where they camp, sleeping where they sleep, and getting (eating) whoever of them falls behind/” [383]11®. Mu adh b. Jabal: "Depart from Yemen before the breaking of I the rope!” meaning the road, "before you do not have any j provisions other than locust and before a fire gathers you to
Syria.”'Abdallah b. Ma'qil1087: The son of 'Abdallah b. Salam wanted to raid, but he ['Abdallah] said: "My son, do not cause me

« ke Dozy, Norns, pp. 170-5.Wallah b.Ma'qil b. Muqarrin al-Muzani, lived in Kufa, fl. lst/7th century.
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1727.

1728.

1729.

1730.

1731.

distress with this. Every believer will come when the crier of Syria [calls]."Abu Umama: The Hour will not arise until the best of the Iraqis turn towards Syria, and the worst of the Syrians turn towards Iraq, as the Prophet said: "Go to Syria!”Mu'adh b. Jabal: Depart from Yemen before three things happen: the emergence of the fire, before the breaking of the rope, and before there is no provision for its people other than locust. Tawus said: The fire will emerge from Yemen driving the people, it will go out in the morning, come back in the evening and set out at nightfall.Al-Zuhri: A fire will emerge that will light up the necks ofthe camels in Busra.Shahr b. Hawshab: I heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr, while he was with Nawf, saying: "I heard the Messenger of God saying: 'There will be emigration after the Emigration for the best of people to the Emigration-place of Abraham, until none but the worst of its people will be left in the land. Their land will reject them, the breath of God Most High will bridle them and a fire will gather them with the monkeys and swine—sleeping with them when they sleep, resting with them when they restand eating those who fall behind/"Al-Zuhri: The Messenger of God said: You will leave Medina in the best state it has been, and none will overshadow it but prowlers such as birds and wild animals. The last to be gathered will be two shepherds from Muzayna, who will be screeching at their flocks, then they will find it [Medina] abandoned, until they come to the Farewell Pass, they will be gathered on their faces.

1732. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: I heard the Messenger of God saying: There will be emigration after Emigration such that [384] the people will emigrate to the Emigration-place of Abraham. None but the worst of people will be left on the earth. The spirit of God Most High will loathe them, their land will reject them and a fire from Adan will gather them with the monkeys and swine.

sleeping with them wherever they sleep, resting with them wherever they rest, and they will get whoever falls from them. Ar|at: There will be fire and smoke in the east for forty nights. Ibn Abbas: A herald will call out before the Hour: "O people, the Hour has come to you!"—the living and the dead will hear it [385]
^ng the Portents of the HourAl-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: "The likeness of you and 1, and the Hour is like a people who feared an enemy, so they sent a scout-troop (rabi'a) toward them [to obtain news]. When it came near to them [the enemy], suddenly they were at the horses’ manes [ran into them], and feared that the enemy would beat them back to their fellow-troops." Then he I flapped his cloak, and called out: "Woe for the morning, since the Hour has almost beaten me to you!"1136. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Messenger of God said when the sun was close to setting: "What has passed and what remains of this world of yours is like what has passed and what remains of this day of yours."1737. Qasama b. Zuhayr: It reached me that the Messenger of God said: A likeness of you and I, and the Hour is like a people who fear an enemy, and so sent out a scout-troop of theirs close by, but when the scout-troop saw the invasion of the people, it [the scout-troop] feared if it descended from its place, it would warn the invaders that it had stumbled upon their invasion, so began to wave a cloak from the place [of concealment] and calling: "Woe for the morning!"1738. Elders ofthe Helpers: The Messenger of God said: "I was sent together with the Hour like this," and he twisted his pointer and index fingers together "at the same time." Or he said: "The breath1088 of the Hour."'739. Jabir b.'Abdallah: [386] The Messenger of God said: "The Hour

to readings of MM.
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1742.

and I were sent together like these"—and when he would mention the Hour, his cheeks reddened, his voice raised, and his anger became fierce like he was the warner of an army. .. "Either your morning or your evening [it could happen]!” I1740. Abu Hurayra: The Hour will surely arise upon two men withtheir scales in their hands. I1741. Ibn 'Abbas: The Messenger of God said: The Hour will arise Iwhen two men have spread a garment between them, but they 1will not be able to sell it nor wind it up when the Hour arises. I A man will have raised a mouthful but not be able to put it I in his mouth when the Hour arises. A man will be plastering his cistern, but not be able to fill it with rainwater when the | Hour arises. Then the Messenger of God read/recited: "Yet it will indeed come upon them unexpectedly, when they do not realize (it)."1089Abu Hurayra: The Hour will arise upon two men having spread out a garment to sell it between the two of them, but then the Hour will arise upon the both of them.Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Prophet said: "How will 1 be at ease when the One with the Horn has already put (lit devoured) his horn [to his mouth], and I have heard with the earthatthe [trumpet] blowing has been ordered to blow?" This was hard for his Companions, so the Messenger of God said: ‘Say: God suffices for us, and what a good One to rely upon! We have relied upon God’/'Abdallah b. 'Amr: A Bedouin said: "0 Messenger of God, what are the trumpets?" He said: "A horn in which one blows.” 'Alqama: "Surely the earthquake of the Hour is a great thing."1090 He said: Before the Hour.Al-Sha'bl: Gabriel met Jesus, so Jesus said to him: "0 Gabriel when is the Hour?" But he shook with his wings, then said: "The one being asked is not more knowledgable than the

1743.

1744.
1745.
1746.

1089 q 29:53.

1090 q22:1.

questioner. It is difficult (lit. heavy) in the heavens and the earth, it will only come to you unexpectedly." He said: "He is the only One who reveals its time." [387]Umar: A man asked the Messenger of God concerning the Hour, and he said: "The one being asked its not more knowledgable than the questioner." He said: "What are its portents?” He said: "That a handmaiden/concubine would give birth to her mistress or master, and that you would see the barefoot, naked, destitute [Bedouin] sheep-herders building tall buildings.". Urwa: The Prophet continued to be asked concerning the Hour untiT'What do you have to do with the mention of it? To your Lord is its (ultimate) goal."1091 [388]fbePortents ofthe Hour after the Rising of the Sun from lheWest
lift Jabir: The Prophet that he said before his death by a month: "You ask me concerning the Hour, but knowledge of it is only with God."1150. Kathir b. Murra, Yazid b. Shurayh and 'Amr b. Sulayman said: The last ofthe rising of the sun from the west is only one day, and the guardians (ha/aza)1092 will be lifted, and ordered that they not write anything. When this happens, they will prostrate to God, and the angels will be lonely at the presence ofthe Hour. The sun and moon will be frightened, and the heavenswill mount a strong guard, so that no demon [shay fan) or jinncan come near. The jinn will be lonely, and the jinn, humans, birds, animals and wild animals will toss about like waves against each other. The flashing jinn and demons will come to try to listen in, but will be pelted by fireballs (meteors},1093 so they will not hear anything.

*Q79:43-4.
He, trans, of al-Suyuti, pp. 159-74 describes the function of these guardian scribes
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The color of the heavens will change, the earth will tremble and the mountains will be shattered other than four: Mount Sinai, [Mt.] Judi, Mount Lebanon and Mount Tabor, which is above Tiberias. God has situated them as green gardens with trees between paradise and hell. Upon them is a building of pearl (lu'lu'), emerald, pearl (durr) and rubies, and God has placed His throne upon them in order to judge creation.The leg of the angel, the one with the trumpet, will be at Qulzum1094 and he will blow the first blowing crashing against those in the heavens and the earth, continuing for forty years. The heavens will be rent asunder and its stars spread apart, and God will send the Water of Life, so humanity will regenerate. Every human among them will look like the eye of a locust because of the cognizance of sin, and like [the size of] the grain in the belly button.

1094 Classical Clysma, the area of the Suez.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr said: "Then he will blow the final trumpetblast at the Western Judgment Gate, and suddenly they will all stand, looking, risen amongst the smoke and darkness.” Abu al-Darda' said: "Whoever has a good deed will be happy at [389] the smoke and the darkness, such that he will go into a state of ease. Light will be divided among the people in accord with their deeds."1751. Wahb b. Munabbih: At the time of the rising of the Hour the mountains of the sea will emerge to the dry land, and the 
mountains of the dry land into the sea. The sea will emerge 
and overflow onto the earth. Every single building and moun

tain on the face ofthe earth will be destroyed and fall down. 
The stars will be scattered, and the heavens changed. The 

earth will be split asunder in fear from the rising ofthe Hour, 
then the Hour will rise.

1752. Jabir: The Messenger of God said before his death by a month: 
I swear by God, no living soul today on the earth will see 100 

years.

Sadb. Abi Waqqas: The Prophet said: "1 hope that my community will not be impotent before my Lord if it is delayed ahalf a day." It was said to Sa'd: "How much is half [a day]?" Hesaid: "500 years.”1095^4, Jubayr b. Nufayr: The Jews and others frequently asked at the time of the Messenger of God concerning the Hour, so Gabriel came to him and he said: "0 Gabriel, the Jews and others arefrequently asking me about the Hour," so he said: "The one being questioned does not know more than the questioner." 1155. Abu Damra al-Kala'i1096: "The people of this city," meaning Hims, “will go to bed, and surely wake up, so one will go out from the Eastern Gate and be unable to see [Mount] Sanir,1097 as it will be gone from its place, so he will tell himself he is dreaming (lit. lying). He will do the call to prayer for the people, so they will emerge and gaze at what he was gazing. Suddenly [Mt.] Lebanon will be in its place, and suddenly [Mount] Sanir will be gone from its place! They will stay [gazing] like that for as long as God wishes during the day, until someone comes from Hawarm1098 saying: ‘Sanlr has moved from us completely, so we do not know where it has gone.’” It is said that it is one of the pegs1099 of hell 
(jahannam).1756. Wahb b. Munabbih: The seventh sign is when God sendsangels on piebald horses flying between the heavens and the earth, announcing the demise ofthe earth and those upon it. The eighth sign is that every tree on the earth will weep blood, 

and the ninth sign is that every single stone will lament like women lament. The tenth is the rising of the sun from the west. [390]

Ct Q 22:47.
* Lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.

The Biblical name for Mt. Hermon (cf. Ez. 27:5] One of the towns.’’Ct 078:7.
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1757.

1758.

1759.

Al-'Uryan b. al-Haytham1100:1 wentas part of a delegation with my father to Yazid b. Mu'awiya, so I heard 'Abdallah b.'Amr, and I said to him: "Did you claim that the Hour will rise at the beginning of the 70s?"1101 So he said: "They tell lies about me, it is not like that. But 1 said: ‘The 70s will not pass without disasters and important events.”’

1100 Al-'Uryan b. al-Haytham al-Nakha'i, lived in Kufa, blind, in charge of the shuraf 
of Kufa, then its governor, fl. 2nd/dth century. He was teased about his name ("Naked") by the local wits: see al-Anbari, al-Mukhtar min nawadir al-akhbar (Beirut: al-Maktaba al-'Asriyya, 1994), p. 110.1101 Yazid ruled 680-3; the 70s began at 70/689.1102 Probably one of the earliest datable mentions of lesbianism in the Muslim sources see Samar Habib, Arabo-Islamic Texts on Female Homosexuality 850-1780 A.D. (Youngstown, NY: Teneo, 2009).

Anas b. Malik: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until a year is like a month, a month is like a week [juma), and a week is like a day, and a day is like a kindled fire.Abu Hurayra: “The Hour will not rise until the people screw each other on the roads, just as mounts screw, with the men only needing men and the women women—do you know what lesbianism (tasahuq) is?"1102 They said: "No." He said: "When a woman mounts a woman, then she rubs her (tashaquha). Sa'fd b. Masruq: The Messenger of God said: The waters will all sink deep and return to their places, other than the Jordan River and the Nile of Egypt.Makhul: A Bedouin said: "0 Messenger of God, when is the Hour?" The Messenger of God said: "The one being questioned does not know more than the questioner, but its portents 
[are]: the close building of markets, rain without vegetation, 
the appearance of slander, the appearance of children of error 

extolling the one possessed of wealth, for iniqui

tous people to raise their voices in the mosques, the victory of 
those who do wrong over those who do good—whoever lives 
in this time, let him flee with his religion, and remain close 
[ahlas] to his house."

1762. 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud: When you see that the people have killed

1760.

1761.

offtheprayer, squandered trust, permitted lying, taking oaths ofalliance (hilf) frequently, consuming interest, taking bribes, building high buildings, following their whims and selling the religion for the sake of this world, then salvation, salvation! May your mother be bereaved of you!0 A’isha: When the first signs emerge, the pens are thrown aside, the angel-guardians sit down and the bodies testifyabout the deeds. (2) [391]|j(l. Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Hour will not arise until people screw each other on the roads like donkeys screw each other.1165. Itwassaid to Nawf: 'Abdallah b. 'Amr would say: "The people will not remain very long after the 90s.” So Nawf said: "I think that they will remain living for a long while after that, but most of those living will be in Syria.” It was said: "Kufa and Basra?" He said: "Those are new."IM Shahr b. Hawshab: The Prophet said: It is almost to the point where a man will be departing from his house, then his stick and his whip will inform him of what his family have done inI his house.1 1767. Abdallah b. 'Amr: The evil ones after the good ones for 120 years, but not one ofthe people know when the first of that 
[period] is.

IM Mujahid: The Messenger of God said: The Hour will not arise upon those who say: "There is no god but Allah." When the angel wishes to blow in the trumpets, then hears somebody saying: "There is no god but Allah" he delays it by seventyautumns.Anas: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise upon anyone who says: "God, God!"^0. All: The worst or among the worst of the people are thosewho will live to see the Hour while they are still alive.*U1. Zayd b. Aslam; The Messenger of God said: The likeness of me and the Hour are like a group that has sent a spy, and has seenthe enemy, but feared that they would beat him back to his friends, so he used his sword to flash [a signal] to them that
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they were about to be ambushed. I was sent just before the Hour.1772.
1773.

1774.

1775.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr: There are demons (shayafin) who areimprisoned, who are on the ver of being set free, so recitethe Qur'an for the people [for the sake of protection].Al-'Uryan b. al-Haytham: 1 went on a delegation to Mu'awiya, so while I was with him, a man who had two rich garmentson came in, and Mu'awiya welcomed him, and sat him on the throne with him [392] so 1 said: "Who is that, Commander of the Believers?" He said: "Don’t you know him? This is 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As!" 1 said: "So this is the one who says: 'People will not live past 100 years'?" So he approached me, saying: "That was you will find them living past 100 for along time, but this community was given a time span of 130 years.” Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will arise while two men are selling a garment, but they will not have time to roll it up or sell it until the Hour arises. A man will be milking,but not have time to put the container to his mouth before the Hour arises. And a man will be filling a pool, but not have timeto drink from it until the Hour arises.Abu al-Firas, a man from Aslam1103: A man said to the

1103 A northern tribe, living close to Medina at the time of the Prophet.

Messenger of God: "When is the Hour?" He said: "The one being questioned concerning it is not more knowledgablethan the questioner, but it has signs; when the sheep-herders raise tall buildings, when the barefoot and naked are kings, who are the little Arabs ('urayb).

1776. Ibn Mas'ud: The Hour has portents, and it will never ariseuntil its portents come.1777. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: "The Hour will not arise until it rains upon the people such a raining that permanent houses 
will not be able to stand, but tents of hair will." Suhaylsaid: "My father never left tents of hair until he met God Most High (died)."

Sahib.Sa'd1104: The Prophet said: "I was sent together with the Hour like this" and he showed with his two fingers, the pointer and the middle intertwined.ibn Abi al-Hudhayl: If one of you has to urinate, let him do his ablutions with sand (tayammum), fearing that the Hour would overtake him.jgO. Hanash b. al-Harith1105 on the authority of his father: We arrived at Qadisiyya, and during the night one of us had a colt born, but when it was morning he slaughtered his colt. This reached'Umar [b. al-KhatJab], so his letter came to us that we
should be equitable to that which God has given us for sustenance, as the matter (the Hour) is coming (lit. smiting).I®. Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: The Hour will not arise until no onedoes the pilgrimage to the House (Ka'ba). [393]1®. A qass [popular storyteller] who used to narrate in Medina from a gathering of other qusas: I heard Anas b. Malik saying: Among the [signs of the] nearness of the Hour is the appearance of mines, the proliferation of rain, but the paucity of vegetation, that a man would walk with an ounce or two [of gold] but not find anyone who will accept it, such that everyone will not need anything—while on that day they will be the most desirous of this world of theirs. These are signs that will appear, so the rich man will go terrified to the poor man saying: "What will I do with this [wealth], when this Hour will arise?" and a man will be walking with a loaf [raghif), not owning anything other than that, wandering with it, but not find anybody who will take it. This is the day when “belief will not benefit anyone who did not believe before, or (who didnot) earn some good through his belief."1106

Companion, lived in Medina, d. 91/709-10, said to have been the last of the Companions in Medina.Hanashb.al-Harith al-Nakha'i, lived in Kufa,/7. 2nd/8th century.Qfcisa
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1783.

1784.

1785.

1786.

1787.

1788.

Raja' b. Haywa al-Kindi1107: There will come a time upon the people when only one date will be on a palm tree.

1107 Raja' b. Haywa al-Kindi, originally from Beth-Shean, lived in Filisfin, a prominent supporter of the Umayyads, d. 112/730-1.1108 Collected from the leaves of Acacia nilotica, and used in both edibles and for adhesive.1109 Q 35:9.

Anas b. Malik: The Prophet said: Gabriel came to me and brought me a white woman with a black dot on her, so I said: "Who is this?" He said: "This is Friday," so I said: "And what is the black dot?" He said: "On it the Hour will arise."Abu Sa'id al-Khudari: When the Hour nears lightening bolts will increase.Another one: I heard the Prophet say: "The Hour and I were sent together like these two," meaning his two fingers.Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until the number of porticoes and buildings increase, and the gumacacia leaves (al-sumar a/-waraq)1108 do not grow. [394] 'Abdallah: The Hour will arise on the worst of people, then anangel will blow in the trumpets, a horn between the heavens and the earth. Every creation between the heavens and the earth will die at that time, other those those who your Lordwishes. Then between the two trumpet blasts there is [however much time] God wishes. Then God will send water from under the Throne as sperm like men’s sperm. Every singlehuman in the earth will be given some of it, so their bodies and flesh will regenerate from this water just as the earthregenerates from the soft rains. Then 'Abdallah read/recited"(It is) God who sends the winds, and it stirs up a cloud, and We drive it to some barren land, and by means of it give the earth life after its death. So (too) is the raising up."1109 Then the angel will rise between the heavens and the earth, and blow in it, so every soul will go to its body, and enter it, thenthey will stand and be alive as one man, standing before the Lord of the Worlds.

Ka'b: The Hour will not arise until a man manages the affairs of fifty women.Hudhayfa: If a man fastened a warhorse and birthed a colt from it at the first of the signs, he would not be able to ride the colt before the last of them.U Ka'b: The Hour will not arise until the year is like a month, a month like a week, a week like a day, and a like an hour, and an hour like the burning of an ulcer (sa/h).Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: "Between the two trumpet- blaststhere are forty." They said: "O Abu Hurayra, forty days?" He said: "I refuse," so they said: "forty months?" He said: "I refuse,” so they said: "forty years?" He said: "I refuse." Then water will descend from the heavens by which it will grow just asvegetables grow—there will only be one bone for the [reconstituted] human, which will be the spine—and from it [the water] creation will be constituted on the Day of Resurrection. Abdallah: There will come a day for the Euphrates [River] I [395] in which if a basin of water was sought, it would not be found, as all the waters will return to their sources. The I remainder of the water and the believers will be in Syria.IM Ibn Mas'ud: The worst of the nights, days, months and times are those closest to the Hour.B95. Abdallah: The Hour will arise on the worst of people, who will not command the right and forbid the wrong, mounting each other like donkeys mount each other. A man will take the hand of a woman, be alone with her, and do what he wants with her, then return to them while they laugh at him, and he at them.M Kathir b. Murra: Among the signs of the trial, and the portents of the Hour are that a voice from the heavens will come to them by night, and the voice will scare them. In the midst of their fright, suddenly God will send voices like lions from the heavens to scare the people's hearts, and to take hold of souls. In the midst of their fright, a sign will happen in the heavens, making both believer and unbeliever take haste to believe.
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1797. Ibn 'Abbas: The end for the community of Muhammad is 300 years like the years of the Israelites.1798. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: What is between the signs is like from week to week, the first of it and the last of it, or seven difficult stitchholes (khurazat) with a weak thread—when it snaps the rest unravels.1799. Ibn Mas'ud: When the Qur'an is lifted from the breasts of men, they will filled up with poetry.1800. Ibn 'Umar: The Prophet said: When the sun rises from the west all ofthe people will believe, but on that day "belief will not benefit anyone who did not believe."1110 [396]
The Rising of the Sun from the West1801.

1802.

1803.

Kathir b. Murra, Yazid b. Shurayh and 'Amr b. Sulayman said: The last part of the risin of the sun from the west is only one day, so on that day whatever is in peoples’ hearts will be stamped upon them. The angel-guardians and the actionswill be completed, the angels will be commanded not to write/record actions, and the sun and moon will be terrified fromthe rising of the Hour.Abu Hurayra: The Messenger of God said: Five are among the signs, I do not know which one is first, and which one of them has come—"belief will not benefit anyone who did notbelieve before, or (who did not) earn some good through hisbelief’1111: the rising of the sun from the west, the Dajjal, Gogand Magog, the smoke and the Beast.Wahb b. Munabbih: The rising ofthe sun from the west is the tenth and final sign, then "every nursing woman will forget what she has nursed .. .”1112, every possessor of wealth will throw it aside, and every merchant will be distracted from hismerchandise.
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. Abdallah concerning His Word: "On the Day when one of the signs of your Lord comes belief will not benefit anyone who did not believe before,”1113 he said: "The rising ofthe sun from the west." [397]jj Abdallah on the authority of the Prophet said: Jesus and his friends [prayers] will be answered concerning Gog and Magog, then they will live until one night they will greet the risingofthe sun from the west, and until they will enjoy forty years after the appearance ofthe Beast of the Earth in plenty and security.I. Abdallah on the authority ofthe Prophet: You will only remain ashort while after Gog and Magog until the sun will rise from the west. Those who have no happiness will say: "We do not care as long as God returns His light upon us whether it rises from the east or the west.” They will hear a call from the heavens: "0 you who believe! Your belief has been accepted from you, and actions have been lifted from you. O you who have disbelieved! The doors of repentance have been locked against you,the pens have ceased to write, and the codices have been rolled up, so no repentance or belief will be accepted from anyone other than those who believed previously.”A believer will only be born of a believer, and an unbeliever from an unbeliever. The Devil will fall prostrate, crying: “My God! You commanded me to prostrate myself to whom You wished, and what You wished!” The demons will gather to him, saying: “0 our master, to whom should we go in our terror?" He will say: "I only asked my Lord to look upon me until the Day of Resurrection, and to a known time.1114 Now the sun has risen from the west, so it is the known time—and there are no actions counted after today.” So the demons will go openly to the earth, such that a man will say: "This is my spirit-double (qarini) who used to deceive me. Praise be to God who has

mo q 6:158. 

mi q 6:158. 
m2 Q22:2.
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disgraced him and given me rest from him." The people will 
look at the jinn and demons, their food and drink, their living 
and dying, but the Devil will continue to be prostrate, weeping 
until the Beast from the Earth will emerge and kill him.1807. Ibn 'Abbas: The Prophet said: When the sun rises from the west, mothers will forget their children and loved ones because of the fruits of their hearts. Every soul will be occupied with what comes to it, and no repentance will be accepted after it from anyone, other than those who were doing good in their belief, as after that nothing will be recorded for them as was previously done. As for the unbelievers, it will be a loss and regret for them, so that even if a man brought forth a horse, he would not be able to ever ride it until the Hour rises because of the proximity of the rising of the sun from the west to the rising of the Hour. The Hour will surely rise while the people are in their markets, with two men having spread a garment, but being unable to sell it or even roll it up, while a man has lifted his mouthful to his mouth, but will not be able to taste it Then he declaimed: ‘Yet it will indeed come upon them unexpectedly, when they do not realize (it)."1115 [398]1808. 'Abdallah b. 'Umar: The sun and the moon with be combined in the heavens at its station during the evening prayer, and the day will be perpetual (sarmad) for twenty years.1809. Wahb b. Jabir al-Khaywani1116:1 was with 'Abdallah b. 'Amr, so he began to narrate to us, saying: "The sun when it sets gives the peace greeting, prostrates, and asks permission— so permission is granted to it until the day when it sets, it [the sun] will say: *0 Lord, the way is long, so if permission is not granted to me, I will not make it.' So it will hold back as long as God wills, then it will be said to it: 'Rise from the 

direction from which you set,' so from that day until the Day
11,5 Q 29:53. I'
1116 Lived in Kufa, then went to live in Jerusalem, in Ibn 'Asakir, Ta'rikh, Ixiii, p. 355 h rela tes tradition on Gog and Magog fl. 2nd/8th century. I

of Resurrection 'belief will not benefit anyone who did not 
believer before.'"1117

L Amr b. Ubayd b. 'Umayr: "A day (in which) one of the signs 
ofyour Lord will come."1118 He said: The rising of the sun from 
the west.Hl. 'Abdallah: The rising of the sun from the west will be like two conjoined camels.k, 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The people will remain after the sun rising from the west 120 years.k Safwan b. 'Assal al-Muradi: The Messenger of God narrated to us: In the west there is a door for repentance, whose length and breadth are seventy or forty years. It will not be locked until the rising of the sun from the west is before it. Then he declaimed: "On the Day when one of the signs of your Lord come belief will not benefit anyone who did not believe before or (who did not) earn some good through his belief."1119,1120I ^Appearance of the Beast (Dabba)hl. Abu Sariha: The Messenger of God said: The Beast has three appearances in the age (dahr)-. it will emerge once in the furthest Yemen, so the mention of it will be widespread among the nomads but will not reach the settled people, meaning Mecca. It will stay for a long while after that, then it will emerge again closeto Mecca, so mention of it will be widespread among the nomads. It will stay for a long while after that, then while the people on that day are in the holiest and best of mosques in God Most High's eyes, and the most noble mosque to God, the Sacred Enclosure Mosque. It will not frighten them except in the direction of the Mosque; it will grow between the Black I Corner and the Gate of Banu Makhzum1121 to the right of the

She ofQ 6:158.
fa

break pp. 399-400.
“fthe nineteen gates of the Sacred Enclosure.
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exit from the Mosque. The people will reject it separately and together, with a band of Muslims standing firm against it.They will know that they are incapable against God, so it will emerge in front of them, with the dirt shaking from its head, then it appears to them. Their faces will be shining such that they will be left looking like twinkling stars. Then it will turn in the earth, no one coming after it will be able to catch it, and no one will be able to flee from it. Even a man who will take refuge from it in prayer, it will come to him from behind him, saying: “0 so-and-so, right now you are praying," so he will approach facing it, and it will mark him on his face. Then it will go and visit people in their houses, accompany them on their trips, and associate with their businesses, to distinguish the unbeliever from the believer. The unbeliever will say to the believer: "0 believer, fulfill my trust!” and the believer will say to the unbeliever: “0 unbeliever, fulfill my trust." [402]1815. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr b. al-'As: The Beast will emerge from a mountain path at Ajyad,1122 with its head touching the clouds, even though its two legs will not have fully emerged from the earth, until he comes to a man while he is doing the prayer, and says: "Your prayer is not from personal necessity, it is just for the sake of taking refuge and showing off," so he will mark him.

1122 A location near Mecca.1123 Probably a mistake for 'Afiyya b. 'Urwa al-Sa'di, Companion, lived in the Balqa’,/7- lst/7th centuiy.1124 Q 27:82.

1816. Wahb b. Munabbih: The first of the signs is the Byzantines, then the Dajjal, the third is Gog and Magog, the fourth is Jesus son of Mary the fifth is the smoke and the sixth is the Beast.1817. 'Atiyya b. 'Umar1123 concerning His Word Most High: "When the word falls upon them, We shall bring forth for them acreature from the earth, (which) will speak to them."1124 He said: "When they do not command the right and do not forbidthe wrong."

U Abdallah b. Mas'ud: The Dajjal, Gog and Magog, the Beast and the rising ofthe sun from the west.Abdallah: The Prophet said: "The friends of Jesus son of Mary who fought the Dajjal with him, will enjoy themselves afterthe emergence ofthe Beast of the Earth forty years in comfortand security. ’Abdallah: The Prophet said: The emergence of the Beast is after the rising of the sun [from the west], so when it emergesthe Beast will kill the Devil, while he is prostrating himself. Then the believers will enjoy themselves on the earth after that for forty years. Everything they wish for will be given to them or found, there will be no injustice or wrong. Everythingwill submit to the Lord ofthe Worlds willingly or unwillingly— the believers willingly, while the unbelievers unwillingly, andthe wild animals and the birds unwillingly. But then the wildanimalswill not harm a quadruped or a bird, and the believer will be born but not die until forty years have been completed from the emergence ofthe Beast of the Earth. Then death willreturn to them, and they will stay in that situation for as long asGod wishes. Then death will be speedy among the believers, and no believer will remain.So the unbeliever will say: "We were fearful ofthe believers, but now not one of them remains. No repentance will be received from us, so there is nothing for us but to act wantonly." So they will act wantonly in the roads like animals, one will mount his mother, his sister or his daughter. They will have sex in the middle of the road—one will mount her and another will dismount. No one will disapprove or be jealous; [403] the best of them on that day will say: "If you moved off the road it would be better!"They will act like this until there are none left who are children of [legitimate] marriages; all will be children of fornication (awlad al-sifah). They will be like this as long as God wishes. Then God will make the women's wombs infertile forthirty years, so that no woman will give birth and there will be
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no children on the earth. All of them will be children of » sexual relations (awlad al-zina}, the worst of people. Upon them the Hour will arise.1821. Umar said: The Beast will not emerge until there are no believers on the earth, so read/recite if you wish "When the word falls upon them, We shall bring forth for them a creature from the earth."11251822. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Beast will emerge from a crack on the [Hill of] Safa1126 the height of a warhorse for three days, without a third of it emerging. (1)1823. Hammad b. Salama1127: The Prophet said: The Beast will emerge with the stick of Moses and the seal of Solomon. He will polish the face ofthe believer with the stick, but mark the nose of the unbeliever with the seal so that faithless people will gather, saying: "Hey, you believer!" or "Hey, you unbeliever!1824. Ibn 'Abbas concerning His Word Most High: "We shall bring forth for them a creature from the earth"1128 He said: It will have soft hair and feathers, and have four legs. It will emerge from the some ofthe dry valleys ofthe Tihama." Abdallah b. 'Amr said: "It will dot the face of every unbeliever with a black dot, which will spread over his entire face making it black, while he will dot the face of every believer with a white dot, which will spread over his entire face making it white. The people of a family will sit at the table, and know the believer from the unbeliever, and when they buy and sell in the markets, they will know the believer from the unbeliever.”1825. 'Amir al-Sha'bi1129: The Beast ofthe Earth will have the speed of a weasel, and its face will touch the heavens. [404]1826. 'A'isha said: The Beast will emerge from Ajyad.
1125 Q 29:82.1126 One of the two hillocks contained within the Sacred Enclosure, cf. Q 2:1581127 Lived in Basra, a mawla, an important traditionist, d. 167/783-41128 Q 29:82.1129 'Amir b. Shurahbil al-Sha'bi, lived in Kufa, visted Constantinople as an emissaryof'Abd al-Malik, d. 105/723-4.

Ibn'Umar: The Beast will emerge on the night of [the gathering at] Muzdalifa, where they will gather, then the Beast will emerge when its neck is erect because of its length. It will find every hypocrite and mark him.0 Ibn Umar: The Beast will emerge from a crack in [the Hill of] Safa.I10 Ibn Umar: "When the word falls upon them. We shall bring forth for them a creature from the earth, (which) will speak to them."1130 He said: "When they do not command the right and do not forbid the wrong."1830. Hudhayfa: "The Beast has three emergences: emergencesin which it will emerge from the deserts, then be concealed (tan/ramf)," meaning be hidden, "and an emergence from one ofthe towns, such that when it is mentioned blood will flow.Then it will be concealed, so when the people are at the most noble, greatest and most meritorious mosque," which we think is called the Sacred Enclosure, but he did not name it.suddenly the earth will be lifted up for them, so the people will get out fleeing. A band of Muslims will remain, who will say: "Nothing will save us from the command of God."So the Beast will emerge to them, and make their faces shine like twinkling stars. Then it will go, and no one who istrying to catch it will be able to, and no one fleeing it will be able to avoid it. It will come to a man while he is praying, andsay: “By God you are not among those praying!" It was said: "What are the people doing on that day, O Hudhayfa?" He said: "Neighbors in the pastures, business associates, traveling companions.”1831. lbn'Umar: The Messenger of God said: When the promise thatGod Most High said: "We shall bring forth for them a creature from the earth, (which) will speak to them,"1131 he said; "Thiswill not be discourse or talk, but it will be a mark that it will
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make at the command of God Most High. Its emergence will be from [the Hill of] Safa on the night of Mina, so they will wake up between its head [405] and its tail. No one will enter or exit until it has completed that which God Most High has commanded it. Those who perish will perish, those who are saved will be saved. The first step it takes will be at Antioch."1832. Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman: No group has ever cursed each other without the words coming back to bite them.1833. Unidentified: "The Beast will emerge and the signs after Jesus by seven months." 'Amr b. al-'As said: "The Beast will emerge from [the Hill of] Safa which is next to [the Hill of] Marwa.lt will mark whoever tells lies concerning God Most High and His Messenger." [406]
The Ethiopians1834.
1835.

1836.
1837.

Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Ka'ba will be destroyed by the One with Two Small Shanks (Dhu al-Suwayqatan) from the Ethiopians.1132

1132 The area of Mecca was raided by the Ethiopians in 702, and they occupied its port, Jeddah, briefly.1133 See Wolf Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Ge'ez, p. 495 "to scrape off.”1134 Abu 'Utba al-Khawlani, fl. 2nd/8th centuiy.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr heard him said: it is as if I am looking towards the Ka'ba while an Ethiopian, bald and crookedboned is destroying it Mujahid said: When Ibn al-Zubayr destroyed it, I came to look to see what he had said, but I did
'AIT: Circumambulate this house [the Ka'ba] frequently, for it is as if I see a bald and small-eared, narrow-shanked man,with an iron shovel (mishat)1133 destroying it.Abu 'Utba,1134 the mawla of'Amr b. al-'As: Egypt will perishwhen it is shot by [the shooting of] four bows: the bow oftheTurks, the bow ofthe Byzantines, the bow ofthe Ethiopians and the bow of the Andalusians. [407]

Ubayd b. Rafi': 'Umar b. al-Khat|ab: "How far is the distance between you and Wasim?" I said: "It is exactly one post-stop
(band) [away]/’ He said: "The Andalusians will come andfight you there." Hatib b. Abi Balta'a1135 that he heard 'Umar b. al-Khaftab say: "The Andalusians will come to you and fight you at Wasim until the horses will move in blood up to their fetlocks, then God will defeat them." [408]fie Emergence of the Ethiopians1(09, Umarb. al-Khattab rose in Mecca during the pilgrimage, and said: "0 Yemenites, emigrate before the two darknesses—as for the first of them, it is the Ethiopians who will come out until they reach this place I am standing."1840. Ka'b: The Ethiopians will come out all at once, and end up at this house [Mecca], then the Syrians will come out against them, and find them having spread themselves on the ground, and will fight them in the dry valleys of Banu 'All, which are near to Medina,1136 until an Ethiopian will be sold for a cloak 

(shamld).1841. Ka'b: They will destroy the house, and take the Standing-place, and tread upon it whereupon God will kill them.1842. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Ethiopians will come out after the descent of Jesus son of Mary whereupon Jesus will send a vanguard [against them] and they will be defeated.1843. Abu Qatada: The Prophet said: The Ethiopians will come and destroy the House (Ka'ba) completely, such that it will not be inhabited again, and they are the ones who will take out its treasures.1844. Abu Hurayra: The One with the Two Small Shanks from the Ethiopians will destroy the Ka'ba. [409]M Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: It is as if I see a bald,
'Us

>Ui

Companion, supposedly used as a messenger to Egypt by the Prophet 430/650-1.Seeal-FakihT, Akhbar Makka (Beirut: Dar Khi<lr, 1998), i, p. 358 (no. 746)

Marwa.lt
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1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

1850.

crooked-boned, bandy-legged [one] at the back of the Ka'ba, striking it with a great pickax (karzana).1137

1137 Ibn al-Athir, Nihaya, iv, p. 162, evidently related to the Heb.garzen (cf. Deut 19:5, 
20:19, Is. 10:15).

1138 The theft of the Black Stone actually happened in 930, when the Kharijites took it for twenty-three years.
1139 A maw I a of Maslama b. Mukhallad, from the captives of Isfahan, lived in Damascus,killed in Egypt by the Byzantines at al-Barlas on the shores of the Nile in 55/675.

Abu Hurayra: The One with Two Small Shanks, the Ethiopian, will destroy the House of God.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Ka'ba will be destroyed twice, and the [Black] Stone will be lifted on the third time.1138 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: It is as if 1 see an Ethiopian, narrow-shanked, sitting against the Ka'ba with his iron shovel, while it is being destroyed.Ka'b: Truly, an Ethiopian will destroy the house [Ka'ba], and will take the Standing-place, then tread upon it, whereupon God will kill them.Wardan1139 went out one day from the presence of Maslama b. Mukhallad, while he was governor of Egypt, then passed by 'Abdallah b. 'Amr making haste. So he called him, saying: "Where are you going, 0 Abu 'Ubayd?” He said: “The governor has sent me to Memphis so 1 can bring out the treasure of Pharaoh." He said: "Return to him and greet him with the peace greeting, and say to him: The treasure of Pharaoh is notfor you, nor for your soldiers, but it belongs to the Ethiopians, who will come in their ships (sufun) to al-Fusfaf, and proceed until they camp at Memphis. Then God will reveal to them the treasure of Pharaoh, so they will take of it what they will. Then they will say: 'Don't we desire booty better than this?'Sothey 
will return, and the Muslims will come out following them 
until they catch them. God will defeat these Ethiopians; then 
the Muslims will kill them, and take them prisoner, until an 
Ethiopian will be sold on that day for a garment (kisd'),"

1851. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: You and the Andalusians will fight at Wasim,

so you will bring your supplies from Syria. When the first ofthem will land, God will defeat your enemy and continue to kill them into Libya. Then they will return whereupon theEthiopians will come with 300,000 [troops], led by Eusebius(usbus).1140 You and the Syrians will fight them; then God will
defeat them, whereupon you will return to the Copts, and tellthem: 'You did not aid us against our enemies." So they will say [410]: “You did this to us, you took our power, and did notleave us any weapons.1141 You are the most beloved of people to us.” He said: "So they will pardon them [the Copts]."1852. Abdallah b. 'Amr that a man from among the enemies of the Muslims in Andalus, which is the tradition of the One withthe Mane—a long tradition, which 1 have written under the Byzantines.11421853. Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Andalusians will fight you at Wasim, but your supplies will come from Syria, so God will defeatthem.1854. Umarb. al-Khaftab: They will fight you at Wasim, then God will defeat them, then the Ethiopians will come to you the following year.1855. Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Ethiopians will come with 300,000 [troops], led by a man called Eusebius, so then you will fight them together with the Syrians, then God will defeat them.1856. Abdallah b. 'Amr: They are the ones who will take out the I treasure of Pharaoh from a city called Memphis. The Muslims I will come out against them, fight them, and they will plunder
those treasures, until an Ethiopian will be sold for a cloak 
(abi'a).

Kl. Layth and Ibn Lahfa: The one who will lead the Andalusians 
will be a king from the non-Arabs, called the One with the Mane, who will exile the Andalusians and Maghribi Muslims

Compare no. 1300.Erding to the Pact of 'Umar kno.1300.
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until the Egyptians will fight him, whereupon God will defeat him, then the One with the Mane will convert to Islam after the defeat.1858. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: Banu Qanjiira b. Karkara1143 are about to emerge. They will lead the Khurasanians harshly, until they fasten their horses at the palm tree of al-Ubulla.1144 Then they will send to the Basrans: Either you join us, or [411] you leave it empty for us. A third will join them, a third to the Arabs, and a third to Syria.1859. Ka'b: When God will kill Gog and Magog, when the people are in that situation, a caller will come to them: "The One with the

1143 The Banu Qanfura are mentioned six times in the text (nos. 1868,1869,1873, 1882, 1891), all of which are associated with the Turks, horses, the east, and so this tradition seems misplaced as it does not relate to Ethiopiansatall.lt is not clear how the Banu Qanjura got associated with the Turks, as the name seems to be related to Keturah, the concubine of Abraham (Gen. 25:1-4). Even that association is tentative (nor did Muslims know what to make of it: Ibn Abi Shayba, Musannaf, vii, p. 482 [no. 37393] "thus we found it in the book; as for the description it is that of the Turks").1144 The port of Basra.1145 Al-Laythi, Companion,/?. lst/7th century.

Two Small Shanks has raided the house [the Ka'ba], intending [to attack it]," so Jesus son of Mary will send a vanguard of either 700 or between 700 and 800 until when they are part of the way God will send a soft Yemenite wind to take the spirit of every believer. Only the lowest people will remain, mounting each other like animals. The likeness ofthe Hour is likeman who circles his horse, seeking a way to ride; whoeverundertakes anything after my words here or after knowledge of me, will be an undertaker.1860. Harith b. Malik [known as] b. Barsa’1145:1 heard the Prophet say on the Day of Mecca’s Conquest: "Do not raid each other after today until the Day of Resurrection."1861. Mujahid: When Ibn al-Zubayr destroyed the Ka'ba we went out for three days, expecting the punishment [from God],1862. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: It is as if I see a crooked-boned, small

shovel, while it was being destroyed. [412]
Ka'b: The Turks will descend upon Amid, drink from the
Tigris and the Euphrates Rivers, and they will run amok in 
al-Jazira, while the people of Islam are in al-Hira,1147 unable
to do anything to them. God will send snow against them—a
heavy snow, with gale-force winds, and bitter cold, so that 
they will be dying off. After they will be staying for a number 
of days, the commander of the people of Islam will rise before
the people, and say: "0 people of Islam, is there not a people 
willing to give themselves to God?" so they will see what the
people do. They will deputize ten horsemen, who will go out
to them [the Turks] and find them having died away, so they 
will return and say: "God has caused them to perish, and has 
sufficed for them!" So they will perish to the very last one.UH. Ka'b: The Turks will descend upon al-Jazira until their horses 
will drink from the Euphrates [River]. God will send a plague 
against them, and kill them, without leaving even one man of 
them.

1865. AbuHukayma al-GhunawI1148: They will stand on the mounds 
of al-|azira to take the women captive, until a man will see 
the white of his wife’s anklets and not be able to do anything 
about it.M Al-Hakam b. 'Utayba: They will emerge, and nothing that is struck by their battles (maldhim) will stop them short of the Euphrates, but the people’s horsemen on that day will be Qays

4 See my "Image of the Turk in Classical and Contemporary Muslim Apocalyptic literature," in Felicitas Schmeider (ed.). Peoples of the End-Time (Berlin: de Gniyter, 2016), pp. 225-35; also Ibn al-Faqih al-Hamdani, Nusus lam tuhaqqaq 
ninKitdbakhbaral-buldan (Riyad: Wizarat al-Ta'lim, 1997), pp. 115-32.Former capital of the Lakhmid dynasty before Islam, largely eclipsed by the rise ofKufa.leading with MM (variant) in accord with the name in no. 560, probably Syrian, A2nd/8th century.

Ethiopiansatall.lt
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'Aylan,1149 so they will uproot them—there will be no Turks afterwards. [413]

1149 A northern Arab tribe.1150 In far eastern Persia.1151 Unattested, but seems to have been close to Basra.

1867. Makhul: The Turks will have two emergences: an emergence which will be the destruction of Azarbayjan, and an emergence in which they will appear in al-Jazira snatching up [on horses] those with anklets [women]. God will give victory to the Muslims; among them [the Turks] will be God’s greatest slaughter, and there will be no Turks afterwards.1868. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Banu Qanfura are about to emerge driving the people of Khurasan and Sijistan1150 before them brutally, until they fasten their mounts at the palm of al-Ubulla. They will send to the people of Basra: "Either give us your land,orwe will descend upon you!" So they will divide into three groups: one will join the Bedouin, one to Syria, and one to its enemy. This rule, when it covers the earth will be the rule of idiots.1869. Abu Bakra: The Prophet said: A land called Basra or Busayra, the Banu Qanfura will come to it, until they come to a river called the Tigris, with palm trees, then the people will divide into three groups: one will join their original [tribes] and perish, one will take itself and apostasize, and one will place their families behind their backs, and fight them—God will conquer through the remnant of them.1870. Abu Qilaba: The Prophet said: They will divide into three groups: one group will stay, one will join with their fathers in the growing places of wormwood (shih) and santonin 
(gaysum), and a group will join up [with those] in Syria, andthis is the best group.1871. Abu Hurayra: Their eyes are like moles, and their faces are stripped, they will have a battle between the Tigris and the Euphrates, and a battle at the Donkeys* Field (Marj Himar),1151 then a battle at the Tigris so that the [cost ofthe] crossing at 

thebeginning ofthe day will be 100 dinars to go to Syria, then it will increase at the end ofthe day.Abdallah b. Burayda from his father1152: The Prophet said: "A wide-faced, small-eyed people, as if their faces were stripped.will drive my community until they reach the ArabianPeninsula three times. As for the first, the ones who flee will besaved, as for the second some will perish, some will be saved, but the third will uproot. They are the Turks—and by Him who holds my soul in His hands, they will fasten their horses to [414] the pillars of the Muslims' mosque." Burayda used to | never be far away from two or three camels, and travelinggear for fleeing, because of what he had heard of the Turks.1873. Abdallah b. 'Amr: "The Banu Qanfura are about to expel you from the land of Iraq." I said: "We will return." He said: "Do you want that?" I said: "Yes," so he said: "Yes, then you will have ease in life."1874. Abdallah b. 'Amr: There are five apocalyptic battles for the people: Two have already passed, and three are for this community. [One is] the apocalyptic battle of the Turks, and [the second] is the apocalyptic battle of the Byzantines, then [the third] is the apocalyptic battle of the Dajjal. There will be no more apocalyptic battles after the Dajjal.1875. Abu Salama b. 'Abd al-Rahman: The Messenger of God said:The Dajjal will come down upon Jur [= Khuz] and Kirman1153leading 80,000, as if their faces were beaten shields, wearing
faylasans, and shoes made of hair.1876. Mu'awiya: Leave the herders alone as long as they leave you[alone]

118 Burayda b. al-Husayb b. 'Abdallah al-Aslami, Companion, lived in Medina, then moved to Marw, d. 63/682-3, the last of the Prophets Companions in Khurasan.";l TheKhuz could be from southeastern Persia (today Khuzistan) or the word could
ibeamistake for Khazar fAbd al-Razzaq, Musannaf xi, p. 375 [no. 20782] reads itlike that); the Kirman are probably from Central Persia.,1S* Seethe common popular tradition: “Leave the Turks alone as long as they leave Malone," Abu Da’ud, Sunan, iv, p. 110 (no. 4302)
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1877. Ka'b: The Turks will surely make an appearance; nothing will stop them short of al-Qap'a.1155 God’s greatest slaughter will be among them.1878. Hudhayfa said to the people of Kufa: A small-eyed, snub-nosed people, as if their faces were beaten shields, wearing shoes of hair, will expel you from it [Kufa], and will fasten their horses on the palm of Jukha [River],1156 and they will drink from the mouth of the Euphrates.1879. Mu'awiya: Leave the herders as long as they leave you alone, for they will appear until they end up [415] at the Euphrates, so the first of them will come to it to drink, but the last of them will come and say: "There was once water here.”11571880. 'Abdallah b. 'Amr: We came to him and he said: "Where are

1155 Close to Damascus, according to Ibn Asakir, Ta rikh, lxiii, p. 153.1156 Close to Baghdad.1157 Similar to what Gog and Magog said, see no. 1597.

you from?” We said: "From the people of Iraq.” He said: "By God, who there is no god but He, the Banu Qantura fromKhurasan and Sijistan will surely drive you brutally before them until they settle in al-Ubulla. They will not leave a single palm tree to which they have not fastened a horse. Then they will send to the people of Basra: ’Either you leave our country or we descend upon you!’" He said: "They will divide into threegroups: one group will go to Kufa, one to the Hijaz, and one to the desert of the Arabs. Then they [Banu Qanjura] will enter Basra and dwell in it for a year, whereupon they will send to Kufa and say: either you depart from our country or we descend upon you! So they will divide into three groups: one will go to Syria, one to the Hijaz, and one to the desert-land of the Arabs. Iraq will then be without either qafiz or dirham [in taxes], and this will be the 'rule of children.’ By God, this will surely happen!” And he repeated it three times.1881. Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until

you fight the Turks, red-faced, small-eyed, snub-nosed, as if their faces were beaten shields.|j2, Abu Hurayra: The firstroll-back of the Arabs' lands will be to a red-faced people, as if their faces were beaten shields.[j83. Umar used to say to the Muslims: You will find their faces to be like leather shields, their eyes like moles, so leave them alone as long as they leave you alone.0, Ibn Dhu al-Kala'1158 said: I was with Mu'awiya when the post came from Armenia, from its master, so he read the letter, and was angered. Then he called his secretary, and said: Write an answer to his letter: "You mentioned that the Turks have raided the outskirts of your land, and gotten the best of it, so you sent men to search after them to liberate what they had taken. May your mother be bereaved of you!! Do not do this again! Do not move against them, do not liberate anything from them, for I heard the Messenger of God say that they will force us back to the growing-places of wormwood." [416]1885. Morethanone ofthe Companions ofthe Prophet: He said: The Byzantines will appear in the greatest apocalyptic war, with them the Turks, the Burjan and the Slavs.1886. Abdallah b.'Amr: The apocalyptic battles are three: two have passed, but one remains: the apocalyptic battle of the Turks in al-Jazira.1887. Makhul: The Prophet said: The Turks will have two emergences: one of them in which they will emerge in Azarbayjan, and the other one in which they will drink on the shores of the Euphrates.1888. Ka'b: The Turks will make their way along the Euphrates River, so it is as if I see those [women] who wear red dye 
(mu'asfarat)1159 lined upon along the Euphrates River [to be sold as slaves].

llaShurahbil b. Dhi al-Kala' Usamayfi', lived in Hims, killed in al-Jazira 67/686-7 supporting Ibn al-Zubayr.Forbidden for men (like gold and silk] but allowed for women (see the case of *isha,al-Bukharl, Sahih, ii, p. 179 [no. 1545]).
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1889.
1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

Makhul: God will send death upon their straw, meaning their mounts, forcing them [the Turks] to go on foot, so then will be God's greatest slaughter among them—there will be no Turks afterwards.Ibn Mas'ud: It is as if I see the Turks, upon their nag ponies with pierced ears,1160 until they fasten them on the shores of the Euphrates.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: "The Banu Qanjura are about to expel you from the land of Iraq." 1 said: "Then we will return?" He said: "Would you like that? Then you will return, and have ease of life."Al-Hasan: The Messenger of God said: Among the portents of the Hour are that you fight a people whose faces are like beaten shields, and that you fight a people whose shoes are hair. I have seen the first, they are the Turks, and we have seen those, who are the Kurds. Al-Hasan said: "When you are in the midst of the portents of the Hour, it will be as if you see them 
eye-to-eye."Hudhayfa: The people of Iraq are about to not receive either dirham or qafiz further, since the non-Arabs ('ajam) will prevent them from receiving it. The Syrians are about to not receive either dinar or bushel (muddari), since the Byzantines will prevent them from receiving it. [417]Ibn Mas'ud: "How will it be for you, when you depart from this land here to the Arabian Peninsula, the growing-place of wormwood?" They said: "Who will expel us?" He said: “The 
enemy."Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until you fight a people as if their faces were beaten shields; the Hour will not arise until you fight a people whose shoes are hair.Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: The Hour will not arise until

1160 Ibn al-Athlr, Nihaya, ii, p.16, see nos. 557,559; also Abd al-Razzaq, Musannaf,^ p. 380 (no. 20798).

you fight a people snub-nosed, small-eyed, their faces are beaten shields. [418]
Times, Months, and Days that are Dated in the Tribulations

Ka'b: The mill ofthe 'Arabs will turn after 125 years from the death of their prophet, then tribulations.1161 (1) Al-Mustawrid b. Shaddad: I heard the Messenger of God say: Every community has an end, and my community has 100 years. When 100 years has passed for my community, then what God has promised it will come about.899. All: The rule ofthe community of Muhammad after his death is 176 years and thirty-one days [=187/803]. Then God will place fear over them.1900. Hudhayfa: Tribulations are after the death of the Messenger of God until the Hour arises, four tribulations: the first five [years], the second twenty [years], the third twenty [years], and the fourth, the Dajjal.1901. Safina, the mawla of Muhammad: The caliphate in my community [419] will be for thirty years, so reckon that, and it will be the end of the rule of 'All.11621902. Abu Umayya al-Kalbr. When the people differed after Mu'awiya, and the dissension of ['Abdallah] b. al-Zubayr, an old man came to us, whose eyebrows had covered his eyes, and had lived during the jahiliyya. We said: "Tell us about our time!" He said: "Rule will pass to a man from the Umayyads, who will govern you for twenty-two years, then die.1163 Caliphs will follow [him] reigning for short times, then a man whose sign ('aldma) is in his eye"al-Malik—"will gather wealth in a way no one had previously, and will live nineteen some years, and then die."®03. Someshaykhs: The Messenger of God said: When 125 years
meaning Hisham b. 'Abd

n^^cingthis date 136/753-4, the ascension of al-Mansur. ^nostexactly correct, dating from 11/632 to 41/661. Ahdal-Malik.
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have come upon my community, then will be the apocalyptic battles, and everything that has been mentioned at the end of time.
1904.

1905.

1906.
1907.

1908.

1909.

1910.

Ka'b: After Mu'awiya a man will govern the length of a woman's pregnancy and the weaning of her child,1164 then another who will not be anything, until he will perish,1165 then a man from Tayma',1166 whose time has come [for death], will govern,1167 

1164 Yazid I.1165 Mu'awiya II.H66 An oasis in northern (present-day) Saudi Arabia.1167 Marwan I.1168 Probably al-Nadr b. Shumayl al-Mazini, lived in Basra, moved to Marw.d203/818-19.

him and his progeny, for fifty years.Tubay': The last of the Umayyad caliphs, his rule will be two years, not even reaching that, but approximately eighteenmonths.Abu Hurayra: Woe to the 'Arabs, after 125 years! (2) Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya: The rule ofthe 'Abbasids will be disunited in the year [1]97 or [1]99, and the Mahdi will arise in the year 200.Abu al-Jild: Two men will rule, a man and his progeny from the Banu Hashim seventy-two years. [420]Abu Sa'id: The Prophet said: The Mahdi will reign seven,eight, or nine [years].§abbah: They will continue thirty-seven years, Banu Hashim for seventy years.
1911. Al-Walid: 1 read, accordingto Daniel, the totality of this community after its prophet Muhammad until Jesus will be 174 years. The Umayyads will have a period of eighty years. The rulers— they will be twelve, and have 100 years, then the tyrantswill

away, then 1335 days will be given to its people, 1295 days.1169 Blessed are those who are patient! The trial during it will cause the ruler to wrap [his head] with a crown—then the righteous one, then the one between the two of them." I said: "Why are forty days missing from the first count?" He said: "There are I tremors, casting of stones, and swallowing up by the earth during it. Then [will be] a just imam, then a dominating imam, then a just imam—they will all reign twenty some years. Then a just imam [will reign] for fifteen years."1913. Al-Haytham b. al-Aswad: I heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr say: The evil people will be after the good people for 120 years, but no one knows when the beginning of [the period] is.1914. Ibn Mas'ud: A man will appear from the mawali of Marv, and call towards the Hashemites, perhaps named 'Abdallah, who will rule for four years, and then perish.1170 [421]915. Yazid b. Abi Habib: The Messenger of God said: The emergence ofthe Sufyan! will be in the year [1]37, and his reign will be for twenty-eight months. If he appears [in the year] [1]39, then his reign will be nine months.116. Ibn Abbas: If it [happens], the emergence of the Sufyani will be [in the year] [1]37.)17. Abu Harun: 1 said to Nawf: 'Abdallah b. 'Amr said: "The peoplewill not stay more than a short while after [the year] 70." He said: “1 think that they will live considerably after that."1171. Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas on the authority of the Prophet, who said:reign forty years, then the people will remain without a ruler
1912.

for seven years, then the Dajjal will emerge for seven years, then Jesus son of Mary will emerge, and he will have forty years. Al-Nadr b. ShumayJ1168: ‘When the truth will be stripped
“1 hope that my community will not be incapable with regard to my Lord, that He will grant them a delay of a half a day." Sa'd said: “A half a day is 500 years."1172

^pare Rev. 11:3,12:6, where 1260 days are mentioned.likely this is Abu Muslim (d. 754), the 'Abbasids' general.”°tethatseveral traditions in Muslim, al-Bukhari, Sahih, viii, pp. 209-10 indicate ^t those in the Prophet’s generation would not have a chance to grow old ^Quseof the end ofthe world.Ct Q 22:47; compare Ibn Kathir, al-Nihaya fi al-fitan wa-l-malahim (Cairo: al- ^kftab al-Thaqafi, n.d.), i, p. 25.
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1919. Ka'b: "Tribulation overshadows you, like the falling of dark- 

night, neither east nor west will be saved from it, other than 
the one who seeks shelter in Lebanon, between it and the 
sea. They are safer than the others. This was when my house 
burns." It burned in the year 122 [=740].

1920. 'Abdallah b. Busr, the Companion ofthe Messenger of God, 
said: Between the conquest of Constantinople and the 
emergence ofthe Antichrist is seven years.1921. Abu Hurayra: The fourth tribulation will last eighteen months, then the Euphrates [River] will uncover a mountain of gold, whereupon they will fight over it, until out of every nine, seven will be killed.1922. Bahlr b. Sa'd1173: Tribulation will emerge from Sidon to the heights

1173 Correct from al-Mizzi, Bahir b. Sa'd al-Sahuli, lived in Hims, fl. 2nd/8th century.

1923. Ibn Mas'ud: The Messenger of God said: "The mill of Islam will come to an end [in the year] [1]35, [1]36 or [1]37, so if they perish, it will be like others who perished, if [they] continue, then for seventy years." They said: "0 Messenger of God, is it concerning those who have passed, or those who are present?" He said: "No, concerning those who are present” [422]1924. 'Abdallah b. Salam that he said to 'All: You asked my advice concerning land to buy, the best of lands, but I forbade you. But if you have need of it, then buy it, for at the point of forty [years] there will be peace and unity. (1)1925. Ibrahim b. 'Abdallah b. al-Hasan: "In the year [1]67 there will be famine, in [1J68 death, in [1]69 dissension, and in 170they will be robbed. Then a man from my family will be pleased after [1 ] 70, so that he will double the stipend, the produce will double in his time, and the people will desire commerce.’ Hudhayfa said: "Due to what [will the] people of that time [get this]?" He said: "The mercy of your Lord and the request of 
your Prophet"1926. Jubayr b. Nufayr: It was said: "O Messenger of God! Tell us

aboutwhat will happen!" He said: "I will tell you that after your prophet there will be dissension for some few years. Then at 133 [years] the self-controlled (halim)1174 will not rejoice in his progeny, at 150 [years] heretics will appear, at 160 [years] store up food for two years, at [1]66, salvation, salvation!, at 190 the kings will rob its dominion from [the years l]80 until [l]90—trial for wrongdoers—and at 192 [years] pebbles with rocks, swallowing up by the earth, metempsychosis, appearance of indecency, at 200 [years], judgement, torment that will come suddenly upon the people in their markets." 
fill Jubayr b. Nufayr: The dissension of my Companions after me will be for twenty-five years, they will kill each other. At 125 [years] there will be terrible hunger, and the Umayyads will kill their Caliph. At 133 [years] raising a dog cub will be better for you than raising a child. At 150 [years] will be the appearance of heretics, at 160 hunger for a year or two. Whoever lives at that time, let him store up food! There will be a falling star from the east to the west, and this crash will be heard byeveryone. At 166 [years] whoever has an outstanding loan, let him collect it, and whoever has a daughter, let him marry her off. Whoever is a bachelor, let him hold off [423] on marriage, and whoever has a wife, practice coitus interruptus with her. At 170 [years] will be the kings' theft of their dominion, at 180 will be trial, at 190 will be perishing, and at 200 will bejudgement.N28. Hudhayfa: The Prophet said; At the year 150, the best of your children will be daughters.M Ka'b: The dominion of the Umayyads will be for 1OO years, for the Marwanids sixty some years of that. They will have a wall of iron, against which no one will aspire [to attack], until they tear it down themselves. Then they will wish to plug it [back up] but be unable to do so. Every time they will plug one part, another part will be destroyed, until God causes

Maps should be read as hakim, "wise."
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them to perish. They will open with m/m [Mu awiyal and close
with mim [Marwan II], and their mill will come to an end, 
their dominion will fall, but their dominion will not fall until
they remove one of their caliphs to be killed, and his pregnant 
women will be killed. Then the Reddish Ass of al-Jazira willapproach, together with Satan and the worst of the people, from the north—he is Marwan (II). At his hands will be the destruction of crowns, meaning the destruction of cities, at his hands there will be tremors.1930. Al-'Uryan b. al-Haytham heard 'Abdallah b. Amr speaking, and I said to him: "You claimed that the Hour will arise exactly on 70 [years]?" He said: "They lie concerning me. This is not what I said, but I said: 'When it is 70 there will be hardships and terrible matters, but the Hour will not arise until the 'Arabs worship what their ancestors worshipped 125 years.1931. Ibn 'Abbas: The end of the community of Muhammad is 300 years, like that of the Israelites.1175 [424]1932. Abu Hassan Buna/Devawayhi1176: It is necessary for three of the 'Abbasids to rule, all of whose names start with 'ayn.11771933. Ka'b al-Ahbar sat together with a monk called Yashu'—who was knowledgeable, a reader of books, and they discussed the issue of the world and what will happen in it.

1175 Compare al-Tawhidf, al-Basa’ir wa-l-dhakha'ir (Beirut: Dar Sadir, 1999), j pp.15-16 (21). Why exactly the Israelites were associated with 300 years is unclear.1176 Unknown, see no. 548.1177 Most likely al-Saffah, al-Mansur and al-Mahdi.1178 Cf. Q 9:33.

Yashu' said: "O Ka'b! A prophet will appear, with a religion, and his 'religion will triumph overall others.’"1178 Then Yashu' said to him: "Tell meoftheirkings,OKa'b,sothatIcan believe you and enter into your religion." Ka'b said: “1 find in the Torah twelve kings of theirs will rule, the first of them will be [Abu Bakr] al-$iddiq, who will die naturally, then ['Umar] 
al-Faruq, who will be killed, then the Commander ['Uthman], who will be killed. Then the first of their kings will die natu

rally, then the Commander ofthe Guard1179 will die naturally, then a tyrant will die naturally. Then the Commander of the Bands, who will be the last of the kings, will die naturally, then the Possessor of the Sign1180 will reign, and he will die naturally."Yashu' said: "Tell me about your 'deaf tribulation, in which you will shed blood, and during which the trial will multiply." Ka'b said: "This will happen when the Son of the Gold Eraser will be killed,1181 and at his killing, the trial will fall, abundance will rise, a learned and humble group will cause it to break out, and they will have four kings from the family of the son ofthe Possessor of the Sign—two kings unable to read, one king who will die on his bed, and stay but a little, and a king who will come from the north.1182 At his hands there will betrial, and by his hands crowns will be broken. He will stay in 
Hims four months, then a fear will come to him from his land,
• •

so he will hasten to it. The trial will happen in the north, and 
when this happens, there will be killing (haraj) between them, 
and the tribulation of the 'Abbasids will occur. They will send 
twelve riders to the east, but God will not be pleased with 
their works, and he will test the people of that time by them. 
They will enter every single Arab family’s tent, and they will 
proceed from the east like a bridal procession. At that time 
their banners will appear, the black banners, they will fasten 
their horses to the olive tree of Syria. God will kill at their 
hands every tyrant, or enemy that they have, until there is 
none left except refugees or hidden. There will be three from 
their family: al-Mansur, al-Saffah and al-Mahdi."

Yashu said: “So who will be their commander, and who will 
be in charge?” He said: "Those who walk as groups, dress as 
groups, and then al-Saffah will treat the westerners unjustly,

i* Mu'awiya.
ui, Abd al-Malik? Or Hisham? 
n* note 319.

‘brwan 11.
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and garrison Iram [Damascus] for forty-five mornings. Then 
70,000 drawn swords will enter it, with their slogan: 'Kill, kill!’ 
After that al-Saffah will have two further battles, one in the 
west, and the other in the north (jawf), and then 'the war willlay down its burdens.”'1183Yashu' [425] said: "How long will their dominion last?" Ka'b said: "Nine times seven [63 years], and at the end of that is woe.” Yashu' said: "What will be the sign of their perishing?" He said: "A drought in the east, a crash in the west, a redness in the north, and sudden death in the south. Then the worstof the people of that time will gather for al-Saffah—they will take their religion lightly, as a joke, selling it for their dinars and dirhams. When they will look upon their enemy, they will think that they are attacking their land. The head of their tyrant will advance, who would be unknown previously—a corpulent man, with curly hair, and hollow eyes, with overhangingeyebrows, jaundiced."1184Mansur, at the end of this year, in which the people will gather for al-Saffah —Mansur will die. So they will disperse to more than one place, and so when the newes comes to them, they will stop wherever they are, and swear allegiance to 'Abdallah.Then the Sufyani will return, and summon to himself a gathering of the westerners, so they will gather to him in a number never previously seen. Then he will furnish a military detatch- ment from Kufa, even if there is not one from Basra, and at that most of them will perish from fire and drowning. There will be swallowing up by the earth in Kufa, and the two groups will meet in battle at a land called Carchemish. Endurance will be provided, while victory will be lifted, until the two [groups] are annihilated.

if there is a detachment from the west, there will be smaller
1183

1184
Q 47:4.Reading misfar with MM, in place of misghar.

battle, so woe then to 'Abdallah from 'Abdallah! I fear for you the yellow banners when they descend from the west. Egypt, they will have two battles, one in Filastln, and one in Syria. Then the Emigrants will turn against them after a woman from Quraysh is slaughtered. If I wished to name her, I could name her. Then they will perish.Arebel will arise called 'Abdallah, the most disgusting of creation, who will spark his rule in Hims, light it up in Damascus, and then emerge in Filastln, victorious over all who oppose him. The easterners will perish at his hands, but his message is the worst of messages, and his killed are the worst of those killed. He will rule for the duration of a woman’s pregnancy, emerging against three armies to Kufa and Basra, striking the houses of Qays in them who were seeking to escape on that day. And an army to Mecca and Medina, which will be struck by swallowing up by the earth. Only two men from Juhayna will escape from them—one of them returning to Syria, while the other proceeds to Mecca.M 'Ali b. Abi Talib: "A man will emerge from among the progeny of Husayn, whose name is the name of your Prophet—the people of heaven and earth will rejoice at his appearance." A man said: ‘‘0 Commander of the Believers, the Sufyan!, what is i hisname?” He said: "He is from the progeny of Khalid b. Yazid b.[Mu'awiya] b. Abi Sufyan, a large portly man, with scars of smallpox on his face, and with a white spot in his eye. His and the Mahdi’s appearance will not have the duration of a ruler between them—he is the one who will give the caliphate to the Mahdi. He will appear from Syria, from a seasonal river [426] close to Damascus called the Dry Valley (Wadi al-Yabis).I He will appear leading seven followers, with a man among them carrying a deputized flag, known as 'the Victory Flag/ who will proceed before him for a total of thirty miles— everyone who intends [to attack] that flag will be defeated. He Wil come to Damascus, and sit upon its pulpit, and the jurisprudents and Qur’an reciters will come to him. He will put the
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sword to the merchants, and the wealthy, but closely accom- 
pany the Qur’an reciters, and ask their aid for his affairs'® 
Anyone who tries to forbid them access to him, he will kill. 
He will equip an army for the east, another for the west, and 
yet another for the Yemen. The commander of the Iraqi army 
will be a man from the Banu Haritha called Qamari b. 'Ibad or Qamar b. 'Ibad—a corpulent man, with two locks plaited 
down his front, a man from his people, short, bald, broad- shouldered, who will fight from Syria to Iraq.There will be a great army in it belonging to them, which will fight them between Damascus and a place called al- Bathaniyya,1186 while the people of Hims are fighting the easterners and their helpers—all of them will be defeated by the Sufyam. Then they will retreat hastily away from Damascus and Hims with the Sufyani, and will meet the easterners at a place close to Hims called Laydin,1187 toward the direction of Salamiyya. More than 60,000 will be killed there, three- quarters of them from the people of the east. So the loss will be on them.The army that he [the Sufyani] will send to the east will go and besiege Kufa, and there will be fierce fighting, with many dead. Then the defeat will be on the people of Kufa—how much blood poured out! And bellies cut open, and children killed? And wealth stolen, women sexually abused! The people will flee to Mecca, and the Sufyani will write to the commander 
of that army to go to the Hijaz, so he will go to scrape it like leather.

mosque, a man and his sister, who are called Muhammad and Fafima. The people will flee from him to Mecca, so he will lead his army to Mecca, intending to attack it, then will camp in the wasteland. God will command Gabriel, so he will shout outwith his voice: 'O wasteland, annihilate them!'1188 They will perish to the last of them, other than two men who Gabriel will meet, making their faces face their buttocks, so it is as if I see
991$. Ka'b: There has never been a community which has not been tempted after the death of its prophet, up till thirty-five years—ifyou are saved, you will be tempted for thirty-five years, but if not, then you will be tempted at thirty-five years—what befell you has befallen the [other] communities. [427]1936. Damrab. Habib: It has reached us that the Messenger of God

1185

1186

1187

He will besiege Medina, and put Quraysh to the sword, and kill 400 men from them and from the Ansar, and cut open bellies, kill children, and kill two siblings from Quraysh, from the Hashemites. He will crucify them both at the door of the

said: My community has five levels {tabaqaf), each level will have forty years. The first level is that of myself and those who are with me, people of knowledge and certainty, then the second level are people of piety and loyalty, then the third level are people of fulfilling the ties of kinship. The fourth level is that of people who cutting the ties of kinship, while the fifth level is that of people of happiness and mirth, killing and killing.In the 210s there will be bombardment, swallowing up by the earth, and metamorphosis. In the 22Os there will be death among the 'ulama' of the earth, until there will only be left a couple of men. In the 230s the heavens will rain hail the size of eggs, so that cattle will be killed, and in the 240s the Nile and the Euphrates will dry up so that people can sow [crops] in their river beds. In the 250s the roads will be cut [by robbers], and animals will rule over humans, so that each people will stay in its city. In the 260s the sun will stop shining for half an hour, so that half of humanity and jinn will perish. In the 270s no one will be born, and no female will become pregnant.SZ reads hum "their."A village between Damascus and Adhri'at Possibly the town of Latmin north ofShayzar. ^ilarto phraseology in Q 21:69 [ordering the fire to be cool to Abraham), 11:44 taring the rain to stop during the Flood).
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and during the 280s women will become like donkeys, until a woman will have sex with forty men, and not think anything of it. In the 290s a year will be like a month, a month like a week, a week like a day, a day like an hour, and an hour like a burning ulcer, such that a man will go out of his house, and not reach the city gate until sunset. At 300 the sun will rise from the west, and every heart will be stamped with what is in it.“Belief will not benefit anyone who did not believe before, or(who did not) earn some good through his belief,"1189 so do not ask about what is beyond that.

1189 Q 6:158.1190 Ibn Abi Shayba, Musannaf vii, p. 466 (no. 37262): “'Abdallah b. 'Amrsaid: Ifitisthe year 130 and you do not see a sign, then curse me in my grave."

1937.

1938.

'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The people will continue after the rising of the sun from the west 120 years.'Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Messenger ofGod said: "Do you see this night of yours, at the passing of 100 years none will be left on the face of the earth of those present." Ibn 'Amr said: "Are the people talking about what the Messenger of God said, some of these traditions enumerating 100 years, but the Messenger of

Al-Najib b. al-Sari: The Messenger of God said: When it is 150 B years, then the best of your women will be barren.. Hudhayfa: I would not care after the year 70 if a stone rolled down on top ofthe mosque, and ten of you were killed in it.Ibn Umar: "Do you know how long Noah stayed in his community?" I said: "Yes, 950 years." He said: "Those who were before him lived longer, but people have continued to decline in creation, morals and lifespan until the present day."Sa'id b. Jubayr: Every prophet lives half of what the previous prophet lived, so Jesus lived 140 years.0, Ibn'Umar: "Do you know the longest-lived person?" I said: "God mentioned Noah, and he said: 'He stayed among them 950 years/ but I do not know what was before then." He said:"The people continue to decrease in creation, morals, and lifespan." [429]1947. Ibn 'Umar: Between every two, there are forty years, forty months and forty days of repentance, a matter of just sayingGod only said: ‘None who are present right now on the face verses, until the sun rises from the west.of the earth will be left,’ meaning then this generation will be ML Abdallah b. 'Amr: The evil people after the good people for
swept away." [428]

1939.

1940.

Abu Hurayra: Woe to the Arabs from an evil closing in at exactly 60 [years] securities will turn into booty, charity will turn to indemnity, and bearing witness by knowledge to judgement on the basis of whim.Ibn Mas ud: When it is the year 35 [=656] there will be a terrible event—if they perish, it will be barely, if he is saved, then it befits [him]. When it is the year 70 [=689-90], you will see that which you reject.1941. Al-'lliyan b. al-Haytham: I heard 'Abdallah b. 'Amr say, when Mu'awiya was present, that this community was foreordained 130 years.1190

120 years, but no one knows when the first of this is.8ft “The Apocalypse of Weeks"Artatb.Mundhir: It has reached us that Nath1191 was a prophet, and that he mentioned the age. He said: The age is seven weeks, and the last week is 7000 years. The period (adari) is 1000 years, and he described the previous centuries, and clarified all that had happened in them, until he reached the last ofthe centuries.He said: At the end of four periods of the final week, the virginalvirgin (al-'adhra al-batul) gave birth, then brought signs, resurrecting the dead, and then was raised into the heavens. Sects differed after him, thereupon the son of the rejected
Perhaps Baba the Harranian, cf. F. Rosenthal, "The Prophecies of Baba the 
Iranian," in A Locust's Leg: studies in honour of S. H. Taqizadeh. London: Percy 
^Humphries, 1962, pp. 220-32. The apocalypse is, however, based upon 
^iel-style apocalypses, with the framework of "weeks” (cf. Daniel 9:24-7).
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community (al-umma al-tarida] will appear,1192 with twelve 
flags. The first of them is his birth in the haram [Mecca], with 
the heavens praising God at his birth, and the angels rejoicing 
at his appearance. He will be victorious over all communities, 
whoever believes in him will be safe, whoever rejects him 
will be a disbeliever. He will be victorious over Persia and its 
kingdom, Ifriqiya [and its kingdom], and Syria (sunya), and 
then there will be three weeks less a seventh of a week Then 
God will take him, praised.11’2 3

2 Such a derogatory reference to the Muslim community may be an echo of Gen. 
16:12, but one can be certain that with a description like this the apocalypse did 

not originate among Muslims. I
Muhammad. /

Umayya will reign after him, weak, trustworthy, short of 
life, and hunger will be intense in Egypt during his caliphate, 
and the king of India will perish. His life will be a seventh of 
a week. Then after him will reign the strong one, the just and 
conquer Syria; the loss of him will be a disaster, and his life 
will be a week and two-thirds of a week, less halfa week. Then I

the rich man will rule after him, and will be killed, [but] his I 
killer will not be victorious. His life will be two weeks less one Iseventh of a week

Then after him, the "head" will rule in the great house, col
lecting wealth. There will be many apocalyptic battles during 
his time. Woe to the head from the wingsand woe to the wings 
from the head! His life will be three weeks, less three-sevenths 
of a week Then the beardlessyouth of his loins (descendants] 
will rule; during his time the produce of Syria will diy up and 
the king of Rome will perish. His life is half of a week less 
three-sevenths of a week After him the chief of the second 
house of the "head" will rule, wise and staid [in judgment]; 
four kings will appear from his loins. His life is three weeks 
less one seventh of a week After him the [one with] smallpox 
from his loins will rule; the multitude of Byzantines will perish 
during his time, and there will be an earthquake in Syria, such 

that the buildings are destroyed. His life will be one week and a third of a week less half of a seventh of a week.
After him the satiated one, who did not achieve what

he hoped, the master of the great army in the land of the
Byzantines. His life will be a third of a week. Then the [one] 

scarred in the face will rule; there is no deceit in his faith, he
will enjoin justice [430], his life will be short and his death is a 
disaster. His life will be one third of a week.1194

The braggart will reign after him, the one who destroys 
buildings and who alters shapes (or pictures]. His life will be 
three weeks less a third of a week. Then the youth, the pos
sessor ofthe two cubs will reign, and be killed, [though] his 
murderer has no length [of life]. During his time death will 
spread from Egypt to the Euphrates River. His life will be a 
seventh of a week and three-sevenths of a week. Then a wind 
will blow from the north with a tyrant (jabbdr) leading it, with 
killing following it for one week less a seventh of a week; his 
destruction is in the land of Babil (Babylon, Iraq).

Then an east wind will blow against him, whose leaders 
arenon-Arab Persians, and whose followers are mongrel half- 
castes. They are led by [a man with] hairy eyebrows, encamp
ing together between the two rivers and then he will move his 
army expeditiously to wards the bull. The tyrant will come out 
and the men will take bridges [to cross the rivers], encamp
ing in the waterless desert of Syria, and Syria will be con
quered forcefully with swords. The [man with] red eyebrows 
will administer it three weeks and two-thirds of a week. The
names of both of them are the same; one will perish on his 
bed and the other in battle after denying his Lord. When their 
injustice multiplies, then the wind of the east will blow upon it 
and its foundations will split at the growing places of saffron. 
The bull will rise up in fear from what is coming to him, and 
will leave his land and settle in the city of idols [Harran]. The

. Abdal-'Aziz, see no. 1078.
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master ofthe east will settle down, sickened, and the bull will 
rise up between the two rivers; his sign is [a] brown [man], 
fleshless, with colored eyes, preferring to till [the ground] 
twenty-one weeks. This will be 147 years after the conquest 
of Syria by [the tribe of] Quraysh.11’5

The western king will be roused to anger, and the nations 
will stretch out their necks. While they are doing this, when 
tidings ofthe west are on the point of scattering the dust upon 
the east, then the bull will send armies to him [the western 
king], with him leading them, and they will encounter him 
face to face, and be revealed (or made manifest), and render 
it spoil [the west?] together with him [the western king], and 
shake the east thoroughly. He will encamp at the Yellowish 
Field (Marj Sufar),1196 and the brown [man], [having] joined 
[eyebrows], and small eyes will meet him there in battle, 
whereupon God will disperse his army.

Then he will move away from this place, and when he is 
between the Garrisoned Spring (al-'Ayn al-Shahna')1197 and 
Kharqaduna,1198 a divine herald will call out from the heav
ens; 'Woe to those who are between Kharqaduna and the 
Garrisoned Spring! Eveiy eye will weep its grief.' Then he will 
travel and encamp in the midst ofthe rivers [Mesopotamia], 
and the men will wade through them [the rivers] and kill the 
tyrant upon them and divide up the wealth. Then they will 
rush upon the city of idols, and conquer it by force. The bull 
will be gored in it; his belly will be split open, his army dis
persed, and his posterity will be cut off in it. What is between 
the gate of Nisibin will be destroyed, and he will send to the 
east what it [the city] contained, unwillingly, not obediently].

I ug will stay two-sevenths of a week; eight months the east I tvill be obedient to him.
[ A truce of seven weeks between him and the ruler of the 
l gy^antines will take place, and he will travel to the city of 

[ slaves,1199 and make a great killing there. Then he will go 
I out from it and settle in the populous village (al-rabudfi),1200 
j giving out wealth and distributing the fifth part of the 
I booty. The land of Persia will suffer humiliation, and a great 
I destruction will occur in the alluvial plain [of southern 
I Iraq]. His horsemen [431] will reach Abrashahar, and he 
I will rule the area between China and the Sea of Tripoli (the

Mediterranean Sea?). The ruler of the east will withdraw 
towards the direction of the mountains of the north, not 
seeking [battle] and not sought [in battle], whereupon a man 
of his immediate family (ahi baytihi) will betray him, and 
come towards him, and this [news] will reach the ruler ofthe 
east, and he will advance until he reaches the area between 
Harran and Edessa.

Woe to Harran! The beardless youth from the sons of the 
head will meet him there, and there will be an apocalyp
tic battle between them with many killed. The ruler of the 
east will come in the morning; then he is humiliated and his 
army lessened, and the beardless youth will go out until he 
settles in Syria, and he will change the existing things that 
were in it, and prepare [other] things. The Byzantines will 
go out to the valleys [in northern Syria] and the one with 
the two prominent cheekbones (dhu al-wajnatayri) from the 
descendants of Nizar1201 will meet them in battle there, and 
kill from among them [a number] like the slaughter of 'Ad. 
Their emperor (faghut) will flee with a lance thrust [in him?],

u,s Approximately 782-3.1196 The site of an early battle between the Muslims and the Byzantines, close to Damascus.
1197 According to the reading of no. 835 another name for Hims.

1198 Probably in northern Syria, not Chalcedon in the Byzantine Empire.

'^lyKufa.

jLd ano^er name f°r Basra, remembering its famous open-area called 

R Arabs.
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and the Byzantines will split into two groups: one will take the 
River Sawas (Sus), and the other the pass of Jayhan.1202Quraysh will renounce their truce, Egypt will refuse [to send] its land-tax, and the Franks will make their weapons manifest. The land of Yemen will be ruled by a man from the descendants of Qahjan called Mansur, possessor of a nose [a man of high honor], a mole and two locks of hair. His horsemen will reach Ramla and the land of Harran. The beardless youth at that time will rule the Byzantines, managing, not feared and he will rise up against him with Ka b and Hawazin, and Qahtan will be killed in every ravine. Their progeny will be divided among the lands, and he [the beardless youth] will go until he encamps in the mountains of Sanir [Hermon] and Lebanon, while Mansur is in Ramla. He will go towards him until he encamps in the Field ofthe Virgin (Marj Adhra)1203 and the two armies will meet in battle there. Endurance will be poured out upon the both of them and Mansur will be defeated, and his horsemen will be slain, and the beardless youth will conquer all of al-Urdunn.He will stay there seven weeks and five-sevenths of a week, then a man from the descendants of the wise, staid man willappear,1204 and will lead the Egyptians and the Copts. Whenhe encamps in al-Jifar,1205 the land will become desolate because of him, without giving battle, [since] news comes to him from the land of the Berbers about the advance of the ruler ofAndalus (Spain) leading Berbers, Franks (Ifranja) and lions'whelps (Arabs).The ruler of Andalus will come until he encamps on the Jordan River, and the beardless youth will fight him and kill

1202

1203

1204

1205

One in northern Anatolia and the other in southern Anatolia.Located twelve miles from Damascus, according to al-Tabari, Ta'rikh, v, pp- 271-3.Probably 'Abd al-Malik.Located on the road between Egypt and Syria in the Sinai Desert, see Ibn'As# 
Ta'rikh, xx,p. 19.

him, and then encamp in Egypt and al-Jifar. Then a clamor from behind him will reach him that the Master of the Black Horse has appeared in Alexandria and gained the mastery over Egypt.The Arabs will stay close to Yathrib (Medina) in the Hijaz at that time, and the master ofthe black horse will advance leading his army, and he will encamp in Syria, exiling its people, andal-Jazira will be desolate. Each tribe will stay close to its nearest relations [ahi). He will send an army and when they reach the [area] between the two Jazlras their herald will proclaim: "Let every pure-blooded or stranger who is of us (apostates) among the Muslims come out and join us!" The mawali will be enraged/filled with zeal, and they will swear allegiance toaman called Salih b. 'Abdallah b. Qays b. Yassar. He will go out leading them and meet in battle the army ofthe Byzantines sent against them [432] and they will kill them. Death will occur among the army ofthe master ofthe black horse, of the Byzantines, and Salih will encamp with the mawali in the land ofSyria, and enter Amorium and encamp in Qamuliya,1206 and conquer Byzantium.The voices of his army in it will be openly [proclaiming] the unity of God, and its wealth will be divided in containers. He will be victorious over Rome and take out from it the "gate of Zion" and a bejeweled container inside of which is [the] earring of Eve, and the kutuna of Adam—meaning his garment— and his gown, and the vestments of Aaron.While he is occupied with this, news will reach him, which will be false, that the ruler of Tyre has appeared,1207 and he will return until he encamps in the Field of Jawmtls.1208 He
See note 748. Note the identical phraseology with no. 1250, paired with 
Byzantium (rather than the more common Constantinople).^Apparently a reference to the Dajjal, see no. 1350.
identified, but perhaps conveying the Greek word k6pt|te<;, "count[s]M or the Latin “campus" if one could envision this location as being an army ^•ground.
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1950.

1951.

will remain there three-sevenths of a week, and the skies will withhold [from raining] that year one third of their rain, and during the second year two-thirds of it and during the third year all of it. Not a [creature] with claws or a toothed [creature] will remain—all will perish. Starvation and death will occur such that only ten out of every seventy will remain, and the people will flee to the mountains of the north. Then the Dajjal will appear.Hudhayfa: The Messenger of God said: "The best of your children after 145 years are daughters, and the best of your women after 160 years are barren. When it is the year 168, then call in your loans, then the year 173, pay off your loans. At the year 190, killing, killing (haraj, haraj)" They said."0 Messenger of God, what will be salvation and deliverance?” He said: “Killing, killing, killing, until the Hour arises.” Abu Hurayra: The Prophet said: "My community will follow exactly in the footsteps of the communities from before it,” so a man said: "Just like Persia and the Byzantines?" The Messenger of God said: "Are there any other people?" Maslama b. Makhrama1209: When Ibn Abi Hudhayfa rushed to evil1210 in Egypt, and rebelled against 'Uthman, he called the people to give him allegiance, but I refused to take it from him, so I rode to 'Uthman, and said to him: "Ibn Abi Hudhayfa is an imam of error, just as you know, and he has rushed to it [error] in Egypt, so he called us to give him allegiance, but 1 refused to take it from them." So he ['Uthman] said: "You were powerless, so that is your only right." [433]

1209 Unattested, probably Egyptian, fl. lst/7th century.1210 Muhammad b. Abi Hudayfa, revolted in 656 against 'Uthman.

Tubay': When the yellow flags have entered Egypt, overcoming it, and sitting on its pulpit, let the Syrians dig conduits in the earth, for it is the trial.1954. Tubay': "When there is a shaking in Syria before the

1952.

1953.

’wasteland’,1211 there will be no wasteland and no SufyanT. Layth said; "This ’shaking’ happened in Tiberias, and people woke up because of it in Fus(a(. It took wings [had aftershocks], so it was the night of Tiberias."1212Abdallah b. 'Amr: The Prophet that he rose onto the pulpit, speaking, and said: "The first people to be annihilated will beQuraysh, and the first of them killed will be the People of my Family.”1956. Ibn'Umar: 1 will not fight during a tribulation, but I will pray behind whoever wins.1957. Tawus: The Messenger of God said: When it is time for the stranger1213 to die, let him turn to the right and to the left, and if he only sees a stranger, let him breathe in the Books of God—with every breath he will gain 100,000 good deeds, and 100,000 evil deeds will be erased from him, so that he dies a martyr.1958. Ibn'Abbas: Dying as a stranger constitutes martyrdom.12141959. Al-Mu'alli b. Rashid al-Nabbal1215Khayr1216 came in to usthe Messenger of God—while we were eating from a large dish, and said: 1 hear the Messenger of God say: "Whoever eats from a large dish, and then licks it, the dish asks forgiveness for him.”1217 [434]

grandfather; Nabisha al- who was one of the Companions of

Ulis is the end of the Nu'aym b. Hammad al-MarwazTs Book of 
Tribulations, and praise to God, Lord of the Worlds, and prayers
01 The disappearance ofthe Syrian army in the wasteland, see nos. 901-17.02 Probably the earthquake of January 18, 749.011 Stranger in this world, see no. 458.®‘Seeal-Suyuti, Abwab al-sa'ada fi asbab al-shahada (Cairo: Maktabat al-Qiyama, 1987), p. 56 (no. 35).lived in Basra,//. 2nd/8th century.®‘ Companion,//. lst/7th century.This is an odd tradition on which to finish a book about tribulations. The traditions following the Apocalypse of Weeks have the feel of some randomness about them; perhaps Nu'aym never had the opportunity to integrate them into the text, and left it in an unfinished state.
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and peace of God upon our master Muhammad, and his family, an(> Companions, in their totality. The completion of his book correspond with the 'Id al-Adha, year 706 [1306] in the shade of Mt. Qasyun in Damascus, at the hand of the impoverished one to God, Muhammad Muhammad b. 'All al-Sayrafi al-Ansari.1218 Bibliography
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325, 329, 345, 349Aswan, 288'Atiyya b. Qays, 307, 371'Atiyya b. 'Umar, 410'Awf b. Malik al-Ash)a'i, 12,13, 20, 38, 
68, 306'Awn b. 'Abdallah, 93,137Al-Awza i, 307'Ayn al-RIh (Spring of the Wind), 148 Al-'Ayyash b. Abi Rabi'a, 375 Azarbayjan, 115,420,423 Azd (tribe), 216,256, 266, 282
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Babylon, 179, 439Badr, Battle of, 73,77,192,196,201, 246, 285Baghdad, 106,164 destruction of, 171,172Bahir b. Sa'd, 428Bahra’ (tribe), 247, 250Monastery of, 263, 268, 279Bajala b. 'Abda, 56Bajlla (tribe), 187Bakr b. Sawada, 128Bakhtrian camels, 104,366Balqa* 253,307,309Banu 'Abs (tribe), 314Banu 'Adi (clan), 82,179Banu 'Ali, valleys of, 415Banu Asad (tribe), 43Monastery of, 263,278Banu al-Asfar (Byzantines), 13,250-1,306,312Banu al-Hakam (clan), 97Banu Haritha (tribe), 168,434Banu Khatha'm (tribe), 128Banu Maghala (clan), 342Banu Makhzum (clan), 216-17Gate of, 409Banu al-Mustaliq (tribe), 46Banu Mutf, 82Banu Qantura b. Karkara, 418,420,421-2, 424; see also TurksBanu Saraqa (clan), 82Baqi al-Gharqad, 78,161Baqiyya, 241Bashir b. 'Abdallah b. Yassar, 284,323Bashir b. Sa'd, 43Basra, 74, 126,157,174,179,329,347n, 401, 420, 422, 432Bathaniyya, 434Baysan/Maysan (Beth-Shean), xvi, 148,151,162, 203, 262, 293,297,325Bayt Lihya, 176Bayt al-Ra’s, 165Beast of the Earth (dabba), 218,407,408, 409-14
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2S6-7,30l 1J4Beirut, 262Berbers, 112,140,141-2,144,145 14, 150,169,177,442 'BitrTq b. Yazid al-Kalbi, 255 Black Mountain, 146 Black Stone, 416
Book of Tribulations, themes of, xvii-xxixBurayda, 421Burjan (Burgundians), 285,423 Busra, 233,265,388,389,392,394 Byzantines, xxx, 13,20,43,49,53, 116-17,121,124,147,199,272, 290,293,321,438-9 alliance with Syrian Muslims, 245, 254,262,275-6,284,301,311 attacking Egypt, 315-19,414 attacking Syria, 149,155,159, 229-30,247,251-3,260-1,263, 271,274-5,290-1,294,299-300. 305,307,308-10,312defeat of, 167,201,203,218,226,228,260,266-8,303,443 other attacks, 289 valleys and, xxx-xxxi, xxxv, 234,242-87,300,440-1Caesar, City of (prob. Cosntantinople), 232,237Caesarea (in Palestine), 262,302,308, 317Caesarea in Anatolia, 254,283,298 Cain, 23,86,91Camel, Battle of, 32,33,38,71 Carchemish see Qirqisiya Chalcedon, 278,281China, 441Christianity, 271,294Christians, 206,242,260,270,294,300.301n, 352,355Church of Mary, 241 Church of Zacharias, 241 Comet, Halley's, 120 Constantine IV (emperor), 285 Constantine V (emperor), Hl

I (.jjtantinople, 5n, 221,242, 264, 322-3,336I gay of, 244,248,311 ilestnirtion/conquest of, xxxv, 196, 218,226,228,230,244-9,261, 275,277,280-1,284,292, 294-5, 297,303,304-5,306,308,310, 311,322-3,325-7,353gosque/s built in, 199,254,286,295 ^26^,417,442ms, 308,318ftjbiq, xxxv-xxxvi(#ak b. Qays, 89; 55hjji! (Antichrist], 15,16,17,20-1,130, 231-2,237,242,249,278,280-1, 290,295,308,310,312,319,321, 444toption/appearance of, 191n, 320-1,322,328-9,334-5,426 followers of, 332,334-5,336,341, 357,421 identification of, 191n, 321n, 323,326,330-1 opponents of, 304,305,322,330,334,337,340,346-8,350,354,355-6refuges from, 134,290,339,343-4,348-50,383temptations of, 329,331-3,336-7,338-40,345,352“•ascus, 95,103,104,106,107,108, 125,133,134,173,177,253,265, 2’1,276,279,288,362,433 Action of, 163,280nSeof, 116,144,154,157,210,226*«f, 152,153,208,229 ’^of, 335,338,355Bridge, 351
l,abib-134,151,152,180,215, 

^S4;364,3711435J 26». 361,426CG’te1284 &ibe). 307,375Se«.39o

Dhu al-'Arf (One with the Mane), 287-8Dhu al-Khalsa, 256, 288, 306, 375Dhu Mayyan, 263Dhu Mikhbar, 220,235,254, 301Dhu al-Qariyat, 156,157,160,182,

Dhu al-Qarnayn, 315, 318Dhu al-Suwayqatan, 414-16 Dhukhayra, 279Dinar b. Dinar, 151,207,215
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Eagle’s Pass, 276, 278earthquake(s), 120, 144, 159, 344, 378-87, 396Edessa, 165Egypt, xiii, 53, 96, 105, 113, 126, 137, 142, 144, 147, 169, 176, 253, 272-3, 290, 299n, 439, 444attacks upon, 260, 287-8, 315-19, 414, 433banners in, 139, 145, 158, 160, 189 people of, 12,138, 157, 293, 309, 438 Epiphanius the Monk, 347n Ethiopians, 51, 70, 220, 288, 388 attacking Egypt, 415-19 attacking Mecca/Medina, 414, 415 Euphrates River, 106,114,115, 159, 189-90, 216, 217, 239, 262, 326-7, 330, 371, 380, 383-5, 389, 405, 419-20, 422, 423, 435, 439Eusebius, 288, 417Eve, 260,443
Famiya, Lake, 144,145Al-Faraj b. Yahmad, 311Fathur Ibrahim, 203Fatima, descendants of, 110,155,195, 200,211,213-14Al-Fazari, 22Fihr see QurayshFilastin, 116,127,133-4,143,144,145,148,157,160, 216, 253, 260, 299,433

Fitna (tribulation), xvFranks, 442Fustat, 288,297,416,445Bridge of, 149,160
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Gabriel, 185,247,267,339,396,399,404,435Galilee, Sea of, xvi, 165,207,362,363, 366, 368Ghassan (tribe), 216,368Gog and Magog, 362-73,407 description of, 361-2listing of, 367,369,372Sea-dragon and, 364-5Gold, red, 28nGospel, 204,286Ghuta, of Damascus, 135,278

Habib b. Salih, 140• • • rHadramawt, 313Hafsa, 185Hajjaj b. Yusuf al-Thaqafi, 57-8,79,87, 146, 299Al-Hakam, 156,157Al-Hakam b. 'Utayba, 28,419Hamdan (tribe), 312,324Hammad b. Salama, 412Hammam, 45

Hamra' (non-Arab foreigners), 222,224, 249, 265-6Hamza b. 'Abd al-Muttalib, 259,285• • • 9 rHanash b. al-Harith, 403Harasta, 111, 120,144,173n, 176 Al-Harith b. 'Abdallah, 133,152,338,
360,374Al-Harith b. Harmal, 297• • 9Al-Harith b. Malik, known as Barsa’, 
418Hariz b. Uthman, 240; 239Harmala, 72Harra, Battle of, 183Harran, 164,165,166,439-41Harsha, 391Harun al-Rashid (caliph), 112AL-Has, 162,163,166,167Al-Hasan b. 'Ali, 30.31,32,49,56,68,79, 
94,130,175,176,214,328,350,384, 
395,424; 48,78,82,87,90,108,159, 214Al-Hasan b. 'Ali b. Muhammad, 109 Hashimite (title), 179,180,200,

Hashemites, 101,108, m i n153,158,174,177,179 ,,'144.Caliph of, 182,221,230 ’ 1,3(15 Mecca/Medina, 184,196,434 women of, 171Hassan b.' Atiyya, 145,253,308 30,
362,370,385 ’ *■Hatib b. Abi Balta'a, 415Al-Haw'ab, 33Hararin, 399Hawazin (tribe), 442Hawshab,2I9Al-Haytham b. al-Aswad, 328,427 Al-Haytham b. Malik al-'fa’i, 333 Hazn b. 'Abd 'Amr, 14Hebron, 132-3Heraclius (emperor), 124,285,287 301 305-6,308,312 ’ BHijaz, 126,132,151,162,168,181 186202,259,422 ’ ’Hilal b. Yasaf, 49,53,60 Hims (Emesa), 98,99-100,108,125 133,134,142,145,147,149,150, 163,164,168,177,309,434 Byzantines attacking, 245,253,263, 265,268-9,276-7,278,305 description of, 263-4,270,273-4,275,284,312,399 tribal violence in, 238-41,314 Himyar (tribal grouping), xxix, 51,216, 220,231,238-40,241,266,289, 300,307,311Hind "Liver-Eating Woman," 163n, 167, 177Al-Hind daughter of al-Muhallab, 94 Hire, 108n, 419Hisham (caliph), 57,59,60,97,154, 321n,425Hisham b. 'Amir, 320Hisham b. 'Urwa, 343Hiyam, 226Hour, Portents of, 395-405 Hudaybiyya, Day of, 35,285 Hudhayfa b. al-Yaman, 2,4,5.6,9. y* 

11,12,15,17,20,21,22,24,^ 
26,28,29,34,36,41,42. 
62,63,65,68,70,83,87,102,

l09115,122,131.138.142,143. 
1^,172.235,236,250,280,312. 323,329,332,341,346,352,373, 
374,377,405,413,414,422,424, 425.429,437,444; 25,69,105,123O^anic exegesis of, 172-3Umnayd b. Hilal, 77Hunayn, Battle of, 285Hunnuzan, 7ttusaynb.'Ali, 343; 48,78,159,212,433

India, raid on, 231-2,237-8,438Iram (Damascus), 111, 136,155,157, 203Iraq, 17,88,116,158,324,333 people/army of, 166,168,170,262, 309,422,434'lrbad b. al-Sariyya, 95Isaac, 266Isfahan, 341Ishmael, 41Islam, becomes a stranger, 222,233, 374Hussein, Saddam, xxxivIta'Abbas see 'Abdallah b. 'Abbasfeo Abi Hudhayfa, 444InAbi al-Hudhayl, 403taal-'Afar, 112 (Harun al-Rashid)Ibnal-Asha'th, 64Ibn Athal, 108InDhual-Kala', 423to Fatik al-Asadi, 124to Khuthaym, 93,137; 39IbnLahFa, 417; 189,292 toMas'ud see 'Abdallah b. Mas'ud to Maurice, 296to Muhayriz, 292,324IboQatan, 341toSayyad (Jewish Dajjal), 342-3toSas'id, 328to Shawdhab, 58,177to Shihab see al-ZuhritoWahb see 'Abdallah b. Wahbtoal-Zubayr see 'Abdallah b.al-ZubayrtoZuhayr, probably Qasama b. Zuhayr,157Ibn Zurayr al-Ghafiqi, 213Ibrahim b.'Abdallah b. al-Hasan,

'Isma b. Qays al-Sulami, 140,141Isma'il b. al-'Ala* b. Muhammad al-Kalbi, 
139Isma'il b. Muhammad b. 'Amr b Sa'd, 
227Israelites, 124, 244, 298, 406, 430 IsrafTl, 248Istakhr, 178,179 'Itris b. 'Urqub, 75 'Iyad b. 'Uqba, 295Jabir (title), 48, 218, 224, 232Jabir al-Sadafi, 231, 321, 386Jabir b. Azdad, 364-5Jabir b. 'Abdallah, 48, 81,208, 395, 397, 
398Jabir b. Samura, 40Jabir b. Zayd al-Azdi, 71Al-Jabiya, 148,165Gate, 229Jadis (tribe), 216, 224, 234, 266,336Ja'far b. Sayyar al-Shami, 204Ja'far al-Jayyar, 171nJaffa, 260, 269, 282, 283, 312 

Jahihyya (ignorance), 6, 50, 59, 62, 76, 83,97,103,110,150,159, 208,428Ibrahim b. Abi 'Abla, 26,325Ibrahim b.Maysara, 206 ^iya.176,287,438U Path, 390 ’^54,377,391 ^nb.Hasin, 16b. Sulaym al-Kala'i, 268

219,375Jamajim, Battle of, 38,64Jamma’wayn, 186Jarm (tribe), 201Jawmtis, Field of, 443Jayhun/Jayhan River (Amu Darya), 112,389Jayrun Gate, 203
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as bayt al-maqdis, 13,174,180,199, 202, 207, 210, 218,220, 223, 224-5, 232, 250, 253,259,262, 272, 278, 283, 284,286,297,308, 309-10, 337, 339, 346, 348, 350, 355, 359, 367, 372, 378, 387,390, 393as z'/zyd, 109,151,176,197, 209,222, 225,291,297, 348,352Caliph in, 201, 221, 227,230,309 Jesus, 17,29,132,221,232,237-8,258, 396,411Dajjal and, 330,333,346-8,350,354, 357family of, 190,192,360,373 Gog and Magog and, 366-7 Mahdi and, 206,212,213-14,231 return of, 241,249,280,321,323, 338,345,351-2,353-4,355,356, 359,426rule of, 351,358-61,372Jew, a, 51, 263,357Jews, 205,206,332,334,351-2,399 Dajjal and, 332,334-6,341-3,350, 353-4, 359Gate, 270, 313Jifar, 442-3Jinn, 336, 336-7, 390,397,435John the Baptist, 117 Jordan River (Valley), 310,337,400,442 Joseph, 376 Jubayr b. Nufayr, 139,152,232,306,328, 

334,368,399,428,429Judham (tribe), 224-5,234,255,282,283, 360, 368 Juhayna (tribe), 433 Jukha River, 422 Jumay', 33
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" " (emperor), 287,296
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163.167,173,176.177.
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218,219,220,221,223,224,225, 
227,228,230,231,232,236,237, 
238,239,240,241,242,249,253, 
255,256,258,262,264,269,271, 
774,275,278,279,280,281,282, 
283,289,291,292,293,298,299, 
300,304,305,307,308,309,312, 
313,319,322,323,324,326,327, 
328,329,331,334,335,337,346, 
347,348.351,353,355,359,360, 
361.362,364.365,368,370,373, 
375,378,380,388,389,392,405' 
415,416,418,419,422,423,425, 
426,429,430,435; 7,10,42,43 ' 50,60,98,129,273,369,381 manic behavior of, 313-14Ka'b b. Murra, 86Ka'ba, 146,193-4,354,392,403 destroyed by Ethiopians, 414# 415-16Khabur River, 165 ,Kalb (tribe), 187,198,199,200,2° ’ 202-3,250,314Kalbite woman, son of, 151, l6 - Kathir b. Murra, 24,97,119,1^» 

131,134,135,323,334,3^4 I 
406Khalid b. Kaysan, 283 Khalid b.Ma'dan, 119,123, 

311,380; 300Khalid b. Sumayr, 74
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S " WSOPrtijid b. Urfata. 72
rfd b. al-Walid, 11152
J b. al-Walid b. 'Uqbi78)

b. Yazid b. Mu'awiya, 123, IX

151,154,156,433 _ 
Idjjiidb. Zuhayr al-Kalbi, 143
Idulifa b. al-Hasan, 91
Uaqan (Turkish title), 121
Kharija, 160
Kharijites, 286
Kharqaduna, 440
Khazars, 116,421
Khidr, 340,344
Khubab b. al-Arat, 84; 94n
Oumayra’ 279
Khurasan, 57,100,101,106,109,117,

127,150,164,175,179
Dajjal and, 328-9people of, 169,173,418,420,422Khuthaym al-Ziyadi, 292,297Ito, 421Kinana, 202Wa, 145,158,160,188Kirman,301,421Kufa, 53,78,149,157,158,162,166,167,168,169,170,177,186,196,202,204,329Byzantines and Syrians attack, 262,275destruction of, 173,174,401,422,432,434Kufat al-Anbar, 163Kulthum al-Khuza'i, 89Kurayb, 230Kurds, 424Kurz b. 'Alqama al-Khuza'i, 2,92Kuswa River, 335Kiitha, 328Lakhm (tribe), 216,224-5,234, 282 laydin, 434Layth, 154,417Lebanon, 428Leo the Isaurian (emperor), 285Levisonof jacob, tribe of, 325Libya, 287-88,318,417Lydda, Gate of, 346-7

Mada’in (Ctesiphon), 85, 179, 275 Madhhij (tribe), 187, 216, 312, 324 Maghrib (Muslim west), 104, 105, 113, 138,141,142, 164, 188, 326People of, 161,162, 175, 189, 290-1Mahdi (title), 41, 49-50, 431Mahdi (messianic figure), 110, 169, 218,
appearance of. 111, 149, 174-5, 177, 178, 180, 187, 188, 189, 191, 192, 193,210, 426conquests of, 115, 203, 208 description of, 209-10, 211, 212-14 justice, 205-6reluctance of, 194, 195-6, 201 rule of, 150, 198, 204-5, 207, 225, 227-8,314Sufyan! and, 196-7,199, 202-3 Majma' b. Jariya, 347Makhul, 8,57,101,115,116,118,253,

308,400, 420, 423, 424Malik al-Ashtar, 67Malik b. Dinar, 88Ma mar, 39Ma'mar b. Jawus, 93,137, 340, 344Manbij, Bridge of, 391Al-Ma’mun (caliph), 11 In, 169Mandarun, 151,162Al-Mansur al-Yamani (title), 41, 48,49-50,156,159,174, 219, 231, 258, 431-2ruler, 226, 442Marhum b. Qattar, 77Maris, 293. 297Marj 'Adhra', 442Marj Himar, 420Marj al-Sufar, 161, 440Marj al-Thaniyya, 162Marwa, Hill of, 414Marwan b. al-Hakam (Caliph), 15, 54, 55,56, 68, 71, 79, 95, 96Marwan II (caliph), 59, 97,103,104,106,107, 430Siege of Hims, 99-100Marwanids, 156, 243, 429Marw (Marv) al-Rudh, xiii, 181,186, 328, 427



INDEXMaryut, 287Mashal Monastery 107,263,269274 /0'Mashraf, 128Masisa, 284Maslama b. 'Abd al-Malik, 242; 14 j 247nMaslama b. Makhrama, 444Maslama b. Mukhallad al-Ansari, 12,41 Masruq, 32,86,89,376; 11 Matar al-Warraq, 188,204,205 
Mawali (clients), 109,131,159,179, 217,224,230,243,250,427 fighting qualities of, 246,252,259, 266, 277,288-9,307,443Mawjib, 309Mazin, Market of, 160Mecca, 10,16,19,45, 74, 75,121,149, 151,181-3,200,220,389Beast appears in, 409-10,413 Dajjal and, 339,348-9,383 Mahdi taking refuge in, 193-4,195, 196, 201splitting the moon at, 376-7 swallowing up by the earth, 184,

a

1 Carmel, 226Mt Hasa, 149Mt JudT, 8,332 3Mt Khunasim, i66Lebanon, 253,273398,399,442Mt Mu'taq, 133,245Mt. of Olives, 284,336Mt Qasyun, 446Mt Sal', 2S6Mt. Sanir (Hermon), 399 442Mt Sinai, 134,362-3,368,370,371 3,8Mt. Tabor, 332,398 8Mt. Thawr, 336Mu'adh b. Jabal, 9,2ft 324,383,392 393
394 ' 'Al-Mu'alli b. Rashid al-Nabbal, 445Mu awiya b. Abi Sufyan, 9,96,114,134,
377,421,422:19,48,49,52-3,54,55,59,95,101,108,269n,278,303,328,393,402,425,426,430Church of, 269nMu'awiya b. Qurra, 124Mudar (tribal confederation), 217-18,223,225,229,236

•293-297.310.
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185-6Medina, 16,19,45,65,78,88,132,151, 161,173-4,181-3,220,251,256, 386, 389-90appearance of the Mahdi in, 196-7 
fighting between Medina and Mecca, 182,184-5people taken from, 389-90,392-3,394

rRefuge from the Dajjal, 344,348-9,

Al-Mufarrij (title), 224,232 Al-Mughira b. 'Abd al-Rahman al- Makhzumi, 191 andnAl-Mughira b. Abi Shu'ba, 345 Al-Mughira b. al-Akhnas, 71 Mughith al-Awza'i, 44,52 Muhajir b. Habib, 285,306,308 Muhajir b. Nabbal, 123 Muhammad (prophet), 75,98,325,361 369
383

Memphis, 416-17

Mercy, Gate of, 199

Messianic age, 351,353-4,355-6,

357-61, 367, 373

Michael, 204, 247,267 
Mina (place), 119,193,376-7 
Mina, 56

Miqdam b. Ma'dikarib, 135,334

Moses, 5, 40, 47n, 204, 360

Rod of, 286, 297

Mt. Abu Qays, 10

Community of (Muslims), 106,195 255,406,425,430 
family of, 109,116,169,170,174, 

177,190,192,212-13,445 
Ibn Sayyad and, 342-3 

Muhammad (unidentified), 90 
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman b. Abi

Dhi'b, 10

Muhammad b. Abi Bakr, 32 
Muhammad b. 'Ali, 104,152,156,185, 

197

Muhammad b. al-Asha'th, 130

Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, 83,1OO,
110,111.144,150,155,160,174, 
230,426:212Muhammad b. Hatib, 33Muhammad b. Ja'far b. 'Ali, 151Muhammad b. Ka'b al-Qurazi, 140Muhammad b. Maslama, 71; 72Muhammad b. Muhammad b. 'All al-Sayrafi al-Ansari, 446Muhammad b. Sa'id, 289Muhammad b. Sirin, 54,80,85,109,127, 
188,204,205Muhammad b. Yazid, 43Muharib (tribe), 223,235Mujahid, 3,64,89, 93,401,418; 10, 414

Al-Mukhtar b. Abi 'Ubayd al-Thaqafi,58n, 60,74Al-Mundhir b. al-Zubayr, 75Mum b.Rabfa, 229Musa b. Nusayr, 295Musab. Sulayman, 240Musa b. Jalha, 74
Musallima (new Arab Muslims), 131,247Musaylima, 56,321,343Muslim b. Yassar, 64Muslims, 108Al-Mustawrid al-Qurashi, 293,425Muzayna (tribe), 392-3,394Muzdalifa, 413Nabisha al-Khyar, 445AJ-Nabk, 279Nadir (tribe), 391Al-Nadr b. Shumayt, 426Nafi',58

Najda, 16,87,214Al-Najib b. Sari, 132,146,147,150,168,

437Najran, 348Nasir-i Khusraw, 347n
164437Wal-Bikali, 126,204; 106,347 and n,393-4,401,427

Al-Nazzal b. Sabra, 55
Nicea, 292

Nikiu,316

Nile River, 133, 146, 400, 435 Nisfbin, 179, 440Nizar (tribal confederation), 222, 228,441Noah, 126,322, 437 Al-Nu'man b. Muqarrin, 29 Nu'aym, 218; xii-xiv, 190, 256
Orontes River, 245, 283People of the Book, 72, 330People ofthe House, 175, 195, 199, 211, 214People ofthe Trench, 348Persia, 245, 292, 307, 311Persians, 51, 108, 220, 236Pharaoh, 117,416-17Believer ofthe family of, 285Psalms, 306"Pure Soul," 94, 178n, 182, 183, 186, 191, 209nPyramids, 287
Qabisa b. Bara", 383Qabisa b. Dhu'ayb, 379Qadisiyya, Battle of, 403Qahtan, 48, 222, 228, 442Qahtani (title), 50, 218-19, 231, 235Qamar/Nimr b. 'Ibad, 168, 434 Qamuliya, 259, 443Qarin, 136Qasama b. Zuhayr, 395 see Ibn ZuhayrAl-Qasim Abu 'Abd al-Rahman, 90, 222, 

257, 387Al-Qasim b. Abi Bazza, 375Qatada, 186,195,197,206,211, 214,
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r*.
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